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Watch a video of Professor
Hurwicz's reaction to
winning the Nobel Prize.

University of Minnesota
Regents Professor Emeritus of
Economics Leonid Hurwicz
won the Nobel Prize in
economics Monday, Oct. 15,
for revolutionizing the way
people consider how to bring
about desired economic
change.

Harnessing human drives

With mechanism design,
Leonid Hurwicz showed
mathematically that the
rules for economic
interactions ("mechanisms")
must be set ("designed") so
as to take advantage of
natural human motivations
in order to achieve a
successful outcome.

For example, if I want to sell
you a car, we could haggle
all day. Or, we could design
our interaction this way: We
agree to simultaneously
announce how much we
think the car is worth and to
set the price at the halfway
point. As long as you value
the car more than I do--as a
buyer should--we'll both
profit.

In a real-world application
of mechanism design
principles, University
economists found that a
free market could never
lead to a workable scheme
to reduce air pollution.
That's because by
themselves, private
companies have no way to
determine what their share
of cost and effort should be.
But when an outside
agency--the federal
government--stepped in
and set percentage
reduction standards,
companies were able to
reduce their emissions
accordingly, or pay other
industries to take on their
share.

Mechanism design explains
why planned economies
such as the former
U.S.S.R's. tend to fail: They
give workers too little
incentive to work hard. But
free market systems may
also fall to poor incentive
design. For example, an
insurer may go bust if the
only people who buy
policies are those who
anticipate trouble.

University professor wins Nobel Prize
Leonid Hurwicz's work puts the human factor into economic theory

By Deane Morrison

From M, winter 2008

When he got the call at 6 a.m., Leonid Hurwicz thought it was a
joke. But the caller couldn't have been more serious: Hurwicz, a
University Regents Professor Emeritus of Economics, had just won
the Nobel Prize in Economics. Along with fellow Americans Eric
Maskin of Princeton University and Roger Myerson of the
University of Chicago, Hurwicz reaped the honor for theories that
help set rules for transactions ranging from auctions to elections.
At 90, Hurwicz is the oldest Nobel winner in history, according to
the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. Asked if he suspected a
Nobel Prize was in the offing, he replied that he'd been on the short
list for 30 years. University President Robert Bruininks was thrilled
when he heard the news. "Professor Hurwicz has influenced in a
very significant and transformative way the study of economics and
the application of economics to important issues on an
international scale," he says.

"Leo was and is a Renaissance man," Chari recalls.
"The very first time I met him, he engaged me in a
long discussion about the intricacies of the dialects of Tamil, my native
language, which is one of the languages of South India."

A quiet revolutionary

A colleague describes Hurwicz as somebody who revolutionized the way people think about how to bring about
desired economic change, sweeping away old ways of thinking that relied on central planning without regard to
incentives for individuals. "Before Leo, people said, 'Let's just ask people to
achieve outcomes, such as how much steel to produce or how many shoes to
make,'" says V.V. Chari, the University's Paul Frenzel professor of liberal arts
and economics professor. But, says Chari, one can achieve the desired
outcomes only if people are provided with the right kind of incentives. "That
was a fundamental breakthrough in
thinking about economics policy and
economic reform." In practice, he says,
Hurwicz's work gives a much better
understanding of why centrally planned
economic mechanisms such as
communism fail so often. The main
reason is they do not take adequate account of the incentives people face. "He
explained in mathematical, but commonsense, terms when we should expect
markets to function well and when we should expect them to function poorly,"
says Chari. "He introduced two words that revolutionized all of economics
when he insisted that every economic mechanism should be 'incentive
compatible.' That is, it should provide people with the right kind of incentive to
use the information they have in the best possible way."

The University named Hurwicz a regents
professor, its highest faculty honor, in
1969.
(Photo courtesy of University of
Minnesota Archives.)

His theory of "mechanism design" goes to
the heart of the interactions
(mechanisms) people engage in to
achieve their objectives. The competitive
market system, for example, works well in
many cases, but when coping with
problems like pollution or how to provide
for the public good, markets fail. In such

situations, mechanism design excels in the creation of alternatives. Hurwicz's
work has indirectly affected a wide range of economic policies; for example, it
influences the way the government auctions off bandwidths to cellular
companies. The theory is that the highest bidder, having invested much, will
have an incentive to provide top-notch service. Hurwicz's work also had a big
effect on the way people think about development problems in very poor
countries. "We've shifted focus away from the role of governments in solving
the problems of poor countries to a focus on the rule of law, stable property
rights, and provision of incentives to farmers, businesspeople and others to act
in ways that further the social interest," explains Chari. "The way Leo taught us
to think has changed the world." Hurwicz has received many honors before,
most notably the National Medal of Science in 1990. At the University, he was
the graduate adviser to Daniel McFadden, who won the economics Nobel in
2000.

The long road to Stockholm

Born in Moscow, Hurwicz left Russia in 1919 in a horse-drawn wagon when his
family, fearing political persecution, fled to their native Poland. "It was
something you could make a Dr. Zhivago movie about," Hurwicz muses. He
studied at the University of Warsaw, graduating with a law degree in 1938. The
legal education was his father's idea. Besides attending law school, Hurwicz
indulged his real interests by studying physics and entering the conservatory
as a piano student. Then, during a second-year course in economics for his
law degree, he discovered a new love. Law degree in hand, he entered the London School of Economics. His
English was rudimentary, and the classes he understood best were taught by Nicholas Kaldor, a renowned
Hungarian economist. "He had a worse accent than I did, but I could understand it, so I took all the courses he was
teaching," says Hurwicz.

"Leo was and is a Renaissance man," Chari recalls. "The very first time
I met him, he engaged me in a long discussion about the intricacies of
the dialects of Tamil, my native language, which is one of the languages
of South India."

In 1939 he went to Geneva for further study, but Hitler's invasion of Poland forced Hurwicz, a Jew, and his family to
flee again. His parents and brother left Warsaw only to be interned in Soviet labor camps. Hurwicz spent several
anxious months in Switzerland and Portugal, then emigrated to the United States. He completed his studies at the
University of Chicago and Harvard, and his family eventually joined him. He taught meteorology at the University of
Chicago from 1942 to 1944, and hired, sight unseen, economics undergraduate Evelyn Jensen, a farm girl from
Wisconsin, as his teaching assistant. In July, the two, along with their children Sarah, Michael, Ruth, and Maxim,
celebrated their 63rd anniversary. "The hardest part of marriage is the first 63 years," Hurwicz quips. Hurwicz arrived
at the University of Minnesota in 1951, recruited by legendary economist and presidential adviser Walter Heller. The
two created an independent spirit and identity for economists at the university, recruiting talented young economists
and teaching students the technique and beauty of economics. The department's national standing owes a huge
debt to Hurwicz. "I would say he's responsible almost single-handedly for its high reputation," says economics
professor emeritus John Chipman. He is known for his knowledge of fields ranging far beyond economics. "Leo was
and is a Renaissance man," Chari recalls. "The very first time I met him, he engaged me in a long discussion about
the intricacies of the dialects of Tamil, my native language, which is one of the languages of South India." Narayana
Kocherlakota, chair of the Department of Economics, was ecstatic at Hurwicz's selection. "Leo's research and
teaching have been at the center of life in the Department of Economics for nearly 60 years," he says. "We are
delighted to offer our congratulations to our longtime colleague and friend for this recognition of his extraordinary and
foundational research."

This article contains material from "Intelligent Designer," by Douglas Clement, which appeared in the fall 2006 issue
of Minnesota Economics.
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Book reviews winter 2008
New titles with a connection to the U

By Gayla Marty

From M, winter 2008

Twin Cities by Trolley

By John W. Diers and Aaron Isaacs
From 1889, when the first electric streetcar debuted in Minneapolis
on Christmas Eve, until the last car pulled into Snelling Shops in
1954, Twin City Rapid Transit shaped the area from Lake
Minnetonka to the St. Croix River. At its peak in the '20s, 900
streetcars carried more than 2 million passengers a year on 523
miles of track. One of the busiest lines served the Twin Cities
campus. Packed with photos, maps, and a guide to 50 lines--many that live on as bus routes--this
detailed account sets the stage for the resurgence of rail. University of Minnesota Press, 2007;
ISBN 978-0-8166-4358-5; $39.95 hc

Gopher Gold

By Tim Brady
When students got so mad at the first University president in 1882 that they tore the gates off his
house, Folwell and a couple of professors drew their guns. Local journalist Tim Brady tells the best
tales of the old U, peppered with drama, humor, and plenty of photos. Meet colorful characters who
blazed trails in women's suffrage, desegregation, world wars, and post-war culture--up to the
Gophers' trips to the Rosebowl in the early '60s. Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2007; ISBN
978-0-87351-601-3; $24.95 hc

Weird Minnesota

By Eric Dregni
Grad student Eric Dregni has not only a gift for storytelling but the "weird eye," which he turns on his
home state. Local legends, ancient mysteries, odd properties, heroes and villains, ghosts and
gophers show up in living color--Paul Bunyan and Hermann the German, eccentric collections,
woodtick races, an underground wedding chapel, giant animal sculptures, and much more. Sterling
Publishing, 2006; ISBN 978-1-4027-3908-8; $19.95 hc

MORE INFO: Contact the University of Minnesota Bookstores, located in Coffman Memorial Union and the St. Paul
Student Center, at 612-626-0559 or generalbooks@umn.edu. Look for faculty authors at
www.bookstores.umn.edu/genref. 
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U student Kourtnee Baukol
and alum Erica Jensen.

American Indian Cultural House helps U
students succeed in college
By Bob San

January 8, 2008

Thanks to the American Indian Cultural House (AICH), University
of Minnesota students such as Julia Littlewolf and Kourtnee Baukol
are blossoming as scholars and individuals.

The AICH, which recently held a reception to celebrate its fifth
year, is a University effort to help American Indian students adjust
to campus life. AICH is a living and learning community on the
University's Twin Cities campus open to all incoming freshmen who
are either American Indians or students interested in the American
Indian culture. AICH creates a sense of community for these
students, helping them adapt to college and increasing retention
rates among American Indians. "The Cultural House helped me
build connections right away," says Littlewolf, who along with
Baukol are members of the first Cultural House class that entered the U in 2003. "We took classes
together, had meetings, and hung around each other. Just to be able to share with other students
with similar background was encouraging and [program director] Jillian Rowan was a great support.
The best thing is that being a part of the Cultural House was like having your own family. It was a
good stepping stone to the campus for first-year students." With the support of AICH students and
staff, Littlewolf successfully made the transition from a small reservation to a major university
campus. She is a member of the White Earth Reservation, and in addition to being a senior who will
graduate this spring with a double major in communications and American Indian studies, she is
also serving as a board member on the U's American Indian Student Cultural Center and a peer
mentor for the Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence.

"When I was [on] the reservation, school was always difficult for me," adds Littlewolf. "I became a
better student in high school but I never expected to be going to college so soon. But in May I am
going to have a bachelor's degree. I can't even imagine how I would have done without the Cultural
House."

Baukol, a resident of Rochester and a member of the Turtle Mountain band of Chippewa (a Native
American tribe of Ojibwa and Metis peoples) in Belcourt, South Dakota, says she has received
plenty of assistance from Rowan in areas such as scholarship letters and applying for financial aid.
"As a freshman, it is often hard to transition into life on your own," Baukol says. "The Cultural House
gave me an informal education about how to survive and how to incorporate Native traditional ways.
The house gave me a home, a community in which I belonged. That is what the house was intended
to provide--a place that would make the transition easier."

U student Julia Littlewolf

Like Littlewolf, Baukol will also graduate this spring, with a degree in
family social science. "I know that a large part of the reason I am
graduating is because of my experience within the Cultural House," she
says.

For more information about the American Indian Cultural House, call
Jillian Rowan at 612-626-0733.

Further reading For the love of all things American Indian 
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Biofuel research moves
forward

Biofuel research at the
University of Minnesota
continues to grow; watch
the News Service video to
learn more or read "Ethanol
fuel presents a corn-
undrum" and "Back to the
future: Prairie grasses
emerge as rich energy
source".

The role of oil prices in renewable energy

From eNews, January 10, 2008

The University of Minnesota has discovered a silver lining in the increasing cost of oil.

In November business leaders, government officials, and researchers who attended the U's E3
Conference on renewable energy were surveyed on what they think will promote sustainable energy
research within their geographic domain. About 40 percent of the respondents said the cost of oil is
the primary driver.

In other words, the majority of the conference participants believe rising oil costs will jump start
renewable fuels and electricity research more than any other potential factor. Respondents were
almost evenly split on two additional factors: government mandates (36 percent) and profitability of
alternative/renewable energy production (35 percent). Rounding out the data, 29 percent think
government incentives and public demand for renewable energy sources will be the main driver.

Of the 400-plus people who attended E3, approximately 43 percent completed the survey. Those
surveyed were asked to select up to three factors from a list of several possibilities. The
percentages above reflect which factors they selected the most.

"Once again, we're finding that economics will be a major driver of
future developments in the renewable energy sector," says Richard
Hemmingsen, director of the University of Minnesota's Initiative for
Renewable Energy and the Environment (IREE), which hosted the
conference. "With all the bad news recently about rising oil prices,
maybe we finally have something to look forward to."

The survey results also showed that nearly one-quarter of
respondents think cellulosic biofuels will be the next big development
in sustainable energy, while an additional 16 percent believe that solar
technology has the most potential. One in 10 think sustainable energy
will become more efficient to produce, and 8 percent believe that
algae-to-energy has the most potential for reducing fossil fuel
consumption.

This year all proceeds, including admission, from the conference went to the creation of the
University of Minnesota's first endowed scholarship to support students interested in pursuing a
career in renewable energy and the environment.

Millennium Research Inc. conducted the survey. The marketing-research and consulting company
specializes in agriculture and outdoor industries.
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According to a new University
of Minnesota study, teen girls
who ate five or more meals
with their families each week
were less likely to engage in
behavior like binge eating.

Family meals quell eating disorders in
teenage girls

January 9, 2008

Adolescent girls who frequently eat meals with their families
appear less likely to use diet pills, laxatives, or other extreme
measures to control their weight five years later, according to
research led by Dianne Neumark-Sztainer, lead investigator of
Project Eating Among Teens (Project EAT) at the University of
Minnesota School of Public Health.

Among adolescent boys, however, regular family meals did not
predict lower levels of future disordered eating behaviors.

Neumark-Sztainer and her colleagues studied 2,516 adolescents
at 31 Minnesota schools over the course of five years. Participants
completed two surveys--an in-class survey in 1999 and a mailed
survey in 2004--that asked about how often they ate with their
families and their body mass index, feelings of family
connectedness, and eating behaviors.

"Health care professionals have an important role to play in reinforcing
the benefits of family meals," says Neumark-Sztainer. "Schools and
community organizations should also be encouraged to make it easier
for families to have shared mealtimes on a regular basis."

When looking at behavior over a five-year span, teen girls who ate five or more meals with their
families each week in 1999 were significantly less likely to report engaging in extreme behavior like
binge eating and self-induced vomiting in 2004. Adolescent boys did not show a similar pattern.

The reasons for the gender differences are unclear. It is possible that adolescent boys and girls
have different experiences at family meals. For example, girls may have more involvement in food
preparation and other food-related tasks, which may play a protective role in the development of
disordered eating behaviors. Girls also may be more sensitive to, and likely to be influenced by,
interpersonal and familial relationships present at family meals than adolescent boys.

Given the findings of this and other studies and the prevalence of disordered eating among teen
girls, the researchers conclude that it is important to find ways to help families eat meals together.
"Health care professionals have an important role to play in reinforcing the benefits of family meals
... and discussing strategies for creating healthful and easy-to-prepare family meals," says
Neumark-Sztainer. "Schools and community organizations should also be encouraged to make it
easier for families to have shared mealtimes on a regular basis."
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University student Pui-Fong
Kan is looking at difference in
how bilingual children learn
language skills over time.

Bridging languages, bridging cultures
U student explores the relationship between language acquisition
and culture

By Linda Shapiro

From eNews, January 10, 2008

As the numbers of bilingual children in Minnesota continue to grow
at a phenomenal rate, educators and practitioners need to look
with a variety of lenses at language acquisition in these vitally
important populations. A Ph.D. candidate from the University of
Minnesota, Pui-Fong Kan, believes that any research about
language development in bilingual children must view the child as
an individual in constantly shifting cultural, family, and social
environments.

"Pui-Fong has got this extraordinary quantitative gift--mathematical
savvy coupled with an array of other talents that allow her to look
at how two languages develop both within the brain and socially,"
says associate professor Kathi Kohnert, Kan's thesis adviser and
mentor. "She brings multiple perspectives to dealing with other cultures."

Currently working with Hmong-English preschool children in Minneapolis, Kan looks at differences in
how the children learn language skills over time. "We need to look at the development of both
languages--the Hmong home language and the English second language--to determine whether a
child who is having difficulties has a language disorder, or whether it's cultural," she says.

Her project is a collaboration between the department, Minneapolis Southeast Asian Services
(where the preschool is housed), and Reuben-Lindh Family Services.

"They set up the environment that enables us to collect data. In turn, they learn more about the
cognitive and linguistic development of the Hmong-English bilingual children from our testing. This
information will help teachers to further develop educational programs," says Kan.

Kan believes it is important to link the various people who interact with the children in clinical
intervention.

"We need to make teachers, parents, and therapists understand one another--to link everyone and
everything together like a bridge," she says. She emphasizes that bilingual children are
"linguistically ambidextrous. They come in and out of both languages and both cultures naturally
when speaking with others."

So it is important to consider a variety of factors in assessing children's language development,
including how they get supported at home and how environment affects the acquisition of language
skills.

"We need to look at the development of both languages--the Hmong
home language and the English second language--to determine whether
a child who is having difficulties has a language disorder, or whether
it's cultural," says Kan.

Through experience, Kan has learned the importance of looking at the whole picture. For instance, while working in a
Los Angeles hospital she had a two-and-a-half-year-old Chinese-American patient who was not talking and had
been diagnosed with a language delay. Kan spoke with the family and discovered that the mother did not interact
regularly with her child because in Chinese culture adults tend to supervise children's play rather than participate in
it. Kan involved the girl's older sister in play activities, and the child's language skills began to improve.

Kan's cultural awareness comes partly from growing up in a Chinese family in Macao, a multicultural
Portuguese colony. She studied linguistics in Taiwan and England, then got a job working with
children with communication disorders in the Macao Department of Education. Eager to learn more,
she studied speech and language pathology at Central Michigan University and then came to the
University of Minnesota, where she received an M.A. in 2002. After completing her clinical
fellowship in California, she returned to the U.

In her new study, which was awarded a dissertation fellowship from the U's Graduate School, Kan,
with Kohnert's help, has devised tools to test children's general cognitive skills and language skills in
both languages.

"No one had tested the Hmong-English bilingual children's language skills before. We specifically
tested both Hmong and English skills," says Kan. For instance, she employs the "novel word
learning" task to look at the cognitive and linguistic development in the children. She pairs a novel
object (e.g., part of a needle cushion) with a novel Hmong word (e.g., tawj, a word with a high falling
tone) and a novel English word (e.g., meep) in a play context. How quickly the children can learn
which novel labels belong to which objects enables Kan to measure how they learn new words in
both languages.

Kan's openness to Hmong culture has enriched the department in several ways, says Kohnert, who
notes that "Kan has taken it upon herself to study the Hmong language and culture. Her intellectual
curiosity and her willingness and eagerness to learn have made her an asset to the department."

Besides developing a Web site (www.tc.umn.edu/~kanx0004) on Hmong language and culture "in
her spare time," Kan has embraced Hmong students at the University. The department hired half a
dozen Hmong research assistants to work on this project.

"Kan has become a driving force in training, mentoring, and learning from them," says Kohnert. "We
have all learned from them."
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Poinsettias have a hard time
thriving indoors because they
seldom get enough light in the
home environment.

Holiday plants: To stay or go
By David Zlesak

From eNews, January 10, 2008

The holidays have come and gone and we're faced with the task of
putting away the decorations.

Seeing brightly colored bracts (those modified leaves that turn
color near the center) on poinsettias or a few colorful petals left on
a cyclamen usually sways me to keep them around a bit longer.
Having a blooming plant of almost any sort helps make a winter
day in January more bearable.

But the time eventually comes to decide: adopt these plants into
your "family" of houseplants or send them on their way. Here are
some tips to help make your decision about four major holiday
plants.

Difficult to keep as houseplants: Poinsettia (Euphorbia
pulcherrima) Poinsettias are challenging to keep as houseplants because they seldom receive
enough light in the home environment to thrive. They are rather susceptible to root rot which is
exacerbated by water stress (over-watering or allowing pots to dry out too much between watering).
They are also very susceptible to whiteflies. Unless one has a very bright window or greenhouse,
poinsettias typically limp along, seldom bloom in subsequent years, and generally do not thrive.

In the past I've enjoyed using poinsettias as annual foliage plants in sunny areas of garden beds or
in large pots on the deck. Harden poinsettias off as any other houseplant or bedding plant before
moving them to sunny outdoor conditions. Cyclamen (Cyclamen persicum) Cyclamen bloom over
an extended period of time. In order to keep young flower buds forming and developing in the crown
of the plant, grow in a cool location with bright light. Removal of spent flowers can also encourage
more flowers to develop. When deadheading, grab the spent flower stem securely and pull it
completely off from the crown of the plant. Cyclamen typically go dormant after flowering.

It is very difficult in the home environment to grow a compact, high quality cyclamen plant. Typically,
light levels are not high enough and result in puny-looking plants with elongated leaf petioles falling
over the edge of the pot as they reach towards light.

Easier to keep as houseplants: Norfolk Island pine (Araucaria heterophylla) Commonly sold
around the holidays as an indoor, living Christmas tree. Plants are typically sprayed with glitter,
decorated with small bows and other ornaments, and have their pots covered with festive foil or
other plastic pot covers. Norfolk Island pine is probably the most amenable conifer to home
conditions.

Freezing conditions may kill tender new growth or the whole plant. Plants grow best in warm,
uniformly moist, well-draining soil, and high humidity. Under low humidity, tips of new growth and
older needles can become brown. Prolonged periods of low humidity can also result in older
branches completely dying. You can increase humidity by misting, putting bowls of water on
radiators and other warm places, or using humidifiers, which can also benefit plants such as ferns
and African violets.

Christmas cactus (Schlumbergera _buckleyi) Probably the easiest holiday plant to grow in the
typical home. Temperature and day length (actually perceived as night length) are the two main
factors that trigger flowering in this plant.

At temperatures in the 50sF plants typically set and develop flower buds under both short and long
photoperiods. If the temperatures are in the 60s to mid-70s, at least 14 hours of night are necessary
for flowering. At temperatures above the mid-70s, Christmas cactus typically does not flower. Lower
temperatures will help blooming flowers last longer. In addition, providing extra water during
flowering will help keep flower buds from dropping and allow flowers to open well and last longer.

David Zlesak is an assistant extension professor with the University of Minnesota Extension Regional Center
Andover. 
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Peggy Nelson, an associate
professor at the University of
Minnesota, links research with
practice to improve children's
learning in schools.

The sound of silence
U professor studies the effects of noise on classroom learning

By Emily Sohn

January 11, 2008

In an ideal world, classrooms are peaceful places where all
students pay attention to the teacher, raise their hands to ask
questions, and listen to each other's comments.

Few classrooms are like that, however, and it's not because
rambunctious students are goofing off. Often, the room's
construction is to blame. Or nearby traffic, outdated heating and
air-conditioning units, and the scraping of chairs on hard floors.
Add to that thin walls and ceilings, and you've got echo-filled
classrooms that spell trouble for young learners, says Peggy
Nelson, an associate professor at the University of Minnesota who
specializes in audiology.

"In noisy rooms, kids make more noise," Nelson explains. "It's kind
of a snowball [effect]," one that is especially problematic because hearing is an essential part of
learning.

Nelson has spent her career studying the effects of both external and internal impairments to
hearing on classroom learning. As she started diagnosing children with sensorineural hearing loss
at the beginning of her career at Kansas State University about 25 years ago, she quickly realized
that children who have difficulty hearing face unique learning challenges. "Hearing loss cuts you off
from people and from incidental kinds of conversations," Nelson says. As a result, children with
hearing loss don't pick up new vocabulary just by overhearing adults talk. And because they don't
know what they are missing, they don't know what questions to ask--another kind of snowball effect.

What's more, children with hearing loss often have trouble behaving in social situations. And studies
show that they're not as good at reading as other children. "It's a huge problem," Nelson says. On
any given day, as many as 15 percent of school-age children, or more than a million U.S.
elementary students, have trouble hearing, mostly from middle-ear problems or ear infections,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

The link between troubled hearing and troubled learning is so strong that Nelson started to suspect
that too many students were missing out at school. "In watching these kids even with slight amounts
of hearing loss struggle with communication," Nelson says, "I wondered what happens in schools
where communication isn't perfect."

In 1998, then at the University of Maryland, Nelson began measuring sound levels in empty urban,
rural, and suburban classrooms around the country as part of a task force for the Acoustical Society
of America. Some classrooms registered at a peaceful 30 decibels (dB), but others reached levels
of more than 65 dB, about as loud as a roaring highway. "A teacher has to shout to be heard above
that," Nelson says.

"In noisy rooms, kids make more noise," Nelson explains. "It's kind of a
snowball [effect]."

Children with hearing loss aren't the only ones suffering from noisy classrooms, Nelson says. Even
when their ears are fine, tests show that young children in particular have difficulty separating
important sounds--like a teacher's voice--from background noise, such as a nearby highway. The
human brain doesn't develop adult-like hearing skills, which enable more refined differentiation of
sounds, until the mid-teenage years. Selecting and focusing on the right stimulus--the teacher's
voice, for instance--just doesn't happen naturally for many children. Children with learning
disabilities and speech difficulties especially have trouble learning in noisy situations, as do children
with attention deficit disorders.

"They're in this swamp of sound and sight and tactile stimuli," says Daniel Shaw, U alum and
speech language pathologist at Jefferson Community School in Minneapolis.

In 2001 Shaw called Nelson to see if she would help him gauge the impact of background noise on
Jefferson's students. Many of the school's classrooms overlook a playground and busy Hennepin
Avenue. As part of a series of experiments, the researchers presented second graders with lists of
words that differed by just one sound, such as "ball" and "call," or "hot" and "heat." With no
background noise, the young students performed well, Shaw says. Scores dropped when
background noise was added, and students who spoke English as a second language took the
biggest hit. More than half of Jefferson's students are native Spanish speakers, Shaw says, which
means that a majority of children are struggling simply because they can't hear well enough.

Nelson's award-winning research has contributed to a growing body of evidence suggesting that
quieter rooms may lead to better performance. When a major airport changed locations in Germany,
Nelson says, students in schools near the new airport started scoring worse on vocabulary and
reading tests. Students at schools near the old airport, on the other hand, started doing better when
the airplane noise was gone.

Teachers also stand to benefit from acoustic adjustments. "Teachers are so used to vocal strain,"
says Shaw, that they're not even cued into the pain until it's gone. Three second-grade teachers
who tested microphones realized quickly how much they'd been straining their voices, shouting to
be heard above the din. Said one, "I don't believe how much better I feel after only one day."

Acoustic standards for tomorrow's classrooms

The latest standards, approved by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 2002, recommend that the
background noise in classrooms not exceed 35 dB, about as loud as a voice whispering from 15 feet away. While
there are no laws yet to enforce these guidelines, a small but growing number of schools around the country,
including some in the Twin Cities, are taking quiet seriously.

A perfect example is Burroughs Community school in south Minneapolis. As part of a major
renovation in 2003, the elementary school added extra-quiet climate control systems, sloping
ceilings that carry sound but not echoes, and angled walls that avoid the sound-bouncing effects of
hard, parallel surfaces. Sound-absorbing ceiling tiles, well-insulated windows and doors, and thicker
walls next to extra-loud spaces all dampen the carrying capacity of exuberant young voices in the
building, which was also moved further away from a busy neighboring street.

With the ANSI guidelines in place, future schools can be made hearing-friendly at the blueprint
stage, says Nelson. "Builders, planners, and architects have not thought of acoustics near the top of
the list in the past. I hope it will become more of a priority," she says.
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Research by Jens Omli, a
doctoral candidate in sport
psychology, has made it
easier for coaches to talk to
parents about coaching
methods and competitiveness.

A sporting chance
U student studies adult bad behavior at youth sports events

By J. Trout Lowen

January 11, 2008

Embarrassed by her father's behavior, a young girl breaks down
crying on the pitcher's mound. A pee wee flag football coach
punches a 16-year-old referee during a game. A father pulls a gun
on a football coach in an argument over his second-grader's
playing time.

Adults' bad behavior at youth sports events has become a hot topic
in the media, prompting some sports organizations to impose
mandatory ethics classes for parents or "silent sidelines." How do
youth really want parents to behave, though?

Jens Omli, a doctoral candidate in sport psychology and a
research associate at the University of Minnesota's Tucker Center
for Research on Girls and Women in Sport, put that question to
young athletes ages 3 to 14 as part of his Kids Speak research
project. He thinks the answer could help athletes, coaches, and parents both on and off the field.

"We have a number of different programs and ways to change parent behavior," Omli explains, "but
no research had previously been conducted on how children want [parents] to behave, so we don't
really know what we wanted them to change to."

Omli interviewed 73 attendees of a beginners summer tennis camp in Washington, all of whom had
previous sports experience. The campers played an average of 3.8 sports each; soccer was the
most common, followed by baseball and swimming.

What the campers said they want might surprise some parents: quiet attentiveness. Children want
parents to pay attention but to keep quiet unless somebody scores, then cheer, and then become
silent again. What kids don't want is their parents coaching from the sidelines, or yelling at them, at
the coach, or at the referee.

Even positive comments can be distracting or embarrassing, kids say. Embarrassing enough--
especially for young teens--that they may want to drop out of a sport altogether.

Omli also quizzed youth about coaches, asking them to describe their best and worst coach. Their
responses were remarkably similar, he says. More important than skill or ability was individual
behavior. Kids described a good coach as someone who is "really nice" or "really funny," and in the
case of younger children, someone who brings treats.

The only instance where the subjects were divided, Omli says, was around the issue of playing time.
Some youth want the coach to give every player equal time, while others want the coach to use
players to the team's best advantage.

Marceil Whitney, who oversees the Redmond, Washington, tennis program where Omli conducted
his research, says his findings support what 30 years of teaching tennis has shown her: Children
want sports to be fun and social. In sports programs that include those goals, kids learn faster. But
parents don't always recognize the benefits, adds Whitney, who developed the nationally
recognized Teenie Tennis program for children ages 3 to 9.

Omli's findings have made it easier for coaches to talk to parents about coaching methods and
competitiveness. "The research gives us credibility, especially with some of the younger instructors,"
Whitney says. "It really helps."

Omli, who won the 2007 Eloise M. Jaeger Scholarship for Students in the Tucker Center, plans to
continue his research, looking more closely at age and gender differences in the subjects'
responses. He also intends to explore the impact of background anger--anger expressed between
parents and other parents, coaches, or referees--on children's emotional well-being.
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A rat heart in three stages of
decellularization via a process
developed by University
professor Doris Taylor and her
colleagues. See the larger
image for details.

A variety of approaches

The work by Taylor, Ott, and
their colleagues is part of a
general movement to find
better ways of fixing sick or
injured hearts.

For example, the human
heart normally contains
stem cells that ought to be
able to replace muscle
damaged by heart attack or
other injury. Why they don't
"is the $64,000 question,"
according to Taylor.

"Virtually every organ has
stem cells," she says. "We
think that with aging and
chronic disease, the
number and function of
stem cells decreases."
Another problem is that if
injured, the heart can't wait
for repair. And even if the
damage isn't fatal, the
immune system clears
away dead heart muscle
and scar tissue replaces it;
therefore, either the dead
cells or the scar gets in the
way of new muscle that
might otherwise form.

Researchers create a new heart in the lab
Work opens a new path to replacement of hearts and other organs

By Deane Morrison

In a medical first, University researchers have created a beating
heart in the laboratory. Using detergents, they stripped away the
cells from rat hearts until only the nonliving matrix, or "skeleton,"
was left; they then repopulated the matrix with fresh heart cells. If
perfected, the technique may be used someday to generate new
hearts for patients. In the United States alone, about 5 million
people live with heart failure, 550,000 new cases are diagnosed
every year, and 50,000 die waiting for a donor heart.

"The results were a home run," says Doris Taylor, director of the
University's Center for Cardiovascular Repair and a principal
investigator on the study. "We knew that cell therapy--that is,
transplanting cells into [a patient's damaged] heart--is not a
panacea. So we started thinking, 'Is there a way to use cells to
engineer heart tissue?'" The idea, she says, is to create whole new
blood vessels or organs by implanting a patient's own cells into a
matrix derived from a donor organ. This approach ought to bypass
the problem of organ rejection because the matrix, being devoid of
cells, shouldn't provoke an immune response. Even if it did, the new cells would create a fresh
matrix of their own, which would turn off the immune response and free patients from the need to
take immunosuppressive drugs. The process, called whole organ recellularization, can be done
"with virtually any organ," Taylor says.

A simple plan

The main hurdle in creating new hearts wasn't finding the right cells but recreating the vastly complex architecture of
the heart, Taylor explains. In puzzling it over, she and Harald Ott, a research associate in the center (now a surgical
resident at Harvard Medical School and first author of the study), hit on a way to get nature to solve the problem for
them. To remove cells from fresh rat hearts, the researchers pumped solutions of detergents through the network of
blood vessels that normally nourish the organ. The treatment popped all the cells like balloons and washed away the
debris, leaving the matrix of protein fibers that form the backbone of a living heart's connective tissue. It's called the
extracellular matrix, or ECM.

"We just took nature's own building blocks to build a new organ," says
Ott. Still, "When we saw the first contractions we were speechless."

The naked ECMs looked strikingly like "ghost hearts": eerily white, rubbery "skeletons" that retained the organ's
original 3-D structure. Among the surviving features was the tubing of blood vessels, which came in handy later.Next,
the team removed hearts from newborn rats and minced them, liberating a motley crew of adult and undifferentiated
cells. The mix contained stem cells and progenitor cells--which have less potential than stem cells but can still
become multiple cell types--along with adult heart muscle cells and many other types. "Newborn tissue is rich in cells
that are more hearty and more tolerant [than adult cells]," says Taylor. The researchers then injected these cells into
the left ventricles of the ECM hearts and began pumping a solution of oxygen and nutrients through the remnant
blood vessels. After four days, they detected contractions in several hearts. In eight days, they had eight hearts
beating normally enough to pump fluid out the aorta. "We just took nature's own building blocks to build a new
organ," says Ott. Still, "When we saw the first contractions we were speechless." As the new hearts developed, the
team coaxed them along by stimulating them with electrodes. The electrical signals propagated through the tissue
and synchronized the beats. When stimulation was stopped, the hearts continued beating for various periods of time
on their own. The best-performing hearts were kept beating for 40 days. "We don't know yet, but the heart seems to
get stronger over time as we pace it [with electrical stimulation] and increase the delivery of cells," says Taylor.
"We're confident we can mimic the real heart." The rat hearts she and her
team created could contract with a force equal to about two percent of adult rat
heart function and 25 percent of 16-week fetal human heart function. The next
step is to encourage optimal growth at each stage of maturity. The team is also
experimenting with pig hearts, which are about the same size as humans', and
have successfully generated ECMs from them.

The hope

Someday, doctors may routinely extract cells from heart failure patients and
use them to reseed a new organ from a cadaver-derived ECM. What types of
cells those would be isn't known yet. "It depends on what cells are best," says
Taylor. "Bone marrow-derived stem cells are already used to treat hearts. It
may be a mix of cells from bone marrow, hearts, and skeletal muscle. We'll use
whatever cells we think are going to give us the best shot." Surgeons already
patch holes in the heart, or areas damaged by heart attacks, with pieces of
heart muscle. Patches can be grown in the lab, but it's hard to get them
anywhere near thick enough because of difficulties keeping the tissue
oxygenated. The ECM technique, however, has good potential for overcoming
this limitation because it uses the original circulatory system to oxygenate the
growing hearts. While the ECM technique can supply heart patches, Taylor
says its main application is likely to be in patients who need a whole new
heart. With too few donor hearts available, the ECM heart may fill the gap and
help patients rid themselves of mechanical assist devices much earlier. The
potential is great, but "commercialization is not our goal," says Taylor. "It's
getting this to patients safely and effectively. "I'd like to think that these kinds of
innovations will continue to happen at the U because the state realizes that we
can change the world of medicine here in Minnesota." 
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Strengthen your resolve--
exercise eight times a month
at a participating fitness
center and receive a
membership dues
reimbursement of up to $20
per month.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

If you have more questions
about the UPlan Fitness
Rewards program, contact
your fitness center. Your
health plan's customer
service representatives can
also provide assistance.
HealthPartners
800-883-2177
Medica
800-952-3455

Contact the following
service providers if you
have questions about...

Health Connections
Health Resource Center for
Healthways, Inc. (formerly
Harris HealthTrends)
877-247-9204

UPlan Wellness
Assessment
StayWell Health
Management
800-926-5455

For answers to questions
about illness, injury, or
medical care, University
employees can talk to a
registered nurse using the
Ask Mayo Clinic 24-hour
nurse line, 888-887-2593.

Employee Benefits
612-624-9090
800-756-2363
E-mail well@umn.edu

To your health in 2008
Sign up for fitness rewards or take the health assessment

By Susan Wiese

Brief, Jan. 16, 2008

After ringing in the New Year a couple of weeks ago with a
commitment to get in shape and eat better, is your resolve
wavering?

In 2008, the Employee Wellness Program can help you stay
motivated to achieve your fitness and nutrition goals. Under the
new UPlan Fitness Rewards program, an employee who exercises
eight times a month at a participating fitness center can receive a
membership dues reimbursement of up to $20 per month. And, for
the third consecutive year, UPlan members who complete or
repeat the online UPlan Wellness Assessment can earn UPlan
Wellness Rewards for their participation in Health Connections.

UPlan Fitness Rewards rolls out

The UPlan Fitness Rewards program ties directly to two existing
fitness incentive programs: Frequent Fitness through
HealthPartners, and Fit Choices through Medica. Included on the list of participating fitness centers
are the U rec centers at UMD, UMM, and UMTC.

So far, on the Twin Cities campus alone, 775 employees have signed up for the new benefit.
Employees who exercise at the U Rec Center can enroll online or onsite using a kiosk at the rec
facility. If you join or belong to a health club near your home, you are required to register in person
at the club. All prospective UPlan Fitness Rewards program participants need to know their health
plan ID number, so have your health plan card with you when you sign up for Fitness Rewards.

With regular workouts underway, expect to get your financial reward for
January's physical effort two months from now. It will show up either as a
reduction in fitness center monthly dues or as a direct deposit into your
checking or savings account, depending upon how the fitness center
administers the payment process.

If you're a member of a fitness center that is currently not participating
in the program, contact your health plan customer care representative
and let them know that your preferred club is not in their network. It's
up to Medica's Fit Choices and HealthPartners' Frequest Fitness
administrators to negotiate with your preferred center to become a
participating facility.

Rediscover the rewards of Health Connections

For the third consecutive year, the UPlan Wellness Assessment is available to
employees who want to gauge the status of their health. If you've been a
Health Connections participant in the past and have previously taken the
online wellness assessment, you are encouraged to repeat the 20-minute
questionnaire to measure how your health risks and lifestyle have changed.

When your spouse or same-sex domestic partner (if covered by the
UPlan Medical Program) takes the wellness assessment, he or she
can also receive a $65 Wellness Reward.

About 8,500 employees took the assessment during each of the first
two years of the Health Connections program. So far in 2008, more
than 1,200 have taken or retaken it, so the year is off to a good start.

The UPlan Wellness Assessment is hosted online by StayWell Health
Management, which has revamped its Web site to include more health
information resources, tracking tools, calorie counters, and more. Go
to Health Connections to connect to the UPlan Wellness Assessment,
a health coach, or additional follow-up health improvement programs.
If you need help with the assessment or would prefer a printed
version, call Staywell Health Management at 800-926-5455.

Susan Wiese is the Employee Wellness communications project manager in
the Office of Human Resources, Twin Cities campus. 
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University Regents Professor
and historian Sara Evans
believes that those who want
to make history must know
their own story.

Putting women in the spotlight
Regents Professor Sara Evans has helped place more women in
the history books

By M.J. Pehl

January 15, 2008

As a fourth-grader on the school playground, Sara Evans argued
with her playmates about which side should have won the Civil
War. It was 1950s South Carolina, and, Evans recalls, "I was the
only kid who thought it should have been the North." Over her long
career, Evans has often been an "only." She was the only historian
of women in the history department when she arrived at the
University of Minnesota in 1976, and neither women's history nor
women's studies even existed as fields when she entered graduate
school. People tend to think of history as taking place in terms of
wars and politics, says Evans. "Women aren't even on that stage,
and we had to redefine the stage." Even now, when she tells
people what she does, people wonder what there could possibly be
to write about. "Reactions aren't necessarily hostile," she says, "but
it has met with guffaws." Evans grew up in the segregated South,
first in South Carolina and then in Dallas for high school. She knew the playground debate was
really about Brown v. Board of Education, the Supreme Court decision outlawing segregation in
public schools. "The civil rights movement gave me a chance to act on the values I had, but I saw
were being violated all around me," Evans explains. She majored in history at Duke University, then
pursued political science and ended up in Chicago, a master's degree in hand. "I assumed someone
would want to use my wonderful skills in research and writing, among other things," she laughs. Not
so. "The only thing any employer was interested in was my typing speed." Evans worked as a
secretary at the University of Chicago campus ministry, which happened to be housed in the same
building as the radical student press. They discovered that Evans had been active in civil rights and
war protest movements and told her about a women's group that had just begun. It was one of the
first women's consciousness-raising groups in the country, she says, "and I just landed there."

"You need to learn the joy of asking a good question and finding out
ways to the answer--that will lead you to your life's work."

Driven by the belief that people who want to make history need to know their own story, Evans went back to
graduate school in American history at the University of North Carolina. Her son was just an infant at the time, so she
and two other members of the women's group organized a child care cooperative with six parents taking care of
three babies among them. In every course she took, she wrote about women. "I wanted to know--where are the
women and what are they doing?" she says. For her, women's history is not necessarily about discovering the
"great" women; by definition, those women were exceptions in their time. "I wanted to understand the daily life of
ordinary women, and their historical agency," she explains. She points to the Richmond Bread Riot during the Civil
War, in which women raided bakeries and other shops to protest the lack of food due to, among other things, the
refusal of Confederate farmers to grow food on their cotton plantations. Right after receiving a doctorate, she landed
at the University of Minnesota in one of the first jobs in the country advertised specifically for women's history. She
joined others who were building a women's studies program and creating a new interdisciplinary field. "We had to
make it up,"Evans says of the emerging field, "but there was this feeling that we were indeed doing something new
under the sun." Today, the University of Minnesota has one of the top five women's history programs in the country.
Evans' first book, Personal Politics: The Roots of Women's Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement & the New Left, is
a classic in the field, and Born For Liberty, about how women have shaped public and private life over the centuries,
has been published in nine languages. In 1997 she was named a Distinguished McKnight University Professor. In
2003, Evans was caring for her parents at their home in North Carolina when a call came from University President
Robert Bruininks, telling her she'd been named a Regents Professor. "It meant so much to me to be able to walk in
the door and tell [my parents] about the award," she recalls. Also, "It's a recognition of a lot more than just me--it's a
recognition of how we understand history." Though set--technically--to retire from the University, she will be well
occupied with kayaking, hiking, and traveling, her favorite pastimes. When it all comes down to it, "My current project
is to figure out what my work will be in the next phase of my life," she says. Evans considers how far we've come--or
haven't--over the years. She observes the difficulty her graduate students have in finding day care, working jobs and
pursuing their studies. "The world doesn't make it easy, and our culture doesn't give the message, 'You could do
this,'" she muses. "You need to learn the joy of asking a good question and finding out ways to the answer--that will
lead you to your life's work." 
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Scott Selleck is one of a group
of researchers hoping to
discover the cause of autism,
which now affects one in
every 166 children born.

Autism up close
A genetic mutation reveals how molecular signaling pathways that
control growth connect to autism

By Jack El-Hai

January 15, 2008

Autism now affects one in every 166 children born. Scott Selleck
and his colleagues in the College of Biological Sciences'
Department of Genetics, Cell Biology and Development have spent
several years trying to find out whether a specific genetic mutation
might play a role in this disorder that changes the lives of so many
kids. Selleck entered this investigation by chance, but his
continued involvement is decidedly deliberate. Three years ago,
when University of Minnesota pediatric clinics separately evaluated
two families that included children with autism and other
developmental problems, Selleck had no idea that he would soon
be drawn into a new field of research. His lab studies the ways in
which various proteins stimulate the growth and differentiation of
cells, most often focusing on the fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster,
as a vehicle for understanding genetic development. The two
families in question, however, entered his scientific purview when the pediatric clinics sent their
genetic samples to Selleck's lab. "We found that they shared a chromosomal anomaly, one so small
that if we didn't have a terrific cytogenetics lab, it would have gone unnoticed," Selleck says. It
turned out that members of both families had deletions, or missing genetic material, in Chromosome
10. Could this genetic mutation play a role in the autism that affects many of the children? The
answer could be crucial in efforts to halt the growing incidence of autism. Selleck was intrigued by
the possibilities.

"We want to inspire others to get into this research," says Selleck.

Autistic children often have large heads or abnormal patterns in brain growth. That suggested to Selleck the value of
investigating the molecular signaling pathways within genes that control growth. His colleague Tom Neufeld,
associate professor in Selleck's department, has expertise in those particular pathways. Selleck and Neufeld devised
fruitfly studies to find out if those pathways are involved in the growth and development of the brain. The answer was
yes. Selleck also enlisted another colleague, professor Mike O'Connor, to work with laboratory mice to determine if
there is a link between a protein important in nervous system development, BMP, and the kinds of neural signaling
that may play a role in childhood cognitive abnormalities such as autism.

"Within two to five years we should have a better understanding of how BMP growth factors affect
autism spectrum disorders," O'Connor says. "They've already been shown to have a role in
learning, so it's possible." As a newcomer to autism-related research, Selleck initially relied on funds
available through his endowed chair to jumpstart his work with O'Connor and Neufeld. "That shows
how critical seed-money funds are for new science," he says. "In the current climate it's very hard to
get money for new projects outside of your published area of expertise." Selleck has grown so
involved in autism-related research that he is helping to lead an effort to raise $2 million for medical
care for patients and continuing research into the causes of the disorder. Says Selleck: "We want to
inspire others to get into this research."

From Bio, fall 2007, the magazine of the College of Biological Sciences.
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Timothy Mulcahy, the
University's vice president for
research, reports that the
University is experiencing an
upswing in key measures of
research activity.

Research on the rise
The University moves up a notch in two key areas

By Deane Morrison

January 18, 2008

It's research that makes the academic world go 'round, and so the
University's recent progress on that front came as welcome news.
No single statistic can wholly define the U's status among its public
research university peers. But as the University strives to join the
top three such institutions, its 8.4 percent increase in expenditures
for research in 2006 was a step in the right direction. "It's a good
indicator of the prominence of an institution," says Vice President
for Research Timothy Mulcahy. "You're not going to convince
people that you're in the top three public research universities if
you're not high in that [expenditures] category." The figures came
from an annual report for 2006--the last year for which data is
available--by the National Science Foundation, which uses uniform
criteria to compare science and engineering research expenditures
by American universities. Mulcahy presented them as part of a
wide-ranging report on research activity to the University's board of
regents last month.

Crunching the numbers

Between 2005 and 2006, the University's research expenditures rose from $549 million to $595 million. That jump,
second only to the University of Washington's 9.9 percent rise, allowed the U to move from tenth to ninth place
among public universities. But is the U gaining ground on institutions with higher rankings? While the University's
upward move is good news, it still has to regain eighth position, its standing in 2004. Mulcahy points out, though, that
the gap between the third top public university and the U has narrowed. After hardly budging between 2004 ($238
million) and 2005 ($237 million), the gap fell to $205 million in 2006. With federal research budgets growing more
slowly these days, however, competition for those dollars can only heat up.

"We want to be a more effective partner with industry," says Mulcahy.
"We want to make it easy for companies to find what they're looking for
at the University, establish long-term partnerships, and identify what
[technologies] may be of use."

Another thing that stands out from the charts is that the same universities (UW Madison, UCLA, U Michigan, UC San
Francisco, U Washington, and UC San Diego) have accounted for the top six positions among public institutions for
three years (2004-06). To get in striking distance of third position, the University may face its biggest hurdle in
breaking into this group. That's because the gap between the sixth- and seventh-ranked universities was a whopping
$109 million in 2004, $82 million in 2005, and $105 million in 2006. Therefore, if the gap persists and the University's
research funding keeps rising at its current rate, it could take a few years just to move up this one notch.

Mining the gold

The NSF counts research support from five source categories: business and industry (B&I), institutional funds, state
and local support, federal support, and "all other sources." The University, says Mulcahy, is "going across the board"
to beef up all of them. B&I is one area ripe for growth. "Our business and industry support is not as strong as our
competitors, but we're trying hard," Mulcahy says. "Given that we're a major metropolitan university in the midst of
industries, we're focusing on strengthening ties." In April 2007 the University hired Jay Schrankler to head the Office
of Technology Commercialization. His job is to increase the number of patent disclosures by University researchers,
and, as a result, the number of patents, licenses, and start-ups based on University-developed technology. Much of
the revenue from licensing is plowed back into research, which will help those numbers, too. The main goal is to
identify and nurture inventions with market potential. Big winners for the University in recent years include a new
vaccine for a swine respiratory virus, a lensmaking technology for eyeglasses, and the anti-HIV drug Ziagen. But
some technologies pay dividends that have nothing to do with revenue. "In some cases, we give licenses or patents
for the public good, like the pheromone to combat the sea lamprey," says Schrankler. "We just gave the license to
the Great Lakes Fisheries Commission at no cost." In FY 2005, the University ranked sixth in the nation in revenues
from university-based technology with $47.5 million, moving up to fifth in FY 2006 with $56.4 million. Patent
disclosures are on the upswing, too; for example, in the Institute of Technology, they rose about 30 percent in the last
year, Schrankler says. The University is being more discriminating in choosing technologies to develop, Mulcahy
says. The strategy includes "a more robust business analysis of opportunities" and greater efforts to help faculty
reach the point where they're ready to make a patent disclosure. Matching researchers with companies is another
priority. In the last year, contacts between Schrankler's office and industrial companies has increased three-fold, he
says. "We want to be a more effective partner with industry," says Mulcahy. "We want to make it easy for companies
to find what they're looking for at the University, establish long-term partnerships, and identify what [technologies]
may be of use." Mulcahy's report to the regents is available as a pdf. 
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A portion of an image from
Rhijne, Willem Ten, Dissertatio
De arthritide: mantissa
schematica, 1683. From the
collection of the Wangensteen
Historical Library of Biology
and Medicine.

Maps of the body
Anatomy atlases in the Wangensteen Historical Library aid U
researchers and teachers from a range of disciplines

By Lucy Vilankulu

January 22, 2008

Maps of the same piece of land look very different according to the
purpose of the mapmaker. A tract of land might yield topographical
maps, water table maps, vegetation, or property lines. Maps are
also shaped by mapmakers' ideals and philosophies; compare, for
example, an 1862 map of the Minnesota River created by the
Dakota people, to a map of the same area created by settlers or
the U.S. government. Map-making, it seems, has not always been
an objective science. So, too, for anatomical atlases, which over
the centuries have ranged from cartoon-like depictions of
unmoored organs floating in the sea of a human body to Gunther
Von Hagens' graphic anatomical renderings of preserved human
bodies in the controversial Body Worlds exhibition. For some early
anatomists, the purpose of an anatomical atlas was medical-
physicians simply needed a better idea of how organs and bodily
systems looked and operated. For some, the purpose was artistic,
and for others, anatomizing bodies underscored a moral tale about
the wages of sin: subjects in anatomy atlases were often executed criminals. Anatomization was the
ultimate corporal punishment, pursuing the miscreant even beyond death. The University of
Minnesota's Owen H. Wangensteen Historical Library of Biology and Medicine has in its collection
hundreds of anatomical atlases dating from the 1400s to the 20th century. As the work of University
of Minnesota researchers shows, the collection reveals not only medical ideas about the body, but
also the philosophies of the anatomists and the times they lived in. John Eyler, a professor in the
University's history of medicine department, has a background in the history of infectious diseases
and public health. He often uses the Wangensteen's collection of anatomical atlases when he
teaches undergraduate history of science courses and in his anatomy lectures for medical students.
"With undergrads, you're essentially teaching general Western Civilization," said Eyler. "You can't
take health care and healthcare institutions out of the cultural and social matrix from which these
institutions develop. We can't assume that people read Latin or Greek or read paleography. Using
anatomy illustrations is a way of making the original [medical] texts more universal and accessible."

In the end, teaching and researching anatomical maps is a bit like
teaching Latin or ancient Greek--languages that are not in use today,
but that give us priceless insights into the roots of the words, meanings
and ideas that go on shaping us.

Eyler uses historical anatomical atlases in his teaching for two reasons. On the one hand there is the centuries-long
history of medicine. "One of the things we're trying to impress on [medical students] is that their profession,
medicine, has a long tradition. Some of the problems they will encounter have been encountered before. " There is
also what Eyler calls the "golly, gee whiz" aspect of the old atlases. "The students who have been trying their hand at
dissection for the first time, trying to make some illustrations of what they're seeing, can appreciate the process
necessary to produce some of those wonderful plates. We also tell them about when these plates were designed
and let them handle the materials, and some of them are just amazed by the antiquity of it and that they're engaging
in a process that has very long roots." Richard Leppert, professor of cultural studies and comparative literature at the
University of Minnesota, has worked with and written about anatomical atlases in the Wangensteen collection. His
1996 book Art and the Committed Eye: The Cultural Functions of Imagery includes a long chapter on
representations of the human body in anatomical atlases. "I was interested in the relationship between the
anatomical atlases in the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries and developments in the visual arts," said Leppert. "[I am
interested in] how those atlases show shifting ideas, not so much about how to represent human bodies in the
medical sciences, but rather how artists began to re-imagine how they thought about the human body in relation to
human beings." Early anatomy illustrations, most famously in the case of Vesalius' De humani corporis fabrica, were
extremely concerned with art and aesthetic issues. Cadavers and skeletons were posed in the attitudes and
backgrounds of typical portraiture of the times, with textual explanations provided separately so as not to detract
from the artistry of the illustration. Within a few hundred years, however, this representation would change
dramatically. "If you look at the Albinus elephant folio," Leppert says, "you see on one plate these very elegant,
finished, highly detailed engravings set in some kind of a landscape that provides a story, and then on the opposite
page the only thing that's left is the human figure and it's been reduced to a line drawing with all the bones labeled."
Leppert suggests that this change reflects a break between art and science that points to the increasing
secularization of western society combined with rapid advancement in the sciences. "The issue of aesthetics in
visual representation was far less important than perceived visual accuracy. The greater the scientific interest in
anatomy as such, illustrating the human body with a wholly extraneous narrative becomes increasingly irrelevant." In
the end, teaching and researching anatomical maps is a bit like teaching Latin or ancient Greek--languages that are
not in use today, but that give us priceless insights into the roots of the words, meanings and ideas that go on
shaping us. "After all," Eyler says, "one of the things we're trying to describe and help people to analyze is how
knowledge changes."

For more information on the Owen H. Wangensteen Historical Library of Biology and Medicine,
which is located on the fifth floor of Diehl Hall on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis, visit
Wangensteen Library.

Edited from Continuum, a publication by University Libraries.
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Associate professor Linda
Chlan has been studying the
impact of music on critically ill
patients for almost 10 years.

Music to soothe the stressed-out patient
By Amy Barrett

From eNews, January 24, 2008

There's not much that ventilated patients in an intensive care unit
can control. Unable to breathe, swallow, or speak, they experience
profound stress and anxiety. The good news, says associate
professor Linda Chlan, is that listening to music tailored to the
patient's personal and cultural preferences can significantly reduce
that anxiety.

"It's about giving patients control in an environment that usually
allows them no control over anything," she explains.

Chlan has been studying the impact of music interventions on
critically ill patients for nearly a decade. "My background is adult
critical care, and I've cared for many ventilated patients over the
years," she says. The placement of the endotracheal tube prevents
these patients from speaking, she explains, so their ability to
communicate is profoundly impaired. Plus, they can't swallow and
they can't eat, which is very stressful.

"As a nurse, I always wondered, 'Is there anything we can do besides just giving medications to
allay patients' anxiety?'" she says. "I've been particularly interested in studying non-pharmacologic
interventions."

In April 2006, Chlan received a four-year National Institutes of Health grant to study anxiety self-
management in ventilated patients using music. The project will involve about 200 ICU patients at
five Twin Cities sites--the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview; Abbott Northwestern
Hospital; United Hospital; North Memorial Medical Center; and the Veterans Administration Medical
Center.

"In the NIH project we're studying 'patient-directed music intervention,'" Chlan says. "What we mean
by that is patients can listen to whatever music they like, whenever they like, for as long they like,
throughout their time on the ventilator in the ICU."

Students assist with the project in a variety of ways. Four research assistants, all School of Nursing
graduate students, conduct screening and recruiting, while undergraduates enter data and learn
about research. "I invite my advisees to be part of my research projects so they can learn about
research outside of the classroom and have a keen awareness of what clinical research is like,"
says Chlan. "Their contribution is key."

Chlan's team of co-investigators includes Annie Heiderscheit, a board-certified music therapist, who
meets with patients to assess their music preferences. She uses a series of yes-no questions to find
out if, for example, a patient is a musician, or likes particular instruments or types of music.
Heiderscheit uses the information to create customized CDs, which patients are encouraged to
listen to while they are in the ICU. Headphones help ensure they can hear the music over the
ambient noise. Heiderscheit meets with patients daily to see if they would like any changes in the
music.

"As a nurse, I always wondered, 'Is there anything we can do besides
just giving medications to allay patients' anxiety?'" she says.

"Preferences change, based on what's going on in your life," says Chlan. "One gentleman was in
the ICU for 28 days, and Annie made 16 CDs for him."

Daily anxiety assessments determine the effect of the music intervention. Patients self-report
symptoms of perceived anxiety using two paper-and-pencil assessments--the Visual Analog Scale
and the Spielberger State Anxiety Inventory. Urine samples are collected every 24 hours and
checked for the presence of the stress hormone cortisol; a decrease indicates less stress in
response to the intervention.

Results from the first year of the NIH study are still being analyzed, but two of Chlan's previous
studies have already demonstrated the effectiveness of music intervention.

"We found quite a profound decline in anxiety in patients who listened to music at least 30 minutes a
day," Chlan says. "We found a decreased heart rate, a decreased respiratory rate, and a trend
toward decreased cortisol." Nevertheless, music intervention isn't necessarily right for everyone, she
cautions. "Not everyone likes music," she says. "Some people would just prefer to read, pray, or
meditate."

While speaking at a conference this summer, Chlan met some nurses from Hong Kong who
reported that when they had tried playing Western classical music in their ICU, the patients hated it.

"Our ears and brains are trained early on," Chlan says. "Here in the West, the beat and the
composition of our music is very different from in the East."

For those who do like music, a radio in the ICU is not the best answer for a therapeutic intervention.
Patients need to be able to choose their own music for the music intervention to be effective. "Many
ICUs have radios and headphones," Chlan says, "but our intervention is tailored to the individual's
preferences."

Patients appreciate the extra effort to help them relax under extremely difficult circumstances.
"Patients thank us quite a bit for providing them with music they prefer to listen to," Chlan says.
Their gratitude is music to her ears.
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As the most common cause of
life-threatening allergic
reactions (anaphylaxis),
peanut allergies account for
80 percent of fatal or near-
fatal allergic reactions each
year, according to the Mayo
Clinic. If you have any reaction
to peanuts, tell your doctor
about it.

Take food allergies seriously
By Lou Ann Jopp

From eNews, January 24, 2008

A harmful reaction to a food can be a result of food allergy or food
intolerance. Allergies and intolerances are not the same. Food
intolerances, such as lactose intolerance, are often due to an
enzyme deficiency and cause problems with digestion. Intolerance
does not involve the immune system. A true food allergy is the
body's negative reaction to a particular food protein. It occurs when
the immune system mistakenly believes a food is harmful. Any
food has the potential to cause a reaction in a person who is
allergic to that food, but only eight foods are responsible for 90
percent of all food allergic reactions. They are: milk, eggs, peanuts,
soy, wheat, tree nuts (walnuts, almonds), fish, and shellfish
(shrimp, lobster).

The number of Americans with food allergies has increased from
approximately 6 million to 12 million in recent years. Although there
are many theories, we do not yet fully understand the causes of
this increase. Peanut allergy in children has doubled in the last five
years!

Food allergy symptoms can include a tingling in the mouth;
swelling of lips, tongue, and throat; difficulty breathing; hives;
vomiting; abdominal cramps; diarrhea; and loss of consciousness;
and even death. It is estimated that 150 to 250 Americans die each year from food allergy reactions.

To prevent a reaction if you have known food allergies, avoid:

combination foods like soups and casseroles (hard to trace all ingredients)
buffet tables (potential cross contamination)
desserts (nuts may be in unexpected places)
inhaling vapors from cooking and baking of the allergen. For some peanut-sensitive people, dust
released from opening a peanut shell can cause a reaction.
using the same serving utensil for several foods, or allowing other opportunities for cross-
contamination. Store, prepare, and serve potential food allergens away from other food
Also remember:
to read ingredient labels. Identify ingredients that may cause a reaction. For example, people with a
milk allergy must avoid foods that contain cheese, whey, rennet casein, artificial butter flavor, etc.
when eating away from home, ask about ingredients and cooking methods.
to clean equipment and utensils that may have touched the allergen
only one bite of the wrong food can lead to serious illness or even death.

Presently, there is no cure for food allergies. The only way to avoid a reaction is to completely avoid
the allergy-causing food. For more information about food allergies, see the Food Allergy and
Anaphylaxis Network.

Lou Ann Jopp is a food science educator with University of Minnesota Extension. 
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The one-celled alga called
Chlamydomonas is a potential
recycler of waste nutrients and
carbon dioxide, as well as a
producer of usable oil. This
image was taken at 1,000
magnification.

Green gold

The Chlamydomonas used
in the study are home
grown in the University's
Chlamydomonas Resource
Center, a National Science
Foundation-funded "bank"
containing about 2,500
strains of the algae. The
center is directed by plant
biology professors Carolyn
Silflow and Pete Lefebvre,
who, along with assistant
professor Tony Sanderfoot,
recently played critical roles
in sequencing the genome
of Chlamydomonas.

"Chlamy" moves via two
whiplike structures called
flagella, which makes it an
invaluable model organism
for studies of similar
structures called cilia. Cilia
are found in human sperm,
respiratory lining, kidney,
and other cells and can
cause serious illness if
defective.

Slime sublime
Researchers investigate the potential of algae to clean wastewater
while making fuel

By Deane Morrison

January 25, 2008

Under the microscope they're lively, green, and even cute in a
microorganismal kind of way. They're the one-celled algae called
Chlamydomonas, and they've become the latest repository of hope
for an economical way to curb water pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions. The operative word is "economical." Whether the algae-
-dubbed "Chlamy" for short--can perform on a large enough scale
to make a dent in either problem is unknown. To find out, the
University, the Metropolitan Council, and Xcel Energy are funding a
project to grow the algae on municipal wastewater and test their
ability to both remove pollutants and make significant quantities of
oil that can be turned into fuel. Spearheading the project is Roger
Ruan, a professor of bioproducts and biosystems engineering and
director of the Center for Biorefining. In his laboratory on the St.
Paul campus he keeps large flasks holding bubbling green cultures
of Chlamy, all fed on wastewater from the Metro Plant just south of
St. Paul. Ruan and his colleagues are testing Chlamy and other
types of algae--including some marine species--to see which is best for the job and then, sometime
this year, install a small pilot project at the Metro Plant.

The algae, like other green plants, need nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorus
and carbon dioxide, the most important greenhouse gas. All these are either
found in the wastewater or produced at the plant by sludge burning, and their
removal from the waste stream would help the state meet clean water
standards. And then there's the oil. "Algae can produce a lot more oil, plus
remaining biomass, than other crops," says Ruan. "About 5,000 gallons per
acre of pond per year is realistic. That's 100 times as much oil as we can get
from soybeans. The current Chlamydomonas species we have are about 20
percent oil by weight." The algae use the oil as an energy source and also to
help them float. Currently, they are being grown in ponds in warm-weather
states. That's obviously a problem for cold-weather states like Minnesota, and
evaporation is also an issue, so Ruan uses a hybrid system that combines an
open pond with a greenhouse and circulation system. The University is in the
process of patenting the system engineering. Another sticking point with algae
is their need for light, which only penetrates about 10 centimeters (about four
inches) into an algae pond. That means ponds must cover a lot of area. To
shrink their size, one must increase their depth; therefore, Ruan is looking for
ways to supply the contents of a deeper pond or tank with sufficient light.
Running the algae through transparent tubing, using low-energy LED lights
and natural light in a greenhouse, and the hybrid system are three avenues
he's exploring.

"This is a great instance of what I've been trying to get
our people to do, which is to get closer to real time in
harnessing energy from photosynthesis," says Robert
Elde, dean of the College of Biological Sciences and
chair of the IREE executive committee.

After the algae are harvested, Ruan can dry them, extract their oil to make biodiesel fuel, and use the remaining
biomass to make biooil. Or, the biomass can be anaerobically digested to produce methane, but that takes too long--
at least 15 days. To streamline the process, Ruan and his colleagues are developing a process to first compress the
cells, then rapidly relieve the pressure to burst them open and liberate their oil. The oil can then be separated out,
and the leftover biomass, which is mostly carbohydrate, can be heated and converted into biooil or fermented to
produce bioethanol. The biodiesel is a distant product of the algae's photosynthesis, which locks carbon dioxide into
molecules of carbohydrate. Thus, this troublesome gas will be put use as an energy source rather than being
pumped into the atmosphere. And as for the waste nitrogen and phosphorus, they still will have value as nutrients.
Most will be left in the final residue, which could be used as fertilizer. The project has received $40,000 apiece from
the University's Initiative for Renewable Energy and the Environment (IREE) and Metropolitan Council Environmental
Services. This month, Xcel Energy contributed another $150,000. "This is a great instance of what I've been trying to
get our people to do, which is to get closer to real time in harnessing energy from photosynthesis," says Robert Elde,
dean of the College of Biological Sciences and chair of the IREE executive committee. A major benchmark for the
project is lowering production costs. Ruan estimates the cost of algae-produced oil at about $20 per gallon; if that
can be lowered to around $2, the use of algae could really take off. If all goes well, Ruan says a full-scale pilot
project could be in place at the plant in five years, and the technology may reach commercial use in 10 years. 
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Eric Ostermeier

A smart look at politics
Blog offers a nonpartisan take on the political landscape

By Rick Moore

January 29, 2008

It's rare for a political blog to take a neutral position and comment
on the changing electoral landscape in as balanced and objective a
manner as possible.

But that's precisely the mission and the day-to-day undertaking of
"Smart Politics," a blog from the Center for the Study of Politics
and Governance at the U's Humphrey Institute for Public Affairs.

Smart Politics calls itself a home to "timely, pointed, nonpartisan
discussion of Upper Midwestern and national politics." Its focus is
on the issues driving the forthcoming 2008 elections but its purview includes campaigns and races
in Iowa, South Dakota, and Wisconsin, as well as Minnesota. It's a destination for both political
junkies and casual observers looking for a more fulsome take on the latest trends and stories.

Smart Politics is produced and updated virtually every day by Eric Ostermeier, a post doctorate who
works out of the Center for the Study of Politics and Governance.

Ostermeier, who received a law degree from the University of Michigan in 1995, earned his Ph.D. in
political science from the University of Minnesota in 2006 and began working at the center a few
years ago.

The blog was actually the brainchild of the center's director, Larry Jacobs, who then suggested that
Ostermeier write it.

"I had been, to be quite honest, turned off by blogs at the time," says Ostermeier. "A lot of the hate
that's on blogs just didn't appeal to me."

"There's not the room for these harsher, partisan types to leave these
'drive-by-shooting'-type comments, because I'm not inspiring that type
of hatred," says Ostermeier.

But after discussing with Jacobs the idea of a nonpartisan blog that would offer analysis of local and national politics
that wasn't being provided elsewhere, he warmed to the idea. The Smart Politics blog launched in the fall of 2006, in
time for that year's election flurry.

Incidentally, Ostermeier made predictions a couple of days before the 2006 elections and called 27
of 28 high-profile Upper Midwest races correctly, including 21 of 22 Congressional contests and all
four gubernatorial races. He also predicted the Democratic takeovers of the Minnesota and Iowa
House and Wisconsin Senate. "So I'm really nervous about 2008, keeping up this track record," he
jokes.

Polling trends and much more

In addition to his blogging, Ostermeier has been busy compiling the most comprehensive database for election
returns in the Upper Midwest, along with an expanding archive of public opinion polls. Having that data at hand helps
him to put current trends and results in a larger perspective.

One day the blog might examine a trend in the presidential primaries; the next it's acting as media
watchdog when Ostermeier spots a reporting inaccuracy. Within a span of a week earlier in January,
Ostermeier posted a lengthy and pointed Q&A with Michael Brodkorb, the author of the conservative
blog Minnesota Democrats Exposed, and an enlightening analysis as to why the Michigan primary
shouldn't be considered "do or die" for Mitt Romney, even though that's what the pundits had been
proclaiming. Ostermeier has also been doing "live blogging" during the evenings of some of the
major primaries, providing up-to-the-minute totals and analysis.

What's absent are the divisive opinions, which in turn inspire passionate, if not nasty, comments.

"There's a place for that, but it's not what we're doing," says Ostermeier. "There's not the room for
these harsher, partisan types to leave these 'drive-by-shooting'-type comments, because I'm not
inspiring that type of hatred."

Regular readers seem to appreciate the niche that Smart Politics has created. "We're carving out
our own space, and we're getting a lot of good feedback," Ostermeier says. "There's a wider
audience that isn't interested in the traditional tone of a blog."

And is Smart Politics truly nonpartisan, or do Ostermeier's own biases sneak up to the surface? He
points out that people "who take a semi-serious look" at the blog will realize that the coverage of the
various parties is balanced. "It would be very difficult for someone who knows me to think that this
would be a left-leaning blog, which is the common association with the University of Minnesota."

For the record, Ostermeier was asked if he had any off-the-record predictions for who might emerge
from the primaries as the presidential nominees.

He offered some interesting scenarios, but stopped well short of any prognostications, given the
fluidity of the races. And besides, the reputation that he established two years ago is at stake.

"We're not going to make predictions for a while at Smart Politics," he says with a smile.

Visit Ostermeier's blog at Smart Politics.
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The Van Allen radiation belts,
seen here in schematic, are
home to high-speed electrons
that can damage spacecraft.

Belts that pack a wallop

NASA takes a keen interest
in the physics of the Van
Allen Belts because
disturbances in them can
knock out satellites for
weather, GPS,
communications, and
spying. Astronauts en route
to or from the moon must
pass through the Belts, and
the International Space
Station (ISS) is currently of
special concern because it
spends up to 20 percent of
any given day inside the
Outer Belt where it curves
down toward the Earth. The
ISS is a laboratory for
working out the problems
that confront humans in
space, and high-speed
electrons are one of them.
Astronauts in or visiting the
ISS sometimes must
perform spacewalks to
repair the station, which
leaves them extremely
vulnerable.

New AGU fellows

Cynthia Cattell is one of
three University of
Minnesota faculty recently
elected fellows of the
American Geophysical
Union. The others are R.
Lawrence Edwards,
professor of geology and
geophysics, and Renata
Wentzcovitch, professor of
chemical engineering and
materials science.

AGU is a worldwide
scientific community of
50,000 researchers,
teachers, and students who
advance the understanding
of Earth and space for the
benefit of humanity.

Celestial tsunamis
U physicists discover powerful radio waves that may lead to
spacecraft damage

By Deane Morrison

January 29, 2008

Fifty years ago this week, the United States entered the Space Age
with the launch of its first satellite, Explorer I. The spacecraft made
history by finding the first of two Earth-girdling radiation belts that
threaten satellite electronics--and astronauts. To celebrate the
anniversary, a University-led team used University-designed
instruments to unlock one of the biggest mysteries of the Belts,
which are named for their discoverer, James Van Allen. The
researchers pinpointed the likely physical process that creates
some of most destructive radiation in the Van Allen Belts, a
necessary step toward NASA's goal of predicting and
circumventing damage to spacecraft and space travelers. The
culprit? The most powerful radio waves of their kind ever detected
in the Belts. The researchers not only discovered the waves but
showed that they are capable of accelerating electrons to near the speed of light--which gives the
electrons enough energy to knock out computers, pierce spacesuits, and damage the tissues of
astronauts--and that they can do it astonishingly fast. Their discovery of these "celestial tsunamis"
appears in the journal Geophysical Research Letters. "No one has ever seen waves this big," says
University physics professor Cynthia Cattell, who led the team. "They're more than 10 times bigger
than what we knew about."

Subatomic surfers, sky-high waves

Shaped like two concentric pumpkin shells around the Earth, the Van Allen Belts are areas where electrons and
other charged particles get trapped by Earth's magnetic field. The belts constantly shift and pulsate, but in general
they are thickest above Earth's midsection. There, the center of the Inner Belt is about 6,000 miles up and the more
active Outer Belt--where the high-powered radio waves were detected--is at about 16,000 miles. The waves studied
by Cattell and her colleagues are known as whistlers, a special type of radio-
frequency wave that has been known since World War I. "When first
discovered, they were being generated by lightning," says Cattell. "They could
be heard through radio receivers as high pitches falling to lower." The newly
found whistlers have a lot in common with the ocean waves off Waikiki Beach.
Both pick up surfers--whether people or electrons--and transfer energy to
them. Electrons that absorb enough energy from whistlers can hurtle along at
up to 99 percent the speed of light, which translates to 184,000 miles per
second. The most startling revelation was how fast it happens. It had been
thought that multiple interactions between whistlers and electrons, taking place
over a span of minutes or even tens of hours, were necessary. "But we saw
that electrons can be energized in a tenth of a second," says Cattell.

Stalking the mother of all whistlers

The key to the discovery lay in a couple of identical instruments designed by
University physicist Keith Goetz. They are aboard the twin spacecraft of
NASA's STEREO mission, one orbiting ahead of Earth and the other orbiting
behind. The idea is to use the widely separated spacecraft to study the sun in
3-D. STEREO was launched in October 2006.

"It's icing on the cake to get this discovery in the
radiation belts when at the beginning, our prime
mission was to study the sun."

The focus of Goetz's instrument--called TDS, for time-domain sampler--is
waves in the solar wind, a stream of charged particles flowing from the sun.
The TDS's were intended to collect data after the two STEREO spacecraft had
settled into their respective orbits. But that didn't stop Goetz from insisting that
they be turned on early, when the two orbiters were still near Earth. And so
they were. And thus the antennas of the TDS were ready on December 12,
2006, when the big break came. On that day the two spacecraft sailed through
the Outer Van Allen Belt in tandem, one about 84 minutes behind the other.
During that short interval, the Outer Belt was hit by a "magnetospheric
substorm," an explosive release of energy from the Earth's magnetic field. The
substorm stirred up the massive whistlers, which were detected by the second
STEREO spacecraft. The TDS was the first instrument ever to detect such
large waves, and it was no accident. It was programmed to measure much
more powerful radio waves over much shorter time intervals than instruments
on previous missions and to regularly discard data on all but the biggest
whistlers it detected. "It's a very smart instrument," Cattell observes. Using the
University's Supercomputing Institute, Cattell and undergraduate Kris Kersten
simulated interactions between whistlers and electrons and found that the
whistlers they had detected in the Outer Belt were more than strong enough to
accelerate electrons to near light-speed in a tiny fraction of a second. So those
whistlers emerged as the prime suspect behind that kind of radiation. The
finding was especially gratifying because it came as a bonus. "It's icing on the
cake to get this discovery in the radiation belts when at the beginning, our
prime mission was to study the sun," says Goetz.

Into the heart of the storms

The University will continue to play a major role in studying the radiation belts.
Physics professor John Wygant will lead one of four teams designing the Van Allen Radiation Belt Storm Probes, a
two-spacecraft NASA mission scheduled for launch in 2012. "The processes that form radiation belts are
mysterious," he says. "We want to understand all the mechanisms that energize particles in them." 
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Jeff Hertzberg and Zo? Fran?
ois stand next to some of their
creations.

Pastry chefs, born and bread
U prof and established chef combine to create easy new bread-
making method

By Martha Coventry

February 1, 2008

The smell of baking bread surpasses almost everything when it
comes to evoking the safety and comfort of home, even if that
home only exists in our imagination. Many of us have tried to give
our families and ourselves that pleasure, only to wind up with
dense hard loaves more fit for catapulting into castle walls than for
eating. Despair quickly follows and we give up, regretfully leaving
this wonderful craft to people who have a defter touch.

But now Zo? Fran?ois and Jeff Hertzberg have come to the
rescue, warding off our plummeting self-esteem and bringing hope
in the form of a revolutionary bread making technique. In their
book, Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day , Hertzberg, an adjunct
professor in the Medical School, and Fran?ois, a first-rate pastry chef, show us how to bring such
things as boules, rye bread, brioche, bagels, and apricot pastries into our daily lives in less time
than the average American spends taking a shower. You can hear them explain their technique and
sample the results at the bookstore in Coffman Union on the Twin Cities campus at 4 p.m.
Wednesday, February 6.

The secret to the great results is moisture--you use much more water than in traditional methods--
and storage time in the fridge, which slows fermentation. That time also allows you to have fresh
dough available every day with little work.

"A bunch of cookbook authors had figured out that you need a wet dough to produce a tender loaf,
but no one had put that together with a long storage time," says Hertzberg.

The basic bread method is this: In a container that will fit in the refrigerator, you mix enough flour,
salt, yeast, and water for about four loaves of bread (or you can double this). You leave the dough
alone--no need to knead--to rise for two hours. You can use part of it right away and put the rest in
the refrigerator for up to two weeks. Anytime you want a freshly made baguette for dinner or a pizza
crust, you reach into the container, slice off a hunk of dough, and you're in business.

When Hertzberg came to the University as a resident 20 years ago, Minneapolis didn't have many
good breads, and certainly not of the quality and variety he was used to growing up in New York.
His wife taught him to bake bread the traditional way, but he couldn't do that every day, so he began
playing around with stored doughs.

"For me, cooking is an escape from being a scientist. You just jump into your senses," says
Hertzberg. "I teach at the U in health computer science. It's all about precision, reproducibility, data,
and recording your results, and so when I baked, I didn't write anything down. Zo? was appalled!"

Rolling out a new idea

Hertzberg and Fran?ois met in 2004 when their children were taking a class together at MacPhail Center for the Arts.
"The kids played xylophones and we talked gluten cloaking," Hertzberg writes. (Adding to the family feel of the book
are the recipes for marmalades and jams created by Hertzberg's wife, Laura.)

In 2000 he had floated the idea of a cookbook on his bread-making method during the call-in section
of The Splendid Table. A book editor was listening to the show and contacted him about writing a
proposal. But with a new baby and a dissertation to write, he put the idea on the shelf. Then Fran?
ois came along with her experience and, most importantly, her professionalism, and they launched
into the work of putting together a cookbook.

Web site, campus visit

Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day has an impressive Web site, designed by Fran?ois's husband,
Graham. You can read Herzberg's and Francois's blog, learn baking tips, get new recipes, and
watch videos of their method.

And don't forget to stop by the Coffman Union bookstore at 4 p.m., Wednesday, February 6, to hear
Hertzberg and Fran?ois and to taste their bread and pastries.

"Basically, writing this book was one giant set of 100 experiments you have going simultaneously,"
says Hertzberg. "I can't imagine writing a cookbook by yourself without someone to bounce recipes
off. It was so much fun."

Fran?ois also brought an ingredient Hertzberg hadn't thought of--sweet dough. "When Jeff first gave
me his rough recipe, I said he had to do something with this," says Fran?ois. "And my mind
immediately went to 'How can I use this with sweets?' So when I told him I would do the project with
him, the very, very first recipe I worked on was brioche."

Trained at the Culinary Institute of America (CIA), Fran?ois had been taught to make pastries the
traditional way. "It was extremely laborious," she says. "It was one of the worst things to have to do
in a restaurant. So when I came up with how to use Jeff's method for sweet dough, I wished that I
had done it 10 years ago. I've gotten lots of e-mail from people from inns and bed and breakfasts
where they're doing lots of morning pastries and they're just loving [the book]. They don't have to
wake up at 3 o'clock in the morning any more to have these things ready for their breakfast guests."

The sweet dough for such things as brioche and caramel rolls, doughnuts, and chocolate babka can
only be stored for five days because of the eggs, but you can freeze it one-pound portions .

Artisan Bread in Five Minutes is now the #3 selling hardcover cookbook in the country, according to
BookScan. "Generally, the cookbook market is dominated by people with a platform, which means a
TV show," says Hertzberg. "Television drives the cookbook market and it's very hard to break in to it.
We think we have something radically different from the other bread books that all have a very
similar formula--making bread takes a lot of time and you have to do a lot of work for each loaf you
produce. Our book changes that equation and that's why I think it's selling so well."

Fran?ois and Hertzberg are both surprised by who is using their method. "This book was written to
really speak to the novice baker, and we're just thrilled that even experienced bakers are trying it--
even my professor at the CIA," says Fran?ois.

If you're still doubting your potential as a bread and pastry maker, stop by the bookstore next
Wednesday. Hertzberg and Fran?ois just might make a believer out of you.
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About 111 million Americans
are eligible to donate blood,
approximately 66 million fewer
than originally believed.

Blood donor pool shrinking
Only 37 percent of Americans are qualified to donate, according to
U study

February 5, 2008

Estimates of the number of Americans eligible to donate blood are
off by as much as one-third, according to new research from the
University of Minnesota.

Only 37 percent of Americans are considered acceptable donors,
although it has long been believed that 60 percent were eligible,
say the study authors in Transfusion, the journal of the American
Association of Blood Banks. In actual numbers, about 111 million
people are eligible to donate, 66 million fewer than originally
believed.

The pool of potential blood donors traditionally has been calculated
based on the population from ages 18 to 65. But many of those
people are being screened out because of high-risk behavior,
disease, medications, or travel to other countries.

"The rules were created to ensure that the blood supply is safe, but they also make it tougher for
blood banks to meet their goals," says School of Public Health associate professor William Riley,
one of the study's authors.

Riley, along with co-researcher Jeffrey McCullough, of the Medical School, used the criteria of the
American Association of Blood Banks to determine who would be eligible. They estimate that about
183 million Americans would be excluded by current rules.

"The rules were created to ensure that the blood supply is safe, but they
also make it tougher for blood banks to meet their goals," says William
Riley.

That has broad implications for blood supply in the future. Blood transfusion has become the most common
procedure in hospitals, whereas a decade ago it was only the fifth most common procedure, according to Laura
Kaplan, manager of marketing and communications for Twin Cities-based Memorial Blood Centers.

To this point, hospitals in the Twin Cities area have been able to meet their demand, but elsewhere
that's not always the case. "Nationwide, there have been surgical cancellations as a result of blood
shortages," Kaplan says.

A bit about blood

All blood cells are produced from a small number of stem cells found mostly in the bone marrow.
The stem cells work like a blood factory, continually producing new cells.

Blood is categorized by type--A, B, AB and O--and Rh factor, positive or negative. This is important
because blood type and Rh factor must be compatible with the type and Rh factor of the blood
recipient.

O-positive is the most common type of blood and AB-negative the least common.

She adds that blood banks have to deal with seasonal shortages--like around the winter holidays
when "people are busy doing other things, and then the blood supply plummets"--and being
adequately prepared for large-scale disasters. "It's a very delicate balance," she says.

Riley says the research team will determine further who is eligible to donate and pass that valuable
information on to blood banks.

"Blood collection organizations can develop recruitment strategies to encourage those who don't
currently donate to consider doing so," he says. "These strategies are essential because the size of
the eligible donor population is projected to decrease over the next decade."

Reprinted from Advances, fall 2007, a publication from the University of Minnesota's School of Public Health.
To hear a Public Health Moment on this study, visit SPH Moment.

To find out more about donating blood through Memorial Blood Centers, visit MBC or call 1-888-
GIVE-BLD.
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Nassawango Woods by Fred
Peterson

Studio arts on memory lane
By Sydney Sweep

February 6, 2008

One is good. Two is better.

The Humanities Fine Arts Gallery, located in the largest building on
the Morris campus, is hosting two exhibitions through mid March
that feature artwork from former and current studio art faculty at the
University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM).

Visitors will find "Past and Present" on the gallery's main level. The
exhibit comprises the work of about 20 artists "who have made a
contribution to the studio art program over the past 47 years;" they
are Ann Barber, Therese Buchmiller, Briar Craig, Tom Durham,
Michael Eble, Kevin Flicker, John Ingle, Jess Larson, Meredith
(Butch) Jack, Gloria Koehl, Marlene MacCallum, Karen McCoy,
Bruce McGrew, Joe Milosevich, Molly Mason, Jenny Nellis, Ruth
Ann Olson, Jennifer Onofrio, Fred Peterson, Tracy Otten, Theresa Peper, and Don Sherman.

The works of art in this collection are of varying media, from bronze to watercolor paint. Fred
Peterson's "Nassawango Woods" and Michael Eble's "Highway I Erosion" are two pieces that stand
out.

Peterson's oil pastel rendering of the woods (see photo) is strikingly realistic from far away, and it
offers an almost different picture with a jumbled mixture of bright colors up close. The shading on
the trees and the variety of colors and texture they create is more apparent when you're right up
next to it. In 1961, Peterson initiated both the studio art and art history disciplines on campus. After
1973, his primary efforts as a professor of art history were directed toward the development of the
curriculum and faculty in both these areas. But he always found time to create masterpieces and
continue his study and research in studio arts.

Eble's "Highway I Erosion," an oil painting of standing water in a landscape, is similar to Peterson
work, in that, the painting does not seem so remarkable when you're standing further away but
when you look at it from a shorter distance, the distinctive textures and color that contribute so much
to the image just jump out at you.

The Lois Hodgell Memorial Exhibit on the mezzanine floor of the gallery is dedicated to the artwork
of former studio arts professor Lois Hodgell, who passed away in November 2006. The pieces in
this collection are primarily watercolor on paper, but other works that vary in media, such as
woodcuts and oil paintings, are also included.

Former UMM studio arts professor Lois Hodgell.

Hodgell came to UMM in fall 1962. She taught basic studio art classes
and painting classes. At this time, UMM was three years old and still in
the process of creating a workable, lasting liberal arts program for
students. In 1963, Hodgell received a printing press and other
necessary materials to begin the first printmaking course on campus.
When the studio art and art history programs were relocated to the
Humanities Fine Arts building in 1974, Hodgell "played a major role" in

designing the printmaking studio. After her retirement from UMM in 1993, Hodgell returned to
Wisconsin.

Two of Hodgell's works are of particular interest, though all are fairly intricate in their own way. The
first piece, "The Pears," is a watercolor painting of about a dozen pears laying on a surface in
different positions. In an artist statement that she wrote for an exhibition in April 1998, Hodgell said
that this was "the most complex painting...and the most difficult." In the piece, Hodgell manages to
maintain both the lightness and simplicity of the colors, as well as to create texture.

In another watercolor painting, Hodgell presents two vases of flowers, a dish with peaches, an
orange, and a conch shell on a table. The balance of dark and light in this untitled piece and the
subtlety of the very dark blue are especially notable. Up close, the precision of Hodgell's brush
strokes, like those in the purple flowers, enhances the painting's overall simplicity from afar.

Both exhibitions--"Past and Present" and the Lois Hodgell Memorial--will be on display in the
Humanities Fine Arts Gallery at the University of Minnesota, Morris, through March 14. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday to Thursday, 9 a .m. to 6 p.m. Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday.

Sydney Sweep is a freshman in anthropology and history at the University of Minnesota, Morris. 
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Would honest people cheat
and lie if their beliefs in free
will were manipulated? That's
what two psychologists--one
a University of Minnesota
professor--recently set out to
answer.

Destined to lie, cheat, or steal?
University researchers explore the link between fatalistic beliefs
and unethical behavior

From eNews,February 6, 2008

In an age where cheating scandals plague all levels of
governments and major corporations are brought down by
unethical actions, the debate about the origins and nature of how
and why decisions are made play into a larger debate about
genetic determinism and free will.

It is well established that changing people's sense of responsibility
can change their behavior. But what would happen if people came
to believe that their behavior was the inevitable product of a causal
chain beyond their control--a predetermined fate beyond the reach
of free will?

In two recent experiments, psychologists Kathleen Vohs of the
University of Minnesota and Jonathan Schooler of the University of
British Columbia explored the link between fatalistic beliefs and
unethical behavior. The results of these experiments are reported
in the January issue of Psychological Science, a journal of the
Association for Psychological Science.

Vohs and Schooler set out to see if otherwise honest people would cheat and lie if their beliefs in
free will were manipulated.

The psychologists gave college students a mathematics exam. The math problems appeared on a
computer screen, and the subjects were told that a computer glitch would cause the answers to
appear on the screen as well. To prevent the answers from showing up, the students had to hit the
space bar as soon as the problems appeared.

In fact, the scientists were observing to see if the participants surreptitiously used the answers
instead of solving the problems honestly on their own. Prior to the math test, Vohs and Schooler
used a well-established method to prime the subjects' beliefs regarding free will: some of the
students were taught that science disproves the notion of free will and that the illusion of free will
was a mere artifact of the brain's biochemistry; the others got no such indoctrination.

The results were clear: those who were induced to have weaker convictions about their power to
control their own destiny were more apt to cheat when given the opportunity as compared to those
whose beliefs about controlling their own lives were left untouched.

Vohs and Schooler then went a step further to see if they could get people to cheat with
unmistakable intention and effort. In a second study, the experimenters set up a different deception:
they had the subjects take a very difficult cognitive test. Then, the subjects solved a series of
problems without supervision and scored themselves. They also "rewarded" themselves $1 for each
correct answer; in order to collect, they had to walk across the room and help themselves to money
in a manila envelope.

The psychologists had previously primed the participants to have their beliefs in free will bolstered
or reduced by having them read statements supporting a deterministic stance of human behavior.
And the results were just as robust. This study shows that those with a stronger belief in their own
free will were less apt to steal money than were those with a weakened belief.

Although the results of this study point to a significant value in believing that free will exists, it clearly
raises some significant societal questions about personal beliefs and personal behavior.

To read a copy of the research article, see "The Value of Believing in Free Will: Encouraging a Belief
in Determinism Increases Cheating".
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Linda Lindeke, a University of
Minnesota nursing professor,
urges her healthcare
colleagues to let children's
voices be heard when its time
to assess the quality of care at
their facilities.

Respect for the voice of children
By Amy Barrett

From eNews, February 6, 2008

When kids in a recent study were asked what they would do to
improve the quality of health care at hospitals and clinics, some of
the younger ones suggested "fix the name bands so they wouldn't
scratch" and "have a circus area" while older ones said, "make it
less childish" and "ideally there would be all individual bedrooms."

As children's hospitals expand and remodel across the country,
they often seek expert advice on what color to paint the walls and
what kind of technology to install to appeal to young patients.
Unfortunately, what's missing in most of these discussions,
according to University of Minnesota School of Nursing associate
professor Linda Lindeke is input from an overlooked and valuable
source--the young patients themselves.

"Children know best what comforts them when they're sick," says
Lindeke, who has worked with children throughout her career. "In
an effort to paint things the 'right' color--as defined by experts,
perhaps--hospitals and clinics can miss what children are really
saying they need."

As a result, Lindeke has led several efforts to demonstrate the benefits of including feedback from
children in quality assurance processes at healthcare facilities.

Her research has been partially funded by the Densford Clinical Scholars Program of the University
of Minnesota Katharine J. Densford International Center for Nursing Leadership. Through the
Clinical Scholars Program, Lindeke teamed up in 2003 with Lauren Johnson, who works on special
projects at Fairview Health Services in Minneapolis, to demonstrate the need for more input from
children.

Lindeke and her research team focused on children in hospitals. With assistance from Miyuki Nakai-
-then a graduate student, now a faculty member at Aichi Medical University College of Nursing in
Japan--they surveyed 120 children who were inpatients at a large Midwestern hospital. They asked
children to describe the best thing about the hospital, the worst thing about the hospital, and what
they would like to change about the hospital.

Predictably, the older children provided more specific insights and recommendations than the
younger ones. Nevertheless, even the youngest respondents had valuable things to say. It was a
five-year-old, for example, who called attention to the scratchy armbands.

Following the hospital study, Lindeke and Johnson surveyed 116 children and their parents on their
satisfaction with ambulatory pediatric subspecialty care at two outpatient clinics. The child's version
of the survey included 12 questions, such as "Were they nice to you?" "Did they let you make
choices?" and "Would you tell your friends this is a good place to come if they are sick?" The parent
version of the survey asked modified versions of the same questions--for example, "Were they nice
to your child?" "Did they let your child make choices?" and so on. For each question, children and
their parents were asked to rate the clinic on a scale of 1 to 5.

Lindeke and her colleagues--including several students--then compared the mean scores from the
children with those from the parents. Although some of the responses were similar, parents rated
the quality of care higher than their child did on 8 out of 12 questions, and some of the issues
identified by children weren't mentioned at all by parents. Lindeke was not surprised. "The message
of this work is, 'Listen to the kids,'" she says." Parents' views are not necessarily a proxy for what
the kids would say."

"Children know best what comforts them when they're sick," says
Lindeke.

She believes strongly that kids, like adults, have a right to express their opinions. "It doesn't mean
we do things their way," Lindeke says, "but it means we know what they're thinking." Sometimes
healthcare facilities will be able to use their suggestions and sometimes they won't, she explains,
but the simple act of asking kids for input is a way of showing them respect.

Often, the solutions to problems identified by kids are neither complex nor costly. For example,
since children commonly express fear of shots and other painful procedures, patients who don't
need them should be told as soon as possible to reduce their anxiety. Likewise, when surveys show
that children are frustrated when "they don't tell you when they'll do something," and when "the
doctor just talks to my parents while I just sit there," healthcare providers can change their approach
to be more inclusive.

Even when specific suggestions are too impractical to implement, knowing what kids are thinking
allows healthcare staff to respond respectfully to their fears and pet peeves about visiting hospitals
and clinics. For example, kids in one of the surveys complained that "people are always coming in
the morning" and "sometimes they make you get up in the middle of the night."

While it may not be possible to eliminate the interruptions, explaining the need for them and
acknowledging that the lack of privacy is frustrating shows kids that the adults at least understand
and sympathize with how they feel.

The results of Lindeke's research are generating valuable discussion nationwide, and systemic
changes are occurring at the facilities where the research took place. For example, not only are the
scratchy arm-bands gone, but a children's advisory board has been established and meets quarterly
to address care quality issues at the hospital.

An article about the importance of capturing children's voices for quality improvement, co-authored
by Lindeke, Nakai, and Johnson and published in the September 2006 issue of The American
Journal of Maternal Child Nursing, was named the MCN Research Article of the Year, based on its
"outstanding scholarly attributes as well as clear applicability to clinical nursing practice."

Lindeke has also been presenting her findings around the country, urging health- care colleagues to
let children's voices be heard. "We need to take every avenue we have to listen to them," she says.

The benefit of doing so is likely to improve not only the satisfaction, but also the health of their
patients. As numerous studies have shown, when patients are treated with respect, they are more
apt to be satisfied with their care.

So, hospitals and clinics genuinely interested in quality improvement should, in other words, spend
less time with the color consultants and more time with the kids.
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A UMD student wears his
presidential preference to the
Republican polling site at
Duluth's East High School.

Their votes count
UMD students joined young people by the thousands who flocked
to Super Tuesday gatherings

by UMD students Mariana Osorio and Tom Gadbois, with staff
writer Cheryl Reitan

February 8, 2008

According to The Chronicle of Higher Education , in some states
on Super Tuesday young voters may have provided the margin of
victory for the winners. University of Minnesota, Duluth students
certainly did their part, packing rooms during the evening at
already crowded precinct caucus sites.

Their polling choices helped Minnesota give Barack Obama a two-
to-one lead over Hillary Clinton, and provided former candidate Mitt
Romney a win in the GOP race.

UMD student interest in politics may cause a repeat of 2004 when
the city of Duluth had the highest percentage of voters per capita than any U.S. city in the
presidential election. "UMD plays a big role in getting students involved," says Jon Duesterhoeft,
senior economics and mathematics major.

For the 2008 election, one-fifth (44 million) of the voting-eligible population will be made up of
people 18-29 years olds. A survey by Rock the Vote, a national nonprofit, nonpartisan organization,
of 400 young people found that 77 percent indicated they are paying a "great deal" of attention to
the November 2008 presidential election, a much higher rate than found in similar polling from this
time in 2003.

"I am proud to be living in a time in American history where, for the
first time, we have the opportunity to vote for a person other than a
white male," says Tony Varela, a junior majoring in education.

The survey also discovered that 87 percent of young people reported that they plan to vote in November 2008, and
85 percent believe that their vote counts, up from 75 percent one year ago, according to data from a 2006 Sacred
Heart University poll.

In general, young people have been attracted to this presidential race because of major issues, like
the Iraq war and the economy, and because of the unprecedented choices the candidates offer.
Also, the campaigns--the DFL especially--have turned up their efforts to attract young voters.

UMD students, like the students surveyed nationally, are also motivated by concerns about the cost
of education. "Education should be important to UMD students because college has become too
expensive," says Republican Greg Sanger, a senior in cell and molecular biology. "Tuition
[nationwide] has gone up more than our country's inflation... Making a college education cheaper is
huge."

The potential change in the way things have always been seems to be attracting students to politics
this year. "I am proud to be living in a time in American history where, for the first time, we have the
opportunity to vote for a person other than a white male," says Tony Varela, a junior majoring in
education.

Sara Ford, a sophomore biochemistry major, is also pleased with the choices. "I really like the
diversity in the election," she says.

As for Obama, his youth may have something to do with his popularity among young voters. "It's not
surprising that voters under 30 are going to Obama," says Kenneth F. Warren, a professor of
political science at Saint Louis University, in the Chronicle. "We think we're a melting pot, but this
year it's become obvious that we tend to vote for people like ourselves. ... Young people are voting
for the youngest person in the race." Many UMD students are hesitant to identify with a political
party, but they are vocal about the issues, especially alternative energy. "The most important issue
is funding for education and the sciences. That includes crucial funding research for alternative
energy sources," says Duesterhoeft.

More than 200,000 Minnesota DFLers attended caucuses and the GOP had more than 60,000
caucus attendees. The GOP caucus-goers voted their preferences among Republican presidential
candidates, but those votes have no direct affect on the selection of national convention delegates.
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Librettist Michael Dennis
Browne (left), an English
professor, poses with
composer and alumnus
Stephen Paulus. Their
Holocaust memorial oratorio,
To Be Certain of the Dawn, is
being performed in the area
and Europe, as well as
recorded by the Minnesota
Orchestra.

New chances to hear Holocaust memorial
oratorio
A U professor and graduate created the widely acclaimed work

By Deane Morrison

February 12, 2008

The first thing you hear is the rousing blast of a shofar. Normally,
this instrument with the voice of a hunting horn is associated with
Jewish High Holy Days services. But at the opening of the
Holocaust memorial oratorio To Be Certain of the Dawn, it startles
like a wake-up call, a warning that this piece will deal unflinchingly
with a dark period in history where it was mainly Jews who were
hunted. The oratorio is the most sweeping creation yet of two
prolific artists: renowned composer and triple University alumnus
Stephen Paulus and librettist and U English professor Michael
Dennis Browne. Premiered in November 2005, To Be Certain of
the Dawn will be performed by the Minnesota Orchestra in
Orchestra Hall, Minneapolis, tonight (February 12, 2008), and the
concert will be broadcast on KSJN radio (91.1 FM) at 8 p.m. CST
Friday, February 15. Also this week, the Minnesota Orchestra,
along with soloists and choirs, will record the work for the Swedish
BIS label. Free performances by musicians from St. Cloud State
University, St. John's University, and the College of St. Benedict
will be held at St. Cloud State April 25 and St. John's April 26. In
May and June, these groups will take the work to Europe, including
a performance at the site of a concentration camp in France. "This
is the biggest thing we've done," says Browne, a well-known poet, who first collaborated with Paulus
in 1977. "It was very eye- and heart-opening for me to work on this. "Words without music is like
boats on sand. To Be Certain of the Dawn is the deepest water I've ever floated in." "It deals with
some real issues," notes Paulus. "Some people don't want to accept that there was some culpability
[of Christians]. I think Michael's text walked a fine line between parties and got his point across
without doing it offensively."

From basilica to synagogue

The idea for the oratorio originated with Rev. Michael O'Connell, rector of the Basilica of St. Mary in Minneapolis,
who wanted to celebrate his parish's long interfaith relationship with Temple Israel, also in Minneapolis. "He wanted
to acknowledge Christian collaboration in the Holocaust and said it must be named for what it is," recalls Browne.
"They wanted a large-scale work. He contacted me, and I contacted Stephen."

"Words without music is like boats on sand. To Be Certain of the Dawn
is the deepest water I've ever floated in."--librettist Michael Dennis
Browne

The resulting work, says Browne, was a gift from the Christian community to the Jewish community. Both he and
Paulus make it clear that it looks forward, not only to the healing of past wounds but to the necessity of continual
vigilance in the face of crimes against humanity. "The violence of the world just keeps metastasizing," says Browne.
"I hope young people will hear this and be stirred to do something." It was Paulus who came up with the title, which
comes from a quote by Abraham Joshua Heschel, a 20th century rabbi and writer: "This is the task: in the darkest
night, to be certain of the dawn ..." Paulus also added a familiar and recurring theme in the piece, one that occurred
to him after he saw a picture of a stone tablet taken from a destroyed synagogue in Berlin. Of all the synagogue's
contents, the tablet alone had survived Kristallnacht, or night of broken glass, when the Nazis unleashed their reign
of terror by attacking Jewish institutions and businesses. The theme is inscribed on the tablet, in German and
Hebrew: "You should love your neighbor as yourself." The oratorio is highlighted by projections of photographs of
Jewish life before the Holocaust. Through the mouths of soloists, the people in the photographs talk about what
seems to be going on at those moments in their lives. One picture shows a young boy looking down at a Torah. In a
baritone solo, the boy imagines himself falling into the characters he reads about, ending his soliloquy with "They
never found me." Another picture shows children all dressed up; it was probably taken in Theresienstadt, a
concentration camp the Nazis presented to the world as a happy community. Soon after the picture was taken, the
children were killed. "When I saw these pictures, I was pierced by them," Browne says. The music, too, drives the
listener, stripping away any sense of comfort with the ideas and images of the piece. The opening shofar is followed
by a soaring blessing from a cantor, but not before the orchestra has interjected an unruly cluster of sounds. "It's a
jumble of notes, to signal that this won't be a namby-pamby, white bread piece," says Paulus. "It's not a pinot noir,
but a Cabernet." The calmest moment comes during the Hymn to the Eternal Flame, a commemoration of the
children who died in the Holocaust. The words, says Browne, are based on the image of the central flame and many
thousands of reflected flames at the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum in Jerusalem. At the end, the cellos and
basses sound a low, ominous note by alternating between a D-flat major chord and an octave G--a discordant effect.
"It unsettles," says Paulus. "It suggests it's an open-ended problem--not all wrapped up."

The reaction

Osmo Vanska, conductor of the Minnesota Orchestra, has loved the oratorio from the beginning, say Browne and
Paulus. The orchestra premiered the work in November 2005, a year that marked the 60th anniversary of the
liberation of the concentration camps and the 40th anniversary of a Vatican document that condemned the blaming
of Jews for the death of Christ. The premiere also fell a few days from the anniversary of Kristallnacht, which
happened the night of November 9, 1938. The response of the audience, among whom were many members of
Temple Israel, was immediate and visceral. For Browne, one of the most memorable came from Rabbi Joseph
Edelheit, former rabbi of Temple Israel and now director of the Jewish studies program at St. Cloud State University.
"He was in the row ahead of me," Browne recalls. "He turned around and said, 'Thank you.'" 
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Could protein alteration be
behind insulin resistance? A
small team of researchers led
by David Bernlohr thinks so.

The missing link
Researchers home in on the connection between obesity and
insulin resistance

By Mary Hoff

February 15, 2008

One out of five would be great odds if you were buying a lottery
ticket. They're lousy, however, when you're talking about
developing a chronic health problem. Yet one out of five Americans
has insulin resistance, an obesity-related disorder in which cells
lose their ability to respond to their pancreas's prompting to absorb
glucose from the bloodstream. And insulin resistance often leads to
type 2 diabetes. As America gains weight, the incidence of insulin
resistance and diabetes is growing too, with huge health
implications.

Understanding the link between obesity and insulin resistance is a
goal of David Bernlohr, professor and head of the Department of
Biochemistry, Molecular Biology and Biophysics in the College of
Biological Sciences.

"We would like to know the molecular mechanism connecting obesity to type 2 diabetes to develop
specific molecular therapies," he says, "or identify drug targets that might be efficient in treating
obesity-linked disease."

To that end, Bernlohr, assistant professor Tim Griffin, and student Paul Grimsrud have been taking
an inside look at key molecules within fat cells.

Their starting point is the fact that type 2 diabetes often goes hand in hand with a condition within
cells known as oxidative stress. Oxidative stress leads to the production of molecules known as
reactive aldehydes that alter the structure of proteins. Could protein alteration be behind insulin
resistance?

The researchers began their quest for an answer by looking for altered proteins in the fat cells of
lean and obese mice. Using a special technique they developed, they found that altered proteins
were two to three times as common in the fat cells of overfed obese mice than in those of lean mice.

They also discovered that the concentration of an enzyme called GSTA4, which destroys the
reactive aldehyde 4-HNE, was three to four times lower in the obese mice. When they looked into
what was already known about the enzyme, they discovered that genetically engineered mice
missing the gene for GSTA4 (and so less able than normal mice to destroy 4-HNE) are diabetic--
strong support for their suspicion that 4-HNE's protein-altering ability contributes to insulin
resistance.

"We kind of got lucky on that one," Bernlohr says.

How does protein alteration lead to insulin resistance? A look at one of the altered proteins, A-FABP,
offers a promising clue. Mice unable to produce A-FABP are more insulin sensitive than are normal
mice. And altered A-FABP molecules are less able than others to bind fatty acids. That suggests
that alteration of the protein by reactive aldehydes could be key.

The researchers' next step is to genetically engineer mice that make plenty of GSTA4 even when
they get fat. If these mice are able to stave off diabetes, it will further support modification of
proteins by 4-HNE as a link in the chain connecting obesity and insulin resistance.

From Bio , fall 2007, the magazine of the College of Biological Sciences. 
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In lieu of lecturing, Robin
Wright prods freshman biology
students to learn by thinking
for themselves.

Lecture-free biology
Freshmen learn for themselves--and with each other

By Deane Morrison

February 19, 2008

At round tables all through the classroom, freshmen watch along
with Tom Cruise as gigantic Martians wreak havoc on Earth and
earthlings. The scene from War of the Worlds is graphic, but these
biology students are picking up details even H.G. Wells could miss.
"What can you tell me about the alien?" asks instructor Robin
Wright. "I heard breathing," a student calls out. "So it's breathing
the same thing as Tom Cruise. What about the temperature?" "It's
got no clothes, so it's very comfortable." But it can't eat humans,
Wright points out. Instead, the aliens use humans to fertilize the
planet and grow red stuff that they can eat. And we're like that, too.
We can't eat "alien" foods, only ones whose chemical makeup is
similar to our bodies. So we probably wouldn't be able to eat the
food on another planet--and vice versa. "We can eat carrots
because they have the same things, [such as certain sugars], that
our bodies have," Wright, associate dean for faculty and academic affairs in the U's College of
Biological Sciences, tells the students. "You are, literally, what you eat." Welcome to Foundations of
Biology (Biology 2002-2003), a course where students have no lectures to listen to--or tune out--and
must learn text material on their own. The instructors believe it to be the only class of its kind in the
United States, and it's already transforming the notion of how a large "lecture" course can be run.
The main event comes when Wright and co-instructor Susan Wick, a plant biology professor, probe
students' knowledge of basic concepts with questions from a variety of angles. Before answering,
they consult with their tablemates. Wright holds up a cup of coffee. "What happened to the sucrose
[table sugar] when I put it in my coffee?" she asks. The students have four choices. At one table, a
student picks answer A: Sucrose, a double sugar, splits into its constituents, the simple sugars
glucose and fructose. But another student says no; the chemical bonds holding sucrose together
are too strong to break by merely getting wet. In the end, the table votes, correctly, for choice C: The
sucrose just dissolves. "What will happen in my stomach?" Wright prods. "Enzymes will break it into
glucose and fructose," a student sings out. After the exchange, the students realize that the sucrose
molecule, which is forged from simple sugars by means of an enzyme, also requires an enzyme to
split it apart. By learning this, they have discovered something about chemical bonds in general, an
invaluable aid to understanding how all organisms function.

From text to context

By showing how the basic concepts of biology affect everyday life, Wright and Wick add context that helps the
knowledge stick. More glue comes from the discussions and the camaraderie of spending the semester as
teammates at the same table. It's an approach most students come to appreciate--especially at quiz time. "Everyone
gets rocked on the quizzes" when students take them individually, says Abby Moran. "But when we take them [over]
as a team, we get 27 or 30 points out of 30." And just to ensure that everybody at a table gets involved, 5 percent of
the course grade comes from evaluations by teammates. The idea for this kind of teaching, says Wright, has been
around since at least the 1990s, when a national inventory of physics students showed that even those who had had
the best teachers didn't know much more about physical forces than those who had never studied physics. And it
wasn't just physics.

"Attendance is almost 100 percent. It's wonderful to have them talk
about science, and when they leave to still be talking about science.
These students will just blow you away with their ideas."

"The University of Washington surveyed graduates of all majors a year after graduation," recalls Wright, who was a
faculty member there at the time. "The grads were happy, but nothing we'd taught them was of relevance to their
careers. "Even in engineering, there's a disconnect between what is taught and what's needed. In Foundations of
Biology, we emphasize real-world problems so they will take away more than just knowledge about biology." The
students often find themselves wrestling with the same problems as working scientists. Last fall's Biology 2002
students were asked to come up with ideas for a new antibiotic against tuberculosis. "One group decided to use
bacteriophages [viruses that kill bacteria] to kill the TB bacteria directly," says Wright. "Another group thought of
taking existing antibiotics that are used topically and developing a form that could be inhaled." This spring's 2002
class (students may begin the Biology 2002-2003 sequence in either a fall or a spring semester) is playing the role of
scientists in a biotech company. Their job is to suggest the best target for an antibiotic against the killer bacteria
known as methicillin-resistant Staph aureus. "We're not lecturing about what antibiotics do. The students must
research that, plus how resistance to antibiotics evolves, and apply what they know about basic science," says
Wright. In Biology 2003, the students get to stretch their innovation muscles in the laboratory. Those taking 2003 this
spring, for example, are tackling questions about how yeast adapt to conditions at the ends of the Earth. "They're
sequencing genes from yeast taken from the Arctic and the Antarctic," says Wright. "We want to show how genes
have changed over eons and get a handle on cold adaptation." Afterward, the students will draft a paper for
publication and submit it to the journal they decide is most appropriate. Real-life lab experience is crucial because
science, says Wright is like softball; just knowing how to play doesn't help much, especially with a team sport. "All
science is moving toward interdisciplinary work and collaboration," she says. "As a group, they learn more than I
could ever tell them. "And it's fun. Attendance is almost 100 percent. It's wonderful to have them talk about science,
and when they leave to still be talking about science. These students will just blow you away with their ideas." A
video of the class is available. 
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Hundreds of thousands of
seedlings are being planted
for agarwood production.

Cultivating culture
Scientists learn how to learn from native populations

By Becky Beyers

February 22, 2008

The Aquilaria trees were in trouble.

Old-growth Aquilaria trees produce a rare form of incense that's
highly valued in many cultures. Because the incense comes from
the resin inside the trees, by the mid-1990s Aquilaria had been
harvested in southeast Asia to near-extinction.

But a team led by College of Food, Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences (CFANS) plant pathologist Bob Blanchette
worked with Vietnamese farmers to develop a cultivated version of
the trees that provides a sustainable crop for some of the world's
poorest regions while saving an endangered species.

The project is one example of how scientists are learning to work in cooperation with people from
different cultures. Traditionally, scientists have worked alone to produce innovations or ideas and
transferred their work to communities with the expectation that community members would put the
ideas to work as directed by the scientists.

But modern science recognizes that a bidirectional, cooperative process can benefit both the
scientists' work as well as the end result for users. That may become an increasingly important
factor in a changing global climate.

"Science is embedded in societies," Nelson says. "You cannot just
transplant what works in one country into another. What works in
Iowa doesn't necessarily work in Chiapas."

Blanchette's project, begun about 12 years ago through the Rainforest Project Foundation, started with a meeting of
scientists and village leaders. "They were excited about the possibilities," he says, because the incense has such
important religious significance and because the trees were disappearing so fast.

Eventually, the scientists discovered that Aquilaria trees produced agarwood as a response to
micro-organisms that invaded when the trees were wounded. "Usually you want to limit decay, but in
this case, we wanted to stimulate it," Blanchette says. Research into how the agarwood could be
harvested from younger trees continued, and now cultivated fast-growing Aquilaria trees are being
planted in large numbers and can be harvested after just two years for a sustainable production of
the valuable resin.

Local farmers played an important role in the development of the new crop: their traditional
knowledge of how the trees grow and the importance of agarwood helped the Western scientists
understand the process. As the project began to see success, more local farmers asked to
participate in demonstration plot plantings.

One of Blanchette's students, Joel Jurgens, spent six weeks in the Vietnamese village where the
project began as part of an Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program project 10 years ago.
He lived with village elders and says he was welcomed as part of the family.

Jurgens had never been outside of North America before and relished the immersion in the culture,
he says. "Much of the work was the process of building trust as we communicated through
translators, but living in the village made this work incredibly easy--we had the groundwork built."

Today, the cultivated agarwood crop is thriving and similar projects are taking root in Thailand,
Bhutan and Malaysia. In addition to growing the trees, the communities are processing the resin to
make incense and making the wooden boxes the incense is shipped in. "They have a finished
product, with very significant beneficial effects for the community," Blanchette says.

Training the next generation

Kristen Nelson has been studying the ways in which communities interact with scientists for most of her career. The
associate professor in the Department of Forest Resources and Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation
Biology recently finished a handbook for scientists and regulators working on environmental risk assessment in
multiple countries.

"Science is embedded in societies," she says. "You cannot just transplant what works in one country
into another. What works in Iowa doesn't necessarily work in Chiapas."

Cross-cultural work is evolving out of necessity, she says. "We originally had the idea that science
was about separating yourself, but problems are more complex than that. There are things you can
share and learn from others. You have to build knowledge across networks."

Nelson's approach to training scientists focuses on two concepts: getting past the assumption that "I
do it the right way," so that contributors can be true equals, and avoiding the problem of relativism--
the other extreme. "That's not respecting what you are and what you think. This isn't about
becoming a blank slate."

While the traditional scientific method still dominates, cooperative thinking comes more naturally to
the next generation of scientists, she says. "They see scientists as part of society, not as a separate
entity."

Scientists who are in graduate school now will spend their careers dealing with "wicked problems,"
which have been defined as issues with contradictory, uncertain, or changing requirements that
involve complex interdependencies. Finding ways to create sustainability on a global scale is one
example, Nelson says.

Prentice Beadell, a master's of agriculture student in the Department of Horticultural Science, spent
nearly five weeks last summer in New Zealand studying how environmental change was affecting
the native Maori people.

She spent much of her time there simply talking to people about their views. "I found the best thing
to do was to make the questions simple, and then stand back and listen," she says. One thing that
struck her was how Maori people's spiritual beliefs affected their views on sustainability and land
use, and she thinks some of that approach can be used in Minnesota.

"It raised questions with me about what it means to own the land and to treat it with respect. I want
to try to bring that holistic approach and the connection with past generations back and try to instill
more of that here."

Culture at home

As Minnesota's population becomes more diverse, cross-cultural engagement is becoming important at home too.
Craig Hassel, an associate professor in the Department of Food Science and Nutrition, works to
interface scientific research with other ways of knowing in a way that respects the knowledge from
other cultures.

For example, he says, nutrition science tends to dismiss ideas of food as it relates to people's sense
of memory, consciousness and nurturance because these dimensions of personal experience are
not easily measured from a biomedical perspective.

"When we study native foods only in terms of nutrients or bioactive molecules," he says, "it
emphasizes the physical and chemical dimensions and discounts the personal and cultural
dimensions."

Hassel is part of an ongoing project involving local herb growers and Chinese medicine practitioners
that uses both traditional knowledge and modern science. While medicinal herbs have gained
popularity in the United States, evaluating their quality is a matter of perspective. The situation is
complicated because traditional Chinese medicine typically involves combinations of many herbs.

From a Chinese medicine viewpoint, medicinal herb quality is evaluated through many of the same
characteristics that are commonly used to evaluate food--texture, taste and other sensory qualities.

So the group's current project uses descriptive sensory analysis--a process in food science where
participants are trained to detect those characteristics--on herbs. Graduate students are sampling
teas made from different kinds of herbs and trying to define attributes of flavor and aroma. Once
practitioners assess the quality of these herbs from a clinical standpoint, the attributes can be
understood as positively or negatively associated with herb quality, Hassel says.

"It's a way of communicating quality," he says. "How do you know what's any good? This is a way to
learn."

Students are "very hungry for knowledge as understood from different cultural perspectives," Hassel
says. "They recognize that the world is a bigger place than what we sometimes offer."

"I believe this is a huge opportunity for our land-grant research universities...all it requires is a shift
in perspective."

From Solutions, winter 2008, a magazine by the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. 
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New research takes aim at oral cancer
Interdisciplinary Team Works to Improve Prediction Techniques

February 19, 2008

Oral cancer is the sixth most common cancer worldwide, and one
of the more deadly ones. Its long-term survival rate--50 percent--
hasn't improved in the past 30 years. A University of Minnesota
research team is working on an interdisciplinary project to improve
these statistics, using a mix of medical research and computer
science. The research group analyzes saliva and uses it to help
identify proteins, or biomarkers, for the early detection of oral
cancer. The goal is to identify the proteins that lead to oral cancer
and create a method to diagnose the disease in its earliest stages.
The team's work on a new three-step process for improving this
technique was published in the journal Molecular & Cellular
Proteomics. This new method can detect three to four times more
proteins than other methods, and they are working to improve this even more.

"Survival depends on early diagnoses," says Wu. "Our study takes a
novel approach to improving survival rates that haven't changed for 30
years."

The research group is led by Timothy Griffin, an assistant professor in the University's Department of Biochemistry,
Molecular Biology and Biophysics, and includes researchers from medicine, dentistry, computer science and
engineering, and the School of Public Health. The National Institutes of Health is funding the four-year study. As part
of the project, John Carlis, a professor in the University's Department of Computer Science and Engineering, and
doctoral student Getiria Onsongo use databases and data modeling techniques to analyze the medical data. They
work to find effective ways to pull out and visualize desired information from a seemingly insurmountable volume of
information. Baolin Wu, an assistant professor in the U's School of Public Health, is responsible for study design.
Using complex statistical models, Wu will determine how many proteins--of the thousands found in human saliva--to
pinpoint for study. He also analyzes data on how the proteins interact with each other to potentially lead to cancerous
cells. While it's uncertain how many proteins might prove to be culprits, it is certain that prevention is the key to
reducing rates of oral cancer. "It's actually twice as common and three times as deadly as cervical cancer, ovarian
cancer, and melanoma," says Nelson Rhodus, a University professor working on the project who is also director of
the Division of Oral Medicine in the School of Dentistry. However, studies have shown that when oral cancer is
diagnosed in early stages, the survival rate jumps to 80 percent. "Survival depends on early diagnoses," says Wu.
"Our study takes a novel approach to improving survival rates that haven't changed for 30 years."

Adapted from an article in Advances, fall 2007, a publication from the School of Public Health.
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Summer at the U means fun
learning for children. The
University of Minnesota hosts
numerous youth camps over
the summer on its campuses
across the state.

Summer fun for youth
2008 summer camp programs at the U now taking registrations

February 20, 2008; updated April 24

The University of Minnesota offers one of the most comprehensive
line-ups of summer camps for youth in Minnesota. From
understanding bugs in the back yard for young children to fencing
and cyber camps for high school students, you're bound to find a
University-affiliated camp that will inspire your child's mind.

Here's a partial list of University-related summer camps. If you
know of another camp at a U location, please send the name of the
camp, a sentence-long description, sponsorship information,
participant age range, and camp contact information to
brief@umn.edu. Twin Cities | Duluth | Morris |
Crookston | Rochester | Statewide

TWIN CITIES

Ando-Giikendaasowin: Native American Math and Science Summer
Camp Students interact with native role models and peers who share
common interests in mathematics and science. They experience life at a
major research institution and/or a small rural tribal college (Fond du Lac Tribal and Community College, Cloquet).
Students must be an enrolled member of a recognized Native American nation, have Native American ancestry, or
have experience and appreciation of Native American cultures, as well as have a strong interest in or aptitude for
math and science. July 11 - 22. Age: Entering grades 9-11; some exceptions are made for experience and age.
Sponsor: College of Education and Human Development, Office for Access and Equity, National Center for Earth-
Surface Dynamics, and the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Contact: education.umn.edu/projects/anams
Architecture, the Weisman, and You! In this five-day, hands-on workshop at the Weisman Art Museum, teens
study architecture and design a scale model with professional architect Josh Weinstein and students from the U's
College of Design. August 4-8. Age: Entering grades 10-12 Sponsor: U of M Weisman Art Museum Contact: 612-
625-9623, petka001@umn.edu Bell Museum Summer Discovery Day Camps The weeklong day camps on the
Twin Cities campus include walking trips and hands-on projects that encourage children to explore the fields of
science, art, and technology. Registration begins Feb. 26 (early bird registration for museum members begins Feb.
19). Cost varies depending on number of sessions. June 9-August 29. Ages: Kindergarten to grade 7 Sponsored by:
U of M Bell Museum of Natural History Contact: www.bellmuseum.org/camp_brochure.html or 612-624-9050

BRAVO 2008 Summer String and Keyboard Institute This program for young musicians who
choose to spend part of each summer focusing on their development as musicians and
instrumentalists provides--each week--a one-hour private lesson, one technique class, and two
chamber music coaching sessions. June 15-July 12. Ages: All ages Sponsored by: School of Music
Contact: www.music.umn.edu/bravo or 612-624-5740

Exploring Careers in Engineering and Physical Sciences The U's Institute of Technology (IT) is
seeking a talented, enthusiastic, and culturally diverse group of 80-100 high school students to work
with small groups of University scientists, engineers and students, as well as peers from across the
metro area who have similar interests in engineering and physical science. If selected for this
program, students will engage in demonstrations, lectures, tours, and lab experiences that will make
engineering, science and math come alive as viable careers. Campus tours with IT students, panel
discussions and informal lunches with career advisors and faculty, and presentations by IT staff will
help high school students experience campus life, learn more about academic programs, and
explore potential careers. June 9-August 3. Ages: Entering 10th-12th grade Sponsored by: IT
Center for Educational Programs and 3M Contact:www.itcep.umn.edu/sumenrich/career.php
Gopher Sports Summer Camps Links to information about summer camps staffed by coaches of
more than a dozen University of Minnesota sports: baseball, basketball, cheerleading, cross-
country, football, golf, hockey, soccer, softball, swimming and diving, tennis, track and field,
wrestling, and volleyball. Ages: Vary Sponsored by: Various organizations; most are independent of
the U Contact: www.gophersports.com Minnesota Landscape Arboretum Summer Day Camps
These one-, two-, and three-day camps for ages 4-14 offer many ways to experience the wonders of
the arboretum. New this year are expanded offerings for fifth- through eighth-grade graduates and
more art-intensive programs. The camps provide an engaging mix of hands-on gardening activities,
art, food and science adventures, imaginative play, and explorations. (There's even a camp for
budding stilt-walkers!) A partnership with local growers and Lakewinds Co-op provides local,
sustainable, and organic food in daily snacks and in cooking camps.

Ages: Entering kindergarten through grade 8 grads; camps for families also available

Sponsored by: Minnesota Landscape Arboretum

Contact: www.arboretum.umn.edu/daycamps.aspx or 952-443-1422.

STAGE ELEMENTS Summer Theatre Institute This summer camp introduces students to the
unique opportunities offered by the University of Minnesota BA Theatre Program and the University
of Minnesota/Guthrie BFA Actor Training Program, engaging them in acting, voice, movement,
puppetry, clowning, and other performance styles. Past instructors have included artists from Jeune
Leune, Guthrie Theater, Children's Theatre, Open Eye Figure Theatre, and Margolis Brown
Company. Priority deadline is April 15; all applications must be submitted by May 1. Cost is $450
(includes dormitory and meals), and scholarships are available. June16-26 Ages: Current high
school freshmen, sophomores, and juniors Sponsored by: Department of Theatre Arts Contact:
www.theatre.umn.edu/elements or 612-625-6699

Technology Day Camp
Interested middle school students
from underprivileged backgrounds
get to explore the wonders of
technology and robotics. Program
a computer, solder together a
circuit board, make a robot dance,
and experience the beautiful
University of Minnesota campus in
this once-in-a-lifetime summer
experience. August 18-22. Ages:
11-14 Sponsored by: Artificial
Intelligence, Robotics and Vision Laboratory and the Digital Technology Center. Contact:
bird@cs.umn.edu or 612-625-8208

University of Minnesota Summer Youth Programs From the tennis court to the pool and to a
local park... No two days are alike as you discover the best the University and the surrounding area
have to offer. The weekly programs feature caring adults, small group sizes, unique classes, and
world-class facilities. University Youth Program works closely with a variety of University
departments and colleges, as well as outside vendors, to provide you and your child with the most
diverse class offering in the Twin Cites. June 9-August 22. Ages: 5-15 Sponsored by: University of
Minnesota Recreational Sports Contact: www.recsports.umn.edu/youth, e-mail drsyouth@umn.edu

CROOKSTON

Game Design Camp Learn about the math and physics behind simulating the natural world, fundamentals of how a
game works, and how to program simple games. This program also features hands-on training of commercial game
editors and overall game design. June 21-28. Ages: Grades 9-12 Sponsored by: UMC Math, Science, and
Technology Department Contact: www.umcrookston.edu/camps/gamedesign.htm or 218-281-8380

Seventeenth Rotary Youth Leadership Award Camp at UMC This residential camp is a week of
intensive leadership training, a combination of challenging physical and mental activities. The
Rotary Youth Leadership Award (RYLA) camp provides outstanding student leaders and potential
leaders an opportunity to expand and hone their leadership skills. Prominent speakers from all over
the region, discussion groups, and sessions with volunteer Rotarian staff members and facilitators
are just a few of the sources for individual development. July 13-19. Ages: 16-18 Sponsored by:
Crookston Rotary Club; the University of Minnesota, Crookston; and Rotary International, District
5580 Contact: www.umcrookston.edu/camps/ryla.htm or 218-281-8585

DULUTH

Fun and Adventure Summer Day Camp A fun weeklong camp to learn and enjoy rock climbing, swimming,
canoeing, fishing, SCUBA diving, sky and star watching, and more. Ages: Discovers must have completed grades 1-
2; Explorers, grades 3-4; Adventurers, grades 5-6. Sponsored by: UMD Recreational Sports Outdoor Program
Contact: rsop@d.umn.edu or 218-726-7128

UMD Fine Arts Academy The following programs are fully accredited by the National Association
of Schools of Music and the National Guild of Community Schools of the Arts. * Kindermusik offers
early childhood music and movement. Classes begin in May and continue through the summer.

Ages: Infants to 7 years old Contact: www.d.umn.edu/faa/kindermusik_page.htm or Lisa at 218-341-
7587 or lzumhoff@d.umn.edu * Community music offers (1) private lessons on a variety of
instruments and in voice for all levels, from beginners to advanced, beginning in June and
continuing through the summer, and (2) group fiddle class.

Ages: Private lessons for all ages; fiddle class for grades 6-8 Contact:
www.d.umn.edu/faa/community_music_page.htm or Kathy at 218-726-7011 or klaplant@d.umn.edu
Music Department * North Shore Summer Music Experience program offers specific areas for
band, jazz band, choir, and string orchestra. Daily activities include large ensemble rehearsals,
chamber groups, master class, recitals, and concerts. Campus housing available. June 22-28.
Ages: Entering grades 7-12 Contact: www.d.umn.edu/music/umdbands/nssme or Mark Whitlock at
218-726-6124 or mwhitloc@d.umn.edu

MORRIS

Summer Jazz Experience: Improvisation with the "V's" Be a part of the first-ever summer jazz program at UMM
with featured guest artists and jazz greats, Chris Vadala and Allen Vizzutti. This intensive, residential camp will focus
on improvisation and cover areas such as call and response, chord construction, jazz theory, transcriptions of
famous solos, internalizing licks, and American Jazz Styles. Individual lessons, small combos, and large group
playing time. Open to musicians of all levels. June 8-10. Ages: Grades 9-11 (coming year)

Sponsored by: UMM Continuing Education and Summer Session

Contact: www.morris.umn.edu/cerp/youth/summer_jazz or 800-842-0030 or 320-589-6463 or
elliskj@morris.umn.edu Henjum Creative Study Institute Since 1974, more than 4,000 area
students have participated in the Creative Study Institute at UMM. This year we will celebrate 35
years of art, music and technology for youth ages 12-17. Choose from courses in: robots and
computers, creating digital media, drawing, painting, creative writing, junk sculpture, jazz ensemble,
vocal music, computer music composition, and more. Sign up by April 20 to qualify for discounts
and scholarships. Day and residential programs are available with one- and two-week course
options. June 16-27 (resident check-in June 15 and June 20). Ages: 12-17 (grades 6-11 completed)
Sponsored by: UMM Continuing Education and Summer Session Contact:
www.morris.umn.edu/cerp/youth or 800-842-0030 or 320-589-6456

Summer Scholars Program Get a jump-start on college by attending this nationally recognized
program for current high school sophomores and juniors who rank in the upper 20 percent of their
class. This two-week program features three classes (students choose one): "Unleashing Your
Creativity: Words, Movement and Images" (new course), "From Avian Flu to Ebola Zaire: The
Reemerging Threat of Infectious Disease," and "Talking About a Revolution: Dissent and Freedom
of Expression in Today's World." Participants earn two college credits and receive an introduction to
the college classroom and campus life. July 13-25. Ages: Grades 10-11 (completed) Contact:
www.morris.umn.edu/cerp/summer_scholars or 800-842-0030 or 320-589-6463 or
elliskj@morris.umn.edu

ROCHESTER

Computer Programming Workshops

For the eighth year, University of Minnesota, Rochester and IBM will hold two computer programming workshops for
high school students entering grades 9, 10, 11, or 12 this fall. The workshops will include a tour of IBM and in-class
assistance from IBM volunteers. July 21-25 Ages: Grades 9-12 Sponsored by: University of Minnesota, Rochester
and IBM Contact: http://www.r.umn.edu/05_prog_noncredit.htm#computer or Cheryl Davis at 507-494-1589 or
chdavis@hcbi.com 
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According to U professor Les
Hansen, crossbreeding could
help solve the dairy industry's
reproductive and health
problems.

Building a better Holstein
U professor advocates crossbreeding

By Becky Beyers

From eNews, February 21, 2008

Look around Les Hansen's office and you'll see cows, lots of cows.

Most of the bovine statues and knickknacks are black and white,
like the purebred Holsteins that Hansen, an animal science
professor at the University of Minneosta, grew up with and studies
to this day. But right next to his computer is a big reddish-brown
cow--a symbolic reminder of where Hansen thinks the dairy
industry is headed.

Holstein producers take great pride in their breed; Holsteins
produce high-quality milk and lots of it, and purists say
crossbreeding could put that superior productivity at risk. But over
the last 50 years, Holsteins have gotten bigger--sometimes too big
to comfortably fit in a stall--and have more trouble conceiving and
giving birth to healthy calves.

The main culprit, according to Hansen, is inbreeding. Holsteins are bred via artificial insemination,
most often using semen from just a handful of bulls. Some studies show that about 30 percent of the
current international Holstein gene pool can be traced back to just two bulls.

That's where crossbreeding comes in. Hansen and others in the Department of Animal Science
have gotten international attention for their work with seven California dairy producers, who, in 2002,
began artificially mating their Holstein heifers and cows with the Normande and Montbeliarde
breeds from France, as well as the Norwegian Red and Swedish Red breeds.

The results convinced Hansen that crossbreeding could help solve the dairy industry's reproductive
and health problems. That's controversial in an industry where only 1 percent of U.S. dairy cattle
have been crossbred, but it's made Hansen a popular speaker worldwide.

While some of his audiences may not agree with his views, Hansen says his real-world experience
helps build his case. "I grew up with Holsteins and on collegiate judging teams. I'm not some ivory-
tower geneticist who's unfamiliar with on-farm concerns."
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In 2007, there were about
374,000 uninsured people in
Minnesota.

Rates of uninsured Minnesotans stabilize

From eNews, February 21, 2008

After rising between 2001 and 2004, the percentage of
Minnesotans without health insurance stabilized between 2004 and
2007, according to the results of a new survey by the Minnesota
Department of Health and the University of Minnesota School of
Public Health. An estimated 7.2 percent of Minnesotans, or about
374,000 people, were uninsured in 2007, and lower-income and
minority groups were especially hard hit by the disparity. National
surveys, although not directly comparable to this study, show that
Minnesota has the lowest rate of uninsured in the nation. "It's good
to see that insurance coverage was stable between 2004 and
2007," says Sanne Magnan, Minnesota Commissioner of Health.
"However, these study results remind us that we still have a lot of
work in front of us to ensure access and affordability of coverage
for all Minnesotans. To make sustainable progress on health care
access, we will need to make changes at every level of the health
care system." Overall, the 2007 survey results show stability in the
sources of health insurance coverage for Minnesotans between
2004 and 2007. An estimated 4.8 million Minnesotans have health insurance through an employer,
public program, or individually purchased coverage. The share of the population with coverage
through an employer was 62.5 percent in 2007, compared to 62.6 percent in 2004. About 25 percent
of the population in both years received coverage through a public program such as Medicare or
Medicaid, and 5 percent of the population had individually purchased private insurance. Historically,
Minnesota has had a high rate of employer-based health insurance coverage, but surveys in 2001
and 2004 found a drop in employer coverage from 68.0 percent of the population to 62.6 percent.
"There was no further erosion in employer coverage between 2004 and 2007, and that is good news
given the continued cost increases that we have seen," says Julie Sonier, director of the Health
Economics Program at MDH. "However, we need to find ways to slow the growth of costs in order to
maintain and improve affordability and access to coverage." There continue to be significant
disparities in health insurance coverage by race and ethnicity. In 2007, the rate of uninsured for
black, American Indian, and Hispanic/Latino Minnesotans (14.7 percent, 16 percent, and 19
percent, respectively) were 2.3 to 3 times higher than the rate for the white population (6.4 percent).
"Although Minnesota as a whole has a lower rate of uninsurance, policymakers and citizens should
be concerned about these large disparities in coverage," says associate professor Kathleen Cal, a
researcher with the U's State Health Access Data Assistance Center in the School of Public Health.
"Reducing these disparities will not be easy, but it must be done."

The rates of people without insurance also vary substantially by age and income. By age group, the
rate is highest for young adults, with an estimated 19 percent of adults age 18 to 24 lacking
coverage. Nearly 18 percent of Minnesotans with family incomes below federal poverty guidelines
($20,650 for a family of four in 2007) were uninsured, compared to about 12.6 percent for people
with incomes 1 to 3 times the poverty level, and 2.2 percent for people with income more than 4
times the poverty level.

The study results are based on a telephone survey of more than 9,700 Minnesota households
conducted in the last half of 2007. The survey was conducted in English and Spanish. A fact sheet
summarizing the initial results of the study can be found at
www.health.state.mn.us/healtheconomics. More detailed results from the survey will be published
this spring and summer.
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Matthew Ayres, a graduate of
the U's College of Education
and Human Development,
wants to help homeless
people find safe and stable
housing.

Street wisdom
U alum finding way to help the homeless

By Brigitt Martin

From eNews, February 21, 2008

When University of Minnesota alumnus Matthew Ayres started
surveying Minneapolis panhandlers in February 2007, he hoped to
get a clearer picture of those who solicit cash to survive. Little did
he know that his work would help fuel a hotly contested civic
argument. "It's a livability issue," says Ayres, who won the U's Mark
S. Umbreit Scholarship for Restorative Justice and Peacemaking
for 2006-07. "Every year when the good weather starts,
panhandling becomes an issue because people can once again
see the homeless." Ayres conducted street interviews with 45 sign-
toting panhandlers--36 men and 9 women--during his final
semester of the Master of Social Work program at the time, when
he was employed as a part-time intern at the Office to End
Homelessness (OEH). Meanwhile, the Minneapolis City Council
began debating amendments to its already strict panhandling
ordinance.

Ayres and Cathy ten Broeke, program coordinator for OEH, which is jointly funded by the City of
Minneapolis and Hennepin County, reacted quickly by tabulating the survey responses to inform the
council members' discussions. "We felt that strengthening the ordinance would create an air of
hatred and distrust of homeless people," explains Ayres.

The Minneapolis Panhandling Survey is the first comprehensive survey of a panhandling population
in a community in the United States. The subjects ranged in age from 22 to 76, with an average of
nearly 6.5 years since their last permanent housing. Ayres found a clear correlation between the
length of time the person had been homeless and how long they had panhandled--in contrast to
arguments that panhandlers are not homeless but rather are aggressive scam artists. When asked if
they would choose a job that pays $6.15 per hour over panhandling, 27 of those surveyed answered
in the affirmative, while 5 said they were unable to work.

Ayres feels his research provided some rather surprising insights. "I guess, like everybody, I
assumed that these guys were hardened by a life on the streets. But many of them became teary
when I talked to them, and most of them felt that panhandling was demeaning, demoralizing, and
something that nobody should have to do," says Ayres.

Ayres and ten Broeke shared their survey results with council members Ralph Remington, a co-
author of the ordinance changes, and with Cam Gordon and Elizabeth Glidden, both of whom voted
against the ordinance.

"The changes to the amendment related to verbal solicitors, not sign carriers, who were the subject
of Matt's survey," Gordon explains. "However, the survey helped bolster my case by showing that
the ordinance was an ineffective way to address the homeless population, many of whom have
psychiatric and substance abuse issues. Outreach is the best way to help them, and the ordinance
was moving in the opposite direction."

Though the ordinance passed 9-3, Ayres explains, "Our success was that the debate changed from
being about the homeless panhandler on the corner to the aggressive guy who is making people
truly uncomfortable."

The new ordinance bans people from asking for money within 80 feet of an ATM or entrance to a
financial institution; within 50 feet of parks, sporting facilities and the Minneapolis Convention
Center; and within 10 feet of crosswalks, convenience stores, gas stations and liquor stores. The
ordinance also prohibits people in a group of two or more from asking for money and does not allow
solicitation at night. But it doesn't apply to people who have a sign and are passively sitting,
standing, or performing.

Since graduating, Ayres has become a full-time program analyst at the Office to End
Homelessness, and an on-call staff member at Simpson Men's Shelter in Minneapolis. At the OEH,
Ayres and ten Broeke are spearheading the implementation of a 10-year plan to end homelessness,
called Heading Home Hennepin. They also organize Project Homeless Connect, a program
designed to link homeless people to the services they need.

"Homelessness is what I'm the most passionate about," Ayres proclaims. "I wake up on Saturday
morning thinking about how we can best help these people get out of shelters and into safe and
stable housing."
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U comments on central corridor LRT alignment

February 26, 2007

On February 27, the Metropolitan Council will vote on the route alignment for the Central Corridor
light rail transit (CCLRT) line. Kathleen O'Brien, the University's vice president for University
Services, released the following statement on the alignment:

"The University of Minnesota is truly a transit oriented community with two-thirds of its commuters
using bus, carpool, or walking options. Over the last 20 years, the University has successfully
developed an integrated transportation system that serves all members of the university community,
including more than 20,000 students and 2,000 faculty and staff who utilize the university-subsidized
mass transit programs.

"The University alone is expected to generate one-third of the daily riders on the Central Corridor
light rail transit line. Clearly, the University and the Twin Cities need a metropolitan transit system
that is reliable, affordable, convenient, and safe.

"The University's preferred alternatives have been the Northern Alignment and a tunnel under
Washington Avenue. Recognizing the schedule and financial constraints on the CCLRT project, the
University of Minnesota will continue the Northern Alignment study and explore the design and
planning of a Washington Avenue alignment with a pedestrian-only mall and no traffic.

"Creating a pedestrian mall on the University's East Bank campus with traffic diverted from
Washington Avenue between the east end of the Washington Avenue Bridge and Walnut Street
would require significant mitigations. Specific mitigations must be analyzed and a plan developed
that identifies both reliable cost estimates and funding sources, and that is supported by the
University, the City of Minneapolis, Hennepin County, and the University neighborhoods. In addition,
the design and quality of the Washington Avenue mall must result in a vibrant urban environment.

"The University is committed to work with our CCLRT partners on this project to address issues and
lay a sound foundation for the project."
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Tracy Twine, Peter Snyder, and
Dylan Millet (left to right) are
new faculty members in the
Department of Soil, Water and
Climate.

A welcoming climate
Three new faculty find the U a good place to study climate change

By Deane Morrison

April 25, 2008

Some of the biggest players in global climate change are living
right in your own back yard. All kinds of plants both respond to and
affect the climate. Yet their roles, especially those of crops, have
been given short shrift in even the most widely used computer
models of climate change. But that situation, too, is changing, with
help from the University. In carving out a niche as a powerhouse in
this field, the U has just hired three young atmospheric scientists
who are already making waves. In luring Dylan Millet from Harvard
and Peter Snyder and Tracy Twine from the University of Illinois,
the U's Department of Soil, Water and Climate has given the new
assistant professors an interdisciplinary environment where they
can flourish to the benefit of both the U and the science of climate
change. Their work will help Midwestern farmers anticipate and
weather the shifting climactic conditions of the 21st century. "They
fill a longterm need to integrate individuals studying various
aspects of atmospheric science," says Ed Nater, department head. "We had major searches and
pulled some fantastic hires, the best of the bunch." All three study how the atmosphere and the land
surface interact to influence temperature, precipitation, and vegetation. For example, Snyder has
shown how vegetation changes in remote areas can affect climate close to home. "In general,
tropical deforestation on a large scale can have a big effect on amplifying warming in high latitude
areas like ours," he says. Living plants work against global warming by taking up carbon dioxide and
storing it in their tissues, but they can also lower air quality by emitting carbon-containing
compounds. One, says Millet, is isoprene, a byproduct of photosynthesis. But in the presence of
sunlight and nitrogen oxides--an ingredient of car exhaust--isoprene breaks down to form smoglike
particles and ozone. "Ozone, when high up in the atmosphere, shields us, but in air near the ground
it's a pollutant and a greenhouse gas," says Millet. The widespread planting of crops provide us with
food and fiber, but it also alters the flow of energy, water, and carbon between land and the
atmosphere. Twine studies these aspects of cropping systems and how they respond to and
contribute to climate change. For example, more carbon dioxide seems to spur plant growth, but
ozone, which hurts crops like soybeans, may tend to cancel that benefit, she says. Also, a warmer
climate could dry out soil.

Less-than-model models

As patterns of land use and vegetation change worldwide, the need for better data becomes even more acute. But
Twine has found shortcomings in models of climate change used by scientists worldwide. In climate modeling,
scientists feed climate-related data into computers, which crunch the data and predict how, for example, temperature
will change in response to rising carbon dioxide or scantier vegetation. Models must be accurate because many
governments base climate-related policies on their predictions.

"Crops are part of the 40 percent of the Earth's land surface that's
managed by humans, yet large models don't take [cropping systems]
into account."

"The model I'm using is like those used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], except that mine
models crops," she explains. "Crops are part of the 40 percent of the Earth's land surface that's managed by
humans, yet large models don't take [cropping systems] into account. Progress is being made, however, and I hope
my work contributes to it." Millet also finds certain climate change models lacking. Recently, he has used satellite
data to test models of isoprene emissions based on ground-level measurements. "We found those models
overpredict emissions for some trees and underpredict for others," he says. "For example, satellites showed that oak
trees are the strongest emitters of isoprene, but not as strong as we thought." This kind of information may influence
people in their choices of which trees to plant or how to fight ozone pollution, Millet says.

What happens in the Arctic doesn't stay in the Arctic

Warming of the Arctic is also a prime concern. "Some studies say a warmer Arctic is a source of carbon dioxide, and
some say it's a sink," says Snyder. "Lusher vegetation will store carbon, but an immense amount of carbon dioxide is
locked up in permafrost and may be released by thawing. We have a project to look at land cover changes induced
by rapid warming and their effects. It's crucial to properly represent Arctic land-atmosphere interactions in climate
models used in IPCC reports. "Also, there's a big concern because biofuel crops need ample water." Snyder studies
how large-scale planting of biofuel crops may affect precipitation and other aspects of water cycling near and far.
"For example, corn growing in Iowa really shot up after World War II, and areas in southwestern Wisconsin,
northeastern Iowa and southern Minnesota have seen a more humid environment," he says. "We can relate that
partially to corn because it [gives off] more water than the native grasses it replaced [and the water vapor blows into
other regions]." Twine is examining the effects of converting Minnesota's trees, grasses, corn, soybeans, and wheat
to biofuel crops like switchgrass and a giant grass called Miscanthus. "Miscanthus sucks up a lot of water," she says.
"With our model, we can simulate growing Miscanthus over the whole state and ask what would happen to carbon
and water, and where the best places to grow these biofuel crops are." Studies like these please University
meteorologist Mark Seeley, a professor of soil, water and climate. "A pet peeve of mine is that the area we
understand least is atmospheric water vapor," he says. "But with this lineup of scientists, we should better
understand the feedback loop between landscape and water vapor, including the vapor that migrates here.
Minnesota might contribute to the global community by clearing this up." 
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Studying the similarities and
differences between canine
and human cancer gives
veterinarian Jaime Modiano
insights to help fight the
disease.

This just in...

U vet Jaime Modiano and
Matthew Breen of North
Carolina State University's
Center for Comparative
Medicine and Translational
Research, have recently
found that humans and
dogs share the same
genetic basis for certain
types of cancer.

According to the
researchers, the genetic
changes that occur in dogs
diagnosed with certain
cancers of the blood and
bone marrow, including
chronic myelogenous
leukemia, Burkitt's
lymphoma, and chronic
lymphocytic leukemia, are
virtually identical to genetic
abnormalities in humans
diagnosed with the same
cancers. (The human
genome has 46
chromosomes and the dog
genome contains 78
chromosomes.)

"The implication of this
finding is that cancer may
be the consequence of
generations of genetic
evolution that has occurred
similarly in dogs and
humans," says Modiano.
"This means that to some
degree, cancer may be
inevitable in some humans
and dogs just because of
the way our genomes have
developed since the
separation from a common
ancestor."

Modiano and Breen will
now use grants from the
National Cancer Institute to
start pinpointing risk factors
for cancer in various breeds
of dogs. The findings are
published in the current,
special edition of the journal
Chromosome Research.

Cause for paws
By Mary Hoff

February 28, 2008

Jaime Modiano has learned a lot of things from dogs: what sheer,
unadulterated exuberance looks like; how much fun is wrapped up
in a simple tennis ball; why it's a bad idea to leave the room when
there's food on the table.

The one thing he'd really like to learn from them? How to conquer
cancer.

Modiano joined the University last July as director of the Veterinary
Medical Center's Animal Cancer Center and Alvin S. and June
Perlman Endowed Chair in Animal Oncology. He studies naturally
occurring cancer in dogs in hopes of improving cancer prevention,
treatment, and cures for pets and people alike. Modiano's research
focuses on cancer at the cellular level, learning how good cells go
bad-and what can be done about it.

One out of three dogs will get cancer, and cancer kills more dogs
than any other disease-so reducing the toll of the disease is important to veterinarians. But what we
learn about canine cancer is valuable for learning about human cancers, too, Modiano says. For
one thing, dogs are more similar to humans than most experimental animals. And they live in our
homes and play in our yards, "so there's a certain sense of a sentinel--if they get something, maybe
we will, too."

A lifetime zips by faster for dogs than people, so canine cancer progresses more quickly in dogs
than people. Thus development of the disease can be studied in years rather than decades, and
therapies can often be evaluated in a matter of months.

Perhaps most important from Modiano's perspective is the genetic angle. Centuries of trait selection
and superbly documented pedigrees provide a treasure trove of information that can be used to
delve for links between genes and both susceptibility to cancer and response to treatment.

"Breeds give us information we couldn't get in humans," Modiano says. That genetic connection is
providing Modiano with valuable insights into canine cancers. He has shown that different kinds of
dogs tend to develop different kinds of lymphoma. He's developing a blood test to diagnose cancer
of the blood vessels and melanoma before it can be detected clinically.

He is evaluating an experimental gene therapy for bone cancer in dogs that not only kills tumor
cells, but also activates the immune system so it can also search and destroy any remnants lurking
in the body. The results are promising, and he anticipates eventual clinical trials in humans.

Although his appointment is in the College of Veterinary Medicine in
St. Paul, Modiano's lab is in the Cancer Center Research Building in
Minneapolis. The interdisciplinary center puts him shoulder to
shoulder with colleagues in the Medical School, College of Pharmacy,
and School of Public Health-fertile ground for innovation. He recently
began working with Carole Lange in the Medical School Departments
of Medicine and Pharmacology, exploring how progesterone
influences mammary cancer in cats--with potential application to
breast cancer in humans. And he's eager for other collaborations with
human-cancer colleagues in areas such as genetics of cancer and
targeted drug therapies. Modiano makes no bones about doing cancer
research for dogs' sake. But he appreciates that it can inform human
cancer research. "A big part of our mission as veterinarians is to
improve the health and well-being of companion animals," he says,
"so we're taking advantage of this wealth of resources at the Cancer
Center to try and do that. At the same time, by learning from animals,
we learn stuff that hopefully will translate to people as well."

And, he adds, he and his veterinary colleagues gain much from
human cancer research that helps them help dogs, too.

"It's not just what we bring to the table, but also what we gain in terms
of coming up with information that allows us to treat and work with our
patients," he says. "It's a bridge of collaboration."
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The Engineers Without
Borders team is all smiles after
finishing the water tower for
villagers and students.

Engineers Without
Borders-USA founder to
speak

Bernard Amadei, founding
president of Engineers
Without Borders-USA, will
present a public lecture at
the University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 4 in the
Van Vleck Auditorium, Tate
Laboratory of Physics, 116
Church St. S.E.,
Minneapolis. A reception
will precede the event at
6:30 p.m.

Water works
Engineers Without Borders-UMN brings clean water and a brighter
future to a Ghanaian village

By Charlie Plain

From M, spring 2008

In the rural Ghanaian village of Amponsah Akroase, the water local
school children drank often made them too sick to come to class.
"The villagers just had a dirty stream down the road that they'd get
their water from," says Jamie Velkoverh, a member of the U's
student chapter of Engineers Without Borders (EWB-UMN). The
roads near the school are unpaved and lined with open sewers.
Any local water source is likely to hold Guinea Worm larvae, which
grow to three feet long inside the intestines of villagers, then
emerge through a painful blister in the skin.

Velkoverh and a water engineering team from EWB-UMN traveled
to the village to fix the problem. The call to aid came from the
Minnesota Christian Academy, a school in the village started by a
Minneapolis teacher. The fact that the group answered the plea is a testament to both its expertise
and compassion.

Bridging borders The student group formed in 2005 and has 30 eager and
active members committed to the organization's mission. "Our goal is to
partner with disadvantaged communities around the world that lack safety,
security, health, water supply, sanitation, and energy to give them the
necessities to live a better life," says chapter president Brian Bell. The group
has gotten off to a quick start working on their projects despite being only three
years old. "Our chapter has done projects in Guatemala, Ghana, and we're
currently working on others in Uganda and Haiti" says Bell. For Bell and the
EWB-UMN members, projects like the Ghana school offer a chance to improve
their skills as well as the world. "It provides an... opportunity for students to get
involved with these incredible projects that are changing thousands of people's
lives around the world," says Bell.

But the endeavors are expensive: The Uganda project, without travel
expenses, is expected to cost about $35,000, according to Bell.

Gone to Ghana EWB-UMN's solution to the water problem in
Amponsah Akroase was to install a water distribution system
consisting of eight 180-watt solar panels used to power a 300-volt
submersible pump filling a 6,500-liter holding tank. The system was designed to be easy to build,
cheap to operate, self-sufficient, and above all, reliable.

Andrew Sander, right, secures cables with zip ties.

The very first day in the village the team set to work feeding pipes into
the pre-drilled well. The top goal for the day was to at least get the water
pumping. "We wanted to show we meant business," says EWB-UMN
member Andrew Sander. Much to the villagers' delight, by the time the
sun set the team had water flowing out of a pipe and into a steel drum.
"Everyone from the community was there and cheering," recounts
Velkoverh. The next phase of the project was to erect a small-scale

water tower and run distribution lines to the school and village. Building the tower meant the team
had to do make due with what's termed "in-country appropriate technology," or in other words,
locally available materials. Exotic components, like the solar panels and the water pump, were flown
to Ghana as checked luggage, but basic building materials were bought near the village. Often, the
homegrown parts weren't exactly what the team had in mind. Components like pipes were found in
inconsistent dimensions, but with a little ingenuity and adaptability, the team made everything work.

Most of the project's materials were purchased from small specialty stores lining a nearby highway.
Shopping trips for construction supplies usually took place each morning for a couple of hours.
Once items were found, paying for them proved to be an additional challenge. "There were no price
tags," said Sander. "You had to bargain to get a fair price," adds Velkoverh. The team arrived with all
the tools, as well as odds and ends, it would need. The packing list included unique items like "a lot
of Sharpies," 1,000 zip ties, 200 feet of 8-guage wire, and something the local villagers couldn't
keep their hands off.

As the group's lone woman, Velkoverh saw how impressed the local
girls were to see her working as an engineer alongside men. It made
her quite popular. "The girls would come up to me and say, 'I want you
to be my friend,'" says Velkoverh. In turn, the girls taught her a few
important things.

"We brought a couple of cordless drills, which they had never seen before," says Sander. Velkoverh
remembers having a hard time keeping hold of her drill. "I'd be working on something and they
would always want to take it away and use it themselves."

Life lessons After two weeks of hard work, the water tower was up and running. Initially, the pump
filled the tank at a rate of 10 liters per minute, with expectations its performance would improve with
adjustments. All the same, for the first time Amponsah Akroase had a safe, reliable source of water.

The EWB-UMN team, rather fittingly, learned many important lessons. As the group's lone woman,
Velkoverh saw how impressed the local girls were to see her working as an engineer alongside
men. It made her quite popular. "The girls would come up to me and say, 'I want you to be my
friend,'" says Velkoverh. In turn, the girls taught her a few important things. "Personally, it was such
a good experience to learn what life is like in these poorer countries and the importance of water."
Sander echoes her sentiment. "It opens your engineering mind to the problems that are out there."
The danger, of course, is that lessons such as these can be easily forgotten. For Sander and
Velkoverh, the water well project only whets their appetites to learn more. Since serving in Ghana,
Velkoverh has begun working on a project in Haiti to figure out a way to recycle plastic ration water
bags into something usable, like sandals. As for Sander, he's heading to Guatemala on another
water supply project, this time for a town of 3,000 people.
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Dental student Jonathan
Kuipers and patient Emily
Taylor-Haye look at Emily's x-
ray at the U's new outreach
clinic in Willmar, Minnesota.

Westward expansion
A new rural dental clinic offers students valuable learning
opportunities and patients much-needed care

By Trish Grafstrom

From M, spring 2008

The School of Dentistry's well-established outreach program is now
stretching even further--to west central Minnesota. Responding to
the challenges rural communities face when recruiting health care
professionals and the increasing number of outstate residents in
need of affordable dental care, the School of Dentistry is sending
students to treat patients at a new 10-chair clinic in Willmar,
Minnesota.

After more than two years of planning and raising $2.1 million in
public and private support, including $450,000 from Delta Dental of
Minnesota to support service-learning opportunities, the Rice
Regional Dental Clinic started taking patients in December. This
community-based clinic is a collaboration between the School of
Dentistry and Rice Memorial Hospital, and serves a 12-county
area. Located in and owned by the hospital, the clinic gives the U's dental and hygiene students a
chance to enhance their clinical skills while treating patients with diverse oral health needs.

TAKING IN THE SITES

The School of Dentistry's outreach programs accounted for more than 10,000 patient-visits last
year, the majority by uninsured or underinsured patients. In addition to the new Willmar clinic,
outreach sites include:

Hibbing Community College Dental Clinic, a collaboration with Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities (MnSCU)

Community University Health Care Center (Minneapolis), located near downtown in an ethnically
diverse neighborhood

Mobile Dental Unit(urban and rural locations), targets enrollees in the UCare Minnesota health
care program

NorthPoint Health and Wellness Center (Minneapolis), delivers care to families living in north side
communities

Walker Dental Clinic (Minneapolis), within the Walker Methodist Health Care Center to provide
care for older adults

Prairie Winds Dental Clinic (Howard, South Dakota), committed to underserved patients
throughout South Dakota

"I saw a lot of children and was surprised by some of their dental problems--things that could be
avoided with basic oral hygiene," says fourth-year student Shawn Spoden, who participated in the
clinic's second rotation. "I liked the variety of work and the faster pace of seeing more patients."

Another of the program's goals is to introduce students to community and professional life in
underserved rural areas. The idea is that they might choose to start or join outstate dental practices
after graduation.

"I picked both the Hibbing and Willmar clinic rotations because I'm interested in a semi-rural
partnership or group practice," says Spoden. "I enjoyed both experiences immensely. It was fun and
challenging."

All fourth-year dental students are required to spend six to eight weeks treating underserved
patients in one of the U's seven outreach sites, according to Paul Schulz, associate clinical
specialist and director of outreach for the School of Dentistry.

"In addition to the clinical experience, students are required to give presentations in area schools
and community organizations as a way to promote oral health and urge students from rural areas to
consider dental careers," he says. "This is an activity that will be added to the Willmar site this
spring."

What's more, Schulz says, the school is beginning to encourage all outreach clinics to ask rural
dentists, many of whom are alumni, to volunteer as adjunct faculty to mentor and connect with the
students during their rotations.

Early indications are that the program is helping to bring long-term dental care to underserved
regions. "Out of last year's graduating class, I know of five dentists who were placed in outstate
Minnesota and South Dakota clinics," says Schulz. "That's exactly what we want to see."
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Instead of taking
supplements, try eating more
varied whole foods.

Whole foods beat single nutrients
By Deane Morrison

From M, spring 2008

If you have a vitamin deficiency, taking a supplement of that
nutrient makes sense. But for everyday nutrition, don't rely on
single nutrients to do the job of good old whole foods like fresh
fruit, vegetables, and grains. Whole foods are unprocessed and
are basically the foods your great-grandparents ate. That's the
advice of epidemiology professor David R. Jacobs, Jr. In a recent
article, he and an Australian colleague urged that whole foods be
the basis of diets and the focus of more nutrition research. Studies
have failed to show a benefit for single nutrient supplements of
beta carotene and B vitamins, for example, but diets with nutrient-
rich foods have been linked to better health. "Consumers get the
idea that diet and health can be understood in terms of isolate
nutrients," says Jacobs. But, he says, that may not be the best way
to go about it."
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Mark Pereira, a professor in
the University's School of
Public Health, says the role of
breakfast in promoting
adolescent health deserves
more attention.

Champions of breakfast
A study suggests that for teens, the road to good health starts at
the breakfast table

By Laura Stroup and Deane Morrison

March 4, 2008

Teenagers are notorious for their appetites, but not having any at
breakfast time may not be such a good idea, according to a study
by the University's School of Public Health. Researchers in the
school's Project EAT (Eating Among Teens) have found new
evidence to support the importance of encouraging youth to eat
breakfast regularly. When they examined the association between
breakfast frequency and five-year body weight change in more
than 2,200 adolescents (roughly 1,000 boys and 1,200 girls), they
found the daily breakfast eaters tended to gain less weight and
have lower body mass index levels--an indicator of how
appropriate a person's weight is for their height--than those who
had skipped breakfast as adolescents. The results also indicated
that daily breakfast eaters ate a healthier diet and were more
physically active than breakfast skippers during adolescence. The
teens' habits were assessed by questionnaires. Mark Pereira, one
of the authors, says the study stands out among the literature on the topic of breakfast habits and
obesity risk because of its size and duration. "The dose-response findings between breakfast
frequency and obesity risk, even after taking into account physical activity and other dietary factors,
suggests that eating breakfast may have important effects on overall diet and obesity risk, but
experimental studies are needed to confirm these observations," he says. At the beginning of the
study, those who never ate breakfast were more likely to be girls and daily breakfast eaters were
more likely to be boys. By the end of the study, however, the percentage of boys eating breakfast
daily had dropped to the point where their rate matched that of girls.

"Although adolescents may think that skipping breakfast seems like a
good way to save on calories, findings suggest the opposite."

Over the past two decades, rates of obesity have doubled in children and nearly tripled in adolescents. Fifty-seven
percent of adolescent females and 33 percent of males frequently use unhealthy weight-control behaviors, and it is
estimated that between 12 and 24 percent of children and adolescents regularly skip breakfast. The percentage of
breakfast skippers also has been found to increase with age. Dianne Neumark-Sztainer, principal investigator of
Project EAT, says this research confirms the importance of teaching adolescents to start the day off right by eating
breakfast. "Although adolescents may think that skipping breakfast seems like a good way to save on calories,
findings suggest the opposite," she says. "Eating a healthy breakfast may help adolescents avoid overeating later in
the day and disrupt unhealthy eating patterns, such as not eating early in the day and eating a lot late in the
evening." The study, "Breakfast Eating and Weight Change in a 5-Year Prospective Analysis of Adolescents: Project
EAT," is published in the March edition of Pediatrics, the official journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics. 
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Thomas Henry, who directs
the Medical School's Epilepsy
Care and Research Program,
uses neuroimaging to help find
better treatment options for
people with epilepsy.

Neurosurgeon Aviva Abosch
is exploring the use of deep-
brain stimulation to treat
epilepsy.

Calming the storm
U launches new era in epilepsy care

By Mary Hoff

From eNews, March 6, 2008

To the ancients, it was a sign of connection with the spirit world. To
Napoleon, Handel, Kierkegaard, Socrates, and Dostoevsky, it was
an unwelcome intruder, bursting unannounced into their brains at
unexpected and unexplained times. To 50 million people today,
epilepsy is a disruptive disease that injects their lives with
uncertainty and stigma. To three new faculty members at the
University of Minnesota, epilepsy is a problem they aim to solve.
Bolstering the U's growing emphasis on the brain, Aviva Abosch,
Thomas Henry, and Steven Rothman are exploring a variety of
innovative approaches to treating and curing the disorder. If
imaging shows that an epileptic seizure arises in a certain area of
the brain--the hippocampal region of the temporal lobe--Abosch,
assistant professor and director of epilepsy and functional
neurosurgery in the Department of Neurosurgery, may be able to
calm the storm within by removing the offending portion.

Norys Andrea was what Abosch calls a "pretty characteristic"
candidate for such surgery. A native of Venezuela, Andrea has been experiencing epileptic seizures
since she was four years old. As a young adult, she began an exciting career as a pharmaceutical
sales representative. She loved the part she played in helping people get the medical care they
needed. But her condition worsened with the job stress. Uncontrolled seizures meant no driving,
and no driving meant no sales, and she was forced to give up her job. "We tried all the treatments
on the market," she says, "and they didn't work." When Andrea moved to Minnesota three years
ago, she was experiencing one or two seizures a month and her medications provided no relief.
Fortunately, her physician back home had referred her to Miguel Fiol, associate professor of
neurology at the University of Minnesota. Fiol told Andrea that her seizures originated in a part of
her brain that might make her a good candidate for surgery. He referred her to Abosch, who sent
her through a battery of tests that confirmed Fiol's suspicions and indicated that the proposed
surgery would not impair Andrea's quality of life. Andrea didn't hesitate. On June 12, 2007, in a six-
hour operation, Abosch opened up the right side of Andrea's skull, then used suction to remove a
portion of her brain the size and shape of a person's thumb. After four days in the hospital, Andrea
was home again. She hasn't had a seizure since. "It was incredible," Andrea says. "It let me start my
life again." Within three weeks, she was starting class at the University. In the fall, she began work
as a teacher's aide at a local elementary school. On November 16--her 34th birthday--Fiol gave her
the okay to apply for a driver's license. "It was the best birthday gift!" she says.

Deep in the brain

Andrea was one of the lucky ones. Her seizures started in a part of her brain she could function without, and the
imaging results were unambiguous. In some individuals, the seizures originate in a part of the brain that's too close
to brain tissue that controls critical functions, such as speech or movement. In others, the site of seizure onset
cannot be clearly determined, also making them unsuitable for surgery. "What do you do with those people?" Abosch
asks. "As a surgeon, I want to fix the problem."

One approach Abosch and Henry,
director of the Medical School's
Epilepsy Care and Research
Program and a professor of
neurology, are exploring together
is using high-resolution structural
and functional imaging to identify
locations in the brain--other than
that in which the seizure
originates--where surgery might
make a difference. "Mapping out
areas of brain function is an
important new research area," Henry says. Such mapping, he hopes, will eventually allow doctors to
perform surgery that stops seizures originating outside the temporal lobe--without disrupting critical
brain function. Mapping also plays a key role in another novel therapy Abosch and Henry are
investigating: deep-brain stimulation, or DBS. This approach involves implanting an electrode in the
brain, then delivering electrical current via a pacemaker-like device before or at the onset of a
seizure. Abosch already uses DBS to calm tremors in patients with Parkinson's disease. Given a
better understanding of the right place in the brain and the right timing and dose of electricity, she
thinks it could make a difference for epilepsy patients, too.

Other innovative approaches

Rothman, who joined the University as director of the Division of Pediatric Clinical Neuroscience last July, is
exploring new techniques for patients whose epilepsy is not amenable to drugs or conventional surgery, and he has
found a surprising ally in the electronics industry.

One innovation attracting Rothman's attention is a refrigerator the size of a watermelon seed that
has been developed to help cool the central processing units of computers and other electronic
components. Animal studies have repeatedly shown that rapid, localized cooling of the right spot in
the brain can stop a seizure in its tracks. Why not, Rothman wonders, implant into the brains of
people with epilepsy a miniature cooling device that can deliver a quick chill at the right place and
time to do just that? "This technology is very effective in our animal models," he says. But there are
plenty of details to refine: removing waste heat generated by the cooling process, cutting the
amount of power needed, and figuring out how to anticipate or sense early seizure. In collaboration
with Tay Netoff, assistant professor in the Department of Biomedical Engineering, Rothman hopes
to begin testing inside-the-brain cooling devices within a couple of years. Rothman is also looking
into using light to help prevent or interrupt seizures. The idea, he says, is to insert a light-activated
therapeutic drug, along with a light-emitting diode, into the part of the brain where the seizure is
centered. The light could be turned on at the seizure onset, activating the drug and terminating the
seizure. As Rothman's research progresses, both Henry and Abosch will be welcome partners.
Implanting new devices depends on precisely pinpointing seizure centers and key functional parts of
the brain--an endeavor in which Henry will prove an invaluable collaborator. If the devices Rothman
is developing advance to the point of clinical trials, Abosch would be the one to place them.
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Clay County commissioner
Jon Evert (left) and Extension
educator Ryan Pesch depend
on research-based claims to
craft a public value message.

How does a program
prove it has public value?

To determine the public
value of a program,
participants answer a series
of questions:

* Does the program narrow
an information gap?

*Does it address a crucial
concern about fairness?

* Does one person's
participation benefit people
who do not participate?

* Does one person's
participation reduce costs
for others?

* Does the program
improve upon the market
outcome?

Extension helps nonprofits make case for
public good

From eNews, March 6, 2008

At first glance, they appear to have nothing in common: a nonprofit
sexual-assault coalition and a county program to assist
homeowners with shoreland management. On closer inspection,
however, the similarities become clearer. Both provide services
that benefit individuals. They also share a common problem:
explaining to lawmakers and the public at large how those services
work for the common good.

That's where Extension's Public Value Program comes in. What
exactly is public value? It is the benefit the community accrues
apart from the direct benefits that individuals in public or nonprofit
programs receive. For example, financial security education
benefits participating employees, but also benefits other
Minnesotans because individuals who plan now for later life place
fewer demands on limited public resources in the future.

The concept is based on public finance principles: how
communities allocate resources and what role public and nonprofit programs play in that equation.
Laura Kalambokidis, an associate professor of applied economics at the University of Minnesota,
developed the Public Value Program. The curriculum is available from Extension educators across
Minnesota to help public sector and nonprofit leaders evaluate and articulate the public value of
their programs.

The Public Value Program is especially relevant given the pressure to demonstrate accountability
and attract scarce funding. "Many organizations and local governments are in a real pinch when it
comes to financing their work," says Ryan Pesch, an Extension educator based in Fergus Falls.
"Decision makers need to sort out which programs benefit the common good the most."

Pesch taught a Public Value workshop last year to professionals whose expertise ranged from
natural resource management to social services programming. The issue that cropped up time and
again: the need to show far-reaching benefits.

Being able to make the case for the common good offers a powerful tool for gaining support (and
funding).

"It's so simple," says Jon Evert, Clay County commissioner for the past 13 years, "but we need to be
able to show the common good and public value."

One problem is that public misperception often masks the true extent
of a program's reach. Evert offers a case in point. A farmer for nearly
three decades, he has observed firsthand the tradeoff rural local
governments face when deciding whether to hire a local feedlot officer.
"Providing someone to help a farmer will help that particular family," he
notes. "But in a larger sense, you're going to benefit the whole
community by making sure the laws for feedlot management are
followed. By helping an individual farmer be compliant, it helps
everyone."

Sounds simple, but as Pat O'Connor, former Hennepin County
auditor/treasurer and a longtime Extension advisor, points out, it's a
complex issue faced by programs strapped for time and resources.
"From my perspective within county government, we are very focused
on things we are doing, and so many times we fail to see the bigger
picture," O'Connor says. "This is giving us a more disciplined
approach to programs and policies."

In the case of nonprofits, the picture is further clouded by the fact that
many agencies provide services--often directly to individuals-- that are
outsourced by government.

"More and more, nonprofits are a key pathway government uses for
accomplishing public objectives," says Laura Williams, program
coordinator for the Minnesota Coalition Against Sexual Assault. "Those of us working in nonprofits
haven't always known how to explain that what we do is more than a special interest to some or of
benefit only to those we serve directly."

Says Pesch: "Talking in the terms of public value or the common good is different from the typical
pitch to decision makers. If you can make the case for how a program benefits a typical citizen who
has nothing to do with the program, you have passed the true test."

But more than that, it's ensuring that public sector programs are doing what they are truly meant to
do--contributing to the common good.

For more information or to set up a training session, visit U of M Extension.
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U professor David Fulton's
research focuses on the
attitudes and interests of
outdoors people.

Understanding the outdoors
By Martin Moen

From eNews, March 6, 2008

Are changing recreational preferences threatening North America's
wildlife?

Fewer people are hunting and fishing, and the declining
participation rates are occurring primarily in people under 40. This
drop in participation could be a real threat to the well-being of
America's wildlife because money from hunting and fishing
licenses provides the majority of funding for habitat conservation
efforts in North America. And, with the push for growing biofuels,
state and federal conservation policies that paid farmers to remove
land from production are less appealing. "Clearly, the revenue
model that created wildlife conservation and habitat protection
successes during the 20th century is in serious jeopardy at the
start of the 21st," says David Fulton, associate professor in the U's
Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology and
assistant unit leader in the U.S. Geological Survey's Minnesota
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit. Fulton's research into the attitudes and interests of
outdoors people is helping natural resource managers understand these changes and make the
best decisions in this new situation.

Keeping people happy

"With the apparent drop in hunters and anglers, recruitment and retention are the buzzwords for
those concerned with management of fish and wildlife," Fulton says. In the nine years he's been at
the University, Fulton has built an impressive collection of data about hunters and anglers. "While
we might not be able to reverse the decline in participation, if people have a good outdoors
experience, they'll continue to buy licenses and join hunting and fishing organizations. The
challenge is identifying and then managing for the conditions that produce a 'good' experience,"
Fulton says. "If we can keep people connected to wildlife and the land, we know that devoted
outdoors people are going to promote conservation of land and game and nongame species." What
is a "good" experience for hunting and fishing? For some, the opportunity to shoot a trophy buck or
successfully call in a skittish tom turkey is rewarding. Others value the chance to get outdoors--
bringing home the catch is secondary. Still others get outdoors for the solitude and feel their
experience is diminished when their favorite fishing hole is crowded with other anglers. The survey
data Fulton collects helps resource managers for the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and others create the range of experiences that keep people coming
back. While controlling license numbers or bag limits is the ingrained response for managing
recreational use of fish and wildlife, Fulton's research suggests that managers need to develop a
more holistic approach focused on the outcomes people get from hunting and fishing if we want to
ensure a beneficial experience for hunters and anglers.
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Stephen Feinstein concerned
himself with crimes against
humanity and human rights
issues.

U professor dies at 65
Director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies built a
program of international repute

March 6, 2008

The University of Minnesota lost a popular teacher and influential
scholar when Stephen Feinstein, the director of the U's Center for
Holocaust and Genocide Studies (CHGS) and adjunct professor of
history, died on Tuesday, March 4. Feinstein was speaking at the
Jewish Film Festival when he suffered an aortic aneurysm that
resulted in cardiac arrest. He was 64.

From its founding in 1997, Feinstein built the CHGS into a premier
educational, research, and outreach institution, one that had
international renown. From its very beginning, he ensured that
CHGS engaged with a broad range of crimes against humanity and
human rights issues in addition to the Holocaust.

Feinstein spent 30 years on the faculty of the University of
Wisconsin River Falls before retiring there and coming to the
University of Minnesota. He was known around the world as an advocate for Holocaust survivors
and genocide education, and particularly for his expertise on artistic expression and genocide. He
was routinely called upon to train Polish teachers on Holocaust education, speak at the Yad Vashem
Holocaust memorial in Jerusalem, and comment on just about anything Holocaust- and genocide-
related.

From its very beginning, he ensured that CHGS engaged with a broad
range of crimes against humanity and human rights issues in addition
to the Holocaust.

Educators, scholars, and survivors from around the world have been deeply influenced by Feinstein
and are sending messages of condolence to his family and to the University.

Most recently, Feinstein was instrumental in securing funding for and creating programming around
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum exhibition "Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master
Race," currently showing at the Science Museum of Minnesota.

"Steve was a good friend as well as someone with whom I worked closely, and the news is
devastating," says Eric Weitz, chair of the U of M Department of History. "He had an amazingly
generous nature and could get things accomplished that no one had ever conceived of or thought
was possible."

Feinstein was known far and wide for his generous personality, constant stream of jokes, and deep
commitment to the issues at the heart CHGS's mission. More than anything else, he was a great
humanitarian who believed that knowledge of the past could prevent atrocities in the future.

Feinstein leaves his wife, Sue, children Jeremy and Rebecca, and two grandchildren. The funeral
will be Friday, March 7, at 2 p.m. at Beth-El Synagogue, 5224 West 26th St., Saint Louis Park, MN.

Memorials may be sent to: The Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, University of Minnesota
Foundation, PO Box 70870, St. Paul, MN,55170-3854
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Regents Professor of
Medicine Robert Hebbel is a
leading researcher of sickle-
cell and related diseases.

A sickle-cell sleuth
Regents Professor Robert Hebbel leads the way in research on the
disease

By M.J. Pehl

March 7, 2008

In his office high in the Phillips-Wangensteen Building, a large and
colorful stuffed parrot hangs above the desk of one of the world's
foremost experts on sickle cell disease. Robert Hebbel holds the
George Clark Professorship in the Department of Medicine and
also is the department's vice chair for research. Not bad for a guy
who began his academic career as a political science major. Born
and raised in the Twin Cities, Hebbel did his undergraduate work at
Oberlin College in Ohio. Along the way, he switched from political
science to biology. "I don't even know why," he laughs. In the mid-
1970s, he attended the University of Minnesota Medical School
and considered becoming a pediatrician in private practice. A
summer job changed his mind. "As a medical student, we got paid
research jobs," Hebbel says, "and I absolutely fell in love with it."
Since then, almost every research project he's been involved with has been related to sickle cell
disease, an inherited disorder in which normally round red blood cells assume a crescent shape,
making it difficult for them to pass through tiny blood vessels. This can lead to anemia, jaundice,
gallstones, and strokes and can also cause damage to lungs, spleen, liver, and kidneys. Hebbel
describes sickle cell as "a disease with molecular origin and a disease of great historical interest."
He is interested in the problems of strokes in children with sickle cell disease and how the blood
clotting system participates in the disease process. Hebbel was attracted to the problem-solving
approach of internal medicine. "I love the chase. I love using your wits to design an experiment to
solve the problem," he says. "I love the 'aha!' moment, finding out how something works in biology."
But Hebbel is quick to admit he had no grand plan. In fact, his career aspirations as a kid included
"cowboy? and ?fireman" alongside "doctor." "I followed my nose, and I did what was interesting,"
Hebbel says. "Fortunately, we were successful along the way." So much so that hematologists
around the world were surveyed in the late 1990s about the most important scientific developments
in sickle cell disease research in the past 25 years. At the top of the list was Hebbel's 1980
observation of abnormally adhesive sickled red cells.

"I love the 'aha!' moment, finding out how something works in biology."

Hebbel was named a Regents Professor in 2004. "I knew I'd been nominated, but I was very surprised to get the
phone call," he recalls. The stipend that comes with the award didn't alter the focus of his work, but it did give him
some flexibility, considering that research budgets can be tight. "I do things that are risky," he says. "It's nice to have
funds available to invest in projects for unforeseen things, things one didn't account for in a budget." Hebbel
emphasizes that he's been fortunate to have an environment conducive to research development at the University,
and that he's benefited from good advice. "John Eaton, my research mentor, was instrumental in nurturing my
curiosity and my ability to ask a good question and identify a good project to work on, the stuff worth doing," he says.
Hebbel says he continues to be amazed at the talent at the University, and he feels strongly that good role models
and mentors are crucial to the next generation of research scientists. "In the old days," he says, "time was the most
valuable commodity we had. Now everything is so high pressure, we are not incubating the next generation of
scientists. I worry about it a lot." So Hebbel puts his money where his mouth is: to the graduate education and
mentorship of minority students. He has founded and served as the director of several programs that provide
mentorship opportunities and career guidance, such as the Internal Medicine Residencies Academic Pathway
program, and a hematology training grant, which pays students additional stipends. And, he says, "I make sure we
always provide a spot for minority medical students or undergraduates." "Robert Hebbel has had a key role in the
establishment of the University of Minnesota's international reputation in the areas of minority health research,
hematology and vascular biology," says University President Robert Bruininks. There is life beyond the lab, though.
One of his favorite places is Jackson Hole, Wyoming. "I love the mountains, the whole area," he says with a glint in
his eye. Hebbel also loves to write, but flaty admits that he has no talent for fiction. "But I love writing nonfiction," he
says. "I love to write papers and grants, and being involved in the preparation of grants," he says. "I'm a lot more
mellow that people think I am. "I've known people who conduct research in a calculated fashion, with a goal in the
distance," Hebbel adds. "I've always just done what seems to be interesting to me in the moment." 
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President Robert Bruininks
became president of the
University in November of
2002. He delivered his sixth
State of the U address on
March 6.

State of the U recording

To watch the video of or
read the transcript from the
2008 State of the U
address, visit the Office of
the President Web page.

Strength through change
U president delivers 2008 State of the U address

by Pauline Oo

March 10, 2008

"The state of the University is strong," President Robert Bruininks
told a jam-packed Mayo Auditorium on the Twin Cities campus
and, via interactive broadcasting, audiences at five other University
of Minnesota locations.

In "The Challenge of Change"--his sixth State of the U address,
delivered March 6--Bruininks spoke about evolving cultural
identities and public policies, the creativity that change can spark,
and recent accomplishments across the University system that
continue to cement the U's place in the state and on the world
scene.

"Our goal--to become one of the top three public research
universities in the world, with an equivalent standard of excellence
for our coordinate campuses--is well known, but sometimes
misunderstood," he said. "There are those who believe that 'top three' is not achievable. Others feel
that our focus on research compromises our commitment to education and serving the citizens of
the state. In my view, neither is the case."

The University is not aspiring to rank, he added, but to stature.
Transformative change is never easy, he adds; "it takes time,
resources, and the perseverance of the entire University community."

All great universities share five common attributes: commitment to
excellence, a drive to discover, a focus on results, economic vitality,
and accountability to stakeholders.

"For nearly 160 years, our policy makers have considered the
University to be one of Minnesota's most important investments," he
said. But in the wake of the state's own financial challenges, "we must
solve many of our own problems ourselves. We must constantly
examine our own cost structure to make sure we realize the maximum
return for every dollar."

Teaching is still one of the U's most important obligations, said Bruininks. The University, for the
sixth straight year, has had a record number of applications. More than two-thirds of U freshmen are
Minnesota born and raised, and its systemwide retention, satisfaction, and graduation rates are on
the rise.

And students continue to earn national recognition and win international awards for the work they do
in and out of the classroom. Bruininks cited civil engineering student Rachel Gaulke and her five-
foot-long replica of the former I-35W bridge, which will be used by the National Transportation
Safety Board during investigation briefings.

Statewide, the U's five campuses and their students continue to flourish. The University of
Minnesota, Morris recently secured $1.8 million in Clean Renewable Energy Bonds to build a
second wind turbine, bringing it closer to its goal of total energy independence by 2010. On the
Crookston campus, international enrollment has tripled, and this year the community celebrated 15
years as the nation's original Laptop U.

UMD has introduced a new bachelor's degree in civil engineering and added a second doctoral
degree program to its academic offerings. Its integrative biosciences program is one of only four in
the nation. And this past fall, the University of Minnesota, Rochester moved to its own facilities and
welcomed its first chancellor, Stephen Lehmkuhle.

Despite many recent successes, the U's path is not free of barriers, noted Bruininks.

"For nearly 160 years, our policy makers have considered the University to be one of Minnesota's
most important investments," he said. But in the wake of the state's own financial challenges, "we
must solve many of our own problems ourselves. We must constantly examine our own cost
structure to make sure we realize the maximum return for every dollar."

Bruininks listed new and ongoing efforts designed to improve service and productivity across the
University of Minnesota system, citing examples from entrepreneurial staff in Facilities Management
and University Stores to save labor costs.

"If we expect investment and support, we must continue to demonstrate that we are an asset to the
state of Minnesota and its citizens," said Bruininks.

And the way to do this, he added, is to develop a principled approach to challenges and make
targeted investments. "We do this by pursuing the attributes of a world-class university, beginning
today," he said.

Bruininks closed his address by pointing out the urgent need to be proactive about purposeful
change:

"From where I stand, the case for change is this: The tide is rising on all sides. We can plug the
holes we see and pray for the flood to retreat, or welcome the water and rise with it. It is my hope
that, for the state of Minnesota and this great University, we will choose to rise--and continue to
seek the bright horizon."
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This White Castle restaurant,
once located at 616
Washington Avenue S.E. in
Minneapolis, may have been
the source of hamburgers in
McClendon's experiment.

Well done
An unusual hamburger experiment, from the University's dietary
research annals

By Jack El-Hai

March 11, 2008

What happens when you take a healthy young man and feed him
nothing but hamburgers and water for three months? It sounds like
the genesis of an edgy film--and in fact Super Size Me, a 2004
documentary, followed one man's 30-day immersion in McDonald's
cuisine--but a real-life version of this experiment took place at the
University of Minnesota in the early 1930s. This tale of
experimental hamburger gluttony had its genesis in the 1920s in
the mind of Edgar Waldo "Billy" Ingram, owner of the White Castle
fast food chain. Then headquartered in Wichita, Kansas, White
Castle was growing quickly, but widely held skepticism about the
cleanliness and healthfulness of hamburgers concerned Ingram.
"The hamburger habit is just about as safe as walking in a garden
while the arsenic spray is being applied," wrote the authors of a
cautionary book of that era about nutrition, "and about as safe as
getting your meat out of a garbage can standing in the hot sun. For
beyond all doubt, the garbage can is where the chopped meat sold by most butchers belongs, as
well as a large percentage of all the hamburger that goes into sandwiches."

Slyders only

Ingram resolved to convince a university researcher to put the healthfulness of hamburgers to a test. He found a
taker in Jesse McClendon, Ph.D., a 49-year-old native of Alabama who had accepted a position in the University of
Minnesota's Department of Physiological Chemistry after teaching at Cornell University and Randolph Macon
College. Considered one of the most important figures in American biochemistry, McClendon was a talented
researcher who had made his name studying the composition of hemoglobin, the mechanics of human digestion, the
connection between dietary fluoride and reductions in tooth decay, and the effects of iodine deficiency.
Experimentation on humans did not frighten him: He once had swallowed a bulky electrical device to measure the
acidity of his own duodenum.

"He started out very enthusiastic about eating 10 burgers at a sitting,"
notes his daughter, Deirdre Flesche, "but a couple of weeks into it, he
was losing his enthusiasm."

The White Castle project allowed the biochemist to devise a study that would influence public thought (as well as
hamburger sales) for years to come. McClendon knew that earlier studies had shown that adult dogs fed for a month
on only lean meat appeared to fare well, and that humans on temporary all-meat diets lost calcium and phosphorus
but didn't develop deficiency diseases. He planned to feed a single experimental subject only White Castle
hamburgers--including the bun, onions, and pickles--and water for 13 weeks. A willing subject presented himself:
Bernard Flesche, a U of M medical student working his way through school. Flesche kept a diary during the ordeal.
"He started out very enthusiastic about eating 10 burgers at a sitting," notes his daughter, Deirdre Flesche, "but a
couple of weeks into it, he was losing his enthusiasm." His sister frequently tried to tempt him with fresh vegetables,
but Flesche allowed nothing but White Castle Slyders (TM) to pass his lips.

Too much of a good thing

Flesche lasted through all 13 weeks of his White Castle hamburger binge. "The student maintained good health
throughout the three-month period and was eating 20 to 24 hamburgers a day during the last few weeks," fast-food
mogul Ingram stated, adding that the research proved that customers "could eat nothing but our sandwiches and
water, and fully develop all [their] physical and mental faculties." McClendon's study became a prominent part of
White Castle's advertising. Flesche went on to practice medicine in Lake City, Minnesota. He died from heart
problems at the age of 54. One immediate and chronic effect of his participation in the study: "He never willingly ate
hamburgers again," says his daughter. Taken from the winter 2008 issue of Medical Bulletin, a publication of the
Minnesota Medical Foundation. 
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A villager in Santa Elena,
Guatemala, sorting Eco-
Palms.

Did you know?

Guatemala has what are
called "community
concessions," government
land in which the rights to
harvest, say timber and
palm, are given to the
community.

"It's a better way to protect
forests rather than declaring
them a preserve," says U
researcher Dean Current.
"Most governments that
have these important areas
don't have many resources
to protect them, but if they
enlist the community--give
them a viable option from
the forest to live on--then
they become an ally in
protecting it. And they can
do a much better job than
governments often can.
Around the world, you're
seeing more countries
giving more use rights to
communities in forest
areas."

Eco-friendly fronds for Palm Sunday
U researcher tapped for sustainable palm study

By Pauline Oo

March 12, 2008

Palm fronds are popular in floral arrangements any time of the
year, but on Palm Sunday they have a symbolic and historical
meaning. Church congregations in the United States buy more
than 300 million fronds annually to commemorate Jesus's return to
Jerusalem.

In 2002, the North American Commission for Environmental
Cooperation (NACEC), which was set up by the North American
Free Trade Agreement, hired University of Minnesota researcher
Dean Current to study the palm trade between the United States
and its southern neighbors, namely Mexico and Guatemala. He
was asked to find out if the plant could be sustainably harvested
and to figure out if it could generate a better income for the
communities that harvest it. "In many cases, they were overharvesting," says Current, a forest
economist in the U's Center for Integrated Agriculture and Natural Resources Management at the
Department of Forest Resources.

Local contractors hired villagers in Mexico and Guatemala and paid them by the volume, no matter
the quality they delivered. This meant that 50 percent or more of what was brought in was discarded
because it didn't meet the needs of the market--the fronds were too small, blemished, or missing
leaves. The perfect frond, adds Current, should be 18 to 22 inches long without mold or any brown
and black spots.

Current was also tapped to survey U.S. churches on their interest in buying sustainably harvested
palm fronds. The positive response paved the way for Eco-Palms, greener and fair-trade palm
fronds.

More than 360,000 Eco-Palms were shipped to 1,400 U.S. church congregations, including a U.S.
Air Force base in Okinawa, Japan, in advance of Palm Sunday last year. In 2005, just 5,000 palms
were sold to 22 churches.

Pronatura, a nongovernmental organization in Mexico, has been training the communities to be
more selective when cutting the fronds so the harvesters don't also unwittingly contribute to the
deforestation of the rainforest that supports their livelihood. "If you take off too many leaves you can
damage or destroy the plant," says Current.

Current and his U colleagues administer the project from the U's Twin
Cities campus in St. Paul. They take orders from churches across the
nation, and pass them on to Hermes Floral in St. Paul, which handles
the monetary transactions and shipment of the fronds. Current says it
takes three to four weeks to move the palms from forest to consumer,
and about half of the orders come from Lutheran churches, thanks to
Baltimore-based Eco-Palm partner Lutheran World Relief.

A average order is 260 stems. "But we have some Catholic churches
that order up to 4,000, and some that order 20 stems," says Current.

Each eco-friendly frond cost 22 cents, which is more than double the
cost of other fronds, but Current says the price includes 5 cents to
help the local harvesting communities with social or development
projects such as building schools or providing health care or
insurance.

The harvested Eco-Palms are sorted and bundled by the women in
the communities, instead of a distant warehouse, providing jobs where
once there was none.

"One of the strengths of our work with the Eco-Palms are the
partnerships we have formed with the communities, Christian
organizations, environmental NGO's, international institutions, the
private sector, and government agencies in Guatemala and Mexico,"
says Current. "It's a real tribute to the University of Minnesota
outreach efforts and our ability to work effectively with a broad range
of partners, and it has required that level of cooperation to attain what
we have."

For more information on Eco-Palms, including a Flash presentation, visit the U's Center for
Integrated Agriculture and Natural Resources Management.
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A study led by neurology
professor Adnan Qureshi
suggests that owning a cat
may benefit human heart
health.

A feline lifeline?
Owning a cat is linked to a lower risk of heart attack

By Deane Morrison

From M, spring 2008

If you own a cat, you know the downside: ripped couches, chronic
disobedience, midnight yowling. But on the other hand, a cat may
be good for your heart, according to a University of Minnesota
study. Examining data on 4,435 adults, the researchers found that
the relative risk of death from heart attack was 40 percent higher
for those who had never owned a cat. Specifically, 3.4 percent of
cat owners died from a heart attack during the course of the study
versus 5.8 percent of non-owners. Whether owning a dog confers
the same benefit isn't clear; there wasn't enough data to draw any
conclusions, says lead researcher and neurology professor Adnan
Qureshi, who performed the study with others at the University's
Zeenat Qureshi Stroke Research Center. He presented the
findings in February at the International Stroke Conference in New
Orleans. Two pieces of evidence led Qureshi and his colleagues to
investigate whether owning a pet can benefit one's cardiovascular
health. For one thing, various social factors have previously been linked to heart health. Also, he
says, there was anecdotal evidence suggesting that pet ownerhsip can reduce the risk of heart
disease, high blood pressure, and related conditions. "But does that translate to a protective effect?"
he says. To find out, the researchers turned to the second National Health and Nutrition
Examination Study, a large national database designed to identify risk factors for cardiovascular
disease.

"If we assume that cat ownership is directly responsible for the benefits,
then the most logical explanation may be that cat ownership may
relieve stress and anxiety and subsequently reduce the risk of
cardiovascular diseases."

The study revealed that a lower risk of heart attack was associated not only with owning a cat, but with ever having
owned one. The relationship held even after the researchers adjusted for classic cardiovascular risk factors such as
blood pressure, diabetes mellitus, cigarette smoking, and high cholesterol. "If we assume that cat ownership is
directly responsible for the benefits, then the most logical explanation may be that cat ownership may relieve stress
and anxiety and subsequently reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases," he says. Although it may be tempting to
conclude that getting a cat will improve your chances of avoiding a heart attack, the effect may be due to preexisting
differences between cat lovers and the rest of the population. In other words, says Qureshi, the question is whether
owning a cat directly reduces the risk of cardiovascular disease, or if people who own cats have personality traits
that tend to protect against cardiovascular diseases independent of cat ownership. This study can't answer that
question, nor should it be construed as a recommendation to get a cat. But Qureshi wants to get to the bottom of the
matter. He plans to examine more data from other studies to see whether they confirm the relationship between cats
and heart health. If the relationship holds, new data may turn up other insights, such as what it is about pet
ownership that may benefit people, especially those at high risk for cardiovascular disease. Despite the
uncertainties, however, it's clear that owning a cat has one thing going for it. "If this relationship is real, then, unlike
other preventive measures such as angioplasty or medications, this seems to be very low risk and may not need to
be evaluated like other medical interventions," Qureshi says. He should know. He owns a cat. 
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A Science Museum visitor
reading about Eugen Fischer,
a German professor of
medicine and anthropology
who developed the
physiological specifications
used by the Nazi regime to
determine racial origins.

In search of the perfect human
U explores international eugenics movements with Science
Museum of Minnesota

By Pauline Oo

March 17, 2008

Editor's note: Stephen Feinstein, director of the U's Center for
Holocaust and Genocide Studies and adjunct professor of history,
was interviewed for this story on February 29. He was generous
with his time and knowledge. Feinstein died unexpectedly four
days later. This story is published in his memory.

In 1883, English scientist Francis Galton coined the term
"eugenics," the belief that humanity could be improved by
encouraging the most able and healthy people to have more
children. A quarter of a century later, Galton, a cousin of Charles
Darwin, founded the Eugenics Society of Great Britain. Fast-
forward to Nazi Germany. Adolf Hitler took eugenics to a deviant
extreme. Between 1933 and 1945, the German government
promoted nationalism that combined territorial expansion with
claims of biological superiority and virulent anti-Semitism--killing six
million Jews. Through May 4, the Science Museum of Minnesota, along with the U's Center for
Holocaust and Genocide Studies, is hosting "Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race," an
exhibition that delves into the theory of eugenics, its spread across the globe, and its role in the Nazi
effort to legitimize persecution and the killing of human beings in pursuit of a superior Germany.
"When you talk about genocide, one of the things we emphasize is that these are not a bunch of
barbarians with bones sticking through their nose and with big spears," says Stephen Feinstein.
"These were the top scientists and top medical people in Germany who were playing around with
this concept of eugenics--they just went over the edge to become involved in mass murder."

Feinstein, who saw the exhibit two years ago at the U.S. Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C.,
was responsible for bringing the exhibit to St. Paul. He approached the Science Museum--because
there was no place suitable or big enough at the U to hold it--and he landed a $25,000 grant from
the Regis Foundation to cover the rental and one-way transportation fee of the traveling exhibit.
(The Canadian War Museum in Ottawa will host it next.)

"This is sort of an edgy exhibit," he says. "It asks questions. That's what critical thinking is suppose
to be about, and that's what the University's business is--to ask critical questions, even
embarrassing questions."

The exhibit includes black-and-white photographs of scientific experiments, such as a doctor using
calipers to measure the width and length of a child's nose; posters of Nazi propaganda, like the
Reich Committee for Public Health's 1935 poster on "The 10 Commandments of Choosing A Mate"
(No. 7 on the list: "Health is a requirement also for physical beauty"); video clips featuring interviews
with witnesses of gas chambers; charts on how to identify eye color and "hybrids," or part Jews; and
objects such as an isolation cell door from a German psychiatric hospital and medals the Nazi
government would give to mothers of large, healthy families.

"The things the Nazis did with eugenics were being done in other parts of the world, as well," says
Feinstein. Local eugenics societies and groups sprang up around the United States after World War
I, with names like the Race Betterment Foundation. By 1933, 26 U.S. states had sterilization laws
that allowed the "mentally slow" or "feeble-minded" to be sterilized without their consent. Even the
University of Minnesota had ties to the eugenics movement. Until the early 1960s it had the Dight
Institute for the Promotion of Human Genetics, founded when Charles Fremont Dight, the president
of the Minnesota Eugenics Society, left his estate to the U.

"This exhibit shows you the danger of science when it's misused,"
says Feinstein.

In mid-February, Feinstein and Kirk Allison, from the U's Program in
Human Rights, helped to train 75 of the museum's volunteer docents
on various aspects of the show. The museum has also held training
sessions for more than 300 Minnesota teachers interested in
bringing their students to the show.

To bolster that interest and to fuel public discussion, the museum
and University are offering a series of related events, including

lectures on the Twin Cities campus (see schedule below), a 15-minute play in the Science Live
Theatre adjacent to the exhibit that challenges the audience to think about what they would do if
faced with "deadly medicine," and online discussions about contemporary eugenics and genocide
on Science Buzz, the museum's blog.

"I get more scared by horror movies than I do by this stuff," says Feinstein, who was trained in
Russian and art history but switched his focus to the Holocaust in 1975, when he was asked to
teach a course on it at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls. "I'd say go to the Deadly Medicine
exhibit because you'll see something that not only reflects on Germans 50 or 60 years ago, but that
resonates in society today, especially with immigration, different levels of income, questions of
welfare, and especially health care."

"I know people would like to think of cheerier things, like the Sound of Music and the world without
the war in Iraq," he adds. "But the idea of critical thinking and learning is that you don't only learn
the good things that we do, but you learn some of the bad things."

Admission to "Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race" exhibit is $11 ($8.50 for children and
seniors). For tickets, call 651-221-9444 or buy online at the Science Museum. The museum is open
seven days a week from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. (or 9 p.m., Thursday to Saturday). Theater erformances
are Thursday and Friday at noon and 1 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday at 1, 2, and 3 p.m.

Deadly Medicine: remaining lectures

The following lectures are free on the Twin Cities campus and $12 at the Science Museum of Minnesota in St. Paul.
(Admission to the Deadly Medicine exhibit is included in the ticket price; call 651-221-9444.)

Thursday, March 27
"Brain Research and Euthanasia in the Third Reich," by Dr. Hans-Walter Schmuhl
1 p.m., 2-530 Moos Tower; 4 p.m., 25 Mondale Hall; 7:30 p.m., Science Museum of Minnesota

Thursday, April 3
Unit 731: Japan's Biological Force, a 45-minute film about the Japanese human experimentation program in WWII
6 p.m., 25 Mondale Hall

Thursday, April 10
Film: Forgiving Dr. Mengele, with Eva Kor, Holocaust survivor and Megele twin
7 p.m., Science Museum of Minnesota

Thursday, April 17
"Race and Eugenics: Minnesota and the University of Minnesota," by U alum Mark Soderstrom
1 p.m., 2-530 Moos Tower; 7:30 p.m., Science Museum of MinnesotaThursday, May 1
Liebe Perla, a 63-minute film about the last living member of a Jewish family of dwarfs who survived experiments in
Auschwitz
6 p.m., 25 Mondale Hall

Thursday, May 8
Film: The Elephant Man
6 p.m., 25 Mondale Hall

To read Stephen Feinstein obituary, see "University professor dies at 64." 
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Carlson senior Erick
Boustead, Udall scholar and
co-founder of Substance, an
environmentally friendly
nonprofit.

Conscious collaborator
U's first Udall Scholar is an environmentalist and entrepreneur

By Kristi Goldade and Katy Holmgren

From eNews, March 20, 2008

Some rock bands, like Jack Johnson and the Black Eyed Peas, are
known for espousing green causes--and others, for gas-guzzling
tour buses and over-the-top consumerism. Carlson School senior
Erick Boustead has been working to help bands keep their shows
as green as their words.

In spring 2007 Boustead was named the University of Minnesota's
first Udall Scholar. Morris K. (Mo) Udall represented Arizona in the
U.S. House of Representatives for 30 years. In 1991 legislation
established a foundation honoring Udall's legacy as an advocate of
Native American rights and environmentalism. Each year, the
foundation awards scholarships to 80-some undergraduates who
demonstrate a commitment to one of these two areas. As part of
his application, Boustead wrote about improving the U.S. economy
while also supporting environmentalism.

He attended the weeklong recognition event in Arizona, which was, he says, "one of the best weeks
of my life." As one of only a few business majors at the event, he enjoyed hearing the other
scholarship recipients' points of view.

"Everyone was really passionate about improving the environment through their own
specializations, and it was interesting to hear such a variety of solutions to key environmental
crises," he notes. "I also connected with Native American scholars who taught me about their
culture and beliefs."

Boustead's commitment to environmentalism and entrepreneurialism has led him to several
organizations, all of which merge art and activism with green politics. His latest venture has been to
cofound Substance, a non-profit booking company.

Substance unites activists with entertainers and stage performances that highlight issues such as
homelessness prevention and human rights. With the help of a Carlson business-planning course
and previous experience managing student groups, Boustead and two other socially conscious
students have learned to coordinate event logistics while connecting established organizations with
independent artists--all in the hopes of leaving fans with messages of positive change, and not just
ringing in their ears. "Substance hopes to make every event as sustainable as possible. We call it a
holistic activist approach," says Boustead. "Our mission is to lead fans to constructive action."

"Focus the Nation", a national teach-in about global warming solutions in America, hosted by
explorer and activist Will Steger, was the latest--and largest--Substance event. It drew more than
500 people to First Avenue, a music club in downtown Minneapolis, and it was coorganized by the
Bell Museum of Natural History and other University of Minnesota partners, such as the Center for
Science, Technology and Public Policy at the Humphrey Institute.

Substance booked performers Sha Cage, El Guante, and Truth Maze from the local label "Tru Ruts"
and helped with promotions, as well as communicating with the largely student audience about the
importance of connecting people with education, art, and the environment. "We were very excited to
be involved with First Avenue because we grew up idolizing the bands on that stage," says
Boustead. "It was a big opportunity with lots of visibility."

In the coming months, Substance is slated to organize several events, including an environmental
festival in Dinkytown (for which, Boustead is in charge of making sustainable by way of renewable
energy for stage and sound, minimizing waste, and recycling) and musical entertainment for the
Republican National Convention in September.

This spring is a busy one for the soon-to-graduate Boustead, who besides leading Substance, is
conducting research on expanding America's biomass supply for biofuels through the U's
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program, planning the Youth Forum for Global Change with
Governor Tim Pawlenty and Will Steger, and overseeing a laundry list of other social justice
projects. He intends to move to Washington D.C. in the fall to work in environmental strategy,
consulting, or management.

And as if all this wasn't enough, Boustead plays drums for the local band Gena.

The band released an album in October and have since been playing at Substance-presented
shows. And once again, Boustead proves his commitment to the environment in the sleeves of
Gena's CDs. One day he was walking by a trash can on the Twin Cities campus and noticed a huge
roll of plain brown paper. It was exactly what they were looking for--100% post consumer! The band
members cut it up and screen-printed designs, eliminating the possibility of unnecessary waste.

"I believe there is a cultural shift toward sustainability," he says. "People are beginning to realize that
the environment and the economy can work together."
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Tony Gamble with his favorite
research subjects.

Gecko galore

To learn more about geckos
and to see photos of more
than 140 gecko species,
visit U researcher Tony
Gamble's gecko site.

Gecko tech: Evolution produces ideal
adhesive
Bell museum researcher studies the evolution of gecko feet

By Jennifer Amie

From eNews, March 20, 2008

The dime-sized feet of a Tokay gecko pack enough sticking power
to suspend a 250-pound man from a ceiling. They enable the 12-
inch lizard to scale walls at breakneck speed or saunter upside-
down across a plate of glass. A gecko can stick to the molecularly
smooth surface of a silicon wafer. It will hold fast underwater and in
a vacuum. It can attach and detach its toes with ease, and its feet
never stick to each other or clog with sand and dirt.

These remarkable abilities have been observed for centuries--in
the 4th century B.C., Aristotle described geckos running up and
down trees--but it wasn't until 2002 that scientists finally figured out just what makes the gecko stick.
The key, it turns out, is in their toes, and Bell Museum researcher Tony Gamble is mapping the
evolution of these remarkable digits. Gamble and his colleagues will be the first to provide a
complete evolutionary history of the 1,100 species of gecko--knowledge that will inform the work of
materials scientists hoping to develop a synthetic gecko adhesive. If the gecko's talents could be
replicated, the result would be a self-cleaning, reusable adhesive that functions underwater, or even
in outer space. Geckos are a hot topic in the field of biomimicry, which uses nature as a model for
developing new technologies. Centuries of speculation held that suction, capillary forces, or a sticky
glandular secretion caused geckos to stick. Only when scientists were able to examine gecko toes
at the nanoscale was the true mechanism revealed. Gecko toe pads consist of a series of ridges
covered with millions of tiny, hairlike stalks called setae. The tip of each seta splits into hundreds of
small branches that are capped by microscopic, spoon-shaped structures called spatulae.
Researcher Kellar Autumn of Lewis and Clark College was the first to prove that the very structure
of the gecko's toe pads--an evolutionary adaptation of ordinary lizard scales--is what allows geckos
to stick. Through a series of experiments, Autumn demonstrated that the gecko's sticking power is
the result of an atomic bond, known as van der Waals force, that occurs between the molecules in a
gecko's toe and the molecules in the surface of the rock, tree, or other substrate it is climbing. The
microscopic size of the spatulae (each spatula is just 0.2 micrometers wide; a human hair is 100
micrometers wide) allows them to come into such close contact with the surface of a substrate that
this molecular bond is formed. The bond of an individual seta is weak, but each Tokay gecko has
6.5 million setae--more than enough to support its 50-gram weight.

A pachydactylus capensis, like many geckos, curls its toes back as it
walks.

In fact, Autumn discovered that a Tokay gecko needs only 2,600 of its
setae attached to stick itself to a wall. The likely reason for this
seemingly over-engineered design is that at any given time, only some
of the gecko's setae are able to come into close enough contact with the
rough, pitted surfaces of a rock or tree branch to form a molecular bond.

Van der Waals forces allow a gecko to stick without expending energy or effort. A gecko is not
clinging to a rock; it's molecularly attached. To break the bond, geckos need only change the angle
at which their toes connect to the substrate-- which might explain why some geckos can curl their
toes upward, rolling and unrolling them like party favors.

Van der Waals forces explain not only how geckos stick, but also how they don't stick to dirt, sand,
and dust in their environment. According to Autumn, a gecko's self-cleaning feet shed dirt particles
effectively because only a few spatulae stick to a piece of dirt. When the dirt comes into contact with
a rock, it is more strongly attracted to the rock and will be pulled off the gecko's foot. This self-
cleaning quality would, of course, be highly desirable in a synthetic gecko adhesive. In theory,
"gecko tape" could be fabricated out of just about any material, as long as it could be split into fine
enough hairs. Autumn and his colleagues Robert Full and Ron Fearing, both of the University of
California at Berkeley, are on the leading edge of developing geckostyle adhesives that may
someday be used in a wide range of applications, including robotics, microelectronics, surgery, or
even toys.

Going back in time

Gamble and his colleagues are the first to chart the evolutionary history of geckos based on DNA
samples from 400 of the 1,100 gecko species, including samples from each genus. The end result
of this research will be an accurate gecko family tree that scientists can use to investigate how
frequently sticky toe pads have evolved and what environmental factors correlate with sticky toe
pads.

Earlier scientists classified geckos according to the shape, or
morphology, of their feet. However, DNA analysis reveals that not all
geckos with similarly shaped toes are closely related. For example,
leafshaped toes have evolved separately in at least three different
gecko families. "Leafshaped toes have evolved many times
independently," says Gamble. "It may only evolve in areas with granite
and not sandstone, for example. It could tell us something about what
is needed to stick to a particular substrate." Gamble notes that 90
percent of all research on gecko feet is based on Tokay geckos, the
giant house gecko of Southeast Asia. But in nature, there are many gecko species--14 percent of all
reptiles are geckos--with many types of toe pads. "If you're looking at biomimicry," says Gamble,
"you might want to try out all the different ways nature makes geckos stick in order to see what's
best for your particular application. At a molecular level, the mechanism of sticking may be the
same. But it could be that having the pad at the base of the toe versus the tip makes you faster. This
may not matter if you're designing a coat fastener, but if your goal is a military application, say a
Spiderman suit that allows you to scale walls, speed could make a difference." Likewise, adds
Gamble, the best adhesive mechanism for an interoffice mail envelope with a flap that sticks and
resticks to paper may be different from what is needed for a window-washing platform that will climb
up a 20-story building. "Spiders, flies, and geckos have come up with multiple answers to the
question, How do I stick when I climb?" says Gamble. "We're laying the groundwork for
understanding the amazing diversity that evolution has created, and for using all of it."
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Marla Spivak harvests propolis
from her hives on the U's Twin
Cities campus, as well as from
contacts around the world.

Why are the bees
disappearing?

Bee researcher Marla
Spivak will present "Where
Did the Bees Go?" April 5 at
"Classes Without Quizzes"
on the Twin Cities campus
in St. Paul.

The annual College of
Agricultural, Food and
Natural Resource Sciences'
half-day event (8:30 a.m. to
1 p.m.) will also feature
seven other mini classes:
"All About Chocolate,"
"Trout Stream Health,"
"Tough Plants for Your
Garden," "Aging Minnesota:
Economic Challenges and
Opportunity," "One Milk: So
Many Choices," "Benefits of
Soy," and "Landscaping
Your Shoreline to Protect
Water Quality." U economist
Doug Tiffany will present
this year's keynote speech,
"Improving Biofuels: The
Nexus of Policies and
Technologies."

The cost for Classes
Without Quizzes is $25
($20 for UMAA members;
$10 for students). For more
information and to register,
see CFANS or call 612-624-
0822.

Secrets of the hive
Propolis might have life-saving properties

By Sara Specht

From eNews, March 20, 2008

Unexplained disappearances, a baffling plague, and an
irreplaceable society crumbling: these are not the trappings of a
musty history textbook or war coverage from across an ocean.
They are essential pieces of a modern-day mystery that spans the
globe.

This is the story of honeybees, their struggle to survive and the
secret they may have to saving themselves. It's the tale of three
CFANS investigators and their team, who hope to learn the bees'
secret and use it to save humans, as well.

And it all began with a sore throat.

About seven years ago, a researcher from the Ukraine working at the University of Minnesota
Medical School on lab trials to combat HIV came down with a cold. She, like countless people
around the world, had always relied on a traditional treatment for such woes, a substance found in
any honeybee hive: propolis.

Propolis, sometimes known as bee glue, is a thick, sticky resin that bees collect from tree buds and
use to cement holes in the hive and defend it against invading parasites and diseases. Traditional
healers from South America, China, Japan, and Eastern Europe have valued propolis as a remedy
for such ailments as gum problems and dental health, skin issues and oral sores, as well as viruses
and the common cold.

The researcher tracked down propolis at the Minneapolis farmers' market and made herself a
tincture to soothe her viral woes. Then she brought her cure to work with her and ran a test: propolis
versus HIV. Propolis won.

Propolis demonstrated antiviral activity against HIV, prompting a study on propolis that paired the
Medical School with a team of researchers from CFANS. Results were promising, but propolis is an
incredibly complex substance, and the mystery of precisely which elements are active remained.
The study's implications were intriguing, however.

Where the bees are

"I started thinking, 'Wait, if propolis is so good for humans, it's got to also be good for bees,'" explains bee expert
Marla Spivak, co-principal investigator in a new two-year project to identify the active compounds in honeybee
propolis.

For the past several decades, bees have been stricken by parasites and viruses introduced by
humans and global movement, to the point that wild or feral honeybees have become virtually
extinct, says Spivak, a professor in the Department of Entomology. In the past year, entire colonies
have mysteriously disappeared in an epidemic bee experts have named Colony Collapse Disorder
(CCD), which has decimated some beekeepers' bee populations.

Spivak speculates that CCD could be the cumulative effect of
diseases and parasites that affect only honeybees, new systemic
insecticides, crop specialization, and destruction of native plant
corridors, among other things. Whatever the cause, CCD threatens
the pollinators of one-third of all U.S. food crops.

Spivak reasoned that a study could address both honeybee and
human health. Testing chemical compounds against bee diseases can
be done much faster than studies with human subjects, and results
could quickly be applied to combat bee diseases or to test compounds
against HIV and other human viruses. She enlisted two colleagues
from the University's original propolis study-- Jerry Cohen and Gary
Gardner, both from the Department of Horticultural Science--to join her
on the project, which is funded by a grant from CFANS. "I went to
Jerry and said, 'What would be really cool would be to analyze the
components of propolis and to use the bee as a screen to quickly test
which are active against bee diseases and bee viruses'," Spivak
explains. "So I came up with the idea to use the bees as a screen, and
they came up with the methods."

"One of the limitations of the original project we worked with was that
we had no rapid assay for biological activity," Cohen says. "It involved
harvesting cells from patients, so it wasn't trivial. What makes the bee
part of this project very important is the quick screening system for
bacteria that cause the death of bees."

Propolis fresh from the hive.

Using propolis supplied by Spivak's
contacts from countries around the world,
as well as from her own hives on the Twin
Cities campus in St. Paul, the study will
identify any variations that arise from
different plant sources in propolis from
different locations, as well as any role the

bees may have in altering its chemistry. The three professors collaborate with Lana Barkawi, a
postdoctoral biochemist in Cohen's lab, and toxicology graduate student researcher Mike Wilson to
create their new screening process. The ultimate goal of the rapid assay will be to identify any new
compounds that show anti-microbial activity toward bacteria and viruses that infect insects. Then the
researchers will submit those compounds to an external service to test their activity against
enzymes unique to the HIV virus.

"The danger with something like propolis, because it's been looked at for literally millennia, is that
you can move down the line and discover something that's already known," says Gardner. "Our
focus is on two key terms: active and novel."

"We might find something novel that's never been evaluated on HIV, we might not," Gardner says.
"But we have this background in propolis and HIV expression, so it's not like we're saying we can
cure AIDS because propolis is good."

A long-term hope, says Spivak, "is that after testing propolis components on bee diseases and
viruses, we can find components that would be really helpful to treat human viruses, and particularly
an inexpensive treatment for HIV for developing nations."

"I really hope that bees change propolis when they collect it, because that leaves bees in the
picture," she says. "I want them to be indispensable, so that people maintain the bees, which are so
important."
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Figure 1: Bark ridges on a
branch.

Figure 2: With small branches
less, place the blade of
pruner at the branch collar
and cut up.

Pruning 101
Pruning cuts every gardener should know

By Patrick Weicherding

From eNews, March 20, 2008

Pruning is the best preventive care you can give a young tree. It
helps the tree develop a strong structure and can promote tree
health. The ideal time to prune is late winter or early spring
because you can minimize the exposure of the tree's pruning
wounds to fungal spores and insects that transmit disease.

One of the most important aspects of pruning trees and shrubs is
how the job is done. If branches are improperly cut or if care is not
taken during the pruning process, the plant may be permanently
damaged and plant health impaired.

Here are some basic pruning cuts that every gardener should know:

When pruning trees, make the final cut just beyond the branch collar and the branch bark ridge. The
branch collar is the swollen area at the base of the branch. The branch bark ridge is the dark, rough
bark ridge that separates the branch from the main branch or trunk (Figure 1). The primary objective
is to make the smallest possible wound, which will seal over in the shortest possible time.

Small branches less than
1&frasl;2 inch in diameter can be
removed with pruning shears.
Place the blade of the bypass
pruner at the branch collar and cut
up (Figure 2). Leave the branch
collar on the tree, since it is
important for the wound sealing
process. Do not make the pruning
cut perfectly flush with the stem,
as this will result in a larger
wound.

Remove larger branches greater than 1.5 inches in diameter with a pruning saw using the three cut
method to prevent trunk bark stripping. Make the first cut about 1 to 1.5 feet from the main branch or
trunk. Cut upward and go about one third or halfway through the branch. Make the second cut a
couple of inches beyond the first. Cut downward completely through the branch or until the branch
breaks free from the remaining branch stub. Make the final cut just beyond the branch collar.

When shortening a branch or twig, cut it back to a lateral (side) branch or make the cut at a slight
angle (45?) about 1&frasl;4 inch above the bud. Do not make the angle of the cut too steep nor too
close or too far from the lateral bud.

Remember, proper pruning technique is essential in developing tree and shrubs with a strong
structure and desirable form. Trees and shrubs that receive the appropriate pruning measures in the
correct way while they are young will require little corrective pruning when they mature.

Call a certified arborist for help pruning large trees.

Pruning tool Most pruning tasks in the home landscape can be accomplished using very basic pruning tools: hand
pruners, lopping shears, pruning saws, pole pruners, or hedge shears. It's important for safety reasons to use the
right tool for the job. So ask a store clerk for advice if you're unsure of what to buy. And always shop for quality and
durability before price.

Patrick Weicherding is a regional extension educator with University of Minnesota Extension. 
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Nursing student Sarah
Salerquist checks William
Barklind's blood pressure
while social worker Mary
Kollmann observes. Students
visit the senior housing
complex weekly during the fall
semester.

Best of the best

The Minnesota Hartford
Center for Geriatric Nursing
Excellence is one of nine
centers of its kind in the
United States. To learn
more about the center, see
the U's Hartford Center.

Care for a lifetime
U opens Center for Geriatric Nursing Excellence

By Erin Peterson

March 20, 2008

A nurse in any setting must have a sharp mind and a big heart. A
geriatric nurse must also develop a detective's ability to piece
together clues to understand a larger puzzle. She or he must be
able to tease out symptoms that might signal depression, or earn
the trust of a sheepish patient who's embarrassed to talk about
incontinence.

That skill set comes not only from experience in the field, but also
from a strong curriculum taught by excellent faculty members. With
help from a $1 million grant from the John A. Hartford Foundation
(and more than $500,000 in matching funds), the School of
Nursing has opened the Minnesota Hartford Center for Geriatric
Nursing Excellence. The center provides training to faculty who
teach geriatric nursing at schools in four states and at tribal
colleges across the nation.

Jean Wyman, director of the center, believes these activities are
critical to prepare for the future.

"There's a tremendous shortage of nurse faculty, and there are even fewer faculty with a
background in geriatric nursing," she says. "With the huge aging population that's already here--and
expected to be coming--we have to do a better job of preparing future nurses to care for older
adults."

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 19 million people will be 85 years of age or older in less than
50 years, and geriatric care is important because illnesses in older patients are often more complex
than in younger people.

The new center adds to an already impressive array of work on gerontological nursing being done at
the University of Minnesota, including Web-based courses, interdisciplinary geriatric education and
research, and research and practice done through a network of community partners. The five-year
grant serves as a launching pad for the new center; Wyman expects that to sustain the center's
work and develop new initiatives well beyond the five-year timeline.

Though the center was designed to help other schools strengthen their nursing programs through
faculty development, the University also benefits.

The University's gerontological nursing program has long been one of
the region's strongest, but the Hartford grant--one of just nine in the
country--will provide national visibility to the work being done at the
school. Christine Mueller, co-director of the Hartford program, says the
initiative will help attract top faculty to the University and make an
impact well beyond campus.

"Through the Hartford initiative, the University's School of Nursing will
be able to ensure that our curriculum prepares nursing students to be
competent and caring for older adults, and we'll have an impact on all
schools of nursing in four states and tribal colleges," says Mueller.

And that impact will extend to the thousands of elderly men and women who benefit through longer,
healthier, and happier lives.
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Jennifer Powers

Documenting carbon storage and
biodiversity
U professor studies carbon cycle and effects on our environment

By Stephanie Xenos

March 25, 2008

To those with a deep yearning for warm places fueled by long, cold
winters, Jennifer Powers's research sounds suspiciously like a
vacation. She spends several weeks two or three times a year in
the dry tropical forest of Costa Rica's Santa Rosa National Park
(Guanacaste). A kilometer-long white sand beach is a mere 20
minutes away. Pineapple, papaya and watermelon are her daily
staples. She even brings her family with her on occasion.

But Powers is hardly on holiday. Her packing list? A soil sampler,
rubber boots, a laptop, DVDs, and plastic bags. "I dig a lot of holes," she explains with a laugh.

Powers works at the crossroads of geography and ecology using tools such as remote sensing and
geographic information systems (GIS) to understand how tropical forests differ in terms of their
carbon cycle--the amount of carbon stored in the soil and released into the atmosphere--and what
that variation means for big-picture processes such as climate change.

Her research has implications for everything from better
understanding the dynamics of climate change and the carbon cycle to
public policy and even economics in the form of carbon trading.

"There's a real variable response of ecosystems to land-use change and deforestation [in tropical
forests]. Sometimes soil carbon stores increase, sometimes they decrease. Global-scale models
average over all this variation," Powers says. "We need to upscale the information we've collected
at a plot scale ... to understand the regional and continental drivers and the implications."

Her current project in the province of Guanacaste in the northwest corner of Costa Rica, funded by
a three-year NASA New Investigator Award, involves taking soil samples, identifying and measuring
trees and logging coordinates for well over 50 plots around Santa Rosa National Park and Palo
Verde National Park, another dry tropic forest to the south.

The data will be matched up with satellite imagery in an effort to document changes in carbon
storage and biodiversity on a regional scale as dry tropical forests return after years as pasture or
following more recent deforestation.

Her research has implications for everything from better understanding the dynamics of climate
change and the carbon cycle to public policy and even economics in the form of carbon trading.

The arduous work of collecting detailed field data, down to the contents of the soil, to feed regional-
scale analysis of carbon cycling and storage means Powers must make connections between the
micro and macro. "My work spans everything from microbial ecology to continental-scale field
studies," she notes.

"There are big questions of whether tropical forests are sources or sinks of atmospheric carbon
dioxide," Powers adds. "Understanding carbon cycling processes at both field and regional scales
fits right into this context."

From Bio, fall 2007, a publication of the College of Biological Sciences.
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Young roots of the legume
Medicago show nodules
where nitrogen-fixing bacteria
have infected.

Infectious enthusiasm
How plants recognize the one invader that will feed them--and the
world

By Deane Morrison

March 25, 2008

Deep in the soils of our planet, a battle rages between hordes of
bacteria and the tender roots of plants they are trying to infect. The
roots muster their defenses and fight off the invaders--all except for
one, which they invite in. The plants are legumes--like beans,
soybeans, peas, chickpeas, and peanuts--and the infecting
bacteria promptly set up shop inside their roots. There, they "fix,"
or convert, nitrogen from the air into ammonium, a form of nitrogen
that legumes and other plants can use to make the protein they
need. Grazing animals obtain protein from plants, and so the whole
food web is made possible. But it would all collapse if the legume
roots couldn't tell bacterial friend from foe. How they do it is a
question that intrigues University plant biologist Kate
VandenBosch, who, with her colleagues, has just discovered a key
step in the process. Understanding the special relationship between legumes and nitrogen-fixing
bacteria may yield knowledge to reduce both hunger and the fossil fuel-intensive production of
artificial fertilizer. The study is published online in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.

Nitrogen, nitrogen everywhere

Since the dawn of agriculture, farmers have rotated legumes with crops like wheat, corn, and rice to enrich the soil.
In cultures around the world, legumes are eaten in combination with grains, such as corn and beans in the New
World, chickpeas (hummus) and wheat in the Middle East, and soybeans and rice in the Far East. Legumes owe
their ubiquity to more than their taste: They rescue us from a predicament common to all land plants and animals.
Like the Ancient Mariner, we're surrounded by an atmosphere rich in nitrogen, the key element of protein, but there's
not a morsel to metabolize. "I've thought of this as one of biggest ironies in plant biology," says VandenBosch.
"Nitrogen is so stable and abundant, but plants can't use it. "It takes a lot of energy to make nitrogen into ammonium,
and ammonium into nitrate, another usable form of nitrogen. Legumes and some close relatives have found a way to
get around this by partnering with bacteria. The bacteria have enzymes to fix nitrogen into a usable form."

"I've thought of this as one of biggest ironies in plant biology. Nitrogen
is so stable and abundant, but plants can't use it.

But first, the bacteria must find shelter in a legume. Working with MIT colleagues Kay Jones and Graham Walker and
others, VandenBosch found that a chemical signal works for nitrogen-fixing bacteria the same way "Open, sesame"
worked for Ali Baba. The chemical, called succinoglycan, is a slimy carbohydrate molecule attached to the outer
surfaces of the bacteria. When the bacteria touch cells of the legume's root hairs, the cells detect the succinoglycan
and throw down the welcome mat. Like a sock turning itself inside out, the root hair cells grow inward, forming an
"infection tube" that paves the way for the bacteria to enter the root. But if bacteria lacked succinoglycan, the team
found that the plants raised their defenses and kept the door shut, much as they do when greeting a pathogen. The
sites of infection develop into swellings called nodules, and it's inside them that the bacteria go to work fixing
nitrogen. Besides supplying the bacteria with a home in its roots, the plant pays them wages in the form of
nourishment. It also provides the bacteria with a low-oxygen environment, which the enzyme that converts nitrogen
to ammonium needs in order to work.

Protein-hungry world

Today, with global fish stocks declining and dietary protein at a premium, contributions of legumes take on added
importance. In a typical field planted with legumes, nodules churn out between about 67 and 134 pounds of nitrogen
per acre, says University and USDA researcher Carroll Vance. That's close to the 150 to 300 pounds per acre a corn
crop can consume. A lot of people rely directly on legumes, too. "In the developed world, between about a quarter
and a third of people meet their protein requirements with legumes," says Vance. (This includes vegetarians.) "In the
developing world, it's upwards of 60 percent." Therefore, helping legumes protect themselves from disease promises
far-reaching benefits and is one goal of VandenBosch's research. "It's important to know how a plant can recognize
friend from foe, often simultaneously," says VandenBosch. "Then we can enhance plant defenses against deleterious
organisms. There's a lot of interest in how defense mechanisms are regulated and how exceptions are made." 
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Got more milk?
U researchers find that cow comfort boosts yield

Minnesota dairy cows may not be ready to run the Boston
Marathon, but they do have a little extra zip in their step these
days. Their feet and legs are healthier because University of
Minnesota research on cow comfort is encouraging farmers to
make substantial changes in dairy cow housing. And comfortable
cows produce more milk.

Cow comfort is what keeps University Extension animal scientist
Marcia Endres busy. For many scientists, a "laboratory" is a 20-foot
bench filled with test tubes, beakers and analytical equipment. But
Endres' laboratory includes real-life farms--big sheds filled with
muttering and mooing dairy cows.

It was four years ago when Endres, a nutritionist by trade, noticed
that cow comfort dominated the hallway talk at dairy meetings. "Everyone was talking and had an
opinion, but nobody had any data," says Endres. "We needed to get the numbers."

Those conversations convinced her to redirect her studies and ultimately led Endres and her
Extension Dairy Team colleagues to local farms, where they got up close and personal with 5,600
bovines. The Dairy Team scored the cows' physical condition, analyzed their gait, studied their living
quarters and combined these observations with a database of cow performance information. The
scientific data brought to light the importance of a resilient and comfortable surface for cows to lie
on, the design of dairy facilities, and cow management.

Prestigious scientific journals have published Endres' findings. National dairy experts are directing
their clients to Minnesota for cow-comfort answers. But the best measure of the Dairy Team's
success is that Minnesota dairy farmers are using the research results. "We are seeing much better
designed dairy facilities now because of this research," said Jim Salfer, a St. Cloud-based Extension
educator. "Producers are also more aware of cow comfort and are asking more questions about the
best ways to care for their cows."

Pat Lunemann is one example. The dairy producer from Clarissa,
Minnesota, sees the statistical validation for University of Minnesota
cow comfort research every time he looks at his bulk milk-storage tank.

"This research [that shows herds with more comfortable cows produce
10 percent more milk] was a real eye-opener," says Lunemann. "I knew
my cows weren't as comfortable as they could be, but this research
project provided data to show how my cows compared to others with
better systems."

He removed concrete from the long rows of platforms where his cows spend most of their time
resting between milking. He also got rid of the cow mattresses that covered the platforms in the
barn. Now the cows at his family's Twin Eagle Dairy are resting easy on a dirt floor covered with
recycled bedding and sawdust.

Besides getting more productive cows from his bed redo, Lunemann spends fewer dollars on
maintaining the new free-stall arrangement.

The Extension Dairy Team's "Better living through research" philosophy continues. One project now
under way looks at alternatives for cow bedding. Using traditional sources like straw or sawdust,
which are potential sources of biofuels, increase cost and limit availability. The team also recently
received funding from the Rapid Agricultural Response Fund to compare the health, productivity and
comfort of cows housed in three different types of barns. The team will gather data from buildings
housing cows throughout the state, and the results will help drive the choices Minnesota dairy
producers make when modernizing their buildings. Making the right choice will have a big impact.

As Salfer puts it, "Minnesota needs the dairy industry and the dairy industry needs major investment
in new structures. The goal of our research is to help farmers make profitable decisions, and when
people make money they stay in business."

For more information on cow comfort, nutrition and milk marketing, visit Dairy Extension.
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Members of the Fond du Lac
Ojibwe School team make
adjustments to their robot in
the pit area at the Sports
Pavilion on the Twin Cities
campus.

March Madness goes hi-tech
University of Minnesota hosts regional robotics competition for
area students

By Rick Moore

March 28, 2008

The event has been touted as a new kind of "March Madness,"
playing on the frenzy that develops this time of year around
basketball and other winter sports tournaments. And just when you
thought that might be overstating it a bit, you came upon the sign
Friday outside Williams Arena:

"Boys State Basketball Championships," with an arrow pointing
toward Mariucci Arena. "Regional Robotics Competition," with an
arrow pointing straight ahead.

The robotics competition landed in the big arena. Score one for
science.

On March 28 and 29, Williams Arena is hosting the first-ever
Minnesota Regional FIRST Robotics Competition from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The FIRST (For Inspiration
and Recognition of Science and Technology) competition attracted more than 50 teams of students
from the six-state region.

Their challenge was to build a competition-worthy robot in just six weeks. There were rules to follow-
-including size and weight restrictions--and each team was given motors, a battery, a computer
controller, and other core components. Beyond that, it was up to the ingenuity of the teams, with a
little help from their mentors.

The two-day competition is giving them a chance to show off their creations in a competitive and
collaborative event, complete with screaming fans, supportive parents, and a tournament
atmosphere.

That focus on teamwork is a big part of the FIRST concept; the
Chairman's Award--the highest honor--is given to the team judged to
have created the best partnership effort among team members and best
exemplified the values of FIRST.

The goal of FIRST is to create a challenging, hands-on environment that helps students grow into future engineers,
scientists, inventors, and business people, according to Mark Lawrence, chair of the Minnesota FIRST regional
planning committee.

"The whole idea of this program is to keep them interested in science, technology, and
mathematics," he says. "And they get to work with industry people. Most of the mentors are
engineers."

The University of Minnesota played a large supportive role for the event, sponsoring four of the
teams, and the University of Minnesota, Duluth also provided some funding for the Duluth team,
even though its primary sponsor was NASA.

In addition, the Center for Compact and Efficient Fluid Power on the Twin Cities campus provided
mentoring support for the Fond du Lac Ojibwe School team.

While Williams Arena was abuzz with the excitement of competition, the adjacent Sports Pavilion
functioned as the pit area, where all the teams were busy tweaking their creations.

Lawrence was as excited as some of the students as he pointed out the diversity of the robots and
the types of components that students chose. "Look at the size of that cylinder; holy cow!" he said of
one.

Seventh-grader Joanna Abell is a member of the Fond du Lac team, and while she hasn't always
been fond of science, she thinks the event is "pretty cool ... I've always had dreams of making a little
robot guy, and now I did."

The competition itself is action packed, with six teams competing at a time--three apiece for two
different "alliances." The teams race their robots around a 54-foot-by-27-foot carpeted oval track,
picking up points for completing laps, knocking a large ball off an overpass, lifting the balls up and
launching them over the overpass, and gently setting the balls back on top near the end of the race.

Referees monitor the races and assess penalty points for a variety of infractions. At the end of each
round, each team in the winning alliance scores two points, which fosters the sense of collaboration.

That focus on teamwork is a big part of the FIRST concept; the Chairman's Award--the highest
honor--is given to the team judged to have created the best partnership effort among team members
and best exemplified the values of FIRST.

Just two years ago, there were only two FIRST Robotics teams in Minnesota. Due to sponsorships
from the University of Minnesota and corporations such as Medtronic, Boston Scientific, 3M, St.
Jude Medical, Lockheed Martin, General Mills, Cargill, Best Buy, BAE Systems, and others, the
number of robotics teams in Minnesota has more than tripled from 16 last year to 54 this year.
Worldwide, there are more than 1,500 FIRST Robotics teams.

The action continues through Saturday at Williams Arena, 1925 University Ave. S.E. in Minneapolis.
The championship matches take place from 1 to 3 p.m. on Saturday. The event is free and open to
the public.

Winning teams from the regional event will advance to the national championship April 17-19 in
Atlanta.

For more information, visit FIRST.
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Dental student Heidi Lee
examines the teeth of Raelynn
Sietsema, a patient at the new
Rice Regional Dental Clinic.

Filling the need
Dental students help fill need for dentists in rural Minnesota

By Sara Buss

From eNews, April 3, 2008

On its first day of operation, patients filled the 10 chairs of the Rice
Regional Dental Clinic in Willmar, Minn. The clinic, a collaboration
between the School of Dentistry and Rice Memorial Hospital, is the
newest community-based learning site for the school. While the
clinic is open to all patients, its mission is to serve low-income and
uninsured patients who often are unable to access or afford dental
care. The federal government has designated the 12-county area
surrounding Willmar as one that is underserved by dentists as well
as other health care professionals.

Fourth-year student Larry Steininger said that during his rotation he
saw patients with toothaches who likely waited to come in because
they were unable to pay or the wait for an appointment was too
long elsewhere. "We were able to see them in a day or so--there
was a definite need," he says. "I enjoyed it, and I'd love to go back." The clinic, located in and
owned by the hospital, gives students the opportunity to enhance their clinical skills and to
experience what it's like to work in a dental practice. "We see more patients per day at an outreach
clinic such as Willmar," says fourth-year student Rachel Schwingler. "The confidence-building factor
is huge." Experience suggests that dental students whose educational experience includes clinical
rotations in rural and underserved areas are more likely to choose to practice in these areas after
their training is complete, says Paul Schulz, the school's director of outreach. "Working in a town
such as Willmar confirmed that I love life away from the hustle and bustle of the Twin Cities,"
Schwingler says.

Students who elect to participate in the clinical rotation work under the direction of dentist Robert
Erickson, a school alum who relocated from Wisconsin to lead the program. The Willmar clinic is the
seventh community outreach site for the school. In all, the school's outreach programs accounted
for more than 10,000 patient visits last year, and the majority of visits were by uninsured or
underinsured patients. "While oral health is not traditionally thought of as a hospital-based service,
we are seeing more and more rural hospitals getting involved as the shortage of dentists in rural
Minnesota worsens," says Lawrence Massa, CEO of Rice Memorial Hospital. "This new clinic is an
excellent example of Rice's mission of restoring and promoting health and well-being in west central
Minnesota." In the spring, Schulz says the dental students also will begin reaching out to students in
the area school districts, building on the efforts of the Southern Area Health Education Center
(AHEC), another University-community partnership that encourages students to consider health
careers in underserved areas. "Rice's long history of involvement with health professions training
and its role as the host site for the Southern AHEC has greatly contributed to bringing this
collaborative effort with the University of Minnesota to fruition," says Massa.
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Use both sides of every sheet
of paper and recycle it when
you no longer need it.

Did you know?

One ton of aluminum cans
saves the energy equivalent
of 36 barrels of oil or 1,655
gallons of gasoline.

Using recycled glass
instead of new materials
consumes 40 percent less
energy.

Source: EPA

Doing your part for the environment

From eNews, April 3, 2008

Everyday activities such as reading a newspaper, eating lunch,
mailing a package, or drinking a bottle of water can affect our
environment. For example, throwing that half-eaten bagel or empty
water bottle into the trash means it will end up in a landfill or waste
incinerator. The former may result in contamination of our water
supplies, and the latter can spew ash and greenhouse gases into
the air we breathe. In 2006 each American generated 4.6 pounds
of waste a day, of which about 1.5 pounds were recycled,
according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Here are
some simple steps from the U's Recycling Program that you can
take to decrease the waste that you generate:

Use both sides of every sheet of paper--whether making double-
sided copies or writing notes.
Stop junk mail. Write to Mail Preference Service, Direct Marketing
Associations, 11 W. 42nd St., P.O. Box 3861, New York, NY
10163-3861 and ask them to remove your name from their list.
This will reduce your junk mail by up to 75 percent.
Reuse office supplies. Boxes, manila folders, three-ring binders, envelopes, rubber bands,
packaging materials, envelopes, paper clips, and many other office supplies can be used several
times and by several individuals before being thrown away.
Share magazines, newspapers, and phone books with coworkers, friends, or neighbors.
Increase your use of electronic mail and voice mail. Distribute information electronically or display
messages on a bulletin board instead of printing or mailing a copy to everyone.
Buy in bulk. It's cheaper and uses less packaging.

Buy recycled. Purchase products made from recyclable material and
ones that are recyclable. By doing so, you are completing the
recycling loop.
Avoid hazardous materials. Many times, very effective non
hazardous alternatives are available (e.g. pump sprays versus
aerosols).
Start a compost pile at home--25 percent of the nation's waste is
organic waste and can be converted to soil.
Reuse containers. Store lunches or snacks in reusable containers
instead of disposable bags. Use a mug at the office instead of
disposable cups and use silverware instead of plastic utensils. Bring
food waste back home to a compost pile.
Purchase non disposable goods. Buy durable, refillable, and
repairable quality products. Even though the initial cost may be
higher, it is less expensive and less wasteful in the long run.
After washing your hands, shake off excess water and use a foot or less of paper towel.

For more tips on recycling, or a list of items you can and should not recycle, see University of
Minnesota Facilities Management.
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The Minnesota State Capitol
was built in 1905--almost 50
years after Minnesota became
the nation's 32nd state.

Did you know?

The state's birthday song,
"Shines for All to See," was
written by Dean Sorenson,
the U's director of jazz
studies. It debuted Jan. 12
at the Roseville Visitors
Association's winter jazz
festival and has been called
"a good sing-along song." It
will be performed May 11 on
the Minnesota State Capitol
steps as part of the state's
sesquicentennial
celebration.

To listen to the song, see
birthday song.

Happy birthday, Minnesota!
U hosts series to engage public discussion of Minnesota's past,
present, and future

By Pauline Oo

April 2, 2008

In 2001, the University of Minnesota celebrated its 150th birthday.
This month, the U is commemorating another sesquicentennial--its
home state. Minnesota, a.k.a "Land of 10,000 Lakes," became the
32nd state of the United States of America on May 11, 1858.

The University is hosting a series of Thursday evening discussions
around the theme of "Commemorating Discovery: Our Past and
Our Future." The first event will kick off 6:30 p.m. tomorrow (April
3) at the Campus Club on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.
Provost Thomas Sullivan will serve as host, with faculty members
John Archer, cultural studies; Kate Solomonson, College of Design;
and Becky Yust, Design, Housing, and Apparel, as well as Robert
Bruegmann, a professor of art history, architecture, and urban
planning at the University of Illinois at Chicago, offering their thoughts about "The Arts and the Built
Environment: Changes in Suburban Life."

The other conversation topics are "Agriculture and Forestry in the Natural World," April 10;
"Changing Demographics: Snapshots of a New Minnesota and a New America," April 17; "A
Changing World: Past and Present Threats to the Public's Health," April 24. "The theme seemed an
appropriate way to honor Minnesota research and innovation," says Ann Pflaum, cochair of the
University sesquicentennial committee. "The four [topics] exemplify the range of scholarship and
exploration here at the University. We considered other [topics], but these seemed timely and of
interest to the public."

Pflaum, who is also the University's historian, is heading up the committee with Tom Fisher, dean of
the College of Design. Fisher will be moderating the April 3 event.

"The main impetus for the events was the Office of the President--prompted by the realization of
how much the University owes the state of Minnesota as well as the reciprocal of how much higher
education has contributed to our state and the country as a whole," says Pflaum. "The American
higher education institutions are widely admired throughout the world, and Minnesota institutions are
among the most diverse and academically respected in the United States."

There are currently 178 public and private institutions in Minnesota,
according to the Minnesota Office of Higher Education. The University
of Minnesota, with its five campuses, is the largest college in
Minnesota. It is also both the state's land-grant university and primary
research university. The University of Minnesota functioned as a
preparatory school for a number of years after it received its charter in
1851.

Pflaum says she hopes that people who attend the discussion series
"will be better informed and carry away with them some sources,
which they can continue to look to in the future."

Admission is free, but registration is required. All discussions start at
6:30 p.m., with a 5:30 p.m. social hour (refreshments and cash bar) at
the Campus Club located on the fourth floor of Coffman Memorial
Union. To register and for more information, including panel speakers
for each event, see Minnesota's 150th birthday. To learn more about
the Minnesota Sesquicentennial and upcoming events, see 150 years
of statehood. (The State Sesquicentennial Commission was created
by legislation in 2005. There are eight legislators and nine members-at-large, people from across
the state were appointed by the Governor in 2006. Work began in earnest in 2007).

To listen to Ann Pflaum talk about Minnesota 150th birthday and the U's part in helping to celebrate
it, listen to a recording by University of Minnesota News Service.
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Hear, hear

Listen to a University of
Minnesota Moment with
Marti Erickson on the
benefits to families of a
"green hour."

Marti Erickson, who directs
the Harris programs in the
University's Center for Early
Education and Development,
advocates bringing children
into contact with nature on a
regular basis.

Putting back the wild in the child
A movement to expose more children to nature gains steam

By Deane Morrison

April 4, 2008

As cities grow and green spaces shrink, children are losing their
connection to woods, meadows, and nature in general. The trend
has alarmed many child development researchers, especially since
the 2005 publication of Richard Louv's Last Child in the Woods:
Saving Our Children From Nature Deficit Disorder. The book
prompted Mary Vidas, public policy program manager at the U's
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, to organize "Nature, Children
and Families: A Necessary Connection," a conference on the
issue. Held today (Friday, April 4, 2008) and sponsored by the
Arboretum and the Minnesota Council on Family Relations, it laid
out the case for bringing nature and children back together. "It just
sneaked up on us. Over the last 20 to 30 years, kids stopped going
outside," says conference speaker Marti Erickson, co-chair of the
U's Initiative on Children, Youth, and Families. Her own profession
hasn't devoted enough research to the problem, adds Erickson,
who has spent her career studying parent-child attachment. But the
studies that have been done point to benefits from natural
surroundings, or even views of trees or other greenery, in calming children and refreshing them
mentally. For example, "A study in Canada had teachers rate the play of children in natural green
outdoor play areas versus other kinds of play areas [such as barren courtyards]," says Erickson.
"Those in the natural areas were rated as more cooperative and engaging in more problem-solving
and creative play, but we need more rigorous studies to infer causality."

"Data on the risk of stranger abduction shows that it's no higher, and
maybe lower, than in the 1970s, when kids were outside a lot. [This
fear] is driven to a large extent by the media."

Another "soft" but provocative study suggested that children who have a caring adult introduce them to nature are
more likely to become good stewards of nature later, she says. At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
conference keynoter Andrea Faber Taylor and her colleagues are out to systematically test the benefits of green
space on children's day-to-day functioning. In a study of public housing residents, they compared children ages 7-12
where everything was the same except for whether or not the families' units had views of trees or other greenery.
"Girls with the greener view scored higher on measures of concentration,
impulse control, and delay of gratification. Collectively, these are measures of
the capacity for self-discipline," says Taylor, a child environment and behavior
researcher. No such relationship was observed for boys, however; possibly,
she says, because they spent more time playing outside and so were less
influenced by the view from their windows. Children with ADHD also seem to
benefit, if only temporarily, from the calming effects of time outside, says
Taylor. Often, such children have lots of homework because they can't get any
done at school. But adding green space to the mix of coping strategies would
lessen the burden on parents trying to get the kids to hit the books. "If the parents could just say, 'OK, you're home.
We're going to the park for 30 minutes,' the child will be better able to tackle homework," she explains. Reasons for
kids' weakening connection to nature aren't hard to find. For one thing, Erickson faults a general loss of recess and
physical education time in the schools. "With the focus on testing, what many of us see as a narrow approach to
learning [has taken hold]," she says. "Experiential learning from getting outside and experiencing science up close
and personal is declining." Interviews with parents have uncovered two other reasons. Fear, especially of stranger
abductions, is number one. But Erickson urges parents to resist. "Data on the risk of stranger abduction shows that
it's no higher, and maybe lower, than in the 1970s, when kids were outside a lot," she says. "[This fear] is driven to a
large extent by the media. "Also, I think sometimes we magnify one risk and overlook another one. Type II diabetes,
for example, is linked to lifestyle. I think we have to take a balanced look at risks and benefits and override our fears
so we don't create an even greater risk for our children." Many parents also harbor a fear of nature itself, says
Erickson, and today's young parents who were nature-deprived as children may be most prone to it. A second big
factor parents have noticed is the seductive power of technology. Studies imply that kids can spend more than 40
hours a week in front of some sort of screen, says Erickson; and not only that, but new technologies often visit
nature along with the children. "People [who work] in parks and nature centers are very uncomfortable when kids
come in with instant messaging, iPods, headphones, and so on and look for interactive technology [in nature
centers]," she says. Parents and teachers can do a lot to correct the problem, however. Erickson cites school-
sponsored, kid-tended vegetable gardens as one measure and praises Dodge Nature Preschool in West St. Paul as
"a beautiful example of getting children hooked on nature early." She also stresses that parents need not worry that
any of this will add more bricks to their load. "Greening time" is a great de-stressor for people of all ages, she notes.
Take the day last December when she was overloaded with work but still took her young granddaughter out for a
romp in the new-fallen snow. It gave Erickson such a surge of energy that she got far more work done that night than
she had expected. "For a little investment, you can get a lot of return," she observes. 
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UMM chancellor Jacquie
Johnson testifying before
Congress on April 3.

UMM chancellor speaks to Congress
Chancellor Jacquie Johnson addressed reducing greenhouse gas
emissions on U.S. college and university campuses

April 4, 2008

University of Minnesota, Morris leads the field among all U
campuses, and most campuses nationwide, when it comes to
energy self-sufficiency. Its goal of becoming carbon neutral and
getting entirely off the grid by 2010 comes closer to reality with
each new biomass plant, wind turbine, and Clean Renewable
Energy Bond.

Because of her commitment to this effort, Morris chancellor
Jacquie Johnson was one of three educators to speak in
Washington at a hearing of the Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee on the importance of college and university
research on clean energy and the activities of college students in
fighting greenhouse gases. Chaired by U.S. Sen. Amy Klobuchar,
the April 3 hearing also included Richard Levin, president of Yale
University, and Robert Birgeneau, chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley.

"We don't have deep pockets or abundant resources--just imagination,
vision, and resolve. Moreover, we are spending close to home; we are
re-investing dollars in rural America."

"Colleges and universities are given a unique role in society,'' Klobuchar said. "They are conducting
vital research on energy technology and educating the next generation of engineers, architects,
business leaders and scientists to compete in a low-carbon economy.'' Klobuchar is author of the
American Renewable Energy Act, which would extend and expand federal tax incentives for
investments in renewable energy sources such as wind power, solar energy, and cellulosic alcohol,
and establish a strong national renewable-energy standard.

Currently at Morris, a wind turbine powers 50 percent of campus buildings. And, scheduled for its
first "burn" in May, a biomass/gasification plant on campus will consume locally procured feed
stocks--principally, corn stover (stalks, leaves, cobs) and mixed prairie grasses--essentially
replacing Morris's natural gas supply and dependency.

"In addition to providing a minimum of 80 percent of campus heating needs, we anticipate that this
plant will put approximately half a million dollars back into the local economy annually," said
Johnson at the hearing. "Thus, instead of sending dollars out of state to purchase natural gas, we
will deposit these resources into the pockets of area citizens."

Johnson went on to explain that Morris will add a turbine designed to use the steam from the
gasification system to produce electricity for the campus "on those days when the wind isn't
blowing" and "[provide] a redundant source of electrical power that goes back onto the grid on those
windy days that are the hallmark of the prairie." This same "green" steam that provides heat for the
campus in the winter will connect to an absorption chiller in the summer to cool the buildings,
Johnson said.

A second wind turbine, which will become operational next spring, will provide the remainder of
Morris's electrical needs.

"Our students have been and are at the forefront of our green initiatives," said Johnson. "They work
directly with Morris faculty.... They present nationally at conferences; they co-author papers with
faculty members; they are our best spokespersons."

Morris's efforts are financed through what Johnson calls "an integrated set of financial tools,"
including University and Minnesota state investments, grants from the U.S. Departments of Energy
and Agriculture, and bonds.

In addressing whether these efforts at Morris will save the campus money, she said, "yes" and "it
depends."

"For example, as long as the price of natural gas stays at or above $8/BTU, we save money by
using biomass gasification," Johnson said. "And, while [Clean Renewable Energy Bonds] are 'no
interest' bonds, they still must be paid back. We don't have deep pockets or abundant resources--
just imagination, vision, and resolve. Moreover, we are spending close to home; we are re-investing
dollars in rural America.

"We believe that the work happening on our campus provides a prototype for transforming the future
of rural America in a way reminiscent of the Rural Electrification Act of the 1930's. We believe that
this on-site renewable electric and thermal generation system not only provides a model for other
colleges and universities, small communities, and neighborhoods in the United States, but that it
also has great relevance for developing countries--truly a model of global significance."
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Girls need to get out there and
move, outside of organized
sports, for all sorts of great
reasons, including having fun.

Explore the issue of girls
and physical activity more
deeply with a video on the
topic.

Go, girl!
U study shows that as girls move from childhood to adolescence,
their physical activity drops

April 14, 2008

Although we know that when girls engage in regular physical
activity they can improve their health and reduce the risk of chronic
disease, develop wider social skills, and perform better
academically, they do less and less of it as they move from
childhood to adolescence.

The University of Minnesota's Tucker Center for Research on Girls
& Women in Sport today (April 14) released a report, "Developing
Physically Active Girls: An Evidence-based Multidisciplinary
Approach," which summarizes the most recent research on the
benefits of and barriers to girls' physical activity and what can be
done to change the situation. The report is a 10-year update on a
study President Clinton commissioned in 1997.

The four authors of the study will discuss their work at the Borghild-
Strand Distinguished Lecture, 7-9 p.m. April 22, in the Cowles Auditorium of the Hubert Humphrey
Center on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. It is free and open to the public.

Outdated, stereotypical standards of femininity and masculinity
continue to influence the extent to which girls participate in or shun
physical activity.

"The research within the report confirms that many good things are happening when it comes to
girls and physical activity," says Nicole LaVoi, researcher and associate director of the Tucker
Center and a report author. "[They] are participating in organized sports more than ever and at all
levels--from organized youth sports, to interscholastic sports and up through Olympic competition.

"[But] while some girls are physically active, many girls fail to meet
minimal standards of physical activity needed to accrue
developmental and health benefits, or worse, they are completely
sedentary. There remains a great deal of work left to be done."

Despite the breadth of knowledge specific to girls' physical activity and
its positive outcomes, many barriers, stereotypes, and gender inequities that limit girls are firmly in
place, according to the report. "Poverty, [for example], substantially limits many girls' access to and
participation in physical activity and sport, especially for girls of color who are overrepresented in
lower socioeconomic groups," says LaVoi.

The report also found:

Outdated, stereotypical standards of femininity and masculinity continue to influence the extent to
which girls participate in or shun physical activity.
Girls' participation rates in all types of physical activities consistently lag behind those of boys, and
girls' sport dropout rates are higher.
Girls' experiences are shaped by the quality and expertise of the adults who make decisions,
manage, govern, deliver, and coach physical activity programming, many of whom have minimal, if
any, formal training.
Female athletes continue to be trivialized through the popular media's widespread sexualization of
women.
Traditional models of physical education organized around competition, team sports, power,
strength, aggression, plus a focus on the "motor elite" rather than skill development, put girls (and
boys) who are less skilled to begin with at a disadvantage, which may contribute to a lack of
enjoyment and a lifelong shunning of participation in physical activity.

"The United States as a whole--from parents and coaches to school administrators and community
leaders to policy makers--needs to make a commitment to eliminating the barriers girls in this nation
face when it comes to engaging in sports and physical activity," says Mary Jo Kane, director of the
Tucker Center. "Physical activity is not an 'add-on,' but rather is a core value and principle for
healthy and effective living."

The Tucker Center report is designed to provide a road map for the nation to ensure that every girl
has ample opportunity to fully engage in sport and physical activity. "Often, research done by sports
scholars sits on the shelves and practitioners--such as coaches, parks and recreation directors, and
physical education teachers--view the research as having no practical application," says University
of Minnesota associate professor Diane Wiese-Bjornstal, another author of the report. "This report
aims at bridging the gap between theory and practice. It details the best sports and activity
programs for girls, suggests proven strategies [to encourage participation], and shows how to
implement those strategies and programs."
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Director Dominic Taylor with
student actors (L to R) Sabrina
Crews, David Rue, and Lynn
Suemitsu. The Wiz runs
through April 19 at the Rarig
Center.

Ruby red slippers and Yellow Brick Road,
with a twist
U theatre and dance students perform new version of The Wizard
of Oz

By Pauline Oo

April 16, 2008

Toto wasn't there, but the rest of the Wizard of Oz gang was:
Dorothy, Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, and Tin Man (a.k.a. Tin One).
This week, April 16-19, University Theatre and Dance continues its
production of "The Wiz," an eye-opening, head-scratching take on
the 1975 Broadway musical "The Wiz," which was adapted from L.
Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.

University of Minnesota assistant professor Dominic Taylor directs
the show, diversifying the all-black cast of the original Wiz and
transforming Oz into a college campus. But the story is the same
as the one most, if not all, of us know by heart. Dorothy is carried
away by a tornado to a land of Munchkins (university students) and
wicked witches (one of whom is a teacher), where she meets three
others who also feel that they are missing something. The motley crew sets off to find the all-
knowing, all-powerful Wizard of Oz, who turns out to be a phony from Omaha, Nebraska.

"The Wiz" ran for four years and had more than 1,600 performances on Broadway, winning seven
Tony awards before being made into a film featuring Diana Ross as Dorothy and Michael Jackson
as Scarecrow. According to the New York Times, "'The Wiz' was hardly a great musical in 1975, but
it had something to say, and it said it with verve and integrity."

In the University's version, it's hard not to miss the references to African-American culture. Listen to
the way the characters speak or watch the way they sometimes behave. Tune in to the lyrics of a
few of the songs, and pay attention to some of the scenes. For example, in the opening scene,
Dorothy (played by U student Ivory Doublette) and Aunt Em are seen collecting bed linens with
historical themes printed on them, such as Brown v. Board of Education, that were hung from a tree
with African inspired masks, baskets, and statues.

Among the lead performers, Nathan Shrake was an audience favorite during opening night on April
11. Shrake, one of the cast's non African-Americans, captured the Lion's comedy and cowardice
well, eliciting the loudest laughs from the almost packed house. Lynn Suemitsu, the Tin One, had
one of the best voices--strong and clear, yet ever so tender and soothing when the song called for it.
For example, she mesmerized the audience with "What Would I Do If I Could Feel?"

Taking the prize for stage presence is Sabrina Crews, as the Wiz. She cuts a striking figure with her
red hair, saucer eyes, and perpetual pout, but more importantly, she has the strut and command of a
Las Vegas showwoman. Kudos also go to choreographer Uri Sands for his vibrant dance numbers.
They always matched the music's soulful exuberance.

Like most opening night performances, this one highlighted some elements that need attention, like
the enunciation of some of the actors and the sound mixing.

But as the audience members walked out, talking about what they had just seen, it was obvious that
the director had achieved his mission: to get people thinking.

The Wiz runs through April 19 at the Rarig Center's Stoll Thrust Theatre in the University of
Minnesota's West Bank Arts Quarter on the Twin Cities campus. Tickets (general admission
seating) are $12-$19.

To buy your ticket or for more information, call the University Arts Ticket Office at 612-624-2345 or
see theatre.umn.edu.
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E20 and late-model vehicles
U professor studies the impact of blended gasoline on cars and trucks

From eNews, April 17, 2008

The results of a 13-month study from the University of Minnesota show that E20 --a blend of fuel
containing 80 percent gasoline and 20 percent ethanol--has no negative impact on the drivability
and maintenance of late-model cars and trucks.

The findings come at a time when Minnesota has requested a waiver to allow E20 to be used in the
state. (For ethanol blends higher than 10 percent to be used (not including E85), the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency must issue a waiver.) The more commonly used fuel blend of
ethanol and gasoline in the United States is E10, which contains 10 percent ethanol and 90 percent
gasoline.

In 2005, Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty signed a bill requiring E20 in all gasoline by 2013, unless
ethanol has already replaced 20% of the state's motor fuel by 2010.

"The study did not reveal any difference that might be associated with the use of E20 on normal on-
road vehicles," said David Kittelson, a professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering and
the primary investigator of the study. "This should prove helpful for the state's interest in changing
fuel regulations."

The study looked at two main aspects of cars driven with E20--drivability and maintenance. Every
day for the 13-month duration of the study, University drivers--maintenance workers, users of the
University's fleet of rental cars, and police officers--used one of either 40 cars running on E20 or 40
cars running on E0. Other than the choice of fuel, the cars used were identical (All vehicles were
fuel-injected and some included hybrid models; model years 2000-06 vehicles from Chrysler, Ford,
General Motors, and Toyota.) Drivers were then asked to fill out a daily questionnaire to determine
drivability and maintenance issues, such as ease in starting the car or the occurrence of stalling.

A group of professional drivers also drove nearly two dozen cars running on E20 on a professional
driving course, where the cars were submitted to more rigorous driving tests. These tests were
conducted a total of four times, once during each season of the year.

Results from both University and professional drivers showed no statistically significant differences
between cars running on E20 and ones running on E10. Two maintenance issues found were
attributed to random error.

Results of the study will now be presented to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to officially
determine E20's suitability for on-road vehicles. Kittelson says he hopes to next look at the
suitability of E20 in smaller engines, such as ones in lawnmowers, snowmobiles, and all-terrain
vehicles.

The Minnesota Department of Agriculture, the Council of Great Lakes Governors, Minnesota Corn
Growers Association, and the Renewable Fuels Association sponsored the study. Work was done in
collaboration with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and the Minnesota Department of
Commerce. The University of Minnesota's Fleet Services provided all cars for the study.
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Babies 5 months old spent
more time staring at a realistic
schematic of a spider (left)
than at slightly (center) and
highly (right) scrambled
versions.

Why Miss Muffett skedaddled
Infants may be hard-wired to respond to spiders

By Deane Morrison

April 16, 2008

When Peter Jackson was sketching out the Lord of the Rings
characters, he wanted the spiderlike monster Shelob to make the
audience's skin crawl the same as real spiders had done for him as
a child. In a way it was an easy task, because plenty of people
harbor a lifelong fear of spiders, even though most are harmless.
It's as though we're born with a predisposition to develop
arachnophobia. Actually, that may not be far from the truth. A study
by University psychology graduate student Jaime Derringer and a
colleague suggests that the human brain has evolved to single out
spiders for special attention. Working with 5-month-old infants,
Derringer found evidence that while we're not born afraid of
spiders, evolution has given us the tools to quickly learn such fear.
She performed the work under the direction of David Rakison, an
associate professor of psychology at Carnegie-Mellon University,
where she received her undergraduate degree. The two recently
published the study in the journal Cognition. In brief, the infants in
the study seemed to have a brain "template" for spiders that draws their attention to the arachnids
the first time they encounter one. They aren't afraid of them, though. Children most likely learn to
fear spiders later, after watching adults or older kids respond that way, Derringer says. "These
infants were not afraid of spiders," she explains. "They had had no traumatic spider experiences.
They were just starting to get around and hadn't discovered any spiders on their own." The brain
template that predisposes babies to respond to spiders may be activated by the age of 5 months
because that's when infants are about to start crawling and exploring and maybe encountering
spiders, she adds.

"... Women are four times more likely to have phobias for these stimuli
than men. Women in the evolutionary past would have been gathering
and looking out for infants, and so may have had more need to be
vigilant."

In the experiments, Derringer presented infants with images on a computer screen and noted how long each held
their attention. They stared longer at a combination of lines and shapes when they closely resembled a spider than
when they resembled a spider either slightly or not at all. (See photo above). But when babies who had been shown
pictures of real spiders were presented with these images, they showed the least interest in the most realistic spider
shape. This, say the researchers, is what one would expect if babies have an inborn template that helps them learn
about spiders in their environment. That is, once they have become habituated to images of real spiders, the realistic
schematic should be familiar--and thus less interesting--to them. "They're categorizing the schematic spider as the
same as [real spiders] in the photos," Derringer explains. "We showed them photos [of real spiders] until they
became bored with them. Then we showed the stick figures, and they weren't as interested." She also found that
infants were not "fooled" by schematic spiders that had rectangular, instead of curved, bodies and legs. And they
showed no evidence of having a brain template for a nonthreatening organism--namely, a flower. This work builds on
studies by a variety of researchers working with primates and other animals, the researchers note. Those studies
pointed to an innate ability to respond to predators. Rakison is now repeating the spider study with images of
snakes, since the idea is that the brain template primes infants to quickly learn that spiders and snakes should be
avoided." So far, says Rakison, the data look promising. And who is especially quick to associate spiders and snakes
with danger? "We're finding that girls learn pairing much more quickly than boys," Rakison says. "Also, women are
four times more likely to have phobias for these stimuli than men. Women in the evolutionary past would have been
gathering and looking out for infants, and so may have had more need to be vigilant." Rakison knows of no similar
research being done elsewhere on the underpinnings of fear. It is quite possible, say he and Derringer, that infants
are born with templates for many kinds of potential dangers. They may even have one "for male humans that
facilitates the anxiety toward men but not women that appears around 7 months of age." Curious about spiders?
Read about some common ones. 
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Karen Beckman works in the
U's Institute of Therapeutics
Discovery and Development.

From hunch to hope
U has new Institute for Therapeutics Discovery and Development

By Mary Hoff

In a big brick building on Delaware Street in Minneapolis, a tiny vial
may hold the beginnings of a drug that someday saves your
grandchild's life. The building is home to the University of
Minnesota Institute for Therapeutics Discovery and Development
(ITDD), which opened its doors in September 2007 as a premier
resource for identifying, testing, and advancing the development of
innovative molecule-based solutions to challenging medical
problems.

Headed by Gunda Georg, a world-renowned medicinal chemist
who joined the University of Minnesota in January 2007, the
institute brings together sophisticated technology and some of the
best and brightest players in drug discovery from academia and
industry. Their job: to help clinicians and biomedical researchers
find compounds that produce a desired effect on a specific protein,
cell, cellular system, or disease, then modify and refine those compounds so they can be used to do
so at a therapeutic level. "We take fundamental discoveries in the areas of biology and medicine
and work at converting those discoveries into new therapies or drugs," Georg says.

The institute currently includes more than three dozen researchers, and they can search the
institute's library of 200,000 potentially therapeutic molecules for one or more that may treat the
problem. Then, aided by computational methods, the molecule can be changed chemically to make
it better at doing whatever it is that researchers want it to do--without generating undesirable side
effects.

The process starts on a small scale, at the milligram level, then scales up to larger quantities as
refinement moves the drug toward preclinical testing. ITDD even has access to facilities that can be
used to make compounds of the quality required for use in clinical trials.

In addition to serving the University's researchers, ITDD works with other academic institutions. It
also is developing collaborations with private industry.

"We have a dual mission. One part of our mission is research and education," says Vadim Gurvich,
the institute's associate director. "The second part of our mission is to provide a service, which is
fulfilling the health care and economic development mission of the University."

Gurvich says Minnesotans will benefit from ITDD's presence in multiple ways. Because of the
institute's capabilities, he expects it to be a big draw for public and private funding, enhancing the
University's research capacity and reputation. He also anticipates it will add an exciting new
dimension to the Twin Cities' biomedical industry, attracting new businesses and new jobs.

But the bottom line, he says, is what makes ITDD good not only for Minnesotans, but for people
everywhere: the promise of new therapies and new cures for what ails us.
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Fruit is one of the best ways--
and a healthy way--to add
some color to your bowl of
cereal.

Make eating more appealing
By Kelly Kunkel

From eNews, April 17, 2008

When it comes to a healthy diet, sticking to a plan can be difficult
for many reasons. Maybe you are not sure what to eat, you lack
the time or energy, or you think healthy foods taste bad. Often the
image of healthy food is dull and the eating experience a chore.

One of the most important things you can do to stick to your
commitment to a healthy diet plan is to make healthy eating more
appealing. Here are some ways to help make that happen:

Enjoy your foods
Sit down when you eat, and eat with family and friends. Food
tastes better with company and conversation. If you live alone,
invite a friend over for dinner, when you can have a potluck meal or
a tasting party. Try out new recipes and invite someone over to try
them out.

Eat with your eyes
Not literally, of course, but if the food doesn't look good, if it's not attractive, we probably won't give it
a chance. Choose different foods from the color palette, different shapes, and different textures.

Dress up your table
Break out the good china, use the tablecloth or placemats you've been storing for years, and try
candles or flowers as a centerpiece. The change can go a long way toward improving your eating
experience. Experiment with herbs and spices to increase flavor without calories and fat Add fresh
or dried dill, basil, or oregano to steamed vegetables, or cinnamon to fruit dips. Try herb vinegar
dressing on your salad or herbs on your baked potato.

Experiment with fruits and vegetables
Try mango, jicama, Chinese cabbage, or turnip greens, if you haven't before. Prepackaged mixed
salad greens or frozen stir-fry vegetables can be a time saver and can also help to increase your
vegetable intake.

Try a variety of ethnic cuisines such as Chinese, Mexican, Greek, or Indian
Select from the low-fat, high-fiber choices and enjoy.

Kelly Kunkel is a nutrition educator with University of Minnesota Extension. 
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Warm and bright spaces, like
the kitchen, in the new Hope
Lodge create a soothing
atmosphere for cancer
patients.

Giving hope
The newly opened Hope Lodge gives cancer patients a place to
rest

By Kristi Goldade

From M, spring 2008

"We've developed an informal support group," says Lyle. "It's not
like a traditional group where you only talk about it. We eat
together and talk about our kids, the rest of our lives."

The it is cancer, and Lyle Hendrickx and his wife, Faith, are two of
eight residents at the newly opened Hope Lodge on University
Avenue, just blocks from the U campus in Minneapolis. More than
2,000 patients a year travel to the Twin Cities for cancer treatment
and Hope Lodge, sponsored by the American Cancer Society, is a
free living space for any adult receiving cancer care.

Residents are allowed one guest and must be able to look after
themselves. The lodge is a home away from home where patients
and their caregivers can, as Faith says, "let their hair down."

Funded in part by more than $2 million of contributions from the University of Minnesota Cancer
Center, the facility sports tall ceilings, kitchens with ample counter space, dining and living rooms,
and a library with resources on cancer and the healing process. Many of the appliances were
donated by local businesses. Bedrooms are on the residents-only second level.

But more than being a beautiful building, the Hope Lodge is a place for patients and their loved
ones to meet others having similar experiences.

"The new Hope Lodge will enable us to expand our cancer care capabilities and, most importantly,
ease the burden on patients coming to the University," says Douglas Yee, director of the Cancer
Center. "We're glad that we could play a part in making this much needed facility a reality."

Eight paid employees work around the clock to staff the lodge. The rest of the help is volunteers.
Colleges Against Cancer (CAC), a student group at the U, answers phones, does laundry, and
otherwise keeps the place running.

"I was at a rally," says John Kieffer, co-president of CAC. "We each had a glow-stick. The emcee
asked us to crack our stick if we had a parent with cancer, a grandparent, and so on. Soon
everyone--1,600 people--was glowing."

CAC also plans Relay for Life, a fundraising event for the American Cancer Society. Last year, it
raised $160,000 through mostly small donations from student teams organizing video game
tournaments and bake sales.

That kind of commitment helps keep the lodge open. "It's not easy being sick in the United States,"
says Lyle. "Both emotionally and financially. But living in the Hope Lodge alleviates some of that. It
helps you fight cancer better."
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Jim and Sue Swenson at their
house in Dana Point,
California. Though they have
lived in Orange County for
several years, "The Midwest
still feels like home," says
Swenson.

Rebel with a cause
A restless entrepreneurial spirit made UMD alum Jim Swenson a
success in business. He now focuses that same energy on
enriching his alma mater.

By Steve Anderson

From M, spring 2008

Job promotions are what lead to higher levels of success, right?
For Jim Swenson, the opposite was true. After graduating from
UMD in 1959 with a degree in chemistry, Swenson worked as an
associate researcher for Honeywell. Three times he was up for a
promotion to full scientist. Each time, he was rejected.

"I was not a big corporate player," recalls the Superior, Wisconsin,
native. "If I saw something that wasn't right, I spoke up. A lot of
times I was told to mind my own business."

After being dissatisfied in a handful of corporate settings, Swenson
launched his own company with three people and $15,000. Begun
in 1978, Details, Inc. made circuit board prototypes for computers
and other electronic devices, eventually becoming an industry
powerhouse with a client list that included IBM, Apple, and Motorola. "It's a good thing I didn't get
that Honeywell promotion, or I probably would have put in my whole career there," he jokes.

Moving the museum from the Minneapolis campus to St. Paul will put it
closer to relevant teaching and research in the College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, and help solidify the U's
environmental leadership.

When Swenson sold Details in 1996, the Anaheim, California-based company had $80 million in
annual sales and 500 employees. "I knew all of their names, along with the names of all of their
kids," recalls Swenson. "I wanted them to feel like they were family. I may have been the guy at the
podium with the long tails and white baton, but it was the employees who did such a marvelous job."

Genuine appreciation also influences the philanthropy of Swenson and his wife, Sue. When, as a
UMD student, Swenson needed $900 to cover his room and board, he went to a local bank
president who had advised him in the past: "He handed me nine $100 bills and said, 'This is a loan
from me to you. The bank has nothing to do with it. We won't talk about you paying me back until
you have a permanent job. And if you're at all capable, I'd like you to think about helping someone
else someday.'"

Gift Receipts
Jim and Sue Swenson's major gifts to UMD:

>> $2.5 million to establish the Swenson Scholarship, 1999

>> $7.5 million for science classrooms and labs, 1999

>> $7.7 million for student support, 2007

>> $3.3 million for new civil engineering building, 2007

That banker's generosity continues to inspire the Swensons, who recently gave $10 million to UMD-
-$7.7 million for scholarships and $3.3 million for a new civil engineering building--bringing their
lifetime giving to $21 million. "UMD is a fantastic school, based on what they do and the graduates
they turn out," says Swenson. "The care and dedication of the faculty across the board is
outstanding. It was that way 50 years ago when I was there, and it's still that way today."

In the fall, UMD announced the new name of its science college: the Swenson College of Science
and Engineering, in recognition of their generosity. While the Swensons are touched by the honor,
they're proudest of the support they?ve been able to give students over the years: "It's nice to build
buildings and put your name on things, but down the road we'd prefer to help more kids get through
college and become success stories," Swenson says. "Of the 200 Swenson Scholars that have
graduated, 80 percent have gone on to professional or graduate school. That's a heckuva record."
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A natural among museums
Public-private funding for a new Bell Museum of Natural History puts focus on another of the U's
statewide assets

By Steve Anderson

From M, spring 2008

A recent $3 million commitment to the U's Bell Museum of Natural History has ties to the future and
to the past.

The contribution is for a new museum facility that would open in 2010. It comes from the James
Ford Bell Foundation, which was started by the Bell Museum's namesake, who was a lifelong friend
of the U and a member of its Board of Regents from 1939 until his death in 1961.

"This remarkable gift from the James Ford Bell Foundation affirms the importance of the Bell
Museum as the state's natural history museum," says University president Robert Bruininks.

The University hopes that the Bell's position as a statewide asset exhibiting Minnesota's biodiversity
will be acknowledged by the state legislature this bonding session. The U is asking for $24 million
toward the new museum facility on the St. Paul campus.

Moving the museum from the Minneapolis campus to St. Paul will put it
closer to relevant teaching and research in the College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, and help solidify the U's
environmental leadership.

An additional $12 million is needed from private donations and federal appropriations to cover the
project's $36 million price tag. The recent gift from the James Ford Bell Foundation pushes the total
raised at press time to $10.2 million.

The Bell's expanded facility would sit on a 13-acre site featuring outdoor teaching environments,
wildlife habitat, and walking trails. A developing partnership with the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources may lead to additional funds for the outdoor installation and exhibits.

Moving the museum from the Minneapolis campus to St. Paul will put it closer to relevant teaching
and research in the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, and help solidify
the U's environmental leadership. To that end, a sustainable building design has been incorporated
into plans for the new building. The plans were created, in part, with financial backing from the
Kresge Foundation.

If all necessary funding is secured from state and federal governments, foundations and
corporations, and individuals, the new Bell Museum would be a true public-private partnership.
Bruininks expects that spirit to continue after the museum opens.

"We are working together to build an important new cultural, academic, and research center," he
says. "It will serve our University, our community, and our state as a dynamic gateway to our natural
environments and habitats."
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Family members discover the
world of optics through the
University-sponsored PACES
program.

When physics is a social science
Physics teachers make scientific curiosity a family affair

By Deane Morrison

April 18, 2008

Curtains barely hold back the early evening light in the Marcy Open
School lunchroom. At the tables, children squirm with anticipation
as they and their parents listen to laser-wielding physics teacher
Nancy Bresnahan. "Can you see light as it passes through space?"
she asks. Bresnahan aims the laser at the back wall, instantly
lighting it up with a bright red spot. But the light streaming from the
laser to the wall is invisible. "No," comes the answer. Then another
physics teacher sprays fog into the room, and suddenly a straight
red beam can be seen piercing the cloud. "How about now?" asks
Bresnahan. The room erupts with oohs, ahs--and yesses. The
families take a moment to reflect on the behavior of light they've
just witnessed, then it's on to an exploration of how light produces
images. So begins a typical encounter between families and
physics in PACES (Parents and Children Experiencing Science), a
program of the President's Initiative on Children, Youth and Families at the University. Run by high
school physics teachers, it brings parents and children together to ask scientific questions, predict
how simple experiments will turn out, and then see the results for themselves. The most important
thing is that the parents exhibit scientific curiosity for their children. This was the driving factor for
University physics professor Cynthia Cattell and Bresnahan, a teacher at Hopkins High School, in
obtaining seed money for PACES. "We wanted parents to model the behavior we wanted to see.
Parents manipulate the equipment, and kids do, too. They interact as families," says Bresnahan.
This night at Marcy Open in Minneapolis, Bresnahan is joined by three other PACES teachers: Jon
Anderson (Centennial), Claire Hypolite (Edison), and Louise Weldon (Tartan). All are performers in
the Physics Force, a group of physics teachers--including Cattell--who regularly perform entertaining
physics-based stunts for young students.

"My goal is to ultimately go into a school, church, or mosque about four
times a year, until everybody is not only comfortable with doing
science, but looking forward to it."

But while the Physics Force shows kids the joy of physics, PACES has them experience it for themselves. The
PACES team stages programs of 45 to 60 minutes in metro-area schools whose students have the most need for
scientific stimulation.

Picture this

Each family at Marcy Open has an incandescent lamp in front of them. When turned on, light from its filament will
pass through a lens, then a tiny pinhole in a sheet of aluminum foil (poked out by the children). Light that makes it
through the pinhole will hit a cardstock screen. Now, the teachers ask, when you switch on your lamp, how will its
light pass through the pinhole and project an image of the filament on the screen? Will the image be rightside up,
upside down, or what? Talk about it with each other. It's a risky moment; no one wants to guess wrong. But the four
teachers stress that being wrong is a great way to learn. When everybody has had time to make a prediction, they
switch on their lights and watch as images of the U-shaped filaments appear on their screens--upside down. "What
happens when you move your screen?" asks Hypolite. The families move their screens nearer or farther from the
pinhole and watch the image shrink and expand. When they move a stick from top to bottom across the pinhole, its
shadow on the screen moves too--but from bottom to top. The wonder of it isn't lost on young Isabel Olson. "I was
surprised how the image moved and how it changed when you put the pinhole in front of it and when I moved the
stick," she says. The families add more pinholes, producing multiple images. But when they move their screens just
right, the images merge; they have just created, and focused, a rudimentary camera. What happens when they
cover half the lens? They still get a nice, sharp image. "It raises more questions than it answers," observes Theresa
Wolf as she works on the experiment with her husband and two kids.

Still plenty of growing space

This was one of more than a dozen programs the teachers have presented to about 200 families in 2007-08, the first
year of PACES. At every one, they not only teach but pass out information to encourage students to keep up with
school. One brochure describes the Power of You program, which sponsors two free years at area community and
technical colleges for qualifying public high school graduates in Minneapolis and St. Paul. But for Bresnahan, there is
still much to be done to reach all the students who could benefit from extra help in science. For one thing, PACES
presents its programs in the evening, when families--or at least parents--are usually tired. Better to aim for daytime
and weekends and catch families when they're already being sociable. "I think to really reach the people we want to
reach, we should go into churches or mosques," she says. "My goal is to ultimately go into a school, church, or
mosque about four times a year, until everybody is not only comfortable with doing science, but looking forward to it."
In setting up PACES, "it seemed to me families were a key, and we have to get the kids early." PACES already draws
a diverse mix of people, including Hispanic and Somali families. It helps that Hypolite speaks Spanish and that
Gladys Torres-Skendi, an Edison math teacher who also belongs to PACES, is a native speaker of the language.
One of Bresnahan's favorite moments came when an elderly Spanish-speaking woman arrived at a presentation by
herself. "She wandered in and asked for equipment [to perform the experiments]," Bresnahan recalls. "What a
wonderful sight, an elderly woman doing science." 
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Carol Jo Kelsey, Cathy Konat,
and Laurel Mallon mingle and
share their stories at the 2008
Legislative Briefing.
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Connecting alumni, spring 2008

U AND YOUR STORY

More than 300 University alumni and friends gathered at the
McNamara Alumni Center on campus January 23 for the annual
Legislative Briefing, which unveiled details of this year's $225.5
million capital request. The cornerstone of the request is $100
million in Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement
(HEAPR) funds to address safety and maintenance issues in the
U's 800-plus buildings and 28 million square feet of building space.

The theme of the event was storytelling; attendees shared with one
another their personal stories about why the University is important
to them. President Bob Bruininks emphasized that the future of the
state is intimately tied to the future of the University, and urged
participants to tell legislators their stories about how the University
has helped shaped their lives.

Visit the Web site for tips on telling your own story about why the U
is important to you.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION HONORS TOP VOLUNTEERS
The University of Minnesota Alumni Association honored volunteers who made extraordinary
contributions during 2007 at its annual volunteer awards celebration on October 30 at the
McNamara Alumni Center.

Dan Kennedy (B.S. '99), of Mankato, Minnesota, was named Volunteer of the Year for his
outstanding leadership of the new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences
(CFANS) Alumni Society. Pictured with Kennedy from left to right are UMAA Executive Director
Margaret Sughrue Carlson (Ph.D. '83), University President Bob Bruininks, and alumni association
National President Tom LaSalle (B.A. '72).

THE POWER OF ALUMNI
A discount on membership to the popular Minnesota Landscape Arboretum is one of many benefits
of membership in the alumni association. This year the Arboretum is celebrating its 50th anniversary
with a number of showcase events. The first of these, "Tree-ology," is an interactive exhibit
celebrating the beauty and wonder of trees that opens May 24.

Supporting alumni programming at the University is a simple, effective
way to support the U while staying in touch with its important work of
teaching, research, and outreach. On the Twin Cities campus,
members are the engine of the alumni association, one of the most
widely known and respected advocates for the University.

FOR THE LOVE OF OLIVES
For most Americans, olive products--table olives, tapenade, and extra-
virgin oil--are primarily culinary. Indeed, the United States is the
largest importer of olive oil outside of Europe, at 256,000 tons per
year.

But that is only a small part of the olive world that Habib Essid (M.S.
'74) knows. Since 2003, Essid (pictured on the January-February
cover of Minnesota) has led the International Olive Council (IOC), a
Madrid-based organization established by the United Nations that
represents countries producing the majority of olive products in the
world.

He served as executive director until November 2007 and is now head
of the technical division, putting him at the center of the olive
commodity market, a multimillion-dollar industry that is a source of
income for more than 12 million people worldwide.

Essid, with a degree in resource
economics from the University
of Minnesota, is fluent in the
council's five official languages--
Arabic, English, French, Italian,
and Spanish--and sometimes
must call on his considerable
diplomatic skills to navigate
tense situations between IOC
member countries. For example,
during the Lebanese-Israeli
conflict of 2006, Lebanese
farmers brought a complaint
before the IOC accusing Israel
of bombing their olive trees.

"The destruction of olive trees is
absolutely forbidden [even
during war]; many of them are
thousands of years old," Essid
explains.

OF ALGAE AND ACRIMONY
Josephine Tilden, the first
woman ever employed as a
scientist at the University of
Minnesota, in the late 1890s,
founded the Minnesota Seaside
Station on Vancouver Island and
went on to become one of the
world's leading scholars of
algae, as well as a pioneering
figure in the overwhelmingly
male-dominated world of
scientific study.

Tilden was farsighted in her understanding of the connections between algae and the life of the
ocean. She also predicted future difficulties with oil spills.

"It is essential to prevent contamination of waters in large harbors by oil from ships," she told a
Minneapolis newspaper. "The oil prevents the algae from securing the necessary air for life.
Because seaweed forms the basis of all animal life of the sea, to destroy the seaweed would be
ultimately to destroy fish life."

SCIENTIST WHO LED BREAKTHROUGH WILL KEYNOTE ANNUAL CELEBRATION
Alumni and friends of the University have the exceptional opportunity to hear firsthand from the
researcher who recently created a beating heart in her U of M laboratory. Doris Taylor, Ph.D., will be
the keynote speaker at the University of Minnesota Alumni Association 104th annual celebration on
May 29.

Dr. Taylor and her team's discovery is a medical first and was heralded around the world. Alumnus
Earl Bakken (B.S.'48), founder and long-time CEO of Medtronic and inventor of the world?s first
wearable battery-powered pacemaker, will introduce Dr. Taylor, who holds the Medtronic Bakken
professorship.

The celebration will begin at 5:30 p.m. with a reception and dinner on Northrop Mall. The program
starts at 7:30 p.m. in Northrop Auditorium. Tickets are available for the dinner and program or the
program only. Visit the Web site to order.
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Traits for greatness

From M, spring 2008

Who would make the best president? And what counts when looking at a nominee? Intelligence?
Toughness? Optimism? Experience?

Using data gathered from presidential biographers and historians, University psychologist Deniz
Ones and her colleagues studied which personality traits have historically been associated with
superior presidential performance.

The historians and presidential biographers answered more than 300 standardized questions about
the personalities of past presidents before they were elected. The questions assessed the 35
personality traits that all people can be grouped under.

Of these 35 traits, Ones and her colleagues found 9 to be predictive of both job performance in the
White House and eventual historical greatness (their conclusions were purely statistical; no
judgments were involved):

Intelligence
Achievement orientation
Assertiveness
Optimism
Enthusiasm
High energy level
Tender mindedness (empathy for others)
Low straightforwardness (being diplomatic)
Lack of vulnerability to stress (psychologically strong)

Although we can't foresee which situations and crises a future president will face, if he or she has
these nine traits, the country may be in good hands.
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John Hourdos stands over the
GIS Table inside the new
Minnesota Traffic Observatory.

Keeping up with traffic
The Minnesota Traffic Observatory focuses on Twin Cities
highways

By Charlie Plain

April 22, 2008

Hoping to help keep Twin Cities freeways flowing smoothly, the
University of Minnesota's Department of Civil Engineering has
made a move of its own. The department recently opened the
doors to the new Minnesota Traffic Observatory, a world-class lab
featuring innovative technologies to help researchers design
roadways that are safer and easier to drive. The Observatory is a
joint venture between Civil Engineering and its campus neighbor,
the Center for Transportation Studies.

A new point of view

"The idea of an observatory is that it brings the universe to your eyes," said
lab director John Hourdos. The Minnesota Traffic Observatory takes an alternate view of the universe by looking
closely at cars on the ground instead of stars in the sky. The new facility is designed to see vehicle traffic around
Minneapolis and St. Paul as the interrelated sum of its parts. "We are looking at traffic as a system," explains
Hourdos. "As congestion increases, there are no isolated interchanges. The whole thing is a big unit." Getting the big
picture for local traffic will help researchers identify dangerous or inefficient sections of the network and fix them.
Employing state-of-the-art technologies like computer simulators, high-speed networks and video projection
equipment, the lab creates an all-encompassing sensory experience of the Twin Cities traffic system.

"Researchers, students, and visitors who come here will get a more complete picture of the
transportation network," said Hourdos.

It's all under control

Hourdos, along with principal investigator Gary Davis and engineers Ted Morris and Chen-Fu Liao, set up the core of
the Observatory to form a working virtual traffic control center. At its heart is a cluster of computer workstations lining
two long counters connected to live traffic sensors and simulation systems. The workstations sit within easy viewing
of live traffic video displaying across a wall. Lighting up the video wall is a fiber optic line connecting the observatory
with the Minnesota Department of Transportation's (Mn/DOT) traffic operations center. Located in nearby Roseville,
the center monitors freeways around the Twin Cities metropolitan area. The fiber optic line provides live feeds of up
to 16 of Mn/DOT's 320 surveillance cameras watching the roadways. Before the addition of the fiber optic line,
researchers relied on day-old recorded and compressed video. The low resolution footage wasn't ideal for close
inspection by engineers.

"With high-quality video, we can use machine vision detection systems to analyze traffic," said
Hourdos. Such systems can count how many vehicles pass a specific point as well as measure their
speed, length and the separation between them. But Mn/DOT isn't providing the observatory with
the only sights to be seen. High above downtown Minneapolis, the lab has exclusive access to a
view unlike any other in the world.

Mounted to the rooftops of three high-rise buildings are an array of cameras maintaining a close
watch on the most accident-prone intersection in the state: the I-94/35W commons. "The setup
doesn't exist anywhere else in the world at such a convenient location," said Hourdos. "The fact that
people are crashing is bad, but as researchers, we're delighted."

"The idea of an observatory is that it brings the universe to your eyes,"
said Hourdos.

The platform communicates wirelessly with the Observatory, transmitting data from video cameras and a special
instrument called the "Autoscope." A sort of smart camera, the Autoscope was invented by Professor Panos
Michalopoulos and is manufactured by Image Sensing Systems, Inc. of St. Paul. Behind the traffic control consoles
is what the lab's staff calls the "DEN," which is short for "Digital Environment." The DEN works like a personal 3D
theater where test volunteers and engineers use virtual reality technology to evaluate intersection designs or driving
situations.

The system is made up of three large projection screens that are used to surround a person
standing inside the DEN. A bank of six computers control what the user sees, while a traffic
simulator feeds the system with realistic traffic conditions. Inside the DEN, test subjects and any
equipment they use are wired with sensors to relay their movements to computers. The digital
visualization tools then alter the computer-generated scene in response to their movements,
allowing the subjects to interact with their virtual traffic environments.

According to Hourdos, the 3-D environment can be programmed to create scenes designed to be
driven through or walked on foot. The final innovation of the MN Traffic Observatory is perhaps the
most revolutionary. "A brand new thing we have in this lab is another way of visualizing the system.
It's what I call the GIS/MAP Table," said Hourdos. Approximately the size of a large conference
room table, the GIS/MAP Table projects maps onto its surface.Hourdos wanted to marry the
spaciousness of a traditional drafting table with today's modern GIS and computing technology.

Hourdos wanted a way to examine maps in detail without giving up a wide perspective. The
GIS/MAP table affords both advantages with a few additional tricks thrown in. Users of the table
control it with a stylus, just like with a personal organizer or Palm Pilot device. The stylus acts as
both a pen and input device, allowing researchers to write notes on the maps as well as manipulate
them. The electronic table then saves any notes or changes for later access. With all of its clever
engineering and new technology, the Minnesota Traffic Observatory provides a fresh perspective on
some of highway transportation's biggest problems.

As traffic around the Twin Cities increases, it's getting hard enough for drivers to keep an eye on
traffic on their own. Thankfully, the University of Minnesota will be along for the ride.

From Civil Engineer, a publication of the Department of Civil Engineering in the Institute of
Technology.
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Katie Nelson talks with
children in Kenya

One village at a time
U student Katie Nelson establishes a foundation to help Kenyan
families

By Kristi Goldade

April 22, 2008

The Bukusu children in Kenya are often named for the conditions
in which they are born. If a child arrived during the dry season, for
example, he or she would be called "came in the drought." It was
on a rainy evening that University student Kathryn Nelson and
Kenyan pastor Daniel Makecho created the Nafula Foundation,
meaning in Swahili, "came in the rain."

Nelson, a global studies major with minors in journalism and
Spanish, often repeats the proverb, "A little rain each day and the
river becomes overflowing." She sees her newfound Nafula
Foundation not as a grand continent-saving effort, but as one
project to help a single Kenyan village.

This micro approach is how she convinced her friends to spare a few hundred dollars to buy $2
mosquito nets. The nets, which offer malaria protection, can save four lives--the number of people
who can fit underneath each one during the night.

And it is how she persuaded people in her Minneapolis Tangletown neighborhood to donate goods
for a garage sale, with proceeds going to the foundation.

"One country, one village, one project," she reminds herself, mantra-like, under her breath.

She sees her newfound Nafula Foundation not as a grand continent-
saving effort, but as one project to help a single Kenyan village.

Nelson's involvement with Kenya began with a stint at a large NGO (non-governmental
organization). Nelson was on health duty and she and other volunteers would conduct "sweeps."
They'd walk across an area, knocking on doors, and ask if everybody inside was healthy or in need
of food or medicine. But, Nelson felt, the terms of the sweeps were determined by the organization,
and not by the people it served.

At the time, she was living in a village called Chebukwa with Makecho's family. He was working to
raise funds to develop Chebukwa into a healthy, safe, and educated community. Nelson's favorite
tactic was Makecho's dress rental business--he rented dresses to brides and used the money to
send local youth to school. Nelson and Makecho decided to conduct their own sweep to learn what
the people really needed.

They walked door to door, asking people what they could use. The conversations would be lengthy--
Nelson asking, Makecho interpreting--and would last well into the afternoon. "On a good day,"
Nelson says, "we would visit three homes." They would be served many meals in the process.

They learned that the villagers needed more than vaccinations and food stipends--they wanted to be
self-sustainable. This required crops, livestock, and clean water. And, if ever the cycle of poverty
was to be broken, their children needed education and Chebukwa's many orphans needed homes.

And so she and Makecho established the Nafula Foundation and brainstormed several projects.
Each initiative was straightforward, relatively inexpensive, and sustainable:

Malaria education and prevention
Community building projects
Clean water initiatives

For example, one project is a women's knitting circle. The idea of the circle is not only to build good
relationships between village women, but also to provide them with a product that they can sell in
the market.

To raise funds, Nelson speaks in local Minneapolis schools and on radio programs, telling the story
of Nafula and gaining support. "I'll talk to anyone who'll listen," she says.

Too, there's the whole business of running a foundation. "Right now, the bane of my existence is
waiting for non-profit status," says Nelson.

Still, she has support. Rebecca Mitchell, U graduate, Student Project Africa Network (SPAN)
founder, and current Fulbright scholar acts as Nelson's advisor. "I call her up whenever I have a
question," says Nelson. "I'm so lucky to have such an amazing woman as my mentor." Mitchell,
whose SPAN organization functions to connect global volunteers with opportunities, helps Nelson
with the logistics of being a first-time foundation founder.

Today, Nelson can be found studying--she graduates next December--student reporting for the Star
Tribune, and managing the Nafula Foundation. Despite the political turmoil in Kenya, she hopes to
return this summer, to continue the work of "one country, one village, one project."
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From left: U professor Eric
Newman with his mother,
Augusta Newman; his wife,
Janice Gepner; and his father,
Arnold Newman.

Note: When visiting...

Only about half the Arnold
Newman collection is up in
the Weisman Art Museum
right now. They will be
replaced with the other
photographs after mid May.
"A lot of them are vintage
prints, really, truly some of
the first versions printed by
Newman himself," says
Diane Mullin. "And to
prevent them from getting
damaged, because there's
a lot of light in that corridor
in the summer time, we're
swapping them out."

Also, some of the Newman
portraits don't have
artworks next to them. Not
to worry, says Mullin, you
can find the related
paintings on the walls some
place else in the museum.
The reason for this, she
explains, is that there was a
better place for the artwork
light-wise or for people to
step back farther to view
them. "But none of the
photographs are without [an
accompanying piece of art]
in the museum," she says.

The art and the artist
The Weisman Art Museum displays its gift of Arnold Newman
portraits through July

By Pauline Oo

April 23, 2008

Arnold Newman was legendary. He pioneered the "environmental"
approach to portraiture, capturing people in settings that reflected
their personalities and pursuits, during the rise of the picture
magazine. He photographed Picasso at his studio in France,
composer Igor Stravinsky sitting at the piano, poet Langston
Hughes in Harlem, Ronald Reagan in the Oval Office, and even
Otto Frank, father of Anne Frank, in the attic where his family hid
from the Nazis for more than two years.

Through mid July, visitors to the Weisman Art Museum on the Twin
Cities campus can view some of the photographs that made the
late Newman one of the most important photographers of the 20th
century. "The Arnold Newman Portraits: These Artists Look Like
This," located in the Corridor Gallery of the museum, pairs 40 black
and white photos recently donated by the Newman family with works of art by Newman's subjects
from the museum's collection.

"Newman really changed the landscape of portrait photography," says Weisman curator Diane
Mullin. "His photos look so much like what we see now and what we think of as a normal portrait.
But the thing is, before that, back in the mid 19th century, it was uncommon. Photographers had
studios and you would go there to have your photo taken."

Newman's son, Eric, a professor of neuroscience at the University of Minnesota, had offered the
museum a collection of the historic photographs after his father's death on June 6, 2006. Eric
Newman invited Weisman director Lyndel King to New York City to choose the photographs.

"It made sense on a number of different levels," says Newman, when asked about his donation.
"I've been at the University for 17 years and I feel close to it, and my father visited me many times
while I was here and we went to the Weisman Museum together. It actually is a very nice fit for his
photographs because Weisman's strength is in the 20th century American art. The museum has a
great collection of paintings by some very important artists, like Georgia O'Keeffe. And these are the
people my father photographed. He was also friends with many of them."

Arnold Newman was born in 1918, one of three sons of a clothing manufacturer. He attended the
University of Miami for two years, studying painting on scholarship, but dropped out when the cost
of college was too much. He moved to Philadelphia to pursue portrait photography. In 1946, he
relocated to New York City and opened his own studio. He married Augusta Rubenstein in 1949,
and they had sons Eric and David.

"My parents lived in an apartment in the Upper West Side near Lincoln
Center for over 55 years," says Eric Newman, also a University
Distinguished McKnight professor and an inductee of the Academic
Health Center's Academy for Excellence in Health Research. "The
buildings on that street were built for artists and had studio rooms that
were 18 feet high with a northern light, which is favored by artists. My
father's studio, where he worked, was on the same block, just two
doors away."

In his 60-plus years of photography, Newman wasn't just a portrait
photographer. His portfolio included documentary views of poor
neighborhoods, landscapes, still lifes, and collages. He was also an
art aficionado with a collection "built up by swapping prints for works
by his subjects, who have included Mondrian, Ernst, Leger and de
Kooning and nearly every other heavy hitter in the Modernist line,"
reported the New York Times in 2000. "If he wanted to photograph
someone, he would ask," says his son, Eric. "Or he'd arrange to make
it happen." For example, when he was traveling through France in
1954, Newman made a point of stopping by the house where Picasso
lived and introduced himself. He ended up photographing the artist at
least three different times after that. So, what was it like growing up
with a famous father? "It actually was quite normal, although we often
had prominent people stopping by to visit the house," says Eric
Newman. Marilyn Monroe popped by once for dinner because a
houseguest, poet Carl Sandburg, knew her. And does he have his
father's photography talent?

"I take a lot of movies and pictures through microscopes, and I
actually have work featured on seven or eight covers of scientific
magazines," says Eric Newman, who assisted, or rather, dragged
around bags and put up lights, at a few of his father's photo shoots
during his teens. "Other than that I really have no artistic talents. I take
snapshots, but they're not good photographs."

To watch a slide show of Arnold Newman's photographs narrated by his son, Eric Newman, see
University of Minnesota Foundation.

The Weisman Art Museum is open Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Thursday,
10 a.m. to 8 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free.

Newman at the annex In March 2007, the Weisman Art Museum unveiled designs for a major building expansion
created by Frank Gehry. The expansion will add about 11,000 square feet to the museum, including a gallery for
works of art on paper and photography. Weisman curator Diane Mullin says the Arnold Newman collection will be
frequently exhibited in that new space. The museum plans to start construction this year and open in 2009. 
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Clyde Reedy has contributed
significantly to his old frat
house, Phi Psi, and a plaque
in the front room (behind
Reedy in this photo) pays
tribute to his leadership and
generosity.

Not all who wander
Successful alum--even without a degree--returns many favors to
the U

By Rick Moore

From M, spring 2008

Clyde Reedy is getting very accustomed to telling his story. Within
the last year, the 86-year-old veteran of World War II has shared
his oral history with groups and individuals including the
Smithsonian, the Minnesota Historical Society, the Library of
Congress, the University of Minnesota, and Hamline University.

What makes his story even richer is his experience with the
University of Minnesota, both in the early 1940s as a student and
in recent decades as a benefactor.

The story doesn't include a degree from the U, but that hardly
seems to matter.

Man, interrupted

After graduating from the former University High School on the Twin Cities campus, Reedy enrolled at the University
of Minnesota in the fall of 1939 and was well on his way to a business degree. He also joined the Phi Kappa Psi
social fraternity--Phi Psi for short.

Then came the war and a call to serve his country. Reedy joined the Navy in the summer of 1942,
trained as a flyer at a number of sites, and was sent overseas in the fall of '44.

He saw a lot in the war, and just missed seeing a whole lot more.

"We almost got shot down at Chichi Jima," Reedy says, pointing out that President George H. W.
Bush's plane had been shot down in the same location two weeks earlier.

Perhaps his most fateful day came on August 6, 1945, when Reedy, unaware of the nature of his
mission, flew on the support plane for the Enola Gay on the day the atomic bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima.

"The great mystery," Reedy recalls of that day. The night before he was told to go to bed early, and
"at about 2:30 in the morning the Marines woke us up," he says. His PBY plane flew to a designated
station and the crew was told to wait for a B-29 flying at 30,000 feet, maintain absolute radio silence,
and follow behind it. His plane stopped and circled at a second station while the Enola Gay flew
ahead.

"Forty-five minutes later the B-29 reappeared, heading south," Reedy says. "We had no idea what
[had] happened--absolutely none." Later that day, a voice on the Voice of America station in Saipan,
KSAI, announced that "an important and new weapon had been dropped on Hiroshima."

Success back home

Reedy returned to Minnesota and worked for this father for three years, then launched into a successful investment
brokerage career. Curious and active, Reedy became a serious gardener and also studied modern art, gathering a
collection of originals from artists like Ellsworth Kelly, Robert Motherwell, and Mark Rothko.

He also continued to take classes--Extension classes through the U as well as coursework at the
Wharton School. He says he has more credits than he'd need for a diploma, just no diploma.

But that hasn't stopped him from supporting the University with his money and time. He and his wife
have donated repeatedly to the Weisman Art Museum and the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum,
where Reedy served on the Board of Trustees for a decade. He has also contributed significantly to
his old frat house, Phi Psi. In 1997 he went out and raised $385,000 to completely renovate the
interior of the century-old house on fraternity row. ("I don't know how I did it, but I did it," he jokes.)

And he and two other alums contributed $25,000 a piece toward an endowment fund. That fund is
now up to $200,000 and allows for $10,000 a year to be given in scholarships to Phi Psi students. A
plaque in the front room of the fraternity house pays tribute to Reedy's leadership and generosity.

Why is he so generous to the U?

"This is the greatest economic engine that any state has ever had," Reedy says, his voice booming
with conviction; his message straight out of a stump speech by President Bruininks. "What it does
for this state is simply incredible, in my mind, and to not support it is plain foolish."

And does the man who has given so much of his time and resources have any recurring regrets at
not being on the receiving end of a degree from the U?

"Nah," says Reedy, again with conviction... and a hint of a smile. "I'm 86 years old."
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Book reviews spring 2008
By Gayla Marty

The Truth About Garden Remedies

By Jeff Gillman
Can beer make plants grow? Can music? Gillman assesses more
than 100 garden practices, from old-fashioned to new-fangled, and
tells how and why they work--or don't--and the science behind it.
The results will surprise even the most seasoned gardeners.
Gillman is a member of the horticultural science faculty on the Twin
Cities campus.

Timber Press, 2006; ISBN 978-0-88192-748-1; $19.95 pb

The Florist's Daughter

By Patricia Hampl
Hampl proves again that memoir belongs not to the rich and famous but to the humble and
hardworking. The story of her parents--children of Czech and Irish immigrants--is the story of the
Upper Midwest and of St. Paul. It's a tender story, steeped in sharp observation and humor, of
accompanying two profoundly different people toward the horizon where we're all headed. Hampl is
a Regents Professor of English and teaches creative writing on the Twin Cities campus.

Harcourt, 2007; ISBN 978-0-15-101257-2; $24.00 hc

Earthworms of the Great Lakes

By Cindy Hale
Who would have thought the lowly earthworm is in fact an exotic species brought to North America
by Europeans? Healthy for gardens and farm fields, earthworms are also destructive to forest floors.
This brief handbook for all ages--and friendly to worms and forests alike--includes photos and handy
guidance for identifying 15 species of worms. It also describes important things that everyone can
do to slow their spread to protect forest ecosystems and save native flowers such as trilliums and
maple sugar seedlings. Hale is a researcher and educator at the Natural Resources Research
Institute of the Duluth campus.

Kollath+Stensaas Publishing, 2007; ISBN 978-0-9792006-1-8; $12.95 pb
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Making your lawn healthy

Watch a video interview of
Extension horticulture
educator Bob Mugaas
giving tips on how to
improve your lawn this
spring.

Fresh ideas for your lawn and garden

From eNews, May 1, 2008

Getting a late start on your garden this year? Not to worry. Garden centers are still flourishing with
healthy, well--developed perennials and annuals-even vegetables--ready for transplanting.

Looking for gardening tips? University of Minnesota Extension's Consumer Horticulture Team has
created an online resource featuring useful, research-based information in a gardener-friendly
format, which can be found at Garden Info.

The Web site offers easy-to-identify flowers and fruits that will work in
your outdoor space. Get practical tips from reading the online version
of Yard & Garden News, and don't forget the section next to it: "Weird
Stuff and Fun Facts from the Gardening World."

If you still have questions after perusing the many online fact sheets,
summon the wisdom of a Master Gardener with a quick click of the
mouse.

All the inspiration you need is right there in the Web site...just waiting for you to dig in.
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Americans ranked health care
among the four most
important problems facing the
country, making public opinion
on this issue as critical as
ever.

On public opinion and health care

From eNews, May 1, 2008

According to new University of Minnesota research, presidential
candidates must understand public opinion on health care if they
expect to woo voters. Americans ranked health care among the
most important problems facing the country.

U.S. health care reform has not advanced on the political agenda
since the 1992 presidential election, and presidential candidates
will face a similar electorate in 2008, according to Larry Jacobs,
director of the Center for the Study of Politics and Governance at
the University of Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs.

In new research published in the May 1 issue of the New England
Journal of Medicine, Jacobs argues that presidential candidates
must understand the complexities of public opinion on health care
if they expect to woo voters. At the end of the 1992 primary
season, as now, Americans ranked health care among the four
most important problems facing the country, making public opinion
on this issue as critical as ever.

"The current moment in U.S. health care reform is eerily reminiscent of the lead-up to the 1992
election," says Jacobs. "Then, as now, the country was facing an economic downturn and had been
engaged in a war in the Middle East that threatened to distract attention from domestic matters. But
there also was unusually broad agreement among Americans and the presidential candidates that
our health care system needed reform--a negative consensus that still holds today."

Though 90 percent of Americans (polled between 1991 and 2007) consistently agree that the U.S.
health system needs reform, there is no convergence on reform proposals.

Adding to the confusion, surveys have found that when given a choice between a new government-
run system and the current, mostly privately managed health care system, respondents have
chosen to keep what they have. Even supporters of reform were swayed when presented with
possible downsides of a new system--greater cost sharing, limited choice, and increased waiting
times.

"There are no easy answers that address what Americans want in theory and what Americans will
accept in practice," Jacobs adds. "Discussion of the public's attitudes toward health care reform too
often misses these contradictory strains. An accurate assessment requires recognition of
Americans' multiple and competing considerations, which will affect the debate over the
government's role in health care during the presidential campaign."

So what are we to do?

Jacobs finds that without dramatic change in public sentiment, Democrats and Republicans face
daunting obstacles in rallying broad support for particular reforms. Yet, visionary leadership may
overrule public opinion.

"Although public opinion influences legislators' agendas, legislators themselves still must choose to
overcome differences and work together on this issue," says Jacobs. "Broad agreement on a reform
proposal--and on the details--is critical among policymakers. It is worth remembering that Medicare
was passed in 1965 with only 46 percent of the public's support."
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U students have crafted
original music compositions in
response to art works in the
Weisman Art Museum's
permanent collection.

Musical sights
Weisman uses iPods to help patrons interpret art

By Danny LaChance

June 30, 2008

For some, iPods are a sign of detachment, a symbol of how we're
increasingly cutting ourselves off from one another in public
spaces. But when Colleen Sheehy, the Weisman Art Museum's
program director, sees museum visitors wearing iPods, she smiles
rather than cringes. For her, those white ear buds are proof of a
novel form of engagement. The iPods, she explains, contain the
winning music compositions from the museum's ArtSounds
contest, an annual competition that she launched with School of
Music faculty member Doug Geers two years ago. CLA music
faculty encourage students in their courses to craft original music
compositions in response to art works in the museum's permanent
collection. Winning compositions are then recorded, uploaded to
museum-owned iPods, and lent to patrons, who then can take in a
painting's visual call while listening to a student's musical
response. Sheehy is excited about the music's potential to
encourage museum goers to give pieces a second--and third, and fourth--look. "There's a famous
maxim in museum work: visitors only look at a piece of art for five seconds," Sheehy says. But if
patrons are looking at artist Wesley Kimler's painting "Hunter/Prey" while listening to the four-and-a-
half minute percussion solo it inspired University undergraduate Joe Millea to create, they may give
the piece more attention than it would otherwise get. "I have walked by that painting and looked at it
briefly hundreds of times," Sheehy says. "And it wasn't until I was in the gallery and he was playing
his piece that I really looked at it. He really made me aware of its conflicting elements." It also, she
notes, helps communicate to patrons that you don't need a Ph.D. in art history to interpret art--and
that interpretation can take many forms other than the authoritative commentaries often posted on
placards next to sculptures and paintings. Museum patrons can check out the iPods for free at the
front desk.

Music students, of course, are thrilled to have their work made available to the general public. But
they also gain important skills. Beginning students learn to think about how music interacts with
physical, visual, and emotional sensations. "The core idea is that we want them to translate a
physical art object and the psychological, emotional experience they have looking at that object into
a musical response," says Geers. "It's engaging their brains in a significantly different way" than
writing an analytical essay on a symphony or painting might, he adds. Advanced music students,
meanwhile, are challenged to grow artistically. One of last year's winners, Josh Clausen, who
earned his M.A. last spring from the School of Music, says that he was accustomed to beginning
compositions with concepts, emotions, or even fictional characters in mind. This experience, he
says, was different. "It's a concrete object. It's a different platform for discourse, a somewhat more
articulate one," he explains. Since graduation, Clausen has been drawn increasingly toward this
newer platform, creating compositions in conjunction with images and video. Ultimately, Sheehy
says, programs like ArtSounds serve as an important reminder that the museum remains rooted in
an educational institution, with particular ties to the College of Liberal Arts. They communicate the
ethos that museums aren't just for Picassos of the past. They're also for Mozarts of the future.
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Nate Lund and his wife,
Christine, were presented their
awards at a special ceremony
on May 1.

U student wins medal for bravery
Dental student Nate Lund honored with top Army award for rescue
efforts following bridge collapse

By Nick Hanson

May 2, 2008

Just moments after Nate Lund and his wife Christine heard that the
I-35W bridge had collapsed August 1 of last year, they jumped in
their car and began racing toward the disaster from their Roseville
home with medical supplies in hand.

Ten minutes later they were at the scene of the tragedy taking a
boat across the Mississippi river to a medical loading site. It didn't
take long before they realized the severity of the situation--
watching people wander aimlessly about the wreckage and others
trying to crawl out of crushed cars.

Nate, a fourth-year University of Minnesota dental student, and
Christine, a nurse who graduated from the University of Minnesota, helped victims any way they
could.

They wrapped bandages around cuts and treated wounds. They recorded vital signs of those who
survived the fall. They put their lives at risk by recovering victims from wreckage and then assisting
with evacuation. And for victims they couldn't physically aid--those with internal bleeding, broken
bones, or worse--Nate and Christine simply comforted with words and prayer.

That courage, heroism, and selfless action earned Nate the Soldier's Medal, one of the highest
honors bestowed by the Army. The award was presented Thursday during a special ceremony at
the University of Minnesota attended by family, friends, classmates, and many other supporters.

"I will tell those of you who are without an Army background, this is a
big deal," Czerw said. "I'm not sure that you could find a better example
of putting others above yourself."

Requirements for the Soldier's Medal include putting one's self in personal hazard or danger, and the voluntary risk
of life under conditions not involving military conflict. Christine was also honored with a special award from the Army
for her valiant efforts after the collapse.

"There are images you'll never forget, sort of like playing a movie over in your head," said Lund, a
2nd Lieutenant in the U.S. Army Reserves.

Christine had similar sentiments. "I remember a lot of people and their faces, but some of it is just a
blur because there was so much happening so fast," she said.

While they may never forget the incident, neither would think twice about doing the exact same thing
over again, they said.

Recipients of the award must fulfill a stringent set of criteria, said Major General Russell Czerw,
commander of Fort Sam Houston and the U.S. Army Medical Department Center and School, who
traveled to Minnesota to present the award. Only three people have received it in the last three
years.

"I will tell those of you who are without an Army background, this is a big deal," Czerw said. "I'm not
sure that you could find a better example of putting others above yourself."

He also credited the University of Minnesota and its dental school for instilling the value of
selflessness and civic duty in its students. "You have a wonderful institution," Czerw said.
"Lieutenant Lund's character is a great reflection of the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry."

It's an honor to have had Lund attend the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry, added Dean
Patrick Lloyd.

He said Lund's ability to help victims is a true testament to the importance of a dental student's inter-
professional education alongside medical school colleagues in basic courses such as anatomy.

"It's important that dental students have a well-rounded education," Lloyd said. "Whether it's on the
banks of the Mississippi or chair-side in a dental office, you never know what type of medical
situation may arise or if you're going to need to draw on that comprehensive education provided by
the dental school."
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Nicholas Phelps is an
aquaculture specialist at the
University of Minnesota
Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratory.

A threat to Minnesota fish
University aquaculture specialist aims to halt spread of lethal fish
virus

By Nick Hanson

May 8, 2008

The Ebola virus for fish.

Perhaps that's the best way to describe VHS, or viral hemorrhagic
septicemia. The lethal fish virus causes severe hemorrhaging and
is capable of producing massive fish kills in some of Minnesota
anglers' favorite game and eating fish, including walleye, muskie,
perch, sunfish, crappie, and smallmouth and largemouth bass.

The virus, which isn't native to the Great Lakes, was first
diagnosed in Lakes St. Clair and Ontario in 2005. Since then, fish
kills have occurred in other Great Lakes, including Huron and
Michigan, and inland lakes in New York, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
It has yet to hit Lake Superior and inland Minnesota lakes but,
unfortunately, fish experts predict it is just a matter of time before the virus spreads through the
Land of 10,000 Lakes.

While it does not pose a threat to people who handle or eat an infected catch, it is not a virus you
want stewing in your favorite fishing hole. And it's something fishermen will want to be well aware of
as the fishing season kicks off, says Nicholas Phelps, aquaculture specialist at the University of
Minnesota's Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (VDL).

"Not only does the virus have potential to hurt the sport fishing and tourism industries of Minnesota,
it also will likely have a detrimental impact on the commercial fishing industry," Phelps says. "This
includes all fish--both for stocking and bait--that will be required to undergo strict (and expensive)
testing before release into state waters."

Having a knowledge of the virus is paramount to sport fishermen throughout Minnesota and in the
Great Lakes region.

"As the aquaculture industry grows, and more and more people eat fish,
it's important that we closely monitor fish for VHS and other viruses,
just like any other animal."

Phelps offers a few tips to help curb the spread of the disease:

As a first line of defense to prevent the spread of VHS, anglers should not move potentially infected
water or fish (bait or game) from one lake to another in their livewells or bait buckets.
When leaving a lake, drain all water before leaving the access and dispose of all bait or fish parts in
the trash.
Spray hot water on boats, trailers, and recreational equipment and then dry them before leaving a
lake.

Fortunately, the University of Minnesota has also taken a number of preventative steps to halt the
spread of VHS. The first was creating Phelps's position as the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory's
aquaculture specialist. To better serve Minnesota, VDL director Jim Collins saw a need for the
position, what with VHS and other viruses nearing state waters.

"As the aquaculture industry grows, and more and more people eat fish, it's important that we
closely monitor fish for VHS and other viruses, just like any other animal," Collins says.

At the lab headquarters in St. Paul, Phelps is testing fish for VHS and other diseases. He is also
working with fish farms and state agencies throughout the region, since few labs have these
capabilities. Each week the lab continues to test more fish. The Veterinary Diagnostic Lab has also
been working in cooperation with the Department of Natural Resources on a federally funded VHS
surveillance program, testing 90 bodies of water through this spring. The University of Minnesota
will continue to work with the DNR and veterinarians to offer the necessary diagnostic and export
testing services for the state's aquaculture industry, hobbyists, and natural fisheries. "The
combination of experience, testing methods, and capacity make it a win-win situation for both labs
and the state of Minnesota," Phelps says. The Veterinary Diagnostic Lab recently became one of
only eight labs in the country approved to conduct export testing for VHS by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. "While it's not time to panic, it's certainly time to be aware," Phelps says. "Many are
considering VHS to be the worst freshwater fish disease of all time."
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On May 9, members of the
University's Solar Vehicle
Project unveiled their new-
generation car, Centaurus.

Making it possible

Cash donations and in-kind
donations of parts and
materials made the U's
solar car possible.

Major sponsors of the Solar
Vehicle Project include 3M,
Advanced Circuits, AIRTech
International, Caterpillar,
Digi-key, DuPont, EMJ
Metals, Empro Shunts,
Freescale Semiconductor,
Future Lighting Solutions,
General Plastics, Lockheed
Martin, Magnetics Inc.,
Noritake Inc., Northwest
Airlines, PaR Systems,
Philips, Remmele
Engineering, Sal Clear,
Stevens Urethane,
University of Minnesota
Institute on the
Environment, University of
Minnesota Initiative for
Renewable Energy and the
Environment, and Vicor.

Empowered by the sun
Engineering students unveil new-generation solar car

By Judy Woodward and Rhonda Zurn

May 9, 2008

It was a dark hour for Adam Shea, a junior majoring in electrical
engineering. Last year, the Solar Vehicle Project was in jeopardy.

For nearly two decades, the project had given dedicated teams of
engineering and science undergraduate students in the University
of Minnesota's Institute of Technology an opportunity to race
across North America in a James Bond-style fantasy vehicle that
they designed, powered by the amount of energy it takes to fuel a
couple of hair dryers.

For Shea and nearly three dozen teammates, the project, which
culminates every two years in the North American Solar Challenge,
was to be the crown of their undergraduate career.

"It's a lot of work, but it's the most fun, and it's the biggest project undergraduates can get into,"
Shea says.

Then without warning, last year the government withdrew its support for the race--the 2007
competition was cancelled. In 2005, the University team had placed second--by only 11 minutes.
Was it now to be shut out of all hope for the winner's circle?

"It's a lot of work, but it's the most fun, and it's the biggest project
undergraduates can get into," Shea says.

Looking back on those tumultuous days, Shea reflects--only partly in jest--"When I thought the solar
car was doomed, I didn't know what I was going to do with my life."

Solar vehicle returns

Happily for the long-range life plans of Shea and his fellow students, help was at hand. At the 11th
hour, the Toyota Corporation stepped forward to sponsor the challenge. The University was back in
the race.

Project manager Sam Lenius, a senior majoring in electrical engineering, jokes about how he
announced the revival to the group. "What are you doing this weekend? Nothing? Not nothing! Solar
car is back!"

Since then, the team of about 30 students has spent an estimated 30,000-45,000 hours working on
the car.

Solar car video

Watch a video of the solar car that includes comments from student team members.

Centaurus will be competing in the 2008 North American Solar Challenge, a 2,400-mile race from
Dallas to Calgary, Alberta, July 13-22. The University of Minnesota is one of only 26 international
teams competing in designing, building, and driving a solar-powered car in this year's event.

"Competitions like these are an important way to train the next generation of renewable-energy
experts," says Dick Hemmingsen, director of the Initiative for Renewable Energy and the
Environment. He stresses the benefit to the University of involving undergraduates in such complex,
multi-faceted projects.

Working on a project like the solar car, says Jacob Hanna, a senior majoring in mechanical
engineering, "is a whole lot of fun," but it's also serious business at a University that's known for the
excellence of its solar energy research.

An educational experience like no other

The new vehicle is named Centaurus, after the constellation of the same name. Centaurus, team
members explain, has design modifications that should make it more comfortable for the driver. For
one thing, the driver is able to sit up. With its tiny ventilation slits and narrow, recumbent driver's
space, Borealis III--the team's previous vehicle--could reach interior temperatures of 135 degrees.

However, comfort and interior luxury are not the point. This is a racing car, designed to go the
distance under power generated entirely by the array of solar cells delicately fixed to its exterior.

"The trick is to regulate the speed to maximize the benefits of the
available sunlight," explains Lenius. A cloudy day in Minnesota is
going to provide less charge than the glaring sun of the Texas plains,
and the savvy team must know how to deal with both. Otherwise, the
vehicle might face the ultimate humiliation--a dead battery in the
middle of the race.

Weather forecasting is only one of the skills team members must
master. Students are divided into four subgroups: aerodynamics,
electrical design, mechanical systems and, of course, the design and
fabrication of the all-important solar array.

Members of the solar car team say the education they get by working
as part of the Solar Vehicle Project provides experiences they can't
get in their classes. "The interdisciplinary integrations," are what
Hanna calls the most useful part of the project. "Learning to organize a
group of people and manage a timeline."

For Emily Johnston, a senior majoring in electrical engineering, it's the
team effort. "It's really cool to be part of a process," she said, "I enjoy
problem solving in groups."

Watching "power flow" the first time he tested solar cells delighted
Ryan Maclachlan, a junior majoring in mechanical engineering, but he
was surprised by something else. "The scope of interactions with
people," he says. "It doesn't seem that there should be that much talk-
but there is."

For project manager Lenius, working on the Solar Vehicle Project has given him an unexpected
benefit. Not only has he has improved his technical savvy; he has also improved his social skills.

"I used to be introverted and awkward," he says in mock humility. Then he squares his shoulders
and, to the obvious enjoyment of his fellow students, transforms himself into a parody of a polished
young professional as he intones, "My leadership experience in the solar car project has greatly
improved my social skills and ability to lead people."

The team also has the never-failing pleasure of watching the reactions of bystanders when they
take their odd-looking vehicle out in public. They can draw a crowd in minutes, but the gold
standard, says Nick Simon, a junior majoring in aerospace engineering, is seeing "how many kids
fall off their skateboards."

Jeff Hammer, an instructor in the Department of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics, became
the faculty advisor for the Solar Vehicle Project this year after long-time advisor and mechanical
engineering professor Patrick Starr retired.

"It's amazing to see how the students mature when they assume the responsibilities that go with the
project," Hammer says. "They beat down my door wanting to learn. It's wonderful to teach under
those conditions."

Adapted from a story in the Spring/Summer 2008 issue of Inventing Tomorrow, a publication of the
University of Minnesota's Institute of Technology.
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Harouna Maiga on the
Crookston campus.

Home is where the farm is
U professor returns to teach his fellow Malians in the summer

By Pauline Oo

From M, spring 2008

Harouna Maiga was raised on a small farm in the West African
nation of Mali. In 2006, he received the Distinguished Faculty
Award from the University of Minnesota, Crookston (UMC). Luck,
he says, played a big part in helping him make this journey of
nearly 6,000 miles.

"Some young people in Mali have the money to come to the United
States and study, but I didn't have money to do that," says Maiga,
an associate professor of animal science. His fortune changed
when his first employer out of college, the Mali Ministry of
Livestock and Natural Resources, selected him for a U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID) scholarship.

If he had the choice, Maiga would have picked France or Canada because he didn't speak a lick of
English (French is the official language of Mali). Instead, he was flown to Buffalo, New York, for one
semester of English lessons before starting the graduate program in animal sciences at the
University of Maine. "[Learning English] was really hard," recalls Maiga. "But I learned it, got my
masters, and then went back home."

Every other year, for a month, he teaches students in Mali the skills for
making a farm profitable.

Four years later, he was back in the States. This time to pursue a Ph.D. with his own hard-earned
money.

Most of Maiga's trips home these days happen in the summer. Every other year, for a month, he
teaches students in Mali the skills for making a farm profitable. The University of Bamako--the
capital of Mali--sponsors the teaching trips with its Transfer of Knowledge through Expatriate
Nationals (TOKTEN) program. Malians across the globe are invited to return short term to fill holes
in teaching and research positions at various universities.

During a course, Maiga takes a group of college juniors and seniors to a farm, where they
participate in its operations and get hands-on experience. "We look at cows, the finances, labor
issues, and general management," he says. "And sometimes I include [lessons in] artificial
insemination or animal breeding."

His undergraduate students in Mali tend to be older (late 20s-30s) and have work experience, along
with a two-year associate degree. "So, the classes are highly interactive," says Maiga. "The Malian
students really ask a lot of questions."

The program is a chance for Maiga, who's entering his eighth year at UMC, "to help the university of
my home country." It is also an opportunity, he says, to take a trip down memory lane. The school
he has been assigned to teach at is the Rural Polytechnic Institute for Training and Applied
Research--his alma mater. Maiga received his bachelor of science in animal science there in 1979.

"I enjoy agriculture; it's a good area to be in," says Maiga. "When I finished my Ph.D., I was going to
go back home and farm, but I didn't have the money to do it. So I decided to stay in the U.S. and
work. I've always liked farm animals. I grew up with cows, and I fed baby calves--you get to like
them because of this. Farming is just like that. ...I don't know how to explain it."

Farming is the backbone of Mali's economy. "We've got 80 percent farmers, people living in rural
areas, and the main exports are cotton and livestock," says Maiga. By contrast, only two percent of
the U.S. population are farmers.

"Farms in Mali are very small--average two to five acres--and there are very few large commercial
farms of about 1,000 acres," explains Maiga. "In the U.S., small farms may vary from a few acres to
300 acres, and there are many mega farms--5,000 acres and larger.

"Many Malian farmers do not have a formal education or they did not go to school, so they farm the
old ways. Many times they rely on rainfalls because they don't have the money or the capital to
invest in an irrigation system. [Farmers] are really informed [in the United States]. They go to
meetings, and many of them went to school; many even have Ph.D.s."

The majority of farmers in Mali, adds Maiga, are in the business to feed their families. U.S. farmers,
on the other hand, are more market oriented. "They make sure they have the market first before
they produce. Back home, many times the market is not there," he says. "Malians want to make
money, too, but most farmers produce just for home consumption."

So, will Maiga ever realize his dream of owning and running a farm?

"I doubt it," he says. "I do not have and probably will not have the capital necessary to invest in
farming. But I will be involved with farming the rest of my life... I really want to be more involved with
international development. [Helping a country grow] is a very good and noble thing to do."
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Joshua Page, assistant
professor of sociology at the
University of Minnesota, is one
of nine leading criminology
and penal experts who wrote
the report "Unlocking
America: Why and How to
Reduce America's Prison
Population."

Out from behind bars
Report offers suggestions for reducing America's prison population

By Rick Moore

May 13, 2008

The United States is on top of the world in a big statistic, but before
you start waving the flag and chanting "U-S-A! U-S-A," consider
the statistic.

We are the world's leader in imprisoning people.

According to a recent Pew report, more than 1 in every 100 adults
is now behind bars in the United States, the first time we've ever
crossed that threshold. That translates to approximately 2.3 million
Americans who are in prison or jail. The country with the next most
prisoners is China, with 1.6 million, but China has about four times
as many people.

What makes the number of U.S. citizens incarcerated even more
sobering is that the number of violent crimes has actually
decreased over the last two decades, while prison rates have
soared.

A major report, "Unlocking America," cowritten by nine leading criminology and penal experts--
including the University of Minnesota's Joshua Page--explores the causes of the exploding prison
population and offers suggestions for reversing the numbers. Among the report's recommendations
are eliminating prison as a sanction for technical parole and probation violations, reducing the length
of some prison sentences, and reducing the number of people incarcerated for "victimless" crimes,
including many drug offenses.

"We need to reduce the number of people that are going to prison and
be methodical about reserving prison beds and allocating resources for
the most serious and violent offenders, and figure out alternative
sanctions for other offenders."

According to Page, the number of people incarcerated grew for various reasons. More people have been given
prison sentences instead of alternative sanctions such as probation, particularly for drug offenses. In addition,
sentences have become longer, with mandatory minimum sentences and the implementation of "truth-in-sentencing,"
which reduces the amount of time that can be deducted from a sentence for good behavior (making it more "true" to
the original sentence).

While many sentences seem appropriate, the report lists some examples of people who were given
lengthy amounts of prison time for relatively minor offenses. Perhaps the most eye-catching
example: Jessica Hall, an unemployed mother of three children with a husband in the Marines
serving in Iraq, was sentenced to 24 months in prison for "throwing a missile at an occupied
vehicle." The missile, in this case, was a cup of McDonald's coffee that she hurled at another car
that had cut her off on the road.

Fitting the punishment to the crime

"We need to reduce the number of people that are going to prison and be methodical about
reserving prison beds and allocating resources for the most serious and violent offenders, and figure
out alternative sanctions for other offenders," Page says.

Last year, roughly 32 percent of new admissions to Minnesota prisons were for people who violated
the terms of their probation or parole, known as "technical violators," Page says. (This could be for
reasons like failing a drug test or not finding work.) "And then if you add the 21.6 percent that are for
drug offenses, more than half of Minnesota's prison population are for [technical] violators and
drugs."

The authors of the report recommend that technical violators not be sent to prison. The same goes
for drug users, unless the drug use is tied to violence or other "prison-viable" crimes, Page says.
"For drug use alone and petty drug dealing, we do not think prison should be a sanction."

Page and the other authors recommend decriminalizing victimless crimes, meaning people would
not receive any criminal punishment for drug use, prostitution, and the like. They also suggest that
states use alternative sanctions for some offenders who currently serve prison sentences--for
instance, selective property offenders. Options might include paying restitution or performing
community service, whether it's picking up roadside trash or serving food at a homeless shelter.

"There are all kinds of other sanctions that we feel would be far more productive, that wouldn't be
bankrupting the state," he says. It costs tens of thousands of dollars per year to house a prisoner,
and the United States spends more than $60 billion annually for corrections.

The report also suggests a hybrid system of sentencing, in which states would set a "ceiling" and a
"floor" term for each crime and the judge would have the discretion to adjust the sentence based on
mitigating circumstances. A range might be 5 to 10 years for robbery, for instance, but if the criminal
had an otherwise clean record and the crime wasn't violent, the judge might decide to choose a
sentence on the low end of the range.

"It would be a way to individualize sentencing and really take into account these utilitarian
considerations," Page says. "But the '5 to 10' would ensure that the punishment is fitting the crime,
so you wouldn't get 30 years for burglary and you wouldn't get two months."

The report has two additional recommendations: improving the conditions of imprisonment and
restoring ex-prisoner voting and other rights, which would help them better reintegrate into society.

"Prisons that systematically deny human dignity, basic human rights, and life necessities are
creating festering sores that poison the entire society," the report says. "Unsafe, inhuman, and
secretive prisons not only traumatize the incarcerated but also contaminate prison staff and their
families, as well as townsfolk near the prison.

"More generally, support for an inhumane prison system requires that prison workers and the public
embrace the simplistic concept that prisoners are unworthy beings that deserve their harsh
punishment above and beyond the segregation from society and loss of freedom from incarceration
itself."

Then there's the matter of the sheer numbers: one percent of all adults behind bars.

"The fact of the matter is, sending this many people to prison is quite harmful, not only to the people
but to communities and society at large," Page says. "It's not just a matter of being fair, it's a matter
of being smart."

And if Americans need another reason to be concerned about the prison population, it could be the
bottom line. If the report's recommendations were to go into effect, it's estimated we would realize
an annual savings of approximately $20 billion--money that could be going to crime-prevention
strategies or any other number of good uses.

In California, where Page is from, the state budget is set up in a way that funding for corrections
competes directly with funding for higher education. "When people start to recognize that sending all
these people to prison is literally taking away other vital resources, it hits home," he says.

You can download the complete report at Unlocking America. 
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the College of Design's
Human Dimensioning
Laboratory and a professor of
apparel design.

A very expensive tape measure
Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel's body scanner
creates 3D images

By Suzy Frisch

May 16, 2008

Used to be, when a researcher or industry professional needed a
large amount of data about the shape of the human body, it would
take at least an hour to measure one person by hand-and endless
hours to retrieve data from enough subjects for a large-scale study.
Then there was the issue of translating reams of two-dimensional
data into use for a three-dimensional (3D) form. But ever since the
Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel got its hands on a
body scanner, it takes 11 seconds to get that same information
from one person. The technology quickly captures thousands of
data points and creates 3D images of the human body. Apparel
experts can then use this information to develop more accurate
sizing systems, try out patterns, and design clothing. "We talk
about the scanner being a very expensive tape measure," said
Karen LaBat, director of the college's Human Dimensioning
Laboratory and a professor of apparel design. "But it's really changed the way we're collecting
information and developing new ways to use it."

By saving time, taking away human error, and opening avenues for
new ways to fabricate apparel, technology has vastly changed the way
designers create the clothes and equipment we wear for work and play.

The scanner, which was initially funded by the National Science Foundation, opened doors for the University to
conduct cutting-edge research and change the way apparel is designed. In one project, apparel professors teamed
with physiologists and psychologists in the University's Laboratory for Health and Human Performance in Extreme
Environments to develop underclothes for NASA astronauts. Called a liquid cooling ventilation garment, this
wearable technology keeps astronauts cool in their bulky space suits. Researchers also have used the scanner to
design clothing for women with osteoporosis, who often develop an altered posture. Additionally, they have applied
information from 3D body scans to create more accurate clothing patterns and apparel for obese women, who have
completely different body shapes than petite and average women. The Human Dimensioning Lab also has a motion
capture system, another piece of technology that is in the early phases of making a significant impact on the design
of work apparel. Researchers from five universities, including the University of Minnesota, are creating better
protective clothing for pesticide applicators, whose protective garments tend to be large and constraining. The only
partner with a motion capture system, the University is using the equipment to film people and their movements.
Eventually researchers will apply the data to design and test new products that improve workers' ability to stretch,
bend, and move on the job. By saving time, taking away human error, and opening avenues for new ways to
fabricate apparel, technology has vastly changed the way designers create the clothes and equipment we wear for
work and play. Republished from Emerging, spring 2008, a publication of the College of Design. 
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A new study finds that state
exit exams, which students
must pass to graduate, reduce
high school completion rates.

Let's chat about exit
exams

Watch a video interview
with University of Minnesota
sociology professor John
Robert Warren.

The price of high school exit exams

From eNews, May 15, 2008

As approximately three million U.S. high school seniors prepare to
graduate, tens of thousands of their classmates have put their own
graduation on hold because they have yet to pass state-mandated
high school exit exams.

New research by sociology professors John Robert Warren at the
University of Minnesota and Eric Grodsky at the University of
California, Davis, challenges the value of state exit examinations,
both to the students who are denied diplomas and to the general
public which foots the bill to develop, administer, and score the
tests. They find that state exit exams, which students must pass to
graduate, reduce high school completion rates, but neither boost
academic achievement nor improve graduates' post-high school
labor market prospects.

State high school exit exam policies have been implemented in
recent decades to ensure that graduates have the skills required to
succeed in college and in the 21st-century global economy. The exams--popular among politicians,
policy makers, and business leaders nationwide--are in place in 23 states, including Minnesota, and
affect about two of every three students in the class of 2008.

In a study to be published in an upcoming issue of Educational Policy, the researchers found that
state exit exams--including more rigorous exams implemented in some states in recent years--have
no measurable impact on 13- to 17-year-old students' reading or math achievement levels. In a
companion study published in Sociology of Education, Warren and Grodsky found that young
people who had earned diplomas in states that required exit exams experienced the same chances
of employment and the same wage rates as those who were not required to pass exit exams.

As a result, the researchers argue, state exit examinations deny
diplomas to students who do not pass them without doing any good
for those who do, and thus should either be greatly modified to
achieve their goals or abandoned entirely.

"For many people, denying diplomas to some students in order to
more broadly boost academic achievement is an acceptable trade-off,"
says Warren. "But there's no evidence that exit exams boost the
academic achievement or workplace preparedness of U.S. high
school students."

The researchers believe the reason that states' exit exams fail to boost student achievement or
workplace preparedness has to do with the low standards most states set for passing the tests.
Unwilling to deny diplomas to large, politically unpalatable numbers of students, most states align
their exit exams to standards that do not produce measurable gains in academic achievement or
workplace preparedness.
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One way to alleviate your pet's
anxiety about veterinary visits:
Take it on car rides often, just
for fun, so it doesn't associate
trips in your car with only visits
to the vet.

Going to the vet?
By Jane Armstrong

From eNews, May 15, 2008

Some animals suffer the same "white coat" syndrome as their
owners, where routine medical appointments turn into anxiety-filled
endurance tests. Many pet lovers turn to synthetic sedatives, and
sometimes they work well. Sometimes they don't, resulting in
vomiting, increased agitation, or an animal too sleepy to stand.

Behavior modification, long used by trainers and adopted by
holistic vets, could address your dog's anxiety about veterinary
visits. Be sure that your dog is used to rides in the car and doesn't
associate car trips only with visits to the vet. With the assistance of
the veterinary clinic, "deconditioning" can be further extended by
taking your dog to the clinic for innocuous procedures like
weighing. Be sure to provide lots of positive rewards during these
outings.

If you wish to try some other approaches, talk to your vet about
some of the following suggestions: valerian root 30 to 45 minutes
before leaving for the appointment (roughly one capsule for 40
pounds) or rescue remedy (a combination of Bach flowers, which are a dilution of flower material)
using 8 to 10 drops on the tongue of a 60-pound dog or 4 to 5 drops for a small dog or cat.

Rescue remedy can also be sprayed into the exam room in a 5 to 10 percent solution. Dog and cat
pheromones--DAP or Dog Appeasing Pheromone and Feliway for cats--may exert a calming
influence and can be sprayed in the pet's carrier or in the exam room. (The pheromones also come
in plug-in electric diffusers.) Upon arrival at the clinic, a veterinarian skilled in acupuncture may
consider inserting an acupuncture needle into a point on the midline between the ears, which can
provide a calming influence in about 10 minutes.

Trying something new

Many owners looking for a new way to address pet health are now checking out holistic veterinarians. Holistic (or
integrative) veterinary medicine is the examination and diagnosis of an animal that considers all aspects of the
animal's life. Holistic vets combine conventional and complementary treatments to create a tailored health regime for
your pet.

Besides giving your pet a comprehensive physical exam, a holistic veterinarian will inquire about
behaviors, distant medical history, and environmental factors like diet, hygiene, family relationships,
and emotional stresses. With this comprehensive profile, the vet may prescribe a complementary
therapy.

The most commonly used treatments are acupuncture, chiropractic, homeopathy, herbs (oriental or
other herbs, such as Echinacea, red clover, grape root, dandelion root, and hawthorn), and
nutritional therapy. Other treatments, such as massage, are growing in popularity, particularly for
elderly or working animals.

Experts say that complementary care works best when used in the same manner that seems most
effective for humans: as an adjunctive treatment. And as is often the case with complementary
medicine for people, comprehensive, well-controlled studies of specific complementary veterinary
therapies have yet to be completed. But practitioners, pet owners, and even conventional vets agree
that experience is often compelling enough evidence. If an animal acts, walks, eats, or responds
better after complementary therapy, that therapy is most likely successful.

Your conventional vet can often refer you to a complementary practitioner with whom he or she will
then coordinate care, or you can check out the American Holistic Veterinary Medical Association.

For pet owners in the Twin Cities area, there is an integrative medicine service at the Veterinary
Medical Center at the University of Minnesota.

Jane Armstrong is a professor of internal medicine and clinical nutrition at the Department of Veterinary Clinical
Sciences on the Twin Cities campus. 
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High school exit exams don't
boost student achievement--
just the dropout rate,
according to research by John
Robert Warren, an associate
professor of sociology at the
U, and a UC-Davis colleague.

A failing grade for exit exams
High school exit exams hurt but don't help, a U researcher finds

By Deane Morrison

May 16, 2008

About two-thirds of U.S. high school students face having their
diplomas denied unless they pass "exit exams" that do nothing for
them academically or in the job market and that lead many
students to drop out, according to studies by researchers John
Robert Warren of the University and Eric Grodsky of the University
of California, Davis. The researchers studied the impact of the
tests, which are mandated by 23 states, including Minnesota.
Usually administered in the 10th grade, the exit exams are meant
to ensure that graduates possess the skills necessary to succeed
in college and careers. But when Warren, an associate professor of
sociology, and Grodsky analyzed 13- and 17-year-olds' scores on
the reading and math sections of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress tests, they found that exit exams had trivial
effects at best. The study will be published in the journal
Educational Policy. State exit exams also do nothing to boost
employment or earnings, no matter the difficulty of the exams or
the race, ethnicity, or previous achievement level of the students,
the researchers report in a recent Sociology of Education article. Further, having exit exams in place
correlates with a lower high school completion rate, according to a 2006 study led by Warren.
"States with a relatively easy test have about a one percent lower graduation rate than states with
no test," he says. "States with more difficult tests have about a 2.5 percent lower graduation rate."
The nation currently has about 3.5 million high school seniors. If exit tests prompted one percent of
them to drop out, that would translate to an extra 35,000 people entering the job market with no high
school diploma, Warren says.

Unintended consequences

States began adopting exit exams in the late '70s and early '80s, says Warren. Because they are statewide, they
should help all the schools and students in a state pull together toward the same goals and give employers and
colleges a common yardstick for evaluating applicants.

"The cumulative evidence on these policies is clear: They should either
be substantially revised to provide the benefits supporters claim they
provide or they should be abandoned."

The exams are both expensive and politically popular, but Warren and Grodsky questioned whether they work as
planned. They found no support for the idea that the exams help good students. "Most states' tests are actually
geared toward assessing skills acquired before ninth grade. They're rarely at more than about 10th-grade level,"
says Warren. The tests therefore do little to spur achievement among better students, the researchers conclude. Nor
do they lift poorer students to a higher level; instead, through their influence on the dropout rate, they appear to do
the opposite. Warren sees two ways the tests could lead to high dropout rates. "There could be kids getting toward
the end of 12th grade who have completed all the requirements for graduation, but can't get over that [exit exam]
hurdle," he says. "Another possibility we're exploring is that given the motivation in many states for high pass rates
and that the exams are administered in 10th grade, [schools] may hold back kids in ninth grade. "One of the best
predictors of who drops out is making kids repeat a grade. Texas and Florida, which both have exit exams, have
double-digit rates of kids repeating ninth grade. The rates are much lower in other states. I think most people don't
recognize the connection between repeating a grade and dropping out." Exit exams could actually harm better
students, too. Schools pressed to keep pass rates high may divert resources from better to poorer students. For
example, Warren explains, a school may use money allocated for teacher hiring to bring in a general math teacher
rather than a calculus teacher. Given the exams' lack of influence on student achievement and future employment,
plus their contributions to the dropout rate, Warren and Grodsky mince no words in their recommendation. "The
cumulative evidence on these policies is clear: They should either be substantially revised to provide the benefits
supporters claim they provide or they should be abandoned," they say. So what does determine a student's
success? "I think family, peer group, and neighborhood are the best predictors of success," says Warren. "The
majority of kids' waking hours are spent outside school. What you do outside school is mostly with family, your
neighborhood, and friends." 
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Too transient for tumors

The epidermis is composed
of cells called keratinocytes,
which originate in the deep
layers and migrate up to the
surface of the skin. As they
get near the top, they flatten
out and keratin, the tough
protein within them, forms a
protective barrier to water,
microbes, etc.

Because these cells
eventually get sloughed off
at the skin surface, they
don't live long enough to
produce tumors. But in the
deep layers of the
epidermis are stem cells
that stay in the epidermis
and divide to replenish the
supply of keratinocytes.
Damage to them is believed
to be the source of many
skin cancers, says Dong.

Melanoma, the deadliest
skin cancer, arises from
damage to melanocytes,
the cells that produce
granules of dark pigments
and distribute them to
keratinocytes. In a
keratinocyte, the granules
tend to spread out over the
cell nucleus as if to shield
its DNA from incoming solar
UV rays.

Researchers led by Zigang
Dong, director of the U's
Hormel Institute, have found
what may be the first step in
the development of skin
cancer.

Researchers pinpoint first step in sun-
induced skin cancer
Goal is to block cancers before they start

By Deane Morrison

May 20, 2008

University researchers have pinpointed what may be the earliest
event in the development of sun-induced skin cancer. Their work,
published May 15 in the journal Cancer Research, could lead to
the equivalent of a "morning-after pill" to stop skin cancer in its
tracks. "The idea is to find an agent that can prevent skin cancers
after exposure to the sun," says lead researcher Zigang Dong,
professor of cellular and molecular biology and director of the
University's Hormel Institute in Austin, Minn., where the research
team performed the study. Ultraviolet light from the sun is a key
cause of several types of skin cancer, which are the most common
cancers in humans. A million people in the United States are
expected to develop nonmelanoma skin cancer in 2008, and
several hundred will die of it, according to the National Cancer
Institute. Melanoma is estimated to strike 62,000 people and
account for upwards of 8,000 deaths. "We asked, 'Why does
ultraviolet light induce skin cancer?'" says Dong, who, with his
colleagues, studies the molecular mechanisms that lead to the development of cancer. In order to
do its deadly work, UV light must start by interacting with cells in some way. Therefore, the
researchers looked for the first point of contact between UV light rays and cells in the epidermis, the
thin outer layer of skin. They began their search with plant cells because plants must interact with
UV light in order to harness its energy for photosynthesis. The interaction begins when UV light is
captured by tiny protein structures known as receptor molecules.

"The idea is to find an agent that can prevent skin cancers after
exposure to the sun."

But light isn't the only thing captured by receptors. The outer surfaces, or membranes, of animal cells are dotted with
receptors for numerous chemical signals. Like tiny receiving docks, receptors snag specific compounds from the
blood, enabling the cells to engulf or otherwise interact with the compounds. Receptors have been identified for
many substances, including hormones and and other chemical signals that regulate what cells do. "We wanted to
find the UV receptor in skin cells, and we looked for many years," Dong says.
The researchers reasoned that the UV receptors in plants ought to resemble
those of humans or mice, and, therefore, the plant and animal genes for UV
receptors must also be similar. When they compared genes for plant UV
receptors to human genetic material, they had a surprise. The human genes
that matched were for receptors, all right--receptors designed to snag
components of marijuana smoke called cannabinoids and pull them out of the
bloodstream. Why should evolution have produced receptors that respond to
both UV light and cannabinoids? "That we don't know," says Dong. If
cannabinoid receptors are important in the initiation of skin cancer by UV light,
then animals that lack the receptors should be relatively protected from the
ravages of the light. Working with mouse embryos, the researchers removed
the genes for the cannabinoid receptors. They found that the skin of the
resulting adult mice, which lacked the receptors, was resistant to the
development of UV-induced inflammation and skin tumors called papillomas.
Also, when they exposed cannabinoid receptors to UV light, the receptors
changed from an inactive to an active state, indicating they had absorbed and
responded to the light. It is possible, says Dong, that other receptors, still to be
identified, also absorb and respond to UV light and play a role in cancer. And
plenty remains to be learned about the process of cancer development. But
identifying the first step is crucial to understanding the onset of cancer, and
thus finding ways to thwart it. 
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Andrew Cassey

Bowling them over with economics
A U grad student turns the 'dismal science' into performance art

By Kristi Goldade

May 20, 2008

After passing around the syllabus, Andrew Cassey stands beside
his portable green chalkboard. Before him, people chat with their
seatmates. Few take notes, but they pepper him with questions on
international trade. He answers with careful thought, scribbling
each solution on the chalkboard.

Thing is, Cassey is not in a classroom full of students. He's in
Minneapolis's Bryant-Lake Bowl performing his buzzworthy, once-
a-month lecture series about economics.

Bryant-Lake Bowl, a place where you can bowl on old wooden lanes while eating organic bison and
local Star Prairie trout, is also a cabaret, with a theater tucked away behind Lane 1. The theater
becomes a kind of geek haven on Tuesday nights, with entertainment like Books & Bars (eat, drink,
talk books), the Bell Museum's Cafe Scientifique (eat, drink, talk science) and Cassey's "Principles
of Economics" lectures (eat, drink, ...).

Cassey, a graduate student and instructor in the Department of Economics, conceived the notion of
"economics as performance art" a year and a half ago during the Minnesota Fringe Festival, a
Minneapolis-wide performing arts event. So he entered his idea in the lottery for the 2007 Fringe
season and was chosen.

As one former audience member puts it, "Where else can you pay $8
and learn this much about economics?"

Though few attended his first Fringe show, word spread quickly about Cassey's quirky pairing. Anthony Paul, director
of Chopping Block Theatre, saw that show and soon became Cassey's mentor, helping the Ph.D. candidate figure
out how to get more audience members for the Bryant-Lake Bowl performances.

"I introduced him to people I work with," says Paul, "but he came up with some great ideas." To
promote the performances, Cassey felt people would be more apt to pay attention to a cool-looking
coaster, rather than the typical postcard. He was right. The Bryant-Lake Bowl show was packed.

Cassey's performances are in the great tradition of the traveling lecture circuit common when
Minnesota was still a territory, when erudite showmen talked about the latest scientific discoveries.

The distinction between teaching and entertaining can be a fine line, and for Cassey it's mostly
about speed and purpose.

"My job [as a teacher] is to show the tools we [economists] use to think," says Cassey. And he must
capture and engage 300 minds to do that, going slowly, and ensuring that students have time to
take notes and digest the material. But the way he presents that material is anything but dry.

"He's like Conan O'Brien," says Anne Cain-Nielsen, one of his students. "A funny guy who happens
to be talking about economics."

When on stage, his performance must be lively, with entertainment as his goal. He needs to keep
things moving quickly.

"People use economics every day," he says, "whether they like it or not." With practical applications
in mind, he chooses his stage lecture topics. They range from international trade to game theory to
foreign development--all issues people regularly encounter. He presents the economic theory
behind current events, with the hopes of sparking debate. "My biggest fear is silence," says Cassey.
"I want people to challenge me."

His next show is about monetary policy, and if you're wondering, for example, how the World Bank
influences the price of food on your table, come let Cassey clear that up for you. As one former
audience member puts it, "Where else can you pay $8 and learn this much about economics?"

"Principles of Economics" is at Bryant-Lake Bowl, 810 W. Lake St., May 27, June 24, and July 22 at
7 p.m.
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Dorothea Lau's painting
"Workers--Five O'Clock" is
one of many pieces in the
exhibition under the theme of
"Industry."

Art of the New Deal
Exhibition at the Weisman commemorates 75th anniversary of
'New Deal' programs

By Rick Moore

May 23, 2008

The Great Depression was an extended period of unprecedented
challenge in America. From "Black Tuesday" to the dawn of World
War II, the country weathered a stock market crash and resulting
economic collapse, a prolonged drought, and staggering rates of
unemployment.

Out of the depths of the Great Depression sprang the New Deal, a
wide-ranging relief and reform initiative by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt designed to put people to work and stimulate the
economy. Millions of Americans were employed by New Deal
programs, and thousands of them were artists.

The work from more than 60 of these artists is the subject of the
Weisman Art Museum's new exhibition, "By the People, for the People: New Deal Art at the
Weisman," which runs through July 27.

The Weisman is an official federal repository of New Deal art, with more than 1,000 works created
by nearly 200 artists. The works in the exhibition include artists from Minnesota and elsewhere
across the country--names such as Dorothea Lange, Berenice Abbott, Walker Evans, Edward
Weston, and others who went on to success after the New Deal era.

The artworks span various forms--including oil and watercolor paintings, prints, photographs,
drawings, and a few pieces of earthenware--and a wide range of styles from social realism to
surrealism.

One of the exhibition's goals, says curator Diane Mullin, is "to show audiences the plethora of artists
involved in this project--men, women, photographers, painters, expressionists, social realists."

A number of pieces focus on the University of Minnesota campus and surrounding neighborhood--
one of the exhibition's four conceptual categories. (The other three are "Minnesota as Subject," "The
Other Half: Women and the WPA," and "Outside the Box: American Modernism and the New Deal.")
Dewey Albinson's "University Bridge" offers a glimpse at the corner of University and 14th Avenues-
-pre-Annie's Parlour--with the Dinkytown trench (the topic of light-rail line discussions), the river, and
the downtown milling district all visible components. Another of Albinson's works depicts life at the
river flats on the West Bank, circa 1934.

There are three lush watercolors by Stanford Fenelle--of University Avenue, East River Road, and
Folwell Hall--and another by Cameron Booth of the "University Farm Campus."

Some of the most iconic images of the Great Depression were captured
by American documentary photographers, some of whom were funded
by the Farm Security Administration (another of the New Deal's many
components) to document the plight of farmers.

An oil painting of the Robert Street Bridge in St. Paul by Bennet Swanson features a signature view of the capitol
city, and other regional works highlight scenes from Duluth and Stillwater.

A varied section of abstract and surrealistic works offers a change of pace, spiced by Robert Van
Rosen's "Checkerboard in Ward Eleven," a wild piece with one-eyed heads and body parts dotting a
checkerboard floor beneath a patient who has three wooden limbs and an arm in traction.

Another large section of the exhibition centers around the theme of industry--one of the barometers
for economic success, or lack thereof, during the depression.

And then there are the photographs. Some of the most iconic images of the Great Depression were
captured by American documentary photographers, some of whom were funded by the Farm
Security Administration (another of the New Deal's many components) to document the plight of
farmers.

These are dramatic and stark images of rural citizens, young and old, often wearing vacant looks of
fatigue and despair. One image by Marion Post Wolcott shows children of migrant packing house
workers biding time in a "lean-to" shelter made of rusty galvanized tin and burlap while their parents
work through the day and deep into the night. An older girl looks at what appears to be a coloring
book, sandwiched between two disheveled boys with dirty hands in their mouths. It's a harsh
portrayal of the reality of the depression for much of America, for many years.

The exhibition, like those photographs, is a great example of the power of art to both document hard
times and provide an avenue to help rise above them.

Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday; 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thursday;
and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Closed Mondays and all major holidays.
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A new report by the U's
Humphrey Institute highlights
some of the most effective
and innovative district and
charter public schools in the
united States.

Smaller schools and shared facilities
By Julie Lund

From eNews, May 29, 2008

A recent report by senior fellow Joe Nathan and Sheena Thao of
the Center for School Change at the University of Minnesota's
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs concludes that, in general,
smaller schools produce higher graduation rates and test scores,
fewer discipline problems, and a safer environment than large
schools serving similar students.

"We wanted to highlight some of the most effective and innovative
district and charter public schools in the country," says Nathan.
"Our intent is to share ideas from the finest small schools and
schools that share facilities because, in many cases, these schools
are much more successful and satisfying places for teachers and
students. The very best of these schools have eliminated
achievement gaps between students of different races and
economic backgrounds."

Along with research on small schools and shared facilities, the
report "Smaller, Safer, Saner, Successful Schools" (a revision of
the 2001 report of the same name) offers 22 brief case studies of outstanding district and charter
public schools in 11 states. The examples come from urban, suburban, and rural areas.

A survey of 16,000 public school districts found that they spent about $25.3 billion in 2006 on school
construction. Although the tendency over the past two decades has been to build larger schools, the
report points out that tragedies, such as the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School in Colorado,
indicate that there are problems as well as strengths when communities create large public schools.

The report refutes the traditional argument that, even if large schools are not more effective, they
are cheaper. The report cites several examples of small schools that are cost-effective and "cost no
more per pupil than large schools built in the same district."

The study describes the value of schools sharing space with organizations such as museums, social
service organizations, and senior citizen organizations. Research cited in the report concludes that
"15 out of 20 initiatives [in shared space that were] studied reported improvement in student
academic achievement," as measured by improved grades and scores on proficiency tests.

"The major benefit of colocation is improved learning opportunities for students," says Nathan.
"Shared facilities also support expanded services for students and their families, particularly social
services. The benefits spread from the young people to their parents."

"We hope this report is useful and encouraging," he adds. "It's designed to help people see what
some of the most successful schools are doing."

The report was produced under contract from the Minnesota Department of Education, has been
praised in a Star Tribune editorial and selected for instructional use by the Harvard Graduate School
of Education. Copies of the report are available at Minnesota libraries or from the center's Web site.
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Brand extensions, like Jeep's
strollers or Apple's iTunes, are
lucrative ways for a brand to
increase its revenue.

Brand stretching can depend on the
consumer

From eNews, May 29, 2008

Brand extensions, like Jeep's strollers, Maxim's hair color, or
Apple's iTunes, are lucrative ways for a brand to increase its
revenue and customer base. However, many attempts at "brand
stretching" or brand extensions fail in the marketplace. Rohini
Ahluwalia, a professor of marketing at the University of Minnesota's
Carlson School of Management, addresses how firms and their
brands can avoid pitfalls and best manage brand extensions
globally in a forthcoming article in the Journal of Marketing
Research.

More than 80 percent of new products are categorized as brand
extensions, emphasizing the importance of their success.
Ahluwalia's findings identify an important segmentation variable for
marketers to consider when launching brand extensions.

"Stretching a brand makes it important to target an audience that
will be able to process and understand the relationship of the brand to the new product," says
Ahluwalia. "Getting it right the first time is crucial, because early success with a target audience can
help with future extensions. And the broader a brand gets, the easier it is to stretch next time."

Individuals can be categorized as having one of two types of self-views: relational or independent.
Her findings reveal that buyers with a more relational or connected-to-others self-view (e.g.,
females, Asian Americans, Hispanics, and those hailing from Eastern nations) are more open to
accepting brand stretches than those with an independent self-view (e.g., males, Caucasians, and
Westerners). Knowing a target customer's self-view type could be key to managing a new product
launch.

"Consumers whose self-view stresses connectedness can are predisposed to finding more
relationships between objects--such as a parent brand and its extension--than people with a more
independent self-view," explains Ahluwalia. "They [can] uncover more similarities. For instance,
easily [seeing] how Jeep's reputation for durability and a smooth ride would also make sense for a
stroller."

These ties might not be as obvious for shoppers with an independent self-view because they tend to
be more analytical.

Ahluwalia also explains the extent to which a brand can stretch. While the self-view effect is
observed for moderate levels of brand stretch (e.g., Jeep strollers or Godiva ice cream), it is less
likely to emerge when the extension stretches the brand further (e.g., Hooter's Airlines or a Johnson
& Johnson noodle product). In these cases, even those with a relational self-view find it difficult to
uncover clear connections.

Ahluwalia has, however, found ways that a company can increase the chances of success with
relational consumers, even for far-reaching brand stretches.

"There are some specific techniques that might help remove these road blocks," she says. "For
instance, advertising copy strategies like using a question headline, pun, or metaphors will engage
and motivate those with a relational self-view to focus and elaborate on the connection. When this
audience is challenged to think about the relationship of the product to the brand, they are even
more likely to understand and accept the brand stretch."

So, what does this mean for marketers?

"Know your target audience," Ahluwalia advises. "Your customers who relate to an interdependent
or relational self-view--like Asian, Hispanic, or female markets--are more likely to accept brand
extensions than other people, especially if you capture their attention and get them to think about
the brand-product connection."

"How Far Can a Brand Stretch? Understanding the Role of Self-Construal," by Rohini Ahluwalia, will appear in the
June 2008 issue of the Journal of Marketing Research. 
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Gary Schwitzer offers critiques
of health and medical
journalism in hopes of
improving the quality of
coverage.

Listen to his Minnesota
Moment on the topic.

The unhealthy state of medical journalism
Study takes American media to task for coverage of new
treatments

By Deane Morrison

May 28, 2008

News stories about health and medical treatments often omit
critical information such as the costs, harms, and benefits of new
treatments; the quality of the evidence; the existence of other
treatment options; and potential conflicts of interest by sources
used in the stories, according to a University of Minnesota-led
study. In a review of 500 health news stories that ran in the U.S.
media over 22 months, Gary Schwitzer, an associate professor of
journalism, and several colleagues identified the failure to discuss
the cost of new treatments as the most common fault. The study is
published online in the Public Library of Science (PloS)/Medicine.
"At a time when 16 percent of the Gross Domestic Product goes to
health care, it's unforgivable that more than 75 percent of health
journalism articles in 500 stories over two years by 60 news
organizations failed to adequately discuss cost," Schwitzer says.
The study reviewed stories in 50 major U.S. media that included a
claim of efficacy or safety in a health care product or procedure.
The three reviewers--Schwitzer plus two others drawn from
medicine, health services research, public health, or journalism--rated each story according to 10
criteria and reached consensus before publishing their final evaluations on the project Web site.
They found that besides cost, stories about medical research often failed to give all the numbers
necessary to put the findings about risks, benefits, and the scope of medical conditions in context.
For example, ABC's "Good Morning America" reported that breast cancer patients with relatively low
blood levels of vitamin D were 94 percent more likely to have their cancer spread and 73 percent
more likely to die than those with high levels of vitamin D. But nothing was said about the absolute
risk of cancer spread or death. The reviewers also took the story to task for raising needless alarms
through "disease mongering"--in this case, implying, without evidence, that taking supplements of
vitamin D3 could reduce breast cancer risk or improve outcomes. The result was that the piece,
according to the reviewers, "invites anxiety on the part of women who are not taking the
supplements."

Poor coverage is happening "at a time when we're [also] getting some
of the best health journalism we've ever seen," says Schwitzer. "But the
valleys between the peaks may undo a lot of the good by driving
consumers to demand unproven therapies."

And while it mentioned that taking too high a dose of vitamin D can be harmful, the story mentioned sunlight as
another source of the vitamin but omitted any mention of the dangers of excessive sun exposure. In a second
example, "ABC World News" reported that a new test for prostate cancer showed improved accuracy. It stated that
the test, developed by Johns Hopkins researchers, gave "false positive" results only three percent of the time. Yet it
made no mention of how often the test accurately detected the presence of the cancer. Further, the reviewers faulted
the story for not mentioning that screening for prostate cancer is controversial regardless of method because "it isn't
yet clear if screening saves lives." And the story didn't disclose "what was abundantly clear even in a Johns Hopkins
news release: the principal investigator receives a share of the royalties received on sales of the test. He is also a
paid consultant to the manufacturer of the test." In the PLoS article, Schwitzer notes that these problems with health
journalism occur at a time when many newsrooms have cut medical and health reporting positions following a drop
in profits. "Those cutbacks may be the reason why only 35 percent of stories we evaluated were rated satisfactory on
the criterion of whether the reporter had discussed the study methodology and the quality of the evidence, issues
that only a trained health journalist could be expected to understand," he says. But, he adds, a lack of resources
doesn't excuse poor coverage. The reviewers found substandard coverage in some of the top media while
sometimes giving high scores to less prominent outlets. Poor coverage is happening "at a time when we're [also]
getting some of the best health journalism we've ever seen," says Schwitzer. "But the valleys between the peaks
may undo a lot of the good by driving consumers to demand unproven therapies." Schwitzer e-mails reviews of all
stories to the journalists who wrote them and says the responses have been overwhelmingly favorable. Discussions
of all the stories in the study can be found by visiting Schwitzer's Web page referenced above. He hopes that visiting
it will help interested readers become smarter news and health care consumers. "We get feedback from people
saying, 'I've never had anybody explain things to me like this before,'" he says. "We encourage consumers to register
[at the Web site], weigh in, and talk to journalists and to us." 
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An eye-tracking helmet allows
researchers to monitor eye
movement as students read
text on a computer screen.

Help for struggling readers

From eNews, May 2008

Reading may be the single most important skill for children to
learn--a portal to the world of knowledge. Yet a 2003 report by the
National Assessment of Educational Progress showed that more
than 37 percent of fourth-grade students, 26 percent of eighth-
grade students, and 26 percent of twelfth-grade students read
below grade level.

The percentage of struggling readers has scarcely decreased over
the last decade despite extensive research and interventions
undertaken to help them. University of Minnesota educational
psychology professor Paul van den Broek and assistant professors
Kristen McMaster and David Rapp (now at Northwestern
University) set out to reverse this trend with an innovative
approach that zeroes in on the specific cognitive challenges that
can trip up struggling readers.

Van den Broek and his colleagues are among the first to connect
knowledge of psychological functioning during reading with classroom practice. "Despite countless
efforts and approaches, so many children are still struggling with reading," says van den Broek. "We
believe that a thorough understanding of what these struggling readers do during reading will lead
us to interventions that improve their specific reading process difficulties." During the first year of the
study, the researchers evaluated 270 students of all reading abilities in grades four, seven, and nine
and created individual cognitive profiles. Their goal was to compare the profiles of different groups
of struggling readers with those of students who measure average or above average in reading. The
researchers developed two original assessments to evaluate cognitive reading processes: A "talk-
aloud" test: The student gave a running commentary about the text as he or she read, helping to
identify the points at which comprehension broke down. This assessment demonstrated that
although most draw on background knowledge as they read, one subgroup of struggling readers
often draws on information that is not relevant. Another subgroup only sporadically refers to such
background knowledge at all. An eye-tracking test: A special helmet allows researchers to monitor
eye movement as students read text on a computer monitor. The device can tell if the subject skips
a word, when she looks back for reference, and where she pauses and rereads. The team
discovered that readers of all levels skip back to verify information, but struggling readers often
return to the wrong place. The researchers spent the second year of the study in the classroom,
developing and testing interventions specific to the cognitive profiles. They trained teachers to apply
interventions designed specifically for the different subgroups of struggling readers. One of the
interventions involved peer-assisted, custom-tailored questioning. In teams of two, students took
turns reading aloud and asking or answering predetermined questions designed to prompt the kind
of text processing that had proven problematic for the individual. Teachers in the study acted as
consultants and collaborators to evaluate how the various interventions worked in practice and to
assist in developing an intervention tool kit. In the process the team confirmed that different
interventions helped different kids. "This means that it is possible to not only identify distinct
subgroups within the broader group of struggling readers based on their cognitive processes during
reading but that [moreover, one can] design effective interventions for each subgroup," explains van
den Broek.

Why this research matters

Decades of research show that when students get off to a poor start in reading, they rarely catch up.
The National Adult Literacy Survey found that about 44 million adults lack sufficient literacy skills to
function successfully in American society. They have difficulty finding and keeping living-wage jobs,
supporting their children's education, and participating actively in civic life.

"The truth is, once kids get beyond eighth grade, it becomes very unlikely that their reading will
improve," says van den Broek. "We have high hopes that this research will lead to targeted
interventions that will make such grim statistics a thing of the past."
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Once you decide that it's safe
to leave your children home
alone, you should talk to them
about safety. For example,
how to answer the phone
without indicating they are
alone.

Home alone

From eNews, May 29, 2008

Summer is almost here, and if you're the parent of a child ages 9 to
12, you can bet this question is also coming: "Why can't I stay
home by myself this summer?" The transition to having your child
stay home alone is a big step for every family, says Kathleen
Olson, family relations specialist with University of Minnesota
Extension. According to the U.S. Census, about 7 million of the
nation's 38 million children ages 5 to 14 are left home alone
regularly. Among the report's key findings: 600,000 five- to eight-
year-olds fend for themselves and 3.4 million children are under
the care of siblings. The national average "home alone" time is six
hours per week, and higher-income parents are more likely to
leave kids unsupervised. Statistics also indicate that unsupervised
kids are at greater risk of accident and of harm by strangers,
siblings, or friends; and are more apt to commit crimes than those
under the care of an adult. "Experts strongly recommend that you
not leave children under 10 at home alone for any extended period
of time," says Olson. "You can check with your local Child
Protection Agency to find out age guidelines for children being left
alone." Once parents have decided that it's safe to leave their
children home alone, they should talk to them about safety issues,
Olson says. She recommends parents remind children they should
never open the door for anyone. A discussion about the child's boundaries should also take place,
she says. "Can she play outside or visit the neighbors?" Olson says. "Can he ride his bike, go to the
playground, and visit friends?" Olson says it's also essential to teach children how to answer the
phone and take messages without indicating they are alone. Or, have them use caller ID or an
answering machine to screen calls. A plan of action is important in case something goes wrong, she
says. Parents should post emergency telephone numbers, their work and/or cell phone numbers,
and numbers of neighbors or relatives who could help if needed. "Have a backup plan if you can't be
reached," she says. "And remember to discuss rules children need to follow if they are allowed to
stay home alone." According to Olson, children are less likely to break rules if they are involved in
setting them up. She says to go over rules periodically, and post them in a prominent place. When
parents are away, they should call home at unpredictable times to see how the children are doing
and let them know they will be checked on, she says. According to the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, being trusted to stay home alone can be a positive experience for a child who
is mature and well prepared. It can boost the child's confidence and promote independence and
responsibility.

"Staying home alone is a big responsibility for children," says Olson. "It's important for parents to
give them the skills they need to be safe and to feel comfortable."

For more tips, see "Leaving Your Child Home Alone". (PDF)

Kathleen Olson is a family relations specialist and professor with University of Minnesota Extension. 
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Left to right, computer science
and engineering (CSE)
professor Shashi Shekhar,
CSE doctoral student Mete
Celik, Jane Goodall, and CSE
professor Jaideep Srivastava

From Tanzania to U
CSE professors collaborate with U ecologists to analyze
chimpanzee research data

By Robyn White

May 28, 2008

In the lush tropical forest of Tanzania's Gombe National Park,
famed chimpanzee expert Jane Goodall and her research team
spent decades documenting chimpanzee behavior and habitat.
Researchers there are still following chimpanzees daily, recording
their travel, food choice, interactions with other chimpanzees, and
geographical data.

Far from the forest, the products of this work--46 years worth of
paper-based maps, hand written checksheets, notes, video, and
satellite images--have found a home at the Jane Goodall Institute's
Center for Primate Studies (JGI-CPS), on the University of
Minnesota's Twin Cities campus in St. Paul.

While Goodall's research in Gombe and her outreach efforts have given the world a better
understanding and appreciation for chimpanzees, University ecologists and computer scientists
have teamed up to find new ways to use the data. They are analyzing the data for patterns in
everything from female grouping habits to male aggression and mating habits relating to the Simian
Immune Deficiency Virus (SIV). They are also constantly seeking new research techniques and
areas of study.

Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) professors Shashi Shekhar and Jaideep
Srivastava have worked with their students for nearly five years on two of the University center's
projects. CSE professor John Carlis and his students also helped set up a database of the
behavioral data for the center in the late 1990s. Anne Pusey, director of the University primate
center, said interdisciplinary collaborations with CSE have been very helpful in understanding the
chimpanzee data.

"It means that years and years and years of blood and toil, crawling
through the forest, being scratched by thorns, having your hair caught,
is put down on these bits of paper and is now amazingly is being
amalgamated and will be useful to students all over the world," Goodall
said.

For one of the current projects, CSE graduate student Mete Celik created a searchable database prototype that
would organize more than 600 hours of chimpanzee video footage from the Jane Goodall Institute's videographer,
Bill Wallauer. The video database is housed in the U's Digital Technology Center (DTC).

Celik explained how the technology works in a presentation to Goodall when she visited the
University center in March. "It's kind of a Google-like search engine," he said. A chimpanzee's name
and behavior can be entered to retrieve the corresponding video clips. Eventually the researchers
would like to make the database into a searchable library that allows users to add their own
perceptions of the research material.

"Years and years and years of data is being computerized, so that questions that I used to ask,
which entailed going back through file after file after file by hand, can now be found very quickly by
pressing buttons. It's quite extraordinary," Goodall said in a campus press conference. "It makes me
very jealous, because I could have done so much. We didn't have some of these technologies back
then."

The other CSE-related project focuses on analyzing the data. Behavioral ecology doctoral student
Carson Murray used Shekhar and Srivastava's expertise in temporal, spatial, and spatiotemporal
data mining to study patterns and commonalities in female chimpanzee relationships and location
behavior. CSE graduate student Sandeep Mane also worked on this project.

Srivastava said they discovered patterns in female chimpanzee association and location behavior
that revealed the importance of dominance. In her presentation to Goodall, Murray said she found
that a high dominance rank equals an increased loyalty to core areas in the wild. Core areas are
specific territories occupied by a chimpanzee.

"[CSE researchers] helped me to come up with a way to look at these point patterns," she said,
adding that she's now looking at male core areas. "They are very much driven by food. It looks like
they inherit their mother's core area," Murray said.

Shekhar and Srivastava said they have been amazed at the information gleaned from the data so
far. "To me personally, it's fascinating," Srivastava said. "I learned how similar chimpanzee behavior
is to human behavior." Pusey said this is a common realization. "Because chimps are our closest
relatives, we're always thinking about their similarities and differences," she said.

While work is still ongoing for these two projects, new areas of study are being discussed. "We're
interested in the different types of social bonds you see in the [chimpanzee] community," Pusey
said.

JGI funds the long-term field work at Gombe. The University center work is funded by NSF, the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), and a private grant from Milton Harris. Pusey said she is
continuously working on fund raising and hopes that JGI will partner with the center on future fund-
raising initiatives.

On her visit to campus, Goodall touted the value in the University center's work and expressed hope
for future study of the data. "It means that years and years and years of blood and toil, crawling
through the forest, being scratched by thorns, having your hair caught, is put down on these bits of
paper and is now amazingly is being amalgamated and will be useful to students all over the world,"
she said.

For more information, visit chimpanzees.

Republished from Soundbyte, the newsletter of the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering.
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In May, tulips take center
stage at the Arboretum.

U plant biologist John Ward
helped "Treehenge" designer
Judy Grundstrom with the
scientific labeling of her art
installation. Photo by Chris
Opsal

Of trees and anniversaries
Arboretum's summer exhibit launches yearlong anniversary
celebration

By Pauline Oo

June 2, 2008

You can thank the apple for giving birth to the Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum.

In 1908, the University of Minnesota created the Fruit Breeding
Farm on 80 acres near Victoria, Minnesota, to develop apples that
could thrive in the harsh conditions of the north. (Up until then,
apple trees that were brought in from other parts of the country
couldn't survive the extremely cold winters or hot dry summers.)
Success with the apple fueled interest in cold-hardy research of
shrubs and plants. In 1958, a 160-acre arboretum was established.

Today, the more than 1,000-acre Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, 45 minutes southwest of
Minneapolis, is the largest public garden in the Upper Midwest. It features model landscapes and
natural areas with plant collections specially designed for the northern climate. The Fruit Breeding
Farm, now known as the Horticultural Research Center because it also breeds and tests varieties of
shade trees, shrubs, and ornamental grasses (in addition to fruit trees, berries, and grapes), is
located just a mile west of it.

"This year we're celebrating all that research and a birthday," said Arboretum director Peter Olin
during a reception in May to launch the "Treeology" exhibit and a host of other anniversary events
(listed below). Olin, who has overseen the Arboretum for 24 years, will retire this month. Some
highlights of his tenure are the construction of the Oswald Visitor Center and Horticulture Therapy
Lab, as well as the creation of the Spring Peeper Meadow wetland restoration.

Exhibit kicks off birthday

celebration

Treeology, which runs through October 12,
includes the "Art 'n' Trees Trail"--18 juried
art installations inspired by trees and our
relationship with them; a series of
interactive learning stations (for example,
lift a "Birthday Tag" to check a tree's age);
and fun facts about 15 outstanding
Arboretum trees, including the oldest,
tallest, and weirdest.

The Arboretum received about 80 entries for the "Art 'n' Trees Trail" exhibit, and five judges chose
the final 18 based on a set of criteria. In addition to inspiring visitors to see and cherish trees as
living beings, each art installation had to be easily maintained and tree friendly. For example, all the
wood used in "Treehenge" (see photo) is red oak that had already been cut down by a local tree-
care business. In other words, the wood was waste that was recycled into the art piece. Each
winner received a $2,500 stipend toward materials and labor for installation.

"We're very excited about this exhibition," said Olin. "Trees are the heart of our work here at the
Arboretum."

With sprays of fabric representing shafts of light, "Emergent"
encourages visitors to reflect on their own memories of trees.

And it all started with the apple tree. The Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum on Highway 5 in Chaska is part of the U's College of Food,
Agricultural, and Natural Resource Sciences. Admission is $7 for adults;
free for children under 15. Summer hours are Monday through Saturday
7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thursday 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., and Sunday 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. For directions, see visitor information. For more information

about the plants at the Arboretum, see Gardens and Collections.

Anniversary events "Great Hall of Honor"--51 colorful posters in the Oswald Visitor Center depict the most
significant fruit and plant introductions produced by the Horticultural Research Center; through Dec. 31.

Toast & Taste in the Gardens--a party featuring Minnesota food, wine, beer, and entertainment; Friday June 13, 6-9
p.m. (Tickets are $45; reservations required)

Anniversary Gala in the Gardens--a 1950's cocktail party with dancing; Wednesday, June 18, 6-10 p.m. (Tickets
start at $250; reservations required; see gala.)

Ornamental Hardy Plant Research Symposium; Thursday, June 19, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Free Family Day in the Gardens; Sunday, June 22

For more information about each event, call the Arboretum at 952-443-1400. 
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Hisham Bizri believes films are
living organisms that can give
people hope and comfort.

The poetics of cinema
Filmmaker and faculty member Hisham Bizri turns everyday life
into visual poetry with an emotional pulse

By Linda Shapiro

When Hisham Bizri talks about filmmaking, he becomes a poet, a
scientist, and a Utopian philosopher by turns. Bizri's work has been
shaped by his experiences growing up in a country in turmoil and
by his belief that films are living organisms with the potential to
"create possible worlds" that give people hope and comfort.

A native of Sidon, Lebanon, Bizri grew up watching European art
cinema and classic American westerns while civil war raged
around him. He has lived in the United States for over 20 years,
making films that reflect his personal experience of mediating
between his Arab/Muslim upbringing and his Anglo/American
culture. "I make references in my films to things that have been
informed by my Lebanese origins and Lebanese history, but also
by my exposure to the West. The works of Bach, Joyce, and
Proust--all these shaped my mind," says Bizri, an assistant professor of film.

"People in my country and everywhere are unaware of the tragic and the magic in everyday life. I'm
fascinated by the human spirit that can create such wonderful things in art and at the same time
destroy so much. How can the sublime and the ridiculous coexist?"

Visual poetry

While his films have been shown in Beirut and internationally, Bizri wonders how well he's been able to communicate
to his countrymen. "It's difficult for them to get into my mind, and it's a dilemma for me. I'm not sure what difference
I'm making," says Bizri, who has seen Lebanon radically altered over the past couple of decades. "I have a very
difficult presence there now. Lebanese culture is in decay. Education and media have become commercialized.
We've lost our sense of poetry."

In 2007, Bizri won a prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship, awarded for "exceptional capacity for
productive scholarship or exceptional creative ability in the arts." This year he was awarded the
distinguished 2008-09 Rome Prize by the American Academy in Rome. Together these fellowships
will enable this internationally acclaimed filmmaker to work on two films that have been brewing for
some time. Song for the Deaf Ear will be a meditation on war and violence in Lebanon created from
material Bizri has shot over the past few years, and from film archives. Cairo Psalm, loosely inspired
by James Joyce's novel Ulysses, will explore the theme of spiritual exile by following the lives of
characters who have been dispossessed of their native country, culture, and religion.

"I'm fascinated by the human spirit that can create such wonderful
things in art and at the same time destroy so much. How can the
sublime and the ridiculous coexist?"

"There's always a tension between abstraction and representation in my films," says Bizri. "I want
this film to reflect the sense of anxiety, melancholy, and despair that people are currently feeling in
Egypt."

The process of creating his films--which he describes as "visual poems"--involves a complex
balance of technical skill and visceral intuition. "There is so much that the eye can see but doesn't; I
try in my films to make that visible," says Bizri. "But because the camera can record anything, you
must be vigilant about creating something while you're recording. Otherwise it becomes boring, like
most contemporary cinema--the same old stories."

While the skill of looking through a camera with clarity of intent must be carefully honed, the
filmmaker's passion also needs plenty of room to maneuver, he suggests: "Film becomes universal
when you make the viewers feel the emotional impulse of the scene they are watching. Creating the
right rhythm is the most important thing in art. It's the rhythm that carries the emotional potential and
shows you the soul of the filmmaker."

Bizri brings to his classes not only his brilliance as an artist but also a dedication to students that
makes him "one of the University's great treasures," says department chair John Archer.

"Lots of students are anxious, depressed. They are desperate to communicate and don't know how
to do it," says Bizri. "Film is a way to know the world of emotions, soul, spirit, and the unconscious. If
you come at filmmaking from the angle of passion, you can make students see that in beauty they
can discover a kind of peace they won't find in the increasing commercialization of cultures around
the world."
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An artist enjoys the solitude of
the Cloquet Forestry Center.
Split Rock workshops take
place in the Twin Cities and at
the Cloquet Forestry Center.

Split Rock Soir?es

Come celebrate the energy
and talent of Split Rock's
2008 faculty over five
evenings of readings and
artists' talks: June 24 at
McNeal Hall, St. Paul; and
July 8, 15, 22, and 29 at
Weisman Art Museum,
Minneapolis. Tickets are $5;
call 612-625-8100.

Split Rock Arts Program celebrates 25 years

June 10, 2008

This summer, writers, artists, and designers who represent a
variety of backgrounds, interests, and skill levels will once again
have the opportunity to work with renowned faculty through Split
Rock's retreats at the Cloquet Forestry Center in northern
Minnesota or workshops on the University of Minnesota's Twin
Cities campus.

Photography instructor Craig Blacklock began teaching for the
program at its inception. "When I started back in the early 1980s,
there was a real disconnect between what was being taught in
college art photography classes and what photographers actually
needed to know to make meaningful images."

Blacklock's goal--and the overall goal of the program--is to go
beyond the standard "classroom" experience.

"The best instruction comes from working artists, and Split Rock
fosters a tremendous learning atmosphere," he says. "Almost
every class becomes a family by the end of the week. The participants are always eager to learn
and to help each other out. It is absolutely the best learning situation I've been a part of," Blacklock
says.

According to Andrea Gilats, the program's cofounder and longtime director, "the program began--
and is still necessary today--because artists need opportunities to develop, gain skill, and practice
within learning communities. The impetus for starting it was to give artists at all levels [the chance]
to work with outstanding practitioners. Split Rock provides opportunities to make and do art. It's
where you actually do the thing, rather than just talk about it. Doing is a powerful form of knowing."

The College of Continuing Education, where the program is housed, estimates that the program has
served about 13,000 people, including participants in this summer's workshops. (Registrations
doubled the year the program was moved from Duluth to the Twin Cities.)

Gilats retired from Split Rock in 2007 and former associate director Anastasia Faunce took the
reins. As she moves into her second year as director, Faunce, who has spent nearly seven years
involved with the program, continues to marvel at the unique combinations of people and their
contributions, summer after summer.

"When the workshops are in session," she says, "it's remarkable. To
hear the laughter, witness the camaraderie of artists working in the
studio, feel the earnestness of writers reading during Open Mic, even
see faculty and participants' tears when the end of the week inevitably
comes--these are the moments when I feel the energy, the incredible
buzz of Split Rock most. I know it's a clich? to say it's 'magical,' but
really, what other word is there?"

"Twenty-five years ago, no one even knew if the program would get off
the ground--let alone flourish like it has," says Gilats. "Sometimes, I
just can't believe it. After all these years, Split Rock remains an ever-
changing, vibrant program that transforms the lives of the people it
serves."

With a quarter of a century gone, what"s on tap for the future?

"Thanks to the longtime dedication of Andrea and [program administrator] Vivien Oja, both of whom
have worked for decades to shape and strengthen the program, Split Rock has a rock-solid
foundation," says Faunce.

"[It's my goal] to build on that, adapting and innovating as the times and peoples' needs and desires
change, and as technology and the ever-transforming disciplines and notions of art evolve.
Hippocrates said, 'ars longa, vita brevis,' which in the case of Split Rock, means we must always
have a keen eye on what these art and writing experiences might look like in the future, as well as
how they might be best delivered. It's a tricky, but exciting responsibility."

For more information about the Split Rock Arts Program, including a list of summer events and workshops, visit the
College of Continuing Education. 
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Nate Liao is improving after
University physicians treated
him with stem cell therapy for
a rare and fatal disease.

Watch a video of Nate, his
mother, and Dr. John Wagner.

Novel stem cell therapy gives hope to boy
with rare disease
U doctors led a team that may have saved toddler Nate Liao

By Laura Stroup and Molly Portz

June 3, 2008

For toddler Nate Liao, the slightest touch and every bite of food
was painful. Nate was born with recessive dystrophic
epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB), a genetic disease that causes skin
and the lining of the digestive tract to slough off. In young
adulthood, it leads to an aggressive, inevitably fatal skin cancer. In
October 2007, Nate got a chance at a normal life when doctors at
the University and the University of Minnesota Children's Hospital,
Fairview gave the Clarksburg, N.J., boy, now a 25-month-old, an
experimental umbilical cord blood and bone marrow transplant.
Since then, he has shown dramatic improvement. "We have
established a new standard of care for these EB patients,
beginning with Nate," says John Wagner, the lead University of
Minnesota Medical School physician for the clinical trial. "Nate's
quality of life is forever changed." Children with RDEB lack an
essential connective tissue protein called collagen type VII, which
anchors skin and the intestinal tract lining in place. In RDEB, these
tissues are exquisitely fragile; tearing and blistering occur with minimal friction, and coughing and
vomiting often tear the lining of the esophagus and stomach. The children must have their entire
body continuously wrapped in bandages to prevent damage. Malnutrition is a concern, and many
require feeding tubes. In collaboration with Angela Christiano, professor of molecular dermatology
and genetics and development at Columbia University Medical Center, and investigators at
Asahikawa Medical College (Asahikawa, Japan), and Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia,
University of Minnesota researchers Jakub Tolar and Bruce Blazar discovered that certain stem
cells found in bone marrow could correct the biochemical defect in RDEB in a mouse model of the
disease. Marrow-derived stem cells greatly lengthened the life expectancy of the mice and healed
existing blisters. Further testing by Columbia demonstrated that for the first time, these mice were
producing collagen type VII and structures called anchoring fibrils, which bind skin to the body.

"I have watched Nate improve every day. It has been slow, but I believe
we are on the road to him getting better," says Theresa Liao, Nate's
mother.

This is the first time physicians have approached the treatment of RDEB from a systemic perspective, using marrow-
derived stem cells from a healthy donor to correct the underlying genetic defect. With the infusion of stem cells, new
cells that produce the missing collagen type VII are generated throughout the body. Nate received marrow- and
umbilical cord blood-derived stem cells and progenitor cells from his healthy, tissue-matched brother. Over the next
six months, the skin and lining of his intestinal tract slowly improved, and skin biopsies on days 60, 130, and 200
showed more and more collagen type VII. By day 130, Nate's skin and intestinal lining were beginning to show
clinical signs that his skin was anchoring to his body. And he has begun doing things most toddlers and their parents
take for granted--eating a snack, for example. Since this has never been done before in people--researchers only
have experience in animal models of the disease--doctors are not sure what to expect in the future. Nate's skin is
looking healthier, but he is still mostly bandaged and does still get wounds--but not as frequently or easily as before.
"I have watched Nate improve every day. It has been slow, but I believe we are on the road to him getting better,"
says Theresa Liao, Nate's mother. "[His improvement to date] has made a tremendous impact on our lives." Based
on the success seen in Nate, Wagner will enroll additional RDEB patients into the clinical trial. Jacob Liao, a brother
of Nate who also has RDEB, received an unrelated donor cord blood transplant May 30. It will be several months
before the results of that transplant are known. Using private donations made to the University of Minnesota EB
Fund and the Children's Cancer Research Fund based in Minneapolis, research is already underway to improve
upon the existing therapy and to broaden the approach to other forms of EB and other collagen-based diseases.
More information on the clinical trial is available on the University epidermolysis bullosa Web site. 
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Pediatrics professor John
Wagner has found that cells
from umbilical cords are as
effective as bone marrow in
the treatment of leukemia in
children.

Umbilical cord blood is as good as bone
marrow in treating leukemia
Cord blood need be less closely matched, opening the door for
racial minorities and other hard-to-match groups

By Deane Morrison

June 8, 2008

In a stunning turn of fortune for leukemia patients, a University-led
study has shown that children with the disease did just as well with
transplants of umbilical cord blood as with transplanted bone
marrow. Better yet, the cord blood didn't have to be matched to the
recipient; as long as the degree of mismatch was limited and the
number of cord blood cells available was sufficient, patients
receiving cord blood had the same five-year leukemia-free survival
rates as those who received bone marrow. The work opens the
door to providing a ready supply of white blood cells to leukemia
patients from ethnic and racial minorities, who now have great
difficulty finding a donor because they are underrepresented in
volunteer marrow registries worldwide. The work appears in the
June 9, 2007 issue of the journal Lancet. "This has tremendous
implications," says senior investigator John Wagner, a University
professor of pediatrics and director of the division of pediatric hematology/oncology and bone
marrow transplantation. "It means we can find donors now for a majority of our patients. In the
United States, for African Americans [the capability is about] 20 percent, confined to partially
matched donors in the marrow registries." In matching, doctors try to minimize the chance that
transplanted bone marrow or white blood cells will attack the tissues of the leukemia patient, a life-
threatening condition called graft-versus-host disease. To do so, they examine four proteins, known
as HLA antigens, that are found on the outer surfaces of cells and may provoke an immune
response. Each person can have up to two variations of each HLA antigen. The "gold standard" for
a match is when all eight (two variations on four proteins) are the same in both donor and recipient.
In their study, Wagner and his colleagues analyzed data from transplant centers around the country.
The researchers compared 503 cord blood recipients with various degrees of mismatching to 282
"gold standard" matched bone marrow recipients, looking for difference in the five-year survival rate.
The results were eye-opening.

"For the first time, the timing of transplantation can be dictated by the
patient's needs, as opposed to the availability of the matched bone
marrow."--John Wagner

In cord blood, "with every increment in mismatch, we found a correspondingly increased anti-leukemia effect. That
means the risk of relapse of leukemia became substantially lower with every level of mismatch." Although it seems
counterintuitive, such an effect is also known to occur with bone marrow transplants, but the study found it to be
even stronger with cord blood. In other words, even with mismatched cord blood, overall five-year survival rates were
comparable to the gold standard of bone marrow transplants, says Wagner. In both cases, the rate was about 38
percent. Umbilical cord blood also was associated with a lower risk of graft versus host disease. "This is quite a
surprise finding," he says. "It's of particular importance to those patients who can't even find donors in the marrow
donor registries." However, says Wagner, increasing levels of mismatch in cord blood transplants were associated
with higher risks of death from transplant-related complications, most commonly infection. Higher numbers of cells in
cord blood transplants improved survival rates. Throughout the world, there are approximately 11 million volunteer
donors ready to donate bone marrow, Wagner says. In contrast, there are about 300,000 units of cord blood banked
so far. Even with such a relatively small supply of cord blood, Wagner says, "we can find donors for many of our
patients, particularly those of racial minority descent, because we can use more mismatched transplants." Now, it
takes an average of two to four months to obtain marrow from adult volunteer donors. In contrast, cord blood units
are already sitting in a bank, and can be used once a confirmatory typing for matching purposes is completed, which
takes a week or two. It is crucial, says Wagner, to increase the diversity in cord blood banks. This past year, he says,
the U.S. government released funds of approximately $100 million for augmenting the size of the cord blood registry.
Some issues remain, including the fact that the number of cells in a cord blood unit has a huge effect on how quickly
the patient's bone marrow recovers after transplantation, as well as the risk of side effects such as infections.
Therefore, Wagner says, not only must more units of cord blood be banked to increase their diversity of the
population in the bank, but the number of cells in each unit must also be increased. "What this study suggests is that
cord blood need not be considered a second line of therapy any longer," says Wagner. "For the first time, the timing
of transplantation can be dictated by the patient's needs, as opposed to the availability of the matched bone marrow."
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Recent journalism grad Steve
Kuzj interviewing a soldier at
Camp Ripley.

Training for the front lines

"I could not have asked for
a better real-world
experience," said Kevin
Keen, a broadcast
journalism and Spanish
major. His time at Camp
Ripley was part of his
senior honors project. He
plans to create a five-part
video news series on
various topics, such as
reintegration and women in
the military. To watch some
video samples, visit the
Warrior to Citizen
Campaign.

Embedded at Camp Ripley
U students report on military activities at training camp

By Pauline Oo

June 10, 2008

During the Iraq War, journalists have experienced unprecedented
access to the battlefield. They're covering the ongoing conflict,
which began on March 20, 2003, like no other because the U.S.
military has allowed reporters and photographers to travel
embedded or attached to a military unit.

Last week, six University of Minnesota journalism students and
alumni had the chance to be embedded with troops from the 1st
Combined Arms Battalion, 194th Armor Regiment, who were
undergoing training at Camp Ripley near Little Falls, Minnesota.
Like real journalists in an armed conflict, the U students signed safety waivers and contracts
restricting what they could report. (Each of the students had to write, produce, and edit stories about
their time at the camp.) "I have learned so much already in our three days here," said Megan
Kadrmas, in an e-mail interview. "But I think the most important thing I have learned so far is that the
military and the soldiers are not what I was expecting them to be. Everyone has been extremely
kind, courteous, helpful, and candid about their jobs. They are excited to share their knowledge and
are curious to learn about our jobs as well."

Lt. John Hobot, an Iraq War veteran and now full-time Minnesota National Guard member, came up
with the unique opportunity for the college students, as well as the soldiers. Hobot knew how difficult
it was to be exposed to media for the first time during battle and felt that soldiers could benefit from
media training. Hobot contacted Dennis Donovan, a research fellow at the University of Minnesota's
Humphrey Institute and lead organizer of the Warrior to Citizen Campaign, a statewide grassroots
effort that provides community support to returning soldiers and their families. The weeklong
program (June 2-7) was designed with the help of National Guard Lt. Col. Kevin Olson.

"The opportunities we're offered here are quite remarkable,
considering we're just students," said alum Stephen Kuzj, who
graduated in the spring. "We've gone for rides in tanks, fired weapons,
and been right beside the troops as they train. We're learning a lot
about how the military operates--how the chain of command works,
how weapons and vehicles function, etc. We're also getting to know a
lot about the individual soldiers--why they joined the National Guard,
what their experience in Iraq was like, [and] how their families feel
about it." The six students (four of whom are recent U grads) worked
in groups, producing 90- to 120-second news packages, which include
video clips and one-page articles on some "newsworthy" aspect of
what they did that day.

"The hardest part about being here is the amount of work we're putting
into each of our stories day in and day out," said Kuzj via e-mail,
midway through the program. "Us broadcast folks are required to
finish one TV news package each day and are often up working on
our stories until [midnight]. This may not seem too late, but when you
have to wake up each morning at 6 a.m., the lack of sleep can wear you out."

U student Lauren Van Proosdy trying her hand at a sniper rifle.

Photo by Stephen Kuzj

Kuzj is now writing a couple of stories for The Minnesota Daily, as is
Kadrmas, who is also working on an article for Focus magazine about
hip-hop culture in the military.

"I have always wanted to be a war correspondent, similar to Anderson
Cooper [the Emmy-award winning journalist with CNN]," said Kuzj. "I feel that there are a lot of
important stories and happenings over in Iraq right now that aren't being told. I believe I could show
the American public a side to war they don't hear about in today's media. This experience seemed
like the perfect thing to get me started toward [my dream career]."
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U professors Ron Faber and
Kathleen Vohs have some
answers to why we shop or
spend on a whim.

Shop before you drop
Two U researchers collaborate to study impulse buying

By Danny LaChance

From eNews, June 12, 2008

In higher education circles these days, it's fashionable to talk about
interdisciplinary collaborations. The most important discoveries of
the 21st century, we're told, will be made not by some intrepid soul
working in one field, but by teams of researchers who bring
different disciplinary perspectives to some of our most perplexing
puzzles.

But what does interdisciplinary collaboration actually look like? And
how, exactly, does it produce all this touted progress?

Ron Faber and Kathleen Vohs have one answer. He's a CLA
researcher in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication.
She's a professor of marketing and logistics management in the
University of Minnesota's Carlson School of Management.

Collaborating with each other for years, the two have been able to make some unique connections
between their respective disciplines and, as a result, have increased our understanding of impulse
buying.

White bears and empty pockets

Vohs and Faber wanted to know how and why we purchase goods on a whim, and they each had a set of knowledge
that, alone, couldn't answer the question properly.

"I understood the self-control failure model," Vohs explains. "The psychological theory that we have
a limited amount of resources that we can use each day to resist the temptation for immediate
gratification in order to achieve longer-term goals. Think of your capacity for self control as a gas
tank in a car. When you successfully curb that impulse to devour a 1,000-calorie burrito by
reminding yourself of your weight-loss goals, you press down on an accelerator, spending a bit of
the gas in your tank. The more you control your impulses, the more gas you use. After operating for
a long time, people, like cars, run out of gas: they become less able to resist their impulses in order
to meet longer-term goals."

But would this theory explain people's behavior when it came to impulse buying? That's where
Faber came in.

"I knew I could count on Ron to flesh out the spending, the consumer context in which the model
was applied," Vohs says.

The two crafted a series of experiments that tested whether shoppers are more likely to buy
impulsively after "spending" self-control resources. Their hunches were correct: Those asked to
expend lots of resources by engaging in certain tasks--not thinking about a white bear during a 10-
minute writing exercise or ignoring random words that flashed along the bottom of a screen during a
boring video--were later more likely to buy products impulsively and to value them at higher dollar
amounts when compared to people who were not asked to control themselves. The results suggest
that we're much more likely to buy impulsively after we've spent a good deal of time making choices
and regulating our behavior. The implications of the research are numerous, Faber says. "If you
don't want to make impulse purchases, break your shopping into shorter trips. Don't do all your
shopping at once. If you have a really tough day, don't go shopping," he adds.

Crossing over

One of the key benefits of working with scholars from a different disciplines is that they tend to ask new questions
and challenge the core assumptions of your own discipline, Vohs says. "Psychologists consider self control as
having a lot to do with persistence. When people show good self control, they persist in the face of struggle or
difficult demands," she explains. And when they give up quickly, they are exhibiting poor self control. Her colleagues
in the business school, however, didn't see it that way. When she explained to them how psychologists classify
behaviors as signaling low self control, "They said, 'Why is [abandoning a struggle] a sign of low self control rather
than good self control? Perhaps these subjects knew where to put their energy in a judicious manner,'" Vohs
recounts. Cross-disciplinary interactions like these, Vohs says, can ultimately lead to the revision of concepts that
have been taken for granted for years by specialists in a field. "Ron knows the right questions to ask," says Vohs.

"He'll ask, 'Now, why do you do it like that?' Those challenges can sometimes lead to major new
insights into the fundamental nature of what you're studying."
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The Minnesota English
Language Program on the
Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis regularly serves
groups of students from
China.

Language program opens university study
to international students

From eNews, June 12, 2008

"I want to attend graduate school, possibly in the United States, so
I decided to see about life and studying in an American school
firsthand," says Jian Li, a 2007 participant in the College of
Continuing Education's Minnesota English Language Program
(MELP).

Li was part of a group of students from Qingdao University in China
studying with the program, which helps international students who
come to the University of Minnesota enhance their English skills in
academic as well as business or community settings.

MELP representatives here at the U work with foreign universities,
schools, and businesses to develop an intensive English language
learning program tailored to a specific groups of students. Groups
are usually 15 to 25 students, and the program typically lasts 5, 7,
or 10 weeks.

Students spend their mornings in intensive English courses; in the
afternoons they head out into the community to practice their language skills and take part in
cultural activities, everything from making Jack-O'-Lanterns at Halloween to going dog sledding on
the North Shore. The program partners with the U's International Student and Scholar Services
office.

Li credits the program with giving him an edge, should he choose to go into business and industry. "I
am interested in studying business, since trade between the U.S. and China is becoming more and
more popular," he said. "As it is one of the most economically powerful countries in the world, the
U.S. is something I knew I needed to know more about."

MELP director Mike Anderson says the program offers students the chance to "learn what studying
at a top-ranked academic research institution is like. It's about navigating American culture, and
meeting people from all across the world."

People choose the program, Anderson adds, because of the U's longstanding tradition of ESL
excellence, as well as for the accredited faculty and for the benefits a program embedded in a
research institution can offer. With contract learning groups from Qingdao and Asia Pacific
University in Japan who have already completed their studies, in addition to groups lined up to
participate, the program's future is bright.

"We're serving the entire U community--not just visiting students," he says. "We're bringing more
international perspectives to the U, and we're serving as a resource for students already here on
campus. It's a great opportunity for American and international students alike."

In addition to the Minnesota English Language Program, the University of Minnesota also houses
the Academic English Program and the Intensive English Program. For more information about all
the programs, visit CCE.
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Fish boil--boiled fish,
potatoes, and onions, served
with coleslaw and bread--is an
outdoor tradition similar to the
clam bake.

Upper Great Lakes fish boil
Tips for making the tasty tradition

From eNews, June 12, 2008

The fish boil has been a Great Lakes tradition for more than 100
years. Scandinavians brought the custom to the early settlements
around Lake Michigan, where whitefish and lake trout were
plentiful and it was easy to prepare a meal outdoors by boiling fish,
potatoes, and onions together in a large pot.

The fish boil is the Great Lakes' answer to the New England
clambake, and you can find them in any number of coastal villages
on the Upper Great Lakes on a summer or fall evening. There is
usually a festive atmosphere as guests mingle in line and share
picnic tables, often to the sound of live entertainment or music.

Preparing the fish

Although lake trout and whitefish are traditional choices, other trout or
salmon may be used. You'll need about three-fourths of a pound of fish per
person. Remove the large scales on salmon and trout. Remove the head
and fins. Slit the whole fish from vent to gills and remove the internal organs, including the kidney (the dark material
along the backbone). Cut the fish into cross-sectional pieces two to three inches thick. (Frozen fish may also be
used. Cut it into chunks before it thaws completely.)

Preparing the other ingredients

Potatoes: Allow two potatoes (preferably new red potatoes) per person. Select or cut potatoes so they're uniform in
size. Wash but don't peel them. Remove a slice from each end so the seasoning penetrates better.

Onions: Allow one medium-size whole onion, peeled, per person.

Salt: Use about a quarter cup of salt per pound of fish (one pound of salt for every six pounds of
fish).

Seasoning: Use a cheese cloth to make a seasoning packet containing bay leaves, whole allspice,
and peppercorns in roughly equal proportions. (You could also add herbs or spices of your own.) To
feed 10 people, the seasoning packet should be about the size of a golf ball. Water: Use a gallon of
water for every two and a half to three pounds of fish.

Condiments: Prepare melted butter and fresh parsley for the potatoes, and lemon wedges for use
on the fish.

Cooking instructions

A blackened cast-iron kettle remains the standard cooking utensil, but stainless steel and aluminum
pots are becoming more popular because they are so readily available.

Add half of the salt to the water and bring it to a rolling boil, allowing it to return to a full boil after
each ingredient. Place the potatoes and seasoning in a large wire basket and lower it into the water;
boil for eight to 10 minutes. Add onions; boil for another two to four minutes. Add the rest of the salt;
lower the fish in a smaller wire basket into the water, and boil for 10 to 12 minutes, or until the fish
flakes easily.

Add a pint of kerosene to the fire. (Then jump back quickly and keep the kids away.) As flames
shoot skyward, the flash of heat causes an overboil, flushing the froth from the surface of the
churning water. Remove and drain both baskets. (You could omit the overboil if you skim the froth
off before removing the baskets).

Serve the meal with coleslaw and bread.

For more fish-related tips, see Minnesota Sea Grant.
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U reaches milestone in student support
Students will receive $200 million in grants and scholarships next year

By Deane Morrison

June 13, 2008

This coming year, the amount of grant and scholarship support for University of Minnesota students
will pass a milestone. More than 40,000 students at all levels and on all campuses will receive over
$200 million in grant or scholarship assistance, including tuition waivers, with undergraduates
reaping the bulk of the benefits. More than $130 million will come from the University, including
scholarship endowments in the University of Minnesota Foundation and Minnesota Medical
Foundation. State and federal grants, plus grants from external agencies, will contribute about $75
million. Undergraduates will receive about $145 million in grants and scholarships, half from
University sources. The rest will support graduate students and first professional students in
programs such as medicine and dentistry. Together, the projected amount of grants and
scholarships and a student payroll that also exceeds $200 million will provide over $400 million in
financial support for University students. A major priority for University President Robert Bruininks is
keeping access to a first-class university education open to all qualified students. "As the level of
grant and scholarship assistance indicates, the University of Minnesota is very committed to
ensuring that it remains affordable for students from all income levels at all student levels," he says.
One factor powering the rise in grant and scholarship support is the record levels of private giving,
especially to the Promise of Tomorrow Scholarship Drive. In 2005 the drive had a stated goal of
$150 million in endowments, but it has now topped $230 million. Also, in 2008-09 the University will
complete the implementation of its Founders Free Tuition Program for low-income undergraduates
who are Minnesota residents and eligible for federal Pell grants. The program guarantees such
students grant and scholarship awards that fully cover tuition and required fees. In 2008-09 it will
support about 4,700 students, or 12 percent of all University of Minnesota undergraduates. In the
future, the University wants to help even more students. "Now that Founders has been implemented
for the lowest-income students, our next priority is to provide more need-based grant and
scholarship support to students from the next higher income levels," Bruininks says. "We must also
continue to provide incentives and support for timely graduation. All of these things can make a
dramatic difference in keeping higher education affordable for all students." As for the student
payroll, it remains above $200 million thanks to a University policy that designates all nonacademic
jobs at 75 percent time or less for students. Every year the University employs upwards of 12,500
undergraduates and 8,500 graduate and professional students; many of the graduate students work
as teaching or research assistants.
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A Haitian child wades through
trash in the Shada
neighborhood of Cap-Haitien,
the country's second-largest
city.

To learn more about the EWB
project to recycle some of that
trash, watch a University of
Minnesota video.

Hope for Haiti
U chapter of Engineers Without Borders strives to make a
difference

Less than 700 miles from Miami lies the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere, Haiti. Sewage runs in the streets, most
people live in abject poverty, and the government is nearly totally
dysfunctional.

The people of Haiti are trying to help their country, and NGOs
(nongovernmental organizations) lend a hand to feed, clothe, and
educate Haitians, as well as work to prevent or reverse
environmental damage. One such organization is called SOIL
(Sustainable Organic Integrated Livelihoods); in fall 2007, the
University of Minnesota chapter of Engineers Without Borders
(EWB) invited SOIL to come talk about its work to bring
environmentally responsible sanitation to Haiti's poor.

Throughout the presentation, chapter members noticed the huge
amount of empty plastic sachets, much like sturdy plastic bags,
littering the streets ankle deep in the Shada neighborhood of Cap-
Haitien, the country's second-largest city. These sachets, made of
high-density polyethelene (HDPE), are used to carry drinking
water. "[In the video] we also saw numerous images of shoeless
children walking through this plastic waste, many with sores on
their feet," says EWB chapter president Brian Bell. That vision,
coupled with SOIL's need to find a replacement for the high-priced
specialty molds for their cement toilets, led to Bell having what he calls his "aha" moment.

"We have some of the world's brightest minds in materials research
right here at the University of Minnesota," says David Gasperino. "I
was drawn to this project because of its focus on using the research
expertise we have to help make a difference in another country."

"I knew we could think of a way to get ... the plastic waste off of the ground while simultaneously
addressing the need for affordable footwear for children and plastic toilet molds for SOIL," says Bell.
"We could collect HDPE sachets from the ground, clean and sort them, and then re-melt and re-
mold the plastic into shoes and toilet molds. A week after the presentation we had two teams of
students working on this project."

Bell submitted the project to KEEN Footwear's "STAND up/out/for" contest, which gives $25,000 to
individuals or teams who are promoting environmentally sustainable practices. The U's EWB
chapter won, and the $25,000 will help get the project moving.

"We have some of the world's brightest minds in materials research right here at the University of
Minnesota," says David Gasperino, a U of M chemical engineering Ph.D. graduate who now is
serving as a professional mentor on the venture. "I was drawn to this project because of its focus on
using the research expertise we have to help make a difference in another country."

The group's original idea of recycling the plastic into footwear for Haiti's children was great, but
recent research by chemical engineering students in the group found that if plastic waste were
melted and reused, the material would be too stiff for shoe soles. So in addition to the affordable
toilet molds, the plastic will be recycled into sporting equipment for youths.

Also, beyond addressing the needs of waste disposal and sanitation, the students hope to help local
Haitians find a way to transform the pervasive plastic waste into a profitable recycling enterprise for
themselves.

"Small ideas turn into a big difference in many of these types of projects. If we develop a use for the
plastic, there will be a financial incentive to clean up and sell it to be recycled," Bell says. "This
means people there could start a business and earn money to support their families."

For more information about the Haiti endeavor, visit the University of Minnesota Engineers Without
Borders Web site.
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U student Jordan Stewart
holds the plane that won in
the "micro class" at Aero
Design West.

Aerospace careers off to a flying start
U students win first at Aero Design West

Students from the University of Minnesota's Department of
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics (AEM) competed this
spring in Aero Design West, a contest that drew dozens of teams
from the United States, plus several from Poland, Mexico, and
Venezuela, and required them to utilize the whole of their
aerospace engineering and mechanics education. Their task was
to produce an aircraft that met design goals and specifications;
namely, to carry a substantial payload relative to aircraft weight.

The competition was the culmination of AEM's senior design class
series, in which students choose from a number of projects in the
fall semester of their senior year. Students often design an aircraft
or fulfill design objectives related to flight, like autonomous
refueling, under guidance from industry mentors.

In a competition well known for spectacular crashes, planes from
the University held up and returned safely. The U students took
first place overall in the "micro class" when their 17-ounce plane
carried approximately twice its weight. The micro class team also took second place for their written
and oral report on the aircraft. The "regular class" team took 11th place overall.

"The goal of the 'micro class' was to successfully carry a maximum payload while designing an
aircraft to be as small and light as possible," says team member Jordan Stewart. "To effectively do
this, we needed to make careful compromises between eliminating as much weight from our design
while maintaining structural strength." The final aircraft was just over 30 inches nose to tail, with a
wingspan of 43 inches. It stood about 12 inches from the top of the fuselage to the ground.

AEM students haven't always fared so well--pieces of crashed aircraft from the past are displayed
for a bit more than nostalgia's sake in AEM's shop.

Scott Wigen, lead team member for the "regular class," describes the competition as an overall
beneficial experience. "My entire team worked really well together, and each person brought
something positive to the airplane," he says. "This was an extremely challenging project to design
and build, but seeing the airplane perform so well was very gratifying and was the real culmination
of our aerospace education."
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A view of downtown
Minneapolis from the Campus
Club atop Coffman Union.

Outdoor summer fun at the U
Food, music, art, and more at or nearby the UMTC campus

By Adam Overland

From Brief, June 17, 2008

There's a million things to do at the UMTC campus this summer,
but you'll never have time for that many. In the spirit of the season,
why not stick to the outdoors? Whether it's touring one of the
country's largest and most dynamic public art programs, kayaking
on the Mississippi, snacking on locally grown produce, or dancing
to funk music, you won't have to go far. This list of outdoor summer
suggestions will help get your hips moving.

From the local land to U The University of Minnesota Farmers
Market begins its fourth season this summer on July 9. The market
is held every Wednesday on the East Bank's Church Street, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Vendors sell locally grown produce, berries, and
fresh flowers; maple syrup and apples from the University of
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum will also be for sale. Sponsored by the Office of Human
Resources' Employee Wellness Program, the market brings fresh produce to the Twin Cities
campus to promote a healthy workplace and a healthy lifestyle for employees and people from the
surrounding neighborhoods.

Funk, punk and Elvis From funk to punk, salsa, and jazz, plus a little Elvis on the side, the
"Summer at Northrop" free concert series has something for everyone. U student bands will be
featured during the week of June 23, and U staff bands the week of July 14. Take your fried peanut
butter and banana sandwich (an Elvis favorite) outside from noon to 1 p.m. on weekdays now
through July. All concerts move inside if it rains. Check out concert schedule for the full lineup and
details.

Outdoor art Public art graces more than three dozen locations around campus, and throughout the
summer you'll have enough nice days to see and ponder them all. Whether amusing, inspiring, or
provocative, these installations share at least one trait: Each helps to create a unique sense of place
on campus. Between May and October, guided walking tours of the public art may be scheduled.
Tours are limited to 30 and may focus on the east or west bank of the Minneapolis campus or on the
Saint Paul campus. Tour fee is $2 per visitor; U of M students are free. E-mail Jamee Yung or call
612-625-9656 to schedule your guided tour. Schedule two to three weeks in advance. For works
and locations, see Weisman public art. For more information, see the story "Feast for the eyes."

Landscapes and gardens The Department of Horticultural Science Display and Trial Garden on
the St. Paul campus has evolved over the years from a plant demonstration area to a combination
of landscape features including decks, fences, seating, walkways, and a pergola. The garden is
located on the north side of the campus at the corner of Gortner and Folwell. It is open to the public
during daylight hours, seven days a week. For more information, see Trial Garden.

The pond and pergola at the trial garden in St. Paul

The thrill is not gone Digging is dirty work, and that was reason
enough to love it for most of us as kids. But the thrill of discovery kept
us digging deeper, despite our parents' insistence that a plane ticket--
not a shovel--was the best way to get to China. With discovery at the
University's core, why not join one of the many summer Curiosity
Camps--adventurous summer day camps for adults led by U and
community experts--and learn more about the very land on which you

stand? Not all of the camps focus heavily on the outdoors, but "A Geology Tour of the Twin Cities"
suggests you bring a rock hammer or a small garden tool for fossil hunting--so you know you'll have
a chance to get dirty and do some digging. June 30, 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Reduced rate of $100 for
UMAA members, University faculty, staff, full-time students, and Circle of Scholars members. For
more information, see Curiosity Camps, or register by calling 612-624-4000.

Food on the range "The range of outdoor places to lunch on the Twin Cities campus is as bountiful
as the day is long," says this guide to lunchtime spots on campus. If you're tired of the same-old
office scenery, and the wall ads at your local eatery are getting stale, grab a quick bite and head to a
fresh patch of campus green for some sunshine or shade. This list of favorite lunchtime hangouts
will help get you started.

Still hungry? Try the Campus Club For more than a century, the University of Minnesota has been
researching barley and has contributed 18 new varieties. A 1992 study estimated that two thirds of
all barley used for malting in beer production was developed by U researchers. Stop by the fourth
floor of Coffman Union and do a little research at the Campus Club, the only place serving beer on
campus. On a sunny day, the view from the outdoor terrace rivals any restaurant in the Twin Cities,
providing a spectacular panorama of Northrop Mall and downtown Minneapolis. Refresh your
energy with appetizers like patacones and Bistro Fries, as well as tasty salads and entrees.
Membership is not required weekdays during June, July, and August, 3-6 p.m. Get all the discounts
and details at happy hour.

You'll need those calories for your next adventure You can stroll through the East River Flats
and sit with the geese for lunch near the U of M Boathouse, or you can rent a kayak from the U Rec
Center (they'll help you safely strap it to your car) and race the feathered floaters down the
Mississippi, provided they play by the rules and don't take flight. If they do, you lose--the U Rec
Center does not rent aircraft. But they rent almost everything else, like tents and wetsuits,
backpacks and stoves, and even snowshoes, which hopefully won't be needed until at least
December. With trips and clinics locally and nationally, the Rec Center's Center for Outdoor
Adventure (COA) provides alternative recreation experiences revolving around the great outdoors.
The COA is open from noon to six, Mon.-Fri., during the summer, and can be reached at outdoor or
by calling 612-625-8790. If you still want more outdoor fun, the U of M Bookstore has a section
featuring Minnesota outdoor books with titles like "Short Bike Rides," "60 Hikes within 60 miles,"
"Gentle Hikes," and many more.

Summer never ends on this island Your lunch break might allow you just enough time to walk or
bike to the U's St. Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL)--the world's only fluid-mechanics lab that uses a
natural waterfall as its prime water source. Head upstream just a bit to Water Power Park on the
northern edge of Hennepin Island and stand on one of three overlooks for great views of the
downtown Minneapolis skyline. The rush of the falls is just enough to temper the sounds of the city;
close your eyes, and you can convince yourself that summer won't ever come to an end.

Out and about

Not far from Twin Cities, these adventures are worth the trip Pause for the eerie cry of a loon The Cedar Creek
area is home to some of the greatest diversity of habitats in Minnesota--it's a holy grail among ecologists, the
birthplace of the modern science of ecosystem ecology, and now it's accessible to the public. Recently rededicated
as the Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve (CCESR) on June 5, the facility revolutionized the field of ecology,
producing stunning insights about organisms and their environments. On June 29, from 2 to 4 p.m., the Bell Museum
will sponsor an exciting exploration of the area's wooded uplands, abandoned fields, lowland swamps, and open
marshes. Cost is $12, $8 for museum members. To register, call 612-624-9050.

Additionally, an ongoing series of free public tours will be offered throughout the summer and early
fall. Visitors can learn about bogs, birding, a flower called beardtongue, the benefits of fire in
savanna ecosystems, and much more at this miniature copy of Minnesota. For more information,
see Cedar Creek tours. Call ahead for public tours at 763-434-5131. Located an hour north of the
Twin Cities in East Bethel.

When the sun goes down, look up Universe in the Park is a summer outreach program hosted by
the U's Department of Astronomy and area state parks. At the events, representatives of the
department will present short public talks and slide shows. Presentations cover a variety of
astronomical topics, such as the history of matter, how astronomers "see," and a journey through
our solar system. Afterwards, if weather allows, attendees have the opportunity to view the sky
through multiple eight-inch reflecting telescopes. Events are scheduled Fridays and Saturdays (rain
or shine), starting June 27 and ending September 6. Presentations typically run from 8:30 to 10 or
11 p.m. The events are free, but the park may require a vehicle permit for entry. For more
information, see astronomy.

Shade yourself "Treeology," the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum's 2008 showcase summer
exhibition, is a salute to the power and beauty of trees. The arboretum is celebrating its 50th
anniversary, and its partner--the U's Horticultural Research Center--is observing its centenary year.
Special events continue year-round. Free to members and visitors with paid general admission to
the arboretum. For more information and other arboretum events, see Treeology.
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In daytime, birds collide with
buildings when they mistake
reflections of sky, trees, or
shrubs for the real thing.

Fast Facts from Project
BirdSafe

- In spring 2007, volunteers
collected 174 birds of 52
species that had collided
with buildings in
Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Bloomington, and
Rochester.

- In fall 2007, 363 birds of
49 species were collected.

- Most common birds found
in spring 2007: ovenbird,
Tennessee warbler, white-
throated sparrow, dark-eyed
junco, Nashville warbler

- Most common birds found
in fall 2007: Nashville
warbler, white-throated
sparrow, black-capped
chickadee, Tennessee
warbler, dark-eyed junco

Collision course
Research to help builders protect birds

By Jennifer Amie

July 8, 2008

In daytime, birds collide with buildings because they mistakenly
perceive a clear flight path where there is none. They also are
deceived by the highly reflective glass commonly used in modern
architecture, slamming into buildings when they attempt to fly to a
tree or a patch of sky that turns out to be a mirage.

"Birds are apparently unable to distinguish a reflection from the
object itself," says Bell Museum curator of ornithology Bob Zink,
who is leading a study on bird/building collisions and their effect on
bird populations. The problem seems to be heightened when highly
reflective buildings are set amid greenspaces, amplifying the
illusion of trees and bushes that are inviting to birds.

After dark, the hazards are different. Many migrating birds travel at night, navigating by the stars.
When these natural signposts are obscured by cloud cover, birds fly lower and, for unknown
reasons, are attracted to city lights.

"They become disoriented and fly around and around lighted buildings," says Zink. They may strike
buildings, or even drop from exhaustion.

In an attempt to mitigate these hazards, owners, tenants, and
management companies from 32 buildings in Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Bloomington, and Rochester are participating in a lights out program
coordinated by Project BirdSafe, a collaboration between the Bell
Museum, Audubon Minnesota, the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources' Nongame Wildlife Program, the Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center, and Bird Conservation Minnesota. During spring and fall
migration, interior and exterior lights at participating buildings are
switched off or reduced from midnight till dawn.

Similar programs are in place in Toronto, New York, and Chicago. The
Twin Cities, says Zink, are an important addition to these efforts
because of their location along the Mississippi River flyway, a major
thoroughfare for migrating birds.

"I'd like to see lights out as just a way of doing business," says project
coordinator Joanna Eckles. "There's no reason for lights to be on all
the time. Turning them off saves energy and money and saves birds."

It's well known that building collisions are a threat to bird populations,
but just how much mortality they cause is unknown. That's a question
Project BirdSafe aims to answer. Volunteers collect data by walking a
prescribed route through downtown, recording the number of dead or
injured birds they find at various building sites--or the lack of birds
found. Injured birds are taken to the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center.
Dead birds are identified and tagged, with wing and tissue samples entered into the Bell Museum's
scientific collections.

"The goal," says Zink, "is to figure out where building collisions rank in the list of threats to birds that
we know about."

Bob Zink with specimens from the Bell Museum's bird collection. Photo
by Patrick O'Leary

Among the questions Zink hopes to answer is whether the bird species
that collide with buildings most often are declining at breeding sites.
Preliminary results suggest that they are not. The Tennessee warbler,
white-throated sparrow, and Nashville warbler, for example, account for
a high percentage of the birds collected around buildings, but breeding
bird surveys indicate their populations are stable to the north.

Also, many of the most common birds that migrate through the Twin Cities--such as the red-eyed
vireo, ovenbird, American redstart, yellow-rumped warbler, hermit thrush, and least flycatcher--
appear to collide with windows only rarely.

Perhaps the most startling finding, at this point in the study, is that relatively few buildings account
for a vast majority of bird deaths. In St.Paul, 44 percent of all bird deaths were caused by two
buildings along the sampled route. In Minneapolis, 67 percent of birds were killed at two buildings.

"Buildings weren't built to kill birds," says Eckles, "but some of them happen to kill a few--and some
of them happen to kill a lot." This is good news, notes Zink, because it means that mitigation efforts
can be concentrated on the buildings that cause the most harm. By studying the characteristics of
the deadliest buildings, architects and city planners can better understand what design elements
contribute to bird collisions. In fact, says Zink, "the designers of the Bell Museum's new building are
already focusing on economically feasible ways to prevent it from becoming a source of new
specimens for the collections." Eckles and Zink hope to continue the Project BirdSafe research for
three to five years, amassing enough data to truly shed light on the problem of bird/building
collisions and what can be done to prevent them.
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Total compensation statements begin arriving at employees'
homes
By Michael Weinbeck

From Brief, June 17, 2008

For the first time in the University of Minnesota's history, staff and faculty will receive statements that
account for the total dollar value of their pay and benefits. Total compensation statements, which will
begin arriving at employees' homes this week, reflect the University's strategy to become as
transparent as possible about its funding and salary philosophy.

Total compensation statements are part of a national trend among employers to present
compensation packages more holistically. In the U's case, take-home pay is only one part of a big
picture. The U's benefits, career opportunities, and diverse work environments are all becoming key
elements in helping it compete to attract and retain top employees.

As the U develops its strategic plan, it is placing greater emphasis on its most essential resource:
faculty and staff. Seventy percent of the University's budget is invested in its workforce. University
administrators are working to have open conversations about what makes the U one of Minnesota's
most desirable employers. Moreover, given close budget scrutiny from the public and elected
officials, the U is increasing the transparency of its funding and salary philosophy, working to clearly
articulate how much it spends on additional benefits.

While many of the features of working at the U can't be calculated in dollars and cents, the total
compensation statements address some of the more concrete benefits. Health care, tuition,
retirement, and other benefits all get added to the U?s bottom line, but few employees ever see how
much the institution invests in them individually.

"I think that most of us use only one figure to calculate our compensation: what we take home in our
paycheck every two weeks," says Jackie Singer, director of retirement programs for the University's
Office of Human Resources and the head of the total compensation statement project. "Most U of M
employees make a lot more than their take-home pay, but the U hasn't always done a good job
talking about that."

"Our employees deserve to know, in very clear terms, how much they're making," says Singer.
"We're one of the state's biggest employers. There are a lot of great things about working here and I
think these statements show a good slice of that."

Diana Booth, an employee at the Carlson School on Management, sees the statements as a way of
understanding how the U stacks up. "I work in marketing, which is a rather competitive industry,"
says Booth. "It can be hard to compare what I make as a U employee with what a peer makes
somewhere else. You can't just compare annual salary to annual salary. I'm getting my MBA through
a Regents Scholarship, and that alone is a generous benefit."

According to Singer, the average U employee receives about 30 percent more than the value of his
or her annual salary in other benefits. Although the University has a reputation for having a
generous benefits package, most employees have never been told its actual value.

Sara Smuk, an administrative assistant in Facilities Management's St. Paul district, thinks the
statement will give a better picture of how much her benefits are worth. "My bi-weekly pay statement
shows a lot of information about what the U kicks in for my health benefits," she says. "It will be
good to get a sense of what all of that totals up to at the end of the year."

The statements were prepared for the University by TotalRewards Software, a California company
that specializes in calculating total compensation. In addition to paper statements, the company is
also providing employees with an on-line version of the statement with more detailed information
about each of the types of benefits. Login instructions for the Web version are printed on the paper
statements.

The Office of Human Resources employee benefits staff will be available to answer questions about
the contents of the statements. They can be reached by phone at 800-756-2363 (612-624-9090 in
the Twin Cities).
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Construction on the Central
Corridor LRT project is
scheduled to begin in 2010
and be finished in 2014.

Regents approve FY09 budget, light-rail
resolution
By Rick Moore

June 17, 2008

The Board of Regents approved a new operating budget for the U
for the upcoming fiscal year, as well as a resolution to support a
light-rail transit line at grade along Washington Avenue.

The budget reduces the planned tuition increase to 7.25 percent
for undergraduate students. The University will reallocate $13.3
million to address a $6.15 million cut in its state appropriation,
which was made to help the state account for its budget shortfall.

Despite the challenging economic conditions, the University did its
best to develop an operating budget that fit within its framework
goals of "sustaining quality and competitiveness" (keeping the U at
its current level) and "creating Minnesota's future" (investments
geared toward the U's strategic goals). Toward the former, the University will honor its commitment
to a 3.25 percent general compensation increase. And toward strategic goals, there will be a
number of high-priority programmatic investments, including in faculty, staff, and student recruitment
($5.7 million); educational priority programs ($4.2 million); core academic support ($8.1 million); and
interdisciplinary initiatives ($4.9 million).

As for tuition, President Bob Bruininks pointed out that it's easy to look at 7.25 percent as the key
figure, but tuition and fee increases are a "much more complicated and nuanced story."

Even though the overall tuition increase will be 7.25 percent, about two-thirds of students on the
Twin Cities campus will see an increase of 4.75 percent or less, thanks to a scholarship for middle-
income resident students and the Founders Free Tuition Program, which provides free tuition and
fees for 4,700 Pell-eligible students on all U campuses.

He also noted that, taken in the context of the current two-year biennium, tuition increases have not
been drastic; with strong legislative support, tuition reform, and expanded financial assistance, a
vast majority of undergraduates on all campuses (75 percent) saw tuition increases of less than 2
percent last year. "This campus deeply believes in keeping higher education affordable," said
Bruininks.

Light-rail resolution

The regents also approved, by a vote of 11-1, a resolution to pursue the Met Council-approved plan to run the
Central Corridor light-rail transit line at-grade along Washington Avenue on the Twin Cities campus, with a number of
contingencies. (The resolution can be read in its entirety at Central Corridor.)

While a number of regents expressed some lingering concerns about the safety of students, the
effects on medical buildings and patients, and the uncertainty of the ramifications of final
engineering plans, most felt the need to take action now in order to help move the project forward.

The president's perspective

To hear President Bruininks's thoughts on why now was the time to act on the Central Corridor and
how the new budget prepares the University for the road ahead, see the president's perspective.

"Any way you look at Washington Avenue, it's a mess today," said Regent David Metzen. "I honestly believe this is
the right thing to do. It's not only good for the University, it's good for the Twin Cities. It's good for all of Minnesota."

"The Central Corridor Light Rail Transit project provides an opportunity to improve the experience of
students, faculty, and visitors to campus, as well as travel in the broader community," added Patricia
Simmons, the board chair. "After extensive study and assurance from the Metropolitan Council chair
and county and city partners that adequate funding would be committed to ensure safety, and
protect both the environment and university resources while creating better traffic flow, the Board
decided to pursue the option of at-grade Washington Avenue LRT."

Construction on the Central Corridor LRT project is scheduled to begin in 2010 and be finished in
2014.

The board also approved the 2009 annual capital improvement budget and the six-year capital
improvement plan.
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President's Perspective: Bruininks
discusses the Central Corridor and
University
By Jim Thorp

From Brief, June 17, 2008

Typically, the June meeting of the University of Minnesota Board of
Regents garners extra attention for the approval of the University's
annual budget and the setting of tuition. But at the June 13, 2008,
meeting, the budget recommendation shared the spotlight with a
resolution regarding the Central Corridor Light Rail Transit (LRT)
project.

The Central Corridor LRT project will connect Minneapolis and St.
Paul with a light-rail transit line, projected to be completed and
operational in 2014. Both the LRT resolution and the budget recommendation were adopted by the
board, with extensive discussion about the long-term implications of each:

The FY2009 Budget includes a 7.25 percent tuition increase for undergraduate students (down
from 7.5 percent projected a year ago), a 3.25 percent increase to compensation, and budget
adjustments to address FY2008 and FY2009 end-of-session cuts to the University's state
appropriations.
The Central Corridor LRT resolution commits the University to focusing its efforts and staff time
on the pursuit of the Washington Avenue at-grade (street-level) alignment for the Central Corridor.

According to President Robert H. Bruininks, both actions are critical to positioning the University for an uncertain
future.

Due diligence "We studied three feasible alternatives for the Central Corridor as it crosses the
campus: a Washington Avenue tunnel, a northern alignment using the existing railway through
Dinkytown, and the Washington Avenue at-grade alternative with mitigation," Bruininks said. "We
never ruled out any of these alternatives, but advocated for thorough study of all feasible options.
The Northern Alignment study was authorized in March, completed in preliminary form in April, and
revised in May. We now have the information we were seeking."

During the past few months, the University not only completed its analysis of the Northern
Alignment, but also continued to:

Work with its partners to identify and agree upon necessary mitigations and solutions for the
Washington Avenue at-grade option,
Consult with faculty experts and project partners on both the Northern Alignment and Washington
Avenue at-grade options; and
Ensure that the University's actions were informed by and consistent with the Board of Regents
governance process and past resolutions.

Bruininks and Vice President of University Services Kathleen O?Brien explained that the current
cost projections by the Metropolitan Council favor a Washington Avenue at-grade alignment with a
transit/pedestrian mall. Both the administration and the Regents expressed their ongoing concerns
regarding the Washington at-grade alternative, including:

A plan for re-routing 25,000 cars and more than 1,000 buses per day from Washington Avenue;
The impact of those cars and buses on surrounding neighborhoods, the East River Parkway and the
Mississippi National River and Recreation Area;
Access to the University's hospital and clinics for half a million faculty, students, staff and, especially,
patients;
The impact of the electromagnetic field fluctuations and vibration caused by the trains on mission-
critical research conducted in nearby labs;
The impact on the only other cross-campus traffic artery, University Avenue-Fourth Street;
Safety concerns, including train speed through campus; and
The environmental, cultural, and historical impacts of the route.

"We reached the decision we did on Friday due to three things," Bruininks said. "First, we completed
an analysis of the Northern Alignment. Second, in just the past few weeks, we have participated in
numerous hours of face-to-face discussions and have made significant progress toward addressing
the challenges posed by the at-grade option. And third, we had time to share our findings and
recommendation with the Board and to develop a resolution that adequately addresses their
ongoing concerns and oversight responsibilities.

"It's important to note that a public research university, in particular, has a responsibility for careful
analysis--and that just six months passed between when the Metropolitan Council said we could
study a potential Northern Alignment and when we acted on the result of that study. I understand the
impatience in the community, but we've actually moved very quickly on an extremely complex
public-works project."

Fiscally responsible Bruininks's budget recommendation included measures to address future
budget reductions now, in anticipation of a sluggish economy for the foreseeable future. In fact, the
recent cuts to the University's appropriations are addressed entirely through responsible financial
management and delayed investments. Since much of the current state budget shortfall was solved
using one-time money, however, the possibility of future state budget shortfalls looms large.

The University must continue to find creative ways to dramatically reduce costs and increase
productivity and increase private and sponsored funding, Bruininks told the Regents--but even so,
tuition will remain an important source of revenue. Although tuition is rising less than projected next
fall, tuition rates remain a serious national concern, and the University must also continue its work to
ensure that higher education in affordable.

"The cost of higher education is a problem--any time more than two-thirds of Americans agree
something is an issue, we need to take notice," he said. "But too much focus is put on the tuition
rate and annual increases. For example:

The total cost of attendance for our students is increasing 4.0 to 5.5 percent, not 7.25 percent;
Roughly 12 percent attend the University's campuses with free tuition through our Founder Free
Tuition Program; and
More than two-thirds of undergraduates will see a tuition increase of less than 5 percent, thanks to
scholarship and grant support.

"In fact, this year, the University will administer more than $200 million in grant and scholarship aid
to students. We've raised $233 million through the Promise of Tomorrow Scholarship Drive in recent
years, doubling the number of scholarships we're awarding and the average amount per award.
We're meeting the needs of all our low-income Pell-eligible Minnesota students--now we need to
draw a bigger circle in terms of need and begin doing more for that next tier of students and their
families."
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Olivia Judson, author of Dr.
Tatiana's Sex Advice To All
Creation, wants to spread her
enthusiasm for the
incalculable richness of
reproductive strategies
brought about by the
combined forces of sexual
reproduction and evolution.

Dr. Tatiana, sex therapist to the animal
kingdom, to speak at U
Event is highlight of Evolution 2008 conference June 20-24

By Deane Morrison

June 17, 2008

There's been a frightful accident. I was happily sitting in my usual
spot at the bottom of the sea when I felt an itch on my nose. Being
a green spoon worm, I don't have arms and I couldn't scratch. So I
sniffed. And I inhaled my husband. ... Is there anything I can do to
get him back? And the tabloids think they're sensational. But the
above SOS accurately describes boy-meets-girl in the world of the
green spoon worm. It's one of numerous animals whose lovelorn
letters to advice columnist "Dr. Tatiana," aka evolutionary biologist
Olivia Hudson, reveal the mind-boggling diversity of animal mating
habits in Judson's bestseller, Dr. Tatiana's Sex Advice To All
Creation. Judson will discuss "The Art of Seduction: Evolution,
Sex, and the Public" at 4 p.m. Sunday, June 22, in the University of
Minnesota's Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis.
Her appearance, which is free and open to the public, will be a
highlight of the international Evolution 2008 conference, which the
U is hosting this year. Held every four years, the conference draws
more than 1,200 biologists who share research on all topics related
to evolution. "Dr. Tatiana" was an instant hit in Britain for Judson, a
research fellow at Imperial College London and frequent blogger for the New York Times. The book
sparked a popular TV series that has run in Britain, Canada, France, and Australia. The book
demolished the notion of universal rules for seduction, showing how, for example, various species
woo their lady love in a dung ball, bite their rivals in half, or kill their twin at birth. In her talk, she'll
also sneak in a few juicy bits about how to seduce humans--into the excitement of science.

Anything goes

At its core, sex is really just the mixing of genes from different individuals. In species that reproduce by means of
separate male and female individuals, the sexes are simply a pair of hands that shuffle the genetic cards every
generation. As far as Nature is concerned, as long as that gets done, anything goes.

"Evolution makes the world come alive. It means you can approach the
world and ask questions about it to which the answer is not simply
'because.'"

The sexual imperative is responsible for a lot of the beauty, grandeur, and, of course, trouble in the world. "Sex
drives processes like mating rituals and what males and females will be like," says Judson. "The evolution of sex [for
a given species] is the evolution of a genetic system." It's hard to imagine a more different genetic system from the
human variety than the green spoon worm's, where the female is 200,000 times bigger than the male. A larval worm
starts life with indeterminate sex and becomes male only after landing on a female and soaking up a substance she
secretes to turn him into the opposite sex. Then she grants him permanent residence. In fact, a female can easily
support a suite of lovers inside her reproductive tract, where it's easy for them to fertilize her eggs. Why ought a larva
to turn male just because it has encountered a female? The advantages, says Judson, appear to be that the young
worm is thereby guaranteed a mate, and he can start reproducing as soon as he settles inside her. It's the type of
question that evolutionary biologists love to tackle. "Evolution makes the world come alive," says Judson. "It means
you can approach the world and ask questions about it to which the answer is not simply 'because.'" I'm a European
praying mantis, and I've noticed I enjoy sex more if I bite my lovers' heads off first. It's because when I decapitate
them they go into the most thrilling spasms. Somehow they seem less inhibited, more urgent--it's fabulous. Do you
find this too? Why this reverse Henry VIII behavior in insects like the praying mantis, not to mention plenty of
spiders? In praying mantises, explains Dr. Tatiana, the brain of an intact male keeps him coolly focused on the task
of getting into position with the female. Then, after he loses his head, "the messages that inhibit sexual behavior
cease--and he turns into a sex fiend. The result is that he can copulate when there's almost nothing of him left." It all
points up what Dr. Tatiana calls rule number one for males mating with a cannibal: Never get eaten during foreplay. A
male who gets eaten before he has delivered his sperm will not pass on his genes; only those who can put off their
demise until after mating will influence the next generation. Becoming lunch for his mate can actually benefit a male;
it delivers a supply of nourishment to help the eggs he fertilizes develop, thereby increasing the chances of leaving
healthy offspring. Questions like these aren't so hard. What continues to stymie Judson is figuring out why there is so
much opposition to evolution in the United States, her home country. The way around it, she says, is to proclaim the
wonders of the world, and how evolution allows us to understand and appreciate them even more. "I don't like
evolutionary biologists to sound defensive," she says. "I'm going to talk [at the University] about different techniques
for making biology interesting." 
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Alyssa Anderson harvesting
midges from a trout stream in
southern Minnesota.

Timing is everything
Flash floods led to discoveries about trout food web

By Martin Moen

June 19, 2008

Luck and preparation are paying off for Alyssa Anderson. Since
junior high in Lake Crystal, Minnesota, she's learned all she can
about aquatic insects. Anderson's passion for the field earned her
awards and travel to science competitions in California, Florida and
the United Kingdom before she came to the University of
Minnesota in 2007 seeking a Ph.D. She arrived just in time to study
Minnesota's greatest rainfall event. In mid-August a stalled weather
front dumped buckets of rain in southeast Minnesota. The storm
set a new National Weather Service--a one-day state record of
15.1 inches of rain, with an unofficial storm total in some areas of
nearly 21 inches of rainfall. The storm rerouted several of the
region's 188 trout stream channels and forever changed others.
The storm's effect on the life within those streams was unknown.

The storm, though, created an opportunity for Anderson and entomology professor Len Ferrington
to learn more about how aquatic insects react to summer floods. The focus of their work was 15
species of winter-emerging Chironomids, commonly called midges, are a family of small flies and an
important source of protein for trout. The fear was that the storm had given the trout a double-
whammy. Southeastern Minnesota is home to three species of trout: brook trout (native to the area),
brown trout, and rainbow trout. Many of them were likely displaced by the flooding and realignment
of streams, and those that did survive would not have enough food over the winter because the
midge population also had been affected. Their preliminary findings suggest that the storm lowered
the overall quantity of winter-emerging midges only slightly in the flood-ravaged streams. The
surprise, Anderson and Ferrington found, was that the rains may have helped diversify the species
of midges.

"In the hardest-hit streams we saw the greatest diversity of midges," Anderson says. "We've even
found a few species that were never collected in previous winters. The August flood may have given
these species an opportunity to colonize and fill niches left open by warm-weather midges that
suffered greater losses from the flood." Anderson says the diversity of species is a great sign. "This
indicates that even the streams that were most severely affected are on the road to recovery and
are producing a sustainable amount of food for the fish population inhabiting these streams," she
says. "In August these midges are in their larval stage and hibernating in the stream beds. So the
midges were harmed only where the stream beds were scoured out or exposed because the stream
changed its path." The results include historical data on 18 trout streams, some of which
experienced extreme, moderate, or no ill effects from the storm. For three months this past winter,
Anderson, Ferrington, and others made weekly visits to the streams in their study. "It takes a special
person to step into a fast-flowing stream when the air temperature is below zero," says Ferrington. "I
think Alyssa is as cold-adapted as I am--or as crazy about science. Her enthusiasm and eagerness
to learn are outstanding." Their findings help explain the moderate success anglers found this spring
during Minnesota's trout season opener. Further studies next winter will help determine the long-
lasting effects of the August 2007 storm.

More information about this project is available at the University of Minnesota Department of
Entomolgy.
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West Bank Business
Association president Mark
Johnson on Cedar Avenue.
The association was one of
seven to receive a grant from
the U's Good Neighbor Fund.

2008 Good Neighbor
Fund recipients

Bridging the Gap:
Pedestrian, Bike, and
Traffic Calming Plan
St. Anthony Park
Community Council,
$13,900

South St. Anthony Park
Banner Project
St. Anthony Park
Community Council, $4,303

Wayfinding Project
West Bank Business
Association, $10,000

Welcome Student Initiative
Marcy-Holmes
Neighborhood Association,
$1,300

Clean Sweep 2009
Marcy-Holmes
Neighborhood Association,
$3,810

Boulevard Tree Planting
Marcy-Holmes
Neighborhood Association,
$5,500

Community Mitigations,
Research and
Recommendations
Southeast Como
Improvement Association,
$30,000

To learn more about each
project, see University
Relations. Application forms
for the next round of
funding will be available in
January 2009.

Being a good neighbor
By Pauline Oo

June 18, 2008

This time next year, it'll be a lot easier to navigate around the
Cedar Riverside neighborhood, aka the West Bank, which has a
past as colorful as a bag of jelly beans. A new "wayfinding" project
led by the West Bank Business Association will result in about 13
multidirectional signposts offering the most direct routes to such
places as the University of Minnesota's Barbara Baker Center for
Dance and Ted Mann Concert Hall, the Cedar Riverside LRT
station, the Bedlam Theatre, and Augsburg College.

The association has received a $10,000 grant from the Good
Neighbor Fund for this undertaking. The University created the
fund in July 2007 with $1.5 million from the Minnesota Legislature
designated for the residential and business communities that would
be affected by the University's new TCF Bank Stadium. The Twin
Cities campus is adjacent to five Minneapolis neighborhoods--
Cedar Riverside, Marcy Holmes, S.E. Como, Prospect Park, and
the University neighborhood (including Fraternity Row)--totaling
some 35,500 residents, or just under 10 percent of the population
of Minneapolis. The three business districts within those neighborhoods are Stadium Village,
Dinkytown, and Cedar Riverside/West Bank.

This year, there were 13 applications for the Good Neighbor Fund; seven projects were picked to fit
within the $69,000 available. (That amount will vary each year based on the annual earnings of the
$1.5 million endowment.)

A five-member committee--with representatives from three campus-area neighborhoods, one
business association, and one student organization--selected the winning projects, which run the
gamut from creating more lanes for safe biking and walking to encouraging sports fans to patronize
local businesses. Greater consideration was given to projects that could mitigate game-day impact,
positively affect a broad geographical area over a longer period of time, and promote a consistent
identity or approach across some or all of the neighborhoods.

"The [Good Neighbor Fund] spurred our two projects," says Renee LePreau of the St. Anthony Park
Community Council. "Without it, we wouldn't have the money for them."

The council will use its $13,900 grant to study how to improve the bicycle and pedestrian route
along Territorial Road and Franklin Avenue where they cross over Highway 280, which forms a
barrier between the Minneapolis and St. Paul sections of the Twin Cities campus.

"This was a grant we applied for with Prospect Park, which also
extends across 280," explains LePreau. "Our goal is to create
neighborhood cohesion by making it a lot easier for people in St.
Anthony Park and Prospect Park to get back and forth across the
highway and also to allow people [biking and walking] access to the
stadium between the campuses because there'll be more [vehicle]
traffic when the stadium opens."

The council's second grant ($4,303) will go toward welcome banners
in south St. Anthony Park. The banners will be similar to those in the
north, strung on streetlights along Como Avenue.

"[With the new stadium], there's an opportunity for us to make it a
positive experience for the neighborhood," says Mark Johnson, U
alum and president of the West Bank Business Association.

"The West Bank is really going to be a place where people could
come, especially from the west and south, to park and take the light
rail over to the stadium, or they could walk over if it's a nice day. And
then come back after the event and go to one of the restaurants, or if
they feel like seeing a play or listening to music. The West Bank has
the largest concentration of music venues between Chicago and the
West Coast."

When it opens in September 2009, TCF Bank Stadium will be the first
on-campus football stadium for the University of Minnesota in more
than two decades. Fundraising is currently under way for the $288.5
million structure; so far, $74 million has been raised toward the goal of
$86 million in donations and sponsorships.

For more about TCF Bank Stadium, see the stadium Web site.
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University psychiatrist Jon
Grant found that a common
alcoholism drug has an effect
on the urge to gamble.

Drug curbs gambling urge
Used in combination with therapy, naltrexone--an alcoholism drug--
offers hope for pathological gamblers

By Nick Hanson

June 20, 2008

It appears that a drug--naltrexone--commonly used to treat alcohol
addiction has other applications. One of them is curbing
pathological gambling. In a recent University of Minnesota study,
naltrexone helped a group of addicts significantly drop their
gambling intensity and frequency. The results were published in a
recent issue of the Journal of Clinical Psychiatry. "This is good
news for people who have a gambling problem," says Jon Grant, a
University of Minnesota associate professor of psychiatry and
principal investigator of the study. "This is the first time people have
a proven medication that can help them get their behavior under
control." While the drug is not a cure for gambling, Grant says it
offers hope to many who are suffering from addiction. He also says
the drug would most likely work best in combination with individual
therapy.

Forty percent of the 49 participants who took the drug and completed
the study, quit gambling for at least one month.

"Medication can be helpful, but people with gambling addiction often have multiple other issues that should be
addressed through therapy," he says. He estimates between 1 to 3 percent of the population has a gambling
problem. Grant is an addiction expert who has published more than 150 studies on topics like gambling, shoplifting,
drugs, and sex. His studies focus on therapies, treatments, and brain imaging to better understand addiction and
eventually alleviate it. "We're trying to understand the mechanisms that underlie these compulsive behaviors and
treat them," Grant says. "Ideally, we would like to prevent them." About the study Seventy-seven people
participated in the double-blind (meaning neither researchers nor participants know who belongs to the control and
the experimental groups), placebo controlled study. Their ages ranged from 18 to 75 and they reported gambling for
6 to 32 hours each week. Fifty-eight men and women took 50, 100, or 150 milligrams of naltrexone every day for 18
weeks. Forty percent of the 49 participants who took the drug and completed the study quit gambling for at least one
month. Their urge to gamble also significantly dropped in intensity and frequency. The other 19 participants took a
placebo. But, only 10.5 percent of those were able to abstain from gambling. Dosage did not have an impact on the
results, naltrexone was generally well tolerated, and men and women reported similar results. Naltrexone is sold
under the brand names Revia and Depade. An extended-release formulation is sold under the name Vivitrol. 
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Edmond Dantes (right, played
by Nathaniel Nesheim-Case)
and his nemesis Danglars
(Christopher Kehoe) battle it
out in The Count of Monte
Cristo, which runs through
August 23.

Showboat party

The University of Minnesota
Showboat will celebrate its
50th anniversary with a
reunion party July 12 on
Harriet Island. The event
will include a matinee
performance of The Count
of Monte Cristo and a
dinner and river cruise on
the Jonathan Padelford
paddleboat. The cost is
$35; call 612-625-4001.
Open to the first 200
registrations. To learn more,
see Showboat reunion.

For more on its history, read
"The Showboat Story" or
listen to the News Service
interview with Sherry
Wagner-Henry, managing
director of university
theatre.

Cheering the hero and booing the bad guys
Showboat offers The Count of Monte Cristo for 50th anniversary
season

By Pauline Oo

June 20, 2008

Edmond Dantes is about to marry his beloved Mercedes and
become captain of a sea-worthy vessel. But three jealous enemies
conspire in his downfall. Dantes is accused of treason and left to
rot at Chateau d'If, the Alcatraz of France. His rivals become rich
and more powerful. In fact, one of them, Fernand Mondego, ends
up marrying the lovely Mercedes, who believes her sweetheart to
be dead.

The Count of Monte Cristo, based on Alexandre Dumas's novel of
the same name, is this summer's melodramatic offering on the
Minnesota Centennial Showboat. As in years past, students from
the University of Minnesota theatre arts and dance department are
doing it all, from maintenance to ticket sales and ushering to
performing. The Showboat Players, as the cast and crew are
known, are paid competitively for their work, and they opened their
very first season on the Mississippi in 1958. The intention of the
Showboat was to continue the tradition of late 19th century showboating, or floating stages, and to
give students a taste of what it was like to be part of a professional company.

"[The Showboat is] a really fun place to perform," says University senior Elizabeth Griffith, who plays
Madame Morel, the owner of a merchant fleet, in The Count of Monte Cristo. "We're on the river
right in the heart of St. Paul with an exciting show and wonderful friends, preserving a little bit of our
American theatrical past. Also, performing in [this] manner is such a new thing for us as students. In
classes at the University, we are taught an awful lot about Stanislavski, Meisner, LeCoq, and many
other ways 'in' to acting, but rarely taught the style that we use on the Showboat. Our directors don't
ask us to approach the characters psychologically, they instead teach us what Fanny Brice, Edwin
Booth, The Lunts, and greats like John Barrymore would have done."

Griffith, a familiar face from last summer's production (Sherlock's Last Case), is also a crowd
pleaser in the olios--those unique laugh-out-loud vignettes performed between seat-grabbing
scenes to relieve the tension. In "Look Out, Opera Singers!" Griffith's ability to play both a bad and a
first-rate singer is a shining example of the star quality and talent many Showboat Players possess.

"[Switching between characters in the play and olios] can be a little
daunting at first, because we are essentially rehearsing two shows at
once," says Christopher Kehoe, the villainous Danglars in The Count
of Monte Cristo and the bitingly arrogant Sherlock Holmes last year.
"But by the time we open, they've been spliced together in just about
everyone's mind. The script and the olios combined are one
production, and I think they compliment each other nicely."

And if acting, dancing, and singing weren't enough, Kehoe, who
recently graduated summa cum laude with a BA in Theatre Arts, and
fellow performer Nathaniel Nesheim-Case (the dashing Edmund
Dantes) are convincing swordsmen. In the final scene, some audience
members found themselves saucer-eyed and gaped-mouth every time
Dantes parried a blow from Danglars.

"I could write a novel about the wonderfully unique working climate on
the Showboat, which is ironic as a lot of theatre folk may (and do)
dismiss it as a heavily commercialized, fluffy venue that panders to a
wide audience," says Kehoe. "[But] what the Showboat has a leg-up
on [as opposed to] nearly every other theater in town, is a true
fulfillment of a communion [between audience and actors]."

Their melodramatic style, he adds, requires an active communication
with the audience. "We are trying to incite visceral reactions from you,"
Kehoe says, "and of course they start kind of ironic (hyuk-hyuk; boo), but by the end of the show,
that irony has often become a full-fledged engagement."

And that's exactly what happened at the opening weekend of The Count of Monte Cristo. The
audience was spot on--as it has been for the past 50 years--when it came to hissing the bad guys
and cheering the good guy at just the right time.

The Count of Monte Cristo runs through August 23. Evening performances are 8 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays;
matinee performances are 2:30 p.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

Tickets are $20 to $25, with a special $2 discount off all dates except for Friday and Saturday
evenings. Discounts are available by telephone only (651-227-1100) and cannot be used on
previous purchases or in combination with other offers. Patrons must ask for the "U of M discount."
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NRRI researcher Tim Hagen
examines cotton removed
from old mattresses that are
part of a recycling effort in
Duluth.

By the numbers

9 pounds of cotton in a
mattress (average)

25 pounds of steel in a
mattress (average)

1,500 mattresses a month
to Duluth Goodwill
Industries (and growing!)

360 pounds per cubic yard--
compaction rate of
mattresses

1,600 pounds per cubic
yard--compaction rate of
garbage without mattresses

The afterlife of a mattress
By June Kallestad

From eNews, June 26, 2008

Old mattresses are the bane of the landfill. Mostly, it's the steel
springs that landfill managers curse. The springy metal won't
crush. It bounces back, gets stuck in the bulldozers, and takes up a
lot of precious space.

"In landfills, it's all about compaction," says Tim Hagen, a
researcher at the Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI) at
the University of Minnesota, Duluth. "And bed springs just won't
compact. It's a huge problem."

Hagen is working on solving the mattress problem with an
innovative and aggressive recycling program in Duluth, one of only
two in the country where mattresses are taken apart and the
components reused. Now in its fourth year, the program gets
mattresses from all over the northern half of the state--by the
truckloads.

The impetus to recycle took off in 2005 when the Western Lake Superior Sanitary District and
Carlton and St. Louis counties instituted a "differential tipping fee" at their landfills and transfer
stations, imposing a higher fee to landfill and lowering the cost to recycle. In first year, they recycled
3,139 mattresses and box springs, and this year, they expect to recycle more than 17,000. The
mattresses go to Duluth's Goodwill Industries site where they are cut apart, and each layer of fabric,
cotton, and foam padding is pulled off.

NRRI funded a local effort to find markets for the materials that make up a mattress. The foam is
easily sold to companies that make carpet underlayment. The wood frames are chipped up and
used as a biomass fuel source. And the cotton is mixed with wood fibers for a local company that
manufactures oil filters for diesel engines.

"The filter company tested the post-consumer cotton against using new cotton and there was
absolutely no difference in performance," says Hagen. "In the long run, this application saves raw
materials costs and preserves valuable landfill space for future generations."

A Goodwill employee cuts apart an old mattress for recycling.

The filter manufacturer uses about 50,000 pounds of cotton a year, and
that's about how much Goodwill Industries supplies it at the present
time.

But what about the pesky steel springs?

The value of steel is at an all-time high,
but as mattress springs, they're practically worthless. Hagen is
working with a company that makes baling equipment to see if they
can customize a machine to roll the steel up like hay bales.

"Now our challenge is to help Goodwill Industries secure funding to
purchase the baler, [which would be designed to safely bale the steel]"
says Hagen. "It's a new concept...but if it works, it will be a win-win-
win, all the way around."

Following in its footsteps Hennepin County will begin a similar mattress-
recycling program in the Twin Cities this summer. (NRRI is working with the
county to find a market for the steel and other mattress components.) And the
International Sleep Products Association is looking at the Duluth program as a
national model for mattress recycling.
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Diane Treat-Jacobson is
studying how arm cycling can
help people who have
difficulty doing lower body
exercises.

Arming against leg pain
By Mary Hoff

From eNews, June 26, 2008

Trying to reduce leg pain with an upper body workout sounds a bit
like taking cough syrup for athlete's foot. But University of
Minnesota assistant professor of nursing Diane Treat-Jacobson is
learning otherwise. Her research focuses on peripheral arterial
disease (PAD), in which plaque builds up in the arteries of the legs
and impedes blood circulation. PAD affects an estimated 9 million
people in the United States, including one in five over 70 years of
age.

When people with PAD walk or use their leg muscles, oxygen is
quickly depleted. This causes muscle pain or cramping that feels
like a charley horse. The discomfort keeps many people from
exercising, and that leads to a downward spiral of inactivity and
further vascular dysfunction. Severe PAD can make it hard to
perform the everyday tasks of living, from climbing stairs to grocery
shopping.

Until now, the conventional treatment for PAD, ironically, has been using those aching legs.

"Standard exercise therapy requires walking until it hurts, resting for a few minutes until the pain
subsides, and then walking again," says Treat-Jacobson. Walking into the pain, she says, trains the
muscle to use oxygen more efficiently. Over time, the onset of pain is delayed, and the individual is
able to walk a little longer. But it's not surprising that many have a hard time following that
prescription with much conviction or consistency.

Might there be a less painful way to make progress against PAD?

While searching for ideas, Treat-Jacobson encountered a British study that compared the effect of
stationary bicycling to the effect of "arm cycling"--performing aerobic exercise by rotating a crank
with the arms instead of the legs. The study found some improvement in PAD symptoms in both
treatment groups. Treat-Jacobson was intrigued by the results, but felt they didn't provide enough
information because cycling lacks the weight-bearing component of walking. She received a grant
from the American Heart Association to carry out her own research project comparing the
effectiveness of arm cycling and treadmill walking in people with PAD.

Treat-Jacobson began by measuring how long her study participants could walk before they began
to feel pain and how long they could walk with the pain before it shot up to "5" on her scale--too
intense to tolerate. Subjects then went through a 12-week exercise routine that consisted of
treadmill walking, treadmill walking plus arm cycling, or arm cycling alone.

Unanticipated findings

Before she started the study, Treat-Jacobson expected that individuals assigned to perform both
forms of exercise would have the best outcome. All three groups did show statistically significant
gains; participants could walk before the pain stopped them. But when it came to the amount of time
they could walk before the pain began, the "arm cyclers" were at least as good, and perhaps even
better, than subjects in the other treatment groups. Not only that, but the arm cyclers also showed a
decrease in resting blood pressure, while the others did not.

"We were surprised," she says. Treat-Jacobson suspects that walking may cause inflammation in
leg muscles that limits the ability to benefit from the exercise. It also may be, she says, that leg pain
prevents walkers from reaching the same level of aerobic benefit as the arm cyclers.

In a second study, Treat-Jacobson is now exploring how upper body exercise affects people with
more severe forms of PAD--those for whom any use of the legs causes pain, or who experience
PAD-related pain at night or when they're at rest. She's measuring the impact of exercise on ability
to walk, exercise capacity, perception of pain, and tissue oxygen levels in the feet.

Preliminary results suggest that arm exercises may make a big difference for these patients, too,
although the impact varies depending on how severe the problem is.

Treat-Jacobson is excited about the potential of arm cycling to make life better for people with PAD.
"Especially for people who are unstable or who can't do lower body exercises, this could be a
promising therapy," she says. "I think there are great possibilities to be explored, for example, in
long-term care facilities where people worry about falling when performing walking exercise."

As her work gets attention in the popular press, Treat-Jacobson has the rare opportunity to see her
research findings reinforced by anecdotal experience. A man with a severe case of PAD sent her an
e-mail reporting that after spending a summer doing his own form of upper-body exercise--using a
hoe, rake, and shovel from a sitting position in his large garden for 6 to 12 hours per week--he had
made tremendous gains in his ability to walk without pain.

"That was very gratifying," says Treat-Jacobson.
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Extension nutrition education
assistant Nimo Yusuf teaches
healthy eating habits to
immigrant populations.

How do recent
immigrants learn about
healthy American foods?

Extension teaches the
Simply Good Eating
Program to families from
many immigrant
backgrounds, using an
adapted English Language
Learner (ELL) version of the
curriculum. One partner in
this effort is the Winnetka
Learning Center in New
Hope. To learn more about
the curriculum, see Simply
Good Eating.

Healthy eating in a new land
Extension educators use hands-on approach to bridge Somali
culture and American society

June 26, 2008; updated July 8

Home to an estimated 70,000 Somalis, Minnesota claims the
largest Somali population in the United States. Like other recent
immigrants with limited resources and busy lives, many of the
state's Somali families are struggling to find a middle ground
between affordable, nutritious food and quick, easy preparation.

The traditional Somali diet is a healthy one, but sticking to it proved
difficult when the Somalis fled their war-torn country. Getting back
on track after resettlement in the United States required help from
someone with knowledge of Somali cuisine and how to recreate it
using foods available in their new country.

Besides that, the new culinary landscape contains a second
danger for Somalis in America: type II diabetes. The traditional
Somali diet relies heavily on carbohydrate-rich foods, a situation
that, along with the more sedentary American way of life, paves the way for diabetes.

Research shows the condition surfacing at younger ages and progressing faster in Somalis than in
the population at large. Somali women are at particular risk for obesity and the higher risk of type II
diabetes it brings, and because they usually shop and cook for their households, it's important to
educate them about food issues.

Ilhan Omar and Nimo Yusuf are two of more than 100 nutrition education assistants who teach
healthy eating habits to new immigrants through the University of Minnesota Extension's Nutrition
Education Program in community centers across the state. Using the Extension curriculum, the pair
help fill the needs of the Somali community and other immigrants in Hennepin County. "There is a
great need here for people who know the Somali language and understand the culture," says
Shelley Sherman, an Extension health and nutrition educator based in the Twin Cities.

In less than two years with Extension, Omar and Yusuf have worked
with nearly 1,000 people--about half Somali--teaching them to create
nutritious meals on a tight budget. They also help families work
through new challenges: children who embrace Americans' affinity for
fast food and sugar, encouraging and teaching men to cook as their
wives join the workforce, and resolving issues that surface when
dealing with Muslim dietary restrictions in a foreign land. "Muslims
don't consume pork products, and people get their information by word
of mouth," says Omar. "We do the research to tell them what contains
pork byproducts and what doesn't. We are not going to change beliefs
they've built up their whole life, but we can share information about
how things can work for them in America." Yusuf agrees. "We see
ourselves as the bridge between Somali culture and American society:
We are in the middle, holding both hands," she says. "It's a good
feeling." For more information about the nutrition education programs,
visit University of Minnesota Extension.
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The University of Minnesota
introduced the hardy Redwing
raspberry in 1986.

Did you know?

Since 1896, the University
of Minnesota has
conducted small fruit
research at its North
Central Research and
Outreach Center at Grand
Rapids. The U has
introduced several varieties
of strawberries, blueberries,
raspberries, and currants,
as well as two varieties of
gooseberries. To learn
more, see 150 Years of
Hardy Plants: Small Fruits.

Enjoy the berry best of Minnesota
By Trina Barno

From eNews, June 26, 2008

Anyone who has ever tasted fresh-picked, mouth-watering
Minnesota berries knows that they are one of the greatest rewards
for enduring the long and bitter Minnesota winters.

Summertime berries are loaded with important nutrients,
antioxidants, and phytochemicals. Berries are extremely versatile
foods that can be incorporated into any meal; used in juices,
smoothies, teas, and other beverages; or eaten alone for a
delicious grab-and-go snack. Strawberries You can begin looking
for fresh, locally grown strawberries in Minnesota during the month
of June. When choosing fresh strawberries, look for bright red
berries that have the green end caps intact. One cup of
strawberries contain 140 percent of the U.S. Recommended Daily
Allowance for vitamin C. In addition, strawberries are a good
source of folic acid, potassium, and fiber. Refrigerate your
strawberries as soon as possible to maintain maximum freshness and nutrients. Clean fresh
strawberries by rinsing them with cool water in a colander just before eating them, and cut off the
end cap. Use fresh strawberries within three days of picking them. Blueberries Blueberries begin
appearing in July in Minnesota, and they keep showing up into August. Blueberries are ripest when
they are completely blue with no hints of red; have a waxy, silvery coating; and will easily come off
their stems. They are packed with antioxidants, as well as dietary fiber, niacin, and vitamins A and
C.

Blueberries will stay fresh for about seven days if refrigerated. Rinse
in a colander just before eating. Raspberries Red raspberries ripen
earliest in Minnesota, followed by black, purple, and yellow
raspberries. Some farms offer both summer and fall crops.
Raspberries are ripest when they are uniform in color and separate
from their green end caps easily. Raspberries are rich in vitamin C,
folate, iron, and potassium. Refrigerate raspberries in a shallow
container because they are fragile and will bruise easily when
crowded together. Rinse gently in a colander just before eating, and
eat within two days of picking.

Storing them Berries are easy to freeze and store. Spread whole
berries in a single layer on a cookie sheet and put in the freezer for
three to four hours until frozen. Place frozen berries in freezer bags for
delicious treats well into the winter months. For a list of farms or
orchards in Minnesota, see the Minnesota Department of Agriculture.

For tips on making jams and jellies from berries, visit the food preservation section of University of
Minnesota Extension's Web site.

Trina Barno is a health and nutrition educator with University of Minnesota Extension. 
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New Regents Professor of
Physics Allen Goldman credits
his graduate students with
much of his success--and vice
versa.

Physicist Allen Goldman, three others
named Regents Professors
Regents Professor is highest rank for University faculty

By Deane Morrison

June 24, 2008

The last few years have been heady ones for Allen Goldman. In
2002 he won the coveted Fritz London Prize, one of the top prizes
in physics, and last year he was elected to the National Academy
of Sciences. Now he has garnered an honor that reflects the
admiration of the people who know him best: his colleagues at the
University. Goldman, head of the University's School of Physics
and Astronomy, is one of four faculty members just elected
Regents Professors, the highest faculty rank. The others are
Madelon Sprengnether, English; Eric Sheppard, geography; and
Steven Ruggles, history. All will be profiled in this space soon.

A brobdingnagian output

"My feeling is I didn't do this alone," says Goldman of his new status. "I had
excellent graduate students and extraordinary support from other faculty and staff in physics. They deserve some
credit for helping to make this happen." If there's one term to describe Goldman (besides self-effacing), it would be
prolific. Or prodigious. The graduate of Harvard and Stanford, who joined the University of Minnesota as an assistant
professor in 1965, has more than 250 research publications to his credit. He has made an indelible mark in the field
of superconductivity, the state in which materials lose their electrical resistance and electrons can flow freely. He and
his team have found ways to construct and study thin films of metals only a few atoms thick. Around 1979 his team
discovered electrons undulating through a superconducting material in sync; that is, in waves where all the electrons
moved up and down together "like sound waves," Goldman says. That research caused a stir in the
superconductivity community, as did a subsequent discovery of a way to switch a thin film of metal from being an
insulator to being just the opposite--a superconductor--or vice versa. That work is cited by other scientists about 100
times every year. Lately, he has found another way to induce superconductivity.

"He let me design and build equipment for more than 18 months. It is
only now when I am a professor that I have come to respect the
enormous gamble that he took with me as a student."

Research in superconductivity is considered critical to the development of new materials for electronics and electrical
technology. While superconductivity may be a hot field, the science is carried out at extremely low temperatures.
Goldman jokes that his lab may have "the coldest macroscopic space in Minnesota." It's only a small space,
measured in cubic centimeters, but its temperature gets down to three-hundredths of a Centigrade degree above
absolute zero. (Absolute zero--minus 459.67 F--is the coldest anything can get. It cannot be achieved artificially.)

A new generation of physicists

But in an age when a faculty member may stand up at his retirement party and recall with pride having mentored 15
or 20 doctoral students during his career, Goldman's accomplishments in that area are off the chart. To date, he has
shepherded 52 students to their Ph.Ds, with five more yet to finish. Many are professors themselves, with lifelong
appreciation for Goldman's skills as a mentor. "Allen worked so hard that he seemed to always have a cup of coffee
in hand to help him stay awake," says Ying Liu, professor of physics at Pennsylvania State University. "The only time
he had time for in-depth discussion of physics seemed to be during the weekend. ... I probably learned more physics
from him during those weekend discussion sessions than all weekdays combined." Goldman also trusted his
students. "Allen took me on as a student and within the first six months gave me a budget of $100,000 and an idea
to pursue," says Brad Orr, director of applied physics at the University of Michigan. "He let me design and build
equipment for more than 18 months. It is only now when I am a professor that I have come to respect the enormous
gamble that he took with me as a student. "Operating more as a colleague then as a supervisor, he watched the
project bloom successfully. As a child owes his personality to his parents, I owe my professional career to Allen
Goldman." 
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Art Erdman (left), director of
the Medical Devices Center,
stands next to Ryan
Buesseler, a Ph.D. student in
mechanical engineering who is
holding a nasal stapler he
created to meet a surgical
need.

New Medical Devices Center opens

June 25, 2008

A new, state-of-the-art laboratory suite at the University of
Minnesota opened its doors on June 24, offering the public a
glimpse at the future of medical device innovation.

The Medical Devices Center, housed in Shepherd Labs on the
East Bank of the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis, was built
specifically for designing, prototyping, and testing new medical
devices. The lab features high-tech equipment that allows
researchers to view live surgeries in 3D, a computer-aided design
precision-instruments area, and mechanical and electronics
fabrication centers.

During a tour of the center, student and faculty researchers
demonstrated the new equipment, highlighted past successes in
developing medical devices at the U, and explained how the new
facility will enhance their work in the future.

Overall, the center will provide resources and assistance to
researchers and industry partners in the medical device design
process from concept through clinical trials. "This center fills a
void," says Art Erdman, the center's director and a long-time
mechanical engineering professor and medical device design expert. "It directly fills the void of
going from idea to advanced prototype that wasn't there before."

"[The center] directly fills the void of going from idea to advanced
prototype that wasn't there before," says Erdman.

The center will work to develop new relationships with the vibrant Twin Cities medical device industry and various
government agencies in an effort to improve health care worldwide. The Medical Devices Center was named as one
of the U's top strategic investments in its 2007 budget request to the Minnesota Legislature.

The center will also educate and help develop the next generation of medical device inventors.
Already, the U has provided seed funding for 16 projects--where graduate students are working with
an adviser both from IT and the Academic Health Center.

And beginning this fall, the new Medical Devices Center Fellows Program, headed by Marie
Johnson, will bring together post-graduate engineering researchers, seasoned medical device
professionals, and physicians to identify, create, and test medical devices. This will be an intensive
one-year product development experience for the fellows.

According to Erdman, it can be easy for engineers to shut the doors of their labs "and develop
useless things," and difficult to connect the needs of the medical industry with the expertise of
researchers.

"We need to put those people together," he says. "This physical space is going to help do that, and
the funding is already doing that. We really want to train the next generation of innovators."

The Medical Devices Center is part of the University of Minnesota's Institute for Engineering in
Medicine (IEM) established in July 2007. IEM is an initiative jointly sponsored by the Institute of
Technology (the U's college of engineering, physical sciences, and mathematics) and the Medical
School. It fosters a wide range of interdisciplinary research, uniting faculty in health sciences and
various engineering, science, and mathematics departments.
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University plant biologist
George Weiblen, lead
organizer of the Evolution
2008 conference, says there
has been no more exciting
time to be an evolutionary
biologist than today.

A new look at the history
of evolution

The theory of evolution has
had its share of both fans
and critics over the
centuries. In a new book,
"More Than Darwin: An
Encyclopedia of the People
and Places of the Evolution-
Creationism Controversy
(Greenwood Press, 2008),"
University authors Randy
Moore and Mark D. Decker
lay out the life and times of
one of the greatest ideas in
all science, with sketches of
the often colorful characters
who promoted or
condemned it. Moore is the
H.T. Morse-Alumni
Distinguished Teaching
Professor of Biology and
Decker is associate director
for scholarship and
teaching in the Biology
Program.

Listen to an interview with
Randy Moore about writing
the book.

An evolving science
The Evolution 2008 conference celebrated a vibrant field

By Deane Morrison

June 30, 2008

On a balmy summer night, lawns come alive with the cricket
version of "American Idol," as each male "sings" in an effort to
convince the local females to pick him. In the air, male fireflies flash
to advertise their virility, looking for a female to signal by flashing
back. Besides being delightful, these ordinary mating displays
illustrate some of the myriad facets of evolution that took center
stage in the Evolution 2008 conference, held at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis June 20-24. It was held here "because
we have a critical mass of evolutionary biologists at the University,"
says George Weiblen, an associate professor of plant biology and
lead conference organizer. "It was an opportunity to showcase our
talents and bring hot science to our doorstep. It's the largest
meeting of evolutionary biologists in the world." More than 1,400
biologists from 22 countries, including 69 University faculty and
students, presented their research and ideas.

Siren songs, flagrant flashers, diabolical deceit

In Hawaii, new species of crickets are rapidly evolving, said Cornell University researcher Chris Wiley. But as new
species arise, they have to avoid interbreeding in order to remain separate. The best way to keep separate is for
males to evolve new songs (or chirps), and for the females to evolve a preference for that song at the same time. But
why should both the song and the preference for it evolve at the same time? It seems like a too convenient
coincidence. But maybe not.

"When we have a predator-prey system or a host-parasite system, we
have a co-evolutionary arms race where the prey is under pressure to
come up with new ways of eluding the predator, then the predator
adapts."

It could be, said Wiley, that changes--called mutations--in a single gene or group of genes could be responsible. In a
male, the change results in a new song, while in the female the change confers a preference for that song.
Sometimes, one gene can produce different traits in males and females, and Wiley and his colleague Kerry Shaw
are investigating whether this is happening in the crickets. A recurring question in evolutionary biology is how new
versions of old genes arise in the first place. Researcher Yuichi Oba (Nagoya University, Japan) reported on his
studies of genes found in fireflies and other beetles; his work suggests a likely way in which genes for the flashing
ability first appeared and then diversified, resulting in different flashing patterns in different firefly species. The firefly
owes its flash to an enzyme known as luciferase, which carries out a chemical
reaction that produces light. Oba found intriguing similarities in genes for
luciferase and genes for an enzyme that metabolizes fatty substances; this
second enzyme is found in both fireflies and related beetles. Most probably,
said Oba, a genetic error occurred long ago in a beetle. That error caused the
gene for the fat-metabolizing enzyme to be duplicated. The extra copy of the
gene that could then mutate without harming the original gene's function. As
the beetle's descendants multiplied, the extra gene mutated into the gene for
luciferase, and fireflies were born. But evolution doesn't stop. As befits insects
with an enzyme named for Lucifer, some fireflies have evolved the ability to put
their flashes to diabolical use. Certain females can mimic the flashing patterns
of females of other species. On seeing those flashes, amorous males of the
other species fly straight to the source, where they are promptly devoured.

The better to kill you with, my deer

A study of wolves in Yellowstone Park led by University postdoc Daniel
MacNulty shows that as predators evolve to take the prey available, sizing
themselves can be a tricky thing. "Species within lineages tend to evolve into
larger sizes," said MacNulty, using the diminutive ancestors of modern whales,
horses, and elephants as examples. "Bigger predators chase bigger prey, but
bigger size can slow them down." The Yellowstone wolf packs used different
skills to bring down elk, MacNulty reported. First they rush the herd, then they
select an individual and separate it from its fellow elk, and finally they wrestle it
to the ground and kill it. Rushing doesn't seem to require any particular size,
MacNulty said, but closing in on the chosen victim requires a burst of speed,
which would be hampered by too much body weight. Conversely, pulling the
elk down is a job for burly wolves. In fact, MacNulty and his colleagues found
that a wolf's chances of successfully separating an elk out from the herd rose
only until the wolf reached about 86 pounds, then leveled off. But the chances
of wrestling down and killing an elk didn't level off, suggesting that large size is
favored for this job. Size is a tradeoff; male lions, for instance, are bigger than females and worse at chasing prey but
better at killing, he said. In general, small carnivores, such as cheetahs, are adapted to running while large ones,
such as polar bears, are built for grappling. According to fossil evidence, "extinctions of American lions [larger Ice
Age cousins of sabretooth cats] may suggest they couldn't shift from larger, slow prey [like mammoths, which went
extinct] to smaller, faster prey," said MacNulty.

The Red Queen lives

In Lewis Carroll's "Through the Looking Glass," Alice meets the Red Queen, who must run as fast as she can just to
stay in place. The Red Queen has been adopted as a metaphor by some evolutionary biologists to illustrate how
predators and prey have to keep up with each other. "When we have a predator-prey system or a host-parasite
system, we have a co-evolutionary arms race where the prey is under pressure to come up with new ways of eluding
the predator, then the predator adapts," says Weiblen. "A good example of the Red Queen is the pharmaceutical
industry and infectious bacteria. New antibiotics like streptomycin come along, and bacteria evolve resistance." A
strong driving force in such systems is natural selection, which means that bacteria in which antibiotic-resistance
genes appear will be "selected" to live and give rise to the next generation Given that, plus numerous observations
that people differ considerably in their resistance to disease, their response to drugs, and other traits, Weiblen calls
on the University to add evolutionary biology to its Medical School curriculum. "The ability to care for our bodies is
enhanced by knowing our history as a species," he says. "The medical profession isn't aware of evolutionary
biology's potential for making them better doctors," adds Scott Lanyon, director of the University's Bell Museum of
Natural History. "Evolutionary biologists in general feel strongly [that there's a real need to integrate evolutionary
biology into medical curricula." 
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Katherine Waters, one of the
veterinarians in the Medical
Reserve Corps, tends to a cat
in Cedar Rapids.

Medical Reserve Corps aids pets in flood-
ravaged Iowa
Veterinarians and students helping care for abandoned and
stranded animals

July 2, 2008

The University of Minnesota Medical Reserve Corps (MRC) has
deployed two teams of veterinarians and students to flood-ravaged
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to help care for nearly 650 displaced animals.

Most of animals are domestic pets, such as cats and dogs, but
some are exotic animals, such as ferrets and reptiles. Most of the
animals were either abandoned or in need of temporary housing
until they can be cared for again.

The group was charged with examining the overall health of the
animals, determining necessary treatment, administering treatment
and vaccines, and monitoring for infectious diseases, a concern
when large numbers of animals are housed together for the first
time.

The first group to assist returned July 1, after four days in Cedar Rapids. A second left June 30 and
will return July 3. University MRC officials and shelter administrators are currently reviewing the
need for additional assistance beyond July 3.

"These animals are in a stressful situation, and so are the people caring for them. I am happy that
we have been able to help," said Larissa Minicucci, a veterinarian and leader of the first group. "Our
ability to stay in Cedar Rapids for four days allowed our team to provide a continuity of care, and
that has made an enormous difference for the animals and people."

The animals are being cared for in a makeshift shelter in three buildings at Kirkwood Community
College in Cedar Rapids, after the existing animal shelter was ruined in the flooding.

"The University of Minnesota MRC was created as a way to organize and rapidly deploy University
health professionals to respond to emergencies on campus or provide assistance in the broader
community," said Jill DeBoer, director of the Academic Health Center Office of Emergency
Response, which houses the U of M Medical Reserve Corps. "As part of the MRC, personnel from
our College of Veterinary Medicine have established a Veterinary Response Team specifically
prepared to respond to animal health emergencies. We are pleased to have this opportunity to
provide assistance to colleagues in Iowa."

The U of M MRC, one of several in the state, has roughly 1,000 members, including students, staff,
and faculty from across the Academic Health Center, as well as staff from Boynton Health Service.

Since its creation in 2004, members have provided support to a statewide influenza phone bank,
assisted in hurricane relief efforts in the Gulf Coast region, provided medical and behavioral health
services following the I-35W bridge collapse, and assisted in the community of Cottonwood
following the tragic school bus accident in February 2008. This is the first time the Veterinary
Response Team has been deployed.

For more information about the Medical Reserve Corps, visit the MRC Web site. 
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University of Minnesota
Provost Tom Sullivan
advocates bold steps to raise
the Midwest's economic
profile.

Watch a video interview or
listen to a University of
Minnesota Moment with
Sullivan about the summit.

The bucks start here
Universities look to pull the Midwest together economically

By Deane Morrison

July 3, 2008

It's time for Midwestern states to put aside unproductive rivalries
and start working together to raise the region's economic profile.
That message reverberated through the Federal Reserve Bank in
Minneapolis last Friday (June 27) as provosts from the Committee
on Institutional Cooperation (CIC)--a consortium of the Big Ten
universities plus the University of Chicago--vowed to join forces to
help put its economic house in order. The summit, "Developing a
Regional View of the Midwest Economy: Breaking Down Barriers
That Impede Regional Progress," attracted leaders from
universities, banks, government, and businesses. The University of
Minnesota sponsored the event, along with CIC and the Federal
Reserve Bank. "Incremental moves won't be enough," said
University of Minnesota Provost Tom Sullivan. "We must have bold,
creative steps." "Bold" describes the critique of the region by
Richard Longworth, a member of the Chicago Council of Public
Affairs, who stressed that the Midwest must come together
economically. Speaking about "the balkanized Midwest and what to
do about it," Longworth noted instances where the states duplicate
efforts instead of combining resources. For example, each state
has its own bioscience organization; if they were joined, then the
Midwest could "lead the world" in this area. And the same goes for money from the tobacco
settlement, which could go a lot farther if pooled. "Globalization affects all [Midwestern] states the
same--it sweeps across state lines," he said. "The states are too small to compete [in a global
market]. We're all in this together, but you'd never know it." Longworth also took issue with some
states' habits of "discriminating against cities" and high-minority areas in particular when locating
state-funded projects, plus deciding how local schools and governments will work.

"Globalization affects all [Midwestern] states the same--it sweeps
across state lines. ... We're all in this together, but you'd never know it."

"This is not a partisan issue. Cities should be cut free from state restraints to forge their own future," he said. As
cities and states pursue economic development, they should keep in mind that there are right ways and wrong ways
to do it, said Arthur Rolnick, senior vice president and director of research at the Federal Reserve. One "wrong way
to do economics" is bidding wars between cities for companies, such as when St. Paul lured a company and its 500
jobs away from Minneapolis. "It moved jobs from Minneapolis to St. Paul, but there was no gain to the state," Rolnick
said. "But money was spent to lure them." An even better example of wasted effort, he said, is the spectacle of
states vying for professional sports teams.

The best investment

Instead, cities and states should invest in an area whose "real returns" beat the stock market hands down: children.
Rolnick lauded the Perry Preschool Project for 3- and 4-year-olds in Ypsilanti, Michigan, as an example of how
investment in high-quality pre-kindergarten learning programs can make a measurable difference in the futures of
children in poverty and at risk of failing in school. A sampling of statistics shows that at age 27, young people who
had been in the program had significantly higher monthly earnings, percentages of home ownership, and schooling
compared to a control group. Schooling rates were especially striking for females: 84 percent of program children
completed 12th grade or higher vs. 35 percent for controls. Among males, 12 percent of the program group had five
or more lifetime arrests, compared to 49 percent of controls. In St. Paul, the Saint Paul Early Childhood Scholarship
Program aims to do the same for 1,200 low-income families in the Frogtown and North End neighborhoods by giving
them information and scholarships to help them choose, pay for, and stay in high-quality child care and early
education settings. (Call 651/641-6604 for more information.) The key to a good program, said Rolnick, is that it must
be high-quality and scalable, and it must start early in a child's life. "Relative to other public investments, we don't
think you can do better with your next dollar," he said.

An ensemble cast

As for how Midwesterners can best put their heads together to boost regional economic development, Longworth
suggested a "Midwest think tank" as the hub of activity. He also brought up the idea of a high-speed rail connecting
Midwestern cities and universities, along with more joint appointments of professors at regional colleges and
universities and in-state tuition for any Midwest student. But if the Midwestern states are to help each other
economically instead of always competing, that brings up the issue of how to distribute the benefits. For example, if
Iowa and Indiana were to contribute resources for Illinois to develop a particular industry, how would those good
neighbors reap any rewards? University of Minnesota geography professor Judith Martin, who is also co-director of
the U's University Metropolitan Consortium, says that the Twin Cities' fiscal disparities law could be a model. The law
covers the seven-county metro area. "[It] shares the commercial and industrial tax base generated by new
development on an annual basis," she explains. "A percentages goes to a metro pool and is redistributed to
communities that lack opportunity for commerical development. Maybe states could do something similar." The
conferees agreed that the Midwest is rich in educational resources and physical assets such as the Great Lakes. But
the switch away from a manufacturing economy has been uneven, and its assets must be better harnessed to
compete with other regions for investment. And soon. "This [summit] was about the tension between cooperation
and competition," Sullivan said. "It is time to act together." 
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Kevin Groenke with graduate
student Della Hansmann at
her CDesK.

Furnishing a solution
By Pauline Oo

From eNews, July 10, 2008

For several generations, architecture students at the University of
Minnesota have put up with worn out and obsolete furniture at the
design studios on campus. Some students even had to build their
own desks. That all changed last summer when the College of
Design replaced 250 mismatched desks with the CDesKs,
workstations created specifically to address the unique needs of its
students.

"The old tables were really worn out, and there wasn't enough
storage space for all the materials [the students] needed in their
studio coursework," says Kevin Groenke, who manages the W.L.
Hall Workshop (student fabrication lab) in Rapson Hall. "Some of
them were from 1960 when the building was first built, and about
150 had been cobbled together by students [between 1999 and
2001]."

When vendors' proposals for news desks turned up designs that were too expensive and didn't quite
meet the needs of University architecture students, Groenke, a 1987 School of Journalism and
Mass Communication alum, thought he could do better, so he decided to put his design skills to the
test.

"Our college administrators didn't exactly discourage me from submitting a proposal, but they never
asked me to do it either," says Groenke.

Groenke has been at W.L. Hall since 1995, mainly helping students use the shop's equipment to
complete their architecture projects, and over the years, he has watched many of them make
contraptions on the side to attach to their studio desk, which is assigned to them for an entire
academic year. (Graduate students spend six semesters in the design studios.)

"Architecture students have different needs than most students," says Groenke. They're in their
studios for 40, 50, 60 hours a week working on projects for their architecture classes. Their desk is
their home away from home. It's where they draw, build models, use the computer, eat food, and
have their entertainment systems. So, the table must accommodate a lot of different activities,
effectively."

In fall 2006, Groenke spent about a month researching alternatives and sketching potential solutions
to the problem. Then he moved to making full-scale prototypes.

"I tried not to be constrained by what a desk should be, but instead, looked at what the students
needed spatially and functionally," he says. Students and faculty members offered feedback on the
prototypes and suggested improvements along the way.

Groenke built four or five different desks in the fabrication lab before arriving at the hook-and-ladder
design used in the CDesK. Unlike a regular table, the CDesK comes with 10 rails, akin to a ladder,
that face the person using the table. This rail panel allows users to mount multiple shelves and
accessories (for example, a bulletin board or extension cord) in any configuration they want--
vertically, horizontally, above or below the desktop.

"We love the desks," says Della Hansmann, a third-year graduate student in architecture. "We have
a lot more shelving space and drawers. It's easier to make things at this table."

The CDesK can be arranged in any number of ways, and can offer different degrees of privacy from
neighboring workspaces. For example, if the desks were placed back to back, the students sitting
across from each other could manipulate their shelves on the ladder-back system so they could see
each other, or they could arrange the shelves to form a partition for some privacy.

Getting licensed

When Groenke started fiddling with a design for a studio desk, little did he realize it would yield a profit for him.
"A year ago Kevin contacted our office, and we evaluated the commercial potential of the desk
design and then decided to make it available through a licensing agreement," says Leza Besemann,
a technology strategy manager in the U's Office of Technology Commercialization. "We registered
the designs with the U.S. Copyright Office, and now they're available for licensing."

When the architecture faculty and College of Design administration gave Groenke's desk the
thumbs up, it was up to him to find a manufacturer. In July 2007, Michigan Maple Block was hired to
produce the wooden tops for the 235 CDesKs that the college decided to order, and Twin Cities
Metalfab got the contract to manufacture all of the other components. It took eight people at the
college 10 days to assemble the desks for the students returning to or entering the architecture
program in the fall semester.

The CDesK is not sold in retail stores yet, but costs approximately $1,000 each to build for a
quantity of 250. Anyone who is interested in the desk can buy the license from the U and contract
with a manufacturer to have it built.

According to University of Minnesota Regents policy, net income obtained from a licensing
agreement is split evenly among the inventor, the U's Office of the Vice President for Research, and
the resident college. In this case, one third each will go to Groenke and the College of Design.

"Never did I think I'd gain financially for it," says Groenke, who had originally named the desk Versa.
"It wasn't until faculty members said, 'That's a great design; are you getting compensated?' that
things started to change."

Groenke has spent the past six months working on a modular version of the desk, which has
adjustable height and packs flat for easier shipping. The College of Design is is assembling 65
desks of the new design this summer for one of its interior design classrooms.

To learn more about the CDesK, download the flyer or licensing agreement at the Office for Technology
Commercialization Web site. 
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The good side of social
networking

Watch a video about the
study, which includes an
interview with the lead
researcher Christine
Greenhow, or listen to a U
of M Moment with her.

Educational benefits of social networking
sites

From eNews, July 10, 2008

Researchers at the University of Minnesota have discovered the
educational benefits of social networking sites such as MySpace
and Facebook. The same study found that low-income students
are in many ways just as technologically proficient as middle- and
upper-income students, going against what results from previous
studies have suggested.

The study found that, of the students observed, 94 percent used
the Internet, 82 percent go online at home, and 77 percent had a
profile on a social networking site. When asked what they learn
from using social networking sites, the students listed technology
skills as the top lesson, followed by creativity, being open to new or
diverse views, and communication skills.

Data were collected over six months from students, ages 16 to 18, in 13 urban high schools in the
Midwest. Beyond the surveyed students, a follow-up, randomly selected subset was chosen.
Students in this group were asked questions about their Internet activity as they navigated
MySpace, an online forum that provides users with e-mail, web communities, and audio and video
capabilities.

"What we found was that students using social networking sites are actually practicing the kinds of
21st-century skills we want them to develop to be successful today," says Christine Greenhow, a
learning technologies researcher in the University's College of Education and Human Development
and principal investigator of the study. "Students are developing a positive attitude towards using
technology systems, editing and customizing content, and thinking about online design and layout.
They're also sharing creative original work like poetry and film, and practicing safe and responsible
use of information and technology. The Web sites offer tremendous educational potential."

Greenhow says that the study's results, while proving that social
networking sites offer more than just social fulfillment or potential job
contacts, also have implications for educators, who now have a vast
opportunity to support what students are learning on the Web sites.

"Now that we know what skills students are learning and what
experiences they're being exposed to, we can help foster and extend
those skills," says Greenhow. "As educators, we always want to know
where our students are coming from and what they're interested in so
we can build on that in our teaching. By understanding how students
may be positively using these networking technologies in their daily
lives and where the as-yet-unrecognized educational opportunities are, we can help make schools
even more relevant, connected, and meaningful to kids."

Interestingly, researchers found that very few students in the study were actually aware of the
academic and professional networking opportunities that the Web sites provide. Making this
opportunity more known to students, Greenhow says, is just one way that educators can work with
students and their experiences on social networking sites.

The study goes against previous research from Pew in 2005 that suggests a "digital divide," where
low-income students are technologically impoverished. That study found that Internet usage of
teenagers from families earning $30,000 or less was 73 percent, which is 21 percentage points
below what the latest research shows.

The students participating in the University of Minnesota study were from families whose incomes
were at or below the county median income (at or below $25,000) and were taking part in an after-
school program, Admission Possible, aimed at improving college access for low-income youth.
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Anh Tran

Ambition without borders
U student Anh Tran receives national Campus Compact award

By Rick Moore

July 11, 2008

She combines the ingenuity of an entrepreneur with the heart of a
humanitarian. Throw in a healthy dose of energy and you have a
student who...well, has the whole world in front of her.

University of Minnesota senior Anh Tran has found many ways to
get involved beyond her studies. And one of her latest forays--
founding the first-ever chapter of Biology Without Borders (BWB)--
has earned her some elite recognition. She was recently named
one of the five recipients of the 2008 Howard R. Swearer Student
Humanitarian Award by Campus Compact. The award is given to
students whose work shows an extraordinary commitment to
improving their local and global communities.

Tran, along with a friend, launched BWB during the 2006-07 academic year as an organization akin
to Doctors Without Borders or Engineers Without Borders. The purpose of BWB, she says, is to
"offer students the opportunity to broaden their international perspective while providing them some
financial support."

"We wanted to do something that Doctors Without Borders is doing that we can't," she adds, which
is to offer a niche for students who have the interest in public health abroad but who don't have a
medical degree.

At the culmination of that first year, three U students traveled to Bukoba, Tanzania, for about a
month to volunteer at Kagera Regional Hospital. It was mainly "a trip to build the groundwork for
future trips," Tran says.

Campus Compact

Campus Compact is a national coalition of more than 1,100 college and university presidents--
representing some 6 million students--who are committed to fulfilling the civic purposes of higher
education.

As the only national association dedicated to this mission, Campus Compact is a leader in building
civic engagement into campus and academic life.

For more information, visit Campus Compact.

Trip number two is just around the corner. Tran and five other students will be helping to set up a
mobile diabetes screening camp in Bukoba. While diabetes gets less attention there than AIDS,
malaria, and tuberculosis, it is a big public health issue, nonetheless. The group will be assisted by
two doctors from Minnesota with diabetes expertise--one from the University and one from
Hennepin County Medical Center.

In addition, the team will be working with disabled people (through the Bukoba Disabled Assistance
Project) who will be crafting special pins and bracelets with messages on how to prevent diabetes.
The pins and bracelets will be sold in the United States to help raise awareness locally. The BWB
delegation will also be volunteering at a hospital again and helping to rebuild orphanages.

The trip will be paid for with money earned from different avenues. Tran says that BWB's fund-
raising activities have included selling hot dogs at the Metrodome, delivering phone books for Dex,
selling roses for Valentine's Day, and hawking donated coffee and bagels to faculty and staff in the
College of Biological Sciences (CBS).

Born in Vietnam, Tran and her family immigrated to the United States in 1991. She assumed her
first student leadership role at an early age, serving as her seventh grade class representative for
the student council. (She also fondly recalls being the one to read the announcements over the PA
system to the entire school in seventh and eighth grade.)

At the University, Tran is pursuing a dual degree in neuroscience (through CBS) and psychology
(College of Liberal Arts). She continues to be a leader, serving on the Dean's Scholars Program, the
CBS Student Board, the Vietnamese Student Association, and the Fairview Volunteer Advisory
Committee.

Tran is aiming for a career in medicine and public health, and will pursue a dual M.D./M.P.H. degree.
While she wants to work in the United States, she also hopes for the opportunity "to take trips to
developing countries and my homeland to see what's going on there, and also to help. There's so
much more out there than [just] medicine in the U.S., so having that M.D./M.P.H. will give me that
global perspective."

One of her proudest moments is a reflection of her belief that a good leader can bring out the best in
others. She notes that one of the members of BWB was extraordinarily shy when he first joined, but
"through the past year he's become the most active member."

The efforts of BWB students now are setting them up for further contributions later, says Tran. "If
we're able to make a difference in this project as an undergraduate with no degree, our potential is
even greater as doctors when we travel there again." The Swearer Award is given annually to five
students who have been nominated by their college or university. Each award includes a $1,500
prize--$250 to support a program or organization the student has worked with and $1,250 for the
student's professional development.

To read a Q&A with Tran, see the College of Biological Sciences' Student Spotlight. 
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Want to learn more?

For the benefits of eating
local, and how to do it, see
Eating Close to Home.

For more on UDS's Green
Team composting program,
see Every Napkin Counts.

For tips on how to prepare
for and shop at the market,
see the sidebar Shopping
Tips.

Ashley (left), and Tiffany Yeu
Vang.

Help Yourself to Health
By Adam Overland

From Brief, July 16, 2008

On a single stretch of street, a person can sip organic mint iced tea
made by the Campus Club using mint grown at the U student farm
Cornercopia (see sidebar), eat fresh-off-the-farm strawberries,
polish off an ear of corn, and grab a quick, free massage. Now in
its fourth season, the U's farmers market opened July 9 at its
location along Church Street. From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., on
Wednesdays through Oct. 8, more than a dozen vendors with over
20 booths will sell locally grown flowers, fruits, and vegetables, rain
or shine. As the season progresses, so will the variety offered. The
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum wasn't present opening day, but
it will be later in the year, bringing Minnesota-made maple syrup--a
first this year--along with apples and plums. Also new this summer:
vendors will sell honey in limited quantities. For on the spot eating,
the Northrop Grill will serve food from 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. each
week, featuring a special menu item of locally grown and organic products as they come into
season. And if you're wondering what to do with the corn husks or the heap of stems left after
you've stripped the basil leaves, University Dining Services (UDS) Green Team members are on
hand to show you how to compost.

Cornercopia farm manager Jolyne Pomeroy and marketing manager
Mike Goebel, both seniors in horticulture, tend the Cornercopia booth
with Courtney Tchida, program coordinator for the Minnesota Institute
for Sustainable Agriculture. The student-run organic farm will be present
at the market throughout the season.

Green panacea With the season's theme "What's not to like about
green?" the Employee Wellness Program of the Office of Human
Resources (OHR) wants to emphasize that eating local can be good for

your body, your wallet, the community, and the environment. It's a theme closely aligned with the U's
commitments to conserve fossil fuel, help protect the environment, and support the regional
economy. As fuel and health care costs soar, while the environment and economy stumble, the
farmers market seeks to provide relief in small but key ways. "Our market is a good way to counter
[fuel prices]," says market coordinator Jill Thielen. "Because our produce is all locally grown, it
doesn't have as far to travel, so less fuel and energy is being used to bring fresh goods to market."
Indeed, given that the average American's food has journeyed 1,500 miles before it moves the final
inches from fork to mouth, it's refreshing to know that, for example, food from Cornercopia comes
from a mere 4.2 miles away at the U campus in St. Paul. In fact, all vendors at the market are
required to be local--defined as being within two hours driving distance--and no food can be
purchased from a distributor. A flowering trend Farmers markets are growing in popularity
throughout the country as people seek nearby solutions to far-reaching problems. More than 4,300
markets operate throughout the nation today, up nearly 20 percent from 2004-06 (the latest statistics
available from the USDA). And money spent close to home tends to stay in the community, helping
the local economy and the farmers themselves. Yee Yeu Vang and her family were present on
opening day selling fresh vegetables and flowers brought from their farm in Farmington, Minnesota.
Yeu Vang started selling produce and flowers at the Church Street market two years ago. She had
seen a flyer that the U distributed at a downtown Minneapolis farmers market where she also has a
booth. She recognized the opportunity, and today she and eight family members--daughters, sons,
and grandchildren--work the stand. "The whole family helps out," says Yeu Vang.

Here, UDS plastic food containers are made of the same ingredient they
hold--corn. The resin-based plastic is part of the many compostable
items offered by UDS at its campus food venues, through its larger
environmental initiative. In 2007, UDS purchased 170,184 pounds of
local foods from Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa--a 184 percent
increase over 2006.

A culture of wellness Since its founding as a land grant university, the
U has sought to enrich the greater community. The farmers market

follows this vision and also nurtures a culture of wellness by giving employees convenient, healthy,
and accessible options. "That's what our [the U Wellness] mission is--to create a healthy
environment for our employees," says Thielen. "And so, in addition to the market, we provide health
coaching and screenings, and offer the fitness reward program." Among the food and flower
vendors, Boynton Health Service will also be at the market offering massages throughout the
summer, and a nutritionist and fitness representative will be there to answer questions. "It really is a
partnership of a lot of different entities on campus that all come together to make it a success," says
Thielen. OHR communications director Lori Ann Vicich says that the wellness plan is part of an
attempt to control the rising costs of health care by helping employees improve their personal well-
being. "The idea of wellness is spreading like wildfire because health care costs are increasing fast,
and people are taking more responsibility for their own health," says Vicich. Through the wellness
program, the U is making the tools available for employees to take their health and its associated
costs into their own hands. It's a form of preventive medicine, and the farmers market is a fun and
tasty way to take that medicine. For more information, see Farmers Market.

Who knew carrots came in so many colors other than orange?
Cornercopia, a University of Minnesota student-managed, sustainable farming
initiative, is expecting organic certification by the USDA any day. (It typically
takes three years to transition to an organic farm--a field can be considered for
certification 36 months after it has last been sprayed with a prohibited
substance.) As the market's sole vendor for soon-to-be-officially-organic
produce, Cornercopia grows a wide variety of fruits and vegetables (including
the multi-colored heirloom carrot) and specializes in heirloom tomatoes and
wild-salad mix. "We try to pick our produce when it is at peak flavor and
perfectly ripe," says Courtney Tchida, program coordinator for the Minnesota
Institute for Sustainable Agriculture. "Take a taste test. Compare what you buy
at the farmers market with what's available in a supermarket, where produce is
generally picked almost a week before appearing on the store shelf. Of the
more than 100 varieties grown on our student farm, we choose varieties for
taste rather than for the ability to store for weeks on end in transit." For more
information, see Cornercopia. 
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Craig Packer is among the
world's foremost lion
researchers.

Lions caught in the crossfire
Climate extremes can intensify the impact of common infections

By Deane Morrison

Models of the planet's changing climate predict more frequent
episodes of extreme weather like storms and droughts. Those are
bad enough, but an international research team has shown the first
clear example of how such events can magnify the impact of
disease organisms by causing their effects to converge, killing off
masses of wildlife or livestock. In this case, it was African lions that
paid the price. The study, led by University lion researcher Craig
Packer and colleagues at the University of California, Davis, and
the University of Illinois, uncovered evidence that drought set the
stage for a combination of distemper and tick-borne parasites to kill
unusually large numbers of lions. The researchers followed lions in
Tanzania's Serengeti National Park and Ngorongoro Crater, two
sites where Packer and other researchers have studied
populations of the big cats for decades. In both places, lions are
periodically infected by the canine distemper virus (CDV), which
suppresses the immune system but ordinarily causes little or no harm. But CDV outbreaks in 1994
in the Serengeti and in 2001 in Ngorongoro Crater led to heavy losses of lions. What was different
this time was that both outbreaks followed a severe drought, which weakened the large herbivores
on which lions depend for food. Most notably affected were the Cape buffalo.

"The study illustrates how ecological factors can produce
unprecedented mortality events and suggests that co-infections may lie
at the heart of many of the most serious die-offs in nature."

When the rains resumed, they brought a flood of ticks, which attacked the starving buffalo en masse. Lions found the
dead or dying buffalo easy pickings, but by eating them they also consumed much larger than normal quantities of a
tick-borne parasite. With the lions' immune systems already suppressed by CDV, the parasites devastated them.
"The study illustrates how ecological factors can produce unprecedented mortality events and suggests that co-
infections may lie at the heart of many of the most serious die-offs in nature," says Packer, a Distinguished McKnight
University Professor of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior at the University. The lions of the Crater suffered from higher
levels of parasites than those of the Serengeti. For one thing, that area is full of both large herbivorous mammals
and carnivores that can carry the parasites. But human behavior may also have been a factor in the heavy
infestation of ticks. "Grass fire on the Crater floor was actively suppressed from the 1970s until the high tick
infestations of 2001 (and associated deaths of several rhinoceros) led to a new policy of controlled burning," say the
researchers. Also, the Crater lions are highly inbred compared to their Serengeti counterparts, and this could leave
them more susceptible to parasitic and viral infections. Although about one in three lions died in both the Serengeti
and the Crater, their numbers recovered. However, this scenario is likely to recur, since climate change models
predict more frequent drought in East Africa. "If extreme weather events become increasingly frequent owing to
global climate change," the researchers concluded, "the consequent synchronization of proliferating pathogens or
their vectors [such as ticks] may cause disease to become a major threat to historically stable populations that had
previously coexisted with multiple viral and parasitic pathogens." 
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Supplemental budget gives go ahead to NOvA, boosts science
funding and GI Bill b
By Dan Gilchrist

From Brief, July 16, 2008

A $400 million increase in science agencies' funding and a major expansion of GI Bill education
benefits were part of a $186.5 billion supplemental war-funding budget bill, H.R. 2642, signed by
President Bush on June 30. The bill also allows work to resume on the NOvA high energy physics
project, which has significant University of Minnesota participation.

Congressional observers had given the science funding a marginal chance of inclusion in the final
supplemental bill, which primarily funds war operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, but House
appropriators were able to reach an agreement with the White House, which had previously
opposed any "non-emergency" domestic funding in the bill.

Dozens of leaders from industry and academia, including President Robert H. Bruininks, had urged
Congress to live up to promises made in the America COMPETES Act passed last August. That bill
authorized significant new funding for academic research through the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the Department of Energy (DOE). Ultimately, however, the FY 2008 Budget Congress
ultimately passed in December of 2007 did not appropriate concomitant funding increases for these
agencies. Worse yet, that omnibus budget bill specifically prohibited DOE from continuing work on
the NOvA project. Under the report language accompanying H.R. 2642, DOE Office of Science is
instructed to utilize its new funding to eliminate all furloughs and reductions in the work force that
are a direct result of budgetary constraints, and to allow for research dollars to go to new neutrino
initiatives such as NOvA.

Members of Minnesota's Congressional delegation, particularly Eighth District Rep. James Oberstar,
were instrumental in reversing the NOvA prohibition, according to Prof. Marvin Marshak, the
University's lead faculty member on the project. The new legislative language will allow work to
begin on a new international physics laboratory near the Ash River in far northern Minnesota. The
NOvA project will ultimately involve approximately 200 scientists and engineers from 33 institutions
in seven countries to help unlock some key questions about the formation of the universe.

H.R. 2642 provides a total of $400 million for science agencies, including $150 million for the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), and $62.5 million each for NSF, DOE Office of Science, and
NASA. Environmental management activities at DOE received the remaining $62.5 million.

H.R. 2642's science funding is provided on an "emergency basis." That means that it is considered
a one-time appropriation that does not increase the spending baseline for future years.

Through the expanded veterans education benefits in H.R. 2642, lawmakers sought to match the
"full ride" to college offered to World War II veterans under the original GI Bill. That ambitious goal
helps explain the significant increased cost of the benefit?$63.8 billion for over 11 years. The
augmented educational benefits will be available to all members of the military, including activated
reservists and the National Guard, who have served on active duty since Sept. 11, 2001.

Depending on length of service, veterans will be eligible to receive payments up to the cost of the
most expensive in-state public school plus a regionally adjusted monthly stipend equivalent for
housing costs. For a veteran attending a private college, any remaining balance would be divided
between the institution and a new federal matching program. The bill will also allow service
members to transfer educational benefits they have not used to their spouses and dependents.
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UMD's Tweed Museum of Art
presents "Honoring Tradition:
Finnish and Sami-Inspired
Textiles" through September
1, in conjunction with FinnFest
2008.

Related events include a
"Gallery Hop" reception July
24 and July 25 and a gallery
talk on July 26. Learn more at
the Tweed Museum.

Did you know?

* Sauna is a Finnish word.
There are 1.8 million
saunas in Finland.

* Finland has more snow
than just about anywhere
else in Europe.

* Reindeer is a staple
Finnish food, and it is
traditionally served saut?ed
with lingonberries. (For a
reindeer recipe, see "Food
from Finland".)

* Finland hosts the annual
Mobile-Phone Throwing
World Championships; the
next one will be held on
August 30.

* Finland is bilingual--its
official languages are
Finnish and Swedish.

* Finland has a 100 percent
literacy rate.

Source: Finnish Tourist
Board

Finnish or not, here we come...
by Pauline Oo

July 21, 2008

You don't have to be from Finland to appreciate the Finnish culture.
The Nordic country is home to the sauna, the mobile phone
company Nokia, conductor Osmo V?nsk?, composer Jean
Sibelius, and the woman who resembles Conan O'Brien--Tarja
Halonen, the president of the Republic of Finland.

From July 23 to 27, more than 7,000 people are expected to
converge at the Duluth Entertainment and Convention Center
(DECC) and other locations around town, including the University
of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), for "FinnFest 2008." The celebration
of Finnish culture will feature a tori, or traditional Finnish
marketplace; a fashion show; a golf scramble; a midnight 5K run;
close to 300 lectures and concerts; and a special award ceremony.

The University of Minnesota is presenting Halonen with an
honorary degree for public service on Friday, July 25, at 10 a.m. at
the DECC. The public ceremony is free, but tickets are required for
admission; see FinnFest registration. Halonen, who is Finland's
11th president and first female head of state, began her first term
of office in 2000 and was reelected in 2006.

"Her outstanding leadership on behalf of the rights of women and
workers and the poor have made her an international role model,"
says UMD Chancellor Kathryn Martin. "And she is truly deserving of this high award." The honorary
degree is the highest award conferred by the University of Minnesota. It recognizes individuals who
have achieved eminence in cultural affairs, public service, or a field of knowledge and scholarship.
Halonen has also gained renown thanks to an episode of "Late Night with Conan O'Brien." In fall
2005, a Finnish man in the audience noted a resemblance between the TV host and Halonen.
O'Brien met the president on February 14, 2006, and she said to him: "You have also made a great
favor for us, because I think that at least now quite many more Americans know where Finland is."

For those who don't know, Finland is located in northern Europe,
bordering Sweden and Russia. It has an area slightly smaller than
Montana and a population of about 5.3 million people. Minnesota has
the largest percentage of people of Finnish heritage, according to the
2000 U.S. Census. The Duluth area has the largest percentage of
Finns living in any urban center in the United States--12.14 percent or
29,602. The Twin Cities has the second largest--1.49 percent or
44,204.

Proceeds from FinnFest 2008 will go toward UMD's FinnFest
Scholarship, which was established after the campus hosted its first
FinnFest 16 years ago. More than 120 students of Finnish heritage
have since received awards from the fund.

"I was pretty excited about having an opportunity to be a recipient of
some money to help pay for school," says recent UMD graduate
Megan Eidenschink, whose great-grandparents emigrated from
Finland to Minnesota's Iron Range in the early 20th century. "I later
learned how little I knew about my family's roots and history. This
[scholarship] became more than just about money."

To learn more about FinnFest 2008, see the festival Web site. For
more information about the FinnFest Scholarship or to make a gift, call
Maryann Soleim at 218-726-8993 or e-mail msoleim@d.umn.edu.
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Students who manage the
Carlson Growth Fund and The
Carlson Fixed Income Fund
gain real-world experience in
analysis and investment.

Aleks Fund

The Aleks I. Ablamunets
Angel Investment Fund is a
new program at the Carlson
School of Management
meant to inspire students to
pursue business ventures
while continuing their
college education.

It was created in memory of
Aleks I. Ablamunets, a
passionate young
entrepreneur. Among many
business ventures, Aleks
created a company called
Healthy Home Technician,
which provided home
owners with all-natural
cleaning services.

Alek's fellow entrepreneurial
students hope they can
extend his inspirational
legacy to future
generations.

A decade of growth
The Carlson School's Funds Enterprise celebrates a significant
milestone

By Alyssa Atkins

July 29, 2008

Since its inception in 1998, the Carlson School of Management's
Carlson Growth Fund has consistently outperformed the Russell
2000 Growth Index, and is currently worth approximately $10
million. As a result of being successfully managed by more than
200 students over the course of 10 years, the Carlson Funds
Enterprise held a celebration on May 1.

The Carlson Growth Fund, a small-cap growth fund, is one of two
partnerships managed by students at the Carlson School as part of
the Carlson Funds Enterprise, a program designed to give students
real-world experience analyzing companies and investing in their
securities. The Carlson Fixed Income Fund, the other fund in the
program, is celebrating its five-year anniversary. The Enterprise
has more than $25 million distributed between the two funds.

The Carlson Funds Enterprise was launched on May 4, 1998, with $3.5 million in initial investments
from Alliance Capital Partners, Ameriprise Financial, U.S. Bancorp, and Wells Fargo & Co. to be
used for the Carlson Growth Fund (originally named the Golden Gopher Growth Fund). Since then,
the fund has gained Securian Financial Group Inc., Piper Jaffray & Co., and two individuals as
participants.

As of March 2008, the Carlson Growth Fund had grown 134.76
percent since 1998. On a compound annual rate, the fund has
increased at 8.99 percent per year, while the Russell 2000 Index has
returned 1.7 percent per year.

Students in the Enterprise research potential investments and consult
with Program Director Joe Barsky and expert mentors several times
per semester. In the end, the students make the call on where to
invest the money."To give students the opportunity to make decisions
on where to invest real money and have industry leaders offer them
advice is an unmatched experience," says Barsky.

The Enterprise program has become one of the school's distinguishing
trademarks due to its great success. The most notable success in the
Carlson Growth Fund's history came five years ago with the
investment in Intuitive Surgical Inc., an obscure medical equipment
firm.

Avanish Vellanki and Christian Lundsgaard, two MBA students at the
time, recommended the stock, not knowing how successful it would
become. A small portion of the stock was purchased for $15.60 per
share in December 2003, and a larger portion was bought at a similar
price in 2004. As of April 8, 2008, Intuitive Surgical stock had risen to
$347.10 per share, with the fund having realized profits of over $1
million since the original purchase.

"It is very rare to identify, invest in, and hold on to a stock that has risen twenty-fold in five years,"
says Barsky.

To celebrate the impressive growth of the two funds over 5 and 10 years, respectively, the
Enterprise has initiated a fund-raising campaign to raise $7 million to fund a lab remodeling, a
fellowship program, investments in portfolio management and accounting systems, and an
endowment fund that will cover annual operating expenses, with the goal of becoming self-
sustaining.

Reprinted with permission from the Spring 2008 Carlson School magazine. 
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Irma McClaurin, director of the
Urban Research and
Outreach/Engagement Center,
stands outside the shopping
center at 2001 Plymouth Ave.
N. that the U will renovate into
a headquarters for the
initiative.

McClaurin helps U forge new partnerships
Engaging with the Northside

By Martha Coventry

July 22, 2008

Irma McClaurin is intellectual enthusiasm and personal
commitment personified. She talks with obvious zeal and expertise
on topics like Brown vs. Board of Education, modern anthropology,
Zora Neale Hurston, and politics and the media. She also believes
in confronting society's challenges and is willing and able to take
on the hard work of changing even a small piece of the world.

In McClaurin's work at the University of Minnesota, that small piece
of the world is Minneapolis's Northside, home to some 63,000
residents as well as striking economic and health disparities
compared with the rest of the city and county.

Three years ago, the University joined forces with the Northside
community to explore these issues and their interrelated causes
and effects, such as poverty, crime, unemployment, and access to
health care and fresh food. They formed the University Northside
Partnership (UNP) to "build healthier families and stronger
communities together."

"We can't just replicate the rural centers. And we're not a social service.
We are truly trying to establish a partnership where we can be good
neighbors. We believe in this place and we're here to stay."

McClaurin, the U's associate vice president for system academic administration, was hired six
months ago to bring that goal down to earth and help put it into practice. She is the first director of
UROC--the Urban Research and Outreach/Engagement Center.

Taking it to the streets Based on the U's successful rural research and outreach centers, UROC
will formally--and physically--take the U's public engagement mission into an urban setting. A
shopping center at 2001 Plymouth Ave. N. is being renovated to make UROC a hub of
neighborhood activities and U public engagement endeavors and research. Having an actual
building in the community makes UROC the only urban engagement program of its kind in the
country.

UROC's efforts will include programs to keep children active and interested during out-of-school
time, nutrition education, and initiatives to incubate local businesses and provide entrepreneurial
training for youth, all in a place where unemployment is higher than in any other area of
Minneapolis.

Wielding words

Irma McClaurin specialized in poetry when she got her M.F.A., and the urge to put words on paper
has never left her--she continues to write and publish poems. She also uses that drive and talent to
explore and address historical inequalities and to support social and personal change.

In 1996 she published, as part of her anthropology Ph.D. dissertation, Women of Belize: Gender
and Change in Central America, a book that gives an intimate look at the lives of three women in
remote Belize. The book is a course requirement at some universities and is recommended for
those doing fieldwork in Belize.

All of her writing is, at its core, about equality and about understanding how culture influences who
we are. This year, an award-winning history textbook series will include two volumes by McClaurin,
The Civil Rights Movement and Facing the Future. She sees these books as a way to send a
message of pride and empowerment not only to children but also to their parents. "Schools buy
these books, children bring them home, and then their parents read them, too, so they know what
their children are learning," says McClaurin. "Because of this, [as a writer] you have a tremendous
opportunity to talk about issues in ways that are accessible."

These volumes inspired McClaurin to write two illustrated children's books that she hopes will
counter social negativity directed toward black females. And, as always, there is a poem in the
works.

"With UROC we are forging new terrain, [facing] a new frontier if you will, and we're trying to figure
out the best way to do that," says McClaurin. "We can't just replicate the rural centers. And we're not
a social service. We are truly trying to establish a partnership where we can be good neighbors. We
believe in this place and we're here to stay."

A vital part of the Northside efforts is the work of Dante Cicchetti, one of the world's leading figures
in child development and the McKnight Presidential Chair and professor in the Institute of Child
Development and the Department of Psychiatry. The University hired Cicchetti in 2005 in part
because of a program he developed at the University of Rochester in New York that significantly
reduced the number of children placed in foster care, a particular problem on the Northside. He will
use his expertise to found the Child and Family Center. Initially, it will have an office in the new
UROC building, but it will eventually develop its own space in partnership with the local NorthPoint
Health and Wellness Center. According to McClaurin, "Dante was the original inspiration for the
University's doing community-based work, and then [UROC] evolved from that."

One of the challenges of the University's partnership with the Northside was getting residents
comfortable with the U's involvement in the community. The University recognizes that there is often
a trust issue between "outside experts" and the people they're working with. "Occasional missteps
[by previous people connected to the U] make it difficult for newcomers like UROC, but there are
many others at the University who have worked effectively on the Northside for years, such as the
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) and the dental school, and have been responsive
and respectful collaborators," McClaurin says.

Then, when there's talk of "research" in the African-American community, the shadow of Alabama's
Tuskegee Syphilis Study hangs in the air. Conducted from 1932 to 1972 by the U.S. Public Health
Service on African-American men with syphilis, the study involved withholding treatments, including
penicillin, which could have made life easier for or saved the lives of many men.

"The people of the Northside are saying, 'We are not your laboratory,'" says McClaurin. "[But] they
are not saying, 'We don't have problems and we don't want your support.' They want to know that
there's a plan and that they're part of the planning. They're saying that they want to be on the
ground floor and support the agenda. They want commitment and they want coordination [of all
efforts on the Northside]."

New kid on the block McClaurin came to the U from the Ford Foundation and the University of
Florida, where she was a tenured professor in anthropology. A poet and scholar, she recently wrote
two textbooks for young adults, books that join her growing list of published works (see sidebar).

McClaurin calls herself a "public anthropologist"--one who discovers and points out issues in a
community and gets people to talk about them. In short, she's engaged.

"I've done more fieldwork [in this position] than I've done in any [previous] administrative job,"
McClaurin says. "But that's what it takes to be on the ground and listen. And as the new kid on the
block, I get to offer a new perspective on things. I've got a new pair of ears."

According to Barbara Milon, executive director of the Northside's Phyllis Wheatly Center, McClaurin
is the person who "connects the dots" between the University and people and organizations on the
Northside. "What I like about her is that she's very focused on working with the community," says
Milon.

McClaurin loves the acronym UROC because when you say it out loud with enthusiasm, it conveys
a message of belief and encouragement for a Minneapolis neighborhood that has had more than its
share of bad news. McClaurin believes that as the University joins with the Northside, this effort has
the potential to transform not just the neighborhood but also the U.

"We must stay open to the fact that change is not unidirectional," she says. "It can't be the
University always going out and changing things. We also have to be open to things coming in and
changing us."
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Scientist Yuzhi Li is
experimenting with housing
systems for sows and piglets
at the West Central Research
and Outreach Center in
Morris.

A life of leisure
U researchers studying better housing for livestock animals

By Becky Beyers

From eNews, July 24, 2008

It seems logical: A contented livestock animal is a productive one.
And of course farmers want the best for their animals. But animal
comfort issues have to be balanced against the need to make a
living. Productivity and economics usually take precedence over
providing all the comforts of home in the barn. That choice is
becoming less black-and-white in some livestock barns, as
consumers seek food products from animals raised under more
humane conditions, and as research by scientists at the University
of Minnesota's College of Food, Agricultural, and Natural Resource
Sciences helps find new ways to keep animals happier without
breaking the bank. The following are two examples of what the U is
doing for pigs and cows.

Eliminating stalls for swine

Pigs are animals that naturally socialize with each other, says Yuzhi Li, an
assistant professor of animal science who works on alternative swine systems at the U's West Central Research and
Outreach Center (WCROC) in Morris. But most sows are housed in tight-fitting stalls during pregnancy and farrowing
that restrict their movements. The stalls became the industry standard in the mid-1970s because of their efficiency,
but researchers have found some sows' behavior and health decline while confined. Li has been testing sow group
housing, where sows and piglets move around freely in a pen with thick straw bedding that absorbs most of their
manure. The setting allows each sow to choose its micro-environment and companions, resulting in more natural
behavior with less risk of lameness and difficult pregnancy and birthing. Gestation stalls have been outlawed in
Europe; in the United States, movement away from them has been driven by consumers, rather than legislation. Last
year, the nation's biggest pork supplier, Smithfield Foods, says it was responding to demands from its customers--
including McDonald's--by requiring its growers to phase out gestation stalls in the next 10 years. Those changes
eventually will filter down to Minnesota pork producers, Li says. While fewer than 5 percent of producers now use
group housing of both gestating and farrowing sows, she expects that number will grow as scientists find ways to
solve the challenges of group housing--primarily sows that crush their piglets by lying down on them and aggression
and biting between sows. Gathering more data will help find solutions to those problems, Li says. For example, two
studies at the WCROC may help reduce the sows' aggressive behavior and reduce piglet mortality. One involves
adding tryptophan--the same amino acid that is believed to make humans sleepy after Thanksgiving dinner--to the
pigs' diets to reduce their aggression. Another behavioral study shows that first-time mothers who crush their piglets
tend to do so with subsequent litters; it's possible that eliminating those careless mothers from the herd will
eventually help reduce piglet mortality, Li says.

Flies: A never-ending problem

Roger Moon has spent years dealing with a different animal comfort issue, one that has no easy solution: flies. "For
horses, it's mainly a question of comfort, but with food animals it could affect their productivity," says the professor in
the U's Department of Entomology. Until about the 1940s, flies were simply a fact of life; since the advent of
insecticides, animals can get some relief, but the insects have evolved resistance in some cases, and eliminating all
flies just doesn't seem possible. Four main kinds of flies affect livestock in Minnesota: the stable fly, the horned fly,
the house fly and the face fly. Stable flies in particular can affect dairy production, because in summer heat, the cows
bunch together and don't eat as much while trying to get away from the flies. Face flies have a more visible effect--
they can cause pinkeye in cattle because they feed on tears and mucus around the cows' eyes and nose--but no one
has traced that discomfort to a direct effect on productivity, Moon says. "It's difficult to deal with pests in animals," he
says. "For plants, dealing with pests comes to simple economics. But with animals, there's this other dimension."
While Moon has researched the question of biological control--finding a natural enemy that could be introduced in
Minnesota barns to eliminate flies--the search found few possibilities, he says. "Our basic sermon to farmers at this
point is to understand where the flies come from and try to eliminate these sources through prevention, sanitation,
and waste disposal, including composting. Source reduction is really about the only thing that works." To learn about
the U's research with housing for cows, read Got more milk?" and "Maternity spa for cows" . 
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The U's Theoretical Physics
Institute provides a meeting
place for theorists from
around the world to exchange
and develop ideas. Pictured
here (left to right) are former
postdocs Durmus Demir,
Maxim Pospelov, and Adam
Ritz.

A gathering place for great minds
By Silva Young

From eNews, July 24, 2008

The next time you're browsing the Web or having your groceries
scanned at the supermarket, it's likely that theoretical physics won't
be the first thing on your mind, unless you're a researcher at the
University of Minnesota's William I. Fine Theoretical Physics
Institute (FTPI). Founded more than 20 years ago, FTPI was
largely the work of physics professor emeritus Stephen
Gasiorowicz and University alumnus and Twin Cities_real-estate
developer William Fine, who had a lifelong interest in the physical
sciences._Convinced that the study of physics was vital to the
advancement of civilization, Fine was interested in supporting the
science. Together, Gasiorowicz and Fine came up with the idea of
starting a theoretical physics institute, where researchers would
perceive the universe in terms of waves and particles.

At the time, the University's administration was reluctant to approve
a large initiative in the pure sciences. Encouraged by outgoing
head of the University's School of Physics and Astronomy Charles
Campbell, and his successor, Marvin Marshak, the University
agreed to match Fine's gift and provide ongoing funds in 1986. The institute officially opened in
January 1987, just before the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a period when scientists were
suddenly able to travel more freely. The development would prove fortuitous for the institute.
Several of FTPI's current faculty first came to the University as participants in the long-term visitor
program. "Within a very short time, we had recruited five top-notch Russian physicists for
permanent faculty positions," says Gasiorowicz, FTPI's first acting director.

They included Leonid Glazman, Mikhail Shifman, Boris Shklovskii, Arkady Vainshtein, and Mikhail
Voloshin. These five, together with the later addition of Keith Olive, still make up the faculty today,
with Voloshin serving as director. The late Anatoly Larkin was also a key member until his death in
2005. The institute's current list of theorists reads like a Who's Who among physicists. Glazman,
Olive, Shklovskii, Shifman, Vainshtein, and Voloshin were elected fellows of the American Physical
Society. Shklovskii received the prestigious Landau Prize, named after one of the century's most
esteemed theoretical physicists. The American Physical Society awarded the J. J. Sakurai Prize to
Vainshtein, Voloshin, and Shifman. Vainshtein also received the Pomeranchuk Prize, and Shifman
was recently honored with the Lilienfeld Prize. "These people are truly leaders in their fields," says
Allen Goldman, physics professor and head of the School of Physics and Astronomy. "In many
cases, they define their fields." Today, FTPI occupies offices on the top floor of the University's
physics building on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis, where the atmosphere continues to be
decidedly international. Theorists often confer with one another in Russian, among other languages,
and the manner in which they study physics and interact with their colleagues has a distinctly
cosmopolitan flavor. Their research includes the major areas of theoretical physics: particle physics,
astrophysics and cosmology, and condensed matter physics and biophysics. And their work is
laying the groundwork for many new technologies such as medical imaging, computer-assisted
surgery, emerging nanotechnology, computer miniaturization, more efficient power lines, and new
cell phone technology. Their research is often the springboard for experiments conducted by other
scientists. The institute has hosted more than 800 researchers from institutions in more than 18
countries for working visits of a day to six months. It also averages nearly 50 speakers a year. In
addition to being passionate researchers, the scientists at FTPI are teachers and mentors. As
University faculty, they teach courses, advise Ph.D. students, and mentor postdoctoral researchers.
Many of their students have gone on to distinguished careers in university, industry, and laboratory
settings such as the University of California, Berkeley; Lockheed Martin; and the European
Organization for Nuclear Research. To learn more, visit the William I. Fine Theoretical Physics
Institute.
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Mosquitoes are drawn to
fluorescent or incandescent
lights, as well as dark and red
clothing.

Beyond slapping: fend off the mozzies

From eNews, July 24, 2008

Mosquito numbers are up in Minnesota this year, according to the
Twin Cities Metropolitan Mosquito Control District, but the
bloodsuckers don't have to spoil your summer evenings.
Entomologist Jeff Hahn of University of Minnesota Extension has
some suggestions that may help you reduce the mosquito or
mozzie (Australian slang for mosquito) problem near your home.

Cut weeds and tall grassy areas near your home to help reduce
areas that can harbor mosquitoes.
Leave yard lights off when possible to avoid attracting the pests.
You can also try less attractive lights such as sodium lights, since
fluorescent or incandescent lights tend to draw mosquitoes.
Check that window and door screens fit properly. Repair or
replace any screens with holes or tears.
Remove any containers that may hold water, such as old tires. If
they can't be removed, then drain them. If this isn't possible,
apply a small amount of vegetable oil on the water's surface to
kill any larvae in the water.
Keep gutters clean so water doesn't accumulate.

Mosquitoes can develop in a matter of days in the middle of the summer. But they can take weeks in cold weather.
Hahn says spraying for mosquitoes by individual homeowners is not likely to be very effective or practical because it
affects only small areas.

The Metropolitan Mosquito Control District has already treated thousands of acres of mosquito
breeding sites in the Twin Cities area to keep as many larval mosquitoes as possible from
developing into biting adults. (The mosquito control using ground vehicles and backpacks usually
begins in mid- to late May and continues through September.) "Mosquitoes are most active early in
the morning and at dusk," says Hahn. "Try to avoid going out at those times when possible. If you
find yourself out when mosquitoes will be a problem, protect yourself by wearing long-sleeved shirts
and long pants."

He also suggests using a repellent, and says DEET is the most effective. He says to apply DEET to
clothes or skin, but only enough to lightly cover the desired areas. "Do not over-apply repellents," he
cautions. "Do not treat children with a product containing more than 15 percent DEET, and always
read product information thoroughly before using."

Click here for information about West Nile virus from the University of Minnesota's Center for
Infectious Disease Research and Policy.

The Metropolitan Mosquito Control District offers free e-mail alerts to residents of the seven-county metro area. You
can sign up to be notified of when and where adult mosquito control treatments will occur in your county. 
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Juan Vergara from the
University's Office of
Admissions talks to Freedom
School students about
programs at the U.

Freedom School students visit Twin Cities
campus
Summer program connects North Minneapolis students with higher
education experience

By Mark Mahon

July 23, 2008

For a second year, the University of Minnesota's Konopka Institute
for Best Practices in Adolescent Health has partnered with
Kwanzaa Church and the Nia Imani Youth Development Center in
north Minneapolis to bring students from the Kwanzaa Freedom
School to the University of Minnesota campus.

The Kwanzaa Freedom School is a six-week, literacy-rich summer
and after-school program designed to create positive learning
environments for youth. Fifteen children, primarily from the Jordan
and Hawthorne neighborhoods, recently experienced the academic
and learning resources of the Twin Cities campus--both in
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

"We are proud to partner with Kwanzaa Church and the Nia Imani Youth Development Center to
connect the University of Minnesota campus with high school-aged youth to promote higher
education, as well as the numerous opportunities at the U to discover personal passions which
support continued learning," said Paul Snyder, director of the Minnesota Youth Community Learning
(MYCL) Initiative in the University's Konopka Institute for Best Practices in Adolescent Health
(Department of Pediatrics).

Kwanzaa Freedom School students heard from Trent Tucker, U community relations and youth
development coordinator, as well as staff from the admissions office. Tucker talked about the
importance of planning for one's future and the value of higher education in a changing world.

The students heard a lecture on classroom note-taking strategies and also had some fun, too, with a
bowling outing in Goldy's Game Room.

The Freedom School movement has its roots in the modern civil rights movement, and is
administered by the Children's Defense Fund.
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Kristin Berning (left) and
Amanda Perry, training
coordinators for Enterprise
Systems Training at the U,
were more interested in driving
the Ford Escape hybrid than in
posing for this photograph.
They often travel to coordinate
campuses in their positions at
the U, and see the hybrid as a
way to reduce that impact.

In the future, could we be
driving on the sun? For a
glimpse of the future, see
Centaurus on the road

To see how Minnesota and
the U are working to reach
greenhouse gas reduction
goals, see the news release
and video.

The model U
By Adam Overland

July 30, 2008

It is a sweltering day outside the U's fleet services building; so hot
that the ice cubes for the free lemonade being served at the open
house are melting almost as fast as I can get them into my glass.
The chocolate chips in the cookies have seen better days too;
sweets are often overlooked as potential casualties of climate
change. Luckily for the cookies, the hybrid vehicles I'm about to
test drive are fully equipped, and unlike my own car, include
functional air-conditioning. Fleet services, which rents and leases
vehicles to U departments and staff, hosted a ride-and-drive event
on July 16 to showcase the U's hybrid vehicles. They've recently
added some new models to the mix, including the Toyota Camry
and Chevy Malibu hybrids. The additions bring the fleet's hybrid
total to 53 (of 850 vehicles U-wide) vehicles--one of which I hope to
convince my director to drive when we go on a University Relations
tour of coordinate campuses later this summer. Help us if we have
to take my 1992 Honda Accord.

The U was an early adopter
of hybrids with its purchase
in 2001 of the Toyota Prius,
and it continues to add more
of the resource savvy
vehicles. Bill Roberts,
director of fleet services,
says that he has the liberty
to look at more than the
upfront cost of a vehicle
when making purchasing
decisions. "A lot of
government agencies will say 'Well, we can't buy that because they cost too much up front,'" says
Roberts. "I mean, let's face it--the first ones we bought were kind of a gamble, but they aren't
anymore." Indeed, the gamble has paid off. It's why Roberts is sitting outside today under the shade
of an awning, talking to customers and doling out cookies with his staff. Roberts says that while
back in 2001, the first vehicles were about $6,000 more than a comparable gas model, the cost was
made back in the high resale value of hybrids. "Depreciation wise, they've been as good if not better
than the average vehicle. They get 50 percent better gas mileage--and, we've had no mechanical
issues with them--so we keep adding them to the fleet." Sustainable U Part of the U's sustainability
initiative includes striving to be a model campus through promoting and demonstrating sustainability.
With the purchase of the Prius in 2001, the U was one of the first entities in the state to adopt hybrid
technology, according to Roberts. Moreover, the U's employees seem to have embraced the
sentiment. "Every time we survey our customers (U employees) they ask for more hybrids," says
Roberts. But beyond conserving resources, hybrids are also an exciting novelty for most drivers,
and simply fun.

Test-drive During my test drive of the Toyota Camry, fleet services student employee Alex Nelson
steps out from his lawn chair and hands me the keys, explaining I can leave them in my pocket.
They simply need to be somewhere inside the car for the vehicle to recognize the unique signature.
Like a knowing friend, the car even unlocks its doors as we approach, and once inside, it's quite
literally as simple as the push of a button to start. In fact, it's more like turning on a computer than a
car (and sounds more like a computer too), but as with any computer, there is a learning curve.
Nelson says that he always volunteers to show renters what is different about the car. Sometimes,
he notes, people decline. "I'll say, 'I'll show you the car,' and they'll say 'No, don't bother,' and after
15 minutes I'll go out and they're still sitting in the car and they'll be like 'yeah, I've never actually
driven one--I just didn't want to ask for help.'" I, on the other hand, practically beg for help right
away. "Where is the air conditioning button?" I ask. The climate inside the Camry is heavily aligned
against me, but about to rapidly change. Climate controlled change Fleet services uses about
300,000 gallons of fuel per year. Adding hybrids to the fleet is good not only for the environment, but
for the University's bottom line. "There are a lot of people who get reimbursed by their department
[after they use their own car for travel], and we try to promote that it's actually cheaper for their
department if they take a University vehicle," says Roberts (see cost comparison below). With a
minimum daily charge and 17 cent per mile fee, the U's rate often betters the standard mileage
reimbursement of 58.5 cents per mile, not to mention the environmental benefits of a more fuel-
efficient car.

Transportation accounts for 24 percent of Minnesota's total greenhouse
gas emissions.

Kristin Berning and Amanda Perry, training coordinators for Enterprise
Systems Training at the U, often travel to coordinate campuses as part
of their jobs. Soon, they'll travel to Duluth, and so they've come today to
try out the range of hybrids. They decide to give a Camry a test-drive,
and though I'd just driven one, I decide to test out the back seat and tag
along for the ride. Like me, they're impressed with the features. When

we enter the car, a welcome message scrolls across an information screen--if you like, you can
even program the car to speak a greeting. "Can you program it to say, 'Good morning, Kristin and
Amanda?'" jokes Berning. "How do you turn the air on?" asks Perry, "Air on!" offers Berning, but to
no avail. Like me, she would need to physically exert herself and push a button, which I happily
point to based on my recent experience. In the end, my favorite amusement had to be indulging in
the Ford Escape hybrid, and I think Berning and Perry were as impressed. "This is so exciting!" says
Berning. "We only have one disappointment--we thought we could steal it for the day, and go up to
Taylors Falls." As an SUV, it's suited to just those types of excursions (minus the theft)--capable of
carrying more people and cargo, but with half the guilt. I took it for a spin near fleet services, and
when I came upon a closed Conoco station on 24th and Como with its pumps decommissioned, it
didn't matter. I had plenty of battery juice and gas to make it to the next one. Besides, with the A/C
on I was in no hurry to get out. For more information, or to rent a fleet services vehicle, see Fleet
Services.

Cost comparison

In many cases, renting a vehicle from fleet services can be less expensive than driving your own car, particularly on
long trips with a fair amount of driving. Below are some cost comparisons, each using the Toyota Camry (daily
charge of $45) for comparison, vs. the standard mileage reimbursement of 58.5 cents per mile.

Rochester: 170 Miles r/t Personal vehicle reimbursement: $99.45 One-day rental: $45 plus 170
miles ($0.17 = $28.90) U Total: $73.90 Morris or Duluth: 310 Miles r/t Personal vehicle
reimbursement: $181.35 Two-day rental: $90 plus 310 miles ($0.17 = $52.70) U Total: $142.70
Crookston: 620 Miles r/t Personal vehicle reimbursement: $362.70 Three-day rental: $135 plus
620 miles ($0.17 = $105.40)

U Total: $240.40
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Events from 1938 were
different than today, though
the spirit of the week remains
the same.

The evolution of the welcome mat
By Adam Overland

July 30, 2008

"Success or failure in college frequently hinges upon the kind of
adjustments made early in the freshman year."

The quote above is from a handbook for Freshman Week, a program for
first-year students at the University of Minnesota in 1938. Seventy years
later, the U has returned its gaze to the first days of a student's college life
in an experience called Welcome Week. The first days are seen as being
so valuable and full of potential that this year the U will move from a
weekend program in effect for the past 25 years, to a week-long platform it
hopes will provide students with the tools and information they'll need to
navigate their way through the U. Think of it as a kind of welcome mat--a
place to get your footing, and recognize that you are leaving one space and
entering another by accepting an invitation to connect with a larger
community. The University of Minnesota has offered programming to welcome first-year students to campus since
the 1920s. Most recently, the orientation has been conducted through a two-day New Student Orientation program in
the summer followed by New Student Weekend, a three-day optional event prior to the start of classes. Welcome
Week was developed in response to research that suggested students who attended New Student Weekend had
higher retention and graduation rates than those who did not. At the same time, concerns from participants in New
Student Orientation about "information overload" prompted an extension of the program to allow for easier
acclimation. In the first days of college, students must balance the stress of relocating (sometimes from out of state),
moving into a new home (generally a smaller, often shared home), starting what is essentially a new career (the four-
year, or more, career of higher-education), and meeting hundreds of people with varying cultural, ethnic, socio-
economic and religious backgrounds, and sexual orientations. It's a time of many major life maneuvers, in a rapid-fire
environment.

The plan to turn what could be personal turmoil into collective opportunity is ambitious. The six-day
Welcome Week takes place from August 27-September 1, and is required of this year's incoming
class of more than 5,000 students. It's a monumental effort to coordinate so many activities, but
faculty, staff, and students are working to make the week memorable through a number of unique
experiences. August 28, for example, will be "College Day," a day where students can connect with
classmates, advisers and faculty members. Additionally, students will be introduced to academic
expectations and the exclusive programming that takes place in their college. August 31 will be a
day of service and engagement, with activities designed to enrich the student experience by
creating opportunities for students to connect with the U and the Twin Cities community. Students
will have a chance to leave campus and help out a local community organization, learning both the
value of the organization and the impact of their own contributions.

Cover of the 1938 Freshman Week schedule of events

"Student success is a combination of individual determination and
opportunity provided by the university," said Laura Coffin Koch, associate
vice provost for undergraduate education. "Welcome Week will ensure
that all first-year students are offered the resources essential for personal
and academic success."

And so, after many years, Welcome Week has changed, and it hasn't--the
mission of the U has always been one of outreach and engagement, both
to the community at large and the community at home. While the activities
of today may look different than those in 1938 (see the photograph of the

1938 schedule), the goal of providing the resources necessary for the success of first-year students
is the same. In the end, it's a welcome mat that's had a lot of traffic, and evolved due to those
who've treaded before.

"Men and women of the freshman class, we all, faculty and students, join in welcoming you to the campus of our
University--yours also, from now on, if you have the desire and the will to make it so."

For more about the U of M's Welcome Week and the schedule of events, and to volunteer, see the news release or
visit Welcome Week. 
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New employees participate in
the "Discover Community"
orientation program.

New U employees Discover Community

From Brief, July 30, 2008

The U's New Employee Orientation (NEO) program broke new
ground with the debut of "Discover Community" on July 22. The
second of three main events new employees attend during their
first year of employment, Discover Community introduces
employees to the richly diverse University community and
addresses how differences contribute to transforming the U. But
Discover Community is about far more than diversity. It highlights
how individual differences, ideas, and perspectives are absolutely
central to the mission of a public research university. It illustrates
how differences allow for robust conversations, and how robust
conversations can--and often do--lead to groundbreaking
discoveries. And it emphasizes the U's imperative to provide a safe
environment where differences are valued, conversations are
encouraged, and real progress is possible.

"One of the best things about working at the University of
Minnesota is that you get the chance to collaborate with brilliant
people, no matter what your job duties," said NEO program manager Stacy Doepner-Hove. "The
fact that we bring people together from so many different backgrounds, with so many different points
of view, makes innovation and discovery readily available here." Participants in Discover Community
had the opportunity to speak with their new colleagues and learn first-hand how diversity drives
discovery.

Developed cooperatively by staff from the NEO program and the Office of Equity and Diversity,
Discover Community was designed to be highly interactive. Participants go through activities that
help them investigate how they view themselves and others, explore diversity scenarios through
group discussion, and offer suggestions on how to be aware and active about diversity in the
workplace.

The first group of new employees to attend the July 22 session was the same to inaugurate
"Discover the U," the first session of NEO that was rolled out in January. Discover the U focuses on
the history, leadership, and culture of the University. The third NEO session, which will debut in
January 2009, will spotlight public engagement.

The yearlong NEO process was designed to recruit and retain exceptional faculty and staff, and to
improve the retention of new employees by bringing them up to speed faster and making them feel
an integral part of the University community.
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If Minnesota cleans up its
electricity sector, it can realize
a significant reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions by
using more plug-in hybrid
vehicles, says researcher
Julian Marshall.

Get going now
U transportation researchers urge immediate action on greenhouse
gas emission goals

By Elizabeth Giorgi, Gina Baas, and Deane Morrison

July 29, 2008

The state of Minnesota can reach and even exceed its goals for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but only if it acts immediately.
So concludes a University study of whether emissions from the
transportation sector could actually meet goals set by the
Minnesota Legislature in the Next Generation Energy Act. The act
calls for overall greenhouse gas emissions to drop by 15 percent
(compared to 2005 levels) by 2015, 30 percent by 2025, and 80
percent by 2050. The report and a video of the project are
available online. If the state promptly employs a combination of
strategies, the transportation sector can nearly meet the 2015 goal
and exceed the 2025 goal, the researchers concluded. "The
emission reduction goal is achievable if action starts today," says
Robert Johns, director of the University's Center for Transportation
Studies (CTS). He and CTS Associate Director Laurie McGinnis, a
study researcher, say that if the state requires fuel-efficient
vehicles, that will not only help in meeting the goals but make
Minnesota a national leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The researchers say that the
majority of the changes don't require any costly or new technologies. "There is a misconception that
it is not possible to make these changes because it isn't affordable," says Julian Marshall, assistant
professor of civil engineering and researcher on the study. "In fact, these methods can be used and
save people a lot of money and fuel. Energy efficiency can help consumers and benefits the
economy, especially with high gas prices."

"One thing that surprised me is how far behind our fuel efficiency
standards are compared to the rest of the world--that is, Europe,
Australia, and China. China's standards today are more stringent than
[proposed U.S.] standards for 2020."

"The technology to make this happen exists, it is just a matter of using it," says David Kittelson, professor of
mechanical engineering and study researcher. "The engines we use in our cars are no worse or better than the
engines they have in passenger cars in Japan or Germany. The difference is, we put our engines in enormous cars."
The public can help by buying fuel-efficient vehicles; living close to their workplaces; commuting by foot, bicycle,
carpool, or public transportation; and lowering driving speeds, the researchers say. Transportation accounts for only
about 24 percent of total per capita greenhouse gas emissions in Minnesota, compared to more than 28 percent
nationally, Marshall says. But that figure isn't due to Minnesotans driving less; it's because the state's total per capita
greenhouse gas emissions are high: 30 million tons vs. 24 million tons nationally, on an annual basis. The difference
is largely due to Minnesota's reliance on coal-fired power plants, which supply much of the state's electricity. "We
have a lot of room to improve," Marshall observes. "If we clean up the electricity sector, we can get a significant
benefit from switching to plug-in hybrids. "One thing that surprised me is how far behind our fuel efficiency standards
are compared to the rest of the world--that is, Europe, Australia, and China. China's standards today are more
stringent than [proposed U.S.] standards for 2020. This is an American competitiveness issue. This [situation] makes
our economy less efficient." The 2025 goals are more easily achievable because of lag in the system, Marshall
explains. Not everyone will buy more fuel-efficient cars immediately, and it takes time to switch large-scale power
production to cleaner technologies. Fuels derived from renewable, but nonfood, resources such as corn stalks and
prairie grasses must also be used, the researchers say. An efficient biofuel derived from such sources could achieve
27 percent of Minnesota's reduction goals by 2015. The study also suggests improving fuel economy for heavy-duty
vehicles by refining aerodynamics, using lower rolling-resistance tires, and reducing speed. Those changes could
contribute about 13 percent of the transportation sector's reduction goal by 2015. There could be an even greater
emission reductions if goods are shipped by rail and boat rather than by truck or airplane. 
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Shani Marks became the first
Olympian in women's track
from the University of
Minnesota. She'll compete in
the triple jump.

Gold (and maroon) in Beijing
By Rick Moore

August 5, 2008

When you're watching the Red, White, and Blue compete in Bejing
over the next fortnight or so, don't forget to look for occasional
flashes of maroon and gold. The University of Minnesota will be
well represented, with seven athletes past and present (as well as
one future recruit) competing in the 2008 Summer Olympics.

Among the contingent will be Shani Marks, a former three-time All-
American from Apple Valley, Minnesota, who became the first
Olympian in women's track from the University of Minnesota. She
qualified in the triple jump by winning the event at the U.S. Olympic
Track & Field Trials with a mark of 47 feet, 2 1/2 inches--a personal
best. Marks trains at the University of Minnesota and is a volunteer
assistant coach for the women's track team.

A pair of former Gopher volleyball players made the U.S. Olympic
Team, one in each variation of the sport. Setter Lindsey Berg will
be making her second straight appearance; she was on the 2004
team that finished fifth in Athens.

Joining Berg in Beijing will be Nicole Branagh, who qualified with partner Elaine Youngs as one of
the two U.S. Olympic beach volleyball teams. Branagh and Berg played together at the U for three
years from 1998-2000. As Minnesota's setter, Berg tallied 5,913 assists in her career, the third-
highest total for the Gophers. And Branagh holds the career record for kills at the U with 2,379.

A future Gopher qualified for the U.S. Olympic team in Greco-Roman wrestling at 145.5 pounds.
Jake Deitchler (Anoka High School) became just the third high school athlete to make the Olympic
team, upsetting heavily favored Harry Lester along the way. The 18-year-old Deitchler is headed to
the University of Minnesota after the Olympics.

Oh, Canada... and Lithuania, and the Czech Republic, too

There'll be reason to cheer for other countries, as well, since not all the Gopher Olympians will be
competing for Team USA.

Q&A with Jillian Tyler

Gophersports.com caught up with Jillian Tyler before she left for Beijing to get her thoughts on
competing in the Olympics. Although she'll be competing for Canada, she has an obvious affinity for
the U; at the Olympic trials, she wore a Minnesota tattoo on her cheek. Read the complete Q&A.

A pair of swimmers will be representing Canada. Sophomore sensation Jillian Tyler will be competing in the 100
breaststroke. In her first season for the Gophers, Calgary-native Tyler won the 100 and 200 breaststroke and 400
medley at the Big Ten championships. She owns school records in both the 100 and 200 breaststroke and as part of
the 200 and 400 medley relay teams.

Former Gopher Mike Brown earned a spot on Team Canada for the second straight Olympics.
Brown, another breaststroker, was an All-American for the Gophers in 2003 as a freshman before
turning pro the next season.

Rasa Troup will be competing in the steeplechase for Lithuania's track team. An All-American in
cross country at Minnesota, Troup finished 18th at the world championships in 2005.

Another former All-American, Barbora Spotakova (2002), figures to have a great shot at a medal in
the javelin. Spotakova won gold at the 2007 world championships and has thrown over 69 meters
(which is about 75 yards, for the metrically challenged).

And one current Gopher athlete, men's sprinter Ibrahim Kabia, was set to compete in the Olympics
for his native Sierra Leone (which he left seven years ago), but found out last week that the
country's athletic association decided to bring only their home-based athletes. Kabia, the defending
Big Ten champ in the 100 meters, will be a senior at the U next year.

Blogging from Beijing

Marks visited her home track at Bierman Field in early July and spoke with media about the thrill of
making it to the Olympics. While she's trying not to concern herself with thoughts of a medal, she
has nevertheless set goals.

"My main goal is to make the final at the Olympics; no U.S. woman has ever done that," she said.
"And I think that I have a really good chance to do that. That's kind of my focus. My goals really
aren't different than they ever are. I just want to go out there and jump far and do my best, and I
know the outcome will be a good one."

Marks has begun a blog in Beijing. You can follow her daily entries as she chronicles her Olympic
experience, from training in the heat and smog to a "breakaway" day of shopping.

And if you're looking for the perspective of a tourist who happens to be a Gopher athlete, check out
Molly Kalmoe's blog. Kalmoe is on the U's rowing team and her sister, Megan Kalmoe, is a member
of the United States Rowing team competing in Beijing.
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For more on the "Safe Roads
Map" Web site, watch the
University News Service
interview or read the
transcript.

Mapping the road to safety
U researchers point out deadliest roads in America at
www.saferoadmaps.org

By Elizabeth Giorgi and Gina Baas

Would you be surprised to learn that nine people died on the
highway you take to work everyday? Or would you be shocked to
see that six teenagers died within five miles of your home in fatal
car accidents? With the help of a new Web site
(www.saferoadmaps.org) using interactive maps developed by
University of Minnesota researchers, you can learn those facts and
more by simply typing in your address.

Researchers in the Center for Excellence in Rural Safety (CERS)
have teamed up with Google Maps to map out every fatality in the
nation with details on each death, so now you can see the "dead
man's curve" on your commute or the "devil's triangle" in your
neighborhood.

"When drivers type in their most common routes, they're shocked
how much blood is being shed on it," says Tom Horan, research
director for CERS. "When it's the route you or your loved ones use, the need to buckle up, slow
down, and avoid distractions and drinking suddenly becomes much more personal and urgent."

To use the Web site, enter your address at www.saferoadmaps.org and you'll see a map or satellite
image of all of the road fatalities that have occurred in the area. Plus, you'll have the ability to
narrow down your search to see the age of the driver, whether speeding or drinking was a factor,
and if the driver was wearing a seat belt.

One of the most important aspects of the new tool illustrates which life-saving public policies, such
as strong seat belt laws, are in the chosen area.

"This tool sheds light on the importance of strong public policy that helps save lives in states across
the nation," says Lee Munnich, director of CERS. "When you can visually see how many lives can
be saved, it really changes how the public and policy makers see our roads."

CERS officials hope the tool will educate the public about road fatalities, especially residents of rural
areas. U.S. Census figures show that 21 percent of Americans live in rural areas, and the Federal
Highway Administration has found that 57 percent of highway deaths happen on rural roads.

"We must take aggressive action to reduce needless deaths on our nation's roadways and
saferoadmaps.org will give citizens and policy makers the information they need to improve travel
safety," says U.S. Congressman James Oberstar, chair of the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee. "I applaud the Center for Excellence in Rural Safety for their leadership in
developing tools that can help us all in our quest to improve the safety of our nation's roadways."

"By mapping out these fatalities, we can visually see what a large problem we have in our country,"
Munnich adds. "It is time to start working towards prevention and each one of these dots on the map
represents that."
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How did we get bifocals?

Benjamin Franklin had poor
vision and needed glasses
to read. He got tired of
constantly taking them off
and putting them back on,
so he figured out a way to
make his glasses see both
near and far. He cut the
lenses from two pairs of
spectacles in half, and then
put the different halves
together in a single frame.

Source: The Franklin
Institute

Vision-Ease Lens will use a
software developed by
University of Minnesota
researchers to design better
lenses for no-line bifocal
eyeglass.

In search of better bifocals

If you're having trouble reading the fine print, you have more
options than just those glasses with the lined lenses that your
parents wore. A software program designed at the University of
Minnesota, in partnership with Vision-Ease Lens, stands to
markedly improve vision for you and the estimated 78 million
Americans who wear bifocal glasses. Patented by Benjamin
Franklin in 1784, bifocal lens technology saw relatively few
advances over the next 175 years. The bifocal lens with its two
parts--the top half for viewing at distance and the bottom half for
reading--was the norm until progressive lenses hit the market. The
invention of the progressive lens, sometimes referred to as no-line
bifocals, in 1959 eliminated the distracting line between the short-
and long-distance portions of the lens, offering bifocal wearers a
smooth transition between vision zones--and a way for some to
hide the fact that they were over 40 and needed reading glasses.
The cause is presbyopia, an age-related condition that stems from
a gradual loss of flexibility in the natural lens. It varies from
astigmatism, nearsightedness, and farsightedness, which are
related to the shape of the eyeball and caused by genetic factors,
disease, or trauma. While annual sales of no-line bifocals have
grown to an estimated $1.5 billion, the technology to design
progressive lenses has not been widely explored. "When Vision-
Ease first contacted us early in 2000 with some questions about lens surface modeling, we were
surprised to find very few published research papers on the topic," said Fadil Santosa, a
mathematics professor with the U's Institute of Mathematics and its Applications. "There were many
patent filings on lens design, but very little is revealed in them. The field was literally wide open."
Santosa, along with fellow mathematics professor Robert Gulliver and graduate student Jing Wang,
began looking into the mathematics of progressive lens design. Their research lead to a software
program called Ophtima, which would reduce the computation time for accurate power distribution.

In other words, "This novel approach allows optical engineers to design a
surface in seconds," says Derek Harris, vice president for research and
development at Vision-Ease Lens, a privately held company based in Ramsey,
Minnesota. "The efficiency of the computation minimizes aberrations, and the
easy-to-use software interface offers opportunities to explore the lens design
space, leading to unique designs for conditions such as astigmatism." Vision-
Ease Lens recently signed a licensing agreement with the University of
Minnesota to use the Ophtima software to design no-line bifocal eyeglass
lenses. (The mathematical designs in the software were patented in 2006.)
According to University of Minnesota Regents policy, net income obtained from
a licensing agreement is split evenly among the inventor, the U's Office of the
Vice President for Research, and the resident college. "This is a great example
of the University partnering with a local company," says Eric Hockert,
technology marketing manager at the University's Office for Technology
Commercialization. "Both parties benefit--Santosa and his colleagues
advanced knowledge in their field, and Vision-Ease found a solution for a
vexing technical issue [in their industry]." 
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Some graduates from the
second UMD Transformational
Leadership cohort.

UMD graduates its second
transformational leadership cohort
By Stephanie Vine

From Brief, May 7, 2008

University of Minnesota leadership development programs are a
key component of the "Transforming the U" vision. In addition to
creating exceptional faculty and staff, they also support the mission
of creating an exceptional organization and exceptional innovation.

In April, University executives relayed the importance of leadership
programs and their role in driving a "culture of excellence" to the
Board of Regents at its monthly meeting. Two leadership
development programs in particular, the President's Emerging
Leaders program (PEL) and the Transformational Leadership
Program (TLP), were highlighted for delivering the skills, behaviors
and values the University considers essential for the future.

On April 15, the University of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), graduated its second TLP cohort. (The first
training program at UMD followed the inaugural session on the Twin Cities campus back in spring
2006.) The 13 employees were involved in a variety of projects over several months, some related
to the U's Graduation Rates and Retention Initiative. (See a complete project list at the end of the
story.) All of them were recognized for their work at the graduation ceremony, and each had the
chance to display the results-to-date of their efforts that day.

"Transforming strategy into reality is an ongoing challenge for all leadership groups," says Matt
Larson. "And UMD's first two TLP cohorts and respective sponsors have been true higher education
pioneers by leading new ways to translate UMD goals into practical change that directly benefits
faculty, students and staff."

The philosophy and approach behind the Transformational Leadership Program are to enhance the
norms, values and behaviors the University deems essential for all future leaders. In addition to
teaching the tools and techniques of DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control), a
leadership excellence methodology, the program also emphasizes

Strategy-focused knowledge and skills development
Change management
Team leadership
Process excellence
Results orientation

"As a participant of the Transformational Leadership Program, I was given an engaging, leading
edge graduate level course in change management," says recent graduate, Joie Acheson. "I was
immersed in an elegant approach to bringing my project ideas to fruition, in strategic planning for
improvement of UMD systems, and in a language of change that eventually made a huge difference
in my approach to problem solving. I leave Cohort II with a new vision for UMD. I am so impressed
with the passion, the commitment and the brilliance of my peers. Frankly, this was the most
important training opportunity I have had at UMD."

Judith Karon, UMD human resources director, agrees, saying that the TLP program "redefines
leadership and emphasizes the advantages of working as a team." She adds that as a result of the
program, UMD is "learning new ways to improve current processes and identify the true needs of
our customers, the students."

The TLP curriculum was a joint effort between the U's Office of Service and Continuous
Improvement (OSCI) and 3M, a University corporate sponsor and supporter.

According to Jody O'Connor, a student support services associate with the Office of Financial Aid,
the program is a "valuable experience for any employee" and encourages colleagues from across
campus to work together on a common strategic goal. "This fact alone helps drive change at the
University."

Scott Martens, OSCI director, adds that the greatest benefit associated with the TLP program is "the
improvement of the people who will ultimately transform the U."

"Process improvement is extremely important," he says, "but people improvement is the key to
success."

A new Transformational Leadership Program session will start in the next few months on the Twin
Cities campus. For more information about it or the program, in general, see the Office of Service
and Continuous Improvement.

The cohort and their projects * Joie Acheson, Kirby Student Center--"Developing/Enhancing a
Comprehensive and Successful Student Leadership Program" * Liz Benson-Johnson, Library--
"Redesigning the Library's Fine System" * Mary Cameron, Human Resources-"Developing
Strategies to Increase On-Campus Student Employment Opportunities" * Alex Jokela, Knowledge
Mgmt Center--"Operationalizing UMD's Retention Data Collection and Communication Plans" *
Mary Jean Menzel, Continuing Education--"Improving CITS Card and Service Activations" * Jody
O'Connor, Financial Aid--"Developing an Effective & Comprehensive Financial Literacy & Personal
Financial Management Program for Students/Families" * Sonja Olsen, Career Services--"Improving
the ePortfolio Classroom Scheduling Process" * Susana Pelayo-Woodward, Multicultural Center--
"Improving Persistence Rates of Students Color from 1st to 2nd Year" * Megan Perry Spears, First
Year Experience--"Creating an Effective and Comprehensive Orientation Program for 1st Year
Students" * Claudia Plaunt Martin, Tutoring Center--"Increasing the Usage of the Tutoring Center by
Low Performing Students" * Rebecca Thelen, Advisement Coordination Center--"Developing
Strategies for Improving Course Access" * Kuoa Vang, Multicultural Center--"Identifying Factors that
Influence Asian-American Student Persistence" * Joel Youngblom, Knowledge Management Center-
-"Improving the Process to Create Transfer Manual Web Pages"
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On August 5, U surgeons
removed a brain tumor from a
10-year-old shepherd-mix
named Batman. Gene therapy
followed to mark the cancer
cells and in several weeks,
Batman will be injected with a
vaccine containing tumor-
specific immune cells that will
migrate into the brain to kill
the remaining cancer cells.

Exploring a new cancer therapy
Results of a two-part therapy may further treatment for people and
other animals with brain tumors

August 12, 2008

In late July, a 10-year-old shepherd-mix dog named Batman (for
his black, pointed ears that resemble the superhero) was
diagnosed with a cancerous brain tumor that, left untreated, would
have been fatal. With the permission of Batman's owners,
researchers at the University of Minnesota successfully performed
the first step of an experimental procedure to treat his cancer.

The three-hour surgery on August 5 involved removal of as much
of the brain tumor as possible, followed by the injection of a gene
therapy around the perimeter of the tumor area. The injection
served to prime the remaining cancer cells for receiving a vaccine,
which will be developed in the laboratory using tumor tissue
removed during surgery. In several weeks, Batman will be injected
with the vaccine.

To date, research has involved separate investigations of the
impact of gene therapy and vaccines on brain tumors. The
University of Minnesota scientists and clinicians conducting this
research think that surgery followed by combining the two
experimental agents in one study--a one-two punch of gene
therapy followed by vaccine--may have a greater effect on the
cancer. If this two-step process works, it could have a significant
impact on improving treatment for brain tumors in animals and people.

"The problem with brain tumors is that they can hide from the immune
system because the cancer cells typically don't have surface proteins
that allow the immune system to recognize and kill them," Ohlfest says.

The procedure team included Elizabeth Pluhar, veterinary neurosurgeon and orthopedic surgeon;
John Ohlfest, who directs the University's translational neurosurgery gene therapy program; and
Stephen Haines, a neurosurgeon at the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview.

The gene therapy used was a modified virus that cannot replicate and expresses the protein
interferon gamma (IFN-g). IFN-g primed the tumor site, making the tumor cells more visible to
Batman's immune system.

"The problem with brain tumors is that they can hide from the immune system because the cancer
cells typically don't have surface proteins that allow the immune system to recognize and kill them,"
Ohlfest says. "IFN-g should reverse this, exposing the tumor to the immune system and allowing the
vaccine to work at peak efficiency."

The tumor cells taken during the surgery will be killed in the laboratory to make one part of the
vaccine. The other part of the vaccine will be an immunogenic--meaning able to produce an immune
response--portion of DNA derived from bacterial DNA called CpG ODN.

"The CpG ODN serves to trick the dog's immune system into thinking it has a bacterial infection,
only we will co-inject tumor cell proteins along with the CpG ODN so the immune system goes after
the tumor [with a vigor similar to that with which it would go against bacteria]," Ohlfest said. "We
expect that tumor-specific immune cells will then migrate into the brain to kill the remaining cancer
cells."
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The "Reaching for Gold"
exhibit at the Elmer L.
Andersen Library features
items such as books, letters,
and building plans that
document how the YMCA
brought Western sports to
China during the early 20th
century.

Olympics trivia

* Nearly 10,000 athletes
from 204 countries are
competing over a fortnight
in 28 events for about 300
gold medals.

* The 2008 Olympic
mascots are the five Fuwa,
a.k.a. "Friendlies": a fish
(Beibei), a panda (Jingjing),
a flame (Huanhuan),
Tibetan antelope (Yingying),
and a swallow (Nini). Each
Fuwa corresponds to a
color of the Olympic rings.
When the first syllable of
each of the five names are
said together, the phrase
means "Beijing welcomes
you."

To learn more about the
2008 Beijing Olympics, see
the official Web site.

The genesis of an Olympic dream
University Libraries exhibit illustrates YMCA's role in the rise of
modern sports in China

By Pauline Oo

August 12, 2008

In 1908, a YMCA leader in China posed the question: "When will
[we] be able to invite an international gathering of athletes to an
Olympic event in China?" Little did he know that answer would be:
In exactly 100 years.

The origins and development of modern sports in China, which
have ultimately led to Beijing playing host to the 2008 Summer
Olympics, are chronicled in the new exhibit at the Elmer L.
Andersen Library on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.
"Reaching for Gold: The YMCA and the Olympic Movement in
China from 1895-1920" runs through September 29 and displays a
variety of items from the University of Minnesota's Kautz Family
YMCA Archives, including an antique laced leather basketball and
a booklet of volleyball rules in Chinese.

"When I first heard that the Olympics was going to be held in
Beijing, I thought about it as an opportunity for us to show the rich
collection we have and to share the [little-known] fact that the Y was so instrumental in bringing
modern sports to China," says reference archivist Dagmar Getz. (Beijing was elected the host city in
the summer of 2001. It will also host the Paralympic Games from September 6 to 17).

The Young Men's Christian Association, better known as the YMCA, was founded in London in 1844
to improve the spiritual, mental, social, and physical condition of young men by integrating sports
with educational programs. The Y came to the United States a few years later, and in 1985, the
American arm of the YMCA made the University of Minnesota the main repository for its historical
records.

Nearly 50 cubic feet--or 121 boxes--of material currently housed at the U, such as reports,
correspondence, meeting minutes, and building plans, happen to document the American YMCA's
work on spreading Christian values and Western sports in China during the first half of the 20th
century. The "Reaching for Gold" exhibit, says archivist Dave Klaassen, showcases items that about
100 American YMCA missionaries in China--or "secretaries," as they were called--had sent home.

Sure, the missionaries brought bibles to China, but in 1896 they also carried "The Thirteen Rules of
Basketball" and introduced the game to the Chinese. (James Naismith invented basketball at the
YMCA international training center in Springfield, Massachusetts.) They also taught their Chinese
friends to play volleyball and tennis, and they organized athletic meets for YMCA members and
students at the local schools. At that point, the Chinese tradition of sports grew primarily out of
military drills and calisthenics, with little concept of team sports for recreation and fitness.

In time, the local YMCA meets grew to a national athletic competition.
Basketball was one of the sports. The YMCA secretaries then
organized the first Far Eastern Championship Games, originally
named the Far Eastern Olympics, in 1913, which brought together
athletes from China, Japan, and the Philippines.

"The purpose of the Far Eastern games was actually to train athletes
for the Olympics," says Getz. "Neither China, Japan, or the Philippines
had a forum then for people to qualify for the Olympics." The first
modern Olympiad was held in Greece in 1896. China made its debut
in 1932 with a six-member delegation and entered the Winter Olympic
Games in 1980 with 28 athletes. Team China has a whopping 639
athletes competing in the 2008 summer games in all 28 sports. "[I
want people to leave the exhibit] knowing the role the YMCA played in
bringing modern sports to China and sort of having a dream 100 years
ago that the Olympics was something that China could do, and then
inspiring people, as they say, to reach for the gold," say Getz.

A version of the exhibit, created in collaboration with the YMCA of
Hong Kong, is currently on display at YMCA facilities in several cities
in China. There is also an online version of the exhibit.

If you visit... The "Reaching for Gold" exhibit hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday, and starting September 6, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
on Saturdays. For directions to the exhibit, see Elmer L. Andersen Library.

To learn more about the Kautz Family YMCA Archives, visit the University of Minnesota Libraries.
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Political novices, say U
professor Akshay Rao, are
more persuaded by abstract
messages when the time to
choose between candidates is
far off.

Getting that vote

In political campaigns, timing is almost everything. Candidates
communicate with voters over a long period of time before voters
actually vote. What candidates say to these voters is, of course,
important, but it turns out that when they say it also influences
voter preferences.

Why has Barack Obama's reliance on lofty rhetoric succeeded thus
far is a puzzle addressed in the paper "It's Time to Vote: The Effect
of Matching Message Orientation and Temporal Frame on Political
Persuasion," forthcoming in the Journal of Consumer Research.
The research, coauthored by the University of Minnesota's Akshay
Rao, Hakkyun Kim (Concordia University) and Angela Lee
(Northwestern University), demonstrates that the timing and
content of political messages affects voters, particularly swing
voters.

When Obama began his presidential campaign, his rhetoric
emphasized abstract concepts such as hope, change, and
judgment. In contrast, Hillary Clinton and other candidates
frequently presented detailed, concrete plans on a host of topics
ranging from the Iraq War to the economy and health care reform.
Political commentators criticized Obama for his lack of specifics,
yet voters continued to respond to his message.

Rao offers this illustration to characterize the research: "Imagine taking a vacation to Cancun six
months from now. You are probably thinking about beaches, sunsets, and other abstract
information. On the other hand, if you were going to Cancun tomorrow, you would be thinking about
taxicabs and boarding passes--concrete concerns--making you more likely to process information
about speedy check-in or the phone number of a taxi.

"Similarly, a voter facing a choice in the distant future is less interested in particular plans and
policies and is more persuaded by broad, abstract ideas," he adds. "It is only as the election gets
closer that voters start paying attention to concrete details of the candidates' positions. In essence,
when the choice is far away, a voter is more likely to think in abstract terms, but as the choice
approaches, the voter puts more weight on the details."

The researchers demonstrate this temporal effect in a series of studies and observe that it is
relatively uninformed voters who are most subject to this effect.

"What this finding implies is that the people who typically decide elections--voters in the middle--are
most susceptible to this type of persuasion," says Rao. "Political novices tend to be more persuaded
by abstract messages when the choice is far off, and by concrete messages when the choice is
imminent." While the experiments focused on political contexts, the researchers say the underlying
argument applies equally well to other contexts, such as deciding which college to attend, which
automobile to purchase, or where to live when one retires.

The authors advise, particularly in this time of long campaign cycles and multiple media channels,
that campaigns think strategically about the timing of messages targeted toward select markets,
such as swing voters.

"The fit of the right message with the right voter at the right time has never been more important to
the outcome of a race," says Rao.

More information about Rao's research and a copy of the paper may be found at the Carlson School
of Management.
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Transportation researchers at
the University of Minnesota
are studying, among other
things, how an extensive
traffic system responds to a
sudden, major disruption.

Of road networks and travel patterns

The collapse of the I-35W bridge during rush hour on August 1,
2007 sparked a number of new research studies by structural
engineers to understand the causes of the catastrophe. At the
same time, transportation researchers realized that the tragic event
had provided them with a rare opportunity to study how
metropolitan drivers respond to the sudden loss of a major
transportation link. About 140,000 cars crossed the I-35 bridge
daily before the collapse.

Analyzing the ways transportation networks or traffic flow patterns
change over time is a specialty of the University of Minnesota's
Networks, Economics and Urban Systems (NEXUS) research
group, headed by David Levinson, the U's Richard P. Braun-CTS
Chair in Transportation Studies. In the weeks immediately following
the collapse, Levinson worked with the University of Minnesota's
Department of Civil Engineering and several other transportation
experts, including U colleagues Henry Liu, Nikolas Geroliminis, and
Kathleen Harder, to gather traffic data, perform a preliminary
analysis, and identify further research needs The study ("The traffic
and behavioral effects of the I-35W Mississippi River bridge
collapse" PDF download) found that traffic adapted well to the
bridge collapse, and though most drivers did not see a change in
travel time when they found alternative routes for their trips, some saw an increase and a smaller
number experienced a reduction in their travel time. Of the 140,000 vehicles crossing the bridge
prior to the collapse, only 90,000 could be accounted for after the incident because of increased
traffic on the other bridges. (The number of vehicles crossing the I-94 Mississippi River bridge, for
example, jumped 26 percent during that time.) This finding suggested that the remaining 50,000
cars had avoided crossing the river--either not making the trip at all, or more likely, changing
destinations. (Highway 280, the primary detour recommended by the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, saw an increase in daily traffic on both directions from 25,000 trips that August to
about 64,000 in October). The results of the study led to two additional studies on the effects of the
collapse. Mn/DOT funded the first, "Traffic Flow and Road User Impacts of the Collapse of the I-
35W Bridge over the Mississippi River," with the goal of understanding the effect of the bridge
closure on observed travel behavior, shifts in traffic flows, and alternate routes. The researchers are
developing a model of local travel behavior prior to and following the collapse with data from travel
surveys, as well as GPS tracking of study participants whose activities are affected by the loss of
the bridge. Using these models and observations of travel pattern changes, the researchers will
attempt to estimate road-user costs associated with the collapse. Complementing the Mn/DOT
study is "BRIDGE: Behavioral Response to the I-35W Disruption: Gauging Equilibration," which is
funded by the National Science Foundation with additional support from the University of
Minnesota's Metropolitan Consortium. This study aims to better understand how an extensive traffic
system responds to a sudden, major network disruption. Following a serious disruption, the
researchers theorize, the Twin Cities surface transportation system is likely to settle into a new state
of equilibrium as thousands of users adapt their behavior to the new demands of getting from place
to place. On the other hand, the possibility that the system will remain chaotic for a long time cannot
be ruled out without gathering detailed data. Both projects are expected to be completed in 2010.
The NEXUS group members have already completed several scholarly papers on the effects of the
bridge collapse, which are available on the Internet, along with more information about the research
projects and related transportation issues.
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Jimmy, a 4-H member in St.
Cloud, paints a brick that is
part of a design his club
created for a public park used
by senior citizens.

Urban youth are leading

Eurell and his twin sister,
Arielle, have been active in
4-H since they were 12 ,
when a friend told them
about the group at St.
Paul's Rivertown
Commons. Since then the
17-year-olds have been
Bay Lake Camp
counselors, teen teachers
for younger kids in after-
school programs and
participants in Urban Youth
Lead.

"I've learned how to
communicate clearly," says
Eurell. "And I've learned a
lot of patience. There will
always be some kind of
conflict in your life, and I've
learned how to deal with
conflict in the right way."

Minnesota 4-H in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area
began Urban Youth Lead in
2006. Participants design
their own individual and
group projects, which may
include job shadowing,
volunteering, community
service work or mentoring.
The program has served
nearly 600 boys and girls in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area since it began.

Learn more about
Extension's Urban Youth
Lead.

Discovering by doing

Today's youth are tomorrow's leaders. But how do we get there
from here? With nearly half of Minnesota's 10- to 12-year-olds
spending their after-school hours unstructured and unsupervised,
parents and community leaders statewide are asking that question.

University of Minnesota Extension's 4-H Youth Development
Program has some answers. When young people have a chance
to get involved with something they like and "learn by doing," they
make better decisions, give back to their communities and grow up
to be solid, contributing citizens. Case in point: 13-year-old
Mohamed and his friends, all residents of St. Cloud's La Cruz
Community Housing complex. Occasional youth-development
participants, the boys became "regulars" when they were asked to
develop a program that excited them. Now they are deep into
planning their own hip-hop dance group.

Every Thursday at 3:30 p.m., the La Cruz Community Center fills
with laughing kids eager to work on computers, visit with friends,
and partake in the week's 4-H project. The weekly 4-H after-school
program serves boys and girls from the community-housing
complex, primarily immigrants from Somalia, Togo, Sudan,
Ethiopia, and Guatemala. Casey Torgerson, an Americorps Promise fellow for 4-H afterschool
programs, is guiding Mohamed and his friends as they create their hip-hop dance group.

"I'm glad that my friends and I get to choose what we do in 4-H," says Mohamed. "Our dance group
will be really fun!"

The project illustrates how 4-H's unique "learn by doing" model can influence adolescent behavior
and development. (Adult volunteers guide the youth through a discovery process by prompting them
to question, analyze and reflect.)

"In 4-H, youth develop their 'head, heart, hands and health' by
designing and participating in their own programs and activities," says
Dorothy Freeman, 4-H state program leader. "They're required to
reflect on the process, draw conclusions and relate the learning to
future experiences in their lives."

4-H is Minnesota's largest youth-serving program, providing access to
youth development programs and activities in 87 counties. Last year
113,000 young people throughout the state too part in 4-H.

Community service is another important part of 4-H. This summer, the
La Cruz 4-H group has teamed up with the City of St. Cloud Adopt-a-
Park program. The 4-H participants will work with residents of a new
senior housing development to beautify Schmidt Park with flowers,
paths, benches and birdhouses.

"Minnesota's young people are our future," says Stearns County
Commissioner Don Otte, who has been a 4-H supporter since 1958,
when he was a teenager and showed a hog at the county fair. "And
communities need to make an investment in their future."

To learn more about Extension's youth development programs, see
Minnesota 4-H Youth Development.
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President Ronald Reagan tries
to cut in on a dance between
Frank Sinatra and first lady
Nancy Reagan at the White
House.

Exhibit focuses on U.S. presidents

August 20, 2008

"The American President," an exhibit of compelling news photos
from the archives of the Associated Press, is on view through
September 19 in the Humphrey Museum and Forum at the Hubert
H. Humphrey Center on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.

Amid the extraordinary voter interest in the 2008 race for the White
House, the new exhibit--which aligns with the Republican National
Convention--helps illustrate one constant in the ever-shifting media
landscape. The coverage of the White House by AP reporters and
photographers has been the dominant source of presidential news
across the United States and around the world.

"The American President" includes memorable shots from the AP
Images photo library, which contains more than 10 million film and
digital images, and pictures taken in this year's run for the White
House by Senators Hillary Clinton, John McCain and Barack
Obama.

The exhibit shows American presidents at war and at ease, in victory and in defeat, confronting
national crises and facing personal scandals, running for office, and leading the country on the world
stage.

"The American President" features a number of the AP's Pulitzer Prize-winning images, including
Paul Vathis's view of John F. Kennedy conferring gravely with his predecessor, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, at Camp David after the unsuccessful Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961; Ron Edmonds's
rapid sequence documenting the 1981 assassination attempt on Ronald Reagan; and White House
photos taken by J. Scott Applewhite and others during Bill Clinton's 1998 impeachment battle.

The more than 80 photos in the exhibit underscore the need for the AP photojournalists assigned to
cover the White House to always keep their eyes on the president, so they won't miss those
revealing, unexpected moments that could easily dominate thousands of front pages and Web sites
around the world.

The display will be open to the public from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. Admission
is free. More information about the exhibit is available on the Associated Press Web site at
American President. The exhibit is co-sponsored by the University of Minnesota School of
Journalism & Mass Communication and the Humphrey Institute's Center for the Study of Politics
and Governance.

For further information, visitors may call the University of Minnesota School of Journalism & Mass
Communication at 612-625-9824 or e-mail Minnesota Journalism Center.
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The world noticed

Vernon Ruttan's honors
include election to the
National Academy of
Sciences (1990), the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
Distinguished Service
Award (1986), and the
Alexander von Humboldt
Award for Agriculture
(1984), given for the most
significant contribution to
U.S. agriculture during the
previous five years. He was
also a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts
and Sciences and the
American Association for
the Advancement of
Science. He was named a
Regents Professor in 1986.

Regents Professor Vernon
Ruttan brought to light many
profound but hidden
connections between
technological and social
change.

An economist for the ages
Vernon Ruttan revolutionized thinking about agriculture,
technology, and social change

By Deane Morrison

For the second time in as many months, the University of
Minnesota has lost an economist who made an indelible mark on
his field. At age 84, Vernon Ruttan was still sharp, still writing a
book every couple of years, and still refusing to act like the retired
professor he was. But on Monday, Aug. 18, 2008, the longtime
Regents Professor died suddenly, depriving the Department of
Applied Economics and the University of one of its most insightful
and popular faculty members. His genius lay in bringing to light the
connections between technological and social change, as well as
the hidden effects of government policies and practices. Ruttan,
who also had an appointment in the Department of Economics,
was a friend and colleague of fellow retired Regents Professor
Leonid Hurwicz, the 2007 Nobel laureate in economics who died
June 24. And, as with Hurwicz, his name often came up in
discussions of future Nobel Prize winners.

From farm to fame

Raised on a farm in the small northern Michigan town of Alden, Ruttan studied at Michigan State University and Yale
University, where he received an undergraduate degree. After earning a doctorate at the University of Chicago, he
began his career at Purdue University and came to the University of Minnesota in 1965 to head the Department of
Agricultural Economics (now Applied Economics). A keen interest in how human intelligence could be applied to the
improvement of social conditions drove Ruttan, says his colleague C. Ford Runge, an applied economics professor.

"He believed in classical liberalism--that is, the highest recognition of
individual rights and liberties combined with the need to protect those
rights and liberties by the establishment of social institutions."

"His scholarship was impeccable, and his public commitment obvious for all to see," Runge recalls. "He believed in
classical liberalism--that is, the highest recognition of individual rights and liberties combined with the need to protect
those rights and liberties by the establishment of social institutions." Foremost
among his contributions was the "induced innovation" theory, which he
constructed with Japanese economist Yujiro Hayami. It holds that when faced
with scarcity of resources, people respond by circumventing the scarcity
through technological innovations and social change. For example, says
Runge, "Suppose water is scarce. Farmers have learned to utilize irrigation
systems. The organization of [large] irrigation schemes requires a set of social
rules for sharing of water. Thus, technology and social change both happen in
response." Another phenomenon explained by Ruttan and Hayami's theory
concerns the way agriculture developed in different countries such as the
United States and Japan, says applied economics professor Benjamin
Senauer. In the United States, land was plentiful but labor was not. Therefore,
to get around the labor shortage, "we made all sorts of advances in agricultural
technology." But Japan, lacking land, emphasized getting more out of small
plots. "There, the focus was on developing more productive varieties,"
Senauer explains. "Much farming is by machines on the scale of rototillers.
The emphasis is on more production, using technologies such as 'night soil.'
"This pattern is seen in all contexts and all industries. Every book in the field of
development during the last 20 years has had a section on induced innovation.
It occurs naturally in a market economy." Another area where Ruttan made an
impact was foreign aid. Several decades ago, says Senauer, it wasn't obvious
that the object of food aid should be to help the recipient country increase its
production or access to food. Instead, it was tempting to "dump" U.S. farm surpluses in other countries. But this
depressed prices and discouraged farmers abroad. "There's been a slow change, thanks to people like Vern Ruttan,
to shift foreign assistance in food from a focus on benefits to the United States [from "dumping" surpluses] to a focus
on the benefits it provides to recipients." The economic roles of government fascinated Ruttan. For example, a
recent book documented the role of the military in driving "big science" and "big technology" projects, and pointed
out how such support has been weakening. He also studied the value of agricultural research, much of which is
government funded. "He found the payoff in improving corn and wheat varieties was incredibly high," says Senauer.
As a colleague, Ruttan was always there to lend a hand. "He would make a luncheon appointment with junior faculty
just to visit and see how things were going," recalls Senauer. "He showed incredible generosity in helping them
along. He did the same thing with graduate students, whereas a lot of big names try to protect their time." In
retirement, Ruttan kept up a torrid pace, says Senauer: "I used to joke with him. Every two years, he'd come out with
a new book. I'd say, 'Vern, is this your last book?' He'd say 'Yup,' then he'd start another." Somehow, Ruttan also
found the time to canoe virtually every lake in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness of northern Minnesota.
Many times, he paddled alone. He also maintained a fierce loyalty to Gopher men's hockey. "He led a very balanced
life," says Senauer. 
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Kim Zemke (left) visits with
"Warm Health" participant
Bobbie Oslund.

Warm words in a phone call
School of Nursing introduces an automated telephone program
that provides seniors with health-related tips

By Patricia Kelly

August 21, 2008

Once a day, 365 days a year, Kim Zemke places a call to 400
seniors. First she shares tips on how to stay healthy; then she asks
them how they are feeling, if they took their medication, and if they
found her health tips helpful.

And she does it all without picking up the phone.

Zemke is director of practice and business development at the
University of Minnesota School of Nursing, but she also writes
health tips for "Warm Health," an automated telephone program
that provides seniors with prerecorded messages in three
categories: nostalgia, spirituality, and wellness.

Zemke says she's happy to do all of her Warm Health work as a volunteer. "It's part of our
community service," she says. "At our Center for Gerontological Nursing, which I am part of, we
have a very strong commitment to research--and to the care of our elders."

"We wanted to do something meaningful with technology," says Warm Health founder Michael
Lunzer. He and cofounder Tim Cameron launched the service in December 2006 with the goal of
helping seniors stay healthy, happy, and independent. The nostalgic "Time Machine" segment
provides news, music, and entertainment from the '40s and '50s; the spirituality segment offers
messages of hope and comfort; and the "Warm Healthy Choices" wellness segment gives general
health tips and allows the senior to record a report on his or her health that day, which is then
shared with designated nurse case managers from the senior's health plan.

Zemke and Lunzer both say that computerized phone contact is a proven, effective way to
communicate with seniors. Several years ago, Jean Wyman of the School of Nursing conducted
Project TeleWalk, a 16-week study that focused on a walking program for seniors and measured the
effectiveness of computerized telephone coaching. "We found that the computerized telephone
intervention was just as effective as a nurse calling once a week or participants filling out daily
exercise logs," says Wyman. "It was a feasible, acceptable way of motivating people."

"What Warm Health truly does is give seniors a daily information
session on how to maintain their independence," says Zemke.

When Lunzer and Cameron decided to include health tips in Warm Health, they knew they needed
the help of a credible, knowledgeable, and caring partner. They found just that when they met with
Mary Jo Kreitzer, director of the Center for Spirituality and Healing and a professor with the School
of Nursing.

"When Warm Health contacted me, I immediately thought of the School of Nursing," says Kreitzer.
"Nurses are experts in health, health care, and wellness, and Kim not only had the technical
knowledge and expertise but also the creativity and the entrepreneurial spirit that enabled her to
work with a corporation in a unique way."

Zemke's health tips are communicated by a character called "Mary Beth." The voice is that of a
professional "voice talent," but the personality is all Zemke. She shares her personal-life stories with
her seniors--describing when she slipped on the rug and fell, sharing facts from articles she's read,
and telling how sad she was when her dog died. "I really want them to get to know Mary Beth as a
person," she says. "It makes it much nicer for them to connect."

Senior Bobbie Oslund says she looks forward to hearing from Mary Beth every morning at 10:15. "I
know it's a tape," she says, "but it sounds like she's talking to me, personally." Oslund says she's
interested in all of Mary Beth's topics. "It's always wonderful to gain more knowledge," she says.

"This is not rocket science," Zemke says. "We're not prescribing medicine or giving any diagnosis.
What Warm Health truly does is give seniors a daily information session on how to maintain their
independence." Zemke provides tips on subjects such as these: how to strengthen their leg muscles
(to improve mobility); how to eat right and drink enough fluids; how to improve their memory; and
how to make their home "fall-proof."

"It's very practical stuff," says Zemke. "But it's important because sometimes people just don't think
about it."

One thing is certain: "Mary Beth" is a popular gal. Zemke tells of the time when Tim Cameron made
her listen to a message from a senior: "This lady was so cute! She said she just loved Mary Beth!
She just made me want to cry. And I thought, 'This really is a good thing.'"
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New faculty gathered for
introductions at Memorial Hall
of the McNamara Alumni
Center on day 1 of New
Faculty Orientation. More than
230 faculty are new this year.

New Twin Cities faculty get a U welcome
By Adam Overland

August 27, 2008

Just outside an incredible wall of books written by University
alumni, faculty, staff, and students, through the reconstructed
Memorial Stadium arch of Heritage Gallery, and past glowing glass
photographs profiling people of fame from the University's past; the
future's potential gathers. They've come from around the country
and the world to teach and conduct research at the University of
Minnesota, and join a staff of more than 4,000 faculty as the
newest members of the U.

More than 230 are new this year, and through three days of
orientation, they began to get to know the U and each other. Each
day, beginning August 19 and through August 21, they met on a
different part of the Twin Cities campus (East, West, and St. Paul)
for opportunities designed to help connect them to their new home.
It's part of an enhanced orientation program now in its third year.

On the first day of orientation, faculty were adjusting well and
greeting the situation with good humor. Introductions tended to
lead with a laugh. "I came to Minnesota because where I'm from, we have only two lakes--and one
of them is called the Dead Sea," says one new faculty member. Indeed, there are plenty of jokes
about the number of Minnesota lakes, and of course, about the weather...or perhaps it is not humor,
but nervous fear.

A glowing Garrison Keillor amidst a wall of books published by U faculty,
staff, and students.

Mary Everley, program director for the U's relocation assistance
program, helps assuage any fears beyond the concern of weather.
Everley assists new faculty and staff in finding everything from
neighborhoods in which to live to jobs for their spouses. Everley often
consults with potential faculty before they've made up their mind about
whether to come to the U, and she does her best to persuade them.

"Once a candidate asked me 'Could you convince my wife that it's not cold in Minnesota' This was in
January!" joked Everley.

But many candidates don't let the cold freeze them out of such a warm community and the
opportunity to be part of a major public research university. "I moved here in 1984 for a two-year
stay and never left--so be prepared to be seduced by a wonderful community," says Marcus Dilliard,
associate professor of lighting design in Theatre Arts. "The Twin Cities is second in the nation in
terms of theatre per capita," says Dilliard. With stats like that, he couldn't leave.

Frances Vavrus came to the U this fall after having spent a year in the city in the early 90s.
Originally from Indiana, she is optimistic about her move, in part because she's closer to home and
her sister, Mary Vavrus--also a professor at the U. In fact, Vavrus was so enthusiastic about coming
here that she left a tenured position as an associate professor at Columbia to come to the U as an
assistant professor in the department of educational policy and administration. "My sister kept telling
me about how good of an environment this was to work in, but part of it was the department in
international development education is undergoing changes, and it's kind of an exciting time to be
part of that building process," says Vavrus. And what does she think about orientation? "I think it's
great! At my former institution, we had a lunch and got a folder--it was two hours at most. It's nice to
know you're not the only new faculty member who has a lot of questions to ask," says Vavrus. For
those faculty who have questions, an e-mail to newfaculty@umn.edu is a great way to get a quick
answer.

The U asked a few questions of faculty too, in a quiz about Minnesota and the University. See
below.

Quiz U self!

In a room full of Ph.D.s, it probably wouldn't have helped to grade on the curve. The IQ in Memorial
Hall of the McNamara Alumni Center on day 1 of New Faculty Orientation was as high and vaulted
as the ceiling itself. A quiz was given to faculty teams to test what each knows about Minnesota and
the U; without a curve, this author certainly failed (Who knew Eric Estrada wasn't from Minnesota?).
The competition was tough. Here is a sample of 3 of the 25 questions:

1. Of any university in North America, the University of Minnesota is home to the largest population
of students and scholars from which country? a. India
b. Norway
c. Bolivia
d. China

2. Which of the following was NOT invented at the University of Minnesota? a. the plasma screen
b. the flight recorder (black box)
c. the heart pacemaker
d. the retractable seatbelt

3. Which of the following medical procedures was first performed in the United States at the
University of Minnesota? a. open heart surgery
b. bone marrow transplant
c. transfusion of artificial blood
d. all of the above

ANSWERS 1. d. China.
2. a. The plasma screen.
3. d. All of the above. 
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U alum Mary Nagan's
handmade aprons are sold at
the Weisman Art Museum
store. The full and half-size
aprons are made of designs
from the 1950s, each one
unique.

Never too late
Mary Nagan graduated at 82; began a successful business at 89

By Kristi Goldade

Ninety-year-old Mary Nagan lives in Northeast Minneapolis in a
well-lit apartment with watercolors, dyed fabrics, and woodblock
prints decorating the walls. She walks with her friends on Tuesday
nights to help patrol her neighborhood. "We report any activity that
might be dangerous, or if people aren't picking up their trash, or if
there's an old clunk car sitting out front [of a house], " says Nagan.
"Our neighborhood isn't the greatest, but we're working at it."

That's not the only thing Nagan does that belies her age. Always
an artist, she finally got her B.F.A. in 2000 at age 82 from the
University, after taking classes off and on for years. "When I went
back to school [after quitting during the Depression], I could feel
there was something else [in me] that had to come out," says
Nagan. "And it did, of course. Took a while, but it did.

"I did the whole [graduation] thing," says Nagan. "Even went to the
president's house for tea, plus about six of my kids with me. All of
us went in a little group, shaking his hand. He [president] said,
'Which one is the graduate?' 'Well I am!' I said.

"I took classes from everybody [during my years at the U], but Curtis Hoard inspired me the most.
He came down on me the hardest--criticizing my work and telling me I could do better. He never
said, 'Oh, that's nice.' Never. We went through many years together--he taught and I studied. Now
he's retired and I graduated!"

In 2007, with the help of her granddaughter, Meghan, Nagan opened an online store called Mary
Jane's Handmade to sell the aprons she creates. The full and half-size aprons are made of designs
from the 1950s, each one unique, "It's not a production line. When I want to sew, I sew," says
Nagan.

And then there's a mysterious "hip" allure. "My two granddaughters
from New York came during the last show," says Nagan. "They each
took a half-apron to wear over their jeans. One took two: one for the
front, one for the back."

Her aprons are also for sale at the Weisman Art Museum on the Twin Cities campus, sharing space
with jewelry, high-end art books, and pricey handbags.

"I first ran across Mary Jane's work last December at my book club," says Vanessa Johansson,
Weisman Store manager. "A friend of mine had given one of her aprons as a gift. Instantly this very
cool apron became the envy of the entire group. Needless to say, I was even more in love when I
heard the surprising and inspirational story of Mary Jane herself."

Nagan buys her fabric from a store in Montana that reproduces designs from the 1950s. "In the '40s,
they had prints in dull colors: black, brown, navy blue," she says. "In the '50s, everything brightened.
Not only were the designs bright, but also, the fabric had activity in the background, and designs on
top of that. I was lucky to find an outlet with [those] patterns."

Most of Nagan's customers are younger women who are nostalgic for an earlier time in their lives.
"They say, 'My granny used to have an apron just like that!'" says Nagan. "And she probably did!"

And then there's a mysterious "hip" allure. "My two granddaughters from New York came during the
last show," says Nagan. "They each took a half-apron to wear over their jeans. One took two: one
for the front, one for the back."

Her commercial Web site is through Etsy, a site specifically for artists to sell handcrafted goods.
"The Internet has certainly helped us," she says." We never dreamed of having a business. Now, all
of a sudden, we have."

As for the future, Nagan doesn't know where her creative streak will take her next. "Right now, it's
the aprons," she says. "They're easy to make, it's fun to sell them, and people get excited when they
see them. But there might be something new, who knows."
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Former Medical School deans
Al Michael and Neal Gault
pose with current dean
Deborah Powell.

Former dean honored
Neal Gault recognized for his outstanding contributions to medicine

By Nick Hanson

August 27, 2008

As Medical School Dean Deborah Powell and Neal Gault--a former
dean and long-time member of the University medical community--
eased into their chairs and began to chat, Powell recalled a recent
conversation she had had with an alumnus who randomly popped
into her office:

The doctor was wondering what Gault was up to.

He relayed many fond memories of the former dean to Powell.
Like, for example, the many pieces of valuable wisdom Gault
shared with him when he was a young and poor international
student. On several occasions, Gault even offered money, giving
him $20 to pay for food when he was flat broke. And after
graduation, Gault insisted on taking him to a fine eatery to order lobster, a delicacy he had never
before experienced, all paid for courtesy of Gault's credit card--the first the new grad had ever seen.

Gault chuckled and nodded as he reminisced about one of the many students he mentored.

"It's unbelievable what you can do if you pay any attention to human nature," he said.

Powell agreed. "If you can change a student's life, you can change medicine," she said.

There's no telling how many lives Gault, now 88, has influenced during his long tenure as a doctor,
educator, dean (from 1972-1984), fundraiser, and volunteer at the University of Minnesota Medical
School. However, he has recently been diagnosed with terminal pancreatic cancer.

Since his retirement in 1996, Gault's main role at the University has
been as a staunch supporter. And saying he's retired is not exactly
accurate when you consider his efforts in the medical community
during the past decade.

The legacy of Gault--marked by his intense emphasis on international programs, introduction of new and innovative
education initiatives, and promoting scholarships for medical education--is still alive and well in the University of
Minnesota Medical School. That's precisely the reason he was honored with the University of Minnesota Alumni
Service Award during a recent ceremony at which Powell and another former Medical School dean, Al Michael,
officiated.

"It's richly deserved," Powell observed.

Since his retirement in 1996, Gault's main role at the University has been as a staunch supporter.
And saying he's retired is not exactly accurate when you consider his efforts in the medical
community during the past decade.

He has served as a board member and president of the Medical Alumni Society; been a donor and
volunteer for the Minnesota Medical Foundation; volunteered to help facilitate reunions,
commencements, and other endeavors; and used his networking skills to open doors to many
contacts in the medical community.

"I was still productive and contributing after retirement," he said. "Why wouldn't you want to help?"

Even during the Alumni Service Award ceremony, which took place at Gault's Roseville home due to
his illness, he continued to share his opinions on the current state of the Medical School.

"He's still offering great ideas, input and insight," Powell said.

As he enters the last phase of his life, Gault isn't gloomy or pessimistic. He looks back on a life
marked with achievement, dozens of expeditions across the world, and endless giving. He's content
and happy with what he's done.

"I'm so glad to have lived this long," he said. "I've had a good life. I'm a lucky man."
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Calling all reporters

The University News
Service is handing out flash
drives to connect you to the
U's special RNC Web site,
where you'll find
background on the
University of Minnesota, as
well as faculty experts in
politics and related fields,
campus maps and events,
bus routes to campus, story
ideas, photo ops, contact
information, and more. Join
us in being "Driven to
Discover" what the state's
flagship university has to
offer. Pick one up at the
convention or call the News
Service at (612) 624-5551.

An unconventional week at the U
The Republican National Convention in St. Paul puts the U in the spotlight

By Deane Morrison

August 29, 2008

With 15,000 members of the national media coming to town for the Republican National Convention
September 1-4, the University of Minnesota will become both source and subject of stories.

Here's a brief overview of what's going on at the U.

Exploring the political landscape

A national convention is the ideal backdrop for a forum on the character and
direction of American politics and what the next president can look forward to.
Those issues will be explored in "America's Future: Conversations about
Politics and Policy during the 2008 Republican National Convention." The
conference will run all day Monday-Thursday, September 1-4, in the Cowles
Auditorium of the Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. Monday's
topics are faith and politics, global climate change, the effectiveness of foreign
aid, and conservatism today. Look for updates on the University home page
starting Wednesday. The conference is free and open to the public, but
registration is requested. To register or view the entire program, visit the
conference Web site.

The media and the messages

CSPAN and CNN will visit the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis early in the
week. Crews from CSPAN will carpet the cobblestones of Church Street from
11 a.m. to
2 p.m. Monday, and CNN will do likewise on the Scholar's Walk of Northrop
Mall from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday. Their purpose is to promote participation
in the political process and hear what's on voters' minds. Look for the CSPAN
Campaign 2008 Bus or the CNN "Election Express Yourself" Airstream trailer. 
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Lawrence Jacobs, director of
the University's Center for the
Study of Politics and
Governance, is the primary
organizer of the conference.

Presidential politics in the crosshairs
A University conference examines election year politics and
policies

By Deane Morrison

September 2, 2008

Little is sure in the 2008 presidential race, but whoever wins will
inherit a daunting set of foreign policy issues and will deal with
Congress in ways that can't be foreseen. Those were some of the
opinions voiced Tuesday (September 2) at a University conference
on "America's Future: Conversations about Politics and Policy
during the 2008 Republican National Convention." Held in the
Humphrey Institute on the Twin Cities campus, the conference will
continues today and Thursday. Among the knotty foreign policy
issues the new president will face are immigration and NAFTA.
Edward Alden from the Council on Foreign Relations said that
John McCain has taken a rather hard line: "Secure the borders
before we reform immigration." But, said Alden, "We can't secure
the borders without reform." Alden also said there's little
enthusiasm for international trade negotiations in the United States
right now, one problem with them being that the profits from economic growth have mainly gone to
those in the upper layers of society. "We need to look at ways to redistribute the gains from
international trade, either by taxes or some other way," he said, adding that he thinks Obama will
"quietly forget his promise to renegotiate NAFTA, although I suspect he'll want to strengthen the
protections for labor and environment" contained in side agreements to the treaty. On Iran, Kim
Holmes of the Heritage Foundation said McCain and Obama would face the same constraints. The
president must not let the situation with Iran's nuclear capacity get to the point where Israel feels it
must attack an Iranian nuclear facility. Making clear that Iran will face consequences if it attacks
Israel should be part of the strategy, he said. Richard Haass, president of the Council on Foreign
Relations, added that the American president must consider the repercussions of a preemptive
strike on Iran. It could well increase support in Iran for restarting the program and this time
completing it, as a mature nuclear program would presumably deter such attacks. Haass also called
for policies to reduce the isolation of Russia. A Russia that is more connected to the rest of the
world would have more to lose by misbehaving, as by its intervention in Georgia and its threat to cut
off natural gas supplied to Europe. "This is the price we pay for not having a strong energy policy,"
said Haass. "It leads to dollars going to [unsavory] governments." A discussion of campaign ads
revealed that both candidates fib about their opponent, although they have also dropped claims
whose lack of veracity was pointed out to them. Still, said Bill Adair, whose PolitiFact Web site rates
campaign claims for truthfulness, misleading ads typically reach hundreds of thousands of people
multiple times, driving home the messages before his Web site--which gets about a quarter-million
visits during a good week--can set the record straight. There's no way he can compete, he added.

Read the second and third articles in this series. 
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New Regents Professor
Steven Ruggles specializes in
the study of the history of
populations.

Four new regents
professors
Recently, four faculty
members were named
regents professors:

Allen Goldman, physics

Steven Ruggles, history

Eric Sheppard, geography

Madelon Sprengnether,
English

Their appointments bring
the total number of regents
professors to 27. The
University of Minnesota
established the Regents
Professorship in 1965 to
recognize the national and
international prominence of
its faculty members. Each
regent professor receives a
$20,000 salary stipend plus
fringe benefits per year and
an additional $30,000
research stipend.

Learn more about the
Regents Professorship at
the University of Minnesota.

Mining the census data
New Regents Professor Steven Ruggles is changing how research
gets done and debunking social myths along the way

By Pauline Oo

Steven Ruggles is a historian who likes to count in a big way. With
the help of staff and colleagues at the Minnesota population Center
(MPC), Ruggles has created the largest population data collections
in the world. These data allow scholars unprecedented
opportunities to understand long-run social and economic change.

Ruggles, who joined the University of Minnesota as an assistant
professor in 1985, is one of four faculty members recently elected
Regents Professors--the University of Minnesota's highest faculty
rank (see sidebar). He specializes in historical demography, which
is the study of the history of populations. Ruggles has written
extensively about marriage, fertility, mortality, and migration
changes over time. His most important contributions, however,
have focused on the transformation of the American family over the
past 150 years. He uncovered a massive decline in
intergenerational co-residence beginning around 1850 that was previously masked by inadequate
data and poor measurement techniques. Ruggles' scholarship also addresses the ways that race
and class have structured the family. Contrary to the prior consensus viewpoint of historians and
social scientists, he has shown that African-American households have been distinctively different
from those of whites since the immediate aftermath of the Civil War. To carry out his research on the
family, Ruggles needed data, and to collect the data he raised about $68 million in external grants,
the fourth-highest funding total of any University of Minnesota researcher (and the highest funding
total of any faculty member outside of the U's Academic Health Center). Ruggles is the mastermind
behind the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS), an online database that allows his
fellow social science researchers access to the individual records of millions of Americans dating
back to 1850. The Journal of American History has called the IPUMS database "one of the great
archival projects of the past two decades." Before IPUMS, social scientists were forced to rely on
scattered published census statistics to track long term changes, and such data were extremely
limited. "All of us who struggled to coordinate early versions of census samples shared the
frustrations," says Brian Gratton, a history professor at Arizona State University, "but only one had
the imagination to see how the challenges might be resolved and the will to carry out what appeared
to be a thankless task."

IPUMS is, simply put, a point-and-click. Even Ruggles' 13-year-old
daughter knows how to extract information from it. Already she has
used it to win $100 for a stellar History Day project called "A Century
of Women in Science and Engineering."

Ten years ago, Ruggles expanded the IPUMS paradigm to a global
scale. His goal is ambitious: to preserve and harmonize census
microdata from around the world and make them freely accessible to
researchers. The international effort has succeeded beyond all
expectation; Ruggles and his colleagues have formed partnerships
with more than 80 national statistical agencies. Today, IPUMS is the
world's largest accessible database on the human population, with
information on approximately 350 million people drawn from 140
censuses.

Dan Newlon, National Science Foundation program director for
economic sciences, remarked that "nothing like this has ever existed
anywhere in the world ... we're now able to move to a Hubble
Telescope and do something to give us a much more detailed and
larger view of the world."

The IPUMS is currently one of the most widely used sources in the
social sciences, and has served as the basis of at least 178 Ph.D.
dissertations, 304 books, more than 1,000 scholarly articles, 220
newspaper articles, and some 3,000 working papers by scholars
around the world. The data are used by more than 25,000
researchers--scholars, students, journalists, and educators--to study
such diverse issues as international migration, global economic
development, and health care delivery. As a result, University of
Minnesota has become one of the largest social science data
distributors in the world: the IPUMS Web site distributes a terabyte of
census and survey data every two weeks, which works out to an average of nearly one megabyte
per second around the clock.

"The world has been transformed by economic development and population growth, immigration,
and industrialization, and there's basically only one way to get a handle on that," says Ruggles, who
has directed the Minnesota Population Center since its opening in 2000. "Census data allows us to
come closer to understanding the causes and consequences of these transformations ... The
thousands of people that are using the data are really, I think, completely rewriting what happened."

To learn more about the Minnesota Population Center and its free databases, see
www.pop.umn.edu.

Census trivia
Historically, census records were a basic count of inhabitants. As the nation grew, so did the need
for statistics that would reflect the characteristics of the people. The U.S. census is conducted every
10 years--a mandate from the U. S. Constitution. Membership in the House is apportioned
according to the population of the states.
One of the questions asked in the 1850 census, the first year in which the census bureau attempted
to count every member of every household, including white women and children and slaves: "How
many insane or idiotic whites and how many insane or idiotic colored people are there in the
household?"
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Connecticut Sen. Joe
Lieberman was a panelist
Wednesday at the University
conference on election year
politics and policies.

Presidential politics: take two
Panelists tackle Middle East, transportation

By Deane Morrison

Wednesday's panelists at the University conference on "America's
Future: Conversations about Politics and Policy during the 2008
Republican National Convention" laid out the Middle East situation
that will confront the new president and urged the adoption of a
national transportation plan. Along the way, they had some fun
talking convention politics. This is the second of three reports on
the conference, which is being held through Thursday, September
4, in the Humphrey Institute on the Minneapolis campus. A Web
archive of the proceedings is available. To no one's surprise, Iraq
figured prominently in a discussion of the Middle East. Meghan
O'Sullivan from Harvard's Kennedy School of Government warned
that Iraqis, especially Kurds, were likely to want to consolidate their
political gains before American troops are withdrawn. Their
neighbor Iran also has its agenda, said Vali Nasr of the Council on
Foreign Relations. "Iranians want to create some sort of
relationship with the United States," he said. "The question is, how
will they get there? They won't give up things easily. What they
want from the United States is a commitment to the diplomatic process. I think Iranians would like to
see the United States [withdraw] its military presence in the Persian Gulf." On the subject of peace
between Israel and the Palestinians, Michael Barnett of the Humphrey Institute said, "I've never
been more depressed." Without a negotiated solution, the possibilities are one side defeating the
other militarily, or a single state in which Palestinians have equal rights; the latter, said Barnett,
would mean the end of the Zionist vision.

"The candidate who's losing is the one who attacks the media."

Asked by moderator Richard Haass, president of the Council on Foreign Relations, if Hamas, which holds power in
the Gaza Strip, should be brought into the equation, Barnett said yes. "At some point, Hamas will have to be brought
into it," he said. "You don't make peace with your friends, you make peace with your enemies." With President
Pervez Musharraf gone, Pakistan could very well collapse, said Nasr. Decisions concerning relations with
Afghanistan, arch-rival India, and nuclear weapons will be made by the military, not by civilian rulers. The country will
have its hands full wrestling with 24 percent inflation, plus shortages of food and electricity, while simultaneously
trying to fight extremists within its borders. "There will be a window of opportunity from about January through March
2009 to change the situation on the ground in Pakistan," said Nasr, who added that he fears a major surge by the
Taliban in Afghanistan. A session on convention politics and the election brought some relief from the deadly serious
issues of the Middle East, including advice on how to size up candidates' chances. "The candidate who's losing is
the one who attacks the media," observed Larry Sabato of the University of Virginia. In a third session, four advisers
to McCain--including Robert "Bud" McFarlane, former national security adviser to President Ronald Reagan, and
Connecticut Sen. Joe Lieberman--assessed the candidate's potential for making the world better and safer and
pronounced him up to the task. A panel on transportation opened with an assessment by the Brookings Institution's
Bruce Katz that the nation's system is "broke and broken." Florida Congressman John Mica called for a national
strategic transportation infrastructure plan while Tom Darden CEO of Cherokee Investment Partners in North
Carolina, stressed that a transportation policy is also a land use policy and as such either promotes or discourages
sprawl. Which is to say, there are right ways and wrong ways to go about it. Darden told a horror story about how
planners decided to pave every road in Wade County, home to the state capital, Raleigh. Then they did it--even a
road that saw only five trips a day. Darden, a self-described conservative, said the use of tax money for subsidizing
sprawl was completely illogical to him. A big issue in transportation is how to help metro areas grow "sustainably"
while maximizing their productivity. "Europeans have gone there, but we have not," said Katz. "Some places [in the
United States] know how to, others don't." St. Paul Mayor Chris Coleman saw roles for government and private
businesses in building a new transportation network. Government's role, he said, should be primarily in building
roads, bridges, light rail, and so forth. Businesses would handle development along the corridors. "It's a question of
what kind of country and community we want," he said.

Read the first and third articles in this series. 
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Henry Kissinger, former
secretary of state, took part in
a foreign policy panel
Thursday at a University
conference on election year
politics and policies.

Presidential politics: take three
Panelists tackle exporting democracy, tax policy, and health care

By Deane Morrison

September 5, 2008

Back when both were active on the national scene, Henry
Kissinger would occasionally let Hubert Humphrey introduce him.
But only occasionally. "If he introduced you, you didn't get to
speak," the former secretary of state quipped to a packed house
Thursday at the University's Humphrey Institute. Kissinger's
appearance was the marquee event on the last day of "America's
Future: Conversations about Politics and Policy during the 2008
Republican National Convention," a University conference held
September 1-4. This is the last of three reports on the conference,
whose sessions can be viewed on a Web archive. Kissinger was
part of a panel that examined the prospects for exporting
democracy around the world. J. Brian Atwood, dean of the
Humphrey Institute, saw an erosion of support for promoting
democracy abroad, especially in the wake of U.S. actions and
practices in Iraq and Guantanamo Bay. Later, he asked Kissinger
how the United States can influence the behavior of powers like
Russia and China. Drawing examples from his own experience, Kissinger urged caution and
discretion. "We told Russia, 'We don't question your right to determine the emigration from your
country,'" he said. "'But if you increase it, we will notice, and we won't say we asked you to do it."
Emigration from the Soviet Union soon increased from 900 to 40,000 a year, Kissinger said. On
China, he said it would be a mistake to tell the evolving, 4,000-year-old country, which will have
hefty political, cultural, and economic impacts on the world, what sorts of "structures" it should have.
It would not do to produce a generation of Chinese nationalists who substitute nationalism and anti-
Westernism for Communism. Kissinger counseled patience in the face of China's long evolutionary
path. But not even he had all the answers. Saudi Arabia, Kissinger said, is an issue that has
defeated every administration he has seen. "No one is willing to face the consequences of
overthrowing that system," he said. "Whatever follows would certainly be worse." It would include an
inrush of other parties--unnamed, but clearly unsavory--to help fill the vacuum. Another speaker,
Lorne Craner, remarked that his organization's work is hard enough without "Guantanamo and
torture being thrown in our face." Craner is president of the International Republican Institute, a
nonpartisan organization that tries to spread democracy abroad by means of volunteer trainers.
Revelations about recent U.S. treatment of prisoners has also alienated Europeans whose help in
these efforts the institute has sought.

Cutting remarks

A session on the two major party candidates' tax policies brought a lot of arguing by advisers to Barack Obama and
John McCain. Overall, both would cut taxes. But an analysis provided by the Tax Policy Center showed that both
candidates' policies "would substantially increase the national debt over the next 10 years," and "[n]either
candidate's plan would significantly increase economic growth unless offset by spending cuts or tax increases" as
yet unspecified by the campaigns.

"No one is willing to face the consequences of overthrowing [the Saudi
regime]. Whatever follows would certainly be worse."

The center also handed out a chart of how after-tax income would change for people in each quintile of income
under the McCain and Obama proposals. It showed those in the lowest quintile gaining about 6 percent under
Obama and almost one percent under McCain, while in the highest quintile the gains were about 2 percent under
Obama and 6.5 percent under McCain. The biggest difference was for those in the top 1 or 0.1 percent of income.
Under Obama, their after-tax income would drop about 1.5 percent and 2.7 percent, respectively; under McCain, it
would rise about 9.5 percent and 11.5 percent, respectively. The center's Leonard Burman admonished both
campaigns to simplify the tax code and broaden the tax base. He said that frustration with the code's complexity
undermines support for progressive taxes and breeds support for a flat tax.

Getting health care off life support

The conference ended with a discussion of health care and the need for reform before Medicare, as Utah Sen. Bob
Bennett put it, bankrupts the country. The session centered on a bill sponsored by Bennett and Oregon Sen. Ron
Wyden, which Bennett said would allow employees to receive their health care dollars directly and tax-free, instead
of having them paid by an employer as a pre-tax benefit, and would let employees take those dollars with them if
they change jobs. The bill has picked up 16 co-sponsors, eight from each side of the aisle. Bennett said he and
Wyden take a "Noah's Ark" approach: They always add co-sponsors in pairs, one from each party, to keep the roster
evenly bipartisan. The key to containing costs is top-quality care, Bennett said. He cited the waste that ensues when
poor-quality care--or none--leads to patients showing up at emergency rooms with problems made severe by
neglect. Medtronic's Stephen Mahle echoed that concern. "The largest expense in business is correcting quality
problems," he said, adding that the system today has "perverse economic incentives" that reward poorer quality care
and wasted effort. For example, said Mahle, suppose a doctor could choose between a pacemaker that lasts five
years and one that lasts 10 years. A doctor who consistently implanted the five-year model would get to do--and be
compensated for--more procedures. Another way to lower costs while improving care is to make sure practitioners
hear about the latest research in their field. "We need a good process for evidence-based medicine, because a lot of
research isn't translated into practice," said Jeff Korsmo of the Mayo Clinic Health Policy Center. As an example of
how evidence-based medicine can slash costs, Bennett told of a study in Salt Lake City by Intermountain Healthcare
that showed that post-surgical infection rates dropped from 2 to 0.2 percent when antibiotics were administered in
the first hour after surgery. Starting antibiotics later would thus lead to higher costs associated with fighting infections
that had already gained a foothold.

Read the first and second articles in this series. 
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Drug offers new hope for gambling
addiction
September 8, 2008

By Nick Hanson and Rick Moore

As an addiction, gambling draws far
less attention than its occasionally
more boisterous cousins—drug and
alcohol addictions. But that doesn't
mean its effects are any less insidious
and devastating.

Pathological gamblers can become
obsessed with their next opportunity
to wager. It's not uncommon to hear
stories of gamblers who, in a short
amount of time, rack up debts in the
thousands—even tens of thousands
—of dollars. Their addiction can lead
to the loss of a job, a home, friends,
or a marriage.

But a new treatment option holds significant promise. In a recent University of Minnesota study, the
drug naltrexone—commonly used to treat alcohol addiction—helped a group of addicts significantly
drop their gambling intensity and frequency.

"This is good news for people who have a gambling problem," says Jon Grant, a University of
Minnesota associate professor of psychiatry and principal investigator of the study. "This is the first
time people have a proven medication that can help them get their behavior under control."

While the drug is not a cure for gambling, Grant says it offers hope to many who are suffering from
addiction. He also says the drug would most likely work best in combination with individual therapy.

"Medication can be helpful, but people with gambling addiction often have multiple other issues that
should be addressed through therapy," he says.

About the study

Seventy-seven people participated in the double-blind (meaning neither researchers nor participants
know who belongs to the experimental and control groups), placebo-controlled study. Their ages
ranged from 18 to 75 and they reported gambling for 6 to 32 hours each week.

Fifty-eight men and women took 50, 100, or 150 milligrams of naltrexone every day for 18 weeks.
Forty percent of the 49 participants who took the drug and completed the study quit gambling for at
least one month. Their urge to gamble also significantly dropped in intensity and frequency.

The other 19 participants took a placebo. But, only 10.5 percent of those were able to abstain from
gambling.

Dosage did not have an impact on the results, naltrexone was generally well tolerated, and men and
women reported similar results.

A ray of hope

Pathological gambling is a psychiatric condition in which gambling and the need to gamble cripples
people's ability to function well. In addition to the financial pitfalls, it can lead to lying, stealing, and
increasing the time spent gambling.

Grant estimates that upwards of 3 percent of the population—roughly 9 million people—may suffer
from pathological gambling. (That's about 10 times the population of the burgeoning Las Vegas
metro area.) And with the proliferation of casinos and easier access to gambling online, it's far more
convenient than decades ago to succumb to the temptation.

While naltrexone may not be a sure bet for gamblers, the option appears to move the odds a bit
more in their favor.

Naltrexone is sold under the brand names Revia and Depade. An extended-release formulation is
sold under the name Vivitrol.

Grant is an addiction expert who has published more than 150 studies on topics like gambling,
shoplifting, drugs, and sex. His studies focus on therapies, treatments, and brain imaging to better
understand addiction and eventually alleviate it.

"We're trying to understand the mechanisms that underlie these compulsive behaviors and treat
them," Grant says. "Ideally, we would like to prevent them."
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Dwarfing the people in the
lower corners of this photo, a
single piece of the Large
Hadron Collider is lowered
into place by sturdy cables. U
physicists helped build the
apparatus, which will search
for the elusive subatomic
particle called the Higgs
boson.

The end of physics as we know it?
U physicists are part of a search for new matter and dimensions

By Deane Morrison

September 10, 2008

Like Alice taking the plunge down a rabbit hole, the world's
physicists today went underground in search of exotic forms of
matter, extra dimensions of space, and an answer to the question
of how matter acquires mass. The biggest experiment in physics
got its start 100 meters below the French-Swiss border near
Geneva, when a mammoth machine called the Large Hadron
Collider, or LHC, had its first trial run. The LHC is a project of
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, and it is
the fruit of 15 years' labor by more than 1,700 physicists and
engineers around the world, including about 25 from the University
of Minnesota. The purpose of LHC is to recreate in miniature a hot,
energy-charged environment that hasn't existed since a few
milliseconds after the Big Bang. This is expected to generate forms
of matter never seen before, such as the mysterious "dark matter"
that forms the bulk of the matter in the Universe. That aspect of the
project has occupied University physics professor Roger Rusack,
who has been on the project since its inception. He has helped
design and build detectors to study the new states of matter. "This
is the experiment to probe where dark matter comes from," he
says. "The Universe contains seven times more dark matter than
visible matter, and we haven't a clue what that [dark matter] is."

"The stored energy in a beam is equivalent to a train with 100 wagons,
each weighing 100 tons, going at 100 miles per hour."

Two other physics professors are also working on the LHC: Yuichi Kubota and Jeremiah Mans, who is currently at
CERN to help operate one of the detectors for the LHC's maiden run.

A smashing time

The extremely high-energy conditions in the first microseconds of the Universe's life occurred back before all the
building blocks of matter and the fundamental forces that govern their behavior had taken their present forms. The
LHC will recreate that state of affairs by sending two beams of protons (particles found in every atomic nucleus),
each traveling at nearly the speed of light, on a collision course. When the protons meet, their component parts will
collide to make new forms of matter. Physicists hope the release of energy in the collisions will also produce a
particle called the Higgs boson, which is believed to be necessary in conferring mass on all other particles. The
energy release may even reveal new dimensions of space. If new particles and dimensions can be created, then
physicists can study them and refine their theories of how the Universe was created and structured. So, just how
much energy will be released? Protons may be tiny, but each beam will pack more wallop than the high-speed trains
that carried some LHC physicists to Geneva. "The stored energy in a beam is equivalent to a train with 100 wagons,
each weighing 100 tons, going at 100 miles per hour," says Rusack. The beams travel inside a 17-mile circular track,
with some of the world's most powerful magnets steering them around. The prodigious amounts of energy released
in such collisions have led some people to fear that the LHC will produce mini black holes that could grow and
swallow the world or weird particles, appropriately called strangelets, that could also wreak havoc. University physics
professor Joseph Kapusta, who has followed the history of such concerns, says that similar fears have been raised
when other particle accelerators were built. "I know of no professional physicist who is truly worried that experiments
at the LHC could go so disastrously wrong that they would cause the destruction of the Earth," he says. "Let us wish
bon voyage for the thousands of scientists going on a journey of exploration of a lifetime."

Read an earlier article about the U's involvement in the LHC. 
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Mergers can fail when
managers overlook the costs
and operating issues
associated with managing a
larger, more complex
organization.

Corporate couplings

From eNews, September 11, 2008

Mega-mergers like Delta and Northwest Airlines, Time Warner and
AOL, Chrysler and Daimler, HP and Compaq, and Sprint and
Nextel promise big benefits: increased cost savings and revenues,
strengthened competitiveness, enhanced technological capacity,
and expanded market share and global reach. However, the day-
to-day experiences of many employees and managers often fall
short of these expectations.

When mergers and acquisitions come up short or fail, managers
usually blame it on a lack of synergy, clashing corporate cultures,
or incomplete integration. However, there is another, often
overlooked factor: "diseconomies of managing," also known as the
costs and operating issues associated with managing a larger,
more complex organization.

J. Myles Shaver, a strategic management and organization
professor at the University of Minnesota's Carlson School of
Management, explores this issue in a forthcoming research study,
"Diseconomies of Managing in Acquisitions: Evidence from Civil
Lawsuits," co authored by John Mezias of the University of Miami School of Business. (Organization
Science has accepted their paper for publication.)

"When acquisitions under perform, researchers and managers rarely consider the fact that
companies become disproportionately more difficult to manage as they grow in size," says Shaver.
"An acquisition intensifies this effect, making the combined, larger organization more difficult to
manage than the two, individual business operations. Something similar happens when a company
is growing about 20 to 30 percent a year. Rapid growth typically goes hand in hand with the rapid
hiring of new employees. As a result, it's hard to maintain the corporate culture and complexity
increases rapidly."

Their research examines 576 U.S. firms in the manufacturing sector that were acquired in 1987,
including private and public firms picked up by 370 domestic and 206 international organizations.
They studied civil lawsuit judgments involving the acquired firms for five-year periods before and
after acquisition because the lawsuit judgments capture substantial disputes related to imprudent
action, negligence, or mismanagement of relationships, and can have a tangible economic impact
on the firms.

The study concludes that acquired firms have more civil lawsuits brought to judgment during the
five-year post-acquisition period versus the five-year pre-acquisition period; the larger the acquired
company, the greater the increase in post-acquisition lawsuit judgments; and lawsuits do not
increase when acquirers are foreign-held, in different industries, or larger in revenues.

"Our research shows that many of the difficulties associated with acquisitions are reflections of the
complications that stem from increased firm size," says Shaver. "Typically, there are breakdowns in
oversight because managers do not have the time to devote the attention needed to do the things
they should be doing, or because important information becomes lost in the larger organization and
does not reach the appropriate decision maker."

He adds, "Because diseconomies of managing are inherent in many situations, it is important that
they be considered when assessing potential acquisitions."
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U researchers Ray Newman,
Susan Solarz, and David
Andow discuss the need for
more study into invasive
species. The project they lead
is supporting up to 25 Ph.D.
students.

Exotics, aliens, non-
natives ...

Here is a sampling of non-
native wildlife and plants:

Carp: Invasive Asian carp
have made the news
because they can leap out
of the water when disturbed
by watercraft. (Leaping fish
have injured boaters and
jet-skiers.) The fish can
reach 110 pounds and they
feed voraciously on
plankton, eating 40 to 60
percent of their body weight
each day, which leaves less
food for native fish species.

Reed canary grass:
Although reed canary grass
is planted as a forage crop
in some areas, it poses
problems in restored
wetlands because the grass
can dominate the area.
Reed canary grass is also
limiting forest regeneration
across extensive areas of
the Upper Mississippi River
and Minnesota River
floodplains.

Emerald ash borer: The
emerald ash borer can kill
all sizes and species of ash
trees, including green,
black, and white ash, within
three years. Larvae live
under the bark until they
emerge as adult beetles.
(The tunneling of the larvae
under the tree's bark kills it.)

Super species
By Martin Moen

From eNews, September 11, 2008

Like Kal-El crash landing his spaceship from Krypton, non-native
plants and animals are arriving at our doorstep. And like
Superman, some of them have traits--developed in their home
environment--that allow them to flourish in their new homes.
Unfortunately, the impact of non-native species is anything but a
comic book fantasy. Zebra mussels, for example, have now
entered the St. Paul water system and likely will increase water
costs by clogging pipes and shutting down water supplies. The
total cost to the United States of the zebra mussel invasion is
estimated at $3.1 billion over the next 10 years. "Unlike climate
change and habitat loss, invasive species can go undetected,
sometimes even when they are at their most severe," says David
Andow, professor of entomology in College of Food, Agricultural,
and Natural Resource Sciences (CFANS). "It requires a trained eye
to identify an invasive insect or plant."

Invasive species are organisms whose superior abilities enable
them to out-compete other species in the race for nutrients and
reproduction. They have been introduced by accident or on
purpose. Scientists estimate there are more than 125 non-native invasive species in Minnesota. And
those are the ones we know about.

"We should worry about invasive species to the same extent that we care
about habitat loss and global warming because, together, they are the triple-
threat to biodiversity and the health of our planet," says U alum Susan Solarz,
who is coordinating a new University of Minnesota program in invasive
species.

If that sounds a bit defensive, it is. The scientists and resource
managers involved in controlling these invaders feel the invasive
species problem is overlooked. One example of this is the inconsistent
reaction to the threat they pose. For instance, wood-cargo crates are
inspected before entry to the United States to prevent the introduction
of various tree pests, yet the crates' contents, including wood
products, are not inspected. "Our policies remain a sieve to invasive
species introduction," says Ray Newman, an aquatic ecologist in
CFANS. "Minnesota needs a comprehensive approach to invasive-
species prevention and management."

Newman believes piecemeal, species-specific approaches must be
complemented with broader strategies and better predictive models
that address multiple species and pathways and can anticipate future
problems. Newman, Andow, and Solarz are part of a team that's
attempting to assemble a more comprehensive approach. Their team
of more than 40 faculty members in 16 departments throughout the
University is conducting invasive species research in many areas,
including the economic tradeoffs of prevention and control, the
evolution of invasiveness, the modeling of species spread and
potential impacts, developing control strategies, and restoring
ecosystems after successful control. A $3 million grant from the
National Science Foundation will train up to 25 Ph.D. students to
better assess, predict, and manage risks of invasive species. "We are
listening to what information agencies need in order to best prevent
and control invasives and then targeting our research accordingly,"
Newman says. "In this way, as a team, we will combat invasive
species most effectively."

To learn more about the new invasive species project, see "Graduate
Training in Risk Analysis for Introduced Species and Genotypes" .
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Lawn renovation

From eNews, September 11, 2008

If your lawn needs repair, mid-August through about mid-
September is the best time of the year to do some overseeding.
The soil is warm, and the seeds can germinate well before winter
hits--and without having to compete against the weedy annual
grasses, like crabgrass.

University of Minnesota grass expert Bob Mugaas shows the best
way to overseed your lawn on two University News Service videos;
watch them. Or read the transcript.
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U graduate researcher Reid Priedhorsky, himself an
avid bicyclist, has developed a new Web site that
functions as an interactive biking map of the Twin
Cities.
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U researcher unveils 'geowiki' for cyclists
September 11, 2008

A University graduate researcher has
developed a nifty new Web site for
bicyclists

By Rick Moore

For the average driver using the
handy Web site MapQuest, directions
are pretty cut and dried. If you have a
problem getting from Point A to Point
B, chances are that it's user error.

For a bicyclist such as myself, getting
from Point A (home) to Point B (work)
isn't nearly as simple. Sure, I could
take Cedar Avenue, as MapQuest
would tell me to do in a car, but
chances are I would either A) be hit
by a car traveling in one of the two
narrow northbound lanes, or B)
inspire some driver to dream of
running me over because he has to
slow down until he can find an
opening to pass.

But University graduate researcher Reid Priedhorsky has developed a new tool that stands to make
two-wheeled journeys more expedient and more enjoyable. It's a Web site called Cyclopath.org,
which Priedhorsky dubs a "geowiki." The "geo" refers to its function as a map, while the "wiki" refers
to the ability for users to make changes to the content.

The site gives cyclists a host of options. They can get recommendations on how to best navigate
the Twin Cities (based on variables such as distance and "bikeability"); they can make changes to
erroneous or outdated map information; and they can comment (for the benefit of other users) on
the conditions of the roads and trails they travel—like "Watch out for the potholes near the bike
lane" or "Lift your bike over the railroad tracks and look for the shortcut."

Cyclopath.org entered its beta phase on August 30, meaning there might still be some software
glitches on the horizon, but Priedhorsky says that so far the rollout has gone well, and users have
given him great feedback. "It's been pretty positive," he says. "We've been really pleased."

A geowiki built from scratch

The idea for a geowiki for the biking community had been cycling through Priedhorsky's head for
some time, dating back to a conversation he had with Doug Shidell, who since 1984 has published
the Twin Cities Bike Map book.

"We chatted about what can be done on the Internet with maps," Priedhorsky says. "You can
critique a paper map, [and when you do] the wiki idea comes right out of it."

And it's right up his academic alley. Priedhorsky is starting his sixth year as a Ph.D. student in
computer science, and one of his primary interests is in online communities. But that's not to say the
project has been easy, especially once he determined he couldn't use Google or Yahoo interfaces.

"We had to do it from scratch, and that took longer than my younger and very enthusiastic mind
thought it would," jokes Priedhorsky, who showed off the features of the site wearing a t-shirt that
said "No, I will not fix your computer."

The Minnesota Department of Transportation gave Cyclopath seed data from maps of streets and
bikeways. "The two data sets don't fit well together, but with the wiki, people can go in and fix the
areas they're familiar with," he says. They can also access an aerial view of the Twin Cities via
detailed images from the U.S. Geological Survey.

Users can manually connect roads and pathways that should be connected or disconnect those that
shouldn't. (The computer server then absorbs that new information and incorporates it into an
updated map.) They can add landmarks of interest like water fountains, bike shops, and cafes. They
can also rate streets block by block and add whatever editorial comments they deem germane.

For instance, I immediately zoomed in on what I know to be a trouble spot—an intersection just
north and east of the new Martin Olav Sabo Bridge (over Hiawatha Avenue) where the LRT trail
crosses 26th Street. Automobile drivers there are generally aware of the situation, but some turning
onto 26th from Hiawatha don't have the time or space to stop for bikes. Sure enough, someone else
had beaten me to the comment:

"The intersection at 26th is very dangerous (triple jeopardy)."

Priedhorsky received funding for the site from the National Science Foundation, and says that as
part of his research he'll be exploring questions about geographic wikis in general, including "How
do people interact on a geographic wiki site and how is that different from a text wiki like Wikipedia?"

An editorial staff of millions

He says he's not sure about the future growth of Cyclopath, but options might include expanding the
site in Minnesota beyond the seven-county metro area or spinning off in other cities, such as
Chicago or bike-friendly Portland, Oregon.

Ultimately, its users will determine the site's success—in this case, an editorial staff of potentially
millions of people. And some, it would appear, have the potential to be prolific contributors. "One of
the users has made 1,000 changes by himself," notes Priedhorsky.

He adds that he's not particularly worried about geowiki "vandalism"; that is, the appearance of
intentionally erroneous information. "I don't see people getting as excited about a map as they do
about [other wiki subjects, like Sarah Palin]," he says. "I'm sure that her Wikipedia article is having a
tough time right now [with vandalism], because there are a lot of people excited on both sides."

Priedhorsky hopes that Cyclopath stirs up more excitement about bicycling and its many benefits—
both for the health of riders and for the flow of metro traffic. Which relates to an interesting
philosophy that guides Priedhorsky's work.

"We have a lot of technology these days, and it causes a lot of social problems," he says, noting
that the American culture is very much automobile-based, which has led to issues like pollution,
urban sprawl, etc. "I'd like to use technology to solve the social problems that were themselves
caused by technology."
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Roland Burks, bassbaritone,
and Nicole Tori, soprano, lead
the Calling cast.

What's in a name?

The opera's name, Calling,
has references to many
things, says Geers, "but
one of them is that for many
of the people who were
there that day, it was about
trying to reach out to people
and communicate. There
were people in the towers
trying to call out; there were
firefighters going in that
were calling for each other;
Maja and I were trying to
call our families to tell them
we were OK and safe...."

From smoke and rubble
By Pauline Oo

September 11, 2008

"Blue sky, blue sky...." These are the first words in the 9/11-inspired
opera opening at LaMama, an experimental theatre club in New
York City, tomorrow (September 12) and among the memories
Douglas Geers has of 9/11. Geers, an associate professor of
composition at the University of Minnesota's School of Music, is the
man behind the 90-minute electroacoustics score featured in
Calling: An Opera of Forgiveness.

"That morning [in Manhattan] was beautiful," says Geers, who was
on his way to class at Columbia University when that first plane
struck the World Trade Center. "It was one of those crisp autumn
days that was filled with optimism and a sunny, blue sky."

Geers met Wickham Boyle, who conceived of the opera and is
directing it, in 2005 when she hired his electronic improvisation
band, Sonreel, for a gig at the New York Fashion Week. They got to know each other and decided
to collaborate again. The project, this time, was more personal. Boyle wanted Geers' help in turning
a book she had published into an opera. Calling, which runs through September 28, is based on A
Mother's Essays from Ground Zero that was published in December 2001.

The opera blends drama, music, and choreography to capture the reactions and reflections of one
family witnessing the attack on the World Trade Center at close range, and then the path they follow
from chaos to recovery and hope. (In her essays, Boyle writes about living just blocks away from the
twin towers and having her two children attend a school adjacent to the World Trade Towers.)

The cast is made up of 12 singers and seven musicians. The lead roles are played by Nicole Tori
(mother), Roland Burks (father), Nique Haggerty (teen daughter), and Madison Pappas (young
daughter). Hiroya Miura is the conductor. The chamber ensemble includes Geers and his wife,
violinist Maja Cerar. Geers's instrument: a laptop computer, complete with a Wii Remote.

The Wii Remote, often called the "Wiimote," is the controller for Nintendo's Wii video game console.
It resembles a TV remote control, but it has buttons and motion sensors--meaning you have to wave
the controller at your TV screen to manipulate items in the video game. For the past year, Geers has
experimented with tying his laptop, fitted with the latest electronic music software, to the Wiimote in
hopes of making his performances more visual and kinetic. Typically, when electronic music is
performed live, someone is hunched over in front of a computer pushing buttons to make pieces
written for cellos and violins, for example, sound like Jimi Hendrix. "You don't know if they are
checking e-mail or if they're actually playing music," says Geers.

What the audience at Calling will see, instead, "is me [sitting down in the back of the ensemble] with
this white remote control in my hand and waving it around in the air," says Geers, a former classical
guitarist. And what they'll hear is music that will tug at their heartstrings and that will seem to come
from a larger group of musicians. Geers is not new to electroacoustic music, having combined
electronics with acoustic music, or music from traditional instruments, for as long as he can
remember.

Over the last 18 months, segments of Calling have appeared at
different music festivals. For example, the SPARK (February 2008), a
popular weeklong electronic music festival that Geers created on the
Twin Cities campus, and the Sonic Divergence in Illinois (April 2008).
Segments were performed at the Cornelia Street Cafe (June and
November 2007 and March 2008). La MaMa's presentation marks the
first time the work will be shown in its entirety to the public.

"We wrote this to honor all the people who have experienced the
tragic events of 9/11," says Geers. "It's not a piece that's meant to only
be a memorial because we want it to be something that will move
everybody and resonate with everybody, not just the people who were
there in New York City that day. For instance, one of the secondary
characters in the opera is a rescue worker, and a local Tribeca fire
company has donated to the production a fireman's coat that was
worn by one of their firemen during 9/11."

Watch a video of excerpts from Calling: An Opera of Forgiveness. Or listen to an audio clip. Tickets
are $25 and available by calling 212-475-7710 or by visiting the theatre online. LaMaMa theater is
located at 74A E. 4th St. in Manhattan.
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A variety of approaches

The work by Taylor, Ott, and
their colleagues is part of a
general movement to find
better ways of fixing sick or
injured hearts.

For example, the human
heart normally contains
stem cells that ought to be
able to replace muscle
damaged by heart attack or
other injury. Why they don't
"is the $64,000 question,"
according to Taylor.

"Virtually every organ has
stem cells," she says. "We
think that with aging and
chronic disease, the
number and function of
stem cells decreases."
Another problem is that if
injured, the heart can't wait
for repair. And even if the
damage isn't fatal, the
immune system clears
away dead heart muscle
and scar tissue replaces it;
therefore, either the dead
cells or the scar gets in the
way of new muscle that
might otherwise form.

Creating a beating heart
September 15, 2008

In a medical first, University
researchers have created a beating
heart in the lab

By Deane Morrison

In a medical first, University
researchers have created a beating
heart in the laboratory. Using
detergents, they stripped away the
cells from rat hearts until only the
nonliving matrix, or "skeleton," was
left; they then repopulated the matrix
with fresh heart cells.

If perfected, the technique may be
used someday to generate new
hearts for patients. In the United
States alone, about 5 million people live with heart failure, 550,000 new cases are diagnosed every
year, and 50,000 die waiting for a donor heart.

"The results were a home run," says Doris Taylor, director of the University's Center for
Cardiovascular Repair and a principal investigator on the study. "We knew that cell therapy--that is,
transplanting cells into [a patient's damaged] heart--is not a panacea. So we started thinking, 'Is
there a way to use cells to engineer heart tissue?'"

The idea, she says, is to create whole new blood vessels or organs by implanting a patient's own
cells into a matrix derived from a donor organ. This approach ought to bypass the problem of organ
rejection because the matrix, being devoid of cells, shouldn't provoke an immune response. Even if
it did, the new cells would create a fresh matrix of their own, which would turn off the immune
response and free patients from the need to take immunosuppressive drugs.

The process, called whole organ recellularization, can be done "with virtually any organ," Taylor
says.

A simple plan

The main hurdle in creating new hearts wasn't finding the right cells but recreating the vastly
complex architecture of the heart, Taylor explains. In puzzling it over, she and Harald Ott, a research
associate in the center (now a surgical resident at Harvard Medical School and first author of the
study), hit on a way to get nature to solve the problem for them.

To remove cells from fresh rat hearts, the researchers pumped solutions of detergents through the
network of blood vessels that normally nourish the organ. The treatment popped all the cells like
balloons and washed away the debris, leaving the matrix of protein fibers that form the backbone of
a living heart's connective tissue. It's called the extracellular matrix, or ECM.

"We just took nature's own building blocks to build a new organ," says
Ott. Still, "When we saw the first contractions we were speechless."

The naked ECMs looked strikingly like "ghost hearts": eerily white, rubbery "skeletons" that retained
the organ's original 3-D structure. Among the surviving features was the tubing of blood vessels,
which came in handy later.Next, the team removed hearts from newborn rats and minced them,
liberating a motley crew of adult and undifferentiated cells. The mix contained stem cells and
progenitor cells--which have less potential than stem cells but can still become multiple cell types--
along with adult heart muscle cells and many other types.

"Newborn tissue is rich in cells that are more hearty and more tolerant [than adult cells]," says
Taylor.

The researchers then injected these cells into the left ventricles of the ECM hearts and began
pumping a solution of oxygen and nutrients through the remnant blood vessels. After four days, they
detected contractions in several hearts. In eight days, they had eight hearts beating normally
enough to pump fluid out the aorta.

"We just took nature's own building blocks to build a new organ," says Ott. Still, "When we saw the
first contractions we were speechless."

As the new hearts developed, the team coaxed them along by stimulating them with electrodes. The
electrical signals propagated through the tissue and synchronized the beats. When stimulation was
stopped, the hearts continued beating for various periods of time on their own. The best-performing
hearts were kept beating for 40 days.

"We don't know yet, but the heart seems to get stronger over time as we pace it [with electrical
stimulation] and increase the delivery of cells," says Taylor. "We're confident we can mimic the real
heart."

The rat hearts she and her team created could contract with a force
equal to about two percent of adult rat heart function and 25 percent of
16-week fetal human heart function. The next step is to encourage
optimal growth at each stage of maturity.

The team is also experimenting with pig hearts, which are about the
same size as humans', and have successfully generated ECMs from
them.

The hope

Someday, doctors may routinely extract cells from heart failure
patients and use them to reseed a new organ from a cadaver-derived
ECM. What types of cells those would be isn't known yet.

"It depends on what cells are best," says Taylor. "Bone marrow-
derived stem cells are already used to treat hearts. It may be a mix of
cells from bone marrow, hearts, and skeletal muscle. We'll use
whatever cells we think are going to give us the best shot."

Surgeons already patch holes in the heart, or areas damaged by heart
attacks, with pieces of heart muscle. Patches can be grown in the lab,
but it's hard to get them anywhere near thick enough because of
difficulties keeping the tissue oxygenated. The ECM technique,
however, has good potential for overcoming this limitation because it
uses the original circulatory system to oxygenate the growing hearts.

While the ECM technique can supply heart patches, Taylor says its
main application is likely to be in patients who need a whole new
heart. With too few donor hearts available, the ECM heart may fill the
gap and help patients rid themselves of mechanical assist devices
much earlier.

The potential is great, but "commercialization is not our goal," says Taylor. "It's getting this to
patients safely and effectively.

"I'd like to think that these kinds of innovations will continue to happen at the U because the state
realizes that we can change the world of medicine here in Minnesota."
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 "Exits and entries," a collaborative project in the
Department of Sociology, is studying what happens
after young adults leave an institutional setting.
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Exits and entries
September 15, 2008

Sociology project studies how young
adults fare after leaving an
institutional setting

By Tim Brady

The original idea was modest: a
project to study the transition of young
adults who have been released from
Minnesota prisons and juvenile
detention centers. But when a
graduate student in sociology
discovered that a number of studies
had already been done on the
subject, a call went out to the
department asking for ideas to make
this a more comprehensive project.
Before long, a diverse group of
interested faculty members began
meeting to expand the study, and
then more came on board.

When all was said and done, the project covered six "domains:" young adults leaving foster care;
former mental health patients; former adult prisoners; individuals leaving the state's juvenile justice
system; people undergoing drug treatment/rehab; and returning military personnel. The
collaborative study is called Exits and Entries.

Laying out the process

From the outset, the project was targeted at young people between 18 and 25 who have been
removed from the community for 60 days or more. The rationale for selecting that age group is that
it is a crucial time for young adults. That's when many form families, establish households, and
develop careers. The study's breadth offered researchers an opportunity to compare diverse
settings and identify particularly vulnerable groups&mdash;those whose return to the community
would be more difficult.

From its earliest days, Exits and Entries was viewed as an opportunity for sociology students to
learn and to gain experience in research practice and methodology.

In the studies, an initial round of 40 individual interviews would be conducted as the subjects were
preparing to leave their respective institutions. A second interview would follow 90 days after their
departure.

It was clear early on that participating graduate students would need some training. And so
Assistant Professor Teresa Swartz taught a spring 2007 seminar to ground those students in
research methodology, in-depth interviewing techniques, and project structure.

For faculty and graduate students alike, there has been a learning curve. "There are sensitivities
that have to be observed for each domain," says Professor Chris Uggen. "We needed to learn, for
instance, that many members of the National Guard really don't like the phrase ‘citizen soldiers.'
Also, you don't say that they were 'released from the military.' They're ‘standing down.'"

The Guard comes home

Chaplain John Morris, a lieutenant colonel who has headed the Minnesota Guard's re-entry efforts
for the past three years, is committed in his advocacy for returning vets. "We have been sending
people to war for millennia," he says, "but we have never before helped our warriors adapt back to
civilian life once they return."

The Guard now has programs in place to help returning vets, but what it didn't have, says Morris, "is
any way to study the effectiveness of what we were doing."

With Morris's assistance, the first rounds of interviews were conducted at Fort McCoy in Wisconsin
in late June 2007. Jeanette Hussemann, a graduate student in criminology, and student Arturo
Baiocchi accompanied Professor Ross Macmillan to the base, where they met with members of the
famed Red Bull Brigade, which includes Guard members from Minnesota, Kentucky, Washington,
and Nebraska. They mostly talked with the Minnesota vets, who were returning from the longest
duty of any unit in the Iraq war&mdash;22 months, 16 of them in combat zones.

Going into the sessions, the researchers were nervous. They were sensitive to the perceptions of
the soldiers and feared that they might be seen as interlopers.

"These are people who have just been to war, and we were strangers with questions," says
Macmillan, who oversaw the interviews. "They had just arrived at Fort McCoy. They were having a
going-away party that had just begun. At 3:45 the next morning, they would be climbing aboard a
bus that would take them home. We were pulling them away from that to ask questions, and yet
they were incredibly generous with us."

The initial round of interviews focused on getting the soldiers to open up to the process. It turned out
to be an easier task than the interviewers had imagined. "Once they realized that we weren't
interested in asking them about the conflict, but about their lives and what they were going to do
now that they were home, they really opened up," says Hussemann.

"They actually appreciated the opportunity to talk to someone," adds Macmillan. "They had
obviously just gone through an enormously life-altering time, but I think they recognized the
importance of what we were doing."

Sociology that matters

Meanwhile, interviews are under way in the other domains. And there are high hopes that advancing
knowledge of the re-entry process will smooth the transition of some of society's most vulnerable
young people into the adult world.

So far, funding has come primarily from the state. External funding will be needed to continue the
project beyond the qualitative research phase, which should be by the end of 2008.

"This project has great potential," says Uggen. "It not only represents cutting-edge research, but
also demonstrates the importance of a public research university. We're creating partnerships with
organizations and institutions that we haven't [worked] with before. The collaborative nature of the
project makes a great teaching experience. We're giving grad students a look behind the curtain.
This is sociology that matters."

—From facets 2008, the Department of Sociology magazine
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Driver-assist technology helps bus drivers more safely
navigate the bus-only shoulder lane.
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Transportation institute on the move
September 16, 2008

Researchers at ITS are out to
improve all kinds of transportation

By Deane Morrison

A bus driver on a freeway wants to
save time by using a "bus-only
shoulder," but driving snow obscures
the shoulder boundary. A rural driver
crossing a busy highway misjudges
the traffic and gets broadsided. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration wants to monitor the
oceans for lost, miles-long
commercial fishing nets that can
wreak havoc on coasts and marine
life, but manned surveillance planes
are too expensive.

Vexing—and sometimes fatal—
transportation problems like these may seem intractable, but not to researchers at the University of
Minnesota’s Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Institute. Drawn from several University
departments, they are designing and testing new technologies to make all kinds of transport safer
and more efficient.

No wayward buses

Rush hour congestion is the bane of many an urban commuter. To reduce it, several major Twin
Cities arteries have dedicated bus lanes on the right shoulder. The lanes are barely wider than a
bus, however, and navigating them can be tricky.

"The biggest problem is low visibility," says Craig Shankwitz, director of the University’s Intelligent
Vehicles Laboratory, which is associated with the ITS Institute. And in winter, "plows move snow
onto the shoulders, making it very difficult for drivers to see the shoulder boundaries."

Not to mention the irresponsible driver who resents the buses’ advantage and veers partway into
their lane to block them.

To help bus drivers, Shankwitz and his colleagues are testing a system originally developed by ITS
researchers to guide snowplows in bad weather. A major element is a display in the driver’s forward
field of view that shows how the bus is moving with respect to its lane.

The display begins with highly accurate data on the bus’s position and heading from an onboard
GPS receiver. A computer uses this information to query an onboard database containing the GPS
coordinates of area roads and their lane boundaries. Combining these data, the computer generates
a virtual view of the road by which the driver can safely steer.

Another feature is a radar that looks for obstacles in the lane and shows them in the display. Also,
the sides of the bus are equipped with LIDAR, a laser-based detection system that tracks vehicles
and pedestrians on either side of the bus and displays them on a monitor on the bus’s instrument
panel.

Further, if the bus strays to one side, the driver’s seat will vibrate on that side in warning. And the
steering wheel will try—not too hard—to steer the bus back into its lane.

The system will be tested in 2009 on 10 buses covering two express routes between the southern
Twin Cities metro area and downtown Minneapolis.

"[Our] goal is to improve schedule adherence and efficiency and to increase ridership," says
Shankwitz. And, to lure even more riders, "we provide wireless Internet to passengers on these
buses."

Crashless crossings

In Minnesota, about 70 percent of fatal car crashes happen in rural areas. Often, drivers crossing a
busy highway get hit when they misjudge distances between oncoming cars. Now, a project headed
by ITS Institute Director Max Donath, a professor of mechanical engineering, aims to help drivers
determine when cars in the cross traffic are spaced adequately to allow crossing.

"We want to communicate to stopped drivers when to enter intersections, using new kinds of signs
that contain information coupled to sensors along the road," Donath says. In August and September
2008, the signs get a real-world test at a rural Minnesota intersection between a county road and a
trunk highway.

In those tests, radar will gauge the location and speed of vehicles on the highway, says Shankwitz,
who is also on the project. LIDAR will track the size and position of vehicles on the county road. A
computer will use these data to determine when it is unsafe for test vehicles on the county road to
cross and will so indicate on the signs. The test vehicles will be a snowplow and a passenger car,
both outfitted with head- and eye-trackers to tell the researchers what people look at as they decide
when to cross the highway.

If all goes well, "people won’t be fixating on the signs, but using them as an assist," says Shankwitz.

And if driver behavior indicates an improvement in safe decision making, the researchers will ask
the U.S. Department of Transportation to support a field test in which the general public will be
exposed to the system and its long-term benefits can be determined.

Spinning straw into gold

Can an airplane with only a four-foot wingspan carry out sophisticated flight maneuvers safely?

Small planes have enormous potential for tasks like monitoring hard-to-reach areas and military or
police surveillance. But as ITS researcher Demoz Gebre-Egziabher well knows, proving to the FAA
that a very small craft is capable of doing such a job both safely and autonomously isn’t easy.

The problem is that to guide itself, a plane must have sensors to detect its position, speed, and
orientation in space. But the highly precise sensors used on commercial jets are too expensive and
heavy for tiny planes.

"Our research is on how to scale it down [without compromising safety] and reduce its cost," says
Gebre-Egziabher, an associate professor of aerospace engineering and mechanics.

Therefore, instead of a few high-quality sensors, Gebre-Egziabher uses many inexpensive ones that
individually are too inaccurate to satisfy FAA safety regulations but that together could do the job.
The rub comes in trying to figure out which sensors can be trusted at any given time and how to
write computer programs to deal with the situation.

For example, suppose a sensor monitoring the orientation of the airplane fails. The mechanism for
detecting failure depends on other sensors that are also subject to failure and inaccuracy. And what
to do if sensors disagree? How does one spin the straw of iffy sensor readings into the gold of high-
quality data?

To satisfy FAA requirements, the probability of an undetected failure that could lead to a crash or
collision must be kept below one in a million, says Gebre-Egziabher.

"We can’t do a million experiments," he explains. "We have to come up with statistical models of
[how sensors behave]."

He and his students have used such modeling to build a small plane equipped with multiple sensors
and a camera, which they are now testing. The Minnesota Department of Transportation and state
patrol are interested in whether the plane can be used to inspect highway conditions and
infrastructure. It can fly on its own, but stays in sight of a ground controller who is always ready to
take control.

If they’re perfected, Gebre-Egziabher says small autonomous planes could be used for tasks like
searching for lost people or survivors of disasters, or for dangerous operations like crop dusting or
inspecting miles and miles of power lines. And maybe for finding those deadly drifting "ghost nets"
that plague our oceans.
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Streaming video

Watch a video of the
Outdoor StreamLab.

The water in the Outdoor
StreamLab is easy to get into
and study, as Katie
Kramarczuk, seen here with a
flow meter, shows.

Field of streams
New Outdoor StreamLab opens a water world to researchers

By Deane Morrison

September 17, 2008

The "father of waters" has a new offspring at the University of
Minnesota's St. Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL), and the public is
invited to see it. Researchers have diverted Mississippi River water
to create a meandering stream on a grassy riverbank next to SAFL
opposite downtown Minneapolis. The baby brook in the new
Outdoor StreamLab is open to both the elements and experimental
control, making it an ideal facility for studying such topics as the
ecological roles of streams, flood control, and stream restoration.
The Outdoor StreamLab will hold a free public open house from 3
to 5 p.m. this Friday (September 19) as part of its grand opening.
The lab is at 2 Third Ave. S.E., Minneapolis. A project of SAFL and
the National Center for Earth-surface Dynamics, the Outdoor
StreamLab is only a few months old but is already attracting two
important demographic groups: top-notch researchers and
populations of algae, insects, and other life. Among its denizens
are a pair of mallards that seem to have adopted the stream as a vacation home and can often go
paddling up the channel, oblivious to people.

The ducks add a touch of levity, but the need to understand streams is serious.
Factors such as floods, drainage patterns altered by development, and heavy
loads of chemicals and sediment are changing the world's waterways; dealing
with all this has to be done right, and that requires research on realistic riverine
systems. That need is illustrated by what happened at Uvas Creek, Calif., says
Anne Lightbody, a research associate at SAFL and manager of the Outdoor
StreamLab.

"Twenty years ago, the people bringing this issue up and who wanted
developments changed to accommodate storm water management
were considered mavericks. Now it's standard."

"They tried to turn it from a braided stream [with an intricate pattern of channels coursing through sand] to a [simpler]
meandering one," she explains. "The next spring, it flooded and reverted. People didn't take 'what the river wanted to
do' into account." Trout streams are another example of how understanding ecological relationships is vital to
preserving things we value. "Trout streams must be cold," says Lightbody. If trees along the banks are cut, there
goes the shade, and the water starts to warm up. Also, changing patterns of land use may reduce the amount of
groundwater entering a stream. Groundwater, with its typically cold and steady flow, not only cools streams directly
but helps keeps their water levels from dropping. This minimizes shallow spots, which are prone to warming by the
sun. One of the projects under way at the lab is an investigation of how loads of sediment affect invertebrates, fish,
and the physical stream structure. Another examines how vegetation affects the flow of streams and the retention of
flood water. "We need to understand what the flood plains are doing and what ecosystem services they provide,"
says Lightbody. For example, if flood plains retain water long enough, they may absorb dissolved pollutants and
sediments before the water seeps back into the river channel. But the ability to keep streams healthy rests on more
than science; human acceptance is also crucial. Lightbody is part of an upcoming study to look at the tradeoffs
between public acceptance of ecosystems like wetlands and the services, such as cleansing waters of nutrients, that
ecosystems perform. Even a very small change in a project can increase acceptance, says Lightbody. For example,
a wetland may be seen as unsightly--until it acquires a mowed path around it and benches for birdwatching. But
mowing has its downside. "With streams and lakes, people want to mow right down to the water," Lightbody says.
"How do you convince people that a buffer is OK? Can we put in paths or something to make it acceptable?"
Attitudes do change, though. Today, Lightbody says, storm water retention ponds go into every new development
and are required by every zoning regulation she knows about. But it was not always so. "Twenty years ago, the
people bringing this issue up and who wanted developments changed to accommodate storm water management
were considered mavericks," she explains. "Now it's standard. "Understanding how rivers work can help us make
smart decisions about how and where and whether to develop." Plans call for adding a second, longer stream to the
lab. 
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U professor David Feinberg
(left) with Holocaust survivor
and "Voice to Vision"
participant Murray Brandys.

Film and panel events
All events are free and held
at the In-Flux space
adjacent to the Nash
Gallery.

Tuesday, Sept. 16, 7-9
p.m.
"Voice to Vision I: Holocaust
Survivors Share
Experiences Through Art,"
with Holocaust survivors
Murray Brandys and Joe
Grosnecht.

Saturday, Sept. 20, 2-4:30
p.m.
"Voice to Vision III:
Romania 1941/Rwanda
1994," with Rwandan
survivors Floriane Robins
Brown and Alice Tuza,
composer David Harris,
artist Caroline Kent.

Tuesday, Sept. 23, 7-9
p.m.
"Voice to Vision II: If
Nothing Else They'll Hear
My Beating Heart," with
Holocaust survivors Lucy
Smith and Sabina Zimering,
composer Midge McCloy.

Saturday, September 27,
2-4:30 p.m.
"Voice to Vision IV: It Was
Meant to Be--Germany,
Tibet, and Laos," with
Holocaust survivor Margot
De Wilde, Tibetan survivor
Dorjay Sakya, and Laotian
survivors Yer and Pa Lee.

From the recesses of their minds
Nash Gallery exhibit captures the experiences of genocide
survivors; runs through October 2

By Pauline Oo

September 17, 2008

You don't have to understand it. You have to feel it.

That, in a nutshell, is David Feinberg's advice to those visiting the
current "Voice to Vision" exhibit at the Katherine E. Nash Gallery
on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. The associate professor
of art at the University of Minnesota is the man behind the ongoing
project that helps Holocaust and genocide survivors share
experiences from the past through art.

The exhibit features nearly 30 pieces of large, mixed media art,
created with the help of Feinberg and a team of University students
and local artists.

Feinberg's desire to combine history and art took root in the late 1990s, when he created two digital
collages using World War II imagery. That undertaking yielded the kernels of "Voice to Vision." In
2002 he approached the late Stephen Feinstein, director of the U's Center for Holocaust and
Genocide Studies (CHGS), with his idea of working with people who had lived through racial
extermination or mass murder.

"He came over to my studio and looked at my work," recalls Feinberg. (Both of his WWII pieces are
part of the "Voice to Vision" exhibit.) "He thought it was a great idea because he was into art as a
way of recording history."

Feinstein offered his help in finding some participants, people who had already told their tales of
survival. But Feinberg wanted a different group of people.

"The idea of a memory project is to get people to recall who hadn't recalled," he says. "I didn't
realize how difficult it would be to find these volunteers. The survivors who haven't spoken,
especially the Holocaust survivors, for over 60 years, weren't about to speak now. The ones who
were willing to speak [had] already spoken."

It took Feinberg a year and a half to convince two Holocaust survivors to be the first to sign up:
friends Murray Brandys and Joe Grosnacht, whom he had met by chance at a gym in the Twin
Cities.

Since then, the pool of willing participants has grown. They include refugees from the conflicts in
Darfur, Rwanda, Laos, and Tibet.

Feinberg and his team of collaborators--who also include composers, musicians, singers, and
poets--met with the survivors every other month for about two to three hours over a period of about
18 months for the present exhibit.

"We took anything they said, any idea that came up during our
meetings, and put it right on the canvas," says Feinberg. "And when
the survivor comes back to the next meeting, we ask if the [visual
representations] feel right. Because we're not illustrating in a linear
way what happened to these people; we're trying to [capture what they
feel reliving these memories] as they look at the imagery."

Their emotional response, he adds, can be triggered by colors,
abstract forms, and visual metaphors. For example, in "My Name Was
No. 133909 and I Sang," Brandys wanted the artists to include music
with the collage to represent him singing to a Nazi executioner (as the
last resort to save his life). Instead, Feinberg and his team found a
picture of a birdman playing a flute by an unknown Renaissance artist
that Brandys strongly endorsed as a metaphor for his experience.

Each session was videotaped and made into educational videos and
documentaries that have aired on Minnesota Public Television. The
"Voice to Vision" artwork has also traveled extensively across the
United States.

"We need to preserve these experiences to create a visceral impact
on those of us who weren't present, who didn't experience, who can't
give testimony to the terrors, so that those experiences can live on in
us," says Ellen Kennedy, CHGS interim director. "'Voice to Vision' is
exactly that: a lasting voice, a statement, a testament to what was
seen."

The "Voice to Vision" exhibit runs at the Katherine E. Nash Gallery
through October 2. Galley hours are 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday to
Saturday.

To learn more about the project or to see samples of the art, visit the
Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
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A student practices on a mannequin in the School of
Dentistry's advanced simulation lab, where instant 3-D
feedback helps hone the skill of cutting a tooth.

Tour the lab

Take a virtual tour of the
University of Minnesota
School of Dentistry
Simulation Clinic.

They know the drill
September 18, 2008

Computerized mannequins give
dental students instant feedback

By Deane Morrison

Bending over the wide-open mouth
below her, a second-year dental
student begins to drill a tooth.
Everything is going smoothly when a
beep sounds. Then another. And
another.

Oops. She was slumping. The student
corrects her position and goes on,
confident she'll get no complaints
from the patient.

But she'll get plenty of feedback. The patient is a mannequin in the School of Dentistry's advanced
simulation lab, equipped with 3-D motion detectors and an overhead screen that displays an image
of the tooth and how closely the student's drilling matches the target area. It's one of 20 simulators
on which all University of Minnesota dental students will soon practice drilling, getting instant
feedback not only on how accurately they're cutting—as dentists call it—but also on their all-
important body position.

The University's is the first dental school in the Big Ten, and one of only a handful nationwide, to
acquire such technology. Instant feedback means more practice for students who will no longer
have to wait for an instructor to come evaluate them. That kind of repetition is welcome in a field
where sculpting a tooth must be precise to within a tenth of a millimeter.

"It's mostly to develop psychomotor skills," says Judith Buchanan,
associate dean for academic affairs. "We want them to see patients as
early as possible, so that they get as much real patient experience as
they can while they're here."

It helps, too, that a simulator's comments appear on the unit's
overhead screen. With units arranged in groups of four, all at right
angles to each other, students get feedback, and even grades, on
their work in relative privacy.

 

Not so easy

The technology rests on two sets of light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Seven LEDs beam from an
immobile hook in the mannequin's mouth, and 16 others are arranged around the handpiece (drill).
A computer keeps track of where the LEDs are in relation to each other and figures out the position
of the handpiece and, thus, the drill head at the end of it.

A trial run in one of the simulators generates an appreciation for the skills of a good dentist, as this
intrepid reporter found out. It starts with donning latex gloves and holding the handpiece over a
molar, then looking up at the screen to see a diagram of the tooth with an outline indicating the area
to be drilled.

So far so good. I step on the pedal and hear the hum of the drill but feel no vibrations to rock the
steadiness of its touch. Gently applying the drill to the molar surface, I ... hold on, what's this water
doing on the tooth? Oh. Cooling the drill, of course. But how can anybody see what they're doing
through a puddle of water? So I do my best and then look up at the screen.

"A play-by-play on the screen that corrects your mistakes as you go is
really great because then you don't get into bad habits."—Katie Daniels,
dental student.

Not bad. The computer has superimposed an outline of the area I drilled on the ideal and rated the
job at 77, a passing grade. I drill a little more, trying to move the drill to trace the outline on the
screen. My score rises to 80, a solid B-minus.

"There are still some caries left. That's what those colored spots [on the tooth diagram] mean,"
Buchanan says. "You have to drill a little deeper."

I go for it, stabbing here and there, trying to hit the exact places on the diagram. Suddenly, the
resistance to the drill drops to nothing—and so does my grade. I've drilled too deep.

Dentistry is even harder than it looks.

Students rave

The first practice on the simulators can't come too soon for students.

"I really like it, especially when it tells you whether you're sitting correctly," says Katie Daniels, one
of several then-second-year students who got an early chance to try their hand on the simulator.
"Ergonomics is important in dentistry. A play-by-play on the screen that corrects your mistakes as
you go is really great because then you don't get into bad habits."

The screen can display the practice tooth as a whole and in cross section from all angles, revealing
in detail how well the students are doing.

"It gives you a new perspective," says Jennifer Day. "It shows you what the tooth being worked on
looks like and what it's supposed to be as the cutting proceeds."

University dental students are already working on restorative procedures in a lab with 100
workstations, each equipped with a mannequin, dental tools, and a flat screen for viewing live
demonstrations up close. But only the advanced simulation lab has the feedback feature.

"There are times in the other lab when you think you're doing it right, but you may not be because
there's no instructor there at the moment," says student Grant Collins.

The class of 2012 is the first class to reap a full four years' benefit from the advanced simulation.
But these young students won't be the only ones using the mannequins for practice.

The simulation laboratory serves graduates of dental schools outside the United States and Canada
through the School of Dentistry's Program for Advanced Standing Students (PASS). In general, in
order to stand for a U.S. licensing exam, foreign-trained dentists must have two years of training in a
U.S. dental school, which PASS provides. In 2008, 11 PASS students came from Egypt, Nigeria,
Bhutan, and other countries to start on the road to practicing in this country.

And graduation won't mean the end of visits to the lab for dental students.

"Alumni will want to come back just to try their hand on this new equipment," says Patrick Lloyd,
dean of the School of Dentistry. "It's like nothing they've ever seen before."
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The President's Emerging
Leaders participants for 2008-
09.

Program provides leadership opportunity

September 24, 2008

It has been a summer of special events for the President's
Emerging Leaders (PEL) program. On June 19, the achievements
of the 2007-08 cohort were recognized in a celebratory poster
display at the U of M Campus Club; and on July 21, the 2008-09
cohort was officially welcomed at a luncheon with President
Bruininks at Eastcliff.

Now in its eighth year as a University-wide program, PEL provides
leadership development opportunities for high-potential P&A, civil
service, and bargaining unit staff. The program features
educational and experiential components, and promotes skill
development to enhance leadership effectiveness.

PEL goals The primary goals of the President's Emerging Leaders
program are to identify, prepare, and support new leadership within
the University of Minnesota; create a larger pool of candidates to
fill open positions and/or leadership assignments; and to create an organizational expectation
whereby all administrators assume responsibility for identifying and nurturing potential leaders.

PEL was developed in consideration of the University's size and the geographic distribution of its
workforce. Because of this complexity, potential leaders can experience difficulty in gaining the
visibility needed to move into different and more challenging roles within the institution.

PEL works to create an organization where all administrators assume responsibility for identifying
and nurturing potential leaders. One of the key aspects of PEL is its mentoring program. Each
participant is matched with a University leader who provides coaching throughout the yearlong
program. As a relatively recent arrival to the U of M, Karen Himle, vice president of University
Relations, was delighted to serve as a PEL mentor. "As in all mentoring relationships, both the
mentor and student gain valuable perspective. The University is strengthened when those in
leadership positions, and those aspiring to leadership, can draw from both their experiences and
those of others," says Himle.

Electronic Communications Manager in the Office of the Vice President for Research, Bruce
Erickson, valued his participation in the 2007-08 program. "I appreciate the program and the
opportunity it provides to grow professionally. I'm excited to use what I've learned and build on the
new relationships formed during PEL as I continue in my career," says Erickson.

Each year, the PEL administrative team identifies projects designed to address essential strategic
questions facing the University. Through the development of an individual plan to encourage specific
areas of learning, participants can receive feedback about their strengths and development areas in
order to guide goal-setting within the program.

PEL coordinator Dave Dorman believes in the value of the program toward the goal of developing
leadership. "Action learning components like these are the focal point for cohort-based leadership
development programs across the country." See below for a summary of the 2007-08 PEL projects,
and the topics for the 2008-09 teams.

2007-08 Projects The 2007-08 team members, project summaries, final projects, and poster presentations are
posted on the PEL Web site.

The project topics, sponsors, and teams included:

Aligning and Delivering Research Metrics, with sponsor, Winifred Ann Schumi, and team
members: Sherri Boone, Sandra Ecklein, Elizabeth Grossman, Peter Haeg, and Virajita Singh.
Collaborative Leadership Development, with sponsor, Gail Dubrow; team advisors, Vicki Field
and Char Voight; and team members: Bruce Erickson, Rachel Hartreeve, Charleen Klarquist, and
Vicki Larson.
HIPAA and Research, with sponsors, Steve Cawley and Terry Bock; team lead, Ross Janssen; and
team members: Catherine Fejes, Claire Kari, Bryan Rumple, and Jodie Walz.
Toward Implementation of Administrative Metrics, with sponsors, Steve Cawley, Meredith Fox,
and Bernard Gulachek; and team members: Jessica Beyer, Steve Gillard, Andy Howe, and Julie
VanSteenbergen.
NCAA Certification Self-Study, with sponsor, Gail Klatt; team lead, Lynn K. Holleran; and team
members: Maggie Aftahi, Aaron Asmundson, Matt Nuttall, Tricia Sanders, and Peggy Talbot.

The new cohort for 2008-09: For 2008-09, the 26 PEL participants will be assigned to project teams that will
address these topics:

Embedding Student Development Outcomes in the Undergraduate Experience (Office of Student
Affairs).
Reviewing and Pharmacy Admissions Criteria and Process (College of Pharmacy).
Implementing Cyberinfrastructure for 21st Century Research (Research Cyberinfrastructure
Alliance).
Faculty Incentives Pilot (CFANS).
Academic Analytics Strategy (Office of Planning/OIT).
For more information, see PEL or contact David Dorman at 612-626-0561.
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 The student-built Clean Hub is currently providing
water for a community garden in the Lower Ninth Ward
of New Orleans.

Class creation offers relief and promise
September 23, 2008

Prototype structure for disaster relief
in New Orleans may spawn other
uses

By Rick Moore

For weeks it stood mysteriously on
the sand lot behind Ralph Rapson
Hall on the Twin Cities campus—a
nondescript shipping container with
no apparent purpose. Then came the
transformation and the container
become a "clean hub," a structure
designed by 16 U architecture
students to provide sanitation
services for victims of natural
disasters.

In the June of 2007 the Clean Hub
prototype was sent off to its
destination—a community park in New Orleans's Lower Ninth Ward, an area ravaged by Hurricane
Katrina.

The Clean Hub is a portable, self-sustained structure that provides basic sanitation services. It
contains a composting toilet and a 4,400-gallon water storage tank that is replenished by a rooftop
tarp that catches rainwater. Electricity from solar panels powers the lights, water filtration system,
and composting toilet.

Under the direction of John Dwyer and Tom Westbrook, students in the Studio 4 architecture class
started with an empty shipping container and, over the course of a semester, turned it into a
structure capable of providing relief for people in great need.

"This will be the only functioning [sanitation] infrastructure in the whole [Lower Ninth Ward]," Dwyer
said at the unveiling.

Greta Gladney is a New Orleans community leader, and her family has lived in the Lower Ninth
Ward for six generations near the site of the Clean Hub's deployment. She made the trip to
Minneapolis and proudly surveyed the process of the students "assembling" the hub, which took just
under 50 minutes. "This is another example of the kindness of strangers helping with the rebuilding,"
Gladney said.

"The students worked far more than they should have for this level of
class," added Westbrook. What they were able to produce was "nothing
short of a miracle."

According to Westbrook, the students were aided by the donation of many materials for the clean
hub, including the shipping container itself, all of the steel, the toilet, solar panels, water tank, water
filter, and sink. And the Clean Hub almost exclusively uses recycled or everyday materials, meaning
the hub could be mass produced with relative ease and constructed on site using nearby materials.

For students, it was a chance to put their talents to work in producing something that may have a
lasting legacy. FEMA showed interest in the students' prototype, and Dwyer is now contemplating a
variety of other uses for variations of the model.

Aaron Wilson, who worked on the "tank team," said that after three years of learning through books,
it was wonderful to build something that will be used somewhere. "It was an amazing learning
experience," he said.

"The students worked far more than they should have for this level of class," added Westbrook.
What they were able to produce was "nothing short of a miracle."

A little more than a year after the Clean Hub arrived in New Orleans, it still resides in the Lower
Ninth Ward, where Dwyer says it's currently providing water for a community garden in which
sunflowers have been planted to mitigate soil concerns.

As another hurricane season sends more storms toward the gulf, and with New Orleans narrowly
escaping another large-scale disaster from Hurricane Gustav, the importance of ideas like the Clean
Hub again becomes obvious.

Dwyer says that he is trying to secure funding for larger pilot projects connecting the University to
students and faculty at universities in Indonesia, which would involve variations of the Clean Hub as
sanitation blocks or mobile medical facilities. He sees a number of uses relating to public health,
including the delivery of immunization supplies and nutrition supplements "securely and also frozen,
if necessary."

Dwyer says the Clean Hub could be a model for structures that would be "mass produce-able,"
mainly for disaster relief but also for use at places like construction sites, where recycled material
from job sites would be used.

Related link

Clean Hub virtual tour
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U researchers are hoping to
learn more about the
expatriate adjustment process
over a year.

Want to join?

The research team
welcomes interest from
other Minnesota companies
that may want to take part
in the study. Participating
organizations will receive a
summary report about
changes that occur for their
expatriates in the first year,
such as expatriate and
family adjustment, role
clarity, cultural
understanding, language
skills, and perceived career
development from the
assignment.

To participate or to learn
more, e-mail Erica Waldera
at walde057@umn.edu.

The expatriate experience

From eNews, September 25, 2008

What is life really like for professionals who leave the United States
to work in another country? How do they adjust to a new culture?
How does the experience impact them and their work?

Carlson School researchers are looking deeper into those
questions and others as part of one of the most extensive
assessments to date of expatriate life. Their study, supported by a
grant from the U's Office of International Programs and the Society
for Human Resource Management, involves tracking the
perceptions and experiences of business professionals at three
large corporations, including two from the Twin Cities area, from
the time they leave for their international assignments through their
first year working abroad.

"While the overall human resource knowledge base on expatriation
has increased exponentially in the last two decades, we still have
much to learn about the expatriate experience," says Connie
Wanberg, professor of human resources and industrial relations.

The research team includes Wanberg, who serves as principal
investigator; Erica Waldera and Jing Zhu, Ph.D. students at the
Carlson School; and David Harrison, a professor at Penn State
University.

"This study will help us learn more about the expatriate adjustment
process across time and the characteristics of expatriates who display
higher adjustment over the duration of their experience," says
Wanberg. Before leaving for their assignment, expatriates who
participate in the study complete an initial baseline survey, followed by
one survey each month for the first nine months of their assignment.
The design allows researchers to examine the changes for expatriates
that occur throughout a period of time and the impact of those
changes on the understanding of their jobs and of the culture.

The study currently involves 81 expatriates, with the goal of 120
participants. The researchers expect the data collection to take 18
more months to complete. Only expatriates leaving on assignments of
at least one year are eligible for the study.
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A "library" sign in Norwegian
and Russian letters in
Kirkenes, Norway.

The language of luxury

From eNews, September 25, 2008

Virtually every population in the world has at least one thing in
common: multinational companies are vying for its attention. From
General Mills operating in India to Godiva Chocolate in Paraguay,
advertising is one of the most significant expenditures companies
make the world over. University of Minnesota researcher Rohini
Ahluwalia asks: "To get the most bang for their buck, how should
these corporations talk to consumers - in English, their native
language, or both?"

Several countries in Southeast Asia, Europe, and North America,
among others, have bilingual populations that are fairly fluent in a
"foreign" language (typically English or French), as well as at least
one local or native language. In new research, Ahluwalia, an
associate professor of marketing at the Carlson School of
Management, and Aradhna Krishna of the University of Michigan
look at the complexity and benefits of advertising to these
populations.

"The issue of bilingual consumers is increasingly crucial for multinational corporations," said
Ahluwalia. "To someone in Spain, an advertisement for a luxury item from a foreign firm could have
a more positive impact if delivered in English or 'Spanglish,' [a mix of English and Spanish], than if it
were delivered in only Spanish. Conversely, if the advertised product was a necessity, the native
language may be more persuasive."

Advertising language will affect slogan evaluation for foreign corporations, but not for local
companies, Ahluwalia shows. To demonstrate the effect, the researchers conducted a study in India
where much of the population is fluent in English and Hindi, with both languages viewed favorably.
They found that while the Hindi language is associated with "belongingness" (close, friendly,
familiar), English is associated with "sophistication" (global, hip, upper class). For a necessary item
like laundry detergent, advertisers are better off using the native language for its relatibility. But for
luxury items, which can range from chocolate to a brand new car, a mixed-language approach will
be more effective.

"People expect mixed language from local companies. But from multinationals, it is unexpected; so
a customer's attention is grabbed by the second language in the ad. It makes the ad's language
stand out," explains Ahluwalia. "The consumer's focus on the language makes them think about the
associations of the language used; that is, what does it seem to convey? Sophistication, modernity,
or closeness? This effect could be very favorable for a foreign company selling a discretionary or
luxury product."
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Meg and Jim Stephenson huddle with their team in a
2005 meet against Iowa State.
Photos courtesy of U of M Athletics

Changing perceptions
September 24, 2008

By Rick Moore

In a nondescript building on the Twin
Cities campus where the historic Knoll
District meets University Avenue, a
group of dedicated, if not obsessive,
student-athletes trains for one of the
University's most demanding sports.

It's here in Peik Gym each winter that
the women's gymnastics team, under
the guidance of co-head coaches Jim
and Meg Stephenson, grinds through
four-hour practices up to five times a
week.

It's not a sport for those who thirst for
immediate gratification. "It takes us a
good four months to get into shape to
do a routine that [might] last 25
seconds," says Jim Stephenson, who has been coaching the Gophers for 16 years.

In addition to tapping every muscle in their bodies, there's also the requisite mental toughness—the
ability to "stay in a zone at a really high level," says Meg Stephenson, who has been coaching with
her husband for 26 years and joined him as co-head coach of the Gophers 11 years ago. "It's a
high-level, high-commitment sport."

That commitment extends to academics, as well. The team typically comes in with an average GPA
of 3.0 or higher—the Stephensons' standard for success.

Bridging the academic-athletic divide

Women's gymnastics is one of many sports at the U in which the student-athletes are successful in
both aspects of their name. (In addition to the classroom success, the team also won the Big Ten
championship in 1998 and 2006.) Yet there is a lingering perception that student-athletes are far
less dedicated to achieving an education than they are to their sport.

At the University, that perception was likely exacerbated by the academic fraud scandal of 1999. But
the U is certainly not alone in dealing with this issue. "For 100 years, there's been a divide between
the academic side of a university and the sports culture," says Jim.

Some people at the U are eager to change that perception. In 2004 the U Senate's Advisory
Committee on Athletics created a Subcommittee on Campus and Community Relations.

The committee hosts twice-yearly lunches where coaches of all sports are invited to meet with
chosen faculty to address issues of common concern. It has also spearheaded special deals for
faculty and staff to attend select Gopher sporting events.

The long-term aim is to bridge the gap between academics and athletics, and perhaps increase
attendance by staff at Gopher sporting events along the way.

"While there still is a lot of work that needs to be done, we're finding that the efforts are being well-
received," says Vickie Courtney, the U Senate office coordinator who is managing the initiative. "The
coaches have been very supportive of the initiative and want to connect with the academic side of
the University."

A sport for 'Type A's

Back in their modest, cozy office in the basement of Peik Gym, the Stephensons talk about why
they love coaching their sport, especially at Minnesota.

"It's a magnet for perfectionist kids," Jim says. ("'Type A's," Meg interjects.)

"What we love about collegiate gymnastics is that it's a women's form of gymnastics," says Meg,
explaining that the artistry is much more mature than in youth gymnastics.

"The presentation you see with collegiate athletes only comes with the experience you get from 15
to 18 years [in the sport]," Jim adds.

They point out that there's an emphasis for coaches to bring in top academic performers who also
happen to play sports. "We really recruit kids who are interested in getting a degree," Meg says.

"We know that with the help they get here through academic services, they can succeed," she adds.
"We can't speak enough about the support they get as athletes. And they should get it. They have a
full-time job representing the University."

And if the U Senate's initiative can help spread the word about the wonderful things happening with
student-athletes at the U, the Stephensons will be thrilled.

"Our media tend to go berserk on the bad news, and there's so much good news—especially in
athletics—but it doesn't get out there," Meg says. "I think the University and the community would
rally around athletics much more if they knew the great stories."
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Apostolos Georgopoulos, Regents Professor of
neuroscience and neurology, has found patterns in the
brain's magnetic signals associated with several brain
disorders.

Photo: Patrick O'Leary

See how it works
See animation for a
visualization (opens new
window) of how the test
works, patterns seen in
Alzheimer’s disease and
mild cognitive impairment,
and how an alcoholic's
brain changes as he
abstains from alcohol.

An orderly test for brain disorders
September 25, 2008

Spotting abnormal mental functioning
in the magnetic activity of the brain

By Deane Morrison

People with brain disorders like
schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease,
or multiple sclerosis may not be able
to tell a doctor what’s bothering them.
But now their brain cells can, thanks
to some ingenious detective work by
University researcher Apostolos
Georgopoulos.

Using a technique called
magnetoencephalography (MEG),
Georgopoulos and his research team
were able to find patterns of magnetic
activity in the brain’s cerebral cortex
that reliably signalled the presence of
those three disorders, plus chronic
alcoholism, Sjögren’s syndrome,
facial pain, and normal brain function.

The technique is the first to measure how the brain functions in real time. It may lead to a
noninvasive test that could spot trouble in the early stages of a disease or monitor progress as
patients undergo treatment. Already, Georgopoulos has found that the brain patterns of people with
chronic alcoholism tend to revert toward normal as they abstain from alcohol.

"I did not expect to find this," says Georgopoulos, Regents Professor of Neuroscience and
Neurology. "It’s like a silent movie of the brain." Georgopoulos also directs the Brain Sciences
Center at the Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Medical Center, where he holds the American Legion
Brain Sciences Chair.

The advantage of MEG is its ability to detect brain activity on a scale of milliseconds. In contrast,
MRI scans are like snapshots with about a three-second exposure—much too long to detect the
rapid "crosstalk" of brain cells in a meaningful manner. And EEG signals are delayed and distorted
by passing through soft tissues and the skull, resulting in imprecise or unreliable readings,
Georgopoulos says.

In their MEG studies, the researchers placed an apparatus resembling a helmet over the heads of
the subjects, who were asked to follow a point of light with their eyes for 45 to 60 seconds. Inside
the helmet were 248 sensors, each of which detected the magnetic fields generated in a population
consisting of tens of thousands of cortical cells. Together, the sensors scanned the magnetic activity
over the whole cortex.

The researchers then used sophisticated statistics to zero in on a few interactions between cell
populations that varied according to different brain conditions. From the different patterns of
interactions in 142 subjects tested, they were able to identify with 100 percent accuracy which of the
six brain disorders a subject had been diagnosed with or if the subject had normal brain function.

"[This work] came out of my strong belief that the real function of the brain is in the interaction of its
elements—that is, in the crosstalk," says Georgopoulos. "Exchange of information is the essence of
brain function, which is defined as all interactions among all populations of cells.

"The dynamic function of the brain has been my obsession for years. For me, the biggest challenge
is to find how the brain works on the millisecond level with all the ‘buzzing’ going on."

The emphasis on populations of cells is no accident. For many years, neuroscientists have recorded
the activities of single neurons. But our brains are more like a vast array of neural choruses, each
consisting of many neurons that sing together and respond to other choruses. Or, on a more prosaic
note, one might say that the work of the brain is done by committee.

Georgopoulos and his colleagues are now beginning long-term
studies to see if they can predict the onset of Alzheimer’s disease.
They are also expanding their studies to include depression, fetal
alcohol syndrome, gambling, and mild cognitive impairment of various
kinds. And they’ve started taking data on a wide swath of healthy
volunteers between the ages of 8 and 100.

"He is a huge asset to the University, not only because of how smart
he is but because of how collaborative he is," says S. Charles Schulz,
head of the psychiatry department. 

In addition to his MEG work, Georgopoulos, in collaboration with Schulz, is studying brain disorders
by means of MRI and neuropsychological data, which is taken from pencil and paper or computer
tests of traits like attention, memory, and decision-making.

"In a preliminary study, we could differentiate young people with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder
from controls," says Schulz. "That is important in the early stages because clinical [signs] are not
really clear." The two resesarchers are now working to test statistical techniques to see if they can
determine, when a schizophrenia patient first visits, what the early response to medication will be,
so treatment can be better tailored to the person.
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Students in the interior design program at the College
of Design are learning how to create culturally sensitive
housing. Pictured here is the landscape of a residential
complex that includes gardening plots for families to
grow plants for cooking and medicinal purposes.

Making the house a home
September 26, 2008

U students are creating culturally
sensitive designs for new homes.

By Pauline Oo

A common feature of a Chinese home
is a well-ventilated kitchen, so the
smell of stir-fried shrimp in garlic
sauce, for example, or chicken in
simmering coconut curry doesn't
permeate the rest of the house.
However, a Chinese transplant in the
United States, especially one living in
a rented apartment, might not have
the luxury of, say, that kitchen window
near the stove.

In DHA 3605, an interior design
course at the University of Minnesota,
third-year students are learning how
to notice such cultural needs and to
create or fashion houses that could
host an assortment of lifestyles. They're studying what Tasoulla Hadjiyanni, their teacher, calls
"culturally sensitive housing."

"Culturally sensitive housing is not culturally specific housing," says Hadjiyanni, an assistant
professor of interior design. "There is no room for [the latter] in a culture like the U.S., where people
move around, because you want to retain the resale value. Culturally sensitive housing is housing
that supports diverse cultural needs, diverse ways of live."

Hadjiyanni, a Greek-Cypriot immigrant who grew up in Cyprus, teaches two sections of the course
and focuses the classes' attention on minority groups and new immigrant groups in Minnesota—
alternating between four, thus far. Last year, the students worked with Mexican and Ojibwe
communities. In 2006, it was the Hmong and Ojibwe. This semester, they turn their attention toward
Mexican and Somali households.

What sets Hadjiyanni's curriculum apart from other interior design classes is that it is rooted in her
scholarly research. Students take the information and photographs Hadjiyanni has culled from
personal interviews over the years with numerous displaced people and use them to create plans
for brand-new interior spaces.

Displacement itself, says Hadjiyanni, "is enough to cause psychological trauma and then, if you
cannot practice your religion or your traditions, it just adds mental and emotional strain on the
families."

Hadjiyanni's findings reveal that inhabitants of a house will transform the significance and function of
individual rooms, as well as adjust the aesthetics, to more closely align with their cultural identities.

"The Somalis will put triple layers of curtains because they like their rooms to be darker, and they
will decorate their walls with rugs that have koranic verses," she explains. "The Hmong will put up
tropical scenes and use the color green to remind them of the mountains they came from. Illegal
Mexicans who cross the Rio Grande by foot—and can't bring anything with them—would hang a
calendar with the Virgin of Guadalupe to create a sense of home in the house they end up sharing
with four or five strangers.

"We know that people are really creative, and they will find a way to retain their sense of
Ojibeweness, Mexicaness, or Hmongness in the home," continues Hadjiyanni. "So, in class we're
looking at what it is that we, as interior designers, could be doing."

The course culminates at the Hennepin History Museum with students displaying design proposals
that show how a particular cultural group can preserve its traditions and practices amidst strong
American influences. For example, a student drawing may offer a fireplace as a ‘central post' or
gathering place for Hmong families to share stories. (A central post is characteristic of Hmong
homes in Laos.) Or show a kitchen with something as simple as a door, which can be closed to
allow a Somali woman to cook unveiled. (In an open kitchen plan, a Muslim woman must cook
veiled if there are unrelated men, like friends or second cousins, nearby.)

The month long "Building Ties" exhibit, as it's known, is an effort to raise awareness among policy
makers and the general public "about who these people who are living in are communities are and
the issues they face," explains Hadjiyanni. "And hopefully, to come out with culturally sensitive
policies [that are currently lacking]."

"I did not fully understand [the term culturally sensitive housing] until I began involving myself with
another culture&mdash;researching it, visiting community members, and discussing it in class,"
says senior Alyssa Ludwig, whose design decisions were influenced by the craft-making traditions
of the Ojibwe. (She included a craft center in her home design.) "I've learned that not all buildings,
houses specifically, are suited for the needs of all cultural groups. This course made design
something more than a physical entity, it put heart and meaning into the very bones of the physical
structure. I found this very inspiring as a designer."

Hadjiyanni believes that her students start to understand how it might feel to "lose your language,
your family, your things that you decorate with." They begin to see, she says, "the ‘other' through the
eyes of themselves."

Although, Hadjiyanni's class is only working on designs for residential dwellings, culturally sensitive
designs are equally important for other buildings, such as hospitals, schools, and airports.

"It has to go everywhere," she says. "It's almost like green design. It took years for that to be so
mainstream. Celebrating differences and caring for differences is huge because of globalization
forces."
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The art of funding

The Imagine Fund was
created from a major
McKnight Foundation gift,
with added support from
funds within the Graduate
School and Office of the
Vice President for
Research. Money for
endowed chairs was
provided by the Permanent
University Fund, a public
endowment derived from
sources such as state iron
ore taxes, royalties, and
federal land grants. For
more, see the news
release.

Don't pass this up

If you're a University of
Minnesota student and
want to explore the arts,
check out the new Arts
Pass. Through May 16,
2009, you can get passes
to six shows on campus for
$50. Find out what shows
are included and how to get
a pass by visiting the Arts
Pass Web site.

A flying start for the arts
September 26, 2008

Why the new Imagine Fund is critical

By Deane Morrison

In 1976 Eileen Zeitz found herself in
Argentina when the military ousted
President Isabel Perón and installed a
military junta. It was particularly hard
for Zeitz because she knew several
Argentine newspaper reporters,
whose profession put them at high
risk of being kidnapped and murdered
by the junta and joining the ranks of
"the disappeared."

"It was appalling," says Zeitz, now a
Spanish professor at UMD. "I became
a poet and short-story writer in
Spanish to give a voice to the disappeared." She now has produced three books of poetry and a
collection of short stories, but only because she was able to travel to Argentina in the first place.

Finding the means to travel is among several financial obstacles for faculty in the arts, humanities,
or design. But this fall the University of Minnesota is reshaping the landscape with the new "Imagine
Fund," a $1.3 million systemwide initiative to support faculty in those fields regardless of rank or
tenure status.

The fund creates 250 annual awards of $3,000, which faculty
recipients can use to enhance their research or teaching. Other
features include new endowed chairs and a special fund to encourage
innovation, collaboration, and greater public engagement by faculty.
The program begins this fall and should be in full swing next year.

The Imagine Fund gives a leg up to University faculty whose work is
central to success in many crucial areas, says Jon Binks, assistant to
University Provost and fund creator Tom Sullivan. For example, in the
Iraq War, cultural, language, and historical misunderstandings have
played a central role. Terrorism, too, has many facets that arts,
humanities, and design faculty have insight into.

"Humanities are what allows people to be strong critical thinkers and
helps them understand [interpersonal] differences and overcome
them," adds Zeitz.

"Humanities are what allows people to be strong
critical thinkers and helps them understand [interpersonal] differences
and overcome them."

Art history professor Gabriel Weisberg says the new initiative can only help the status of the arts
and humanities, whose meager research budgets have cast them in the role of "a poor stepchild"
within academia. Travel money is especially tight, and faculty in these fields have a much smaller
range of external resources available to them than, say, those in many sciences and engineering.

"Arts and humanities research is not very strongly supported in the United States," Weisberg says.
But at the same time, "it's almost impossible for foreigners to get money to do research in Europe.
It's almost unheard-of."

For an American like Weisberg, whose research on art is centered in
France, this is a major issue. His work often involves face-to-face
negotiations to arrange exhibits, as well as the study of original
documents.

"You can't do a lot of this research on the Internet. You can't do it by e-
mail or conference calls," he says. "You have to look at the whites of
their eyes. With a weak dollar, I don't know how junior faculty can
afford to do this."

An Imagine Fund award, however, would be very helpful in getting a
faculty member abroad. "It at least gets them a foot in the door," says
Weisberg. "I think it's terrific."

Travel isn't the only thing, though. University dance professor Carl Flink knows from experience with
his own company, Black Label Movement, how expensive it is to mount performing arts productions.

"To have eight to 10 dancers in one space for an hour costs $100 to $300," he says. "Three
thousand dollars would cover a lighting designer and a stage manager for a show. It's kindling--a
starting point."

And a darned important one. To pull in a grant, says Flink, a person often needs to have money
already in hand to convince the granting agency he or she is worthy of its support. With an Imagine
Fund award, "lots of professors will be starting the year not at zero, but at $3,000."

Too often, arts, humanities, and design have been underappreciated as a force in keeping the
University vigorous, says Flink.

"Dance, theatre, music, and visual arts are often put forward in images to show a vibrant institution,"
he observes. "But [until now] there hasn't been a culture shift to support the things the University
uses to advertise itself and project its public face. I already feel the University is advanced in its
thinking about visual arts and performing arts. But the Imagine Fund is a high-profile way of stating it
to the U community and the community at large."
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Beekeeper Kevin Williams holds up a frame of
honeybees to a group of awestruck schoolchildren. The
museum keeps a hive of bees on its roof for
educational purposes.

Photo by Patrick O'Leary

Straight from Kevin the
beekeeper's mouth...  

* Honeybees are
nectarivores. They’ll collect
nectar and pollen from any
flowering plant, including
weeds like dandelions.
* Yellow jackets and wasps
are carnivorous, and in
August they can get very
aggressive because they're
looking for food to feed their
young. They'll buzz around
your soda pop or bologna
sandwich if you're eating
outside. They'll also go after
honeybees at this time of
the year.  
* You don’t have to run
away from either wasps or
honeybees; just don't put
them in your mouth.
  * For the most part, bees
arent going to mess with
you unless you’re
threatening them or
intentionally messing with
their hive.
  * If something does sting
you because you've been
trying to shoo it away, it’s a
yellow jacket, not a
honeybee—because
honeybees are
sweethearts.
* If you look at a honeybee,
it looks almost like a teddy
bear because it's furry all
over. Yellow jackets and
wasps are smooth.
Bumblebees are also furry,
but they're yellow and
black. Honeybees tend to
be orange and black or
orange and brown.
 To learn more about
honeybees, visit the U's
Bee Lab.

Bee education program at the Bell
September 29, 2008

Local schoolchildren can get up close
to bees at the U's Bell Museum

By Pauline Oo

Spend five minutes with Kevin
Williams and you'll know why kids
love him. Williams, the curator of
education at the University of
Minnesota's Bell Museum of Natural
History, is bubbly and playful, and
keeper of honeybees, scorpions,
tarantulas, cockroaches, and other
varieties of creepy crawlies—or "really
pretty bugs," depending on whom you
ask.

Williams started a bee education
program at the Bell about 10 years
ago. But his amateur bee-keeping
skills proved disastrous ("I just
couldn't keep them alive") and the
bee program fell by the wayside. In
2003, Williams resurrected the program, having developed his beekeeper skills, and today he gets
two or three requests a week to bring honeybees out into elementary classrooms.

"I saw right away that bees had a lot of potential for being of interest to the public and [a bee
education program would be] such a good blend of agriculture and environmental issues," says
Williams. "The program has grown over the years—mostly through word-of-mouth—and I'm getting
more calls for visits because the teachers are all aware of what's going on [with parasitic varroa
mites and the colony collapse disorder], and they know how important honeybees are. About one-
third of all of our food is the result of pollination [including fruit, fiber, nut, and vegetable crops]; even
the food cattle eat, like alfalfa and clover, are pollinated by honeybees."

While most museums offer one-hour or daylong educational programs, Williams says the Bell's
niche is cultivating long-term relationships. The Bell Museum was established as Minnesota's state
natural history museum in 1872. It has the region's largest scientific collections of invertebrates (any
animal without a spinal column), mammals, birds, plants, fungi, and insects.

"When I go out to schools, I usually talk to the teacher beforehand to set up a suite of activities that
will support the curricula she or he is working on," explains Williams, who's been working at
museums for about 35 years—the Bell for the past 26. "I don't like and I don't do canned programs. I
like to set stuff up and then go out again the following week or in a couple of weeks to interact with
the teacher and students."

For example, he might bring honey-extracting equipment into the
classroom for children to extract their own honey, bottle it, and take it
home. "I've done that a couple times in the past but have had several
requests for such an experience this year," says Williams. "Nothing's
funnier than a class of third graders with 10 gallons of liquid honey.
After a couple hours they look like flies stuck on fly-paper."

In his presentations, Williams also talks about bee research at the U.
University entomologist Marla Spivak, for example, has developed a
new strain of honeybees called "Minnesota Hygienic" that can keep
hives clean and free of the destructive varroa mite.

Williams oversees a colony of 60,000 bees on the Bell's roof, but he
also keeps bees on the back porch of his home in St. Paul, and uses
bees from both hives "so I don't overtax any of the bees."

Bees, says Williams, are fairly self-sufficient. He checks on them once
a week or once every couple of weeks to make sure that the queen is
healthy and that the hive looks strong. Then, either in the spring or fall,
he medicates them for varroa mites. When winter approaches, he has
to wrap the crate-like hive in a cardboard box.

"The bees stay active all winter long," he says. "They don't leave the
hive but they maintain a very warm temperature inside their hive to
keep from freezing."

In addition to school visits, Williams tempts the elementary students to
the Bell by promising himself in full beekeeper regalia. "I line them up
against my window and have them close the window after I crawl out
in my suit," he explains. "I then open up the screen windows and show
the kids the hive and talk to them about it. I'll pull out the frames so
they can look at the queen."

For more information about the Bell Museum of Natural History's bee
(and also insect) outreach or education programs, call 612-624-7083.
School children can also get up close to the bees at the Bell's Touch
and See Room on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.

Related link

Bell's Touch and See Room
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The prints in artist R. Luke DuBois's "Hindsight is
Always 20/20" exhibition take the form of eye charts
based on the most commonly used words in State of
the Union addresses.

Executive summaries
October 5, 2008

Weisman exhibition reflects the vision
of our presidents

By Rick Moore

Artist R. Luke DuBois has put a new
spin on the standard Snellen eye
chart found in the offices of
optometrists.

Most eye charts have 11 lines of
single block letters, and the letters
decrease in size with each line to help
test our eyes' acuity. DuBois offers a
different type of examination. Using a
database, he sorted State of the
Union addresses from U.S. presidents
according to word frequency and put
the most common words in eye chart
form. The result is an exhibition of 41
prints titled "Hindsight is Always
20/20," which runs at the Weisman Art Museum through January 4.

The 66-word charts reveal the concerns and the vocabularies of our leaders through various eras—
westward expansion, slavery, depression, and times of war.

"We wanted to present this exhibition because we're involved in a year-long project at the Weisman
that looks at democracy and citizenship," says Weisman associate curator Diane Mullin. "Here's
another perspective on those themes—using database technology to create art and to critique how
information is presented in a democratic society."

DuBois is a musician and composer by training who lives in New York and teaches at Columbia
University and New York University. Presenting lists of information is a theme of his work; other
DuBois projects have analyzed the Academy Awards, Billboard magazine's Top 40 charts, and other
iconic lists from American pop culture.

"I was trying to represent canonicity—how we make lists of things and in effect canonize them," he
says. "I examined how that process works in a democracy, how we ascribe value to things that
aren't necessarily democratically chosen. For example, to get a hit on the Billboard charts, you have
to have major corporations behind your music. This is fundamentally undemocratic, but we think of
these as lists of the best in society, when indeed that's not quite true."

E = ?

The prints in "Hindsight" are arranged throughout adjoining rooms in the Weisman in chronological
order by presidency, and the top three lines of each list grab the viewer like a two-inch headline on a
newspaper.

ENEMY
FAVORABLE/ ARMS
COMMAND/ REQUIRED/ SERVICES
James Madison, president from 1809-1817.

CORPORATIONS
RAILROADS/ WAGE
REAL/ MOREOVER/ DEAL
Theodore Roosevelt, president from Jr., 1901-09.

Part of the intrigue with "Hindsight" can be jumping around from room to room at the Weisman and
guessing the president—or at least the era—based on the top word or the first few words:

UNEMPLOYMENT
As you might guess, that was the number one word in the State of the Union address from Herbert
Hoover, who presided over the country during the Great Depression.

TONIGHT
VIETNAM/ TRY
Lyndon B. Johnson, during the Vietnam war.

SLAVERY
Was that the top word from Abraham Lincoln? No, it was from James Buchanan, who was president
from 1857-1861. Lincoln's top word was EMANCIPATION.

And there are some interesting juxtapositions to be found, especially in words that appear together.
JOBS AHEAD is in the third line of Franklin D. Roosevelt's print; REALIZE HOPES in the second
line of John F. Kennedy's; and VIETNAM TRY in the second line for Lyndon B. Johnson.

Then there is the most frequently used State of the Union word for our first and current presidents.
George Washington's is GENTLEMEN, while George W. Bush's is TERROR. In fact, the next three
lines for Bush are just as clear in illuminating our era and his presidency:

IRAQ/ IRAQI
TERRORIST/ AL/ QAIDA
REGIME/ HUSSEIN/ MASS/ HOMELAND

DuBois is especially intrigued by the comparisons of Washington and Bush. "Had George
Washington lost the election 250 years ago, he would have been hanged for treason to the British
crown and gone down in history as a terrorist, yet his number one word is ‘gentlemen.'"

"Had George Washington lost the election 250 years ago, he would have
been hanged for treason by the British crown and gone down in history
as a terrorist, yet his number one word is 'gentlemen.'"

While "Hindsight" is clearly visual—as well as metaphorical—DuBois's work is never far removed
from his musical background. "Everything I do I think of as music," he says. "Even these eye charts I
think of as music or poetry. I don't think of myself as a visual artist, I think of myself as a composer."

And so it makes sense that another event related to "Hindsight" is focused on music. On October 11
the Weisman will present "HearSIGHTED," an evening of music, dancing, food, and drink in
conjunction with the "Hindsight" exhibit. You can hear electronic music performances by U students
and catch a special performance by DuBois at 9:30 p.m. For more information, see
Hindsight/HearSIGHTED.

Christopher James also contributed to this article.
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The galaxy known as M81 rivals the Milky Way in size
and lies 12 million light-years away. Two University of
Minnesota researchers were on a team that surveyed
the stars of M81 and 68 other nearby galaxies with the
Hubble Space Telescope.

Credit: NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team
(STScI/AURA)

ANGST in the Milky Way neighborhood
October 6, 2008

U researchers took part in the Hubble
Telescope’s ANGST survey of nearby
galaxies

By Deane Morrison

The stars in Hollywood may conceal
their ages from snoops, but the ones
in the sky can't escape the cosmic
paparazzi. Even if they keep their
distance—up to 13 million light-years
of it—they have nowhere to hide from
astrophysicists like the University of
Minnesota's Evan Skillman.

Skillman, a professor of astronomy,
and graduate student Dan Weisz are
part of a team that surveyed about 14
million stars in 69 nearby galaxies
with NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. Measuring the ages of
stars in those galaxies opens the door
to discovering whether our Milky
Way's evolution is ordinary or
exceptional.

If ordinary, we can use it as a model of galaxies throughout the Universe and dream that plenty of
them harbor Earth-like planets and intelligent life. But either way, the data will help astrophysicists
trace the evolution of galaxies into the astonishing variety of forms we see today.

For example, galaxies like the Milky Way and its nearest large neighbor, Andromeda, have a large
bright disc of stars. Other galaxies pack their stars into a football shape. "Dwarf" galaxies are very
small, and many of them end up being torn to shreds by the tidal forces of larger ones, including the
Milky Way. "The main question is, how are galaxies formed and how do they evolve?" says
Skillman. "This survey will be useful for the next decade or more."

If you look at a galaxy through a backyard telescope, you'll see a blur of light from billions of stars.
But the Hubble can pick out single stars because it orbits high enough to be free of the distorting
effects of Earth's atmosphere.

Known by the acronym ANGST (ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey Treasury), the Hubble survey included
Skillman and Weisz because of their demonstrated skills in writing computer programs to analyze
data from dwarf galaxies in the Milky Way's neighborhood.

"We got data from 130 orbits of the Hubble between September 2006 and January 2007," says
Skillman of the ANGST survey. "With all the data coming in, it was like Christmas every week."

Seeing the future

A galaxy's fate is determined largely by its pattern of star formation over time, says Skillman, who
has spent 10 years using Hubble data to study the process. An extensive data set like ANGST will
help astrophysicists predict the evolution of galaxies so distant that we see them as they were
several billion years ago. Images of such galaxies give no clue how they have evolved since then;
some might even have turned into twins of the Milky Way, complete with intelligent life.

The key to predicting a distant galaxy's future begins with measuring the color and brightness of
thousands of stars in nearby galaxies. From that data, astrophysicists can calculate the stars' ages
and reconstruct the "fossil history" of the closer galaxy as it evolved through star formation.

They will compare, for example, the "fossil portrait" of that galaxy as it was eight billion years ago to
an actual galaxy eight billion light-years away. A striking resemblance would imply that the two
galaxies have evolved in the same way over the last eight billion years. A key trait is the amounts of
metals like iron and nickel; if high, it implies that solid, Earth-like planets may have formed in the
distant galaxy.

Galaxies that have produced lots of heavier elements such as metals are said to be chemically
enriched. The Milky Way is one, but is it a rare bird or typical enough to continue as a model of how
galaxies evolve?

"One thing we know about the Milky Way is its history of getting chemically enriched," says
Skillman. "But that part [of a galaxy's character] isn't well known for other galaxies. If the star
formation history for our galaxy is unique, then our inferences about the chemical evolution of other
galaxies would be off."
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The $9 million biomass
gasification facility at the
University of Minnesota,
Morris officially opened on
October 3.

Watch a video on how the
biomass facility is changing
the University of Minnesota,
Morris and its surrounding
community or listen to an
audio clip.

Biomass gasification
coordinator Joel Tallaksen
examines air filter monitors
that measure possible
pollutants in exhaust from the
new facility.

From field to furnace
Researchers at the U's West Central Research and Outreach
Center chart a path to a green community

By Sara Specht

Do you know how much it costs to buy and transport 1,700 tons of
corn stover? Neither did anyone else a year ago. But in the past
several months, University of Minnesota alum Joel Tallaksen of the
West Central Research and Outreach Center (WCROC) has had to
figure that out to prepare for last Friday's launch of the new $9
million biomass gasification facility on the Morris campus.

The answer? About $54 per ton, though with fuel prices on the rise,
Tallaksen predicts next year's supply might be closer to $65 per
ton.

Almost three years ago, the Minnesota Legislature approved a
bonding bill that allocated $6 million to construct a biomass
gasification demonstration and research facility at the University of
Minnesota, Morris (UMM). This fall, the facility is beginning to burn
a wide variety of biomass including corn stalks and small grain
straw to provide more than 80 percent of the campus's heating and cooling needs. By next spring
the campus hopes to have designed and installed an absorption chiller into the gasification unit to
power the campus air conditioners. Additional modifications will enable the facility to generate
electricity from the steam of both heating and cooling systems for use on campus or for external
sale. "We're using the campus as a community model," says Tallaksen. Biomass sources do not
produce greenhouse gases and emit fewer pollutants than traditional fuel sources such as coal, oil,
and wood. So, the plant will replace most of the natural gas the campus uses, and the three-and-a-
half year old wind turbine will fill the electricity needs. Only a mile from the Morris campus, the 367-
foot turbine supplies half the electricity for the campus and its 2,000 students.

"We think we can make the [campus] carbon neutral or even carbon negative within a couple of
years," he adds.

Unlike most industrial gasifiers, the one installed at UMM can process
a wide variety of biomass feedstocks at much lower quantities.
Furthermore, most gasifiers are created for a specific type of biomass
and are unable to switch from one to another. The WCROC plans to
work with UMM and with the College of Food, Agricultural, and Natural
Resource Sciences on the Twin Cities campus to create a curriculum
based on the plant's research. The facility, however, has already
become a resource for industry professionals, many of whom toured
the plant prior to its October 3 launch.

"Gasification is a fairly old technology, as is using biomass," says Tallaksen. "What we don't know is
how to make this work so everyone does it sustainably with some profit. These issues are much
bigger than a lot of people outside the industry think, and all the variables from field to facility [aren't
mapped out]."

The major factor in accomplishing
all this, Tallaksen has found, is in
utilizing the resources at hand.
Western Minnesota has plenty of
wind and agricultural biomass, so
the Morris system makes a good
model for the state. But
transportation costs quickly offset
profits, so the closer the biomass
the better. The WCROC facility
contracted most of its corn stover
from within 15 miles of campus.

"We're replacing about $900,000 of natural gas with biomass, and all that money will be spent in the
local community," Tallaksen says. According to the Department of Energy, increased demand for
production and processing of biomass will not only support traditional U.S. commodities such as
corn, it will create new cash crops for America's farmers and foresters, as well as encourage better
use of agricultural and forestry residues.

"By integrating these different systems [biomass and wind energy], we think we can make our
community healthy and energy self-sufficient," he adds. "That's the ultimate goal."

Learn more about the biomass project at UMM.
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Giving voice to voters

The two major party candidates are in an exciting neck-and-neck race for the White House and the
election is only weeks away. To help motivate and teach young adults with disabilities about voting
and about other ways to participate in the political process, the Institute on Community Integration
(ICI) in the U's College of Education and Human Development launched the My Voice, My Vote
project.

Historically, voter participation has been lower among people with disabilities than in the general
population. Among the contributing factors is a lack of awareness about voter accommodations and
how to use them. Additionally, in some states some individuals with disabilities are not allowed to
vote under state law. My Voice, My Vote, a collaborative project among ICI, the Humphrey Institute's
Center for Democracy and Citizenship, Partnership Resources Inc., and the Minneapolis Public
Schools, with support from the Minnesota Secretary of State's office, seeks to help turn that around.

The project is aimed primarily at Minnesota's young adults with disabilities, educators in high school
and transition programs, and community service providers and advocates, and it offers a number of
resources they can use to increase civic engagement and voting among young adults with
disabilities.

"In 2008, Minnesota could set a record for voter participation," says project director Chris Bremer.
"The Secretary of State's office has set a goal of '80 in 08'--80 percent turnout for this year's
election. Minnesota is already known for its high rate of voting and more participation by people with
disabilities could put us over the top."

In July, the project held a one-day workshop where young adults with disabilities learned what it
means to be a citizen and how to exercise one's right to vote. Jerry Smith of the ICI's RTC Media
filmed the workshop for a video that will include segments on how to use regular and adapted voting
equipment and on voting methods available in Minnesota. The video is available on the My Voice,
My Vote Web site.

"In doing the workshop, we saw how excited young adults with disabilities are about getting involved
as citizens and voting," says Bremer. "We hope this project contributes to increased participation in
November and in future elections."

The Charles and Mabel Williams Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation funded the project with a
$4,075 grant.
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University of Minnesota alum
Ingrid Schneider, who also
heads up the U's Tourism
Center, is looking at why
Minnesotans are participating
less in outdoor recreational
activities.

About face
U's tourism director tracks the changing faces of outdoor
recreation.

By Sara Specht

It must be the video games, or just a crazy, busy schedule.
Whatever the reason, something is keeping more people, and
generally younger people, inside and away from Minnesota parks
and outdoor recreation. In recent years, state and national parks
have drawn fewer visitors, and the state has issued fewer fishing
and hunting licenses. Most outdoor recreational activities in
Minnesota have seen decreasing participation.

Following these trends is Ingrid Schneider, director of the
University of Minnesota Tourism Center and professor in the
Department of Forest Resources, who works with researchers and
communities to figure out why times are changing and, hopefully,
how to change with them.

"Evidence points to an ongoing and fundamental shift away from nature-based recreation," says
Schneider. "But we do know that more than 30 percent of Minnesotans do participate in all sorts of
outdoor activities, and the majority of Minnesotans believe outdoor recreation is important to them
and to the economy."

In fact, not all outdoor activities are experiencing a decline. All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) sales have
been increasing since the mid-1990s, and Minnesota is one of the top 10 states in ATV participation.
It is the users who have changed, and they're getting older. In the past, adults under age 35
reported the highest per-capita recreation hours; in a more recent survey, that group reported fewer
hours than adults from 35 to 54. Parks and recreation managers have been left with the challenge of
appealing to the sensibilities of new audiences, leading to the evolution of activities designed to
ease access and engage the video game generation. Geocaching, for instance, provides
participants with GPS equipment for an outdoor treasure hunting game. But Schneider thinks there
may be more to the trends than generational impacts.

"I think supporting and adding complexity to the issue is a diversified population," she says. "The
face of Minnesota is changing. In order to be successful, Minnesota recreation opportunities will
have to change with it."

Schneider predicts that a next step for recreation managers will be to understand and plan for a
more culturally diverse Minnesota. New studies will have to consider communicating to groups with
different needs, different recreational traditions, language barriers, and perhaps a perceived sense
of unwelcomeness.

So, what new activities and technologies will evolve from this next stage of development for
Minnesota's lakes and parks?

Schneider says that while efforts now are focusing on making outdoor recreation available and
accessible for groups that may not have grown up knowing how to fish or camp, the long term is just
too hard to predict. For example, who could have foreseen heliskiing?

"If only I had a crystal ball," she says. "We see the population projections. The next generation is
going to look different, both in their participation and their characteristics. Recreation managers will
be successful if they can be attentive to their visitors and their non-visitors alike."
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The U's School of Nursing and
Center for Spirituality &
Healing are working together
to meet consumer needs for
health care that integrates
alternative therapies, like
meditation and essential oils.

DNP with a difference

When planning began for
the School of Nursing's new
doctor of nursing practice
(DNP) program, many
faculty wanted to
incorporate integrative
health and healing into one
of the program's specialties.
During a discussion about
which specialty would be
the best fit, someone
asked: Would any DNP
graduate not need the
knowledge?

"The answer was, 'no,'"
says Mary Jo Kreitzer,
director of the Center for
Spirituality & Healing.

As a result, the DNP
program, implemented in
spring 2007, incorporates
complementary and
alternative therapies in all
specialties. Beginning in fall
2009, a post-baccalaureate
DNP specialty in integrative
health and healing will also
be available for those
wishing a primary focus on
this area of nursing. Learn
more about the program.

Body, mind, spirit
School of Nursing's collaboration with the Center for Spirituality
and Healing is reshaping care delivery

By Mary King Hoff

For many people, good health care is synonymous with curing
illness or fixing what's broken. But nurses understand that good
health care is more than that. It nurtures the health of the whole
person: body, mind, and spirit. Good health care supports a healthy
lifestyle, promotes health, provides healthful and healing
environments, honors multiple traditions, and strives to prevent
illness and injury.

This holistic philosophy is the basis for the decade-long
collaboration between the University of Minnesota's School of
Nursing (SoN) and the Center for Spirituality & Healing (CSH).
"Our partnership with the Center is a core partnership of the
School," says Connie Delaney, School of Nursing dean. "We
understand that integrative health practices are essential to the full
experience of health and the treatment of illness for patients,
families, and communities."

In 1999, Mariah Snyder, professor emeritus, and the center's first
director of graduate studies, launched a graduate minor in complementary therapies and healing
practices. The minor has been very popular with master's and doctoral students in nursing. Ten SoN
faculty currently hold appointments in the Center, and many teach in its graduate program.

In 2000, the center received a $1.6 million grant from the National Center for Complementary and
Alternative Medicine of the National Institutes of Health. The grant supported an initiative to
integrate complementary therapies into the curricula of the SoN and the Colleges of Medicine and
Pharmacy. The grant also supported the development of online learning for health professionals.

According to Linda Halc?n, associate professor of nursing, the initiative has helped health care
education meet consumers' growing expectations for a more multidimensional, whole-person
approach to health.

"The public is already there," says Halc?n, who also serves as CSH director of graduate studies. "If
we're going to be credible, we have to be there, too."

CSH has also launched a Web site for consumers (www.takingcharge.csh .umn.edu) that offers
overviews of complementary therapies such as aromatherapy and traditional Chinese medicine,
many of which were authored by the U's nursing faculty. Visitors to the site will also find an
interactive personal health planner that will help them create and track personal health goals.

Spreading the word

Last June, SoN and CSH, in collaboration with Woodwinds Health Campus in
Woodbury, Minnesota, offered a five-day professional development program
for nurses, nursing faculty, and other health care providers. Participants came
from all over the United States as well as from Korea, Germany, Japan, and
England.

The goal of the program, which was based at Woodwinds, was to
prepare participants to teach about integrative and holistic health and
healing and to integrate complementary therapies and healing
practices into various health care settings.

On the practice front, Georgia Nygaard, a clinical assistant professor,
is helping to ensure a range of complementary therapies are available
to residents of the Powderhorn and Central neighborhoods of south
Minneapolis.

The Pillsbury House Integrated Health Clinic, which opened in
November 2007, brings together medical, nursing, complementary,
and alternative medicine practitioners. Under Nygaard's supervision,
University nursing students team up with students from a wide variety
of disciplines including medicine, chiropractic, acupuncture and
Oriental medicine, massage therapy, and psychology. Working
together, students and patients determine which treatments will be
most effective in supporting optimal health.

Creating a new model

Recently, the Academic Health Center administration asked the School of
Nursing and the Center for Spirituality & Healing to lead the development of a
"person-centric" care delivery model as an alternative to the current system.

"The [current] system is broken," Halc?n says. "There's a sense
among health professionals at every level that this is really a mess."

The new model is based on a systems approach to care. It would take into account the individual's
family, health profile, and environmental context. The model emphasizes personal responsibility for
health and personal participation in choices for healing.

The goal is "better outcomes at lower cost," says Kreitzer. "We envision a health care commons, a
portal where people could access seamless, personalized, and holistic care." In other words, a
"one-stop shop" where people could gather information about treatment options and coordinate their
health care services.

Halc?n believes that the University of Minnesota is the perfect place to create this new model.

"Things are opening up quickly [at our School of Nursing]--the right people are in place in leadership
positions and faculty members feel permission to be creative," she says. "There's a lot going on
here."
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While study abroad is often mandatory for an M.B.A.,
the U's requirement for undergraduate travel is unique
among public universities.

Global standard at Carlson
October 8, 2008

Beginning this fall, students at the U's
business school are required to travel
abroad

By Pauline Oo

Beginning this fall, students at the
University of Minnesota's Carlson
School of Management are required
to have an international experience
before they can graduate. The
reason: The business world is
becoming more global. While
international programs are often
included in M.B.A. programs, the U's
requirement for undergraduate travel
is unique among public universities.
Currently, about 46 percent of Carlson
School undergrads study abroad, but
the new requirement will send nearly
all of them to the far corners of the world in pursuit of a four-year degree.

By interning abroad, students immerse themselves in the business and culture of another country
and get a taste of what it takes to compete in the global economy. That sits well with Michael
Houston, the Carlson School's associate dean of international programs.

"Some students may say, 'I don't need international experience. I want to take over mom and pop's
furniture store," he says. "My response is: 'What if IKEA moves in next door?' If you have an
understanding of how the global economy works, then you are better able to deal with foreign
competition even if you never again set foot outside the state."

Carlson students will have no trouble fulfilling the new requirement. The school, one of the top 20
public business schools as ranked by U.S. News & World Report, is expanding its already
numerous and varied offerings for both undergrads and graduate students who want to study or
work abroad. In addition to traditional study-abroad programs, students can choose a short-term
program between semesters or take a course that includes a foreign component. (See a global map
of Carlson's international programs.) The school also plans to raise scholarships to help students
meet the international requirement and graduate in four years.

"Some students may say, 'I don't need international experience. I want
to take over mom and pop's furniture store," he says. "My response is:
'What if IKEA moves in next door?'"

"We have students from small towns, ones who've traveled abroad, and others who have worked
with immigrant communities," says Anne D'Angelo King, Carlson's assistant dean of international
programs. "The Carlson School already has and is meeting a global mission. This [requirement]
solidifies it."

According to D'Angelo King, students who come to the U from another country are not subject to the
requirement but can participate if they wish. "We want to recognize the fact that students on F1
visas are in the United States as their international experience," she explains, "but did not want to
exclude these students if they would like to have another opportunity."

Carlson School students have already responded enthusiastically to the new requirement,
recognizing that even a short time overseas can greatly enrich their perspective.

"When I first arrived in Paris for my connecting flight to Copenhagen I was so scared," says Abbey
Hallberg who chose the business exchange program to Denmark. "It was the farthest I had ever
been from home.

"[Now] I cannot stress enough how the experience of living in Copenhagen for a semester has
contributed to my professional and personal development. I feel like I can go anywhere I want and
achieve anything I set out to do."
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In addition to being a key piece of Minnesota's soccer
team this fall, Clare Grimwood is a dedicated student.
Last year she was named Academic All-Big Ten.

Photo: Patrick O'Leary

Balancing act
October 10, 2008

Student-athletes at the U discuss the
challenges of juggling coursework
with their sports

By Rick Moore

To an average, casual sports fan, it
might appear as if athletes on campus
live the life of Riley.

There are the team meals, the
scooters at the ready, and the
seemingly endless wardrobes of
maroon and gold sweats and hoodies.
There are the trips to exotic Big Ten
locales (if we make the leap for a
moment and consider Iowa City and
West Lafayette, Indiana, to be exotic).
And for certain spectator sports, there
can be a fair amount of fame.

But there's much more to the life of a student-athlete than meets the eye. Like the early-morning
weight room sessions while other students are sleeping. And the travel time spent reading textbooks
or writing papers that need to be turned in early. In fact, participating in a sport and keeping up with
class assignments often requires a balancing act worthy of Shawn Johnson... or, more
appropriately, Carmelina Carabajal (a Gopher gymnast).

For the most part, student-athletes at the U are an extremely dedicated bunch, adept at juggling
academics and athletics and proud of their classroom accomplishments. Six athletes shared their
time to talk about the adjustments they've learned to make, the help the U provides them, and what
people might be surprised to know about their lives.

Deon Hightower, football

Deon Hightower came to the Gopher football program in 2004 from Mansfield Summit High School
in Arlington, Texas. Weather notwithstanding, there was a definite learning curve.

"My biggest adjustment was just the actual workload of the sport," says Hightower, a fifth-year
player who has a degree in business and marketing and is now a graduate student in sports
management. "I don't think a lot of people realize that there is homework for football. You have to
study film, and you've got to know how to balance [that extra work] with your study hours."

He says freshman football players are required to spend 10 hours of time each week studying at the
Bierman athletic complex, which helps with the adjustment.

Hightower figures that staying ahead in school keeps him a leg up in his gridiron pursuits. "One of
my mottos is that if you take care of everything that's off the field, everything on the field will follow,"
he says. "If you're not stressing about classes [and things like that], when you go to the hotel on
Friday night you'll be able to focus on the task at hand, which is to win the game."

While some athletes choose to wear maroon and gold sweats and hoodies to class, Hightower
prefers to keep his identity as an athlete under wraps, more or less. "I want to be perceived as a
regular student," he says. "[And] I want to get my education as much, if not more, than the average
college student."

What does he think people would be surprised to learn about student-athletes?

"I think one of the most shocking things would be just the fact that every day your day starts at 7
a.m. or 6:30. When the average college student is struggling to get to class at 8 a.m., you've already
been up for two hours… You come to class tired, and people think you're tired because you stayed
up late, but you went to sleep at 9:00 and you're tired because you just came from a workout."

On the field:
Hightower, a fifth-year senior, notched 70 or more tackles in each of the last two seasons. Heading
into this season he was the Gophers' active leader in tackles with 148, and had registered 13.5
tackles for losses and forced four fumbles. Those numbers are continuing to grow; Hightower is one
of the leaders on a much-improved Gopher defense.

Clare Grimwood, soccer

Clare Grimwood is a gregarious senior from Eagan, Minnesota, pursuing a bachelor’s in individual
studies, which she describes as a program designed for students who know what they want to do
after graduation: "Ultimately, I want to be a creative director in an advertising firm."

"I thrive in competitive situations," she adds, "so I think that would be good for me."

Her main adjustment as a freshman was in managing her time and prioritizing her tasks. "I’ve
learned you can’t procrastinate as a student-athlete," she says. "With that has come a lot of maturity
in terms of getting things done on time and being on time. My responsibility has increased because
I’ve been able to manage a lot of different activities on my plate."

She serves on the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, which gets students involved with volunteer
activities like talking with elementary school kids about exercising and eating well. Grimwood also
found time to be in sorority for a year.

Like Hightower, she doesn’t typically wear athletic gear to class, even though she has a wardrobe
full of Nike swoosh—emblazoned garb. "I really try to keep my student life and my athlete life
completely separate," she says, adding that there may be one bad egg from a team and you don’t
know how that might affect [a professor’s impression of you] in the classroom.

Grimwood also points out that people generally have no idea how demanding it can be to participate
in a sport.

"They would be surprised at the amount of time and effort... and exhaustion that goes into being a
student-athlete," she says, and that’s on top of attending class and staying on top of schoolwork.
"You have to exert yourself to the extreme to get better at a sport, both physically and mentally."

On the field:
Grimwood is a senior midfielder who has started 55 of 57 career games for the Gophers heading
into the season. Last year she was third on the team in scoring and tied for second with five goals.
She was also named to the Big Ten All-Tournament Team and was Academic All-Big Ten.

Luke Silovich, men's track

Luke Silovich admits to struggling a bit in his early days as a student-athlete.

"I didn't adjust too well right away," Silovich says, "because it was nonstop every day from 8 a.m. to
9 p.m. It was classes, practice, eat, then study, and then repeat pretty much every day. [But] once
you get used to the schedule, it's really not that bad."

He found his groove about midway through the semester, and his guide for success includes getting
his papers done about a week before they're due so that he can revise them later, and not on
deadline. "Then if I have a test to study for, I can do that a couple of days in advance," he says.

Silovich, like all of the other athletes interviewed, stressed the assistance the U offers its athletes
though its academic advisers and learning specialists, and adds that "our academic strengths are
better than some other conferences."

He has no reason to hide the fact he's an athlete; in fact, his major, kinesiology, draws a good share
of student-athletes.

"It leads to a lot of good conversations that go on in class," Silovich says. "[And] I've never had an
instance where a professor has been harder on me or belittle me because I'm a student-athlete."

The track team faces a particular challenge in the spring, when the Big Ten outdoor meet coincides
with finals week at the U. Since the athletes need to leave on Wednesday evening, they're forced to
scramble to complete all their finals in three days instead of five or six, he says.

Last year, he says a proctor had to monitor about 20 athletes who had to take exams just prior to
competing. "There would be guys taking a final for two and a half hours in the morning, and after
that heading out to the track to do their race for the Big Tens," he says. "We'd be at the hotel lobby
right next to the continental breakfast, taking tests. Not exactly ideal."

Silovich says people would be surprised to learn how much track athletes hate walking around
campus, given the amount of time they already spend training. "You can tell by the scooters," he
jokes.

He also notes that "you're kind of friends with the people you run against, whether [they're from] St.
Thomas or Purdue. It's a pretty friendly environment out there."

(Silovich called a few minutes later with a clarification, so that he wouldn't lose any favor with his
teammates. Yes, he says, he does pull for friends on other teams, just not all teams: "I do cheer for
everyone, except for Wisconsin.")

On the track:
Silovich is a hurdler, competing in the 60-meter hurdles indoors and 110-meter hurdles outdoors,
along with the 4 X 100-meter relay In 2008, he clocked a season-best time of 14.70 at the Big Ten
outdoor championships, and in 2007 he was an Academic All-Big Ten honoree.

Ashley Ellis-Milan, women's basketball

Ashley Ellis-Milan didn't have to venture far when she headed off to college, coming from St. Paul
Central High School. But the journey had its adventures, just the same.

"Time management was my biggest thing. It was hard for me to balance basketball, school, and
trying to have friends outside of basketball," says Ellis-Milan. "And as a student-athlete, the classes
move a little bit faster."

She used her academic adviser in athletics a lot. "She really helped me with a lot of stuff. She made
me have a weekly plan... and always asked if I needed help, which was a huge plus," she says. "I
feel like I have a pretty good balance, but it took me a while to get to this balance; it just didn't
happen overnight."

Her instructors in elementary education are well aware that she may need to miss class. "Most of
my teachers—probably 90 percent of them—support women's basketball. They follow the team and
they know who I am, so that's cool."

Ellis-Milan thinks some people might be surprised to know that she and her teammates are not
stuck up, and "and we do appreciate a lot of what we receive."

"We're always thankful," she adds, "for our fans and our booster club. A lot of [athletes] don't have
that, and we don't take it for granted."

On the court:
Ellis-Milan has been a two-year starter at center, and will share captain duties this year with Emily
Fox and Brittany McCoy. Last year she started all 32 games, averaged 9.9 points and 7.1 rebounds
per game, and was an All-Big Ten honorable mention selection. Her cousin is Linda Roberts, a
former star for the Gophers whose retired number hangs from the rafters of Williams Arena.

Kyla Roehrig, volleyball

Senior Kyla Roehrig came to the U from Papillion, Nebraska, which is on the outskirts of Omaha.
And she comes from an extremely athletic family; her father was a basketball player at the
University of Nebraska-Omaha and her sister, Kelli, was a basketball player on Michigan State's
team that finished second in the nation in 2005.

Like the other athletes interviewed, she faced a big adjustment in time management when she came
to the U, particularly in trying to schedule classes with weightlifting sessions and practice. She's
double majoring in business and marketing and human resource development, and a spate of
evening classes means she's had to wake up early to do homework.

But she's had a good experience with her professors, even when having to miss classes for team
trips. "I've had all great instructors that were helpful to the situation," she says. "They're helpful, but
they're not going to give you extra benefits. You have to figure out how to manage everything."

"On weekends you can't not do homework," she adds. "You have to schedule time."

Speaking of weekends, Roehrig has had to deal with another inconvenience in the spring, when
coaches bring recruits to campus and expect the players to help out with the show-and-tell.

"Sometimes, it'll be Friday and they'll say, 'Hey, we have a recruit coming in—you need to be around
from 4:00 to 10:00 and hang out with them,'" she says.

She also admits to being something of an academic perfectionist, not resting until all her work is
finished. "I have to have the feeling that I'm going to work as hard as I can" to make everything
perfect, she says.

On the court:
Roehrig is a senior outside hitter who has been a consistent performer for the Gophers during her
career. She has averaged more than 3 kills per game over the past two seasons, and is also a
strong blocker. In 2007 she finished second on the team with 361 kills and third with 108 blocks.

Adam Reichow, men's gymnastics

Adam Reichow is a junior in eligibilty and a senior in the classroom, with a double major in supply
chain and operations management and a minor in leadership.

He points out that for gymnastics, the training schedule is actually lighter in college than in high
school, due to NCAA regulations.

"At Bierman, the Athletic Department does a really good job of making sure you're prepared, so that
the adjustment from high school to college is smooth and effortless," he says. And the coaches
"make sure you know what's available to you and how to get the most out of your college
experience."

He jokes about athletes and their ubiquitous scooters and mopeds. "It shaves probably 15 to 20
minutes off your day," he says. "In a tightly packed schedule, you need that time."

Even though people give him flack, he responds, "Listen, I don't need five workouts a day; I already
have two or three. Lay off."

What would people be surprised to learn about student-athletes?

For starters, "That student-athletes on campus actually graduate at a higher rate than the general
population of the University of Minnesota," he says.

"Our athletic department here is one big community. We all hang out together. We all share one
thing in that we love athletics and love the University of Minnesota... And sometimes we all wish we
could be just regular students... Sometimes it looks so fun.

"We don't get to go out on Thursday nights, when you hear screaming in Dinkytown," he adds.
"During the semester that we're competing, we're sitting in a hotel room every other Saturday.

"We don't get to experience some of the typical college experiences. The envy goes both ways
sometimes, and I don't think people understand that."

In the gym:
Reichow had a sensational freshman season, earning All-America honors in two events. He finished
sixth in the vault at the NCAA meet with a score of 8.975, and was national runner-up on floor with a
score of 9.550. (The gymnast he finished second to at the 2007 NCAA national championship—
Jonathan Horton of Oklahoma—went on to win a silver and a bronze medal at the summer
Olympics in Beijing.)
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Michael Sommers, one of the three brains behind the
Woyzeck production on the Twin Cities campus.

Inside a character's head
October 10, 2008

The U's production of Woyzeck
challenges us to piece together the
play in our own way

By Camille LeFevre

Georg Büchner's unfinished stage
play Woyzeck has tantalized the
imaginations of many artists who took
it upon themselves to "finish" it.
Werner Herzog made a film of the
play. Robert Wilson and Tom Waits
crafted it into a musical. Written
beginning in 1836, the play is based
on the life of Johann Christian
Woyzeck, a Leipzig wigmaker and
soldier who, while in a jealous rage,
murdered his lover and was
subsequently beheaded.

In Büchner's telling, Woyzeck is the father of an illegitimate child by his lover and subjects himself to
degrading tasks and medical experiments to earn money. Woyzeck's poverty and exploitation at the
hands of the upper class foment his visions, insanity, and murderous impulses. When Büchner died
in 1837, the tragedy was mere fragments. But Büchner is credited with creating the first working-
class main character in German literature.

In part because of its fractured structure, investigation of madness, and social-justice themes,
Woyzeck also appealed to three innovative performance faculty in the University of Minnesota's
Department of Theatre Arts & Dance: Michael Sommers, Luverne Seifert, and Carl Flink. After a six-
week workshop with U students last spring, the trio decided to add The Woyzeck Project to the
department's performance docket this fall—but with a twist.

The students' experimental staging of the play will take place inside Norris Hall gymnasium, where
both the women's athletics program and the dance program originated. The gym was converted to
carpeted office cubicles years ago and is now being decommissioned.

The directors called on students from architecture, visual arts, dance, and theater to collaborate on
creating "dioramas, peep shows, and tableaux vivants (posed and costumed actors), almost like
State Fair booths," in and around the gym's cubicles that reflect aspects of the play, explains
Sommers, assistant professor in the Department of Theatre Arts & Dance and the Interdisciplinary
Program in Collaborative Arts. The students have only cardboard, lumber, and other low-cost
materials with which to construct their booths. "The gym is really a studio or laboratory for them to
work in," Sommers says.

The performance will also include the character of Büchner as a docent-guide of sorts, a
choreographed work by Flink, and a circus-like sideshow in the green space outside Norris Hall. "It'll
be a raw, visceral world—quite a contrast to the other U productions with their big sets, heightened
design, gorgeous costumes, and regional-theater approach," Sommers says.

Sommers hopes that "each audience member will piece together the play in their own way and have
a singular experience. Our Woyzeck is one of those productions that could fail, but in a really
beautiful way. We're trying to have this be a learning experience for the students that goes beyond
just ‘doing a show.'"

The Woyzeck Project plays October 10 through 18 at Norris Hall on the East Bank of the
Minneapolis campus. Call 612-624-2345 for tickets or visit the Department of Theatre Arts & Dance
Web site.

Related link
Video: The Woyzeck Project
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In tough economic times-planning is key
Helping you connect the challenges you face at home with solutions

By Shirley Anderson-Porisch

When financial times look bleak, a spending plan is a strategy needed by anyone who spends
money--no matter what the income. I use the family spending plan strategy with 99 percent of
families with whom I work in financial counseling. My focus is not about how much money they
have, it is always about how to manage the money they have.

Spending planning is a management tool. Whether you call it a budget or cash flow statement, a
spending plan is set up one month at a time, because income and a majority of expenses for
families occur on a monthly basis. The plan compares monthly net income to eight monthly expense
categories. Common categories for families include:

set-aside funds (savings)
housing
transportation
health
food
payments/fees
personal
recreation/entertainment

Find the total of each expense category and compare what percent of net income goes for that area
of spending. The goal is to balance net income with monthly expenses.

Many families with whom I work are dealing with the high cost of housing expenses--many facing
foreclosure. When determining your housing expenses include mortgage, heat, utilities, telephone,
taxes, insurance, etc. For families in crisis, housing expenses usually take more than 50 percent of
net monthly income leaving little or no money for other expenses.

A balanced spending plan would have roughly 40 percent of net monthly income going towards
housing. It if exceeds that, there may not be income left for other expenses. On average, that would
leave 20 percent for food, 20 percent on transportation with variable percents on other expense
categories. For some families, the reality is that the total percentages often exceed 100 percent of
net income --which means it is time for a change.

If your family resembles this reality and is having difficulty balancing monthly income and expenses,
make a plan for making changes to your spending where you can. Try to find ways to save money,
such as spending less on recreational activities, or not driving as frequently. A revised spending plan
can get you going in the right direction.

Shirley Anderson-Porisch works as a family resource management Extension educator at the University of
Minnesota and is an expert in family finance. She has long been a media contributor and is an accredited financial
counselor. 
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U joins 47 other colleges and universities in Upper Midwest
Higher Education Rec

October 15, 2008

There is strength in numbers when it comes to helping dual-career couples find jobs. In October
2008, the U of M will join 47 other colleges and universities in Minnesota and Wisconsin to launch
the Upper Midwest Higher Education Recruitment Consortium (UMW HERC). This collaboration is
designed to enhance dual-career and diversity hiring and is a premier example of the higher
education community working together to advance the region. The UMW HERC region consists of
five sub-regions: Lake Superior, Lakes and Valley, Minneapolis/St. Paul Metropolitan Area,
Mississippi River Valley, and Southern Prairie. Job seekers may focus their searches on colleges in
a particular sub-region. A vital feature of the UMW HERC is its regional Web site,
www.uppermidwestherc.org. The site can be used to find faculty and staff job postings at all
member institutions. The search engine is free and available to anyone seeking employment in
higher education. Dual-academic couples can receive automatic e-mail notifications when positions
in their fields open at any of the colleges in their specified sub-region. If one member of the couple
already has an offer, the spouse/partner will be able to monitor opportunities for him/herself. The
couple also has access to diversity, cultural, and business resources in their selected sub-region.

"For example, a dual-academic couple in Physics and English targeting the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Metropolitan Area sub-region could be alerted to position openings and peruse job announcements
in those fields at many of the colleges or universities in the Twin Cities," says Mary Everley, UMW
HERC director. "It allows for a much earlier and more effective job search for the accompanying
spouse or partner of a new hire."

Assisting dual career couples is especially critical to recruiting and retaining faculty candidates. A
recent study showed that 72 percent of faculty members are also members of dual-career couples.
It is common for academics, particularly females in the sciences, to partner with other academics.
The HERC concept originated in northern California in 2000 and the model has spread across the
country. Approximately 400 public and private colleges, universities, and teaching hospitals in
Michigan, New England, New Jersey/Eastern Pennsylvania/Delaware, Southern California, Upstate
New York, Metro New York/Southern Connecticut, the Chicago area, and the St. Louis area are now
members of regional HERCs. The HERC organization has received recognition and support in such
publications as the Chronicle of Higher Education, Diverse Issues in Higher Education, and Women
in Higher Education. For information about the UMW HERC and additional dual-career services
available through the Relocation Assistance Program, contact Mary Everley at 612-626-0775 or
send an e-mail to umwherc@umn.edu.
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U professor Frank Cooper codirected the excavation of
the ruins of this Greco-Roman heroon, or hero shrine, in
Ancient Messene, Greece, in 1992 and then its
reconstruction in 2005.

Space age digs
October 16, 2008

Archaeologists use geographic
information systems to pinpoint
ancient sites

Who could have guessed that one of
the best ways to find what lies
underground is to go beyond the
stratosphere?

Since 1990, University of Minnesota
art history professor Fred Cooper has
been using a geographic information
system (GIS) and Landsat digital
satellite images to survey architecture
in an area of the western
Peloponnese, the peninsula that
forms the southern half of mainland
Greece.

GIS is a sophisticated way of
combining layers of data about a
place and using that data to answer questions; Landsat images, taken for over three decades, help
track changes on the Earth surface.

The Peloponnese, occupied by the Crusaders from about 1205 to the 1440s, was known in the
Middle Ages as the Morea and is rich with churches, large fortifications, and domestic architecture.
Although some parts of these relatively recent ruins have remained visible, many were found by
accident as archaeologists searched for ancient buildings through the 1980s.

The Landsat satellites, according to graduate student Sara Franck, can "see" reflected sunlight and
detect building-shaped changes in the topography of an area that are invisible to the naked eye.
When these images are combined with GIS technologies, Cooper, who specializes in Greek and
Roman art and Greek architecture, and his team can accurately map out the sites of their
explorations.

With former graduate student Todd Brenningmeyer, Cooper developed a GIS database system that
aids in matching fresco fragments. This technology was applied to a "real world" situation when the
Minneapolis police department asked Cooper to help with a murder case that required the
reconstruction of a shattered pane of glass. Several students, including Franck, reconstructed the
glass using the GIS program to match the shards of glass based on characteristics such as break
type and glass coat.

Old versus new?

Archaeology hasn't completely gone over to satellites and GIS; there is still plenty of work to be
done using good old-fashioned digging and hoisting. Take, for instance, the site of an ancient
heroon (commemorative building for a hero) located in Ancient Messene, Greece. The building had
been knocked down in antiquity and lay covered by two millennia of dirt and vegetation. To unearth
the heroon, Cooper, undergraduate student Andrew Boos, and Franck—who eventually supervised
the block removal—had to identify the stones by type and orientation, pull them out of the ground
with straps, and move them into a block field where they could be assessed before reconstruction.

Next, Cooper and his project assistant director, Pieter Broucke, created a plan for reconstructing the
heroon. Once they identified badly damaged blocks and determined how many were missing, they
had new stones quarried locally using a plan drawing by Franck. Reconstruction began in 2005.

This experience sparked a question in Franck: They were using modern quarries to replace the
ancient stone, but where were the ancient quarries located?

GIS to the rescue. Using a satellite image, signatures for known quarries were used to generate an
output, via GIS, indicating areas where similar stone might be located Franck then collected
additional information at the sites and explored these areas to verify quarry locations.

"The combination of art history, archaeology, and technology is important and exciting for us and
really expands future development within the field," she says. "And personally, I've developed my
analytical skills in architectural style and archaeological finds in ways that never could have
happened through just classroom study."
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Shani Marks competes in the triple jump at the U.S.
Olympic Track & Field Trials. Marks qualified for the
Olympics by winning the event with a mark of 47 feet, 2
1/2 inches—a personal best. 

Video preview of event

Watch a video in which
Shani Marks reflects on her
Olympic experience and
Doug Hartmann talks about
the significance of the
success of Chinese female
athletes.

A top-three event from the Tucker Center
October 16, 2008

Tucker Center fall lecture features a
trio of Minnesota Olympians

The Tucker Center is all about
celebrating the participation and
performance of female athletes at all
levels—be they little girls playing T-
ball to elite international competitors.

In the wake of the 2008 Summer
Olympics in Beijing, who better to
highlight in a showcase public lecture
than three female Olympians from
Minnesota? The Fall 2008
Distinguished Lecture, "Minnesota
Female Olympians: Stories,
Experiences, & Inspirations," will
feature three great names in U.S.
track and field: Janis Klecker, Carrie
Tollefson, and Shani Marks.

Klecker competed in the 1992 Olympic marathon in Barcelona, Spain—the same year she won the
Olympic Trials. An Edina native and University alumnae, Klecker is a five-time qualifier for the
Olympic Trials, Twin Cities Marathon champion and winner of countless other races. Such
achievements have earned her a place in the U.S. Track & Field Minnesota Hall of Fame. Currently,
Klecker holds the women's world record for the 50K, a record that has stood for more than 25 years.

Tollefson began her career as a distance runner while growing up in
Dawson, Minnesota. She was a 13-time Minnesota State High School
champion in both cross country and track and field. At Villanova,
Tollefson continued her winning ways when she became a five-time
NCAA Champion and 12-time All-American. During her post-collegiate
career she has won a national championship in both cross county and
indoor track. And in the 2004 Olympics held in Athens, Greece,
Tollefson competed in the 1500-meter race after winning the Olympic
Trials.

And Marks, a native of Apple Valley, was a three-time All-American
triple jumper and NCAA runner-up while competing for the University of Minnesota. She is also a
two-time defending national champion in the indoor and outdoor triple jump, the current Olympic
Trials champion, and just represented the United States in the triple jump at the Beijing Olympics.
Marks is currently in her fourth season as a volunteer track and field coach for the U.

The Olympics are not only about medal counts and wins and losses. They occur within a spectrum
of issues related to gender, class, and race. To provide the context for this complexity, University
sociology professor Doug Hartmann will kick off the lecture by critiquing the Olympics in general and
the Beijing Olympics in particular.

And Hartmann is well suited to speak on that topic. Last May, he co-taught the course "Beijing
Olympics: Sports and Globalization," in which his students traveled to Beijing to gain firsthand
knowledge of "history in the making."

He'll share his own experiences in China followed by a discussion with the three Minnesota
Olympians that will focus on their life stories, Olympic experiences, and inspirations.

The Fall 2008 Distinguished Lecture is Wednesday, October 22, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Hubert H.
Humphrey Center on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. Visit the Tucker Center for more
information on the event and the center.
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Up too late? Inadequate sleep is linked to lower grades
in college, a new study finds.

Photo: Rodrigo Zamith

Watch a video featuring a
student who thinks he really
ought to get more sleep.

Upgrading... the healthy way
October 20, 2008

Good health may hold the key to good
grades, a new study indicates

By Deane Morrison

It may seem obvious that college
students ought to go easy on staying
up late, drinking, and various other
behaviors, but no one could
demonstrate a clear link between
such habits and lower academic
performance. Until now, that is. A new
study of Minnesota college students
indicates that when behaviors and
situations affect student health,
grades also tend to head south.

A survey of 9,931 undergraduates
from 14 Minnesota colleges and
universities found that factors like
smoking, drinking, lack of sleep or
exercise, and financial difficulties correlated with lower grade point averages (GPAs). The study
included all five University of Minnesota campuses.

"Our study shows that there is a direct link between college students' health and their academic
achievement," says Ed Ehlinger, director of the U's Boynton Health Service, which conducted the
survey. "This is the first time that anything like this has been published, where grade point average
is linked to all these behaviors."

The report, "Health and Academic Performance: Minnesota Undergraduate Students," is available
online.

Often, the differences in GPA between two groups of students were less than a tenth of a point. But,
says Ehlinger, when applied to a sample of more than 9,000 students, the impact is huge.

Physical exercise was associated with stronger minds as well as muscles. Students reporting low,
moderate, or high levels of physical activity in the previous week had an average GPA of 3.24. The
self-reported nonexercisers posted a significantly lower 3.18 GPA.

A particularly striking graph in the report shows the steady slide of GPAs as students spend more
time watching TV or using a computer for games or other recreation. The average GPA for those
who reported watching no TV on an average day was 3.25, compared to 3.04 for students who
spent more than five hours in front of the tube. Computer games and other recreational computer
use also affected performance; those who refrained averaged a 3.32 GPA versus 2.98 for the five-
plus hours crowd.

"Turning off the computer or TV and going to sleep is one of the best
things our students can do to improve their grades," Ehlinger
observes.

Both smoking and using smokeless tobacco were associated with
lower GPAs. For example, those who smoked even infrequently averaged a 3.12 GPA, compared to
3.28 for students who reported not smoking.

"Even students who smoked once or twice in a month had lower GPAs than those who didn't
smoke," Ehlinger says. The good news: a solid 75 percent of students reported not smoking at all in
the previous month.

Drinking showed a similar correlation. Seventy percent of students reported using alcohol during the
previous month. Abstainers posted an average GPA of 3.29, while those who drank on at least 20 of
30 days managed a significantly lower 3.10. High-risk drinking (more than five drinks in one sitting)
was also associated with a drop in GPA; 39 percent of students reported that behavior at least once
in the past month.

In the realm of sleep, half of the students (50.3 percent) reported getting adequate sleep on only
three or fewer days during the previous week. Those students' mean GPA was 3.22--significantly
lower than the 3.26 for students reporting adequate sleep on four or more days. Similarly, those
reporting enough sleep on four or five nights had a significantly lower GPA (3.25) than those
reporting six or seven nights (3.29).

"The more days students get adequate sleep, the better GPAs they attain," Ehlinger says. "There is
a direct link between the two."

The study also examined the effects of several other factors, including sexual assault, mental
health, and illegal drug use.

Ehlinger expressed hope that the report will encourage students to take care of themselves.

"This is a great report for parents, students, faculty, and health care providers," he says. "It gives all
these folks something to work with in helping students succeed in their academic careers."
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Pianist Noriko Kawai playing segments from the Book
of Elements.

The Book of Elements:
Mark your calendars
October 28, 7:30 p.m.
Lecture: Noriko Kawai and
Michael Cherlin, U
professor of theory and
composition
Lloyd Ultan Concert Hall,
Ferguson Hall

October 29, 7 p.m.
Discussion: James Dillon
and Michael Cherlin
Performance: Noriko Kawai
(7:30 p.m.)
Ted Mann Concert Hall

All events are free. For
directions, visit the School
of Music.

Crossing oceans for music
October 20, 2008

Virtuosos James Dillon and Noriko
Kawai share knowledge and music
with U community

By Pauline Oo

He's a self-taught composer from
Glasgow, Scotland. She's a classically
trained pianist from Tokyo. On
October 29, James Dillon and Noriko
Kawai will grace the stage at Ted
Mann Concert Hall on the University
of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus for
the North American premiere of
Dillon's The Book of Elements, a five-
volume piano solo.

The concert is icing on the cake for
the University, which pursued the
musical colleagues—each superstars in their respective crafts—and landed them just before the fall
2007 semester began. Dillon joined the School of Music as a professor of composition; Kawai came
aboard as a visiting associate professor of collaborative piano.

"I thought it would be an adventure I couldn't pass up," says Dillon. Ditto for Kawai.

The couple met in London through mutual friends more than 12 years ago. A freelance composer
since the 1980s, Dillon has also taught composition on a short-term basis at Goldsmiths, a college
of the University of London, and the University of Central England in Birmingham, in addition to
guest lecturing and leading master classes at numerous music schools around the world. Kawai,
who started piano lessons at the age of three, has given recitals across the globe and performed at
the top music festivals. She was a professor of piano at her alma mater, the Royal College of Music
in London.

"[When I heard that the School of Music was] in the process of hiring James, the University of
Minnesota immediately shot to the top of my list of graduate programs," says Michael Duffy, who's
pursuing a master's degree in composition. "He is a towering figure in our field.... [As a teacher, he]
demands clarity of thought and asks the right questions that provoke you to carefully consider what
you've done so far and where you're headed. There is prodding and suggestion, but never any push
to imitate."

Creating a masterpiece

Dillon's Book of Elements was the product of chance. The composer had not written anything for
solo piano for about 15 years, "and it was really coincidental that within 12 months, I had requests
from five pianists," he says.

"The first of the requests was from a pianist whose work I admired a lot, Australian Roger
Woodward," adds Dillon, "then came the requests from some younger pianists who were also
looking for new works. I decided to look at the idea of doing a set of books—loosely connected with
the [traditional Chinese] notion of elements, [wood, fire, earth, metal, and water]—that each of these
pianists could premiere."

Dillon completed volume 1 in 1997, volume 3 in 2000, volume 2 in 2001, and volumes 4 and 5 in
2002. Only two of the pianists who commissioned him have played all five books: Kawai and Ian
Pace.

Kawai performed The Book of Elements, which has been described by BBC Music Magazine as
"rich" and "utterly riveting," at the UK Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, the Royal College
of Music in London, and the Alicante Summer Festival in Spain. In 2003, she recorded a CD of
Elements.

"To play all volumes in one go is a quite a tour de force," says Kawai, who premiered volume 2 in
Germany. "It's about 90 minutes without any intermission.

But daunting as it is, Kawai savors the challenge; once she starts, she says, time ceases to exist
and the music takes over.

"A pianist like Noriko Kawai, one part of her life is almost to be like an
athlete," says Dillon. "She has to keep everything in such great shape
for playing. And the other side of her, of course, is this musical
absorption of the material and reinterpretation of it. Performing is a
highly specialized field. Perhaps it was possible in the time of Mozart
or Beethoven to be a composer and a pianist. Today it's virtually
impossible because the complexity of the material and the virtuosity of
the playing techniques have just changed so much.

"I gave up all dreams of being a performer in my early 20s, when I
realized you have to spend eight hours a day practicing," he adds.

Kawai is equally generous in her praise of Dillon. "What I like about
Dillon's piano music is, despite his vast knowledge of the keyboard
literature, his language remains unique, outrageous, elegant,
exasperating, funny, and helplessly beautiful," she says.

When asked what he wanted people to leave with after attending the
October 29 concert, Dillon, who started composing at about the age of
seven or eight, replied:

"The only thing one can hope for is that an audience has an open and curious mind, nothing else.
And actually, what they'd leave with, I don't want to have any control over whatsoever. The concert
contains all the things that one demands of a concert, which is essentially a kind of musical magic."
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Students in the new Bachelor
of Science in Health Sciences
program will be able to take
advantage of UMR's proximity
to world-class health
professionals and local
businesses.

Rochester campus announces first
undergraduate degree
Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences will offer unique, integrated
curriculum

By Rick Moore

October 21, 2008

The University of Minnesota, Rochester (UMR) is continuing its
trajectory of growth with the announcement of its first-ever
undergraduate degree program. The Bachelor of Science in Health
Sciences (BSHS) will commence with an inaugural class of up to
150 freshmen in fall 2009.

The BSHS degree will prepare students for a broad spectrum of
health science-related fields, as well as admission to professional
schools including medicine, dentistry, and veterinary science.

The program, which received provisional approval by the Board of
Regents on October 17, will be housed in UMR's Center for
Learning Innovation. And befitting of that umbrella, the faculty will
be constructing the degree in an innovative manner. Rather than
just teaching standard classes from their disciplines, they will be creating an interdisciplinary
curriculum that connects the health sciences with math and the humanities, according to Stephen
Lehmkuhle, UMR chancellor.

For example, "rather than just learning calculus, you'll be learning calculus within the context of the
health sciences," Lehmkuhle says. "This is more curriculum-based, rather than course-based."

"I couldn't imagine doing this [new program] and not being located in
this particular area (Rochester)," Lehmkuhle says.

Students will have the chance to explore numerous health-related disciplines and career options in the first two to
three years in the core portion of the program.

"By the time they get to their third year, they'll be better informed about which career path they'd like
to pursue," Lehmkuhle says. "No one will lose time making that decision. Career exploration is part
of our curriculum."

They will then have different options for a capstone experience. They can either enhance their
preparation for admission into a professional school, or be trained in any number of certificate
programs such as respiratory care, radiation therapy, or nuclear medicine technology. Once they
complete the accredited program, they will have completed the capstone requirement.

UMR at a glance

UMR is the newest campus in the University of Minnesota system. While the U has been offering
higher education opportunities in Rochester since 1966, UMR was formally established as a
campus in December 2006, and is located at University Square in the heart of downtown Rochester.

Lehmkuhle envisions the BSHS program as a tree, with the first years representing the trunk and the capstone
experience the branches. "Basically, the branches become flexible options for students," he says.

The curriculum will also be infused with the "three R's," only in this case, they have a unique UMR
slant. There will be "relevance" ("We know that students learn when things are relevant," Lehmkuhle
notes); "rigor," focusing more on depth of understanding rather than breadth of coverage; and
"relationships," taking advantage of UMR's proximity to world-class health professionals and local
businesses.

"I couldn't imagine doing this [new program] and not being located in this particular area,"
Lehmkuhle says.

And there is no shortage of directions for those proverbial branches to grow into, given the
expansion of the health care industry. Which is another reason why a broad-based health curriculum
will suit students well.

"The challenge for us in education is to prepare students for jobs that don't [yet] exist," Lehmkuhle
says.

Applications for the BSHS program will be available later this semester, but interested students can
get more information by contacting the UMR Admissions office at 507-280-4621 or apply to UMR for
more information.
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Deputy Secretary of
Transportation Thomas Barrett
(seated) discusses motorcycle
safety with U researchers
Craig Shankwitz and Janet
Creaser.

Motorcycles and alcohol

From eNews, September 25, 2008

This summer and fall, when gas prices hit an all-time high and
warm weather beckoned riders to the road, motorcycles and
scooters were more popular than ever. But statistics from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) show that
while motorcycles account for only 3 percent of motor vehicle
registrations, they make up 11 percent of total motor vehicle
fatalities.

Researchers from the HumanFIRST and Intelligent Vehicles
Laboratory recently collaborated to study the effects of alcohol on
motorcyclists. The NHTSA and University of Minnesota's Intelligent
Transportation Systems Institute funded the study.

While a large body of research has been devoted to detailed
analysis of how alcohol interferes with automobile operation,
relatively little work has been completed on the question of how
alcohol affects the skills required to operate a motorcycle.

One reason for the discrepancy is the difficulty in accurately
evaluating motorcycle operation skills without endangering the safety of the rider. Realistic driving
simulators based on motorcycles rather than four-wheeled vehicles are virtually unknown, and in-
vehicle testing is restricted by the obvious hazards facing an impaired rider, as well as strict laws
prohibiting vehicle operation while intoxicated.

To overcome these restrictions, the Minnesota team retrofitted a motorcycle with a safety
mechanism and a remote data-acquisition system and conducted the study at the Minnesota
Highway Safety and Research Center in St. Cloud--the only place in Minnesota where an alcohol-
impaired research participant can legally operate a motorcycle.

The motorcycle, a 2000 Honda Shadow VT1100a, was first equipped with a system of mechanical
outriggers capable of preventing it from falling sideways in the event that a rider lost his balance.
Then a Motorcycle Data Acquisition system was rigged to it to monitor the handling of the bike's
controls (throttle, brakes, and steering) and the accelerometers that measure forward and lateral
movements. The researchers also used a motorcycle helmet that was equipped with a miniature
video camera and sensors.

The research team recruited 24 male study participants who had a minimum of five years of
motorcycling experience and drank alcohol at least once a week but had no history of alcohol
dependence. After training to familiarize them with the research motorcycle, the riders participated
in three half-day test sessions during which they drank alcohol to reach a blood-alcohol
concentration of .02, .05, or .08 g/dL (the latter is the legal limit in all 50 states), or were given a
placebo (alcohol applied to the rim of a glass containing a non-alcoholic beverage).

After consuming the alcoholic beverage or the placebo, the participants rode through a test course
developed in collaboration with motorcycle instructors from the Minnesota Motorcycle Safety Center.
The course included both routine riding situations and the need for emergency maneuvers. Data
from both baseline (non-alcohol) rides and rides after consuming alcohol were gathered for each
participant.

The researchers found that the impairing effects on riding performance were most evident at the .08
blood-alcohol level. However, many of these same impairing effects were also evident in
participants with a .05 blood-alcohol level.

And although self-reports by the participants indicated that many riders may realize when alcohol is
affecting their riding performance, the researchers caution that the evidence does not mean that
self-regulation is sufficient to mitigate the increased crash risk due to riding after drinking.

"It is likely that in the real world--with concurrent distractions and without the motivation to perform
for an experiment--that impairment effects would be larger," the researchers noted. "Thus, more
research is needed to determine real-world implications of [blood-alcohol level] during the riding
experience."

A final report on the project is being prepared for publication.
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Our perception of a product
can be affected by the display
surface it sits on, says a U
professor.

Did you hear about the
ceilings?

Joan Meyers-Levy and Rui
(Juliet) Zhu are the same
researchers who
investigated the effects of
ceiling height on our
actions. Read "Ceilings
affect our thoughts and
feelings."

Trendy, hip, or not?

From eNews, October 23, 2008

In virtually all stores, consumers view products on display fixtures
that are presumed to be of little consequence. Yet, suppose that
you were shopping for a set of trendy new coffee mugs and noticed
some on a nearby table or shelf. Would your evaluation of just how
trendy the mugs are change depending on the display fixture's
surface material--say, the piece of glass or wood beneath the
product? According to University of Minnesota researcher Joan
Meyers-Levy, there is reason to believe so.

In research forthcoming in the Journal of Marketing Research,
Meyers-Levy, a marketing professor at the Carlson School of
Management, and coauthor Rui (Juliet) Zhu of the University of
British Columbia use lab and field experiments to demonstrate how
a consumer's self-view and the display surface a product rests on
can interact to affect perception.

"Retailers cannot directly control shoppers' perceptions of their
goods, but they can anticipate or manipulate the kind of cognition self-view their target consumer
uses," says Meyers-Levy.

To some degree, this could be accomplished by considering customers' demographic profiles, but
marketers could also try to actively shape shoppers' mindsets. In her research, Meyers-Levy
demonstrated that simply putting up posters that encouraged shoppers to adopt an independent or
an interdependent self-view had this effect, thereby influencing their perceptions of products
displayed on different tabletop surfaces.

For consumers, these findings offer an opportunity to be savvy.

"If a shopper is aware of the tools used to enhance brand reputation or sales," says Meyers-Levy,
"they will be much more likely to make an informed decision, rather than going home with the wrong
product."

Meyers-Levy offers this example to illustrate her argument:

"Imagine you are at work. All day you have been collaborating on a team project, focusing on a
team goal. This experience puts you in an interdependent mindset--you have a more global view of
the world, where things you encounter are viewed as interconnected. If you go shopping at lunch,
this self-view will affect your perceptions of products.

"If a product is part of the display, then the perceptions the consumer
has of the fixture become part of their perception of the product. For
example, if the consumer thinks that wood is "earthy," then a product--
a mug, a shoe, or a watch--displayed on a wood table will seem more
natural or traditional. If the product is on a glass table, an
interdependent minded consumer would think of the very same
product as more hip and modern, assuming they think of glass as hip
and modern.

"Conversely, if someone had been working all day in a setting where
they were competing with others for a promotion, they would be
thinking more about themselves as a separate, distinctive person who
is unlike others; their mindset will be independent. In this case, the shopper would ascribe
characteristics to the product that are opposite of those associated with the display surface. Thus,
they would regard the mug, shoe, or watch as hip and modern when it is displayed on a wood table,
but natural or traditional on a glass table."

Many brands are positioned on dimensions such as trendy (e.g., Diesel), traditional (e.g., L.L.
Bean), or all-natural (e.g., Aveda). Meyers-Levy's findings indicate that display surfaces or
merchandising can either bolster or damage such product perceptions. For retailers, this insight can
also help in choosing displays that offer continuity with their brands.

The paper, "The Influence of Self-View on Context Effects: How Display Fixtures Can Affect Product
Evaluations," and more information on Meyers-Levy can be found at the Carlson School.
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Frostbite, a small, sweet
apple, was bred by the
University over 90 years ago
and finally released in April;
read more

Apple tasting event
This weekend (October 25-
26), the Arboretum is
hosting an apple tasting
from 1 to 3 p.m. in the
Oswald Visitor Center. You
will be invited to share your
apple evaluations on
comment cards. Free with
gate admission. Master
Gardeners will conduct the
tastings.

Picking a good apple

From eNews, October 23, 2008

Apple tastings are all in a day's work for Horticultural Research
Center scientist David Bedford, who estimates he bites into as
many as 600 apples a day. He shares a few pointers on how to
evaluate apples and "pare" the great from the so-so.

Color:
Look for a healthy red hue. But more importantly, check the
background color. "The background color should be turning from
pale green to yellow," says Bedford. "The more yellow the
background color is, the riper the apple."

Texture:
The preferable texture is hard and crisp. There should be a
noticeable "crunch" when you bite into the apple. All apples tend to
get "mealy" and soft eventually, but the better apples retain their
crispness much longer.

Flavor:
The best apples contain a high level
of sweetness balanced with a high
level of tartness. This combination of
natural sugar and acid makes the
flavor much more interesting. "A too-
sweet flavor is insipid, boring and
bland. It makes the apple taste like
Kool-Aid," says Bedford.

Apples are now in great
supply and available for
purchase the at the
Arboretum's Apple House,
located one mile west of the Arboretum at the corner of State Hwy. 5 and Rolling Acres Road.

The Apple House is open daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and selections include old-time favorites and
popular varieties that were developed by the University. (Call 952-443-1409 to find out what
varieties are available.) Proceeds from sales are used to support fruit and vegetable research at the
Horticultural Research Center.
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Students in the new Bachelor of Science in Health
Sciences program will be able to take advantage of
UMR’s proximity to world-class health professionals
and local businesses.

Photo: Patrick O'Leary

UMR at a glance
UMR is the newest campus
in the University of
Minnesota system. While
the U has been offering
higher education
opportunities in Rochester
since 1966, UMR was
formally established as a
coordinate campus in
December 2006, and is
located in University Square
in the heart of downtown
Rochester.

UMR announces first undergraduate
degree
October 24, 2008

Bachelor of Science in Health
Sciences will offer unique, integrated
curriculum

By Rick Moore

The University of Minnesota,
Rochester (UMR) is continuing its
trajectory of growth with the
announcement of its first-ever
undergraduate degree program. The
Bachelor of Science in Health
Sciences (BSHS) will commence with
an inaugural class of up to 150
freshmen in fall 2009.

The BSHS degree will prepare
students for a broad spectrum of
health science–related fields, as well
as admission to professional schools
including medicine, dentistry, and
veterinary science.

The program, which received provisional approval by the Board of Regents on October 17, will be
housed in UMR's Center for Learning Innovation. And befitting of that umbrella, the faculty will be
constructing the degree in an innovative manner. Rather than just teaching standard classes from
their disciplines, they will be creating an interdisciplinary curriculum that connects the health
sciences with math and the humanities, according to Stephen Lehmkuhle, UMR chancellor.

For example, "rather than just learning calculus, you'll be learning calculus within the context of the
health sciences," Lehmkuhle says. "This is more curriculum-based, rather than course-based."

"I couldn’t imagine doing this and not being located in this particular
area (Rochester)," Lehmkuhle says.

Students will have the chance to explore numerous health-related disciplines and career options in
the first two to three years in the core portion of the program.

"By the time they get to their third year, they'll be better informed about which career path they'd like
to pursue," Lehmkuhle says. "No one will lose time making that decision. Career exploration is part
of our curriculum."

They will then have different options for a capstone experience. They can either enhance their
preparation for admission into a professional school, or be trained in any number of certificate
programs such as respiratory care, radiation therapy, or nuclear medicine technology. Once they
complete the accredited program, they will have completed the capstone requirement.

Lehmkuhle envisions the BSHS program as a tree, with the first years representing the trunk and
the capstone experience the branches. "Basically, the branches become flexible options for
students," he says.

The curriculum will also be infused with the "three R's," only in this case, they have a unique UMR
slant. There will be "relevance" ("We know that students learn when things are relevant," Lehmkuhle
notes); "rigor," focusing more on depth of understanding rather than breadth of coverage; and
"relationships," taking advantage of UMR's proximity to world-class health professionals and local
businesses.

"I couldn't imagine doing this [new program] and not being located in
this particular area," Lehmkuhle says.

And there is no shortage of directions for those proverbial branches to
grow into, given the expansion of the health care industry. Which is
another reason why a broad-based health curriculum will suit students
well.

"The challenge for us in education is to prepare students for jobs that
don't [yet] exist," Lehmkuhle says.

Applications for the BSHS program will be available later this
semester, but interested students can get more information by
contacting the UMR Admissions office at 507-280-4621 or apply to
UMR for more information.
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The U was part of a trial leading to FDA approval of the
HeartMate II, a next-generation pump that serves as a
bridge to a heart transplant.

Photo: Reprinted with permission, Thoratec
Corporation

How it works
Watch an animation
explaining how the
HeartMate II takes over the
work of the left ventricle.

Staying alive
October 27, 2008

New medical device gives promise to
patients with heart failure

By Nick Hanson

William Sowdon was constantly losing
his breath and could only walk at a
snail's pace. Laura Huber, at 28, had
a rare case of postpartum
cardiomyopathy, a condition where
the heart muscle is inflamed and
doesn't function well.

The health of Sowdon and Huber was
turned around when doctors at the U
— home to one of the world's top
mechanical support programs—
implanted a left ventricular assist
device (LVAD) called HeartMate II.
The University of Minnesota Medical
Center, Fairview helped conduct the
trial for HeartMate II, which the FDA
recently approved as a bridge to a
heart transplant.

When the device is connected to the heart, blood drains from the weakened left ventricle into a
pump designed to take over the ventricle's work. The result is the full output of a healthy heart. The
motor is the only moving part, and it runs continuously on bearings lubricated by the steady flow of
blood. The patient carries a lightweight monitor and power unit to regulate pump speed.

Huber's doctors had predicted she had only a few days to live when she got HeartMate II implanted;
now, she says she barely notices the device is even attached.

"I feel like I can run and play the sports I used to," she says. "It's been a part of my life for so long
now that I kind of forget it's even there."

Sowdon has had the device for about three years and has returned to
his career as a musical conductor.

Although the FDA approval only applies when this device is used as a
temporary fix, surgeons are also collecting data on the use of the
HeartMate II for patients not eligible for transplant as a result of
advanced age and other factors. Early clinical evidence suggests
good outcomes for this application, but a two-year follow-up is required for FDA approval.

Ranjit John, surgical co-director of the University's Ventricular Assist Device Program, was the
principal investigator for the HeartMate II trial.

"The remarkable success for patients who received the HeartMate II LVAD clearly shows that we
are in a bright and promising new era of options for patients with end-stage heart failure," says
John. "Patients had much improved outcomes, with significantly reduced complications."

In the case of Huber, she's inactive on a transplant list for a new heart in hopes that the HeartMate II
will repair her heart by returning it to its normal pumping capacity. If it doesn't work, however,
doctors predict the new device has a shelf life of five to eight years, compared to about a year for
previous devices. It's also replaceable.

Related link
Learn about the U's Cardiovascular Center
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Gopher fans will have a special treat at the
homecoming parade on Saturday morning—a rare visit
from Mickey Mouse. The parade runs along University
Avenue from Pleasant Street to Williams Arena.

Photo: Patrick O'Leary

Homecoming with Mickey
October 28, 2008

A magical mascot comes to campus

By Rick Moore

Autumn has taken hold in Minnesota.
Eighty-degree temps have migrated
to the south, and the 70s have
booked their nonrefundable ticket.
Gone are the high sun, the need for
sunscreen, and a good share of our
leaves. In other words, it must be
homecoming time.

This year marks the last Golden
Gopher homecoming football game
away from campus at the Metrodome.
So what better a theme for this year's
homecoming than "Marching into the
Future"—a future that features a new
on-campus stadium opening next fall.

And what better a way to celebrate
than with an epic parade led by—among others—a mascot that evokes glee in kids both young and
old.

That's right: Mickey Mouse, who probably has more experience leading parades than anyone else
in history, is coming to town!

(Sorry Goldy, you're our rodent of choice for the other 365 days of the leap year and the other 99
homecomings of the millennium, but when Mickey books a flight north, we have to roll out the
maroon carpet.)

Accompanying Mickey and serving as the human grand marshal of the parade is Stan Freese,
notable U alumnus and the talent booking director for Walt Disney Companies. Freese, one of the
featured speakers at the University of Minnesota Alumni Association's annual celebration in 2007,
pointed out the significance of his friend’s visit:

"It is rare, indeed, that Mickey Mouse ever ventures out of his Disney theme-park home, which
makes this year's parade appearance especially exciting for me," said Freese, who is also chair of
the fund-raising effort for the U Marching Band's new practice space at TCF Bank Stadium.

Mickey did not immediately return calls from a reporter, but was said to be smiling ear to gigantic ear
in anticipation of his visit to Minnesota, where the mice are hardy and the campus can be—
especially after a Gopher win—the happiest place in the Midwest.

The 2008 homecoming celebration began on October 27 and culminates with the game-day
festivities on November 1. The parade starts at 9 a.m. on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis,
with the route beginning at Pleasant Street and traveling east along University Avenue to Williams
Arena.

At 11 a.m. the 20th-ranked Minnesota Golden Gophers will host the Northwestern Wildcats at the
Metrodome. The Gophers have won three straight games and are now 3-1 in the Big Ten, 7-1
overall, and assured of a bid to a bowl game. With a win, the Gophers would be in historic territory;
the last time they were 8-1 was in 1960, the year of their last national championship under coach
Murray Warmath.

Other homecoming events include a Thursday pep rally in the "Superblock" area (with appearances
by head football coach Tim Brewster and men’s basketball coach Tubby Smith) and a Red Cross
blood drive.

A complete schedule of homecoming events, including times and locations, can be found at
homecoming.umn.edu.
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Intersection of politics and psychology
November 4, 2008

U faculty study how we vote and how
the people we elect make decisions

By Eric Black

Perhaps you have a hard time giving
up on the idea that political behavior
is—or at least can be—based heavily
on facts and rational processing of
facts. But it's a hard conviction to
maintain in the face of, well,
established facts.

For example, in exit polls, relatively
few voters can correctly answer basic
questions about the policy positions
held by the candidates for whom they
have just voted. Many citizens will
describe themselves as "conservatives," then give "liberal" answers to questions about the
fundamental role of government. Most voters vote for the same party their whole adult lives, and
usually it's the same party for which their parents voted.

Perhaps it's natural and understandable to want political behavior to be rational but, as Regents
Professor John Sullivan says, "When ordinary political science explanations don't work to explain
political conduct, insights from political psychology can often make sense of things that don't seem
sensible."

The intersection between politics and psychology has grown steadily more detailed over recent
decades. And the University of Minnesota has made itself a national leader by creating the Center
for the Study of Political Psychology (CSPP).

Through the center, graduate students can take a Ph.D. minor in political psychology. The center is
also a place for faculty members from political science and psychology and the School of
Journalism and Mass Communication to pool their expertise and collaborate.

…one can say that voters are not Democrats or Republicans because
they agree with the parties' position on issues, but vice versa:
Democrats take the Democratic position because they consider
themselves Democrats.

Obviously, the field of political psychology holds a special attraction for those whose interests
straddle political science and psychology. Sullivan was an undergraduate psychology major at the U
in the 1960s but was frustrated by the attention paid to the study of laboratory rats, a species not of
abiding interest to him. While he was taking an introductory American government and politics
course from political science professor Bill Flanigan, Sullivan says, he had an aha moment:
"Political science studies people. So I switched."

Sullivan wedded his interest in the human psyche to his life's work in political science and
cofounded, with psychology professor Eugene Borgida, the CSPP in the early 1990s. Associate
Professor Christopher M. Federico, who is a voting member of both the psychology and political
science departments, is director of the CSPP.

Who votes and why

Among those who do vote, political scientists are virtually unanimous in the belief that the single
biggest indicator of how someone will vote is party identification. This is intuitively obvious but it also
crashes up against the idea of a campaign as a struggle to gain the support of voters. Most voters
are pretty much beyond the power of campaigns to persuade them to vote for the "other" party.
Partisan identification is closely linked to socioeconomic and lifestyle factors such as race, income,
religion, and frequency of church attendance, Federico says. All of these factors are or become
aspects of personal identity, he says.

Once a voter establishes a partisan identification (usually by early adulthood and usually for life),
that party affiliation itself becomes a powerful piece of identity, to the point that one can say that
voters are not Democrats or Republicans because they agree with the parties' position on issues,
but vice versa: Democrats take the Democratic position because they consider themselves
Democrats.

Associate Professor Paul Goren's research has demonstrated that the influence of partisan
attachment on political attitudes is "broader, deeper, and more consequential than previously
recognized," Goren says.

Political psychology can now go beyond survey data to confirm this hypothesis. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) enables researchers to monitor brain activity. In one application that has
gained political attention, fMRI can show whether people deal with political information in the
portions of the brain where rational analysis tends to occur.

Sullivan notes that in 2007 a New York Times op-ed by political psychology researchers actually
published fMRIs of the brains of swing voters reacting to names, images and video clips of various
presidential candidates. At that time, the fMRIs suggested, the name Mitt Romney produced what
the researchers called “anxiety” reactions, John Edwards produced a lot of "disgust," and Hillary
Clinton "conflict," although the brains of men and women responded very differently to Senator
Clinton's name. Interestingly, the fMRIs produced by Barack Obama and John McCain were
substantially similar, and mostly showed little reaction. Of course, that was in early 2007. Now, as
the partisans on both sides have closed political ranks around their candidates, the names probably
would produce different results.

If political organizations use focus groups to test themes and messages before trotting them out in
their campaigns, imagine what diabolical insights might be garnered by measuring the reactions to
such ideas directly from the subconscious of potential voters. "My bet is that the presidential
campaigns will be doing this," Sullivan says.

Politico psychology

A second area of political psychology focuses not on the mass psychology of the electorate but on
the individual and small group-psychology of the presidents and presidential circles that elections
have put into power. Sullivan teaches a course called Political Psychology of Elite Behavior.

Early in the 20th century, as Freud's insights into the individual human psyche took hold, pioneering
political scientists applied those insights to a deeper understanding of leaders. For example,
Sullivan says, traditional political science had been puzzled by Woodrow Wilson's failure to make
small compromises that would have gained congressional approval for Wilson's dream of U.S. entry
into the League of Nations after World War I.

In 1956 Alexander George published Woodrow Wilson and Colonel House: A Personality Study,
which traced Wilson's personality from his childhood, his relationship with his parents, his lifelong
struggles with self-esteem, and his hypersensitive ego and constructed an understanding of Wilson
as a man who was intolerant of disagreement and almost incapable of compromise. Sullivan cites
the book as an example of how the merger of political and psychological provides an explanation for
something that previously seemed inexplicable.

Political psychologists have also studied the group psychological dynamics within an administration
facing enormous foreign policy challenges. In Groupthink, a book that Sullivan assigns in his Elite
Behavior course, political psychologist Irving L. Janis explores three famous cases: the
unpreparedness of the United States for the 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, the Kennedy
administration's decision to go forward with the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion plan it had inherited from
the Eisenhower administration, and the Truman administration decision to expand the Korean War
into an invasion of North Korea. In all of these instances, Janis finds evidence of what he calls
groupthink, wherein the pressure to go along with ideas that the group seems to favor leads
individual members of the group to ignore—or least to not force the group to consider—serious
problems with a plan.

This kind of post-fiasco research is done by interviewing the key members of the group, asking how
the group failed to see—or at least to discuss and deal with—obvious problems. Theorists of
groupthink have developed the concept of a "mindguard," a member of the group who pressures
other members to stay in line with the emerging consensus and keeps troublesome facts and
arguments away from the group. (Janis concluded that President Kennedy's brother Robert played
that role in the Bay of Pigs case.)

Looking at these and other current and past events, political scientists at the University of Minnesota
are unraveling the mysteries of political behavior. It's difficult to let go of belief in a rational, informed
electorate. It may be downright scary to think that childhood adjustment issues will cause a
president to mess up a major foreign policy decision. But, to the degree that this is reality, political
psychology can help us understand it.
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University of Minnesota public affairs professor Sally
Kenney.

Photo: Patrick O'Leary

What's in a judge?
When asked who makes a
good judge, political
science professor Sally
Kenney replied: "Someone
who's fair, really smart,
compassionate, has a
broad life experience, a
good writer, and collegial,"
she says.

Women on the bench
November 5, 2008

U professor hopes to up the count of
female judges on the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals

By Pauline Oo

Of the 11 judges on the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals, which covers
Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Missouri, and
Arkansas, only one is a woman.
Diana Murphy, 74, has been that lone
female since Congress established
the judicial circuit in 1891. But things
may soon change if University of
Minnesota public affairs professor
Sally Kenney has her way.

Last year Kenney and three others—
Minneapolis attorney Mary Vasaly,
Hamline University law professor
Marie Failinger, and Lisa Brabbit, an assistant dean at the St. Thomas School of Law—founded the
Infinity Project to increase gender diversity on the Eighth Circuit bench. (The name, Infinity, comes
from the number eight turned on its side.) The group has since grown to more than 100 people in
Minnesota.

"The Eighth Circuit has the lowest percentage of women on the bench of all the circuits," says
Kenney, who directs the Humphrey Institute's Center on Women and Public Policy. "Nobody until
now has raised the alarm and said, ‘Wait a minute, the last nine appointments have been men; isn't
it time for a woman?' We have geographical representation on the Eighth Circuit bench by statute,
but not gender diversity. We are one retirement away from having an all-male court."

The United States has 94 district courts that are divided into 12 regional circuits. And each circuit
has a U.S. Court of Appeals to hear pleas from its district courts. Women make up 27 percent of the
courts of appeals, 25 percent of the district courts, and 11 percent of the U.S. Supreme Court, which
hears cases that may begin in the federal or state courts and typically involves questions about the
Constitution or federal law.

"In the 1970s, women came together to put pressure on the Carter Administration," says Kenney.
"As a result, President Carter appointed more women [40] to the federal bench than all previous
presidents combined."

But the numbers shrank during the Bush Administration because the organizations that used to
work on gender equity in the legal profession and judiciary—like Minnesota Women Lawyers, the
National Association of Women Judges, the National Women's Political Caucus, and the Minnesota
Women's Political Caucus—have dropped the issue from their agendas, says Kenney, and because
the current U.S. president is not appointing at the rate of his predecessor. Nearly 30 percent of
President Clinton's appointments to the federal bench were women; only 21 percent of President
Bush's appointments have been women.

"People think that women are chugging along—that we're increasing our numbers of women in the
legal profession [about 30 percent now] and we're increasing the numbers of women law graduates
[roughly half of all current law school grads]—and it's just a matter of time until women trickle up into
these judicial positions," says Kenney, "when, in fact, we're going backwards rather than making
progress."

So, why is it important to have gender diversity on the bench?

"Judges have the responsibility to make important decisions in difficult matters," offers Carolyn
Chalmers, director of the U's Office for Conflict Resolution. "And their own life experiences inform
them, in addition to the case law that they read and the statutes that they read. Having people on
the bench who have had diverse life experiences and bring different perspectives is key to making
the best decisions for the range of issues that come up. Because the range of issues that come up
through our judicial system reflects all the diversity in our society."

"People think... it's just a matter of time until women trickle up into
these judicial positions," says Kenney, "when in fact, we're going
backwards rather than making progress."

In August, the Infinity Project received a $43,000 grant from the Open Society Institute to put
together a seven-state group to work on the issue. A kick-off event was held over the second
weekend of October.

"It was a true working meeting—we all learned a lot about the selection process, and we created an
organizational structure for moving forward and laid the groundwork for ongoing efforts," says Carol
Chomsky, one of two University of Minnesota Law School faculty drawn to the Infinity Project. Mary
Lou Fellows is the other.

According to the Constitution, federal judges are nominated by the president and confirmed by the
Senate. But the appointment process "is really murky and invisible," says Kenney. "It's mostly up to
the president alone for the Supreme Court bench, and it's pretty much up to the home state
senators for the district court and court of appeals appointments. Some senators just appoint the
person who ran their campaign, their law partner, or brother-in-law.

"By not appointing women to the circuit courts, we are effectively
excluding women as potential candidates for the U.S. Supreme
Court." All nine justices serving on the Supreme Court previously
served on the U.S. Court of Appeals. (President Reagan appointed
the first woman, Sandra Day O'Connor, to the Supreme Court in 1981.
President Clinton appointed the second, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, in
1993.)

"We are not going to see women appointed proportionate to their
numbers unless we apply pressure," adds Kenney. "Think of it in the
frame of employment discrimination: When you have a really strong
asymmetry between the people in the qualified pool and the people who get the job, you say, ‘I
suspect discrimination.'"

Although there currently isn't a vacancy on the Eighth Circuit bench, "our goal is to be ready," says
Kenney. "So when a vacancy occurs, we'll have already primed everybody to say: ‘We have to find
a really terrific woman for this opening.'"

Related links
Infinity Project
Federal judicial circuits
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Talk with children about holiday budgets
Talk with Children about Holiday Budgets

by Shirley Anderson-Porisch

November 10, 2008

It is easy for holiday spending to get out of control when you have children. You may be surprised to
learn that research shows that what children really want for the holidays is a relaxed and loving time
with family, an evenly paced holiday season, reliable family traditions and of course, a few gifts.
However, research also suggests that children have much more reasonable expectations on the
number and the amount of money spent on gifts. With this in mind, before anyone goes holiday
shopping on gifts for children, they need to set realistic expectations for their family. Parents need to
take the first step with their holiday spending plan by talking with family members about what gifts
they can expect. For example, a parent might say to a child, "this year you will receive two gifts--one
that will be in this price range and one that will be in this price range." Then, the children will ideally
provide some ideas on what gifts they would like to receive that fit into that price range. This is also
a great lesson for children in how much things really cost to help them better understand money. If a
child asks for a gift that is beyond the boundaries of the spending plan, try explaining why it is
beyond your budget by saying things like:

I would like to give you that gift, but right now we don't have enough money for how much that item
costs, so can you help me with some other ideas for another gift that costs less?
Is this gift something that you might want later? Could we plan that I save some money and you
save some of your holiday money so we can buy it later?

By talking realistically with your children, they too can understand what the holiday season is truly
about. Commercialism continues to influence everyone's spending--even that of children. If you
need to update yourself on some of the latest strategies for getting parents to buy products, watch
an hour or so of children's television programming. That update may influence you to have a
conversation with your kids about advertising. Talk to your kids by asking them what they think the
ad is about and why they might want to have the product; their depth of understanding may surprise
you. University researchers continue to conclude that children as young as four know that an ad is
always selling something, and can make a product look much better than it really is. The more that
children talk about advertising to enhance their understanding, the less vulnerable they will be to the
messages. Talking about advertising is one way to help children develop realistic shopping skills.
Having family conversations about gift expectations and product advertising show respect for
everyone involved. When people feel respected, they often act and react in a positive way. Talking
about spending for the holidays affirms the affordability of shopping and aligns the expectations of
those involved within the reality of family money. Who knows, the result could be less spending with
even higher satisfaction levels, by truly enjoying other aspects of the holidays. Discuss spending--it
will be worth your time.

Shirley Anderson-Porisch works as a family resource management Extension educator at the University of
Minnesota and is an expert in family finance. She has long been a media contributor and is an accredited financial
counselor. 
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Duck tales
November 11, 2008

A foray into the competitive world of
duck stamp art

By Adam Overland

The Bell Museum's Art of the Wild
exhibit, which runs through January 4,
features the Federal Duck Stamp
Artists of Minnesota—winners of the
annual Federal Duck Stamp Contest.
The winning artist stands to earn
hundreds of thousands of dollars from
both stamp and print sales of their
work.

Because of this, judges of the contest
were once lobbied-harassed, some
would say-and so their names are
now kept secret until the judging is at hand. In October, the first judging in the Midwest took place—
at the Bloomington Art Center in Bloomington, Minnesota. Appropriate, considering that of the 75
stamps created since the contest began in 1934, Minnesota artists have designed 23—more than
any other state.

On October 17, Don Luce, curator of exhibits at the Bell, was one of the judges analyzing nearly 300
works from artists around the country. In the audience were many of those whose pieces Luce was
examining, along with their families, waterfowl hunters, and lovers of wildlife art.

The artists looked upon Luce with solicitous eyes, for he was one of five men who could grant them
a small amount of fame and a substantial amount of money. Over the next two days, Luce judged
these paintings according to strict rules of entry and his own knowledge of art and ducks. The
winning entry would grace more than 3 million stamps. Welcome to the world of duck art.

The duck stamp is not a postage stamp; at $15, it's a mini work of art that duck hunters affix to
hunting licenses in order to legally hunt waterfowl, and that anyone who buys it can use as an
annual pass to national wildlife refuges. Collectors and conservationists snap up the prints.

Since the program began, sales of Federal Duck Stamps have generated more than $700 million to
help purchase or lease over 5.2 million acres of waterfowl habitat in the United States. It's estimated
that one-third of the nation's endangered and threatened species find food or shelter in refuges
established using Federal Duck Stamp funds, and these protected wetlands, in turn, help purify
water supplies, store flood water, reduce soil erosion and sedimentation, and provide spawning
areas for fish.

A taste of notoriety

The average person might not know that there is such a thing as a "Federal Duck Stamp Contest,"
but it has had its share of publicity. The film "Fargo" included clever dialogue about the Hautmans,
three real-life Minnesota brothers, wildlife artists, and perennial winners of the competition. And the
duck stamp program got quite a bit of press when it was found that all 3.5 million copies of the 2008-
09 stamp had a typo on the backing that gave the number for a phone-sex hotline rather than the
number for ordering additional duck stamps.

Call of the duck

An author, artist, and scientific illustrator, Luce studied biology and anthropology at the University of
Michigan and holds a degree in zoology. In short, he knows a thing or two about ducks and art.

While speaking with Luce in the lower level of the U's Bell Museum, chirping birds sound off from
nests unseen. The recordings almost trick the listener into thinking he or she is a step away from the
wild. Above the din, Luce explains the current exhibit, the history of the duck stamp, his involvement
with art, and the tale of how he helped put himself through college.

First of all, why does Minnesota generate so many duck stamp artists?

"Hunting has always been really strong in the upper Midwest," says Luce, "but this is also the edge
of where ducks breed." Ducks flock to Minnesota for the plentiful spring. "The abnormally long days,
with lots of sunlight and an enormous amount of productivity [are what drives them]," says Luce.
They catch hatching insects to feed their young. When the ground begins to freeze, the ducks fly
south not because of the cold, which Luce says doesn't bother them, but for the food.

Luce likes fish, too. His artwork depicting fish still appears in educational materials found
everywhere from colleges to state parks to popular coffee table books on ecology. Many of his
drawings date from more than 30 years ago when he was making his was through college in part by
creating artwork for professors.

"I put myself through school by drawing fish brains," says Luce. With a microscope, he worked
diligently to capture every detail of fish brains, and also fish bones and muscles, turtles and bears,
wolves and wax leaves, and many dioramas like those found throughout the Bell.

For him, the ultimate challenge lies in creating an apple. "To make an apple from plaster molds... is
almost impossible," he says.

Duck yucks—for a worthy cause

As Luce speaks, a listener gets the idea that he's not certain how interested people are in the
subject of ducks. Many, right up to the chief of the Federal Duck Stamp Office, Pat Fisher, share his
uncertainty.

Fisher responded to an e-mail asking if the chief of the Federal Duck Stamp Office ever encounters
skepticism over the lofty-sounding title. "I do get a lot of blank stares and giggles and also people
ask me to repeat myself [when I tell them what I do]," Fisher responds. "Quite a number think this is
a joke...the Federal Duck Stamp Program...but I find I can use their incredulity to my advantage. I
can explain what this program with a silly sounding name has accomplished for wetland
conservation and wildlife (not just ducks), and how it continues to impact their lives, even though
they find the name funny."

Luce also keeps a sense of humor about the subject. Asked why these artists spend tens, if not
hundreds, of hours with their submissions when a photograph would suffice, he responds with his
own experience.

"The process of drawing is incredibly different from taking a photograph, in terms of what you see
and observe and how you perceive these relationships between things," says Luce. On this issue of
patience and appreciation, a hunter and an artist could agree. In fact, says Luce, many of the artists
who enter the contest are themselves hunters.

At the Bell, Luce tries to develop a wider appreciation for natural history and wildlife art. Judging the
duck stamp contest has given him a new perspective. There is a dichotomy, Luce says, between
those who view wildlife art as a lesser art form and those who care little for art without wildlife in it.
"We're doing these shows [at the Bell] to break down these barriers," he explains. "This is good art,
and can we bridge the gap."

After two "brutal" days of judging, the contest came to a close and this year it wasn't the Hautmans
who won. A painting of a male Long-tailed Duck with a decoy in the background took first prize, and
Joshua Spies from Watertown, South Dakota, achieved a certain fame.
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The leopard frog is disappearing from wetlands.

Parasites lost, parasites
regained
The trematode worm that
infects the frogs gets
passed to frog-eating birds
like herons and egrets.
Inside the birds, the worms
develop to adulthood. The
adults produce eggs that
are released into water with
the birds' feces. The eggs
hatch, develop into larvae,
and burrow into snails. After
further development, they
burrow their way out again
and swim in search of
tadpoles. They infect them,
the tadpoles turn into frogs,
and the cycle continues.

The tadpole's tale
November 13, 2008

Some environmental pollutants may
take a tricky route to damage

By Deane Morrison

For more than 10 years, researchers
like UMD senior research associate
Lucinda Johnson have been trying to
determine whether poor health and
malformations are connected to
reduced frog populations worldwide.
Loss of habitat poses the greatest
threat, says Johnson, but other
factors operate in an ecological
underworld; these culprits may only
be identified when their accomplices
are also rounded up.

A glimpse of what this murky network may look like appeared recently in the journal Nature, when
Johnson and other researchers reported that a common herbicide could indirectly lead to an
increase in the number of frog parasites in a wetland ecosystem. The paper is available online.

The researchers studied atrazine, a herbicide widely used in the United States. The study showed
that atrazine in pond water could lead to a higher population of snails, which harbor parasites that
also infect frogs.

"To my knowledge, this is the first time this indirect effect has been quantified," says Johnson. By
influencing the snails' environment, the chemical may be "eventually removing a check and balance
on the snails.

"This represents a plausible mechanism that could explain the
observed phenomenon of [leopard frog] decline," says Johnson. But,
she adds, it doesn't necessarily mean that atrazine is actually killing
frogs. "This is one of many potential mechanisms that could help
explain the decline," she explains.

According to a 2003 EPA report, atrazine is estimated to be the most
heavily used herbicide in the United States, being applied primarily on
corn and sugarcane and on residential lawns in Florida and the
Southwest. On a per unit area basis, the heaviest uses occur in parts
of Delaware, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Nebraska. Atrazine,
according to a report in Scientific American, is found in 57 percent of
U.S. streams, the product of runoff from agricultural fields. Once in a
stream, it may be carried to lakes, ponds, and other wetlands.

This side of parasites

The parasite in question is a tiny worm called a trematode. Like many
other parasites, it lives a nomadic life, infecting one "host" animal after
another in a perpetual cycle (see sidebar).

In one part of the life cycle, worm larvae are released from snails' bodies and swim off in search of a
tadpole. When they find one, they often enter through the opening where body waste is expelled
and tend to cluster at the base of one or both of the tadpole's developing hind legs. The presence
there of a particular kind of trematode has been linked to hind limb deformities, but larvae also take
up residence in the tadpole's internal organs.

For the study, Johnson and her colleagues collected leopard frogs from 18 wetlands near St. Cloud,
Minnesota. The researchers found a positive correlation between the amount of atrazine in a
wetland and the number of parasites in that wetland's frogs.

Their colleague Jason Rohr, of the University of South Florida, then set up outdoor tanks and turned
them into mini wetlands by adding water, tadpoles, insects, algae, and other plants and animals. In
some tanks, the water contained a level of atrazine comparable to levels found in the environment.

To Johnson, the central message of the "Nature" study is that big
questions involving one or more sources of stress on species can only be
addressed by "multiscale and multidimensional" studies involving
studies in the field, the laboratory, and model ecosystems like the
outdoor tanks.

Four weeks later, the tanks containing atrazine had more periphyton (a nice word for plant scum),
which is a major snail food, and significantly more snails. More to the point, the tadpoles in the
atrazine tanks had more parasites and lower counts of infection-fighting immune cells than those in
tanks containing no atrazine.

A statistical analysis showed that of all the factors that could be at work, the presence of atrazine in
water was the best predictor of higher parasite loads and reduced immune cell counts. Also, higher
levels of phosphorus, a component of fertilizer, appeared to play a complementary role when
atrazine was present.

Atrazine will break down in a matter of weeks if exposed to air and sun, but if buried in sediment it
could persist in a wetland until the next breeding season, says Patrick Schoff, a colleague of
Johnson's at UMD's Natural Resources Research Institute and a coauthor of the study. He is
conducting a separate investigation of whether atrazine can disrupt the endocrine systems of frogs,
leading males to produce egg cells in their testes.

To Johnson, the central message of the Nature study is that big questions involving one or more
sources of stress on species can only be addressed by "multiscale and multidimensional" studies
involving studies in the field, the laboratory, and model ecosystems like the outdoor tanks. She and
her colleagues are currently involved in a study of how human land use and the drying-up of
wetlands affect frogs.
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Mortuary science instructor and alum Jody LaCourt
teaches students in her Restorative Arts class.

Photo: Mark Luinenburg

Funereal ephemera
In honor of the mortuary
science program's 100th
anniversary, an exhibit of
historical items will be on
display in the University's
Owen H. Wangensteen
Historical Library of Biology
and Medicine. Objects
include pallbearers' ribbons,
trade books, embalming
equipment, and other
funeral industry artifacts
and rare books. Many of the
items were donated to the
University by alumni,
including Terry Lamon and
William McReavy, or are on
loan from funeral homes in
Minnesota. The exhibition
—"Respecting the Dead,
Comforting the Living: A
Perspective on the Funeral
Profession and Mourning in
America"—runs through
December 15 at the
Wangensteen library, Fifth
Floor, Diehl Hall, 505 Essex
St. SE, on the East Bank of
the Minneapolis campus;
612-626-6881.

A noble undertaking
November 13, 2008

The 100-year-old-mortuary science
program is alive and thriving

By John Rosengren

On a sunny Monday morning, a
reporter talks into a TV camera on the
campus of the University of
Minnesota where a high-profile
patient is being treated, making
national headlines. But the news crew
is oblivious to the fact that they're
overlooking an even bigger story of
national note, right over their
shoulders. The University's mortuary
science program—the first of its kind
in the United States and one of the
top in the nation—turns 100 this
month.

While the reporter does another take
outside instructor Jody LaCourt's classroom window, the students in her Restorative Arts class
quietly go about their work on life-size rubber heads, repairing simulated injuries to the flesh. They
use tools and their fingers to restore the misshapen features with sculpting clay.

It's serious work, but that doesn't mean it has to be grim. LaCourt, a licensed funeral director, uses
humor to lighten the mood and instruct. "If you're serious all the time, it takes the fun out of
learning," LaCourt says, while also impressing upon her students the need to be tactful. "I
encourage humor, because in the death business you have to have a little humor-otherwise it would
be a very drab and uncomfortable profession."

Preparing the dead is the core of funeral service; caring for the living—often by carrying out the
deceased's wishes—is at the heart of the funeral director's job. "The funeral is for the living, not the
deceased," says Robin Butter, 23, a senior from St. Cloud. "It's going to be an everlasting memory
for the family, part of the mourning process that will help them move on."

In the early 1900s, the U.S. funeral business was loosely run. The
undertaker was likely the furniture maker who built coffins and had a
side chapel for funerals attached to his store. He learned embalming
methods from traveling salesmen peddling the chemicals, first arsenic
and later formaldehyde.

But from the introduction of contemporary embalming, which allowed
the bodies of fallen Civil War soldiers to be preserved and returned
home, there were no rules or regulations until the end of the 19th
century. Undertakers labored under the stereotype Mark Twain
describes in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, that of the silent
man "who slid around in black gloves and his softly soothering ways...
the softest, glidingest, stealthiest man I ever see; and there warn't no
more smile to him than there is to a ham."

In the fall of 1908, Frank Wesbrook, dean of the College of Medicine
and Surgery, approved the School of Embalming in the medical
college, making the University of Minnesota the first state university in
the country to organize a mortuary science program. Today, it's the
only mortuary science program in the Big Ten and the only college
program in the state. In fact, 86 percent of the funeral directors in
Minnesota are University alumni.

One hundred years after its inception, the program has flourished into
one of the nation's best. And being part of the U's Academic Health
Center allows for unique collaborations. At the moment, the mortuary
science program is working with the School of Dentistry to find a way
to remove dental fillings from the deceased before cremation to
prevent mercury contamination of groundwater. "The care of human
bodies doesn't end with death," says Michael LuBrant, director of the program of mortuary science.

Alumni credit the program for their success. Leo Hodroff, the program's 2008 Alumnus of the Year,
thought so highly of the program that he recently made the nation's largest donation to a mortuary
science program. His $200,000 gift will be used to set up a scholarship that—with the help of
funding from the President's Scholarship Match—will be the country's first to provide a full ride to a
new mortuary science student every two years. And this past May, William McReavy, owner of
Washburn-McReavy Funeral Chapels, and his family made a major gift in the spring of 2008 to
create the William L. McReavy Teaching Center, an innovative space for teaching the skills
necessary for making effective and meaningful funeral arrangements.

As a woman, Butter represents a major shift in programs across the country. When the U
established its program in 1908, mortuary science was a man's domain. Today, about 55 percent of
the mortuary science students at the U and nationwide are women. That's in line with the
percentage of women enrolled in college. Mike Mathews, an instructor in the U's program,
remembers people telling the lone woman in his own 1969 graduating class that she would not be
able to find a job in funeral service. Now, he says funeral homes ask him to recommend women.

Industrial evolution

The changing demographics of Minnesota over the past few decades have transformed the local
funeral industry. In the Hmong culture, for instance, wakes last three days with burials on a Monday
morning. For Muslims, burial is preferred on the same day as death, without embalming the body.
The U has adapted its program to prepare students for the changing field.

"It's a collaboration and a partnership," says the Reverend Gloria Roach Thomas, senior pastor at
Camphor Memorial United Methodist Church in St. Paul, who teaches Death and Dying Across
Cultures and Religions at the U Thomas says. "That in itself is a new way of working and thinking."

Cremation is rapidly gaining popularity in the United States and has presented the biggest change in
funeral service in the past 50 years. In 2008, 42 percent of Minnesotans who died were cremated,
up from less than 2 percent in 1961. LuBrant points to scientists in Sweden working on a process
that removes fluid from the body and to the Mayo Clinic experimenting with "resomation," an
accelerated decomposition process that reduces the body to ash. He's also seeing a trend toward
eco-friendly burials—where bodies are interred in biodegradable caskets, shrouds, or blankets
without embalming or concrete vaults. Several green cemeteries have already been established in
the United States.

No matter what the future holds for the funeral industry, people may continue to look to others to
guide them in the way they honor the dead. "Anything that has been around 100 years endures that
long because it has meaning," LuBrant says of the U's program. "That speaks to the fact that there
is a need for what we do."

John Rosengren is a Minneapolis-based freelance writer. This article appeared in its original form in
the November-December issue of MINNESOTA, the magazine of the University of Minnesota
Alumni Association.
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Paul Rusesabagina with some of the students in the
First Year Inquiry courses.

Life saver
November 14, 2008

Paul Rusesabagina kept hundreds of
people from death during the Rwanda
genocide

By Diane Cormany

Can one person make a difference?

Paul Rusesabagina, who inspired the
Academy Award-nominated film Hotel
Rwanda, has answered that question
powerfully through the example of his
life. Rusesabagina, a hotelier,
sheltered more than 1,200 neighbors
and strangers during the 1994
Rwandan genocide, and fended off
their would-be killers with a
combination of diplomacy and
deception.

The same question serves as a common point of inquiry for the 400-or-so freshmen participating in
the new College of Education and Human Development First Year Inquiry courses. They all had
read Rusesabagina's autobiography, An Ordinary Man, and discussed it during their interdisciplinary
First Year Seminars. In November, they had the rare opportunity to meet the author and pose
questions directly to him.

Kris Cory, who teaches literature in a First Year Seminar with co-instructors in immigration and law,
says she was impressed by the students' questions, which covered a broad range of topics,
including the role of God in such a tragedy, response to critiques of the author's take on the
Rwandan government, and the differences between the United Nation's response in Somalia (where
a number of the first-year students hail from) and in Rwanda.

Rusesabagina described his interaction with the students as fantastic, calling them aware and
informed. "It was if they had the book in their head, memorized," he said during a brief interview.

"I love young people," he said. "I believe in them because they are still passionate. They are the
people to talk to; that is my audience."

At a reception later in the day, assistant professor Rashné Jehangir
recounted how the students referred to Rusesabagina by his first name
and explained that they felt as if they knew him after weeks of studying
his writing and his life. They feel as if he's "our Paul," she said.

After the official class time and Q&A session were over, all of the first-year students joined
Rusesabagina on stage for a photo-a moment that Cory and other faculty called one of the most
powerful of the day. He lingered for a half hour afterwards to speak with students one-on-one.

"It was so nice and fun to see them interact with him," said Cory. "He was so warm and able to
respond to really any question they asked."

At a reception later in the day, assistant professor Rashné Jehangir recounted how the students
referred to Rusesabagina by his first name and explained that they felt as if they knew him after
weeks of studying his writing and his life. They feel as if he's "our Paul," she said.

One of the students, Mohamed Hassan, asked Rusesabagina if he still speaks Swahili, and was
surprised by how fluent the author still is in the language. Hassan, who is of Somali decent and
came to the United States, said Rusesabagina inspired him to hold on to his native Swahili.

Hassan said he felt a personal connection to Rusesabagina's autobiography, which reminded him of
his father's stories. "When Paul talked about his cool neighbors turning to killers and how families
were separated, it vividly reminded me of stories that my father told me about the civil war in
Somalia; how brothers became enemies, best friends were torn apart, and how his lovely
neighborhood was buried," said Hassan.

Ultimately Hassan said Rusesabagina's story has convinced him that one person can indeed make
a difference. "I learned that there is more of a need for love, care and peace than anything else in
our society," the student wrote.

Rusesabagina's highly anticipated visit culminated more than 18 months of work by the College of
Education and Human Development's Department of Postsecondary Teaching and Learning to
create a First Year Inquiry course for all incoming freshmen in the college. The CEHD freshmen
class is the most proportionally diverse at the University of Minnesota, including nearly 40 percent
students of color and numerous first-generation college students. The program combines both
intellectual and personal development components that invite students to question themselves and
the world around them and to see themselves as agents of change. Students are put into groups of
learners who can provide mutual encouragement as they acclimate to university life.

Advising and other college-level supports are built right into the First Year Seminars, which also
feature weekly sessions covering life skills including time management and financial literacy. The
reading of An Ordinary Man in the seminars was the first common reading to be carried out at the
University, and may provide a model for future programs.

After meeting with the College of Education and Human Development students during the day,
Rusesabagina spoke to an audience of more than 2,000, including a number of Twin Cities high
school students who had read An Ordinary Man in their schools. The author reflected on his past
experiences 14 years ago and how he learned the power of words both for good and for evil. "I
consider myself an ordinary person," he emphasized. "What I did in 1994 was my duty and
obligation to my fellow human beings. I don't see anything extraordinary in this."

He also commented on more recent human rights abuses in Darfur and the Congo, saying they
were tied to demand for blood diamonds, precious metals, and oil. "Behind every African
dictatorship there is always a Western superpower," he said to audience applause. "Let them know
they are not above laws."

Rusesabagina urged the audience to write the administration and demand it intervene in the Congo,
where some of those who perpetrated the Rwandan genocide are still operating. "Why don't we be
the voices for the voiceless?" he asked. "If you don't want to stand up and make a difference, you
are the problem."
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Political science professor Kathryn Pearson

December Headliners
announced
On December 4, Brian
Atwood, Dean of the
Humphrey Institute of
Public Affairs, is going to
provide a behind-the-
scenes look at how a newly
elected president
assembles his cabinet and
staff. Dean Atwood led the
transition team at the State
Department during the
Clinton administration.

Election redux
November 14, 2008

U professor breaks down historic
2008 election

By Rick Moore

By definition, the College of
Continuing Education's Headliners
series is a chance for people to meet
with University experts whose work
illuminates topics in the news.

If only there were something
noteworthy in the news during the first
week of November... Oh yes, the
election!

In fact, it seemed the only potential
pitfall for choosing "Election 2008: History in the Making" for the November 6 topic was that the
Headliners electorate would be weary of the post-election analysis and Wednesday morning
quarterbacking. As it turned out, nothing could be further from the truth. An exuberant, capacity
crowd of about 200 filled a room in the Continuing Education Center on the Twin Cities campus in
St. Paul to hear political science professor Kathryn Pearson lead a spirited 90-minute discussion.

Pearson has been at the fore of local political experts offering her take on the election. As
Continuing Education dean Mary Nichols pointed out at the start of the evening, Pearson has
appeared as a commentator on every network in the Twin Cities—at all times of the day and night—
with analysis that is always "well-informed, upbeat, and articulate."

She kicked off the evening with a presentation highlighting some of the statistics and trends of the
epic presidential race, as well as U.S. Senate and Congressional contests.

"It is hard to overstate—or even fully grasp—the significance of Tuesday's elections," Pearson said.
"The country elected the first black candidate in history. Barack Obama won by a seven-point
margin in what was clearly a 'change' election. In many respects, including public opinion in the U.S.
and abroad, change did happen instantly. But the obstacles to policy change are many. As former
president Clinton and President Bush would surely agree, even having unified party control of the
government does not mean that legislative change is automatic."

Political science research shows that people are socialized at a
relatively young age with their party identification," she said. "So to the
extent that these young voters who voted for Obama also identify as
Democrats--that combined with the partisan gap among Hispanics
suggests that the Democratic party has a lot more to celebrate after
Tuesday night than just the election of Barack Obama.

To a large extent, many states are clearly established as either Republican or Democratic
strongholds, so the presidential race was primarily fought in a small number of battleground states,
Pearson noted. And that's a mixed bag for non-battleground states.

"This means that many citizens, including those in deep blue states and deep red states, where the
outcome is all but guaranteed, miss out on a lot of the process. They miss these negative ads that
we saw for so long in Minnesota," she said to a chorus of laughs. "They also miss visits by
candidates and their surrogates throughout the campaign season. ... In fact, political science
research shows that voters in [these] states are, indeed, less likely to turn out and, in fact, less
knowledgeable about the campaign."

Obama prevailed in a large number of the battleground areas; the nine states that switched from red
to blue in 2008 were Florida, Ohio, Virginia, Iowa, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, Indiana, and
North Carolina.

Pearson pointed out some of the many contextual factors at work in
the 2008 election. According to exit polls, 85 percent of voters said
they were worried about economic conditions and 75 percent said the
country was going in the wrong direction. And President Bush's
historically low approval ratings were destined to hurt John McCain.

Other factors were also at work, said Pearson. After deciding to forgo
public funding for the general election, Obama was able to raise a
staggering sum of money during the campaign—a record $66 million
in August followed by $160 million in September—which allowed him
to become competitive in many more states.

And while Obama's lack of experience was positioned to be an
advantage for McCain, that edge was "seriously undercut" by his
selection of a vice presidential candidate, she said. Sixty percent of
voters in exit polls said that Sarah Palin was not qualified to be president, if necessary (although 16
percent of them voted for the McCain-Palin ticket anyway).

By the numbers

The election turnout of 62.5 percent (133.3 million voters) matched the percentage of 1968, and
Minnesota was a beacon of civic participation at about 77 percent, matching 2004 when it had the
highest rate in country. "Minnesotans tend to be—and studies have shown this—more likely to join
groups," Pearson said. "People who are more likely to join groups [and] know their neighbors are
also more likely to turn out to vote."

Among white voters nationwide, McCain scored 55 percent compared to Obama's 43 percent, while
among blacks Obama tallied 95 percent of the vote. Pearson also pointed out two other
demographic groups of note. Obama had the support of 67 percent of Hispanics (the largest
growing demographic group in the United States), as well as about 66 percent of voters ages 18 to
29.

"Political science research shows that people are socialized at a relatively young age with their party
identification," she said. "So to the extent that these young voters who voted for Obama also identify
as Democrats—that combined with the partisan gap among Hispanics suggests that the Democratic
party has a lot more to celebrate after Tuesday night than just the election of Barack Obama.

"On the other hand, it is very possible that some of these effects are very much candidate centered
and very much a judgment of the last four and eight years."

Weighing in on questions

The Headliners crowd had no shortage of comments and questions regarding the elections, and
Pearson weighed in with her take on the answers. One guest was curious as to the viability of third-
party candidates in the future.

"Unless there is structural change in terms of our electoral and representational systems, I think it's
unlikely," Pearson said. "As long as the majority of Americans feel a psychological attachment to
one party or the other, it's sort of hard to see how anytime remotely soon, or without some structural
changes, third-party candidates can consistently be viable."

Another attendee wondered about the future of the Electoral College system, which Pearson also
predicted would be slow to change. "After 2000, that was when the time was ripe," she said.
"President Bush lost the popular vote, and sure, there were a lot of editorials arguing for Electoral
College reform. But if we went to a direct national vote system, there would be many flaws with the
voting process that we just don't know [about] right now."

It would also change how campaigns are conducted. "For candidates to run a national campaign,
they would concentrate themselves in large, dense areas and basically overlook rural, sparsely
populated areas. Now, is that better or worse than spending all your time in Ohio and Florida? There
would be a lot of different implications."

"There's no easy solution," she added, "and I don't predict change anytime soon, particularly if we
don't see another election like 2000 anytime soon."

What suggestions would she have for the Republican party, which lost significant ground in 2008?

Both parties face the challenge of bringing together a lot of people with differing ideas, she said, and
"Republicans have been increasing less successful at doing that."

"In terms of thinking about the future, I would advise the Republicans to try to recapture some of
[the] Hispanic voters, and also think about ways in which to appeal to some young voters, and
maybe that's emphasizing particular issues like energy [and] technology and not focusing on social
issues, [since] definitely the conservative position on social issues is less appealing to young
people. But really thinking about future demographics, and in particular, those two groups."

After the event wrapped up, the political conversations spilled out into the hallway and then the
parking lot. And the following day, almost as if on cue, there was a headline in the newspaper
mirroring Pearson's suggestion: "Pawlenty envisions a renewed GOP: Fresh. Pragmatic. Diverse.
Younger."

Seems as if Headliners not only reflects upon the headlines; it's also right in step as they're being
created.
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U of M on iTunes
By Benjamin Neeser

November 18, 2008

Every day on the University of Minnesota's campuses, incredible
things are happening. The U plays host to world renowned
scholars and guest lecturers and is graced by talented performers
of drama and music. Faculty and students engage in fascinating
discussions about bioethics, plant genetics, climate change, and
any number of topics that act upon the world-wide-stage. Now,
thanks to an exciting new partnership between the University of
Minnesota and Apple, the U's dynamic content will be included in
the global Apple iTunes Store, where it will be accessible from
anywhere. The partnership is called iTunes U. It's a section of the
iTunes store where users can download educational content from
universities around the world and view it on their computer or
portable media player (such as an iPod). All units and departments are invited to submit content to
the U of M iTunes U public site. Value to the University The partnership with Apple provides the
University a global platform to showcase the institution's exceptional faculty, staff, and students, and
the exciting work, research, and events that occur systemwide. In addition, the University can use
iTunes U to privately share content and course materials with members of the campus community.
What can it do? Because so many people are already using iPods and iTunes, iTunes U is an
excellent way to deliver audio and video podcasts about anything going on at the University.
Perhaps most importantly, iTunes U is extremely useful as an educational technology, as it enables
instructors to post class lectures or other educational content of value to students. But its uses are
broad: iTunes U can also disseminate general interest content to the entire campus and beyond (for
example, faculty lectures, guest lectures or interviews, music, performances, sports, and other
campus events).

The University actually has two different sites on iTunes. The first site is access-restricted, so it is
only available to U students, faculty, staff, and guests. This site contains the content that is
specifically of interest to the U community, such as course content. On the second site, the public
site, worldwide audiences can view and download the U's digital content to learn more about life on
campus or to research topics that are of personal interest to them. Course Related Content
Faculty can use iTunes U to deliver course-related content to students enrolled in their courses. The
content can include simple audio recordings of class lectures or carefully produced videos. To share
course lectures, instructors simply follow these steps: 1. request a course podcast on iTunes U 2.
use a microphone that is hooked up to a computer or other storage device to record a class lecture
or record a video presentation from a webcam at their computer 3. upload the audio or video
recording to the iTunes Web site. Users then go to itunes.umn.edu and sign in to the access-
restricted site. Once in the access-restricted site, they will see content for the courses in which they
are enrolled in the My Courses section. Students can download the content to mobile devices such
as iPods, or watch and listen to the course content on their computer. News, Events, Research,
and Scholarship In addition to increasing the accessibility of course content, iTunes will also
increase the visibility of the University throughout the State of Minnesota and the world. The public
iTunes U site will help to generate broad exposure for the University's exceptional faculty, students,
and staff, by showcasing the exciting work, research, and events that come from the University. For
example, U of M Crookston is using iTunes U to share video of students doing field research on the
den of a black bear. And the School of Public Health is using it to share public lectures on such
topics as "Bioethics and Moral Pluralism," and "Race and Eugenics." Getting Started The
University offers an incredible wealth of resources to help instructors learn how to teach with
technology such as iTunes U and get over some of the technical hurdles. First, OIT's Digital Media
Center offers faculty development programs and consultation services to help instructors plan,
design, and evaluate their courses and curricula that make use of educational technologies such as
iTunes U. Faculty at Crookston should contact the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Technology.
Faculty at Duluth should contact Information Technology Systems and Services. The Morris campus
has two offices: Computing Services and Media Services.

In addition, the SMART Learning Commons on the second floor of Walter Library (Twin Cities) offers
an array of technology resources to help faculty get started. Faculty and students can check out
digital audio and video equipment, and staff there can help edit your audio and video to get it ready
for podcasting. There are many other resources at the University to assist faculty and departments
in creating content for iTunes U. Check with a college to discover the many instructional technology
resources available. In addition, the iTunes U support site has a help forum with content populated
by experts from across the campuses. For more information about the forum, requesting an iTunes
U site, recording and uploading podcasts, or for guidelines about submitting content to the public
site, visit the U of M iTunes U support site.
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Taking the PULSE of the University
by Linda Maleitzke

November 18, 2008

Facilitating a community where employees feel connected and
valued should be a major initiative of any organization. The
University of Minnesota's Pulse survey is a primary tool to gauge
and impact faculty and staff satisfaction, and results of the survey
are used to continuously improve the workplace. This year, more
employees than ever responded to the survey--42 percent of all
employees, an increase of 5 percent over the most recent survey,
conducted in 2006.

Key findings The 2008 Pulse survey administered last spring
measured faculty and staff satisfaction with the U as an employer.
Results indicate that faculty and staff satisfaction remains high,
while overall, employee opinions of the U are moving in a positive direction.

Some of the greatest gains were seen in the confidence employees have about the direction of the
University, including the direction of departments. More employees also feel they better understand
how their job contributes to the University?s mission. Among staff, 13 categories improved, seven
held steady, and two went down slightly. Faculty saw improvement in 15 categories, while four held
steady and none went down.

Results of the yearly Driven to Discover survey align with the Pulse survey, showing improved
employee engagement and awareness of the University's mission. Over the last year, OHR has
integrated the Driven to Discover message into its vastly expanded New Employee Orientation. "By
introducing staff and faculty to a common mission right away, employees can immediately begin
thinking about the U's mission and recognize how each individual plays a crucial role," says Stacy
Doepner-Hove, New Employee Orientation Program Manager. Colleges and units are also adopting
elements of the Driven to Discover campaign to get their own messages out. "This has proven to be
effective in creating cohesiveness not only at the departmental level, but University-wide," adds
Doepner-Hove.

Past Pulse results and actions The University continues to address areas of concern identified
through the Pulse survey. Past results indicated that salaries were a concern, while benefits were
considered more satisfactory. In response, Total Compensation Statements were made available to
each employee to help them understand all aspects of the compensation package.

Responses also revealed a need to increase professional development and promotion opportunities
and provide more career mobility. As a result, OHR initiated a project to redesign job families to
reflect current work being performed, external market trends, and establish a clear career
progression for employees. Additionally, a Personal and Professional Development group was
created to address a concern regarding resolution of workplace problems. The group provides
courses in customer service, project management, presentation skills, leading meetings, time
management, conflict resolution, and more.

Organizational Effectiveness, a division of the Office of Human Resources, developed a variety of
programs and services designed to build job skills and enhance professional development. "We
provide workshops, seminars, classes, coaching, counseling, and consulting services to over
14,000 U of M participants each year," says OE Director Mel Mitchell. "In the past year, we have
revamped several courses and are launching new programs in an effort to improve employee
engagement and increase professional development opportunities for employees."

One example of a newly created course driven by Pulse survey results is "Exploring Supervision."
The course was developed to give employees interested in moving into a front-line supervisory role
an opportunity to safely explore the "real world" of management. "The goal is to prepare employees
for this potential and give them an understanding of the knowledge, skills, and attributes that are
critical for managers," says Mitchell. As part of the course, U staff who've recently made the
transition to management share their personal experiences with participants. Specific Professional
Development courses can be found online.

Moving forward--plans for the future This year, the University is working to better incorporate the
survey into its planning process and to help unit leaders share survey results with employees. This
information becomes even more critical as the state, national and global economies move through
difficult financial times.

To make sure that Pulse findings continue to be more than a survey but an action plan as well, the
findings will be used to make improvements in the workplace. Unit leaders are receiving faculty and
staff survey feedback reports in November and will have the opportunity to meet with an OHR
consultant to talk about their specific results, identify areas for improvement, and learn about
University tools and services to help develop and implement plans. Unit leaders determine how this
information will be shared with their employees.

"Pulse survey results are one important source of information and can provide some significant
insights into the strengths and weaknesses of a unit's management practices and workplace
climate," says Susan Rafferty, OHR Assistant Department Director. Improved reporting resulting
from the partnership with the Office of Institutional Research and focused support from OHR, should
help campuses, colleges, and administrative units better understand and more effectively utilize
survey results.

"What's different is that we are making concerted efforts to help each unit understand the results
from a human resources perspective," says Rafferty. Each unit or administrative department will
determine what type of actions they will take based on the results of the survey. "There is not a one
size fits all approach. It is really us supporting each unit's leadership as they try to understand their
results and how to act on them," she says.

One department that has committed to creating positive culture change is the Office of Information
Technology (OIT). OIT has begun piloting a new approach to a survey action team, incorporating the
results of the Pulse survey as well as an additional survey OIT management conducted based on
principles from the Gallup Organization's research on employee engagement. "OIT leadership is
serious about better understanding the issues identified in the surveys and have empowered a team
of mid-level managers to explore these issues and recommend an action plan to address the root
causes of these issues," adds Rafferty.

Since the first survey was administered in 2004, the U has used this valuable tool to impact positive
culture change at the University of Minnesota. As the database of information gleaned from the
survey continues to grow, the University will be able to more accurately measure the pulse of the U,
and respond and implement those changes desired by the U community. For complete 2008 results,
visit Pulse survey results.

The biennial employee satisfaction survey is commissioned by the University's central administration and conducted
in partnership with the Human Resources Research Institute in the Carlson School of Management under the
direction of Professor Theresa Glomb and OHR Vice President, Carol Carrier. 
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What is sight? There's more than meets the eye.

First responders
The retina has been called
a satellite dish for the brain,
but that metaphor vastly
underrates this paper-thin
tissue's ability to process
light signals. When light
strikes the retina, it is
absorbed by the well-known
rod and cone cells. Cones
detect color and work well
in daytime, but are useless
at night. Rods, however, are
1,000 times more sensitive
to light and allow night
vision.

"Early on it was realized
that nocturnal animals'
retinas were dominated by
rods, and those of diurnal
animals by cones," says
University psychology
professor Dwight Burkhardt,
who pioneered studies of
cones. "We [humans] are
both."

Only cones are found at the
fovea of our eye—the part
that focuses our attention—
whereas peripheral areas of
the retina have both rods
and cones. Therefore, says
Burkhardt, at night we're
"functionally blind" in the
foveal area and so must
navigate on peripheral
vision.

Dwellers in well-lit urban
areas may never notice
this, but ancient
astronomers did. "When
they wanted to see a dim
star, they had to look away
from it," says Burkhardt.
That is still true for finding
dim stars, even from a light-
polluted city.

Recently, Burkhardt has
focused on a key class of
retinal cells called bipolars,
which heighten the contrast
we perceive between
objects in the environment,
be they stars against a dark
sky or black ink on white
paper.

"We've found that many
bipolars are sensitive to
small contrasts," he says.
"Most contrasts in the
environment are small.
Without [enhancement by
bipolars], much of what we
see would look like
camouflage."

Internal compass
Most of us take navigating
inside buildings for granted,
but not Gordon Legge. He
studies spatial mobility for
vision-impaired people and
has a project to help them
find their way around
indoors.

"One big problem is that
they can't read signs," he
says. "GPS has been
adapted for speech output,
but it doesn't work indoors."

Unlike streets, indoor
passageways don't have
names, so even a GPS unit
that worked in a building
would have trouble guiding
a blind person down the
right corridor. So Legge,
working with Advanced
Medical Electronics, has
developed a prototype
technology to assist them.

"Imagine every room sign
had a bar code," he says.
"The user carries a 'magic
flashlight' sending out an
infrared beam. If the beam
hits a bar code, a camera
[on the person] gets a
reflection, reads the code,
and compares it to a digital
map of the building." The
unit can then compute a
route for the person and
convert the instructions to
speech.

In Legge's prototype, the
technology is built into a
flashlight housing and
connected to a computer on
a cart. In a few tests so far,
low-vision people have
successfully navigated
indoors, he says. Legge
has a grant to shrink the
device, and says that in a
future system a cell phone
would probably handle the
computing. Bar codes
would be placed not only by
rooms, but near all kinds of
landmarks, such as drinking
fountains, benches, doors,
elevators, and stairs.

Adapted from an article in
the fall 2008 Psychology in
Minnesota, the magazine of
the University of Minnesota
Department of Psychology.

The Best in Sight
November 20, 2008

Insights into how we see set
Department of Psychology vision
researchers apart

By Deane Morrison

A student sits before a computer
screen in Yuhong Jiang's laboratory,
watching teams of players zip a
basketball around. "Count the number
of passes between white players,"
she says. Gamely, the student tries.
"Did you notice anything unusual?"
asks Jiang afterward.

When she replays the scene, the
student suddenly sees a girl with an
umbrella walk right through the
basketball game. Why didn't he see her before? His eyes did—but his attention was fixed on the
ball.

The experiment is one of many by which Jiang, an assistant professor of psychology, probes the
human mind's ability to manage visual information. She is a new face in the University of Minnesota
Psychology Department's array of vision researchers, who are lifting the curtain on how our eyes
and brains produce the miracle of vision.

The shifty human visual system

A big discovery of the past few decades is the brain's adaptability, or "plasticity," a trait well known to
psychology professor and department chair Gordon Legge. Visually impaired himself, he has
undergone functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies to learn how the condition affects
neurons of the visual cortex.

That's the part of the cerebral cortex—the brain's intellectual
powerhouse—that deals with visual information, starting with the
"primary" visual cortex in the back of the head. But its function can be
"reassigned" to other senses in people with low vision. [First sidebar
about here]

"A portion of my visual cortex has been allocated to touch," says
Legge. "We can see that when I read Braille, a lot of my visual cortex
is activated. In the totally blind, the visual cortex seems to be taken
over by touch."

And touch can be jealous of its new territory. "In some cases, 'sight
restoration' surgery has not led to full restoration of visual function,
possibly because touch won't let the visual cortex go," says Legge.

Sometimes, though, visual abilities can improve with effort. In his
studies of how visual experience shapes vision in adults, professor
Stephen Engel has found that with practice, people can begin to see
very faint lines or patterns that were previously invisible to them.

A burning question is whether the adult primary visual cortex can
rewire itself, and if so, how? Finding out, says Engel, could lead to
optimizing people's ability to pick out everything from tumors in an X-
ray to enemies in a military image.

Back in Jiang's office, a visitor watches red and green dots move
randomly across a computer screen. The task is to follow the red dots,
even after they suddenly turn green. Tracking one is easy, but multiple
dots? Hoo boy.

It's a test of working memory, the ability to remember visual
information after it's no longer in sight. People can only improve their
scores a little, says Jiang, and individuals' abilities vary widely.

"Why are some people better than others? Why can't we make other
people better with training? We're looking for answers," she says.

Division of labor

When we open our eyes, we usually see a seamless image that gives
no hint of the effort it took: numerous cells and groups of cells in our
retinas and brains, all working on different tasks, ultimately combining
to form a coherent whole. Our visual system is like a high-speed
factory that puts out a new product—the world as we see it—several
times a second.

Our brains seem to divide the labor among separate, but physically
intertwined, populations of neurons that respond to only one small
aspect of our environment, such as vertical lines or motion from left to
right. The brain then bases its interpretation of images largely on
which neurons fire.

Also, the brain gains efficiency by organizing neurons into groups, or
"centers," that act like committees, each processing a certain kind of
visual information. Like faces, for example.

"Many studies show that there is a specialized mechanism to deal with
faces," says professor Sheng He. It includes an area of the cerebral
cortex whose main job seems to be face recognition. So fundamental
is this skill that our brains can "read" emotional information from faces
without our being aware of it.

"What keeps me going as a psychologist is the phenomenon that we can
see a tree and immediately know it's a tree. It's amazing how strong
and tangible perception is, even with weak incoming data."

He discovered this by showing images of faces displaying emotions—fear, for example—or neutral
expressions to experimental subjects. Simultaneously, the subjects were distracted by "noise" in the
rest of their visual fields and didn't realize any image was in front of them. Testing showed that
specific areas in their brains responded differently to fearful and neutral faces, a clear indication that
emotional processing of images goes on below our mind's "radar." He has also found that "invisible"
images of people in erotic poses can be subconsciously perceived.

When the moon hits your eye

If science is to find treatments for blindness, dyslexia, and other conditions, more must be learned
about how neurons function separately and together. Much effort focuses on the primary visual
cortex, or V1. It passes information to at least 30 or 40 other areas of the cortex, including ones
associated with vision, conscious perception, movement, emotion, and reasoning; even so,
knowledge of how V1 "decides" what to do is in its infancy. [Second sidebar about here]

Sometimes our visual environment throws us a curve, and that offers a
great opportunity for learning how the primary visual cortex functions.
Take, for example, the well-known moon illusion: A full moon looks
bigger when near the horizon than when high in the sky, even though
the images in the retina are the same size.

For reasons not yet fully understood, the change in viewing context
produces an apparent change in the size of the moon. Professor
Daniel Kersten makes good use of the effect of context on apparent
size. In experiments, he has recorded activity in the primary visual
cortex of subjects viewing computer graphics of similar optical illusions
and trying to judge the sizes of objects.

"My colleagues and I thought that V1 would not be depth-sensitive
because it's too early [a stage in processing of visual information],"
says Kersten. Yet subjects in the process of judging, and misjudging,
objects showed more widespread activity in their V1 areas.

Therefore, sophisticated processing of visual information seems to
begin as soon as it reaches the primary visual cortex. Or, says
Kersten, V1 may only be helping higher centers in the brain interpret
the information. Understanding this communication may open a
window onto how the cerebral cortex works generally, and even onto
what makes us intelligent.

Beyond the practical implications of their work, vision researchers
can't help but have an even deeper effect: a sense of wonder at how
the human eye and mind can make so much of so little.

"What keeps me going as a psychologist is the phenomenon that we
can see a tree and immediately know it's a tree," says assistant
professor Cheryl Olman. "It's amazing how strong and tangible
perception is, even with weak incoming data."

Adapted from an article in the fall 2008 Psychology in Minnesota, the
magazine of the University of Minnesota Department of Psychology.
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The current exhibit at the Andersen Library Gallery
features a video coordinated by the Minnesota
Historical Society and documentary photos taken by
Somali youth in the Twin Cities.

Photo: Rick Moore

Somali poets perform
Hear "Poetry of the Somali
Diaspora," a special
performance by young
Somali poets, on Thursday,
November 20, from 6 to 8
p.m. in Room 120 of Elmer
Andersen Library on the
Twin Cities campus of the
University of Minnesota.

The poetry starts at 6 p.m.
and there will be an open
mic at 7 p.m. Refreshments
will be served, and there
will be tours of the "As I See
It" exhibition in the
Andersen Library Gallery.
The event is free and open
to the public.

As they see it
November 21, 2008

Exhibits chronicle the life of Somali
residents in the Twin Cities

By Rick Moore

As Minnesota's population continues
to grow and become even more
diverse, one particular group of new
immigrants has become inextricably
woven in our collective tapestry.

The stories of how and why Somali
immigrants arrived here—along with
their lifestyle and many of their
customs—may still be foreign to many
Minnesotans. But a series of exhibits
and programs at the U are offering a
glimpse at Somali life in America and,
in particular, the Twin Cities.

"As I See It: Images from the Lives of
Twin Cities Youth," is on display in the
Andersen Library Gallery on the West Bank of the Twin Cities campus through December 9. The
exhibit brings together documentary photos and other work from students at the Ubah Medical
Academy, the Sheridan Neighborhood youth group Sheridan Shooting Stars, and video projects
coordinated by the Minnesota Historical Society.

Later in November and December, additional project work will be displayed on the second and third
floors of Andersen Library.

And next summer the Weisman Art Museum, in partnership with Arts Midwest, will bring to
Minneapolis the highly-anticipated exhibition "Stories of the Somali Diaspora: Photographs by Abdi
Roble." It will be on display June 20-September 13, 2009.

As Doug Rutledge points out in The Somali Diaspora: A Journey Away (a book featuring many of
Roble's photographs), the Somali community in the Twin Cities is large and thriving. Nearly 100,000
Somalis live in the Twin Cities, and there are approximately 600 Somali businesses in the area,
including dozens housed in three Somali malls.

The Cedar-Riverside neighborhood near the West Bank is the center of the community, but Somalis
live all around the metro area including in the suburbs. There is also a culturally sensitive education
option for children. The Twin Cities International School, Minnesota International Middle School, and
Ubah Medical Academy are the elementary, middle, and high schools that cater to Somalis.

The "As I See It" exhibit is from the perspective of Somali youth in the Twin Cities, a group faced
with the joint challenges of adapting to the customs of a new country while preserving its own
cultural and religious heritage.

The photos are of people, places, and topics that hold special meaning for the youth, including
family members and friends, the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood, the Franklin Library, traditional
items of dress, the practices of prayer and ablution (washing), and Somali businesses, including the
malls.

Says a caption next to one of the mall pictures: "The Somali mall acts as a market, a place where
services are conducted, and a communication center where the news travels like sound. The Somali
mall is a place where tribal and religious leaders solve disputes and make important decisions."

At one end of a wall of photos, a television plays a 45-minute video
titled "Two Homes One Dream: The Somalis in Minnesota," a 2004
production by the Somali Skyline Tower History Project in conjunction
with the Minnesota Historical Society.

One segment of the video, "What's With the Hijab?," features Somali
young women discussing the hijab—or headscarf—and why they
choose to wear it or, in some cases, not wear it.

Some of the girls speak of wanting to honor their families, and one
says, "Every time I wear it, I feel close to God." But others point out
the discomfort they feel when non-Somalis judge them or joke about
how they must not have any hair beneath the hijab.

"If you want to learn about me, come up to me in a nice way,"
suggests one girl. "If you're willing to learn from us, we're willing to
teach you why we wear the hijab."

The exhibit contains an area for youngsters, featuring tiny chairs and
Somali children's books. It also features an area with a prayer rug and a copy of the Qu'ran.

Additional events during the coming year will include educator training programs, a public
performance of poetry by local Somali young adults (see sidebar), and work to highlight community
businesses and organizations.
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Dr. Robert Good performed the world's first successful
bone marrow transplant at the University of Minnesota.

Transplant program reaches a milestone
November 21, 2008

The University's Blood and Marrow
Transplant Program reaches 40

By Nick Hanson

Exactly 15 years ago, when Vicki
Bakk was diagnosed with leukemia,
her only wish was to be able to live
long enough to raise her 6-year-old
daughter and 4-year-old son.

Her prospects didn't look very bright,
however. Doctors predicted a couple
of years life expectancy at most.

That's when Bakk decided to undergo
a bone marrow transplant at the
University of Minnesota, a pioneer
and leading research institution in that field. Fortunately, bone marrow from her brother Tim—had
received life-saving treatment at the University for a brain tumor 35 years earlier—turned out to be a
perfect match.

Fast forward 15 years.

She's had no resurgence of cancer. Bakk rides about 800 miles a year on bicycle, is an avid hiker,
and basically lives a normal life.

"The emotions that I feel from that experience, I expect them to lessen," says Bakk. "But each year I
experience my [transplant] birthday I feel equally grateful. All we can say is, 'thank you U of M.'
People [should be] proud of the research the University does for families like us."

Dozens of others, many with stories like Bakk's, are coming to the University of Minnesota this
weekend to celebrate the 40th anniversary of its Blood and Marrow Transplant (BMT) Program. A
few patients to note:

The first-ever lymphoma transplant patient, who is now the longest-living lymphoma transplant
survivor
The first in the world to receive total marrow irradiation (head-to-toe) as part of a transplant regimen
Second-longest survivor in the world after an unrelated donor umbilical cord blood transplant

The BMT program at the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview has been at the forefront
of advances since 1968, when a team under Dr. Robert Good performed the world's first successful
transplant. During the past 40 years, University of Minnesota physicians have performed more than
5,000 more transplants, and University researchers continue to perfect transplant technology.

The program has always been a pioneer in transplants, mostly because doctors have been willing to
seek treatments for diseases that people didn't think could be touched, especially with a transplant,
says John Kersey, BMT program founder and a mentor of Dr. Good's.

Seven years after Good performed the first successful bone marrow transplant, Kersey used the
same technique to successfully treat a 16-year-old with lymphoma who, by the way, will be at the
anniversary this weekend.

"Through history, we really have been one of the leading institutions in BMT research and
treatments," Good says. "This weekend is worthy of celebration—for our patients, doctors, and
program."

Other highlights from the University of Minnesota's BMT program include the pioneering of double
cord blood transplants, the success of Molly Nash's transplant to cur Fanconi's anemia from her
perfectly matched sibling, and, most recently, the attempt to cure EB, a fatal genetic skin disease in
children.

In the last 40 years there have been dramatic increases in life expectancy for kids with leukemia,
other blood cancers, and other genetic diseases such as Fanconi's anemia and ALD, many due to
treatments developed at the U.

In the future, Kersey believes, BMT treatments may not even be necessary. Therapies for ailments
such as lymphoma could possibly be administered through drugs, perhaps in pill form.

Until then, the University's BMT research and treatments will continue to lead the way.

For more information:
Visit the U of M BMT Web site.
Watch a video about a recent BMT procedure used to cure a fatal childhood skin disease.
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Mummies on his mind
November 24, 2008

Arthur Aufderheide is wrapping up a
career of studying disease patterns in
mummies

By Nicole Endres

Arthur Aufderheide enters his
basement office near the loading dock
of a research building several blocks
off the University of Minnesota,
Duluth. In his office are the usual
items: bookshelves, a microscope, a
tape dispenser.... And then there is a
set of mummified lungs. Inside a
broken-down incubator he salvaged
from another University of Minnesota
Medical School department, about
5,000 samples of mummified body
tissue.

It's the world's only mummified tissue archive, and it's Aufderheide's legacy. Since the longtime
anatomy professor at the Medical School-Duluth Campus started studying disease patterns in
mummies three decades ago, he has become one of the world's leading experts in a field known as
paleopathology.

As the 86-year-old professor prepares to retire from research and teaching at the end of the fall
semester, he is trying to finish a few things—just a dozen or so projects that he put aside years ago
and his third book on mummies.

"Dr. Aufderheide brings a degree of passion and energy to his research in paleopathology that is
almost palpable and certainly enviable," says Gary Davis, senior associate dean for the Medical
School-Duluth. "Very few faculty members will retire knowing that they helped to create the
academic field of study in which they became an international star."

Combining interests with expertise

Aufderheide, a native of New Ulm, Minnesota, and a member of the University of Minnesota Medical
School class of 1946, worked as a hospital pathologist in the Duluth area for the first 25 years of his
career. When the University built a medical school on the Duluth campus, he volunteered to help
develop the curriculum. As he got more involved, he decided to enter academia full time.

"This much is true: I was getting tired of what I was doing after 25 years," he says. "It wasn't the
challenge it had been in the beginning. I didn't realize it when I came up here—it was just an
accident—that I would end up having to do some form of research. That got the juices flowing
again."

By that time, he was already 55 years old and didn't want to go back to school for a Ph.D. He had
always been interested in archaeology and anthropology, so he thought he'd try to meld those
interests with his knowledge of disease.

"When patients die in the hospital, a legacy of medical information is available to us through the
autopsy," he says. "It occurred to me that maybe some of it—maybe just some of it—might still be
there in mummies. And if so, I'd like to recover that information."

Aufderheide soon learned that only a minute fraction of 1 percent of human bodies end up as
mummies. In some cultures, mummification results from packing bodies of the deceased with salts
and painting them with a waterproofing agent to prevent rehydration. In extremely dry climates, a
dead body can mummify spontaneously, or naturally, drying out before enzymes cause decay.

Not sure where to start his research, Aufderheide and his wife, Mary, flew to Bogota, Colombia, to
see what they could find.

Mary had a knack, they discovered, for picking up foreign languages. And her people skills opened
a lot of doors. "Fifty percent of the team consists of Mary," insists Aufderheide. "She made it all
possible."

On the couple's first day in Bogota, they took a bus tour of the city. The tour guide spoke English
well, and they hired her to accompany them on their excursion the next day. "By that night, we had
seen 60 mummies in five different locations, and two of the curators were willing to work with us on
long-term research," says Aufderheide.

"When patients die in the hospital, a legacy of medical information is
available to us through the autopsy," he says. "It occurred to me that
maybe some of it—maybe just some of it—might still be there in
mummies."

It was a good start. Over the course of his career, Aufderheide estimates that he has studied at least
500 mummies—the oldest being about 9,000 years old—in 20 locations around the world. He hauls
a suitcase carrying 10 to 20 thumb-sized samples from each mummy back to his lab for analysis.
Studies of those samples have helped him identify disease patterns in ancient populations, which he
hopes will inform the way modern medicine deals with infectious diseases.

The field of paleopathology has come a long way since Aufderheide launched his career 30 years
ago.

At first, he wasn't even sure that there would be any useful medical information in mummies. After
discovering that there was, indeed, Aufderheide relied entirely on a visual examination of each
mummy to gather information. Today sophisticated technologies for analyzing ancient DNA are
emerging that can reveal much more, and Aufderheide believes they will "explode the field."

Although it's still a pretty small field: Aufderheide is one of the few paleopathologists in the United
States. Most others are in Europe. He's not sure what will happen to his archive of mummy tissue
samples once he retires. But thanks in part to his archive, "now we can claim it's a legitimate area of
study," Aufderheide says.

After so much travel, the Aufderheides say they're about ready to retire their passports. But they
have at least one more trip planned: to Bolzano, Italy, next spring for the opening of a mummy
exhibit.

Watch a slide show of Aufderheide's mummies.

Republished from the Medical Bulletin, a publication of the Minnesota Medical Foundation.
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Ashley Nord is the University's newest Rhodes Scholar.
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Young scholar vaults into academic
stardom
November 25, 2008

Ashley Lynne Nord is the University's
newest Rhodes Scholar

By Deane Morrison

For Ashley Lynne Nord, breaking an
ankle turned out to be a good career
move.

When the then-freshman pole vaulter
at the University of Minnesota talked
to a doctor about her injury, he
showed her the 3-D MRI pictures of
the fracture and explained what he
would do about it.

It was an intriguing first exposure to
the world of biophysics, a field that
combines medicine, biology, and
physics. Nord went on to major in both physical and social sciences; her undergraduate experience
culminated with the announcement in late November 2008 that she had been named one of 32
Rhodes Scholars for 2008.

The mandate for Rhodes Scholars has always included athletic aptitude, which Nord, who hails from
Rapid City, S.D., possesses in abundance. She intends to continue pole vaulting, along with
mountaineering, at Oxford University, where she is now pursuing a doctorate in preparation for a
career in biophysics.

"I grew up as a gymnast," says Nord. That experience has helped her as a pole vaulter, but so has a
knowledge of physics concepts like energy, center of gravity, and movements of mass. As a
member of the University's track and field team from 2003 to 2008, she placed in several Big Ten
championships and was an academic All-Big Ten honoree every year.

The University was a draw for Nord on several accounts.

"For my undergraduate work, I was looking for really good academics, strong physics, and a good
track program," she says. "The track coaches here really value academics, and that was important
to me.

"Physics is really interesting to me," she continues. "What drives me in general is problem-solving.
It's saying, 'Here's a problem,' and being able to come up with solutions. It's the moment when you
come up with something and say 'aha.'"

When she graduates at the end of the fall 2008 term, Nord will receive three bachelor's degrees: in
physics, astrophysics, and global studies, the latter with a minor in Spanish. It's a perfect mix for the
future well-rounded scientist.

"Scientists are involved in the social structure," she explains. "I wanted to incorporate that into my
studies."

When she entered the University, she was eager to explore how a nation's rhetoric about terrorism
influences its policies and delved into the subject with Ronald Krebs, an associate professor of
political science. That interest led to her senior honors thesis, on "U.S. policy toward Colombia and
how it's worsened the drug situation here and there."

During a summer in Merida, Venezuela, Nord not only enjoyed full immersion in Spanish but also
had the chance "to explore the political situation under [Venezuelan President] Hugo Chavez." On
the science side, she spent two summers in a National Science Foundation-funded program for
undergraduates at the University of Hawaii's Institute for Astronomy and in a biophysics laboratory
at UCLA.

Her undergraduate experience also included working on optics and other technical aspects of the
Massive Mirror Telescope on Mt. Hopkins, Arizona, where Nord left quite an impression on
University of Minnesota Astronomy Professor Terry Jones.

"The best thing is, she's someone to whom you can say, 'We need to have this done,' and she
doesn't come back 10 minutes later and ask questions about it, she just goes and does it," he
recalls.

Is there anything she's bad at?

"Almost anything to do with art," she laughs. "I'm taking a course in digital photography, and it's a
big challenge."

In spite of her abilities, Nord found the competition for a Rhodes Scholarship a high bar to clear. The
final round was held at several regional locations just before the announcement of the winners. Nord
went to Des Moines for her interview and wondered how she could stack up well against the "talent,
intellect, and poise" she noted among the array of candidates she met there.

But she had come prepared, having enlisted the help of, among others, Serge Rudaz, a physics
professor and director of the Honors Program.

"He did mock interviews to prepare me," she says. "For example, he asked questions on the ethics
of bioscience, such as the economic crisis and how it should affect science funding."

When the announcement came, Nord was surprised, to say the least, but had no doubt about whom
to thank for what she calls "a huge honor."

"I owe this to faculty here, to my parents, to Sally Lieberman at the Honors Program, who's involved
in getting students to apply for these scholarships, and to the coaches," she says.

Related links
Slide show: Oxford Bound - The U's new Rhodes Scholar credits scholarships for her success
Video: U of M student Ashley Lynne Nord named Rhodes Scholar
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Watch a video of Bill
Doherty talking about how
to take back what is
important about the
holidays and find
alternatives to the culture of
consumerism.

Reclaiming the meaning
November 26, 2008

U professor Bill Doherty works to help
families recapture the deeper spirit of
the holidays

In the midst of what has become the
season of American hyper-
consumption, Bill Doherty is helping
people say, "Enough is enough."

Doherty's research and public
engagement efforts at the University
of Minnesota, where he's a family
social science professor in the
College of Education and Human
Development, focus on making
families stronger and making society's
culture more family-friendly. Some of
his past work has involved helping
families slow down and simplifying birthday parties. This time, he's leading a group to challenge the
frantic pace of life as the nation and world rev up for the holiday season.

"We are all bombarded with messages to buy more and bigger, and we run ourselves ragged during
the holidays," says Doherty. "This group is a laboratory for seeking more balance in all of our lives—
something that our society sorely needs in the midst of today's challenges."

"This [initiative] is a vanguard to reclaim the season ... [and] ... an effort to address the cultural
challenges we face," says Doherty. "A lot of people I talk to don't feel like the season is fully
consistent with their core values. They end up getting their kids more, or grandparents get kids
more, and their kids become little customers, and entitled customers, at this time."

The group is staging a "countercultural event" (see details below) on
what Doherty calls the "'holy day' of our consuming culture." That day,
of course, is Black Friday—a day of mad shopping (retailers hope),
and the one that follows the still relatively uncommercialized
celebration of Thanksgiving.

Doherty says research shows that most people value their
relationships, a sense of inner harmony between their actions and
their behavior, and their communities far more than material things.
"But you don't see that advertised very much.

"[During this season] it's a good idea to ask what your values are, not necessarily what you feel
driven to do," Doherty says. "And maybe to take advantage of the fact that this year the economy
isn't that good. Instead of apologizing to your children [for not getting enough presents], use this
year, and this day of Black Friday, to [explore] what's most important about this season ... Most of us
who grew up with Christmas don't remember a single present we ever got, but we remember the
lights, the sounds, we remember the meals, we remember driving through the neighborhood and
seeing the lights. Try to emphasize what is really magical ..."

Doherty doesn't recommend cutting out presents, especially for children, but to open a family
conversation about what this special time means and how best to celebrate.
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Robert Jones, left, and other
delegation members met with
Shawco staff members at the
University of Cape Town in
August. Shawco is an
innovative student community
services organization that
works with the underserved
townships in that region. For
video of the U's visit to Africa,
see OIP Africa.

Opportunity in Africa
by Peggy Rader

December 2, 2008

Leaders at the University are focusing efforts to create strategic
partnerships with sub-Saharan African universities, beginning with
a trip to Africa in August and continuing with current efforts to win
competitive seed grants to support concrete programming.

Robert Jones, senior vice president, and Meredith McQuaid,
associate vice president and dean for international programs, have
made two recent trips to African nations to explore potential
partnerships with universities there and to work with leaders in
those countries to secure funding for capacity-building projects.

A trip in August to South Africa, Tanzania, and Uganda was a
critical step to get a sense of what possibilities existed for such
partnerships. Jones and McQuaid led a University delegation that
visited eight campuses and met with numerous government
officials and non-governmental organizations.

"The trip was an important step in our strategy to globalize our
university," says Jones. "We are driving the university to do its
international work in a very different way than in the past."

The delegation included the colleges of Food, Agriculture, and
Natural Resource Sciences; Veterinarian Medicine, and Education and Human Development; and
the schools of Public Health, Medicine, Nursing, and Dentistry.

The U around the world The University has a strong presence in China, Thailand, South Korea,
and throughout many European and East European countries, especially those making up the
Scandinavian nations. The University has one of the largest populations of Chinese students and
scholars in the United States, and estimates that more than 8,000 Chinese have studied at the
University since the first Chinese student arrived in 1914.

"We've been doing tremendous work, creating important and valuable connections, but it has
usually been a matter of a faculty member here, a faculty member there, a grant for a particular
research project that, once completed, often means the end of the connection except for informal
ties," says Jones. "We had no systemwide strategy for internationalizing the University, no center to
pull the strands together, no system-wide grants that supported a global strategy and systemic
goals."

The Systemwide Academic Task Force on Forging an International University, formed in 2005,
addresses that issue. Its report, issued in January 2006, advised senior leadership that the
successful but uncoordinated approach to international research, partnerships, and student/scholar
exchanges needed to change if the University is to become one of the top public universities in the
world.

"In order to be truly global, we have to develop a solid presence in Africa," McQuaid says. In
addition to extensive University presence in Europe, Asia, and Southeast Asia, strong university-to-
university partnerships in Africa will provide a balance and help to fulfill globalization goals put forth
in the task force report.

Meredith McQuaid, right, and other delegation members met with
Shawco staff members at the University of Cape Town in August

"The University actually has a historically strong link to Morocco, and we
plan to renew and expand on that," McQuaid says. "But sub-Saharan
Africa is another challenge altogether. We want to be involved in making
a generational change there, to build long-term capacity for higher
education and leadership development."

The August trip was Jones' 16th trip to Africa and the University's plans will leverage his experience
and contacts made over the years.

"We didn't make these visits to come in as the all-knowing American university with all the answers,
because the reality is far from that," Jones says. "These partnerships will not only benefit the African
universities. They will offer our own students, faculty, and staff strategic opportunities for joint
research and experiences that will add significant global capacity to our campuses."

Challenges in a developing relationship Efforts to build strong institutions of higher education in
Africa have to acknowledge the realities on the ground: severe poverty, lack of resources, AIDS,
students who speak only home languages, and insufficient K-12 education.

While several higher education institutions in South Africa are well established, those in Uganda and
Tanzania are still in various levels of development. Jones says that Uganda is in a stronger position
economically than Tanzania to support higher education, but adds, "The potential in Tanzania is
enormous. The majority of the population is literate and they place a high value on education."

"We're past the idea of simply exchanging students, although that certainly will be one important
outcome," McQuaid says. "Our conversations with the leadership of the universities we visited were
very realistic. We agreed we want to work as long-term partners to define the problems, and then
begin by solving one problem at a time."

Jones and McQuaid believe the University's African partnerships can be successful if they create
three-way or four-way partnerships involving the U, one or two African universities, and perhaps a
European university with a strong presence in Africa already.

"We're working to determine how to create a consortium that will provide us with an overarching
framework to allow us to address three primary goals," says Jones. "First, we want to increase the
universities' faculty credentials. (Many of the universities visited have a high percentage of faculty
without Ph.D.'s and some lack even masters' degrees.)

"We also want to leverage research that will address issues of educational access as well as
systemic barriers to higher education such as public health issues and resource management, and,
finally, we want to try to find ways to make student exchanges more balanced. They are happy to
have our students come to Africa, but their students very rarely have the means to come to this
country in return."

Jones' goal is to bring a more coordinated strategy to the University's international work and the
sub-Sahara African partnerships can provide the model. "By being fully intentional in our goals and
structure," Jones says, "we can bring about greater impact and become true global partners with
universities throughout the world."

A continental shift Jones and McQuaid recently returned to east Africa for a conference sponsored
by USAID and the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC),
of which President Bob Bruininks currently is chair. Held in Kigali, Rwanda, the conference,
"Strengthening Africa's Human and Institutional Capacity for Prosperity and Global
Competitiveness," was designed to bring leaders of U.S. institutions of higher education together
with leaders of sub-Saharan African institutions. Consistent with the University of Minnesota's goals,
both NASULGC and USAID are interested in the concept of U.S. colleges and universities working
to create educational capacity in sub-Saharan Africa.

The two organizations are working to secure funding from public and private sources in order to
inspire and promote new partnerships between institutions of higher learning on both continents.
While the long-term funding is not yet in place, the conference in Kigali provided information about
the planning grant money which will be available for up to 20 partnerships following a competitive
process to begin this month. The Gates Foundation has provided $1,000,000 for these planning
grants, with the hope that the ideas generated through this process will lead to more financial
support from the public and private sector.

The proposed USAID funding is only one of many opportunities which McQuaid and Jones will seek
out in support of the University's important relationships and research opportunities with partner
institutions in Africa. The goals will be to advance education quality and expand access to sub-
Saharan universities, improve health for surrounding communities and potential students, and learn
how the university might play a long-term meaningful role in helping Africa assume its rightful place
in the world. As McQuaid put it succinctly, "We want to make a generational change."

For video of the U's visit to Africa, see OIP Africa.
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Nacole Kaai and Victoria
Sheehan discuss their TLP
projects.

Transformational Leadership Program
returns to Duluth
By Stephanie Vine, UMD improvement specialist and TLP
coordinator

December 2, 2008

November 4 marked the kickoff for UMD's third cohort of the
Transformational Leadership Program (TLP), a leadership
development opportunity for faculty and staff that challenges
participants and their executive sponsors to successfully lead
teams in driving strategic process improvement projects that
directly benefit groups of University faculty, students, or staff in
meaningful ways. Knowledge, skills, and abilities are built using the
University's "Performance Excellence Framework" based upon the
DMAIC (define, measure, analyze, improve, and control) roadmap
and multiple change management approaches. Fourteen
University staff and faculty members comprise this year's training
class, including three participants from the Twin Cities campus and
two from U of M Extension Services.

Participants in this year's cohort are tackling projects that are strongly aligned with strategic
University goals and objectives, including diversity in staff recruiting efforts, scholarship funding, and
sustainability efforts. Matt Larson, senior consultant with the Office of Service and Continuous
Improvement and TLP creator and instructor, describes this year's projects as being "rich in content
and fully aligned with University strategies. The results of each project will definitely translate into
great gains for the University," says Larson.

As an element of the University's strategic talent management system, TLP equips participants with
cutting-edge leadership skills necessary to lead change and overall process improvement at all
levels of the institution. "It's all about improving the quality of life for students, faculty, and staff by
achieving improved performance results," says Larson.

TLP was initiated at the Duluth campus in 2006 in an effort to drive and support UMD's goal of
increasing its retention and graduation rates. The success of the Duluth program was featured at
the October 2008 Board of Regents meeting. Bruce Gildseth, chair of the retention and graduation
rate initiative, told Board members "TLP provides us with the tools and techniques to move beyond
strategy and recommendations--it provides a framework for action and results." Of the 33
participants from the first two UMD TLP cohorts, 20 worked on projects directly aligned with the
UMD Strategy Map for Increasing Graduation Rates. Initial results show that both retention and
graduation rates have increased over the past year.

On day one of training, UMD chancellor Kathryn Martin, a strong proponent of building talent
through the TLP program, welcomed the group and talked at length about the importance of
"continually looking for ways to make University services and operations more effective and
efficient, especially in today's economically-strapped environment." She encouraged the participants
to not only be agents of change, but also to be "risk takers and innovators," which can be difficult in
higher education. Chancellor Martin pledged her support for the participants and their projects,
saying "any and all innovative ideas for improving student and operational services will be
considered and supported by UMD administration."

Randy Hyman, vice chancellor for Academic Support and Student Life, told the participants that his
role as executive director of the UMD TLP is to "ensure the sustainability of projects, both past and
current, to the extent that they address important University goals and priorities." He added that,
due to the success of the Duluth faculty and staff program, he is exploring ways to extend the
curriculum to students and to UMD community partners.

Kim Roufs, director of the UMD Advisement Coordination Center, described the TLP methodology
as being thorough and thoughtful. Roufs will use TLP tools and techniques to clarify student
expectations and define ways to better support faculty in their advising functions that result in more
satisfied students, increased persistence rates, and more satisfied faculty.

Focusing on UMD sustainability efforts and communications, Mary Hennessy, information
technology professional with Facilities Management, added that "TLP gives participants the
opportunity to share information and ideas not only between departments, but also between
campuses. By learning and working together with my colleagues, I will be better able to define the
opportunities for improvement and achieve greater results."

UMD TLP cohort 3 training will conclude in spring 2009, with most projects being completed and
implemented prior to the fall semester.

UMD TLP Cohort 3: Christina Geissler, UMD, Kirby Student Center, "Improving the Student Organization
Registration Process" Adam Meyer, UMD, College of Liberal Arts, "Strengthening Internal and External Awareness
of the College of Liberal Arts Resulting in Increased Scholarship Funding" Mary Hennessy, UMD, Facilities
Management, "Enhancing UMD Sustainability Communications and Efforts" MaryLynn Garro, UMD, Labovitz
School of Business and Economics, "Electronic Advising Files" Kay Westergren, UMD, Library, "Improving Inter-
Library Loan Systems" Jennifer Imsande, UMD, Masters Program in Advocacy and Political Leadership, "Improving
Assessment of Student Learning within the MAPL Program" Kim Roufs, UMD, Advisement Coordination Center,
"Enhancing the Faculty Advising System" Trisha O'Keefe, UMD, International Student Services, "Improving the
Mentor Program for International Students" Paula Pedersen, UMD, Psychology, "Developing an Intercultural
Effectiveness Program for Students" Victoria Sheehan, UMTC, Networking and Telecom Services, "Improve
Accuracy of NTS' Mysoft Database" Nacole Kaai, UMTC, Capital Planning and Project Management, "Lean and 5S
Integration Strategies" Linda McElmurry, UMTC, Carlson School of Management, "Improving Recruiting Methods of
Underrepresented Groups" Sherry Boyce, U of M Extension, "Improving New Employee Orientation Process for
Extension Youth Development Staff" Barbara Radke, U of M Extension, "Developing a Community U Model for
Educational Outreach Programming" 
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Photos and video footage of the grave desecrations,
taken by remaining refugees at the camp, show in vivid
detail groups of people dismembering bodies, cutting
off decomposing flesh, boiling bones, and cleaning
skeletons.

Historical perspective
Prior to the 1800s, the
Hmong were indigenous
people living along the
plains of the Yellow River in
China. When the Han took
power, they designated the
Hmong miao (barbarians)
and started massacring
them. The Hmong—a word
that, ironically, means
"free"—were forced to
migrate into the highlands
of Burma, Thailand, Laos,
Vietnam, and Cambodia.

Burial rights
December 4, 2008

The U's Human Rights Program
paves the way for Hmong families to
find peace

By Pauline Oo

Can you imagine a stranger digging
up the body of someone you love,
dismembering it, and then cremating
the parts or carting them off to an
unknown location?

In fall 2005, Hmong refugees living in
Minnesota had this mental image to
face. Word had started spreading
about the desecration of more than
900 Hmong graves at Wat Tham
Krabok, a Buddhist monastery in
Thailand that served for more than a
decade as home to thousands of
Hmong families fleeing persecution
after the communist takeover of Laos
in 1975.

According to Thai government statements issued in fall 2006), the bodies were disinterred because
of water quality complaints, and the exhumed bodies were treated with respect and cremated in line
with Buddhist Thai tradition. However, Thai government officials failed to explain why Chinese
graves in the same area were left untouched, says Barbara Frey, director of the U's Human Rights
Program.

In March 2006, Frey organized a town hall meeting to interview relatives of the dead and to assist
them in sharing their grievances with U.N. authorities. In all, 20 undergraduates from Frey's Human
Rights Internship class and two Hmong graduate students collected 159 statements in English,
which Frey enclosed with a letter to the U.N. summarizing the complaint.

On Wednesday, December 10, families of the deceased will gather from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Coffman
Union Theater on the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus to share their grief with S.
James Anaya, the independent expert hired by the U.N., who is also known as the special
rapporteur on human rights and indigenous issues.

Anaya will analyze all that he learns from those who testify and report his findings and
recommendations to the U.N. Human Rights Council. During his time on campus, Anaya is also
scheduled to talk about "Respect for Sacred Sites: Protecting Indigenous Burial Grounds under
International Law" at 4 p.m. in 125 Nolte Center.

"We haven't had face-to-face testimony with a U.N. official before, so [this public hearing] allows the
families to tell more in depth what happened to them and what the effects have been on their
family," says Frey.

The Hmong were allies of the United States during the Vietnam War, a
fact unknown to most Americans. As a result, the group was branded
as traitors and persecuted by local governments. After the war, in fear
for their lives, thousands of Hmong people resettled in the United
States; many also wound up in Thai refugee camps. Between 2004
and 2006, the U.S. government allowed another 15,000 Hmong
refugees to enter the country. Today, about 300,000 Hmong refugees
live in the United States. According to 2005 U.S. Census Bureau
estimates, California has the largest Hmong population (65,345),
followed by Minnesota (46,345) and Wisconsin (38,414).

Approximately 2,000 Hmong refugees are buried on the grounds of
Wat Tham Krabok and other private land adjacent to the monastery.
Photos and video footage of the grave desecrations, taken by
remaining refugees at the camp, show in vivid detail groups of people
dismembering bodies, cutting off decomposing flesh, boiling bones,
and cleaning skeletons. "If the bodies were being removed for reasons of sanitation," notes Frey,
"they would not have been treated in this way."

Frey says at least two petrified or mummified bodies were found, and, according to eyewitnesses,
one of them "was taken to a shopping mall and set up like a mini shrine because of the good luck
that it was supposed to bring.

"Because of their animist beliefs, the Hmong people view [these actions] as not only a desecration
but as [trouble] that has actual repercussions in their lives and the lives of their children," says Frey.

"One family attributes the death of a niece in Thailand directly to the disruption of the family spirits
from the grave desecration," she explains. "A lot of family members have had the person whose
grave was exhumed come to them in dreams and tell them, 'You need to build me a home' or 'You
need to help me find my way.' In part, [the hearing at the U] adds a depth of understanding of what
cultural beliefs are with regard to death and burial." The Hmong consider
the body to be sacred and according to tradition it must remain intact in life and death.

Since the desecration has come to light, several delegations of Hmong people have traveled to
Thailand to try to resolve the matter. In September 2007, a delegation authorized by the St. Paul
City Council included Minnesota state senators Mee Moua and Lawrence Pogemiller.

"They were able to meet with the abbot from the temple and folks from the local government and the
two Chinese Buddhist organizations that were contracted to do the digging to get their side of the
story," says Frey. "The delegation was also able to see the remains of the 211 bodies that had been
exhumed, but due to the international intervention had not been cremated. Instead, they were being
kept in casks underground."

Frey says the U's Human Rights program has been seeking on behalf of the Hmong families a
three-part resolution from the Thai government: a declaration that the rights of an indigenous
community have been violated, the opportunity to reclaim the bodies, and reparations for expenses
related to either reclaiming the body or paying for ceremonies to put family spirits as peace.

"We have great interest in making sure that human rights are respected," says Frey. "This is an
illustrative case of a government stomping on the cultural and religious rights of a minority group,
and, in this instance, an indigenous group."

Related links
Learn more about the Human Rights Program at the University of Minnesota
Explore the history of the Hmong and the activities related to the grave desecration
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Songbirds like this Nashville warbler account for many
of the deaths when birds collide with buildings.

Photo: Joanna Eckles

Fast facts from Project
BirdSafe
* In spring 2007, volunteers
collected 174 birds of 52
species that had collided
with buildings in
Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Bloomington, and
Rochester.
* In fall 2007, 363 birds of
49 species were collected.
* Most common birds found
in spring 2007: ovenbird,
Tennessee warbler, white-
throated sparrow, dark-eyed
junco, Nashville warbler.
* Most common birds found
in fall 2007: Nashville
warbler, white-throated
sparrow, black-capped
chickadee, Tennessee
warbler, dark-eyed junco

Collision course
December 5, 2008

An effort is under way to keep
migrating birds from colliding with
buildings

By Jennifer Amie

A bird's eye view of downtown
Minneapolis or St. Paul is, to say the
least, befuddling. Architectural
designs that are pleasing to humans
are often deceptive to birds, and
sometimes with fatal consequences.
Imagine an office tower featuring a
20-foot glass atrium filled with
ornamental trees. Now imagine that
you're flying, looking for a place to
perch, and you can't see the glass.

Collisions between birds and
buildings can happen any time, but
especially during migration seasons.
Bob Zink, curator of ornithology at the University's Bell Museum of Natural History, is leading a study
of bird/building collisions and their effects on bird populations and will discuss the topic on Tuesday,
December 9, at the museum's next CafŽ Scientifique. The informal talk starts at 7 p.m. in Nomad
World Pub, 501 Cedar Ave., on Minneapolis's West Bank.

In daytime, birds collide with buildings because they mistakenly perceive a clear flight path where
there is none. They also are deceived by the highly reflective glass commonly used in modern
architecture, slamming into buildings when they attempt to fly to a tree or a patch of sky that turns
out to be a mirage.

"Birds are apparently unable to distinguish a reflection from the object itself," says Zink. The
problem seems to be heightened when highly reflective buildings are set amid green spaces,
amplifying the illusion of trees and bushes that are inviting to birds.

After dark, the hazards are different. Many migrating birds travel at
night, navigating by the stars. When these natural signposts are
obscured by clouds, birds fly lower and, for unknown reasons, are
attracted to city lights.

"They become disoriented and fly around and around lighted
buildings," says Zink. They may strike buildings, or even drop from
exhaustion.

In an attempt to mitigate these hazards, owners, tenants, and
management companies from 32 buildings in Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Bloomington, and Rochester are taking part in a lights out program
coordinated by Project BirdSafe, a collaboration between the Bell
Museum, Audubon Minnesota, the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources' Nongame Wildlife Program, the Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center, and Bird Conservation Minnesota. During spring and fall
migration, interior and exterior lights at participating buildings are
switched off or reduced from midnight till dawn.

"Buildings weren't built to kill birds, but some of them
happen to kill a few, and some of them happen to kill a
lot."

Similar programs are in place in Toronto, New York, and Chicago. The Twin Cities, says Zink, are an
important addition to these efforts because of their location along the Mississippi River flyway, a
major thoroughfare for migrating birds.

"I'd like to see lights out as just a way of doing business," says project coordinator Joanna Eckles.
"There's no reason for lights to be on all the time. Turning them off saves energy and money and
saves birds."

It's well known that building collisions pose a threat to bird populations, and Project BirdSafe is out
to discover just how much mortality they cause.

Volunteers collect data by walking a prescribed route through downtown, recording the number of
dead or injured birds they find at various building sites--or the lack of birds found. Injured birds are
taken to the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center. Dead birds are identified and tagged, with wing and
tissue samples entered into the Bell Museum's scientific collections.

"The goal," says Zink, "is to figure out where building collisions rank in the list of threats to birds that
we know about."

Zink hopes to learn whether the bird species that collide with buildings most often are declining at
breeding sites. Preliminary results suggest that they are not. The Tennessee warbler, white-throated
sparrow, and Nashville warbler, for example, account for a high percentage of the birds collected
around buildings, but breeding bird surveys indicate their populations are stable to the north. Also,
many of the most common birds that migrate through the Twin Cities--such as the red-eyed vireo,
ovenbird, American redstart, yellow-rumped warbler, hermit thrush, and least flycatcher--appear to
rarely collide with windows.

Perhaps the most startling finding so far is that relatively few buildings account for a vast majority of
bird deaths. In St. Paul, 44 percent of all bird deaths were caused by two buildings along the
sampled route. In Minneapolis, 67 percent of birds were killed at two buildings.

"Buildings weren't built to kill birds," says Eckles, "but some of them happen to kill a few, and some
of them happen to kill a lot." This is good news, notes Zink, because it means that mitigation efforts
can be concentrated on the buildings that cause the most harm.

By studying the characteristics of the deadliest buildings, architects and city planners can better
understand what design elements contribute to bird collisions. In fact, says Zink, "the designers of
the Bell Museum's new building are already focusing on economically feasible ways to prevent it
from becoming a source of new specimens for the collections."

Eckles and Zink hope to continue the Project BirdSafe research for three to five years, amassing
enough data to truly shed light on the problem of bird/building collisions and what can be done to
prevent them.

This story is taken fromImprint, the magazine of the Bell Museum of Natural History.
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Tis' the eating season. Employ
these 10 tips at work and
exercise away the holidays.

10 tips for integrating physical activity into
your workday
From Wellness Works

December 9, 2008

1. The season is changing, so take advantage and slip out for a
brisk 10 minute walk. All exercise counts and the fresh air may
awaken the mind as well. 2. Climb the stairs, not just to get
somewhere but to raise the heart rate. There are countless
stairwells on campus: Coffman Union, Moos Towers, the libraries.
Parking ramps also have the added bonus of some of the best
views on campus. 3. There is a whole other active opportunity
underground. The sprawling tunnel system at the U not only
connects buildings, but also can be used to accumulate steps each
day. Check out the tunnels in the Academic Health Center and
West Bank for starters. 4. Boynton Health Services, Center for
Spirituality & Healing, and Recreational Sports offer physical
activity classes in a variety of levels. A mid-day yoga or muscle
class is a great break. Check out www.recsports.umn.edu; www.bhs.umn.edu; or www.csh.umn.edu
for class information. 5. Sometimes fitting in a mid-day workout is not an option, especially if you
have to choose between a workout and eating lunch. Find a new lunch spot-out of the way-grab
your lunch and trek over there. 6. Video games at work? Well, maybe not. However, depending on
your comfort level at work, go on-line to find some great interactive tools that allow you to be active
without having to leave your workspace. 7. If you travel for work, plan ahead: a jump rope, exercise
band, yoga mat or mP3 fit nicely in a suitcase. Many airports have DVD rentals, including exercise
videos, and most hotels either have an on-site fitness center or allow access to one nearby. Several
hotels will even deliver a stability ball and some light weights directly to your room--just ask. 8. Walk
or bike to work; it's not just economical or the green thing to do, it provides great daily exercise.
Consider it for even part of your commute, and maybe save some money on parking! 9. Many
parking ramps on campus have bike storage, and the buses have space to tow your ride as well. 10.
Can you re-arrange your office to allow you to stand at your work station? Standing keeps you more
active during the day (some studies estimate an extra 250 calories/day expended), and can improve
your posture and ability to concentrate.

This article originally appeared in Wellness Works, volume 3, issue 1. The issue can be viewed in its
entirety as a PDF at Wellness Works.
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Connect @ Home
Your Annual Financial Review

By Shirley Anderson-Porisch

Brief

The New Year brings an opportunity for "resolutions" and many
people take that time to review their financial situation. This year, I
suggest doing it now, before the end of the year, to give yourself
time to make decisions for the present. Every day, U.S.
households, are making the decision to spend money on a variety
of things. From financial transactions like purchasing goods and
services to saving for lifelong needs, your money becomes
prioritized, oftentimes without a second thought. Financial actions
and decisions are always in a state of change. A single parent at
age 18 faces a very different set of decisions than does an 18-year-old who is dependent on his or
her parents. A household with children spends money very differently than a household without
children. A household with two retired adults makes decisions based on the long-term liquidity of
retirement income. Is there a right or wrong way to make these financial decisions? Is there a right
way or wrong way to spend our money? Rather than identify actions and decisions with money as
right or wrong, consider what you have chosen to allocate your money. Some financial choices are
better than others and based on that experience and careful thought we are able to make the best
choices. For your annual financial review, here are 10 suggested questions to ask yourself for
making sound decisions with your money. These are money management principles on which you
can base short and long-term decision-making. Ask yourself: 1. Do I have a monthly plan for saving
and spending? 2. Do I have bank accounts (checking, savings, etc.) for handling money? 3. Do I
spend less than 20% of net monthly income on consumer debt (does not include mortgage
payment)? 4. Do I review my credit report annually? 5. Do I have short and long term savings goals
including an emergency fund and retirement fund beyond social security? 6. Do I have income
protection in the event of disability or death? 7. Do I have adequate insurance coverage for auto,
property, health and life? 8. Do I utilize strategies for savings on income tax? 9. Do I have an
updated will and health care directive? 10. Do I know whom to contact for information on each of
these financial actions? There are no right or wrong answers. Perhaps a "no" answer will motivate
you to take future action. Don't wait until the New Year to review your financial decisions. Starting
today can help you make the best financial decisions in 2009.

Shirley Anderson-Porisch works as a family resource management Extension educator at the University of
Minnesota and is an expert in family finance. She has long been a media contributor and is an accredited financial
counselor. 
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Mary Jo Kane is the director of the University's Tucker
Center for Research on Girls & Women in Sport.

Photo: Patrick O'Leary

Report card
Watch a News Service
video about the latest
Tucker Center report, which
was released in the spring.

The Tucker behind the
Center
The center's namesake is
Dorothy McNeill Tucker, a
1945 University grad in
recreation leadership.
Tucker later earned a
doctorate and went on to
become the first woman
tenured at California State
Polytechnic University in
Pomona. Her gift
established the Dorothy
McNeill and Elbridge
Ashcraft Tucker Chair for
Women in Exercise Science
and Sport in 1993—the first
of its kind in the world and
the foundation for the
Tucker Center.

"I am sure I have received
more from the gift than has
the University," Tucker once
said. "The joy of giving is
increased tremendously
when you can see how your
gift is being used during
your lifetime."

Center of attention
December 10, 2008

One-of-a-kind Tucker Center
promotes research around females in
sport

By Rick Moore

Women and girls are competing in
organized sports in unprecedented
numbers, from youth sports all the
way to the Olympics. And they often
—though not always equally—share
the stage and the newspaper pages
with their male counterparts.

But that's not to say that females don't
face scores of issues and inequities,
both in organized sport and in
achieving a healthy degree of
physical activity. And those issues are
the focal points for the University of
Minnesota's Tucker Center for
Research on Girls & Women in Sport.

Begun in 1993 (through the vision and generosity of namesake Dorothy McNeill Tucker), the Tucker
Center is unique in the nation. It is devoted to "sponsoring, promoting, and disseminating scholarly
activity on how sport impacts the lives of girls and women"—in other words, doing research and
outreach that matters. The center has a staff of six, as well as affiliated and visiting scholars and
student researchers.

If tangible and meaningful research findings are the goal, the Tucker Center is delivering. In 1997 it
released the report "Physical Activity and Sport in the Lives of Girls: Physical and Mental Health
Dimensions from an Interdisciplinary Approach," which essentially highlighted the benefits—
physical, social, psychological, and cultural—that girls receive from physical activity, as well as the
environments in which they most thrive.

Approximately 10,000 of those reports and 15,000 executive
summaries were distributed worldwide.

This spring, a decade after that first report, the Tucker Center released
a new report with updated findings entitled "Developing Physically
Active Girls: An Evidence-based Multidisciplinary Approach."

It revealed that while girls are participating in organized sports in historic numbers, many girls are
failing to meet minimal standards of physical activity necessary for health benefits or, worse yet,
they are completely sedentary. Further, there are systematic barriers in place (such as poverty) that
greatly hinder girls' access to and participation in physical activity. 

The report is not meant to be all doom and gloom; instead, it's designed to be a road map toward
equal opportunity in sport and physical activity. "The United States as a whole—from parents and
coaches to school administrators and community leaders to policy makers—needs to make a
commitment to eliminating the barriers girls in this nation face when it comes to engaging in sports
and physical activity," says Mary Jo Kane, director of the center. "Physical activity is not an 'add-on,'
but rather a core value and principle for healthy and effective living."

Nicole LaVoi, the associate director of the Tucker Center, notes that the task at hand is complicated,
but critical. "I think the key take-home for me was that getting girls to be physically active is a very
complex undertaking," she says. "You have layers of barriers, whether they're individual barriers,
family barriers, community barriers, or societal barriers…. So when you layer gender and race and
socio-economic status, it's a wonder that we have any girls being physically active other than the
white middle class.

"The work that we're doing as a result of the report is to try to drill down and talk to groups of girls of
color and girls of low socio-economic status to hear directly from them what they perceive as going
on—what they like, what they don't like, what makes it easy or difficult for them to be physically
active. Because we have stacks of research, but we have very little research that is from the voices
of the girls themselves."

A wide range of expertise

Kane has done extensive research on the portrayal of female athletes in the media, and the
tendency for sports marketers to sexualize female athletes with provocative clothing and poses,
rather than show them in uniform on the field or court and in action, as men are more often
portrayed.

She is also a leading expert on all things Title IX—the 1972 legislation
that mandated gender equity in intercollegiate athletics. (Read about
how Title IX has revolutionized women's sports at the U and
nationwide.)

LaVoi's background is in sport psychology and sport sociology, and
much of her work revolves around gender issues in youth sports and
educating parents and coaches in that area.

And center co-director Maureen Weiss's research focuses on positive
youth development through sport and physical activity, including coach
and parent influence, self-perceptions, and character development.

The center's broad portfolio of research translates into calls from
around the globe asking for opinions on issues of the day. LaVoi
fielded one such request from China during the recent summer
Olympics.

"I got a call from a reporter in Beijing who writes for Reuters News
Service, and she was writing a story on whether it's healthy for young
girls to be training at high levels," LaVoi says. "And I knew where she
was going with that, given the controversy of the Chinese women's
gymnastics team.

"My comment to her was, 'Well, I think we should ask the question of
all athletes, not just girls. Is it healthy for anybody, male or female, to
train at high levels? Is that developmentally appropriate?' From the
Tucker Center perspective, our concern would be, 'Why are we only asking this question of girls?
We're not concerned about the injuries of boys?' Plus, when you frame it that way, there's a big
assumption that girls and women are more vulnerable and frail and prone to injury."

"So, we get many calls and we often respond in ways that reporters aren't necessarily looking for,"
LaVoi adds with a smile. "As you know, people have an angle and they want you to comment to
support their contention, and oftentimes we do the opposite."

A go-to place, as intended

LaVoi says the bottom line for the Tucker Center is to make a difference in the lives of girls and
women in sport.

"And I think we do that in many different ways. We have so many different lines of research,
whether it's the report, or examining the portrayals of female athletes in sport media, or our work in
educating coaches and parents," she says. "I want the Tucker Center to be the go-to place, so if you
have a question about girls and women in sport, you go to the Tucker Center first. And if we don't
know the answer, then we'll probably be able to guide you in the direction where you can find the
answer.

"We have decades of a system that has generated inequities for girls and women in sport and
physical activity, and the Tucker Center is in place to help create social change around some of
these issues."
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Newest regents
professors
The four most recently
named regents professors
are:
Allen Goldman, physics
Steven Ruggles, history
Madelon Sprengnether,
English
Sheppard, geography

Their appointments bring
the total number of regents
professors to 27. The
University of Minnesota
established the Regents
Professorship in 1965 to
recognize the national and
international prominence of
its faculty members. Each
regent professor receives a
$20,000 salary stipend plus
fringe benefits per year and
an additional $30,000
research stipend.

Learn more about the
Regents Professorship at
the University of Minnesota.

Taking his place
December 10, 2008

Regents Professor Eric Sheppard is a
giant in geography

By Rick Moore

University professor Eric Sheppard
has made quite a name for himself in
the world of geography. He is
considered to be one of the leading
geographers anywhere-an expert in
the field of economic geography and
at the leading edge of figuring out
how Geographic Information Science
(GIS) can be brought to society in
what's known as "public participation
GIS."

And if there were a field of "academic
geography," he would be known for putting the University of Minnesota faculty even more
prominently on the map. For these and many other reasons, Sheppard was recently named a
Regents Professor, the highest recognition for a faculty member at the U.

He actually had been nominated for the honor twice before, and at a certain point this spring figured
he was being passed over again. Until a call came from President Bob Bruininks—while Sheppard
was out in his garden chatting with a Ph.D. student—informing him of the news.

"I was completely shocked. I was tongue-tied; I had no idea what to say," Sheppard recalls. "It's the
highest honor I can imagine getting... I don't think I really know quite what to make of it."

Others are considerably less tongue-tied in appraising Sheppard and his work. He is described by
his colleagues as a "towering intellect, a universally admired educator, and a highly respected
leader."

"I cannot imagine a more gracious, generous, academically stimulating, open-minded, intellectually
demanding, and hard working graduate advisor. He was magnificent," said a former protégé in a
letter supporting Sheppard's nomination. "... Having taken at least half-dozen courses with him, I
know his brilliance as a teacher. I remember at the end of one of this lecture courses, Geographical
Analysis, in fall 1978 the whole class—about 35 students—stood up and broke into spontaneous
applause. One of the students even gave an impromptu speech. I've never seen such response like
it..."

His work as a mentor is prolific. Among his advisees are six Ph.D. students who have gone on to
obtain tenure-track positions and post-doctoral fellowships at prestigious universities both in the
United States and abroad.

He has been chair of the geography department, the Promotion and Tenure Committee, and the
Urban Studies Advisory Committee, and he currently serves as the associate director of the
Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Global Change.

Sheppard also had the honor of delivering the second Regents Professor Lecture in late September
—one of a series of talks featuring the U's highest-ranked faculty members. The series was
developed "so that our larger University audience can be introduced—if that's necessary-to our
colleagues," as well as to the substance of the research they are performing, said Senior Vice
President of Academic Affairs and Provost Thomas Sullivan in introducing Sheppard.

His talk, entitled "Geography, Nature, and the Question of Development," was broad in scope, but
touched on a number of hot topics in economic geography.

That there is a distinct discipline known as economic geography might be news to some, which
illustrates how the field of geography in general has taken a back seat in American classrooms.

"There is almost no one who comes to an American university who intends to major in geography,"
Sheppard says.

Students have the preconception that it's a field burdened with memorization—a discipline of facts
and places. "When students walk into a geography class, they're surprised by that—[that they won't
have to be memorizing facts and figures], he says, "and the other thing that surprises them is how
wide-ranging the discipline is."

Geography as a part of everyday life

Sheppard was born in Cambridge, England, and his interest in geography came about naturally. His
father was also an academic with an interest in the field, and even had connections with the
department at Cambridge, and so geography was "in my everyday life as far back as I can
remember," he says.

Plus, the subject was taught in a very different way in England. "You take geography alongside
history, year in and year out," he says. "You're exposed to it as a discipline... in a way you aren't
around here."

After getting his master's and Ph.D. at the University of Toronto, Sheppard set about to find a job at
a university, and had three offers, including one at the University of Minnesota. But at first
Minneapolis seemed outside of his comfort zone, especially given the urban unrest in the 1970s. "I
was a little nervous about coming to any big city in the United States," he said. But then he made
the trip to Minnesota and met a number of graduate students who helped cement his decision.

If he needed any validation that Minnesota was a serendipitous choice, it probably came less than
two years later. In January of 1978, he met Helga Leitner—the woman who would be his future wife
—in the southwest corner of the fifth floor of the Social Sciences Building, directly opposite of where
his office is now. Says Sheppard: "And the rest is history."

And geography. Economic geography, one of his areas of expertise, came into its own as a
systematic discipline in the 1950s. As time passed, the field changed dramatically away from people
trying to explain individual location decisions to having broad-ranging conversations, he says. Now it
has at its root "the desire to systematically account for what's going on in the world and not simply
describe it."

Sheppard points out that in geography there has long been a split—a schizophrenia, if you will—
between people focused on quantitative approaches and those who try to account for social and
political issues. "I've always tried to find space in between," he says.

And nowhere is that more apparent than his work with GIS and its
applications for society. GIS is a sophisticated way of combining layers
of data about a place and using that data to answer questions. He
wanted to think outside the box to what a GIS might be: "In what ways
can the technology we have be used for progressive social purposes,
notwithstanding the limitations they might have?"

The result has been "public participation GIS," which puts the
technology in the hands of people, "so that they can decide how they
might use it," he says. In one project with colleagues Leitner and
Robert McMaster, Sheppard worked with the Phillips Neighborhood in
Minneapolis to produce a series of maps on the Web to depict positive
features of and challenges for the neighborhood.

Ultimately, it may take a few more years—a few more professors like
Sheppard—for geography to show up on the radar of incoming college
students.

But Sullivan provided a light-hearted endorsement of the importance
of the discipline, quoting the well-traveled musician Jimmy Buffett:
"Without geography, you're nowhere."
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Regents Professor Peter Reich helped discover a basic
feature of how all organisms use energy.
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Cell mates
December 12, 2008

From microbes to mammoths,
metabolism is remarkably steady

By Deane Morrison

A blue whale may not have a lot in
common with bacteria, nor do most of
us admit to kinship with a potted
plant. But a recent study by University
researcher Peter Reich and his
colleagues indicates that in terms of
our metabolic rates, we're a lot more
alike than was thought.

It turns out that to keep alive, the
myriad forms of life spend energy at
rates that vary, on average, by only
30-fold. That's a far cry from previous
ideas, which predicted that metabolic
rates for the tiniest organisms would
be 4,000 to 65,000 times those of the
behemoths.

From mice to elephants and from people to poplars, the work puts us all closer, physiologically, than
our sizes suggest.

The phenomenon likely reflects the common origin of all life, "just as all plants and animals have to
obey gravity, too," says Reich, a Regents Professor of forest ecology. Natural selection may have
favored organisms designed to fit in a compact range of metabolic rates; if so, the range could be
optimal for all life on Earth.

In the study, the researchers examined data on 3,006 species, ranging from microbes to trees and
mammals. The biggest, an elephant, had a mass 100 billion billion—that's a "1" followed by 20
zeroes—times bigger than the smallest, a species of bacteria; even so, metabolic rates ranged only
from 0.3 to 9 watts per kilogram body weight. As long as the rates were basal metabolic rates for a
species—measured in resting or adult organisms, not ones that are rapidly growing or searching for
food—the pattern held.

That finding was astounding enough, but Reich and his co-researchers dug deeper, searching for
the roots of metabolic rates across the whole of creation. Those roots lie in living cells, every one a
mini-powerhouse that runs within a limited range of speeds. But how to sort out their metabolic rates
when organisms also contain inactive material such as wood or stored fat?

Fortunately, Reich and other colleagues had found a means to do so. Cells that burn energy contain
enzymes and other molecules that are rich in nitrogen, whereas inert material is poor in nitrogen.
Therefore, metabolic rates calculated on the basis of organisms' nitrogen content rather than weight
will more accurately reflect cellular metabolic activity from species to species.

When the team did this, the range of metabolic rates narrowed to about four-fold. An exception was
larger vertebrates with variable body temperatures such as fish, amphibians, and reptiles, whose
rates fell below the range.

The similarity in metabolic rates comes down to a common thread in how cells operate, says Reich.

"Cells are like little car engines. There are limits to how fast you can rev them up," he explains.
"Even if the difference is between bacteria and elephants, they may have much more the same
'turbines' to perform metabolism than we would have thought."

Cells can be made to run faster with more food or other stimuli, but, says Reich, all life on the planet
basically runs on a particular set of biochemical machinery that strips energy from carbohydrates
such as sugars. Given that, "it's hard to get astronomical yields from any organism."

The study appears in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. Reich's co-authors are
from the University of California, Riverside, and from national laboratories and universities in Russia
and South Africa.
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Vladas Griskevicius

Can't fight it?
December 15, 2008

New study shows that mating goals
underlie aggressive behavior

By Rick Moore

In the wee hours of an October night
in 1997, professional basketball star
Charles Barkley orders a drink in a
bar. Another man there, Jorge Lugo,
tosses a drink at Barkley, apparently
without provocation. Barkley picks up
Lugo and throws him through a plate
glass window. According to reports,
"witnesses gushed... in admiration of
[Barkley's] feat."

Barkley's antics are Exhibit A for a
new study by University of Minnesota
researcher Vladas Griskevicius and colleagues, which will appear in the Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology. Their work found that aggressive displays by men often lead to an enhanced
social status, which in turn boosts their ability to attract a mate and reproduce.

"For men, fighting for status is akin to fighting for the survival of their genes," says Griskevicius, a
marketing professor at the Carlson School of Management. "Not caring about status, which can be
implied by backing away from a fight, can be evolutionary suicide. Across different cultures and
time, the higher status men have, the more sex or better-quality partners they may have. At the
gene level, nobody wants to go down in an evolutionary blaze of glory—no one wants their genes to
become extinct."

Griskevicius's paper, titled "Aggress to Impress: Hostility as an Evolved Context-Dependent
Strategy," begins with that Barkley-Lugo anecdote because it's far from an anomaly. A high
percentage of violent crimes and homicides are the result of seemingly trivial altercations that
blossom into extreme aggression.

"Even though human beings have very large brains, underneath those
large brains are tendencies that our ancestors had," Griskevicius says.
"Those parts of the brain are still around today and being activated."

To explore the topic, the research team conducted a variety of experiments with groups of young
men and women from a large state university.

In one study, motivation for higher status prompted a measurable increase in direct aggression
(e.g., the intent to push or punch) from men and in indirect aggression (e.g., excluding a person
from a social group) for women. (Previous studies have shown that men are more inclined than
women to engage in direct aggression.)

Another study tested whether competition for status and for affection from the opposite sex would
have the same effects on aggression. For women, both motives increased indirect aggression. For
men, the influence of courtship motives on direct aggression depended on the audience watching
the aggressive display. A male-dominated audience meant more direct aggression.

But with an audience of females, the courtship motive did not increase direct aggression. Therefore,
men's aggression is dependent on the context of the situation.

In the case of Barkley and his overriding urge to toss a stranger through a window, the rewards may
have trumped the hazards, as evidenced by the witnesses gushing over him. And though he was
arrested minutes after the assault, he had this reply to a question of whether or not he regretted the
incident: "I regret we weren't on a higher floor."

Do the status-seeking instinct and the aggression it may bring diminish over time? In other words,
can men grow out of this behavior with maturity... or when the need to find a mate subsides?

Yes, says Griskevicius. When you look at who is responsible for homicides, the vast majority of
perpetrators are males from the age of 15 to the late 20s—"the peak reproductive age," he says.
Once married, a guy thinks, "You know, this aggression stuff—it's not as fun as it used to be."

"But if you remain single, you're much more likely to get involved in all sorts of altercations and not
walk away from insults," he adds. "If you want a guy to be less aggressive, have him get married."

So what are we to take away from all of this, especially when there's that age-old football cheer that
can be heard from coast to coast, "Be. Aggressive. Be-Be. Aggressive"?

For one, the primal instincts for perpetuation of the species are hard to ignore.

"Even though human beings have very large brains, underneath those large brains are tendencies
that our ancestors had," Griskevicius says. "Those parts of the brain are still around today and being
activated. ... They need to be overruled by other parts of the brain."

In the case of men who are seeking to impress, it appears as if that's easier said than done.

Listen to Griskevicius discuss his research on the links between aggression, status, and sex.
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Fill 'er up!
For final project, students find unique ways to display their creativity

By Rick Moore

December 19, 2008

To walk into the atrium of McNeal Hall in St. Paul on the afternoon of December 15 was to be
convinced that it couldn't possibly be finals week. There were no little blue essay booklets around,
nor was there a single No. 2 pencil in sight. But the students in Brad Hokanson's class were
certainly gearing up, getting ready to display their final projects, which were much less about
recalling book passages than about tapping their imaginations.

Hokanson's class in the Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel--"Creative Problem Solving"--
has creativity at its core. It's a semester-long program of exercising the right side of students' brains
and includes weekly assignments to "do something different" in realms such as eating, wearing, and
listening.

"People tend to limit themselves with their creativity," says Hokanson, "but I want them to break
through those limits and be more flexible to expand their horizons."

The final projects were designed to showcase just what can happen when you take a task and come
at it from divergent perspectives. The assignment: to creatively fill, in 15 minutes, the four-story
McNeal atrium in any way the students choose.

The first group of students hit the ground running and launched something of an aerial show, as
they tried to "fill the atrium with connections." The students armed their classmates with balls of yarn
and string, then sent them to all levels of the atrium with instructions to yell a question (such as
"Who goes to the University of Minnesota?") and then launch their ball of yarn at the first person
who answers--while still holding on to their end of the string.

In a matter of seconds, rainbows of string and yarn were intersecting the vast reaches of the space--
the atrium buzzing with questions and filling with connections. "Who likes hockey?" "Who's on the
third floor?" "Whose favorite color is orange?"

Creativity captured

Watch a video about Brad Hokanson's "Creative Problem Solving" class.

Then at 1:56 p.m., on schedule, came the command to break the connections and reel in the string,
and within minutes the students had cut apart their connective tissue and extricated themselves
from the colorful mess.

The next group turned the McNeal atrium into an oversized dry aquarium, with some students
showing up as fish, sharks, and divers, and others "feeding the fish" from the floors above.

"This is the class they're going to remember all the way through college
and beyond," says Hokanson.

Another group filled the space with the sounds of a loud sing-along version of "Jingle Bells" and the
tastes of holiday cookies that were handed out to students and onlookers alike.

As far as final exams go, this one seemed particularly palatable for everyone involved.

Kristin Helle, a teaching assistant for the course, was impressed by the variety of responses to the
final assignment and the unbridled creativity. "It was fun to see how the students could take an
open-ended assignment and interpret it in so many different ways," she says.

Hokanson was also excited by the extent to which his students went to the creative well to fill up the
atrium space, and he figures the project will stick with them for some time. "This is the class they're
going to remember all the way through college and beyond," he says.

He adds that the students took chances and tried new things--all under the umbrella excuse of "It's
for a class"--even including friends and family members in on the fun.

"They become evangelists for creativity," he says.

Hokanson's class and its final project aren't all about fun and games, though; in fact, he's quick to
point out research on creativity and the ramifications of his class.

In one study, for example, subjects who ate breakfast were 11 to 15 percent more creative than their
peers who did not. (Note to self: don't skip breakfast.)

Another study shows that for a group that received semester-long training in creative problem
solving, three different measures of creativity increased by about 35 percent.

At least one student, sophomore Derek Kazemba, says that the class opened him up to a number of
new experiences, and he "learned not to be afraid of failure." He says he was also impressed by
everyone's take on the final assignment, which showed that, in this case at least, "There's no right
way to do things; there are just many ways to do the same thing." "They have learned the value of
being totally zany--that there's a purpose to it," adds Helle. "These are tools they can apply to any
field they wind up in."

It was almost enough inspiration for a writer--were he to be all jacked up on a nutritious breakfast--to
attempt an article on this event that was full of free verse and unshackled by the restraints of
sentence structure, punctuation, and even accuracy.

But alas, some editors aren't as open-minded as Hokanson. And as his students filed back into the
McNeal Hall auditorium with their props in tow, and with the cookie dust still settling on the floor of
the atrium, another thing became delightfully apparent: some classes definitely have more attractive
final exams than others.
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One of the groups in the "Creative Problem Solving"
class turned the four-story atrium of McNeal Hall into a
giant aquarium, complete with colorful fish and
cascading bubbles.

Creativity captured
Watch a video about Brad
Hokanson's "Creative
Problem Solving" class.

Imagination on display
December 19, 2008

For final project, students find unique
ways to display their creativity

By Rick Moore

To walk into the atrium of McNeal Hall
in St. Paul on the afternoon of
December 15 was to be convinced
that it couldn't possibly be finals week.
There were no little blue essay
booklets around, nor was there a
single No. 2 pencil in sight. But the
students in Brad Hokanson's class
were certainly gearing up, getting
ready to display their final projects,
which were much less about recalling
book passages than about tapping
their imaginations.

Hokanson's class in the Department
of Design, Housing, and Apparel--
"Creative Problem Solving"--has creativity at its core. It's a semester-long program of exercising the
right side of students' brains and includes weekly assignments to "do something different" in realms
such as eating, wearing, and listening.

"People tend to limit themselves with their creativity," says Hokanson, "but I want them to break
through those limits and be more flexible to expand their horizons."

The final projects were designed to showcase just what can happen when you take a task and come
at it from divergent perspectives. The assignment: to creatively fill, in 15 minutes, the four-story
McNeal atrium in any way the students choose.

The first group of students hit the ground running and launched something of an aerial show, as
they tried to "fill the atrium with connections." The students armed their classmates with balls of yarn
and string, then sent them to all levels of the atrium with instructions to yell a question (such as
"Who goes to the University of Minnesota?") and then launch their ball of yarn at the first person
who answers--while still holding on to their end of the string.

In a matter of seconds, rainbows of string and yarn were intersecting the vast reaches of the space--
the atrium buzzing with questions and filling with connections. "Who likes hockey?" "Who's on the
third floor?" "Whose favorite color is orange?"

Then at 1:56 p.m., on schedule, came the command to break the
connections and reel in the string, and within minutes the students had
cut apart their connective tissue and extricated themselves from the
colorful mess.

The next group turned the McNeal atrium into an oversized dry
aquarium, with some students showing up as fish, sharks, and divers, and others "feeding the fish"
from the floors above.

"This is the class they're going to remember all the way through college
and beyond," says Hokanson.

Another group filled the space with the sounds of a loud sing-along version of "Jingle Bells" and the
tastes of holiday cookies that were handed out to students and onlookers alike.

As far as final exams go, this one seemed particularly palatable for everyone involved.

Kristin Helle, a teaching assistant for the course, was impressed by the variety of responses to the
final assignment and the unbridled creativity. "It was fun to see how the students could take an
open-ended assignment and interpret it in so many different ways," she says.

Hokanson was also excited by the extent to which his students went to the creative well to fill up the
atrium space, and he figures the project will stick with them for some time. "This is the class they're
going to remember all the way through college and beyond," he says.

He adds that the students took chances and tried new things--all under the umbrella excuse of "It's
for a class"--even including friends and family members in on the fun.

"They become evangelists for creativity," he says.

Hokanson's class and its final project aren't all about fun and games, though; in fact, he's quick to
point out research on creativity and the ramifications of his class.

In one study, for example, subjects who ate breakfast were 11 to 15 percent more creative than their
peers who did not. (Note to self: don't skip breakfast.)

Another study shows that for a group that received semester-long training in creative problem
solving, three different measures of creativity increased by about 35 percent.

At least one student, sophomore Derek Kazemba, says that the class opened him up to a number of
new experiences, and he "learned not to be afraid of failure." He says he was also impressed by
everyone's take on the final assignment, which showed that, in this case at least, "There's no right
way to do things; there are just many ways to do the same thing."

"They have learned the value of being totally zany--that there's a purpose to it," adds Helle. "These
are tools they can apply to any field they wind up in."

It was almost enough inspiration for a writer--were he to be all jacked up on a nutritious breakfast--to
attempt an article on this event that was full of free verse and unshackled by the restraints of
sentence structure, punctuation, and even accuracy.

But alas, some editors aren't as open-minded as Hokanson. And as his students filed back into the
McNeal Hall auditorium with their props in tow, and with the cookie dust still settling on the floor of
the atrium, another thing became delightfully apparent: some classes definitely have more attractive
final exams than others.
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Physician Daniel Mulrooney listens to the lungs of
leukemia survivor Rosie Peterson at the University of
Minnesota's Long-Term Follow-Up Clinic. Lung function
can sometimes be diminished by childhood cancer and
its treatment.
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Vigilantly ever after
December 22, 2008

U physicians protect childhood cancer
survivors from adverse health effects
later in life

By Mary Hoff

Jerrad Bergren will always remember
Thanksgiving 1998. Diagnosed with
acute lymphocytic leukemia in fourth
grade, Bergren had been receiving
chemotherapy and radiation at the
University of Minnesota on and off for
four years. He finished his last round
the day after the big family
celebration.

"It was a happy Thanksgiving," he
recalls.

Though Bergren, now 23, officially
completed his anticancer therapy 10
years ago, he will never be done with
it. Treatment tough enough to kick
cancer also roughs up healthy tissue, a fact Bergren must deal with for the rest of his life.

Fortunately, his doctors at the University will be there for him. Bergren sees his oncologist, Joseph
Neglia, yearly. He is tested for signs of brain cancer and heart trouble, two possible side effects of
his particular therapy. An endocrinologist helps keep his hormone levels on track, and he gains
advice on minimizing future risks.

"Other than that, I'm pretty much a free person," he says. "I'm a pretty lucky guy."

Part of the contract

Forty years ago, few childhood cancer patients lived long enough to experience later-occurring side
effects. But as treatment advanced, more survived and began experiencing disease- or treatment-
related conditions ranging from learning disabilities to second malignancies.

As recognition of so-called late effects grew, so did the conviction that something could and should
be done about them.

"I personally believe this is part of a contract that we implicitly enter into with children and families
when we start their care," says Neglia, section chief of pediatric hematology-oncology.

In the early 1990s, Neglia and former U colleagues Leslie Robison, Ann Mertens, and Mark Nesbit
received a pilot grant from the Children's Cancer Research Fund to test the feasibility of gathering
health data from thousands of people who had survived childhood cancer. Armed with the findings,
the researchers won and led a 26-institution National Institutes of Health study of more than 14,000
survivors of eight types of childhood cancer who had received treatment between 1970 and 1986.

Using powerful statistical tools, the Childhood Cancer Survivor Study (CCSS) has been exploring
relationships among various types of cancers, treatment regimens, and health. Researchers have
found that childhood cancer survivors may face elevated risks of second cancers, heart problems,
abnormal growth, fertility issues, and a host of other complications. But the long-term health of some
is similar to that of the general population.

Fulfilling lives 

Once the risks are known, survivors and their physicians can take steps to head off later health
problems.

"The study led to the creation of a whole science around what follow-up is important for the patient,
not only in terms of recurrence, but also for late outcomes," Neglia says.

Three years ago, University of Minnesota physicians established the Long-Term Follow-Up Clinic to
monitor and manage the health of childhood cancer survivors. Those treated at the University are
transferred to the clinic five years after diagnosis or three years after blood or marrow transplant.
Individuals treated elsewhere are welcome, too.

"... The focus really is on long-term effects [patients] may ... experience," says clinic director Daniel
Mulrooney. Together, the physician and patient review detailed treatment records and develop a
plan for watching for complications.

Survivors like Shari VanPuyvelde know how important that is. Diagnosed with Ewing's sarcoma
when she was 10, VanPuyvelde—now an oncology nurse—is managing the after-effects of
treatment, including impaired lung and cardiovascular function. About three years ago, she
graduated from the care of her pediatric oncologist to the clinic.

Informing physicians 

The Long-Term Follow-Up Clinic also informs primary-care physicians about the long-term risks of
childhood cancer. A 2006 Institute of Medicine report noted that relatively few health-care
professionals receive specific training in this area and recommended educating providers about
treatment risks, the value of surveillance and intervention to minimize late effects, and the
psychosocial and lifestyle implications for patients.

"General pediatricians, internists, and family doctors aren't yet aware of these issues," Mulrooney
says.

After each clinic visit, Mulrooney provides copies of the patients' reports to the patients and their
primary-care physicians. This, he says, helps doctors back home ensure that patients get needed
attention--for example, early mammograms for women who received radiation therapy as girls.

The clinic also helps medical students and residents learn about the special needs of childhood
cancer survivors.

Ongoing research 

Since the 1970s cancer treatment has changed dramatically, and so have the health implications. To
help researchers learn more about correlations between treatments and outcomes, Long-Term
Follow-Up Clinic patients are invited to participate in research and enroll in the clinic database.

Mulrooney, for example, uses such data to explore the effects of chemotherapy and radiation
therapy on the cardiovascular system, in hopes of identifying who is at greatest risk. Associate
professor of pediatrics K. Scott Baker studies the development of metabolic syndrome after blood
and marrow transplantation.

A big challenge for CCSS has been obtaining data on patients treated years or decades earlier. To
make it easier, the international Childhood Cancer Research Network, launched last December
under the leadership of University pediatrics professor Julie Ross, streamlines data-gathering
across a consortium of more than 200 cancer centers, covering up to 90 percent of childhood
cancer survivors in the United States and Canada. It got a boost in July with passage of the
Conquer Childhood Cancer Act, which earmarks $5 million for the registry over the next five years.

A new Masonic Cancer Center research program, co-directed by Baker and Beth Virnig, associate
professor in the School of Public Health, brings researchers together to devise better ways of
preventing and improving outcomes from late effects. The cross-talk is particularly valuable for
survivors of childhood cancer as they become adults.

"We're all in this together," Virnig says. "Some of the best insights happen when you get people
talking."

Related links
Cancer research programs at the U's Masonic Cancer Center
Long-Term Follow-Up Clinic
University's Medicine-Pediatrics Residency Program

Edited from Medical Bulletin, fall 2008, a publication by the Minnesota Medical Foundation
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Roberta Juarez, a University staff member in Disability
Services for the past 15 years, has been a key player in
working to make TCF Bank Stadium a beacon of
accessibility.
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Ensuring access
December 22, 2008

U staffer helps ensure that new
stadium is a model of accessibility

By Ami Berger

Even as the new TCF Bank Stadium
is assuming its final shape at the
eastern edge of campus, there's
plenty of work taking place that
doesn't involve steel or concrete. Just
one of these behind-the-scenes
efforts is ensuring that the state-of-
the-art facility is accessible to the
entire University community and its
visitors, including individuals with
disabilities.

Spearheading that effort is Roberta
Juarez, a University staff member in
Disability Services for the past 15
years. Currently, Juarez has two roles
in Disability Services: as a disability
specialist, she meets with students
with disabilities to learn about their needs and recommends reasonable accommodations; and as
the University's physical access coordinator, she provides consultation and expertise on a wide
range of projects to ensure their accessibility, such as new or remodeled campus buildings.

It's this latter role that originally brought Juarez into the stadium project. "I was thrilled to learn that
Roberta was asked to provide input in the very early stages of the stadium's design," says Eric
Schnell, interim director of Disability Services, who is also pleased at the degree to which Juarez
was involved in the planning. "I've frequently seen her huddled with architects examining
blueprints," he says.

Juarez, who is certified by the state of Minnesota as an Accessibility Specialist, has been involved
with the planning of the facility since 2006. Her role is to work with the stadium team from the
University, HOK Sport (the stadium architect), and various other groups on the entire scope of
accessibility concerns, from parking to flooring to rest room design.

"All of us wanted this project to set a new standard," she says. "We saw
this as an opportunity to show what's possible in making a facility like
this not just accessible, but truly welcoming for all guests, no matter
their level of ability."

"We talked about what was both required for access and what was desired for access," she says,
"and we tried to be innovative and creative, within the limits of the technology currently available to
us." Juarez was eager to see the stadium go above and beyond the baseline of what was required
by Minnesota code and the Americans with Disabilities Act. "All of us wanted this project to set a
new standard," she says. "We saw this as an opportunity to show what's possible in making a facility
like this not just accessible, but truly welcoming for all guests, no matter their level
of ability."

According to Juarez, the completed stadium will be one of the most accessible in the nation. It will
include numerous unisex bathrooms for guests who have opposite-sex caregivers or assistants, and
most multi-stall restrooms will feature double the number of accessible stalls that are required by
law. Different textures will be built into floors in key areas of the stadium to provide way-finding cues
for guests with visual impairments, and elevator access will be available for all public areas of the
stadium.

Juarez is currently working with the University's Parking and Transportation Services to determine
the best locations for disability parking and drop-off areas for guests with limited mobility.

Despite the amount of effort Juarez has put into the stadium project, she's enthusiastic about both
the process and the outcome. "It's been so much fun," she says, "and it really is a once-in-a-lifetime
project." The stadium team has been very receptive to her suggestions, and she also gives credit to
the University Services staff who are responsible for adhering to University standards and state and
federal codes across campus.

"The University's facilities staff are consistently responsive, innovative, and encouraging about
issues of accessibility. They frequently go beyond what is required by code to make access better
for people with disabilities," she says. "I think it demonstrates the U's overall commitment to
providing welcoming access to people with differing needs."

Schnell agrees with that assessment, and includes Juarez in it. "Roberta is a true professional who
is exceptionally knowledgeable about issues pertaining to the physical accessibility of facilities,"
Schnell says, "and the stadium will be one of the most accessible stadiums in the nation, thanks to
Roberta's work."

© 2009–2014 Regents of the University of Minnesota. All rights reserved.
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University students get up close to a tiger cub at the
Pratubchang Wildlife Breeding Center in Thailand.

View more photos from the U's 2008 Thailand field
course.

Saving wild tigers
December 23, 2008

U professor leads tiger conservation
projects in Asia; establishes field
course in Thailand for students

By Pauline Oo

When Daniel Kohn signed up for a
three-week January course, little did
the University of Minnesota senior
know he would end up landing a job
in northern Thailand less than a year
later. Kohn, who graduated from the U
in May, is currently conducting tiger
prey surveys at the Western Forest
Complex--the largest contiguous
forest area in Southeast Asia.

"More than anything, it was the
friendships I helped build with the
people working here at Khao Nang
Rum Wildlife Research Station [in the
heart of the Western Forest Complex]
during the course that motivated me to come back," says Kohn, who plans to continue his graduate
studies in conservation biology when he returns to the United States in 2009. "They made me feel
like part of the family ... I spent weeks getting to know the rangers and research technicians, who
are now some of my best friends."

Large Mammal Research Techniques in Tropical Forests is the brainchild of J.L. David Smith, a
University professor in the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology. The course
is offered in partnership with the Khao Nang Rum Wildlife Research Station and Mahidol University,
one of the oldest institutions of higher learning in Thailand.

A group of 16 students will call the wildlife station home between December 27, 2008, and January
18, 2009. Like their counterparts on the inaugural trip last winter, the students will learn a host of
wildlife conservation techniques, such as animal handling and immobilization, camera trapping, prey
and scat assessment, and radio-telemetry.

Since tigers are at the top of the food chain, the conservation of wild tigers involves the preservation
of not only their habitat, but also the prey populations (like deer, wild boar, and sambar) that support
them. According to the World Wildlife Fund, only about 4,000 tigers remain in the wild—down from
more than 100,000—and they occupy only seven percent of their historic range. Poaching for pelts
and bones (the latter used in traditional Chinese medicine) threatens the animal's survival, as does
loss of prey and habitat due to uncontrolled development.

The ultimate goal of the field trip, says Smith, "is to give students experience in designing and doing
field research on large mammals," and in this case, with a cultural element thrown in.

"We're exposing them to what conservation is like in another country, what the problems are and
how their approaches are different," says Smith, who saves tiger habitats by connecting them so
tigers living in one reserve can go to another, allowing a larger population and a higher probability of
survival.

Smith came to the University of Minnesota as a graduate student focused on population studies in
1974. His interest in tigers came about a couple of years later, following two unconnected events:
the death of a Smithsonian Institution researcher he was to work with in Africa and the
hospitalization of another researcher in Nepal, after he was attacked by a tiger.

"I was never going to work on tigers," says Smith. "But my [research colleague] fell over one day in
the office with a brain tumor and was dead three months later. So I didn't have a project. I went to
the people at the Smithsonian, and they said, 'Why don't you go help out in Nepal.'" (It turns out that
the researcher in Nepal was studying tigers, and the same office at the Smithsonian that would have
funded Smith's sojourn to Africa was funding his project.)

Today, more than 30 years later, Smith's involvement with wild cats and his Rolodex of contacts in
Nepal, Thailand, Cambodia, China, Bangladesh, and Mongolia has grown. He established the
Collaborative Laboratory for Asian Wildlife Studies, or CLAWS, on the Twin Cities campus in St.
Paul in 2007. (Virtually all its projects, which focus on the conservation of an individual species or
group of species, are conducted in partnership with an Asian government agency or university.) He
recruits graduate students from abroad and trains them in conservation in the hopes that they'll
return to their homeland and work to conserve tigers and their habitat. (Nearly 80 percent of his
students have been from Asia.) And almost all of his American students end up visiting or working in
Asia after their first three years at the U.

"The best part of the [field] trip was being completely immersed in a different culture in a very
remote part of the world," says recent grad Caitlin Smith. "I will never forget my experiences in the
jungle—showering in the river, hearing elephants make their way through the jungle while I was
trying to fall asleep in my hammock, [listening] to gibbons howl, and [watching] tropical birds all
around us while eating breakfast. Who can say they have experienced that?"

University students pay about $3,500 for the three-credit course, which includes airfare, food,
lodging, and transportation. "It's absolutely [a] great price for the trip," she adds.

Since a 1989 moratorium on logging, Thailand has created more protected areas than almost any
other country in Asia in the last 10 years, says Smith, who typically spends four to five months a
year outside the United States. The Khao Nang Rum Wildlife Research Station, which serves as
home base for the students' daily field activities, is just one place that's beefing up its staff, building
the next generation of large mammal researchers who can care for Thailand's wildlife sanctuaries
and help the country find a balance between development and conservation.

Smith says the health of the tiger population is an important indicator of biodiversity and a
barometer of sustainability.

"[Former Indian Prime Minister] Indira Gandhi once said at a big tiger meeting in New Delhi that
when our countries are no longer fit for tigers, they're not going to be very fit for us either," says
Smith.

Related links
Tiger research at the U of M and the field course in Thailand
University's CLAWS project in Nepal slide show
Western Forest Complex in Thailand
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Victoria Ranua is helping restore native grasses to be
used as a source of energy.
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Return of the native
December 23, 2008

U alumna helps bring back the prairie
and create a source of power

By Stephanie Xenos

Ask Victoria Ranua to name all of the
native Minnesota plants she knows
and you had better have some time to
spare. Ranua knows Minnesota flora
like the back of her hand. "I used to
be a runner and I would run through
the woods and see these beautiful
white flowers, tons of them," says
Ranua. "I wanted to know what they
were."

That fateful encounter with a flower
proved a catalyst. Ranua studied
plant biology as a College of
Biological Sciences undergraduate,
then as a graduate student. She
graduated with a master's degree in plant biology in August. While she may be a walking
encyclopedia of plant facts, her interest is far from passive.

"Nobody focuses on identifying the plants of Minnesota," says Ranua. "That's a passion for me,
knowing the plants of Minnesota and their role." Identifying them-and reintroducing them.

For the past three years she has worked with the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community in the
southwest metro surveying flora on the reservation and working on a program to restore native
prairie.

Ranua spends her days cataloging the plants present on the reservation. While many of the plants
that turn up in her flora survey are non-native, some are more surprising than others. She recently
discovered the Hydrocotyle ranuculoides (Buttercup Pennywort), a plant endangered in Illinois and
never before spotted in Minnesota.

Her other primary role is to help restore native prairie to a large section of the reservation. "Most of
our prairie restorations are where Sugar Maple forest used to be," says Ranua. "It's easier to put a
prairie back than it is to put a forest back." So far, 100 acres of native prairie have been
reestablished along with 200 acres of buffalo hay, which will be used as a sustainable source of
biofuel. By next year, the tribe hopes to have 500 of its 2,000 acres planted in prairie grasses.

The prairie grasses will feed the tribe's new biofuel energy plant, Koda Energy. "The tribe is trying to
find a sustainable and culturally relevant way to address energy needs," says Ranua. "We've done a
lot of prescribed burns of prairie grass, and you can just see the energy stored in those systems."
Prescribed burns are used to replicate the role of fire in prairie ecosystems.

The Shakopee Mdewakanton settled on prairie grass as an ideal source of energy because it is a
self-sustaining perennial that lasts thousands of years. "They wanted to have a low-input system
from which to gather fuel while also creating habitat, preventing soil erosion, and improving water
quality."

The project draws on the findings of world-renowned researcher David Tilman, Regents Professor
of Ecology in the College of Biological Sciences, who has shown that using mixed prairie grasses as
a source of biomass for biofuel production trumps mono-crops such as corn and switchgrass. Says
Ranua: "This is the first project we know of that's bringing research to a production scale."

Restoring the habitat has had a ripple effect in other ways, too. "When my coworkers started their
faunal survey after prairies had been reestablished they saw the return of Bobolink, Grasshopper
Sparrow, Dicksissel, and Eastern Meadow Lark," says Ranua. "Those small, unexpected gains are
important."

From BIO, fall 2008, the magazine of the College of Biological Sciences.
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How to count molecules
To count molecules of
histamine released by mast
cells, Haynes uses a
technique in which a tiny
electrode is placed right
over the cells. As histamine
molecules are released, the
electrode attracts electrons
away from them. The
movement of electrons
produces an electric current
whose intensity reveals how
much histamine has been
released.

Immunity builder
December 23, 2008

Researcher Christy Haynes
constructs an immune system, one
cell at a time

By Deane Morrison

It's said that no one understood how
birds could fly until the airplane was
invented. Now, University of
Minnesota researcher Christy Haynes
is applying the same tactic to
understanding the human immune
system: She's building one.

Although much is known about
asthma and allergies, clues to
controlling or curing these conditions
still lie hidden in the maze of immune
cell interactions. As she builds "an immune system on a chip," Haynes will isolate and study the
various way cells communicate and respond to each other, with the goal of opening new avenues
for treating allergic reactions and asthma.

Her idea has garnered funding from a very selective source. This fall Haynes, an assistant professor
of chemistry, became one of 31 researchers tapped by the National Institutes of Health for a New
Innovator Award, worth $1.5 million over five years.

The awards embody NIH's investment in fresh approaches "that could transform biomedical and
behavioral science." Now in its second year, the program supports a total of 61 investigators
nationwide.

"I think they were looking for a 'blue sky' proposal," says Haynes. "This is a big deal for my group.
[This research] couldn't happen without this money."

We know what you're thinking: What's a chemist doing studying the immune system? It all goes
back to Haynes's previous work with nanoparticles, pieces of matter whose minuscule size—less
than 100 billionths of a meter—gives them unusual properties. Haynes was studying how
nanoparticles of gold change color under certain chemical conditions.

"Then we started asking, 'You can buy all these products like sunscreen with nanoparticles. What
happens when they get into the body?'" she says.

Soon Haynes was delving into the toxicity of nanoparticles. She applied gold nanoparticles to mast
cells, which release histamine (a chemical that helps cause inflammation, congestion, narrowed
airways and other miseries) during an allergic response. The mast cells responded to the
nanoparticles by releasing more histamine—and faster. Haynes became intrigued with the immune
response and how one could do a better job treating disorders like hay fever and asthma.

"When we treat immune disorders, we almost always treat the symptoms, such as by using anti-
histamine," she notes.

False alarms

Like many other bodily functions, the immune system works through messages in the form of
chemicals passed between different cell types. These messages often cause the recipient cell to
react in some way, such as by releasing another chemical. To help Haynes see the system in action,
staff of the University's Nanofabrication Center have built flexible plastic "chips" the size of a credit
card, each holding tiny wells connected by canals.

"When we treat immune disorders, we almost always treat the
symptoms, such as by using anti-histamine."

To start, Haynes will culture just one type of cell in one well and characterize its behavior. Gradually
she will add more cells and let them interact by producing and sending chemical messages through
the canals.

First up will be mast cells. After manufacturing histamine, the cells store it below their outer
membranes in packets called granules. The histamine only makes its mischief when the granules
are released in response to a signal.

To see how that happens, consider a person with an allergy to ragweed pollen. The lining of their
nasal passages contains mast cells, the outer membranes of which are coated with antibodies
called IgE. Each IgE molecule is held in place by a mast cell structure called an IgE receptor.
Produced and secreted by white blood cells, the IgE is specifically designed to stick to ragweed
pollen and nothing else.

When the person inhales the pollen, the IgE molecules grab it. This signals the mast cells to release
their histamine, and the sneezing begins. But since ragweed pollen is otherwise harmless, the
whole thing amounts to a false alarm. What no one knows, says Haynes, is whether the process
can snowball. That is, could a person's mast cells, when exposed over time to increasing amounts
of IgE, build more IgE receptors? And if so, would this increase the response—i.e., more histamine
—and make allergies worse?

To find out, Haynes will expose mast cells to rising amounts of IgE and measure how much
histamine they release [see sidebar]. Later, she will put white blood cells that make IgE in another
well and let them communicate with the mast cells. In these and other experiments, she will monitor
the fluid in the canals to see exactly what chemical messages are being sent and correlate them
with cells' behavior.

Collaborating with Haynes is James White, a Regents Professor of
laboratory medicine and pathology. He will supply samples of
platelets, including some from patients with immune-related disorders.
Although not technically cells, platelets may play a role in the
inflammation that occurs in some allergic responses by interacting
with white blood cells and chemical messengers. As she embarks on
the research, Haynes is keeping an open mind about what she may
find. But one thing's for sure.

"We're going to be the people who tell you what's not working in cells,"
she says. "Some [researchers] have ideas about targets [for therapy]
and candidate drugs. [We'll be able to] see how they work and if the
drugs do what they are supposed to."

Related link
Department of Chemistry
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